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Auctions by Bowers and Merena • Box 1224 • Wolfeboro, NH 03894

PRICES REALIZED

The

Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.,
Collection
April 6-8, 1997 — New York City
Highest Price Ever Realized for a Single U.S.
Coin at Auction:

$1,815,000 for an 1804 Silver Dollar

ELIASBERG COLLECTION SETS NEW RECORDS
The third and final section of the Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.,
Collection, offered at auction in New York City on April 6, 7, and 8,

Who's Who in Numismatics could have done all of the necessary
research right in the sales room! What a day it was!

shattered numerous records! One of the first lots was a gem Uncir¬

Session II

culated 1876 20-cent piece made at the Carson City (NV) Mint, one
of about 20 known, which opened to a packed gallery at $55,000 and
was quickly bid up to a record $148,500 amidst enthusiastic ap¬
plause. When the auctioneer dropped the hammer on the final lot of
the evening on April 8th, the three-day event yielded a whopping
$20,892,783. Added to the two earlier sales, the Louis E. Eliasberg,
Sr., Collection of United States coins realized over $44,000,000!
This far eclipsed the former record holder for the most valuable
collection of U.S. coins, the $25,000,000 Garrett Collection sold for
'fhe Johns Hopkins University in a series of sales conducted by our

On Monday morning at 10:00 the stage was set for the sale of
many “miscellaneous” items from the Eliasberg Collection. Of¬
fered were many desirable pieces apart from the federal coinage
series, a counterpoint to all of the rarities and high-priced coins
sold in the main evening sessions. Tokens, medals, paper money,
and other issues w ere the order of the day.
Many records were broken. A gold restrike of the 1861
Confederate States of America cent, estimated at $25,000, soared
to an amazing $55,000. A 1785 Bar cent. Mint State, shattered ail
records at $18,700. Among paper money, notable prices included

firm in 1979-1981.

a $10 E-119 cut sheet at $9,075, and a $10 E-123 cut sheet at

Session I

$17,600.

Session III

Highlights from the first night’s session, commencing on Sun¬
day evening at 6:00 sharp, included many coins in the $100,000 to
$200,000 range.

Monday night at 6:00 saw another packed gallery, with extra
chairs brought in to accommodate the overflow, as more choice and

Dave Bowers was at the podium at the beginning and provided

rare coins from the federal series were scheduled to be sold. Just

some remarks about the history of the collection and the significance

about all the luminaries of the American numismatic w orld w ere

of the event. .Meanwhile, it was standing room only, and extra chairs

on hand to witness the sale of the finest set of United States half

had to be brought in to accommodate the overflow crowd—these
bidders in addition to many who participated by mail, telephone and

dollars ever to cross the block.
Records were broken just about every minute, as bidders

fax. Excitement prevailed! Indeed, the event was a gathering of

competed to acquire coins offering an incredible combination

eagles, or, as Dave Bowers put it in his introductory remarks, a

of high quality, rarity, and the incomparable Eliasberg (k)llcc-

“rendezvous with numismatic destiny.” Anyone wanting to write

tion pedigree.

Sci^ion IV'

Roberts, president of Spectrum .Numismatics, was alniut to make

1>]C!=‘-in'f 'h** u^t \tssion on 1 ucsdav ni^ht, April Mth. I'hc t'(Kal

histoiA’. “Goingonce at $1,6.50,0(K). Going twice at $1,6.S0,(K)0. .All

v». % {■.) L< KmcricaA mo.M t’amou^ raritv, the lh04 -iilvcr dullar.

done at $1,650,000!” With the buyer’s fee, this amounted to

\t about H:-J5 in the eveninj*, with cameras flashing and all eyes

$1,815,000! The audience broke into pandemonium. A new world’s
record had been set and all in attendance were a part of history !

on the auctioneer. l>ase Bowers announced the ottering ot the
t’abulouH ihlV4 dullar. It was standing room only, a hush fell, and the

Then came trade dollars, w here the gem PriKif 1884 broke all

action began. “I have a $400,000 bid!” which was immediately

records at $3%,000, followed by one of the greatest of all .American

jum^xrd to $500,000 by a well-know n dealer in the back of the room,

rarities, the 1885.

and then jumped again to $600,000 by another eager buyer! The

Opening at $300,000, the 1885, described as the finest of only

bidding progressed in $20,000 increments to $920,000, w hich w ith

five known, quickly went through the roof, until just two bidders

the 10% buyer’s fee, totaled $1,012,000. “It is only fitting that I

remained. On the telephone was Dennis Rodman, famous (Chicago

pause for a moment [other hands were still in the air] to say that we

Bulls basketball player, w ho w ith I)w ight .Manley on an extension

now have the second million-dollar coin in numismatic history,”

bid $800,000, after which it sold one bid later, for $825,000 (equal

Dave Bowers commented. “'I'he current high bidder is none other

to $907,500 with the 10% buyer’s fee) to Jay Parrino, where,

than Jay Parrino, w ho was the first to break the million-dollar barrier

presumably, it now keeps company with his 1913 Liberty Head

last May with his purchase of the Kliasberg 1913 Liberty Head

nickel!

nickel for $1,485,000.”

Just before midnight the last lot in the sale was sold, a 1915-S

'I'he action continued, with a half dozen or more bidders in the

Panama-Pacific Exposition $50 octagonal gold graded MS-64 for

competition as the price went onward and upward. Finally, as the

$35,200. The Eliasberg Collection of United States coins was now

competition narrowed and the increments increased to $50,000

a part of history. Doubtless, the course of numismatics had been
changed for all time.

there w as only one hand (and much anticipation) left in the air. Greg
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Lot
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Lot
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Lot
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Lot
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Lot
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Lot
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Lot

Price
1.320.(X)

1349

2420.00

1397

2090.00

1426

1430.00

1455

25300.00

1503

187000.00

1551

1430.00

1599

4400.00

1647

1350

10450.00

1398

15400.00

1427

1540.00

1456

35200.00

1504

8800.00

1552

3.300.00

1600

71.50.00

1648

412.50

1351

3520.00

1399

23100.00

1428

66000.00

1457

34100.00

1505

88000.00

1553

3520.00

1601

3%0.(X)

1649

7700.(X)

1352

5720.00

1400

12100.00

1429

6160.00

1.506

1980.00

2860.00

1430

1430.00

23100.00

1507

8250.00

1.5400.(X)

1602
160.3

5060.00

1401

1554
1.5.55

11000.00

148.500.00

1458
1459

4620.00

1353

4400.00

16.50
1651

5.50.00

1354

5500.00

1402

12100.00

1431

2090.00

1460

88000.00

1556

99(X).(X)

1604

4180.(X)

1652

770.(X)

4290.00

35200.00

1432

4840.00

1461

9900.00

.3080.(X)

1557

121(X).(X)

1605

14.300.00

176(XK).00

25.30.00

1433

8800.(X)

8525.00

1510

5720.00

1606

99(X).00

1357

3740.00

14.300.00

9900.00

1511

1.540.00

16.500.00

1607

3190.00

16.55

,605.00

1358
1359

1.54(X).00

1405
1406

14.34

1.5.58
1.5.59

2860.(X)

209(X).00

1462
146.3

16.53
16.54 •

467..50

13.56

1403
1404

1508
1509

4840.00

1355

82.50.(X)

1435

3520.(X)

1464

2310.00

1512

4180.(X)

1.560

16500.00

1608

6160.(X)

16.56

660.(X)

14300.00

1407

25300.00

1436

1540.00

1465

8250.00

1561

77{X).00

1609

6.32.50

13200.00

1437

25300.(X)

1466

2530.00

25.30.(X)

1.54(X).(X)

1610

1658

7150.(X)

14.30.{X)

1438

1210.(X)

1467

198(X).00

1515

6.380.(X)

1.562
1.56.3

44(X).00
.3080.(X)

1657

187(X).00

1513
1514

990.00

1360

9.3.50.(X)

1611

3%(X).00

1659

1210.(X)

7700.00

1439

209(X).(X)

9900.(X)

1516

14,30.(X)

1.564

209(X).(X)

1612

6160.00

1660

77(XX).(X)

6160.00

1517

2640.00

1.565

121(X).(X)

1613

27.50.(X)

1661

82.50.(X)

3300.00

880.00

1566

5060.00

1614

1662
166.3

66(XX).00

.506.(X)

275XK)

1361

71.50.00

1408
1409

1362

3960.00

1410

1363
1364

352(X).00

1411

12100.(X)

1440

2530.00

1468
1469

16.5000.00

1412

71.500.00

1441

.30800.{X)

1470

1365

209(X).00

1413

44(X).00

1442

1210.00

1471

9900.00

1518
1519

2970.00

1567

7150.00

1615

4180.00
27.50.(X)

1366

242(X).00

1760.00

1472

12100.00

1520

1100.00

1568

16.500.(X)

1616

4620.(X)

1664

7150.(X)

18700.(X)

1.54(X).(X)

1521

3960.00

1569

5.500.(X)

1617

.3960.00

1665

1.3200.(X)

1416

1445

26400.00

1473
1474

71.50.00

42900.00

.3520.00
.3080.00

1443
1444

20900.00

1367
1368
1369

1414
1415

4620.00

1522

1650.00

1570

7700.00

1618

1320.00

1666

2530.(X)

264(X).00

1417
1418
1419

198(X).00

1446

13200.00

1571

14.3(X).(X)

1619

3520.00

1667

1(M.50.(X)

1476

1815.00

1523
1524

1320.00

1447
1448
1449

17600.00
8800.00

1475

35200.00
2.5.3(X).(X)

1705.00

1572

88(X).00

1620

93.50.(X)

1668

68750.00

4400.00

1477
1478
1479

880.00
357.50
4730.00

1525
1526
1527

935.00
990.00
8800.00

1573
1574

1621
1622
1623

44{X).00
77(X).00
2420.00

1669

19800.(X)

1670

1575

17600.00 •
132(X).(X)
52800.00

1671

.396(X).(X)
82.500.(K)

3630.00

1480

7700.00

1528

1980.00

1576

27.50.00

1624

495.00

2.5300.(X)

1481

1980.00

1529

4620.00

1577

5940.(X)

1625

1672
167.3

IKXXXUX)

1.370
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375

1870.00
2640.00
22(XX).00
1650.00

1420
1421

.374(X).00
2U9(X).(X)

1450

10450.00

1100.00

2.5.3(X).{X)

2420.(X)

1376

935.(X)

1482

5060.00

1530

1210.00

7700.(X)

1626

1674

14.3(XX).(X)

1377
1378
1379

27500.00

1483

104500.00

1531

2090.00

1578
1579

5720.(X)
.374(X).(X)

71.50.(X)

1627

.5280.0()

1675

104.5(X).(X)

13200.00

1484

3520.00

1532

3960.00

1.580

88(X).(X)

1628

71.50.(X)

1676

.319(X).(X)

6600.(X)

1485

4180.00

1533

3%0.00

1.581

4620.(X)

1629

.374(X).(X)

1677

16.5(X).(X)

1.380
1.381

35200.00

1486

2310.00

1.5.34

3080.00

1.582

.3960.00

16.30

.352().(X)

1678

.572(X).(X)

1487

3190.00

1535

3740.00

1.583

462().(X)

16.31

22(K).(X)

1679

1.59.5.(X)

1382

3410.00
1870.(X)

1488

2200.00

1.5.36

1210.00

1.584

.3190.(X)

66(X).(X)

121(NX).(X)

1489

4180.00

1.537

1760.00

1.585

132(X).(X)

6.380.(X)

1680
1681

.5.5(X).(X)

1383

16.32
16.33

1384

192500 (K)

1490
1491

27.50.00

1.5.38

1870.00

1.586

11(XX).(X)

16.34

1.5,39

44(X).00

.3.300.00

1635

1492

.3.300.(X)

1.540

.5.500.(X)

1.587
1.588

1682
168.3

2860.(X)

14300.00

1210.00
5720.00

77(X).(X)

16.36

.3960.(X)

1684

6.38().(X)

1493
1494

99(X).(X)

1.541

IKX).(X)

1685

14.30.(X)

61600.00

5940.00

1320.(X)

1686

2.5.30. (X)

1495

187(XX).(X)

2420.(X)

1.591

.3,300.(X)

16.37
16.38
16.39

16.50.(X)

1542
154.3

1.589
1.590

22.5.5.(X)

2.310.00

104,5().(X)

1687

61h0.(X)

14%

2()90.(X)

1544

128.5(X).(X1

1497
149H

165(XX).(X)

1545

1688
U>89

143(X)(X)

1546

:2(XX)(X)

440 (X)

lh‘X)
1691

825(X)

189’

308(X)(M)

I

616(M)tX)

1 38ft

27500 (X)
242(X) (X)

1 \88

5orx)IM)

1 V80
1 ”8)

154<X);,1)

\y-\

.mUHl

13^:

7. XX) JiO

D)t 1384
A 1822 Browning-! 25e in
!*n>of-6.S reali/.cd $192,.50fl.

:,’!)0(X)

DO

‘t \

H'2

M.’i

2-''iJX)0O
82.50 no

1471
' 1 ir.

:'9»(X)
14 U)(X)

-XX: fX:
t»*

Yu ‘1.'.

'0,

‘i:

j

• 1451

,,

1452
|l4M
1 454

55(X)(X)
1870 (X)

14‘W

1540.(X)

15(X)

9<XHK).(X)

1 321X1(X)
71VXKXI

1501

1 KXXKKI
27.50.(X)

1502

2

1210.(X)

.33(X).(X)
60.5.(X)

1592
1.59.3

88(X).{X)

1640

1760.(X)

14.3(X).(X)

IMl

1,5'M

1760.(X)

1595
15%

5280 (X)

1M2
164.3

3.30.(X)
1870 (X)

1547
1548
1549

14.30,00
3520.(X)
77(K).(K)

2970(X)

lr>44

2860.(K)

1645

fWXXM)

Ift**!

3'XXI (X)

6.380(X)

1597
15%

121(M).(MI

1550

82.5()(X)

1M()

16S0(M)

lft‘*4

3740 (X)

Price* realized include the 10% buyers fee
-

82.5(X).(X)

-

.5,S(X),(X)
H8(X)tX)

Lot

Price

lh95

44(K).00

16%

3520.00
264(K).00

1697
1698
1699

26400.00

1700
1701

7150.00

Lot

Price

Lot

Price

Lot

Price

Lot

Price

Lot

1873
1874

176(X).00

1949

46200.00

4620.00
10450.00
14.300.00
6600.00
71.50.00

1950
1951

1870.(X)
9350.00
44()0.(X)
3190.00
6380.00

2025
2026

2090.00
4070.00

1955
1956

225500.00
4180.00

1957

1875
1876

6600.00
12100.00

1877
1878
1879

1702
1703

20900.00

1880

1760.00

1881

1704

1760.00
7150.00
2310.00

1882
1883
1884

1650.00
1430.00

1710

1870.00
3960.00

1711

9075.00

1712
1713
1714

16500.00

1705
1706
1707
1708
1709

1715

9350.00
13200.00

1716

28600.00

1717
1718

2310.00
4620.00

1720

2310.00

1771

3520.00

1721

6875.00
12100.00

1772

4840.00
24200.00

A 1832 Overton-123 500 in
Proof-65 to 66 realized $225,500.

6600.00
5060.00

24200.00
8250.00

1965
1966

6380.00
5060.00
1210.00

1780

1210.00

1831

110000.00

1430.00
7700.00

1781

522.50
15400.00

1832
1833
1834

1760.00
8250.00

1835

2750.00
1650.00

14300.00

1785

209000.00

1786

2860.00

1736

1870.00

1787

4180.00

1737
1738
1739

2090.00
20900.00

1788
1789

1980.00
2035.00

4840.00

1790

1740
1741

18700.00
3080.00
1760.00

5060.00
3740.00
4070.00

1972
1973
1974

9900.00

1975
1976

7150.00
5720.00

1895
1896
1897

4400.00

7150.00

1735

1970

1830

1730

1430.00
825.00

11000.00
2530.00

1870.00
7150.00

1729

4840.00

1969

16500.00

2640.00
5280.00

2310.00
37400.00

16500.00

1828
1829

1779

1732
1733
1734

1870.00

1827

1540.00

1782
1783
1784

1892
1893
1894

1967
1968

12100.00
3300.00

7150.00

1980.00

1836
1837
1838
1839

1902
1903
1904
1905
1906

1540.00
1100.00

1915
1916

12100.00
8250.00

28600.00

2090.00

6600.00

1791

1760.00

1842

6600.00

1792

9900.00

5720.00

1793
1794

3190.00

1843
1844

1917
1918
1919

9350.00

1920

3850.00

605.00

1845

1210.00

1921

33000.00

1795
1796

9900.00
1430.00

1846

3300.00
1870.00

1922
1923

17600.00

1847

8800.00
1760.00
4840.00

1848
1849

3190.00
6380.00

1924

1850

1925
1926
1927
1928

8800.00
2200.00
2860.00

8250.00

1746
1747

6380.00
3740.00

1748
1749

7150.00

1797
1798
1799

12100.00

1800

4620.00

1851

1750

3520.00

1801

5940.00

1852

2860.00
3520.00
29700.00

1751

1210.00

1802

1430.00

1853

3630.00

1752

7150.00

550.00

1854

1753
1754

715.00

1803
1804

1320.00

2200.00

1805

11550.00

1755

8800.00

1806

4620.00

1857
18.58

1756

103400.00

1807

2750.00

1757

935.00

1808
1809

6875.00

2750.00
18700.00

9350.00

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

20900.00
9350.00
12100.00
35200.00

2135
2136
2137
2138
2139

3960.00
4180.00

2098
2099
2100
2101
2102
2103

4840.00
10450.00
10450.00
6600.00
8800.00
18700.00
5940.00
14850.00
46200.00
4620.00

2131

2140
2141
2142
2143
2144
2145
2146
2147
2148

4840.00
4400.00
1760.00
2530.00
12100.00
715.00
4620.00
19800.00
8250.00
93.50.00
1980.00
33000.00
7700.00

9350.00

2149

5280.00
71500.00

522.50
1320.00

2150
2151

13200.00
3740.00

5060.00
2200.00

2152
2153
2154

11000.00
18700.00

4620.00
4840.00

5720.00

2155

3960.00

2970.00

2156

2860.00
1540.00

2157
2158
2159

37400.00
9350.00

588.50

715.00
770.00

14300.00
10450.00

2160

880.00
14300.00

2162

1320.00

2163
2164

8250.00

2165
2166

2750.00

2167
2168
2169

66000.00
52800.00
61600.00

2170

93500.00

2161

1320.00
852.50

715.00
522.50

3520.00

1100.00

2000
200!

7700.00
1980.00

1210.00
3080.00

2002
2003
2004

71.50.00
715.00
9350.00

1929

17600.00

2005

2171

18700.00

1870.00

1930

5280.00

2006

1430.00
8250.00

2172

1855

605.00

1931

4840.00

2750.(X)

1856

1760.00
7150.00

1932
1933

825.00

2173
2174

3080.00

19.34

2010

13200.00

18.59

660.00
22000.00

2090.00
7150.00

2007
2008
2009

77000.00
308000.00

1935

11000.00

2011

3080.00

1860

2420.00

1936

14300.00

3960.00
15400.00
2530.00

2059

1210.00

Lot 2173
A 1795 Draped Bust $1 in MS67 realized $308,000.

1861

12100.00

1937

605.00

1862

6160.00

1430.00

1430.00

1812

8250.00

1863

13200.00

1938
19.39

935.00

2015

9900.00

2060

4400.00
3300.(X)

1045.00

7150.00

1864

10450.00

1940

12100.00

2016

770.00

2061

935.00

1865

7700.00

1941

825.00

385.00

2104

33(X)0.00

4400.00

2105
2106

23100.00
5720.00

2062

2970.(X)

2107

3740.00

2063

71.50.00

2108
2109

4620.00
3740.00

1762
1763

4180.00

1813
1814

1764

2860.00

1815

9900.00

1866

7700.00

1942

10450.00

2017
2018

1765

7700.00

1816

2530.00

1867

4840.00

2019

18700.00

1817

6600.00

5060.00

28600.00

2020

2065

59400.00

1767

3520.(X)

1818

11000.00

1868
1869

27500.00
8250.00

2064

4290.00

1943
1944

9350.00

1766

3410.00

1945

6160.00

2021

13200.00

2066

7700.00

66(X1.(X)

1819

3080.00

1870

4620.00

1946

9350.00

2022

4840.00

4840.(X)

1871

4180.00

22000.00

2023

5720.00

14.300.00

1872

4840.00

1947
1948

2067
2068

3300.00

2024

17600.00

2069

5940.00

2970.00

2132
2133
2134

2097

1811

1821

2310.00
165(X).00
4400.00
11550.00
11000.00
4180.00
7150.00
11000.00

8250.00
5060.00
28600.00

1650.00

1810

1820

2127
2128
2129
2130

4620.(X)
16500.00

2052
2053
2054

1650.00

2090.(X)

99(X).(X)
3740.(X)

2086

2095
2096

2012
2013
2014

132(X).00

2125
2126

2085

3960.00
4840.00

4400.00

1770

2120
2121
2122
2123
2124

13200.00
19800.00
12100.00

2050
2051

Price
5.S(X).(X)
44(X).(X)
121(X).(X)
5500.00
3080.00
154(X).00
IIOO.(X)
14.3(X).(X)
5280.(X)
9900.(X)

2116
2117
2118
2119

2082
2083
2084

2092
2093
2094

2750.00
11000.00
4180.00

2115

13750.(X)
26400.00
15950.(X)

2750.00
77000.00
39600.00

4620.00

44(XX).(X)
8250.00

Lot

2080
2081

2047
2048
2049

880.00
8800.00

2310.00

2075
2076
2077
2078
2079

2090
2091

935.00
8800.00

1768
1769

104.50.(X)
121(X).(X)
1320().(X)
IIOOO.(X)
176(X).(X)

1210.00
1100.00

2057
2058

1840
1841

2072
2073
2074

16500.00

52800.00
3025.00

1990
1991

93.50.(X)
264(X).(X)

2045
2046

1981

16.50.00

2970.00
3960.00
5060.00

Price

2070
2071

2087
2088
2089

1982
1983
1984

1760.00

2750.00

Lot

2042
2043
2044

39600.00

1045.00
19250.00

3740.00
4180.00
715.00

1650.00
935.00

2040
2041

2055
2056

1987
1988
1989

1980().(X)
55000.(X)
2090.00

2039

50600.00

1985
1986

187(X).{X)
25300.00
3300.(X)
60500.00

1650.00
25300.00

1980

18700.00

352(X).(XI

2037
2038

2200.00
2640.00

24200.00

1912
1913
1914

6160.00

2035
2036

330.00

27500.00
121000.00

1745

264.00
302.50

2032
2033
2034

2860.00
1045.00

1910
1911

1744

4400.00
550.00

2030
2031

1978
1979

4070.00
23100.00

5500.00

1971

2970.00
14300.00

2027
2028
2029

1977

1907
1908
1909

5500.00

2750.00

5940.00
4620.00

1901

1727
1728

8800.00
5060.00

19800.00
2200.00

1890
1891

2750.00
5280.00

1777
177§

2200.00

8800.00

1825
1826

1776

1760
1761

1887

1962
1963
1964

121000.00

3520.00
1210.00

1759

1961

5940.00

1900

1725
1726

17.58

6380.00

9350.00

1775

9350.00

1885
1886

30800.00

5280.00

1742
1743

1960

1898
1899

26400.00

1731

.3410.00

2640.00
12100.00

1773
1774

63800.00
4400.00
29700.00
6160.00

1958
1959

1822
1823
1824

1722
1723
1724

1.54000.00

5060.00

1888
1889

8800.00

1952
1953
19.54

Price

Prices realized include the 10% buyers fee
—3—

2110
2111
2112
2113
2114

12100.00

2175
2176

4400.00
9900.00

2177
2178
2179

176000.00

2180
2181
2182
2183
2184

6160.00
52800.00
26400.00
1.5400.00
17600.00
9350.00
33(X)0.00

15950.(X)
8800.(X)

2185

4620.00

2186

5720.00
176(X).(X)

2187
2188
2189

77(KK).00
29700.(K1

6380.00

2190

5720.00

77(K).(K)
121(H),(K)

77(HK).(X)

Price !

Lot

Puce

Lut
JJb7

1450.00

.'I^J

•kOUOAlO
VUhio UO

2268
2269

198tX).00

2270

"

”IM*I 00
.'I'M

5S(XIOOO
200U)00
165000.00

.MW

31900.00

35200.00
.M^i
21W l>tlStXX).00

2271
2272
2273
2274

Lot

Price

2543
2344

5940.00

Lot

Price

Lot

Price

Lot

Price
16.5.(XJ

Lot

Price

Lut

Price

3158

i4y) (X)

3254

880 (XJ

176(X).00

3082
,508.5

522.50

.5159

1650 (XJ

.5235

16S0(X»

221XX).00

3084

247..50

3160

357.50

5256

955 00

1760.00

2545
2.546

5720.00

3085

110.00

3161

25.50.00

3237

880 (X)

1980.00

2.547

13200.00

3086

220.00

907.5.(XJ

1760.00

8800.00

.5087

715.00

1540.(XJ

3238
.52.59

71500

143000.00

2.548
2349

3162
316,5

93.50.00

110.00

3164

825.00

3240

550 00

12100.00

2350

88(XJ.OO

3088
3089

220.00

3165

17600.00

.5241

605.00

5.50.00

3166

2200.00

3242

880.00

220.00

3167

4620.(XJ

3243

797..SO

192..50

4620.00

2275

264<X).00

2351

7700.00

12100.(X)

9350.00
396000.00

3090
3091

550 (X)

:2tX)

99(XJO,00

2276

2-’0I

29700.00

2277

4840.00

2352
2353

990 00

13200.00

23.54

907500.00

522.50

1.540.00

.5245

825.00

15400.00

2278
2279

3168
3169

3244

31900.00

3092
3093

1870.00

2202
2203

12100.00

2355

412.50

3094

2090.00

3170

2640.(X)

.5246

770.00

2204

7150.00

2280

462000.00

2356

2090.00

.5095

192..50

3171

9.55.00

71.50.00

2205

16500.00

2281

1650.00

2357

1760.00

30%

660.00

3172

412..50

2282
2283

14300.00

2358

495.00

.5097

1.54.00

3173

577..50

3247
3248
3249

3080.00

2359

880.00

3098

192..50

3174

990.00

32.50

605.00

467.50

3099

176.00

3175

3.500.00

3251

715.00

275.00

3176

990.00

2860.00

2206

5500.00

2207

3520.00

220«
2209

99(XK).00

2284

4620.00

2360

660.00
1320.00

770.(X)

2210

19800.00

2286

12100().(X)

2362

605.00

3101

495.00

3177

605.00

3252
32-53

2211

19800.00

2287

143(X).00

2363

550.00

3102

176.00

3178

1430.00

32.54

825.00

2212
2213

6160.00

2288

8525.00

2364

2530.00

3103

357..50

3179

44(X).00

3255

192.5.(X)

46200.00

2289

36850.00

2365

412.50

3104

176.00

3180

1.540.00

32.56

286.00

275.00

165.00

3181

715.00

3257

1210.(X)

467.50

3105
3106

110.00

3182

770.00

3258

412..50

3107

1.54.00

5.50.00

32.59

126..50

3108

82.50

3183
3184

1.540.00

3260

44{).(X)

3109

132.00

-5185

.5960.00

3261

8800.00

3110

143.(K)

3186

770.(X)

3262

3520.(X)

3111

33.00

3187

1320.00

3263

1210.(X)

22000.00

2285

7425.00

2361

2214

9900.00

2290

132000.00

2366

2215
2216

308(X).00
44000.00

2291

13200.00
15400.00

2367

3100

440.00

2805.00

Lot 2354

2217

33(XX).()0

176000.00

2218
2219

44(K).00

2293
2294

2368
2369

198000.(X)

2370

935.00

16500.00

2295

264(X).00

2371

2970.00

2220

25300.(X)

22%

28600.00

2372

1430.00

2221

12650.00

2297

17600.00

2373

2200.00

2419

825.00

3036

137..50

3112

110.00

3264

44(X).(X)

33000.00

2298

71500.00

2374

770.00

2420

3190.00

3037

247..50

3113

9.5..50

3188
3189

2970.00

2222

2530.00

3265

2640.(X)

2223
2224

25300.(K)

2299

253000.00

2375

880.00

2421

16.50.00

715.00

3114

14,5.(X)

3190

2090.00

3266

880.(X)

13750.(K)

2300

5500.00

2376

825.00

2422

1210.00

3038
3039

440.(X)

3115

462.(X)

3191

22(K).(X)

3267

5.50.00

38500.(X)

2377

1320.00

2423

192..50

.5040

605.(X)

3116

467..50

3192

71.50.00 V

3261^

715.(X)

715.(X)

2424

275.(K)

.5041

.557..SO

.5117

2200.(K)

.5193

.5.500.(X)

.5269.

99().(X)

.58.5.(X)

2425

104.5.(X)

.5042

1.57..50

49.5.(X)

3194

2420.00

3270*'' , 4620.(X)

495.00

.5195

16.500.(X)

.5271

4620.(X)

2225

71.50.(K)

2292

2301

2378
2379

440.00

The finest known of only five
1885 trade dollars, graded Proof65 realized $907,500.

2226

5940.00

2302

23100.00

2227
2228

4180.(K)

715(X).(X)

2640.00

2303
2304

209(X).00

2380

577..50

2426

214.5.(X)

2229

2310.(X)

2305

44(XX).(X)

2381

3.50.(X)

2427

2230

5720.(X)

2306

2530.{X)

660.(X)

2231

11.550.(X)

2307

16500.00

2.582
2383

27.5(X).(X)

2428
2429

2232
2233

11(XX).(X)

2308

3960.00

2.584

880.(X)

.5(X)1

7I.50.(X)

2309

4620.(X)

2.585

27.50.(X)

22.U

.5060.(X)

2310

16500.(X)

2386

770.(X)

.5(X)2
.5(X).5

2.587

880.(X)

2235
22.V>
2237
2238

5720.(X)
264(X).0()

2311
2312

11(XX).(X)
1320().(X)

1210().(X)

2313

6820.(X)

5.5(X).(X)

2314

18700.00

2239

88(X).00

2240

6160.(X)

2388
2.589
2390

3.52.{X)

660.00

9.550.(X)

.5043
3044

.5118
.5119

880.(X)

,5120

1.520.(X)

.5196

.506().(X)

3272

176().(X)

286(X).(X)

3045

165.(X)

,5121

2.5.50.(M)

3197

1210.(X)

-527.5

550.(X)

.5.52(X).(X)

3046

82..50

3122

1870.(X)

,5198

16.50.(X)

3274

880.(X)

165(X).(X)

.502.50

3123

71.5.(M)

3199

148.5.(X)

3275

990.(X)

.58.5.(X)

.3047
.5048

3.50.(X)

3124

.5.50.(X)

.52(X)

1210.00

3276

2420.(X)

187(X).(X)

.5049

165.(X)

3125

302.50

.5201

60.5.(X)

3277

2090.(X)

.5(X)4

412..50

3050

IIO.(X)

3126

.38.5.(X)

1760.(X)

3278

1210.(X)

.5(X)5

605.00

3051

330.00

3127

11(X).(X)

3202
3203

93.5.(X)

3279

.585.(X)

32(M

2640.(X)

-5280

2640.{X)

3205

14.50.(X)

3281

44().(X)

770.(X)

.5(X)6

19800.00

3052

1045.(X)

3128

4620.(X)

880.00

.5007

.5410.00

3053

715.(X)

3129

11(X).(X)

957.00

3054

467.50

31.50

71.5.(X)

3206

9.5.5.(X)

8250.00

.5055

3850.00

3131

2090.(X)

3207

2090.(X)

.5282
328.5

2860.(X)

3010

14300.00

3056

330.00

3132

1870.(X)

3208

,5190.(X)

3284

22(X).(X)

3011
3012

55000.00

660.00

3209

82.50.(X)

3285

99().(X)

467.50

31.53
31.54

522..50

17600.00

3057
3058

990.00

-5210

2970.(X)

3286

412.50

3013

1870.00

3059

137.50

3135

990.00

3211

4620.(X)

27.5.(X)
660.(X)

412.50

3014

2860.00

3060

440.00

3136

82.5.(X)

3212

4840.(X)

3287
.5288

605.00

3137

247.50

3213

770.(X)

.5289

495.(X)

31.58

9.3.5.{X)

3214

2.510.(X)

3290

71.5.(X)

3291

.5.520.(X»
IKXMX)
522..50

2315
2316

1540.00

2.591

5720.00

14300.00

2392

3.500.00

.5008
3009

4840.(X)

2393
2394

385.00

110(X).00
7700.00

2395

577.50
357.50

23%
2397

2241

3520.(X)

2242
2243

22550.(X)
264(XX).(X)

2317
2318
2319

2244

104.50.(X)

2320

2245
2246

258.50.(X)

2321

88(X).(X)

2322

8800.(X)

2398

357.50

3015

495.00

.5061

2247
2248

25.300.00

2323
2324

25300.00

2399

412..50

3016

770.00

3062

2249

3520.(X)

- 2250
2251

.3‘>6(X).(X)

2325
2326

352(X).00

2252
2253
2254

18700.(X)

. 2255
2256

2640 (X)

2257
225H

664X)(X)

225'»

3190.(X)
30800.(K)

77().(X)

770.(X)
5.50.(X)

14.50<).(X)
3740.00

2400

.563.(X)

3017

770.00

.506.5

.585.00

31.59

2.510.(X)

.5215

IKXMX)

2401

.530.00

412..50

.5064

16.50.00

.3140

1.320.(X)

.5216

1.520.(X)

1210.(X)

2402

286.00

.5018
.5019

660.00

3065

1320.00

3141

27.50.(X)

3190.{X)

2327

5060.00

467..S0

.5020

467..50

.3066

275.00

3142

16.50.(X)

660.(X)

.5294

IIOO.(X)

770.(X)

.3143

1210.(X)

.5219

.5080.(X)

3295

770.(X)

2405

.5022

5.50.00

.5067
3068

.522..50

23100.(X)

467.50
.557..SO

.5021

44<XX».(X)

2328
2329

2403
2404

.5217
.5218

3292
.5293

176.00

.5144

.3.520.(X)

3220

93.5.(X)

32%

1485.(X)

77(X).(X)

23.50

16.50.(X)

2406

104.5.00

.502.5

110.00

3145

82.5.(X)

-5221

.5060.(X)

99(X).(X)

.5024

,5070

247..50

3146

1.54().(X)

3222

2640.(X)

2332
2333

104.50.(X)

2407
2408
2409

660.(X)
715.(X)

.5025

.5.57..50

.5071

1.52.00

2.510.(X)

.5026

.5.57..50

.5072
3073

.502..50

71.5.(X)

322.5
.5224

6.580.(X)

5720.00

.3147
.3148

.5297
.5298
3299

1210.(X)

2331

.5.50.(X)
49,5.(X)

.5069

6875.00

11(X).(X)

.5,5(XI

880.(X)

71.5.(X)

.5225

11(X).(X)

.5.501

82,5.(X)

.5226

60.5.(X)
71.5.(X)

.5.502
.5.503

652 50

.5,50.(X)

.5.5(M

rwxMK)

35200.00

7150(X)
25 30(X)

23U
2335

550.00
4840.(X)
93.50.(X)

2410

770.(X)

44().(X)
605.(K)

1.57..50

715.(X)

.5029

1210.(X)

.5074
.5075

275.(X)

50.50

.58.5,(X)

3076

3.57.50

2414

247.50

.5031

660.(X)

1540.(X)

495.00

658tX) (X)

2416

27.5.(X)

22(XX) (X)

2417
2418

1870.(X)
I760(X)
742 50

.5052
50.5,5

5077
.5078
.W)79

.585,(K)

2415

V)U

605.(X)

5080

154.(X)
IKKXI

5055

275 (X)

5081

220(X)

2411

2260
2261

8250 tX)

2336

7150 00

.5'M0(X)
1980.(X)

2412
2415

2262
2261

(X)
"ixirx)

2337
2338

2.55(X).(X)

1 2559

l'W(X) (X)

2264

I2HXX»(X»

1 2 540
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(S'eSSIONS
Quadrille Ballroom

Sunday evening. April 6
6:00 PM Sharp
United States 20-Cent Pieces through Quarter Dollars: Lots 1349-1659

Monday Morning. April 7
10:00 AM Sharp
United States Colonial and Federal Coins, Tokens and Medals, Confeder¬
ate States of America Coins, and United States Currency: Lots 3001-3308

Monday Evening. April 7 ■
6:00 PM Sharp
United States Half Dollars through 1891: Lots 1660-2062

Tuesday Evening. April 8
6:00 PM Sharp
United States Half Dollars 1892 and later, Silver Dollars, Trade
Dollars, Silver and Gold Commemoratives: Lots 2063-2429

fOT PICK-UP*
T ^ Trianon Room
Le

MONDAY. APRIL 7

_

Thirty minutes after the conclusion of Session II (approximately 2PM)

Tuesday. APRIL 8
9:00 AM — 10:30 AM

Wednesday. April 9_
9:00 AM — 10:30 AM
♦You must be pre-approved in order to pick your lots up at the sale.
Please see paragraph 4 of the Terms of Sale.

LOCATION
St. Moritz Hotel, 50 Central Park South, New York City, New York 10019;
Telephone (212) 755-5800
lOWKRS AND MERENA

3
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Rowers and merena
AUCTION SCHEDULE
May 29-30.1997
Los Angeles, CA
Now accepting consignments I

IULY28,1997
Rarities Sale
New York City, NY
Now accepting consignments!

September 22-24,1997
New York City, NY
Now accepting consignments!

November 13-14. 1997_
Baltimore, MD
in conjunction with the Suburban Washington/Baltimore Convention
Now accepting consignments!

lANUARY 7.1998_
Orlando, FL
Now accepting consignments!

March 12-li 1998_
Baltimore, MD
in conjunction with the Suburban Washington/Baltimore Convention
Now accepting consignments!

May 28-29. iqqr_
Los Angeles, CA
Now accepting consignments!

PLUS:_
Many more sales in 1998 and onward!

AUCriONS BY BOWERS AND MERENA, INC.
Box 1224 ♦ Wolfeboro, NH 0.^894
Toll-free (H(X))4.S8-4M6 ♦ In NH: 569-.S()95 ♦ Fax: (60.^) .S69-S.^|9
4
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The Louis E. FJiasherg, Sr., Collection

VIEWING
Trianon Room

Wednesday. April 2
11:00 AM —7:00 PM

Thursday. April 3
9:00 AM — 1:00 PM ♦

2:00 PM — 7:00 PM

FRIDAY. April 4
9:00 AM — 1:00 PM ♦

2:00 PM — 7:00 PM

Saturday. April 5
9:00 AM — 1:00 PM ♦

2:00 PM — 7:00 PM

SUNDAY. APRIL 6
9:00 AM —1:00 PM ♦

2:00 PM — 4:00 PM

MONDAY. APRIL 7
9:00 AM — 1:00 PM ♦

2:00 PM — 5:00 PM

Tuesday. APRIL 8
9:00 AM — 1:00 PM ♦

2:00 PM — 5:00 PM

HELPFUL Suggestions & information:_
We strongly recommend that our clients who intend to view a large portion of
the sale, plan to do so as early in the lot viewing schedule as possible.

Auction Sessions: The sale will be held in the Quadrille Ballroom at the
St. Moritz Hotel, 50 Central Park South, New York City, New York 10019
Prices Realized: For prices realized after the sale, call (603) 569-5095, Exten¬
sion 98. Limit: 10 lots per caller.
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The Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr., Collection

IMPORTANT
READ Before Bidding!
Changes have been made which will affect all bidders.

All material in this sale is from the Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr., Collection and
does not include any other consignments.

I

This is a public auction sale conducted by Auctions by
Bowers and Merena, Inc. (here after referred to as Bow¬
ers and Merena), licensed and bonded auctioneers. The
auctioneers are: John S. Babalis License No. 860160, Q. David
Bowers License No. 793852, and Raymond N. Merena Li¬
cense No. 793853. This auction is being conducted in
accordance with the regulations of the City of New York De¬
partment of Consumer Affairs. All bids are to be per lot. No
lots will be broken. Lots will be sold in numerical sequence un¬
less the auctioneer otherwise directs. In the event of identical
bids on the same lot, the lot will be awarded to the first bid
received. In the event of a dispute during the floor bidding,
the auctioneer’s decision to award the lot to a bidder will be
final. The auctioneer, at his sole discretion, may re-open any
lot or put the lot up for sale again.

Credit
TERMS:
All lots must be
paid for in full
prior to delivery,
without
exception.

A buyer’s charge of 10% on each individual lot will
be added to all successful bids, which sum will be the
purchase price. This buyer’s charge will be added to all
invoices, without exception. (The amount of the seller’s
charge and the allocation of the buyer’s charge are determined
by the consignment contract.)
All sales are strictly for cash in United States funds. All re¬
mittances must be drawn on United States banks and
made payable to “Bowers and Merena/Eliasberg Coin
Collection Inc.” The auctioneer reserves the right to require
full payment in certified bank funds. Invoices must be paid
for promptly upon their receipt in good U.S. funds. No
credit cards will be accepted for auction purchases or deposits.
Shipping, handling, postage, private and/or postal insurance,
and registration charges will be added for lots delivered by
mail. All bidders not furnishing applicable resale permits will
be responsible for sales tax as required to be collected under
the laws of the state and/or other entity in which the sale is
conducted. By bidding in the sale, a successful bidder agrees
to be liable for any tax liabilities which may accrue by virtue of

4

the purchase.

OR BEST
TTENTION:
ase submit mail and fax

limits, we must have an up-to-date pre-registration agreement
on file (blank enclosed with this catalogue). No bidding limit
can be established after Thursday, April 3, 1997. If you have any
questions regarding your purchasing plans, be sure to contact
our credit department, attention Don Snyder. At the sole dis¬
cretion of Bowers and Merena, we reserve the right to deny
participation in any auction if there have been any problems,
in our sole opinion, in past or current sales. All amounts must
be paid for within 30 days of the last sale date. Bowers and
Merena reserves the right to impose periodic finance charges
at the rate of 1.5% per month (18% per annum) on any unpaid
balance not paid within 30 days from the last date of the sale.
Any amount not paid will continue to accrue interest charges
until fully paid. On any sums unpaid, if the account is referred
to any attorney or collection agency for collection, the buyer
agrees to pay a 3% charge on the unpaid balance, plus all
costs, including attorney's fees, sheriff charges, court costs,
with interest accruing on the balance, until fully paid, at the
previously specified rate. (The 3% charge will be used to
cover certain administrative charges of Bowers and Merena
which may be incurred in the collection of this debt.)

All lots must be paid for in full prior to delivery with¬
out exception. All new bidders will be required to sub¬

mit a 25% deposit on all bids submitted or an irrevo¬
cable letter of credit issued by the bidder’s bank to Bowers
and Merena, equal to the full amount of any anticipated bid¬
ding. Individuals who have participated with us in the past
and plan to bid in excess of $10,000, unless other arrange¬
ments have been agreed to with Bowers and Merena, must
submit a 25% deposit on any planned bidding amount or an
irrevocable letter of credit issued by the bidder’s bank equal

Title does not pass until lots are paid for in full. It is the
responsibility and obligation of the buyer to maintain in¬
surance on any coins in his possession. Risk of loss is on
the buyer. By bidding in the sale, the bidder agrees to permit
Bowers and Merena to file any financing statement permitted
under the Uniform Commercial Code without debtor’s signa¬
ture and to offset any accounts due, whether now or in the
future, against funds or collateral in their possession. Any per¬
son submitting bids on behalf of a corporation or any other
entity agrees to be personally responsible for the transaction.
Buyers agree that they shall have no recourse against the con¬
signor for any reason whatsoever.

6

No “buy” or unlimited bids will be accepted. No bids
will be accepted from minors. The auctioneer
and/or Bowers and Merena reserve the right to open a
lot at a reasonable price, to set bidding increments as they
shall determine, and to refuse any bid which in the judg¬
ment of the auctioneer or Bowers and Merena is believed
not to be made in good faith. Bowers and Merena may open
bidding on any lot by placing a bid on behalf of the seller.
Bowers and Merena may further bid on behalf of the seller,
up to the amount of the reserve, by placing successive or
consecutive bids for a lot, or by placing bids in response to
other bidders.

7

We cannot be responsible for errors in bidding. Please

'*X)N, FRIDAY,

to the full amount of any anticipated bidding. Such deposits

pril 4, 1997

should he received no later than Thursday, April 3, 1997. Any un¬
used deposit amount will be refunded within 5 working days

cluding those increased by 10%, 20%, or 30% (sec our special

following the last day of the sale. In order to establish bidding

service on the bid sheet), will be rounded off to the low er

)WERS AND MERENA

check your bid sheet carefully. Please bid in even dol
lar increments. All bids not in even dollar amounts, in¬

31
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w hole dollar amount. We request that all bid sheets be signed,

Return
POLICY:
No lots may be
returned for any
reason (except
authenticity) by
mail or floor bid¬
ders, including
those acting as
agents for others.

and we reserve the right to not enter bids which are illegible
or on any sheet that has not been signed. Realizing that cer¬
tain bids may be submitted by fax, telegram, or other means
w ithout a signature, we note that in any event, bidding in this
auction sale constitutes acceptance by the bidder of all of the

8

Terms of Sale.

withdraw any item from the sale w ithout notice, or to correct
the error orally at the sale. Term of .Sale 13 is applicable to all |
situations. While every effort w ill be made to properly entd
and execute bids received by mail or by other means. Bow 1
ers and Merena assumes no liability for any errors in this
regard or failure to enter bids.

.All items are guaranteed authentic. .Authenticity does
By placing a bid in this sale, you agree that this
transaction shall be construed in accordance with

not refer to grading, attributions, die varieties, pedi¬
grees, or any other adjectival aspect of the coin. Any

claims to the contrary must be made in writing, by registered
mail within 21 days of the final sale date. The piece in ques¬
tion must be returned by registered, insured mail, in its
original sealed holder by May 8, 1997, without exception.

9

any lot in his ow n consignment. In the event of a typographica
error or attribution error, the cataloguer reserves the right to

Auction sales are not approval sales. Any lot may be ex¬
amined before bidding. No lots may be returned for
any reason by mail or floor buyers (including those

acting as agents for others). Exceptions will be made only
for reason of authenticity under the provisions of Term «8.
The auctioneers reserve the right to postpone or cancel the

the laws of the State of New Hampshire. Any dia
pute, claim or controversy (except for non-payment) shall be
settled exclusively by binding arbitration under the rules then
in effect of the Professional Numismatists Guild, Inc., as if
both parties to the dispute were members, at Wolfeboro, New
Hampshire, or another suitable location at the option of Bow-'
ers and Merena. In the event of non-payment, at its option.

Bowers and Merena may refer the matter to the PNG arbitra-tion or elect to proceed judicially, in which case the buyer
]

consents to jurisdiction in the courts of Carroll County, New ■
Hampshire.

sale without notice, should they in their sole discretion deter¬

Concerning the Louis E, Eliiisberg, Sr., (Col¬

mine that such action is warranted. Any lot may be withdrawn
without notice prior to the sale. Neither the auctioneer nor

lection coins, this term and c^eat is an
integral part of the agreement binding upon

the consignor will have any obligation to the intended bidders
as a result of any postponement, cancellation, or withdrawal.
Grading is a subjective description that represents
the opinion of the cataloguer as to the state of preser¬
vation of a particular coin or lot. A split grade, such as
Proof-63/65, refers to a coin w hich in our opinion has a Proof-63
obverse and Pro(if-65 reverse. “Proof’ is used to describe a
method of manufacture and is not a grade or condition. All such
terms, including adjectival and numerical descriptions of coins
and other numismatic items, are the opinion of Bowers and .Merena and are not an attribution. No warranty, whether expressed
or implied, including the warranty of merchantability, is
made with respect to such adjectival or numerical descriptions,
which can and do vary among experts; nor is any warranty or rep¬
resentation made that any other expert, grading serv ice or other
entity will grade a given piece the same as we do; nor is any war¬

Floor bidder
Registration

ranty or representation made that a coin or other numismatic
item has not been cleaned, or that the toning of any item is natu¬

will begin one hour before the
session at the entrance to the
auction rrxim.

the acceptance by a third parry. In general, descriptions are the

ral, or that there is the absence of any other defect which would
render it unsuitable for encapsulation by any grading service or

(Mease refer to paragraph 4 in
f erms of Sale.

classification, “Pedigrees,” and die varieties. What consti¬

tutes an early Proof striking and what does not has never been
defined with certainty, and opinions vary, often among ex¬
perts. In the present catalogue we have given the personal

opinions of the cataloguers—primarily Q. David Bowers and
.Mark Borckardt, but with other staff members as consultants ■

from time to time. In still other instances we have cited the
opinion of Walter Breen, whose book, A Coiner's Cat iar: Wahr
Breen’s Encyclopedia of U.S. and Colonial Proof Coins, 17221989, and who specifically cited certain Eliasberg pieces

j

offered in the present sale as being in the Proof category. No 1
guaranty or representation of any kind is made, however, thatj

modern grading services or other experts or those giving opin"
ions will agree with the findings of either the present
cataloguers or Walter Breen. In each and every instance pro¬
spective bidders are to make their own determinations as to
whether a coin is a Proof or a business strike.
With regard to pedigrees, these have been gathered using
various sources including the (Mapp family notebrnik, plated

Bowers and Merena interpretation of standards in the Photo^ade
book, with the addition of certain intermediate grades, such as
M.S-64 and Proof-64, as determined by the opinion of our staff

auction catalogues, and notations, and probably arc correct fori

n

being made of it, and thus errors may occur (the same is true |
of virtually any other pedigree listing of coins and is certainly

Q. Oavid Bowers is a minor stockholder in the Professional Coin
Grading .Service (PCGS).

ALL BIDDERS

all sale participants in matters and descriptions concern¬
ing attributions including but not limited to “PrcMif

the vast majority. However, there is always the possibility thai
a coin was upgraded or exchanged decades ago without a note;

not unique to the present sale), or that the cataloguers’ inter¬

Phis paragraph is intended to be part of all lot
descriptions contained in this cat^ogue. Bowers
and Merena acts as agent for the consignor. Bowers
and Merena, or any affiliated person or company, reserves the
right to participate as a bidder. 1 he auctioneer, consignor, em¬
ployees, assignees, and agents for Bowers and Merena or the
consignor may bid for his or her own account at this auction and

pretation of the (Mapp family notcbrxik, historical auction
catalogue plates or descriptions, or other sources was in error.

may have information not otherwise available to the public re¬
garding reserves, values or other material facts relating to the
articles which are the subject of the auction. When an item is

to come.

sold to the book, it mav be vild, passed, withdrawn, returned to
the owner or bought in. I he consignor or his agent may bul on

lished in 1931, IS an example) and others which mav have
been updated in sources not consiiltcil All attributions to diC

T he alternative would be to eliminate pedigrees entirely,

thereby assuring complete “accuracy,” but much of the his¬
torical significance would be gone. .As it is, we believe that tho
pedigree information wc have been able to gather will be of
great use not only to present bidders but to students for vears
\\ ith regard to die varieties, v arious sources hav e been used,
some of w hich arc ambiguous (X'aicntme on half ilimcs, pub¬
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varieties are thus tentative and are not a warranty or guaran¬
tee. Intending bidders are to satisfy themselves before
bidding that they are satisfied in every aspect with a
given lot. Any changes or corrections made known to the auc¬
tioneer prior to the sale will be announced at the sale and will
supersede any information in the present catalogue. The
present work is arguably the most detailed, descriptive auc¬
tion catalogue ever published in the general series and will
probably be useful as a reference work for years to come.
However, like any detailed reference work ever created on
any subject, once it reaches wide circulation, additional find¬
ings and corrections will probably be made.

Suggestions
FOR Mail Bidders
Bidding in our auctions can be an interesting, enjoyable, and a numismatically rewarding experience. Even if you have been bidding in our sales for
many years, you may find that some of the following comments will increase
your success. In the event that you wish to ask further questions, phone Cynthia
[.aCarbonara or Carolyn Craigue.

D

Mail your bid sheet as early as possible. This is particularly impor¬
tant if you are a new bidder, for it takes us time to check your

references. A bid sheet mailed a few days before the'sale might not reach
us until a week later—at which time the coins will have been sold to

M

SPECIAL Services

As the sale date draws near, fax us your bids anytime 24 hours a day

If you wish to limit your total expenditure,
please fill in the maximum amount you wish
to spend on the MAXIMUM EXPENDI-TURE line at the upper portion of your bid sheet. You
can then submit bids for amounts up to eight times the
amount of the maximum expenditure. This is a personal
service and a Bowers and Merena customer representa¬
tive will personally attend to your bid sheet by bidding
from the auction floor, buying lots for your account until
your authorized expenditure is reached. While we will do
our best in your behalf, due to the speed of the auction
sale and the sometimes crowded conditions, we cannot
be responsible for failure to execute such a bid properly.
Due to the bookkeeping involved, this service is offered
only to bidders with maximum expenditures of $1,000 or
more. MAXIMUM EXPENDITURE and ONE LOT
ONLY bidding can be combined.

I

MPORTANT!
Oedit cards will not be acpted for auction deposits
'.payments.
The Prices Realized list
91 be published approxiitely 30 days after the

Up to five lots may be grouped with brackets for
a ONE LOT ONLY purchase, if you wish to
purchase only one example of a coin of which

several examples appear in the sale. Such lots should be
bracketed on your bid sheet. While we will do our best on
your behalf, due to the speed of the auction sale and the
sometimes crowded conditions, we cannot be responsible
for failure to execute such a bid properly.
We invite you to take advantage of the optional
I

JL

others!

10% to 30% increase to help your chance of
being a successful bidder. Check the appropri¬

ate place on your bid sheet.

■■■ (our fax number is (603) .S69-5319). Or, telephone your bids to our
auction department. Please follow up your phone and fax bids with
written confirmation.
We’ve found it best to use a work sheet to compile bids. In this way
you can check back and forth throughout the catalogue, make
changes and revisions, and so on. Then when you’ve decided on your final
bids, enter them on the bid sheet. Try your best to keep the bid sheet neat
and clearly understandable, listing the lots in order. Check your bid sheet
carefully. You will be responsible for any bids on wrong lots or for the
wrong amounts. Please, please be careful!

H

Don’t bid more than you want to pay! Review your financial
circumstances carefully before bidding. There is always the possi¬

bility that you may be awarded all of the lots you bid on. If you are awarded
lots, you are legally bound to pay for them immediately.
Please keep current price levels in mind when bidding. While
high and low prices sometimes occur, most items sell within
market ranges. If a popular coin sells for $500 on the retail market,
chances are not good that a bid of, say, less than $400 will win it. On the
other hand, chances are excellent that a bid in the $500 to $700 range
will be competitive. There is no harm in bargain hunting, but as your
time is valuable (and so is ours), it is most productive if you keep current
values in mind while bidding. The higher you bid. the greater your
chances are for success. It has been our experience that many people
who bid strongly, or check the options to increase bids by an optional
10% to 30%, actually purchase at least some lots below their maximum
authorization once the sale takes place.

E

Ink is best for writing bids. Pencil tends to blur. If bid changes are
necessary, do not write over figures. Instead, cross them out

completely and re-enter the bids. Put your telephone number on the bid
sheet. This way we can call you if there is a question about a bid.

ction.

No lots may be returned for any reason, except as provided by *8 of

Bidding in this auction sale constitutes
acceptance by the bidder of the foregoing
terms of sale.

Please note: Transparent holders in which the auction lots are
stored are to facilitate viewing and inspection of the lots and
ARE NOTfor long-term storage.
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The Louis L. LTtasherg, Sr., Collection

A Special Welcome
Welcome to the second and final auction of the Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.,
Collection of United States coins. This is the last auction of the only complete
collection of U.S. coins ever assembled. Included are U.S. coins from twenty cents
through silver dollars and trade dollars, and also commemoratives, currency, and
other items. dTere are such rarities as the 1804 Stickney dollar, the 1873-CC
quarter without arrows, the 1838-0 half dollar, the 1870-S Liberty Seated dollar,
and the 1885 trade dollar, as well as the finest known Confederate gold cent.
The earlier auction in May 1996 included such rarities as the 1913 Liberty Head
nickel, the unique 1873-CC dime without arrows, and the finest 1796 half cent no
pole to the cap, all of which set record prices.
My father shared with me his great enthusiasm for coins, the joy of collecting,
and the histories associated with the coins. For many years my father was
extremely modest in his outstanding accomplishment of completing the only
collection of U.S. coins for every denomination, date, and mintmark. Only in the
twilight of his life did he permit the pride of accomplishment to show, although he
was always ready to “talk coins” with anyone interested.
Our family has been the custodian of this accomplishment. Since the early 1950s
the coins have remained untouched in their unique original frames which my
father designed. Only recently have they been removed for presentation in this
auction. The greatest care has been taken over the years to preserve the coins,
reflective of their quality and importance. Some of the coins were obtained directly
from the issuing mints and have remained in only two families (Clapp and
Eliasberg) for over 100 years. Many of the coins, including unique specimens and
finest-known examples, have been cited in reference books and studies.
I have enjoyed working closely with Dave Bowers, Ray Merena, and other
members of the Bowers and Merena organization in the preparation of the
biography of my father and also in working with them on the earlier auction, which
was very successful. I again congratulate Q. David Bowers and his firm for
receiving the award from the Numismatic Literary Guild for the outstanding book
of the year {l.ouis E. Eliasberg, Sr.: King of Coins) and the outstanding catalogue of
the year {The Louis E,. Eliasberg, Sr., Collection—May 20-22, 1996, New York City).
1 join the staff of Auctions by Bowers and Merena, Inc., and thank you for being
a part of this truly unique event. We wish you well in your bids and hope these coins
bring you as much pleasure as they did my father.
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LOUIS E. ELIASBERG, SR.
•A'//

of Coil IS

Infonnation pnnted here is from Richard A. h/iasher^'s

I'he pleasures of his life were his family, his per¬

recollections of his father, which appear as part o f (J. Dircid

sonal relationships, and the simple things, such as golf„

Rowers' biography Louis E!. Kliashcrfi;, Sr.; King ot (loins.

bridge, baseball and fishing. 1 le was unimpressed by
pretense of any kind. (Coin collecting excited him andl

I.ouis E'. E^liasbcrg, Sr., was born on E'cbruary 12,

aw akened his interest in history, ev ents, and the people-

1S%, in Selma, .Alabama, ro .Adolph Ediasberg and his

commemorated on coins and medals. (Coins became an

vv il'c, I lortcnsc R. .Schwart/, from

historic education to him, and over Ui

EOrt Worth, Eexas. lie had two

period of time he became an expert on

youngersisters, Joan and .Audrey

.American monetary history.

Ediasberg.

In the mid-L.>2()s Louis became in¬

I he family moved to .Atlanta

terested in aciiuiring coins and started

about IbOOand eventually to Bal¬

collecting them. W htn

timore about 1907. Louis as¬

Roosevelt campaigned’.in^ 1932 on a

sumed the duties of the head of

platform idremaining(^\^\ the gold stan¬

the househokl when his father

dard and then immediately after his

died while Louis was still in his

inauguration hail legislation passed re-

early teens. I le sueeessfully rep¬

m(rcingx.\\c United .States from the gold

resented his family’s business in¬

standaril, 1 aniis never forgot that hypo¬

terests during the settlement of

critical action. Numismatists vv ere one,

his father’s estate whieh earned

of the few classes of indiviiluals vv hol

him his mother’s and sisters’

could legally ow n gokl, w hich further j

enduring admiration.

sparkeil Louis’s interest in collecting!

E'ranklin

In L>19, Louis and others invested $35,000 in the

coins, and his enthusiasm grew by leaps anil bounds.

(lapital Ser\ ice (Corporation, took control of the com¬

In 1949 Louis was successful in acquiring the last

pany, and renamed it

I'he f inance (Company of

3

gokl coin which he was missing (the 1M41 ipiarten

America at Baltimore. It became the cornerstone of

eagle), and in 1950 he ac(|uired the last silver coin (the

Louis Kliasberg’s other business activities and by the

uni(|ue 1873-( C( CI dberty .Seated ilime without arrow s),,

time he retired, the company had grown to a net worth

giving him a complete collection based on the then

of more than $10 million and its assets exceeded $50

known dates and mintmarks. .As several coins were

million.

uni(|ue and as each of these coins had sold only a few i

Louis Ediasbergmet his future wife, 1 lortense .Miller

times over the prior century, this was truly a remark-'

Kahn, a Baltimorean, in the early 1020s, and they were

able acc()m p 1 ishment i n the fierceIy com peti ti v e vv (irIil

marrieilon June 1, 1027. Louisand 1 lortense Ediasberg

of numismatics.

had twochikiren, Louis, jr., anti Richartl.

i

Ov er the years, w ith the assistance of a number ot;

Louis Idiaslierg hail excellent business judgment.

coin dealers, he upgraded the ipiality of the coins in his

R.irelv dill he become involved in a transaction that

collection, replacing the lesser (pialitv coins with bet¬

w.is other than profitable. I le was not susceptible to

ter conilition ones. In aiklition to the I LS. com c(»llcc-

hv (le .mil u as not impressed vv ith a lav ish style, vv hether

tion. Louis also collected I .S. p.iper monev, lolonial j

It vv.is

(lersonal «>r business.

pieces, priv ate and pioneercoins. p.ittcrns, iommemo- i

BOWE’RS \\|) \IE KI-\ \

I'/k’ Louis L. L.lidsht'i'ji,, Sr., (.olirdioii

rati\ cs, and some foreign gold and minor coins. 'The

delivered a letter to him that was simply addressed

total eollection exceeded 10,000 coins.

“King of Coins, U.S.A.”

'The first public display of Louis’s coins was at the

Only near the end of his life did 1 >ouis allow himself

Baltimore National Bank, of which he was then a

the luxury of publicly expressing his pride in the

director, and his coins were ex-

accomplishment of complet¬

libited without any reference

ing his collection. His Ever¬

to him as the collector. He

green I louse speech of No¬

wanted no publicity and was

vember 9, 1975, at'The Johns

only interested in supporting

H o p k i n s U n i \'e rs i ty was gi\'e n

and promoting the bank. One of

three months before his death.

the interesting inhovations

He was terminally ill at the

which he developed was to place

time and in great pain, but he

the coins in revolving stands with

had promised to give the talk

separate frames holding the
coins so that they could be
\iewed from both the obverse
and reverse sides. Ihitil that
time, coins had been displayed flat in cases and could
only be viewed from one side or the other.
d'he EaltiworeSun newspaper published an article
in April 1951 featuring Louis L. Eliasbergand his coin
collection. As a result of this article, and some public¬
ity in the numismatic trade journals. Life magazine
expressed an interest in writing an article on the
collection and sent its photographer to Baltimore to
photograph the coins. At the time, these pictures of
the coins were the finest that had ever been taken and
I published, d'hearticle appeared in print in April 1953.
I'l'housands of inquiries were sent to Life magazine
I regarding this article, and Louis received about 7,()()()
i letters directly. Unbelievably, he reviewed every let-

I ter personally and furnished an answer, /.//r'magazine
indicated they received more letters on that particular
I article than on any other except the 1937 article
I regarding President h rankhn I). Roosevelt s efforts to

I pack the .Supreme Court! Louis’s accomplishment
! became so well known that the U.S. Post Office

j___
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and give it he did. He could
barely stand, but few people
in the room knew how sick he
really was.
When he became ill with cancer and knew the
inevitable outcome, he elected to remain at home and
not enter a hospital, so that no heroic efforts would be
made to keep him alive. Although some young and
foolish men may exhibit great bravery before they
have grown wise enough to understand the conse¬
quences of what they are doing, Louis Eliasbergon his
deathbed showed his courage when he was visited by
his very young grandson. Louis knew his end was
imminent, and when his grandson hesitated, he said to
him, “Come here, son. Death is nothing to be afraid
of.” Louis died on Eebruary 20, 1976.
Although Louis Eliasberg achie\ ed much during
his lifetime, probably his most memorable achieve¬
ment was his hobby and the outstanding accomplish¬
ment of doing what no one had e\ er done before him
and probably will never do again: assembling a com¬
plete collection of every known date, denomination,
and mintmark of United States coins, clearly making
him “the King of (a)ins.

RESEARCH, HISTORY: If you are a suc¬
cessful buyer of a given lot, and if we can help with
additional information concerning history, back¬
ground, or any other numismatic aspect, write to
Q. David Bowers with your specific areas of inquiry,
and to the extent that such information is available,
we will be happy to provide it.

r/w I.nuis A. hJias/>rn'

Welcome to the sale
0. David Rowers
net. In 1942 from Morton and J.B. Stack he purchased for

W elcome to the Sale
With great pleasure 1 weleomeyou to the final portion of
the sale of the Louis EL
EHiasberg, Sr., Ciolleetion of
United States eoins. In the
pages to follow are some of the
finest speeimens ever to eross

$1 ()(),()()() the estate collection of lohn 11. (Clapp, including
\ ast sections aetiuired by (Clapp’s lather, J.M. (Clapp, Irom
the 188()s through the time of j.M.'s death in 1906, among
which were purchases from leading dealers and auction
sales of the day. Accordingly, many of the eoins offered in
this catalogue have been off the market for more than a
centurv and have been owned by only two tamilies.

the auetion bloek, ineluding

In the 1940s, as time went on, Louis ECliasherg up¬

great rarities as well as eom^
mon issues. In a word, the

graded pieces, added rarities, and toward the end of the

I

emphasis is on quality. (Categories offered inelude (in

done before: to assemble an absolutely complete collec¬

I

order of their sale) the following:

tion of ex ery date and mintmark in the federal series

„
O. David Bow ers

Session I. Lots 1349-1659, Sunday evening, April
, 6, 1997: U.S. 2()-eent pieees 1875-1878 and quarter

decade determined to attempt what no one had ever

from 1793 onxvard.
One by one the great rarities xvere acquired, including
significant purchases from B. Max Mehl, especially from

dollars 1796 onward.
Session 11. Lots 3001-3308. Monday afternoon,
, April 7, 1997: A small group of U.S. eolonial and federal
I coins, tokens and medals, (Confederate States of America

his sale of the William (C. Atxxater( Collection (the source in
1946 for the Matthexv A. Stickney specimen of the 1804
silx er dollar), purchase of the finest knoxvn 1913 Liberty
1 lead nickel from ECrie P. Nexvman through

coins, and an attractixe offering of U.S.

the agency ofthe Numismatic Oallery (sold

I currency.

i

0 ., ( ollritiotl

to Jay Parrino in our May 1996 sale), the

Session III. Lots 1660-2062. Mon-

uni(|ue 1870-8 $3 and the rare 1822 $5

dav evening, April 7, 1996: U.S. halt dol-

(both sold in our 1982 sale), and a dazzding

lars 1794 to 1891.

parade of others. On November 7, 1950,

Session IV. Lots 2063-2428. T uesday

his goal xxas attained xvith the purchase of

evening, April 8: U.S. halt dollars 1892

the only knoxx n specimen of the 1873-(C(C

onward, silver dollars 1794 onward, trade

Liberty Seated dime xvithout-arroxvs. Hoxv-

dollars 1873-1885, and eommemoratives.

ever,afexx interestingx arietiesxx ereadded
to the collection later, among xxhieh xxas

In the present catalogue, Session II is

the finest knoxx n 1817/4 halt dollar.

' presented after x.\\q. eonelusion of the regu¬
lar series, following Lot 2428. This permits

More often than not, xvhen a rarity xx as

the federal series to be listed in numis-

ae(|uired it xx asn't just any example ot the

matie and chronological order.

issue—if the Baltimore collector had a
choice. Insteati, x irtually alxxays, a rarity
xx as among the finest of its kinti and otten

L'ornvation of the (Collection

xx as among the most historical. E.xamples

I .ouis K. Kliasberg, Sr., began collecting
coins about 1925, pursued the hobby casu¬

TTie famous

ally during the growth years ot his tinanee

Stickney Specimen

business, and then in the early 193()s seri¬

1804 Silver Dollar

ously endeavored to assemble a great cabi¬

JOWLRS AM) MI':KKNA

inelude the most famous(it the 1804 silx er
dollars and the 1885 trade dollar. And, it is
fittingthat the uni(|ue 1873-(C(C\\ ithout.\rroxx s dime (sold to \\ aldo Bolen in our
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\ention in Philadelphia in 1957. My favorite reminis¬
cence invoices spending a week in Baltimore in the
summer of 1975 w hen he in\ ited me to come as his guest
and together immerse ourseb es w ith his coins and his
coin records, lie wanted to discuss my opinion of his
rarities and other unusual issues, grading (which had
evolved over the years and was continuing to evolve at
the time), and market \alues. Kcery evening I had
dinner with him and his wife Lucille at his private club,
when coins would not l)e the topic of conversation—a
respite from the day’s activ ities.
In autumn of the same year, after he gave a talk at the
Kvergreen 1 louse on the campus of'The Johns I lopkins
I niversity in Baltimore, telling how he formed his collec¬
tion over the years, he rushed to mea^transc^ipt and asked
if it could be printed in our Rare Coin Revmn', so it would
be shared with a wide audience. Phis we did.
I youis

Lliasberg, Sr., was a dynamic person who knew

what he wantetl and set about obtaining it, never afraid to
“reach” to pay a record price fora special coin he needed. I le
was a connoisseur of rarity and (juality. In return for my
answers to his (juestions, I listened w ith rapt attention as he
toldofhiscollectingexperiences, hisjoys, his pleasures, and
the people he had known over the years.
On the scholarship side, his forte was monetary history.
He could tell at length about various pieces of .American
legislation and how they in particular affected gold and
May 19% sale) needed to eomplete the collection was

silver, how coins were used in the channels of banking and

and is a da/.zlinf; Kcm of the highest order.

commerce, and more. As mentioned later in the present

After the collection was completed in 1950, it was
widely exhibited, including by invitation at the
Smithsonian Institution, where it attracted 1.5 million
\ isitors eager to view specimens of rarity and (piality; at
the Philadelphia Mint in 197b to help America cel¬
ebrate the Bicentennial, and elsewhere. Many were the
accolades, tributes, awards, and honors bestowed upon
Mr. Kliasberg. National magazines such as/./y^and Look
printed full-color features on the display, and accounts
were carried in many other publications as well.

catalogue, he was one of the few people I have ever met
who discussed knowledgeably the detaileil and (|uite
fascinating history of the I nited States trade dollar. I ’rom
my own personal viewpoint—being a long-time profes¬
sional dealer by the time of our week-long visit in 1975 and
having had first-hantl acciuaintance with just about ev ervone who considered himself or herself a specialist in die
varieties and technical matters—this was very enjoyable.
It was enjoyable to discuss with him monetarv and Mint
history, long one of my favorite subjects.
\\ hen Louis L. l-diasberg, .Sr., passeil away on I'ebruary 20, 197b, the worKI of coin collecting lost one of it>

Keininiscences

I-1

finest members. 'The exhibit !»t the Mint in 197b was

I he writer has many fond recollections of the late

posthumous atul reflects the sharing of the collection as

I.Mills I-., f.li.isberg, Sr., whom I first met in the 195()s.

continued In his two suns, Louis, |r.. and Kiv h.ird, and

peril.i(>s .ir the .Nmeric.m Numismatic \ssoi iation con-

tlieir families.
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T/k' Louis L. b.lidsht i)!^, Sr., ('oUntiou
I

The C^ollection to a New Generation
j’

Auction

The present reader may wonder if Louis E. Eliasberg,

During the formation of the Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.,

, Sr., would have sold the eollection or what plans he had.

Collection and of every other ma jor collection of United

The answer is that in 197.S I had detailed discussions of

States coins ever assembled, private as well as institu¬

its potential sale with him, although no decision was

tional, many important accpiisitions were made by auc¬

reached at the time, nor was it during his lifetime.

tion competition, d'he aforementioned book about Mr.

I

I

I

In 1982 my firm was selected by Louis, Jr., to auction

•. the gold portion of the Eliasberg estate collection, and

Eliasberg’s life contains many commentaries and anec¬
dotes about his auction activities.

. this was done in October of the same year in a memorable

Eort Worth, dAxas, dealer B. Max Mehl was fond of

I sale which included every date and mintmark from gold

reprinting this tpiotation, and over the years auction

1 dollars through double eagles, highlighted by the imitiue

houses in other fields have cited it as well:

i 187()-S $3 and the only 1822 $5 in private hands.

“My wish is that my drawings, my prints, my curiosi¬

In the intervening years I hoped and dreamed that the

ties, my books—m a word, those things of art which have

1 balance of the United States cabinet would come our

been the joy of my life—shall not be consigned to the cold

!, way, the latter owned by the younger of Louis, Sr.’s two

tomb of a museum, and subjected to the stupid glance of

i'

sons, Richard A. Eliasberg. Auctions by Bowers and

the careless passer-by;

:i Merena, Inc. was selected for this honor in autumn 1995,

but I retjuire that they

and since that time my life has been a blur of acti\ ity—

shall all be dispersed

1 at first the very en joyable experience of creating a biog-

under the hammer of

; raphy, now in print and, in fact, in its second printing (I

the auctioneer, so that

> hope you will order a copy if you have not already), At;//A

the pleasure which the

R. FJiasberg, Sr.: KiugofCoins. This book details how Mr.

act] Hiring of each one of

: Eliasberg began his collection, how his rarities and other

them has given me shall

properties were acquired, his experiences with other

be given again, in each

! collectors and dealers over a period of time, the sharing

case, to some inheritor

I

I

I

of his cabinet with millions of people, and more, includ-

of my own tastes.”

! ing personal reminiscences by his son Richard and the

—Will of Edmond

: story of his career in banking and finance. In addition,

de Goncourt, 1896

I during the research for the book I delved deeply into the

Indeed, the history of

} formation of the J.M. Clapp Collection in the 19th cen-

numismatics in America

i tury, a wonderful experience in itself

is in large part a recita¬

Portions of the Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.,
Collection in their specially made viewing
cases. The coins remained sealed in these
cases until they were taken out to be graded
and catalogued for this sale. Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr., is shown in the foreground.

'In May 1996, in a memorable sale, the Eliasberg

tion of rare coin auction

Collection coins from half cents through dimes were

sales, the collectors who

I auctioned in a presentation that also included colonial,

formed cabinets, and the

i pattern, and private gold coins. During the course of

dealers who sold them. In the process, rare coins of all

; that event, the famous 1913 Liberty Head nickel shat-

descriptions have been shared in many ways: by memori¬

I tered auction records by realizing $l,485,()()()-the first

alizing them in print for future generations of collectors, by

i coin ever to sell at public auction over the million dollar

studying and photographing them to add to our knowledge

mark.
Now, the final portion of the American treasures from
the greatest col lection of Uni ted States coins ever formed
will go to a new generation of connoisseurs and apprecia¬
tive buyers. I low fortunate we all are!

KAVl'KS AND MI^KKNA

of numismatic history, and, of course, by pro\ iding speci¬
mens for collections and exhibitions being formed. 1 his is
reinforced by the pedigree registries given in the present
catalogue for many of the great rarities.
Many of Louis E. Eliasberg's fondest recollections and
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warmest nicniorics c<)nccrnci.l the thrill of the hunt—his

few extras once the present catalogue work was finished.

traekinfi dovvn of a needed rarity by means of auction

.After the present sale concludes, we plan to issue a

competition. I like to think he would hav e enjoyed attend¬

limited edition set of enlarged illustrations of certain

ing; this sale. If he were still alive I am sure he would be in

highlights of the collection. \\ e’re also considering pro¬

the front row of the auction f;aller\ conf;ratulatin^ the

ducing posters to memorialize some of the rarer pieces.

bidders. .And, his legacy lives on through the “f rom the

1 low e\ er, as the present catalogue goes to press we have

KliasbergClollection" pedigree, the present catalogue and

all been busy with the work of the sale itself.

others in connection with his collection, the book, and in
the fond memories of all who knew him.

In addition to the immense and thoroughly enjoyable
efforts by our staff members (a listing of
w horn appears elsew here), a number of
consultants helped with technical sug¬

Offering the (Collection
•After Richard .A. Kliasberg awarded
the collection to us, then came the
cataloguing, a truly “d'eam Bow ers and
\lerena” effort, with everyone on the
staff playing a part. Mark Borckardt
was my right-hand numismatist, anti

gestions, comments, and the like, and arccredited in the acknowledgments. Kurther. Dr. Joel Orosz, one of .America’s
best known numismatic historians, createil a special essay w Inch vVall be found in
• %

the back of the present cnuilogue, de¬

together we carefully evaluatetl anti

scribing the numismatic world as it was in

gratletl each [liece. I'or the [iresent

Ib.SO, the year that Louis IL Kliasberg,

catalogue, Antirew W. Pollock created

Sr., completeil his collection.

much of the [laper money listing, anti

W orking with Richard .A. Kliasberg has

our fine frienti, I )r. (Jeorge j. I'uld, of

been a very gratifying experience. Richard

Baltimore, who has known

the

is a gentleman of the highest oriler, and

Kliasberg family since his chiltlhood,

w ho, w hile not a numismatist, a[vpreciates

cataloguetl the tokens and metlals.

the rich heritage of the family collection

Beth Piper and Ray Merena of our

and has carefully conserved and preserved

organization helped with the presen¬

it in recent decades. I he coins remained

tation as well. Dr. Richard A. Bagg,

in their original frames for over 40 years

I )on Snyder, anti others assisted with

until they were removed to be graded,

security, packaging, and other ar¬

attributed and described for this sale. 'I'he

rangements. Jennifer .\leers, head

result is that totlay the coins are pristine

of our (iraphics Department, along

and—in combination with the excellent

with Robin Ktigerly and Roberta

(|uality to begin with—are far abov e vv hat

!• rench,createtl the present catalogue

would normally be found.

as well as the IWb catalogue and the
biogra[diical book.

■Along the way—during the [ire[xiration of the book, Louis E. E.Hashtf^, Sr.:

(Ihris Karstetit worked w ith public¬

kingof Coins, the 1000 catalogue, and the

ity anti advertising, coordinatetl manv

present 1007 catalogue—all of us h.ul

aspects of the project, and worked in

chance to learn much new informatioti.

close coortlination with RichartI A.

4 he beginningcollector w ill perhaps skip

Kliasberg. Our world-class photogra-

by some of the notes, but the cataloguers

[iher, Doiigl.is Plasencia, totik some

hope that ailvanceil mimism.itists will

stiinninglv beautiful photographs.

appreciate the c.ire th.it h.is been taken to

M.inv times I foiintl

print so be.iiiti-

describe in detail l ert.im spci imens th.it

fiil fh.if I .isked I )oug to m.ike me a

h.ive never been closelv stiiilied bcfoie.
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•iparting in numerous instances information about die

erty Seated (Coin (Club members, and others, and are cited

jtails, varieties, engrax ing styles, etc., that have never

in standard reference books. As such, the importance of

efore appeared in print in a single publication.

the present opportunity transcends any market aspects or
just about anything else. It is unprecedented and, further,

Opportunity
When writing a note in connection with a gem coin in
iir previous Kliasberg(a)llection catalogue, this thought
ossed my mind. As it is relex ant to virtually all of the
lint State and Proof coins in the present sale, and many
:hers as well, it is worth reiterating here;

will never occur again, 'h ears from now numismatists will
marvel at those who possessed a copy of this 1997 cata¬
logue and were able to contemplate the items therein and
place bids. Doubtless, many of the items when sold w ill
again go off the market for years to come, perhaps for
many generations, doubtless some/r;/rtw'.

When bidding on a coin such as this, it must be

Appreciation

:membered that printed prices usually refer to coins of
rerage quality. When a coin is truly rare in gem grade
ith high aesthetic appeal, published values are often
i)t at all relevant. Besides, as has been said many times
y numismatic connoisseurs, today's record price is often
Dmorrow’s starting point for bidding.

I express my deep gratitude to Richard A. Eliasberg for
consigning this “collection of collections’ to us, to my
long-term business partner Raymond N. Merena, to the
Bowers and Merena staff members who have worked so
long, so diligently, and with such enthusiasm in bringing
the present catalogue to you, and to the contributors and

Further, the Eliasberg (Collection pedigree adds a

friends who have helped from the outside.

uintessential aspect, a special aura, to each coin in the
resent sale, “d'hat is the Eliasberg (Collection specilen” will be a statement of pride that can be made by
k ery successful bidder.
In all instances, these coins have been off the market
)r nearly a half century, and in the case of certain coins
'om the J.M. (Clapp (Collection, for over 100 years. Many
oins were bought directly from the mints at the time of
^sue and have been carefully preserved with the collec-

'Ehanks also to all who have participated in our two
previous epochal Eliasberg ('collection sales, the 19S2 and
1996 ex ents.
Looking toxvard the present sale itself, 1 thank each and
every one of you x\ ho has acquired the present catalogue,
reads through it, and participates in a truly once-in-alifetime opportunity.
Sincerely,

ion since that time. Entire generations of numismatists
.ere born, liv'ed, collected, and died, without ha\ ing a
ihance to compete for certain of these rarities, although
nany of the specimens have served as focal points for
L'scarch by Walter Breen, Kenneth E. Bressett, Eric P.

Q. David Boxxers, (diairman

slewman, John Reich (Collectors Society members. Lib¬

Auctions by Boxxers and Merena, Inc.
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MUVIlSMATlSTS
AUCTIONEERS • APPRAISERS

123 WEST 57TH STREET

NEW YORK. NY 10019-2280

telephone 212/582-2580

FAX 212/245-5018

Dear Collector:
Of all the many great collections Stack’s has been privileged to assist in building, the Louis
Eliasberg, Sr. Collection is without doubt the greatest to come to auction; and probably the closest to our
heart. Louis Eliasberg was a gentleman of impeccable character, with the lofty (some said impossible)
goal of assembling a collection of United States regular issue coins complete in all denominations, by
date and by mintmark.
Mr. Eliasberg’s tenacity saw the accomplishment of this numismatic feat in the brief period of
about 25 years, 1925-1950. The difficulty of completing such a cabinet is such that none had attempted
it before Mr. Eliasberg; and it is nigh-on impossible that it could again be achieved by any individual or
institution. Indeed for our country’s bicentennial celebrations the United States Mint was compelled to
ask Mr. Eliasberg to exhibit his collection, since its own lacked coins which could only be found in this
Baltimore gentleman’s holdings.
Stack’s relationship with Mr. Eliasberg had its genesis in the early 1940s when he began
s',
purchasing the occasional coin from Joe and Morton Stack. This soon developed into a more regular
buying pattern which finally bloomed in 1942, when Stack’s was integral in assisting Mr. Eliasberg’s
purchase of the J.H. Clapp Collection. This purchase accounts for the largest single acquisition of the
Eliasberg Collection, and brought his goal of completeness from dream to an achievable reality.
1950 saw the quest reach fruition. Perhaps fittingly it was the unique 1873‘CC’ No Arrows Dime
which became the capstone of the collection. From this point on, Louis Eliasberg’s goal was to keep the
Collection current and to upgrade certain specimens. Moreover, as the fame of his collection grew, Mr.
Eliasberg felt it incumbent upon him to share the collection as best he could. Always willing to open the
collection to serious students of numismatics; he himself brought it to the greater public by organizing a
series of exhibitions at Banks as well as the Smithsonian Institution and ultimately at the United States
Mint itself.
In the annals of United States numismatic lore the Eliasberg Collection has achieved mythic
proportions alongside those collections formed by Parmelee, Brand, Garrett, Lilly, Stack and Norweb and we at Stack’s feel honored to be part of this Olympian achievement. Our 35 years of involvement
w ith the legacy of Louis Eliasberg, Sr., from supplier of coins both humble and rare; to purchaser of
many of his most vaunted rarities, now culminates in our bringing to you this special catalogue through
the cooperation of Auctions by Bowers and Merena.
A finer pedigree can scarcely be imagined; and we urge our friends and clientele to attend the sale
in person, or to feel free to have us execute their mail bids ourselves. (Please see the Terms of Sale for
bidding instructions.) As we have been part of this collection, we encourage you to participate.
Finally, a tribute. Louis Eliasberg’s name is mentioned by our numismatic brethren in admiring
whispers and his accomplishments are discussed in tones of awe and respect. This is as it should be;
Louis Eliasberg dared to envision a collection without peer; and that he succeeded jLs at once remarkable
and humbling.

Stack
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Presentation of the Catalogue

The Consignor

Primary cataloguing and research: The primary

Appreciation is expressed to Richard A. Eliasberg

cataloguing of the Eliasberg Collection coins from 20-cent

and his family for consigning the coins, assisting with

pieces to trade dollars was done by Q. David Bowers

information and coordination, and in many other ways.

(Liberty Seated and later issues and editorial material

We are very grateful. “A Special Welcome” by Richard A.

throughout the catalogue) and Mark R. Borckardt (ear¬

Eliasberg appears in the present catalogue.

lier issues), with each contributing measurably to the
other’s work.

Bowers and Merena Staff Credits

With the help of: Andrew W. Pollock III and

Listed alphabetically, in addition to those given above:

Richard A. Bagg, who catalogued the currency. Dr.

John S. Babalis (auctioneer). Dr, Richard A. Bagg

sGeorge J. Fuld catalogued the tokens and medals.

(coordination, arrangements, scheduling, help in other

;Raymond N. Merena, president. Auctions by Bowers

ways), Robin Edgerly (graphics), Roberta French

(and Merena, Inc., coordinated the project from begin-

(graphics, research inquiries), Maggie Kettler (corre¬

ming to end. Chris Karstedt handled publicity, advertis¬

spondence assistance), Cynthia LaCarbonara (auc¬
tion site coordination, lot viewing), Jennifer Meers (man¬

ing, and certain coordination with the consignor.
!

Photography hy Douglas Plasencia of the Bowers

' and Merena staff.
■

ager, Graphics Department; catalogue production, coor¬
dination, and help in many other ways), Rosalie Minnerly
(correspondence, research assistance), Beth O. Piper

The book by Q. David Bowers, Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.:

(lot sequences, research assistance, variety attribution

Kingof Coins, 19%, was prepared in connection with the

updates, rarity ratings, technicalities), Donald Snyder

I sale of the Eliasberg Collection and will be found to be

CPA (financial aspects), and Trish Toepper (lot se¬

a useful reference for anyone desiring background infor-

quence coordination and other matters).

. mation on the present offering.
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Consultants
Appreciation is expressed to the following, listed al¬
phabetically, for assistance with notes, text suggestions,
pedigrees, and other matters within the specialties indi¬
cated: David W. Akers (pre-1858 Proof coins, technical
notes, rarity registries), Kenneth E. Bressett (sugges¬
tions and comments, particularly concerning the 1804
silver dollar), Larry Briggs (quarter dollars and other
Liberty Seated coins). Bill Bugert (Liberty Seated half
dollars with special reference to the 1840 without a
mintmark, but struck at the New Orleans Mint), Francis
(Campbell (librarian, American NumismaticSociety, New
York (aty; citations and catalogue copies), Lynn (]hen
(librarian, American Numismatic Association, (a)lorado
Springs; provided several texts). Dr. Biehard Doty
(Smithsonian Institution, pedigree information),
Sheridan Downey III (early half dollars 1704-1836,
especially 1817/4; rarity ratings, registries),.Iohn J, Ford,
.Ir. (information concerning a mixed-metal gold and
silver ingot), Ira (ioldherg (pedigree listings), Eugene
(jardner (suggestions and help in other ways), Kenneth
(ioldman (pedigree listings), James C. Gray (Gobrecht
silver dollars), James L. Halperin (1884 trade dollar
information), Leon Hendrickson (pedigree informa¬
tion), Michael Hodder (pedigrees, rarity commentary,
historical information), R.W. Julian (historical informa¬
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tion concerning the Mint and coining processes). Brad
Karoleff (early quarter dollar coinage technical infor¬
mation and suggestions), John Kleeherg (American
Numismatic Society; pedigree information), David
xM. Krassner (suggestions concerning many items, die
information, and help in other ways), David Lawrence

(comments, suggestions, updated information concern- j
ing Barber quarter dollars and half dollars), Julian
Leidman (pedigree and rarity information), Russell
J. Logan (comments and suggestions concerning 17^)41836 halfdollars including the (Pushed Lettered Edge
restrikes). Dr. John McC^loskey (L|4:)erty Seated
coins), Eric B. Newman (1804 dollar information,
suggestions). Dr. Joel Orosz (essay describing the
numismatic world as it was in 1950, the year the
Eliasberg (>)llection was completed), W. David
Perkins (early silver dollars 1794-1804, rarity ratings,
commentary), Jules Reiver (pedigree inciuiry con¬
cerning the 1853-0 without arrows half dollar), P.
Scott Rubin (pedigrees and registries of certain rari¬
ties; historical information; research concerning the
1817/4 half dollar), Anthony Terranova (pedigree
and rarity information), Mark Van Winkle (1884
trade dollar pedigree), and Randy Wiley (Liberty
Seated half dollars, attributions, comments, and sug¬
gestions).
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use our One Lot Only service and bid on up to five

winning bidder in this auction sale! Take

lots and be assured of getting no more than one—

advantage of our Maximum Expenditure

or use both features together. Please see points 15

service—bid on lots totaling up to eight times the

and 16 in the Terms of Sale.

amount you wish to spend ($1,000 minimum), or
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Auctions by Bowers and Merena, Inc.
P.O. Box U24
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Fax your bids 24 hours a day! Our fax number is 1-605-569-5519! Be
sure to follow up your fax or phone bids with written confirmation.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL BIDDERS
.All lots must be paid for in full prior to delivery without exception. All new bidders will be required to submit a 25% deposit on all bids
submitted or an irrevocable letter ol credit issued bv the bidder's bank to Bowers and Merena. equal to the full amtiunt of anv anticipated
bidding. Individuals who have participated with us in the past and plan to bid in excess of $ lO.fiOO, unless oihei arrangements have been
agreed to with Bowers and Merena. must submit a 25% deposit on any planned bidding amount or an iirevtuable letter of credit issued
by the bidder's bank equal to the full amount of any anticipated bidding. Such cUposils should he Ttcen>ed no later than tnday. Apni 4,
Any unused deposit amount will be refunded within 5 working days following the last dav of the sale In order to establish bidding limits,
we must have an up-to-date pre-registration agreement on file (blank enclosed with this catalogue). No bidding limit can he estahluhed after
Friday, April 4, 1997 If you have any questions regarding ytnir purchasing plans. l>e sure to contact out credit department. atteniKm l>on
Snydrr. At the sole discretion of Bowers and Merena. we reserve the right to deny panicipaiion in anv auctitin if there have been an>
problems, in our sole opinion, in past or current sales All amounts must he paid for within Wdays of the last sale date. lor adthitonal pasment
information, please refer to paragtaph 4 of the Terms of Sale,
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SESSION ONE
Sunday Evening, April 6, 6:00 PM Sharp
United States 20-Cent Pieces: Lots 1349-1355
United States Quarter Dollars: Lots 1356-1659

rWENTY-CENT PIECES
The Eliasberg Collection
iThe Eliasberg Collection of 20-cent pieces begins with the
Tstyear of issue, 1875, and ends with the last, 1878. Within this
oan it is complete as to date and mintmark. The highlight, of
Durse, is a splendid specimen of the famous 1876-CC, a coin of
Igend and lore for many decades, an American numismatic
indmark.
,

Historical Notes
I Produced only from 1875 to 1878, and for circulation only in one
\uly significant year, 1875, the 20-cent piece is one of the most
iiort-lived of all American coinages.
Although a 20-cent piece had been suggested in the United
cates as early as 1791, and in neighboring Canada the 20-cent
iiece had been distributed in quantity in 1858, it was not until
lebruary 1874 that the notion of this denomination was transted into reality on this side of the border. The scenario in 1874
as centered on the West Coast. Small-denomination minor
)ins including Indian cents, two-cent pieces, nickel three-cent
ieces, and Shield nickel five-cent pieces had never circulated
lere to any extent, nor was the silver three-cent piece used in
)mmerce. For this reason, the San Francisco Mint produced
one of these denominations. Half dimes were made in San
rancisco through 1873, when these silver coins were abolished,
id most pieces quickly disappeared from circulation. Thus, in
874 the smallest denomination regularly seen in circulation was
le dime or 10-cent piece. If someone wanted to buy an item
riced at 10 cents and did not have a dime, and offered 25 cents
1 payment, he received a Spanish-American silver one-real “bit”
vorth 12-1/2 cents; such coins were still in circulation, but were
ot as plentiful as they had been earlier) in change, or what was
ailed a “short bit,” or dime, as there was no way of giving 15 cents
ack, absent a circulating five-cent piece. If an item was priced at
ve cents retail, a buyer would have to pick up two of them as
lere were no coins to effect a solo five-cent purchase. By rather
omplicated reasoning, if the 20-cent piece became a reality,
ameone could make a five-cent purchase, tender a 25-cent piece

lOW FRS AND MKRKNA

in payment, and receive a 20-cent piece as change. Or, for a 10cent purchase a 20-cent piece could be offered, and change of 10
cents would be given.
Perhaps a simpler explanation is that which appeared in the
American Journal of Numismatics, July 1875, to the effect that the
20-cent piece was made to replace Spanish silver coins that still
circulated in the West and Southwest.
In February 1874 Senator John P. Jones of Nevada introduced
a bill for the 20(f piece. At the time Nevada was America’s leading
silver-producing state. While fortunes for the Comstock Lode in
Virginia City, Nevada, had been at a high crest in the 1860s and
had prompted the establishment of the Carson City Mint a few
miles away from Virginia City, by the 1870s the price of the metal
had fallen, and times were difficult. New markets were needed.
Certainly, a new silver denomination such as the 20-cent piece
would help. Jones in his proposal suggested that the 20-cent piece
would facilitate change-making and help eliminate the use of
Spanish-American coins.
On March 3, 1875 the 20-cent piece became legal. It was soon
realized that just because a coin of this denomination was avail¬
able, merchants did not necessarily change their habits, and the
piece was a failure virtually at its inception. Later, when copper
cents and nickel five-cent pieces became popular, the small
change dilemma straightened itself out. In the meantime, 20cent pieces were immediately confused with quarter dollars of
somewhat similarsize and design. In 1878, Senatorjohn Sherman
testified before a House committee about the 20-cent piece and
said that it had been created “only because Senator Jones asked
for it.” Dr. Henry R. Linderman in his book. Money and Legal
Tender, said it was a mistake to introduce the piece, but that it was
a proper denomination between a dime and a half dollar and
should have been used instead of a quarter dollar. It will be
recalled that there is no $25 bill.
The obverse design features Christian Cobrecht s motif of
Miss Liberty in a seated position, stars surrounding, and the date
below. The reverse is a new motif by William Barber and depicts
a perched eagle, somewhat similar in configuration to that used
on the trade dollar, surrounded by UNI 1 FI) S I A 1 FS Oh
AMERICA and the denomination expressed as 1 \\ FN 1 )
CFNd'S. 'Ehe edge is plain, unlike other silver denominations of
the era which had reeded edges.

51
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1349 1H75 Al -5S, pnxiilike. Beautiful toning with light golden brow n at
the centers giving way to electric blue at the rims. I'he surfaces are
highly prooflike, as noted, and may represent a coin struck from
Proof dies. The edge (as viewed from edge-on) is very “square.” In¬
deed, the coin was acquired over a century ago as a Proof.
■A very attractive example of the first year of this short-lived de¬
nomination.
Pedigree: Mumford Collection, Sent York Coin CS' Stamp Co., April 9-10,
IH96, J.M. Clapp, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
E.lta.^berg, Sr.

1351 1875-S .MS-63 or finer. Brilliant and highly lustrous, virtually as nice
as the day it was made. Separated from a higher grade by some con¬
tact marks which, for all we know, may have happened at the .Mint.
The fields are somew hat prooflike w hen held at a certain angle to the
light. .A splendid specimen of the most popular (from a mintage view¬
point) issue of the denomination, the workhorse variety that was
made in the largest quantities for circulation.
Pedigree: .Mumford Collection, Sew York Coin & Stamp Co., April 9-10,
1896; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasherg, Sr.

Mintage: 36,910 business strikes, plus 2,790 Protifs. Business strike coinage
would be accomplished in a significant way only in one location, San Francisco.
Thus, the Philadelphia issue has always been quite scarce.
Die notes: .All obverse dies for 1875 20-cent pieces are from the same four¬
digit logotype punch. The figures are somewhat curiously formed, the 7 having
a particularly large top, the top or “flag" part of the 5 also being large, and the
ball of the 5 being quite small.
CX)INAfiK A'l' 'I'HREK MIN'I'.S: Coinage for circulation began in 1875. .At
the time there were no silver coins of any kind in circulation in the .Midwest
and Fast as specie (gold and silver coin) payments had been suspended by the
IVeasury Department in 1862 (during the Civil War when citizens were hoard¬
ing coins) and payments had not yet resumed. Thus, mintage of the new silver
20-cent pieces was concentrated in the Western states, as per these business
strike mintage figures:
1875 Philadelphia Mint: 36,910 coins.
1875-fX] ((’arson C^ity Mint): 1.33,290.
1875- .S(.San Francisco Mint): 1,155,(K)0.
The Philadelphia Mint coins were not placed into circulation at the time, but
the (Parson (’ity and .San Francisco pieces were.
.Shortly thereafter, the denomination became an object of confusion and deri¬
sion, and business strike coinage declined precipitously. The next year the pro¬
duction figures were as follows:
1876 Philadelphia Mint: 14,640 coins.
1876- (X^ ((Parson (’ity Mint): 10,()(K).
■After that time, the 1877 and 1878 coinage of the 20-cent piece was limited to
several hundred Proofs each year for collectors, after which the denomination
was no more.

Die notes: The reverse die on this particular piece is extremely curious. The
peripheral inscriptions are only lightly impressed in the die, no doubt the result
of die manufacture (rather than relapping or resurfacing the die after it was
made). The mintmark S is extremely bold—in high relief. However, above the
mintmark and directly below it are evidences of weak impressions when the
die was first made, before the mintmark was added. 'I’he feather details just
above the S are incomplete, and below the S the Y in 'lAVF-N'lT is very light.

1350 lS7.5-fX] MS-64. Highly lustrous and frosty. Delicate and some¬
what speckled golden toning over mostly bright silver surfaces. A no¬
tably above average strike for this issue; not needle-sharp on the
higher parts of the eagle, but certainly in the top 10% we have seen.
A superb coin that will delight the 20-cent specialist as well as the
Carson City enthusiast.
Pedigree: Davtd S. Wilson Collection, 1906 privately; J..\l. Clapp; John
//. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EAia.^herg, Sr. Replaced a worn
example earlier acquired in the Erossard sale of .March 1898.
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1S76 .MS-64/65, prooflike. A splendid little cameo gem, an out¬
standing piece which must have been carefully preserved since the
time of issue. .Separated from a higher grade only by a few seemingly
inevitable contact marks.
Bright silver surfaces, prooflike as noted, with splashes of light
gold, magenta, and electric blue toning. Quite well struck.
Pedigree: Possibly from the John G. .Mills Collection, S.H. and H.
Chapman, April 21-29, 1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate,
1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: From a perfect (no cracks) early state of the die. .Some die dou¬
bling of a minor nature is seen at the left on the reverse, particularly at the up¬
per right of U and the top of I in IINITFD, but not distinctive enough that Bill
Fivaz and J.T. Stanton would make a notebook entry about it.
Numismatic notes: By this year the 20-cent piece was recognized as a failure
in circulation, and mintages were extremely restricted, just 14,640 business
strikes and 1,2(S0 Proofs were made at (Philadelphia, the latter in a larger num¬
ber than usual in anticipation of visitors from the (xntennial Hixhibition stop¬
ping by at the Mint to make purchases (which sales never materialized to the
extent hoped for).
The 1876 Philadelphia issue is for all practical purposes the only collectible
20-cent piece of this date, the 1876-(]C (see next lot) being a landmark rarity.

Die notes: .Slight repunching is seen at the bottom of the last digit of the
date A fine hairline die crack is seen through the bottom of the date, and another,
scarcely visible, extends from the rightmost part of the base of Miss Liberty,
below her toe, right to the 13th star.
On the reverse the mintmark consists of two widely spaced C letters, applied
indivMlually to the die, consistent with the style seen on certain other LibertySeated silver toms of the era (hut see our later listings for the 187()-(;(,’ to 1872(.(, half dollars as exceptions) Fatly state of the die without major cracks, al¬
though a tiny hairline crack or die flaw is seen from the tight side of the eagle’s
he tk to the wing.
r>ivKl S Wilstm and J M (Mapp were both from Pennsylvania Apparently,
' 1 ipp or his vm. John M Clapp) "cherrvpicked" what he needed from Wilson
before the = ollet tion was tonsigned to S H Chapman (to he wild on March 13M I'«i7i

iu)\\krs.\m)\ikrI’:n.>

The Louis L. ELutshei% Sr., ('.olleetton

Famous 1876-GC 20-Cent Piece
Gem Mint State
From the Dr. S.L. Lee Collection. 1899
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1876-GC MS-65. Sharply struck. Doubled LIBERTY as always on

Perhaps the first specimen of the 1876-CC 20-cent piece to attract

authentic pieces. All star points sharp and full. Some flecks of darker

notice in a catalogue was that sold in the R. Coulton Davis Collection

toning on the obverse stars and near certain other obverse motifs.

sale by New York Coin & Stamp Company, January' 20-24, 1890. At

Reverse with medium lilac and gray toning and with excellent detail
in nearly all areas. Some trivial light striking on the highest part of the

that time only a few numismatists collected coins by mintmark vari¬
eties, and virtually nothing was known of the 1876-CC.

center due to metal flow requirements. No finer strike has been seen.

The rarity and desirability of the 1876-CC 20-cent piece was first

For decades the 1876-CC has been recognized as one of the most

showcased to a wide audience in an interesting monograph, h Treatise

famous and most desired of all American coins. Only about 20 ex¬

on the Coinage of United States Branch Mints, by A.G. Heaton, published

amples are known to exist, most of which are in Mint State.

in 1893. Prior to that time, numismatists had been concerned prima¬

Records reveal that 10,000 1876-CC 20-cent pieces were struck.
However, by the time they were produced by the Carson City Mint,

rily with dates, and whether a coin had a mintmark or not made little
difference. Heaton, a facile writer, listed 17 “causes of attractiveness

the denomination was rendered effectively obsolete, so apparently

for collecting mintmarks. In his text he mentioned the 1876-C(.. 20-

nearly all were melted. The destruction of these coins is probably the

cent piece in two places, noting in the preface that it was “exces¬

subject of the following request written by Mint Director Henry Ri¬

sively rare in any condition,” and in the main text the following:

chard Linderman on May 19, 1877, addressed to James Crawford, su¬

“The pieces of 1876-CC have become very rare, as we have men¬

perintendent of the Carson City Mint: “You are hereby authorized

tioned in our preface, from the negligence of western collectors, or

and directed to melt all 20-cent pieces you have on hand, and you

the indifference involved in mintmark rarities.

will debit ‘Silver Profit Fund’ with any loss thereon.”

Washington, D.C., had many other accomplishments as well, includ¬

Heaton, who lived in

In 1876 at the Carson City Mint selected samples of all coins were

ing designing the 50-cent commemorative stamp tor the World s

set aside for examination by the annual Assay Commission, which

Columbian Exposition, writing poetry, and serving as president of

met in Philadelphia on Wednesday, February 14, 1877. Presumably,
only a few 1876-CC 20(J pieces were shipped east for the Commis¬

the American Numismatic Association.
In due course other examples of the rare 1876-(.(. 2()-cent piece

sion. 'Phis group probably constituted most of the supply later avail¬

crossed the auction block, including in the Dr. S.L. Lee (.ollection

able to numismatists. It seems likely that a few were paid out in Ne¬

auctioned by J.W. Scott & C.o. on June 12, 1899. 1 he Lee cabinet was

vada in 1876-1877, accounting for a handful of worn and impaired

a particularly fine one, and many other delicacies were included. 1 he

pieces known today.
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buyer of the 1876-CC 2()-cent piece was well-known numismatist
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ihel outs h. h./ius^f]/, Sr., Cullntion

John \l (Mapp. and the tom

that otYered in the preNent catalogue.

\nother Ih7h-(X’ was ottered by Kdouard hrossard in the J.CJ.

genesis of this cache was never revealed, but was variously thought by others lo
have been 1 Harrison (Jarrett (who died in 1888, had a fabulous collection, but
did not seem to have acquired many mintmarked issues, in my opinion, he can

Hubbard Collection Nale on December 10, 1900, and was purchased

be eliminated as a possibility, especially as his estate did not contain even a

bs S. Benton Kmery (whose collection was sold by Bowers and

single specimen of the 1876-CC 20 cents), Waldo

\lerena. November 19h4, this coin appearing as Lot 492). From such

Duffield. Flven the name of Louis FI Fdiasberg, Sr., was mentioned Four of

beginnings m the late 19th century the 1S76-(X] became highly
prized, and it has been a mark of distinction it a major cabinet in¬
cludes an example.

C,.

Newcomer, or Frank (•

these coins were sold to the writer (Nos. 12-LS in this registry), who subse¬
quently distributed them into as many different collections. .Several more were
sold tojohnj. Ford, Jr., of New Netherlands (^oin (^o., (Nos. 16-19 herewith)
w ho recalls showing one to Morton Stack, who expressed great surprise and

Mention of the (dapp-Kliasbcrg specimen was made by Kdgar H.
.\dams in I'he Sumismattst, .March 1911, in his column, “Live Ameri¬

admiration, then quickly showing him a second coin, and selling him these.
I'he Ford pieces may be represented, at least partially, in the other entries in
this list.

can Numismatic Items”:
Mr. Klmcr S. .Sears is exhibiting one of the greatest prizes of the mintmark
field—an I ncirculated specimen of the extremely rare 20-cent piece of lk76,
of the C^arson (aty Mint. This piece is remarkable for the fact that although
10,(X)0 are said to have been struck at the Nevada mint in that year, still not
more than four pieces can now be located. One of these is owned by Mr. John
H. Olapp of Washington, another by Mr. V irgil M. Brand of Chicago, and the

13. Mary land estate specimen, Q. David Bowers, 1977 .A.N.A:1143 in set.
14. Mary land estate specimen, Q. David Bowers, 19.S9 .AN.A:2()26.
15. Mary land estate specimen, Q. David Bowers, C.SN.V Convention, (X;tober 27-30, 1%0, Lot 927. Rubbing above eagle’s head and neck.
16. Mary land estate specimen, John J. Ford, Jr., Stack’s (see history under
No. 12 above).

third by Mr. H.O. Cranbergof Oshkosh, VVis.

17. .Maryland estate specimen, John J. Ford, Jr., .Stack’s. Fhc second of

I'hc .Adams account brings together several of the most famous
names in numismatics at the time. Elmer S. Sears was for several
years a partner with Wayte Raymond in the I'.S. Coin Co. Virgil M.
Brand (1861-1926), wealthy Chicago brewer, devoted most of his life
to coins and assembled a magnificent holding. Granberg had one of
the finest cabinets of his era within which were the 1804 dollar and
the 1884 and 188.S trade dollars among other delicacies.

two pieces sold to Morton Stack.
18. Mary land estate specimen, John J. F'ord, Jr., private collection.
19. Maryland estate specimen, John J. F'ord, Jr., private collection.
20. Frossard specimen in his sale of December 10, 1900, Lot 324. .S.
Benton Fimery, Fimery & Nichols Collection:492.
21. Norweb Collection specimen. (Choice Mint State Quite possibly a
Mary land estate coin. Auctioned by Bowers and Mcrena in 1987. Later ap¬

As the years progressed and interest in mintmarks became more in¬

peared in .Auction ’88:108.

tense, the field was studied carefully. As noted, today the population
of extant 1876-CC 2()-cent pieces is believed to be about 20 pieces.

'I'he appeal of the 1876-CC 20^ piece lies not only with its absolute
rarity, but also with its status as the centerpiece of a very interesting,
unusual, and very collectible short-lived series. The pjrt;sently of¬

Registry' of 1876-CC 2()0 Pieces

fered example combines this aspect with the added ^ira of the

Walter Breen's Complete Encyclopedia of IIS. and Colonial Coins,
Doubleday, 1988, includes this tentative list of known specimens
(here slightly modified including addenda). This list must include du¬

Hliasberg (Collection pedigree.

*

Bedi^ree: J. IL Scott & Co. sale of the S.L. l.ee Collection, June 12, IS99;
J..\L Clapp, John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K. E.liasherg, Sr.

plications Many of these “name” sales were conducted by B. Max

Die Characteristics

Mchl, Stack’s, Abe Kosoff, and the firm of the present cataloguer
((JDB). As many of the 1876-CC 20-cent pieces appear to be similar
in illustrations, it will probably never be possible to form a complete

On the obverse the stars are dramatically double punched, beginning with
star 2 and continuing to star 7, less dramatically on stars 8-10, and with doubling

net list. Probably, somewhat fewer than 20 different coins are know n.

not visible on remaining stars; this feature being caused by double punching of

However, this is a step toward that direction:

the obverse, the prricediire that also created the well-known doubled LIB-

1. F.C.C. Boyd specimen. “World’s (ireatest Collcction":4H7, Jerome
Kern: 1642, Kdwin Mydeman:4().S, joe Flynn, Julian Leidman, consigned to the
.Vrmand (Champa sale, Ron Winget, .Steve 'Icbo, 197.S .‘\N.-\:,V49, Quality Sales
(.Vbner Kreisberg and Jerry Clohen) ll/76:.M9, Arnold/Romisa:2211, Reed
Hawn, .Vuction '8,S:16.S,V Rim nick below end of riKk.

KR'rv.
On the reverse the 2 in the denomination is sharply double punched. The
(CC mintmark is from two widely separated single letters (as also for 187.S-C(C).
A microscopic die crack, almost subliminal, begins in field to right of wing, be¬
low Rl in AMFCRKCA, extends downward through wing tip, to T in (CFCN’T.S,
this not having been earlier described in the literature. Numerous raised dxc

2. William .\. Knapp specimen: 14.S, Neil:1194, Robert H. Pelletreau:661,

lines (from the die finishing process; such lines are usually seen only on early

Samuel W. Wolfson: 771, R.L. Miles, Jr.:874, C.W. Henderson:439, Jack

impressions from a die) are seen on the reverse, including extending down

Spivack and Jules Karp, .Auction '80:110, .Auction ’8.V62.S, AT, nick on lower

from the leaves directly above

upright of I in AMKRICA.

(a.k.a. denticles) between N’T of TVVFCN’TY, extending upward at about a 4.S®

3. John M. Clapp specimen, John H. Clapp, Hliasberg estate. • The

C.

and FC in (CFCN’TS; diagonal line from dentils

angle to the left. .Some parallel light raised lines are seen in the region of the
final A in AMFCRKCA, including one that, interrupted by the wing, extends to

coin here offered. From the Dr. S.L. Lee Collection, 1899.
4. W illiam Cutler .Atwater specimen: 884. Toning fleck (earlier described

near the center of the coin.

as a nick) below right wing. The buyer was James Aloysius Stack; the coin later

An 1894 Commentary

sold by Stack’s, March 199.S, Lot l.SO in that sale.
.S. Col. K.H.R. Green specimen. J.V. McDermott, James Kelly, F.S.
(iuggenheimcr: 779.

I'he June 1894 issue of 'I’he Sumnmatist included these interesting fillers:
“.Among advanced collectors of mintmarks arc Fidward (ioldschmidt, of New Aork,

6. .Adolphe Vlenjou specimen: 662. Possibly same as No. 4?

William M. Friesner, of l.os Angeles, and George W. Rice, of Detroit." “'I'hrcc of

7. Stoddard specimen. Col. fireen, .Mex .Shiiford: 81.V Harshly cleaned.

the rare 20-ccnt pieces of 1876 from the Garson Gity Mint have lately turned up in

8. G.H. Hall specimen: 802, “VF." Possibly later C.ll. Deetz: 1.S12 (PM6).

I'ncirculated condition. It was not two days before they were incorporated into

9. R. Frank specimen: 622, Fi..\. Carson, Kdward Willing: 72, .-Vuction ’82:

three of our leading collections where their presence is highly appreciated."
Fhc names of Goldschmidt and Friesner arc found multiple times among the

707 V h. banged up Not the same as No. 8,
10. George H. .Smoots specimen, Mchl 2/2.V.)2: .S48, VC. Not seen; siip-

FJiasberg (a)llcctinn pedigrees in the present sale

poseilK ihcrrypiikcd in Nevada.
I I. Kreisbcrg/Schiilman specimen, sale of May 20. l‘>66, 1166. Possibly
l ime IS one of nos 4, S, 6 above, or from the Mary land estate hoard.
12. Maryland estate specimen, Q
pire"

.■\n interesting study of the 1876-G(^ 2()-ccnt piece apj-ieared in the Novem¬

David Bowers. C..\. Cass., “Fim-

Mi/en B Hinman. ■‘Centiirv" 8(1

The Monfort A. Johnsen Study

The Maryland estate hoard is

ber 1980 issue of The (tohrecht Journal bv Monfort -A. Johnsen I le noted that re¬
search in the National Archives revealetl that b\ Januarv 8. 1876, 129,02'i ex

of>e of the most remarkable finds in the Vmeriian senes In the late 19S0s, Bal¬

ampics of the 133,2'X) 2()-cent pieces coineil of the previous sear. I M7S ('('. had

timore dealer lorn Wirfield found a group of seven, eight, nr possibly nine

been paid out. leaving 4.261 I87S-GG issues in the vault I'ublic demanil wav

^plerulid Mini State loins in his home town (the number eight is used in this
f „ h pine wis a lustrous gem. deliiately toned, and virtual perfeirx.n If IS oi V opinion ih It these may have i ome from someone who ont e served
,r. 'Ke Visi s ( ofTpmission whu h in |X77 reviewed the prior year’s coinage

I he

very low, and for the next four months the Mint pan! out onlv an average ol 247
coins per month

It is conjectured that Mint Director Henrs l.indctman in

April 1876 requested that I0,))0<) 20-ient jueces t>e nunieil to replenish the low
inventors, although, in fai t. relativelv few were l>eing Imiight at the tunc

I he

M()\vi:k,s .\\i) nikkI’A;

The Louis E. Eliasher^, Sr., Collection

same writer notes that “Linderman was under some pressure by the silver in¬

20-cent pieces were paid out, or about 95 coins per month. It is not known what

terests in ('ongress to strike large numbers of coins from that metal, and it

dates these were, but they quite possibly could have been 1875-OC, while the

would have been quite embarrassing to him if the Carson City Mint were to
have run out of 20-cent pieces or any other silver denomination. Also, he had

coinage of 1876-CC remained intact in cloth bags. 'Phere would have been no
particular reason to have dipped into the 1876-(X> coinage with 1875-CO

routinely sent the Carson City Mint six obverse and four reverse 20-cent dies
for coinage purposes in 1876.”

pieces still on hand. On May 19, 1877, Linderman wrote to James Oawford, su¬

On May 8, 1876, and also on May 15, 1876, there were 13,315 20-cent pieces
in the vault at Carson City, reflecting an incremental coinage of 10,000 pieces.
I'hese were probably made during the first week in May, but no specific
records have been located. From May 8, 1876 through May 11, 1877, only 954
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1877 Proof-60. Mostly brilliant with some attractive light toning.

perintendent of the Carson City Mint, directing him: “You are hereby autho¬
rized and directed to melt all the 20-cent pieces you have on hand and you will
debit Silver Profit Fund with any loss hereon.” Thus, it would seem that nearly
all of the 1876-CC 20-cent pieces that were minted plus the remaining 1875CC pieces went to the melting pot.
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1878 Proof-63. The coin is deeply struck and shows traces of a wire

Handling marks in the field prompt the Proof-60 designation, al¬

rim on both obverse and reverse. A splendid specimen with notable

though such evaluations are subjective, and it probably could be

aesthetic appeal in addition to a fairly high numerical grade. The

called a point or so higher without argument.

fields are deeply mirrored as is typical for the date. Light golden ton¬
ing with splashes of blue and magenta add appeal.

Pedigree: J.M. Clapp Collection; acquired at an early time, probably before
1894. Later, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
By 1877 the 20-cent piece had been discontinued for circulation purposes,
but the denomination lingered on in the form of specimens made with Proof
finish for collectors. Only 350 of these Proofs are reported to have been struck.

Pedigree: J.M. Clapp Collection ; acquired at an early time, probably before
1894. Later, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
This is the final issue in the short-lived 20-cent series. Only Proofs were
struck and only to the extent of 600 pieces. After this point the denomination
became largely forgotten. Indeed, not even numismatists paid much attention
to it until the 1930s when VVayte Raymond published an album page making it
possible to attractively assemble a date and mint set.

lUARTER DOLLARS
The Eliasberg Collection
rhe early quarter dollars in the Eliasberg Collection offer an
forgettable combination of absolute completeness as to date
|uence and, within that framework, notable quality and beauty,
rhe offering commences with 1796, the first year of issue, and
ludes both known die varieties of that year. The next coin, the
)4, is fully Condition Census. Later pieces comprise remarke Mint State coins. Proofs, and other delicacies. Well known as
ties are the 1823/2, 1827 original, and 1827 restrike. The 1827
^inal may be the only known business strike specimen of this
10US coin, while the 1827 restrike is an early impression and has
own remarkable characteristics.
rhe offering will forever remain prominent in the annals of the
irter dollar series.
le notation “Browning revision” throughout the early quarter dollar section refers to
. Browning, The t.arly Quarter Dollars of the United States, 1796-1838, completely upd in 1991 by Walter Breen, Michael Hodder, editor, and with contributions by Walter
er, .Sr., and Q. David Bowers; published in 1992. Rarity ratings are, of course, subjective
are primarily from the revised “Quarter Dollar Census” by Russell j. Logan,

Reich

nal. Volume 7, Issue 2, January 1993, p. 20-24.

'96 Draped Bust Obverse
viALL Eagle Reverse
Historical Notes
dthoLigh the Mint Act of April 2,1792, authorized the produc1 of the quarter dollar among other silver denominations, 25it pieces were not struck until 1796. Used as the obverse motif
> .Miss Liberty in the so-called Draped Bust style, created by

)W'I:RS AND MKKKNA

American artist Gilbert Stuart who in 1795 is said to have prepared
a drawing of Mrs. William Bingham (nee Ann Willing). John
Eckstein, a Providence, Rhode Island artist of uncertain ability
(per Breen; actually, Eckstein, c.1736-1817, earlier known as
Johann Eckstein, served as the court sculptor to Frederick the
Great and was, indeed, acclaimed for his artistry), translated the
sketches into plaster (probably) models, which may have been
Liberty head and eagle device punches, for Mint Engraver
Robert Scot. This motif first appeared on the silver dollar of 1795,
the cent, the cent, half dime, dime, quarter dollar, half dollar of
1796, and later the half cent of 1800.
The reverse of the 1796 quarter dollar is of the so-called Small
Eagle motif, with an eagle perched on a cloud and surrounded by
wreath elements.
In keeping with all other United States precious-metal de¬
nominations (except the half dollar and dollar), the 1796 quarter
bore no indication of denomination (larger silver denominations
had the value expressed via edge lettering). The first gold and
silver issues of the United States Mint were accepted by the
public on the basis of their apparent weight and legal fineness.
Certain of the dies of this era may have lacked expressed denomi¬
nations as an economy move, in order to permit use of the same
dies by more than one value, such as the use of identical reverse
dies to strike silver dimes and gold quarter eagles, both being of
like diameter.
As it turned out, the combination of the Draped Bust obverse
with Small Eagle reverse was used only in 1796, thus, in combi¬
nation with a low mintage figure of just 6,146 pieces, isolating this
year as a rare “type.” Specimens in all grades arc highly desired
by collectors today.
55
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(jem 1796 Quarter Dollar
[<are H-1 Die Variety
Probable Presentation Striking
Candidate for Finest Known
The Stickney Collection Coin
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17% Low 6 in Date. Browning-1. Rarit>-5. MS-65 to 66, Speci¬

extremely sharp details of the presently offered specimen, along w ith

men striking. This is the quality which in later years would be

the superb Proof surfaces, we will speculate that this specific coin

termed Proof. .\ superb specimen, with full prooflike surfaces, of the

was one of the very first quarter dollars produced by our Mint in

rarer of the two varieties know n for this year.
■Substantially better than the normal strike for 17% Browning-1
((uarter d»)llars. Well centered. Mostly needle-sharp w ith some usual
lightness on the very highest parts due to opposing positions of deep

F’hiladelphia. almost certainly among the l.BOO examples produced
on or before April 9, 1796.
Pedigree: Matthew A. Stickney Collection, Henry Chapman. June 251907, Lot 1116; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate; Louis K. h.Hasherg, Sr

recess in the obverse and reverse dies. I'he eagle’s head is far above

Die notes: Microscopic hints of wreath details in the obverse field, such be¬

average. Brilliant full mirror Proof surfaces. Light silver w ith delicate

ing visible only on early impressions such as this one. .Splashes of I’rixif surface

golden toning, changing to tinges of blue and iridescence at the rims.

are seen within the hair curls of Miss Liberty, behind her head, and in the larg¬

Lcrtamly one of the very finest specimens in existence anywhere.

est open curl below and left of her ear. The dies were very planar (not dished or

In the Browning revision. Walter Breen suggested this particular vari¬

basined) and very highly polished. The planchet may have been [xilished or
specially prepared as well.

ety IS Rjrity-6 with approximately 25 surviving. The present writer

A die crack is seen from the rightmost of two dentils below 1 in date, upward

(MKB) estimates the quantity of survivors to be a bit more generous, in

and through the bottom of the 1, extending slightly to the left over half the dis¬

the range of 60 coins. Regardless ot the actual number of pieces known

tance up the shaft of the numeral. I lairline die crack extends from knob of ^ to

(whether it is 25 as Breen suggested, or 60 to 75 as our estimate indi-

left about halfway to the 7.

1

ates. or as many as l(K) based on the rep<irts of others), this example is

a ranfiKiitlr for thr fmrU knoren of this v ariety and probably the only ex.implc which riiialifics for "Presentation Piece” status.
C.Icarlv, this IS a truly memorable and important 17% (piarter dollar
his Browning-1 variety was certainly the first struck of the new

fpiartcr doll.ir denomination ip

stars II and 12 touch, stars 12 and 1.^ touch or nearly do, and stars D and 14
touch.
On the reverse the top left arm of the three letters T are defective in each
instance, from the punch. Some ibc irregularities arc seen between the top ol

for a number of reasons.

I

.Stars were crowded on the die due to their number, 1.5. .Stars 1 to H on the left
have at least some separation. .Star 10 impacts star 11 part way in from a (xiint.

17'>ti.

based on the die state of the re¬

verse ' ommon tf» both known varieties of the coinage year f iiven the

N and dentils. S<imc engraving irregularities arc seen to the left ol, and at the
tip of, the right ribbon cnil

The Louis L. Kliashej'^, Sr., Collection

Desirable 1796 Quarter Dollar
Usually Seen B-2 Variety

denomination appeared for the first time in the series and was
expressed as 25 C. Quarters of this style were struck from 1804
through 1807 inclusive.

Rare 1804 Quarter Dollar
Among Top Dozen Finest

{photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1796 High 6 in Date. B-2. Rarity-4. AU-58. Sharply defined and
well centered with weakness confined to the eagle’s head, typical for
most known examples of this variety. Full bold dentils are present on
both the obverse and reverse with sharp edge reeding visible around
tbe entire eircumference. Cleaned long ago. Bright silvery white with
minor hairlines visible. Light adjustment marks are noted on the re¬
verse.
A highly desirable specimen of the first year of issue. An ideal can¬
didate for a high-quality type set. The B-2 is the die variety normally
encountered of this date.
Die notes: Early state without obverse cracks.

{photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1804 Low 4. B-1. Rarity-4. AU-55, or even finer from an actual
wear viewpoint. Prooflike fields. However, the obverse is lightly
struck at certain higher areas, giving the appearance of wear. 1 he re¬
verse is quite sharp and shows no flatness at the highest points, indi¬
cating that actual wear is minimal. Some tiny pin scratches beneath
NI of UNITED are mostly hidden by the toning. Light silver, blue,
and quintessentially iridescent surfaces. Struck as usual for this date,
which is not known to exist boldly impressed. Some lightness at stars,

804-1807 Draped bust Obverse

lERALDIC RAGLE REVERSE

dentils, and on some of the higher motif areas. 1 he two stars below
the clouds below TE of STATES are light. Light silver gray and lilac
surfaces with some mint frost in areas.
It is believed that just 6,738 were minted, but there is the possibil¬
ity that certain pieces bearing this date were also made in the follow¬
ing year, 1805. The 1804 is considered to be a scarce issue in any and

Historical Notes
Following the beginning of the denomination in 1796, quarter
ollars were all but forgotten until 1804, at which time coinage
^commenced. 'Fhe Draped Bust obverse was continued (but
ith the border dentils much less pronounced), d'he reverse
isplayed the Heraldic Eagle motif used on other silver denomiations, adapted from the Great Seal of the United States. The

lOWKKS AND MERKNA

all grades. Of those preserved in numismatic circles, nearly all show
extensive wear. 4'he Eliasberg Collection piece is considered among
the top dozen finest known.
Pedigree: S.H. and H. Chapman, January 1900; J.M. Clapp; John H.
Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliashetg, Sr.
Die notes: 1 in date is “blunt” and lacks a flag to the left, except that a small
spine protrudes.
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Mint State ISOS Quarter Dollar

Choice 1806/5 Overdate Quarter Dollar

Memorable Quality

The Petr\ (Collection (Coin (1893)

(photo enlaryfd to twur actual size)
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1805 B-2. Rarity-3. .MS-62. Well centered with weakness among

(photo enlarged to twice actual .size)
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1806/5 Overdate, R-l. Rarity-2, MS-63. 1 vustrous bright silver

the top hair curls. The letters R I' arc typically weak as are the tips of

with a hint of gold. Minor surface abrasions are present. A long, faint

the eagle’s tail opposite these letters, (douds 5 and 6, opposite the

planchet defect bisects the obverse.

deepest recess of Liberty’s shoulder, arc also weakly detailed. Lus¬

'The stars along the left side arc weak along with the obverse border

trous silvery white with faint yellow-brown and bright blue around

dentils from K8 to K11 (sec footnote). The left reverse border is also

the peripheral devices.

weak. Typical weakness, as often encountered due to the design, is

There are fewer than 20 surviving Mint .State examples of 1805
(juartcr dollar coinage. .Among these few remaining coins the
Kliasberg (Collection coin is certainly one of the most attractive. A
truly memorable coin.
Pedigree: S.H. and H. Chapman, January 1900; J.M. Clapp; John H.
Clapp. Clapp estate, 194J, to l.ouis E. E.liasherg, Sr
Die notes: 'There are no visible die cracks. However, heavy clash marks from
the lower portions of Liberty’s hair and drapery are visible among the upper
reverse design.

noted at clouds 5 and 6. 'This softness of strike is seen on all know n
specimens and, thus, is not a consideration in the present context.
The reverse striking weakness is, again, standard for this design
and variety. Liberty’s shoulder constitutes the deepest recess in the
obverse die which, assuming normal die alignment, corresponds with
clouds 5 and 6 on the reverse. With these deep die recesses aligned
opposite each other there was simply not enough metal available to
fill the motif.
Pedigree: Nicholas Petty Collection, S.H. and //. Chapman, .May 10,
1893; J..M. C.lapp; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E.
E.liasherg, Sr.
Die notes: I he obverse die is perfect. The reverse has a light die crack from
the base of the 2 through the tops of I'NI. .Another crack extends through the
tops of .S'T and left. 1 leavy clash marks arc visible on the reverse. .Alv) sec note
under I.ot 1.^64.
“K" letters, representing “Kolit" numbers, were devised circa the late |4S(K
by Messrs. Kolman and Litman to indicate positions on a com; they arc the
same as cl<Kk positions. Thus, Kolit-8, abbreviated as K-H. is at the H:(H) o'cliK'k
position.
I he 1806/.5 is the earliest overdatc in the (|uarter dollar senes and is the onis
overdate within the lh()4-|H07 design type. This overdated die is sers un¬
usual—remarkable, in fact—as it was previously used to priHliice IHOS-datcd
(jiiartcrs (Browning-4). Most tiverdates involve coinage dies which were not
previously in use.

SH
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I he Louis h. h.Hashet'^, Sr., do I lection

Attractive 1806 Quarter Dollar
Choice 1806 Quarter Dollar

Condition Census

Remarkable Ouality

,361

1806 B-3. Rarity-1. MS-62. Slightly reflective dark gray with iri¬
descent blue and lilac. A few minor surface abrasions are noted. Cen¬
tral weakness on both obverse and reverse, a condition typical for this
variety.
Although the B-3 is not rare as a variety, the Eliasberg Collection
specimen is one of the finest survivors of the die marriage with only a
handful of Mint State examples known.
Die notes: Several very minor rim breaks are noted on the obverse. The re¬
verse has a crack from the rim to the left top of the first S along with minor clash
marks. A long reverse die scratch from the lowest outside leaf extends to the
tail of R.
The obverse die features very small, widely spaced border dentils. Those on
the reverse are larger and crowded together.
Numismatic notes: Quarters of the 1804-1807 design type are notorious for
being weakly struck. The low rims and the metal flow requirements of the de¬
sign combined to produce striking weakness on nearly every piece in exist-

j

ence. In fact, it is doubtful if there is such a thing as a piece with complete
needle-sharp design details within this date range. Areas of weak striking usu¬
ally include the stars^on the obverse and, on the reverse, the stars above the

'

eagle’s head, particirla’rly those to the upper right. 1806 and 1807 in particular
are noted for their shallow strikes.

I

1806 Browning-5 Rarity
Condition Census
A Truly Exceptional Coin!
(photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1806 B-9. Rarity-1. MS-64. Highly lustrous. Delightful pale ivory
with deeper gold and faint iridescent blue. A few very minor surface
marks are present. Very slight central weakness. Stars 1 through 7 on
the left are sharp while the remaining stars to the right of Liberty are
mostly flat.
Even though the variety is common, this is indisputably one of the
finest known. Certainly a highlight among the many superb early quar¬
ters from the collection of Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

1362

1806 B-5. Rarity-6. AU-55. Slightly reflective gray surfaces ac¬

Die notes: Early with a bisecting vertical crack on the obverse, from the rim
through 1 and the hair, to the left side of E. d'he reverse has a small rim break

cented with pale blue, lilac, and amber iridescence. Central weak¬

over Al’E, just touching the left top of E. Very minor die cracks are visible

ness is noted on both obverse and reverse with the eagle’s upper

through the tops of some legend letters. There is no evidence of clash marks on

body and head very flat; this is typical for B-5. Slightly misaligned

either die.

dies with the obverse border strongest from K12 to K3, the reverse
normally centered.
This variety is very rare with possibly not more than 15 to 20 ex¬
amples surviving, mostly in lower grades. The presently offered ex¬
ample, a truly exceptional coin, is most XxV.oX'j among the four or five fin¬
est known.
Die notes: Early impression from “perfect” dies (without cracks).

lOWKRS AND MERENA

5^)

/ if I >ut.> h /• /i</Sr., CulUrtwn

Mint State 1807 Quarter Dollar

Superb (jein 1807 Quarter Dollar

Possibly Mnest known H-2

Hrt)vvnln^-l, Karity-3
iVobably Finest known
The Stickney (Collection Specimen
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1807 Large Date. B-2. Karity-3. .MS-62. \ery sharply detailed a^

the center of the obverse; w ith slight peripheral w eakness among th^'

stars as always. The reverse displays typical w eakness at clouds 5 an(|

6. Subdued lustre. Ciray-brow n surfaces w ith hints of reddish orangi^

and pale turquoise. The surfaces are remarkably free of blemishes;
with only a few minor abrasions.

[

Only two or three Mint State examples of this die marriage art^

known. 'Phis is possibly the finest knovsn of this variets’. Well-knowi^

specialist Robert \V. Miller, Sr., who contributed greatly to the re i

vised edition of the Browning text, listed two MS-60 grade coins a^
the finest known to him.

Die notes: .3 long, nearly vertical die line is present in the right obverse ficldf

.A very faint, irregular die crack is visible across the bust from the base of th(^

neck to the shoulder. Very faint clash marks are noted on either side of the bust \

The reverse has several sets of faint clash marks. A heavy crack extend^
through the left side of the first '1', through the left w ing, to the scroll below B

.Another crack from the rim crosses the left side of the (), the clouds and stars.;
to the back of the eagle's head.

181.S-1828 CAPPKD BUS'P
OUAR TKR D0M.AR,S

I

%

Historical Notes

(photo fnlargffi to tK'irr actual size)
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1807 Small Date. B-1. Karity-3. MS-65 or perhaps finer. Su¬
perb. full lustre with insignificant blemishes. Predominately light
red-orange toning over an ivory base with splashes of faint blue and
lilac. This lovely gem rates extremely high for aesthetic appeal.
The central details are extremely sharp, while weakness is noted
along the peripheral areas. Stars 1 through 5, 12, and 13 are brought
up with good central details. The remaining stars are mostly flat. Ob¬
verse and reverse dentils are very weak. I'he specialist will recognize
that these arc normal characteristics for authentic examples of B-1.

No quarter dollars were produced by the Mint from ISC
through 1814 inclusive. In 1815 a new design, the (lapped Bu5
obverse, in combination with a perched eagle reverse, was firq
used on this denomination, d'hc motifs, designed by John ReicB
had been used previously on other series, most notably tb
Capped Bust half dollar beginning in 1807.

I he motto K PH RIBIJS UNIJM is inscribed on a band abov
the eagle’s head. I his general motif was continued through 1828
after which coinage of the quarter dollar denomination wa
suspended until 1831 at which time the design was again revise
(see 1831-1838 listing).

Probably the finest knoten for the variety. Very few early quarters of
this design could weather the ravages of time as nicely as the pres¬
ently offered example. In fact, we would not be surprised if this re¬

Mint State 181S Quarter Dollar

markable early (juarter dollar were among the 10 finest examples of

Mrst \ ear of the New Design

the entire IH04-1H07 design type.
Petligree

Matthevr .1. Stu kney Collertion, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,

The Mills (Collection Fxample

1907; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate; I,outs E. E.ltasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Kjint die crac ks are present through the tops of I Nl'r to the base
of the Z and joining the tops of S'!' and left. Multiple clash marks arc visible on
the reverse This is the same reverse die as on the IHOb/.S B-1 overdate offered
earlier and is in a slightiv later state on this com.

1.366

I81.S K-1. Kurity-1. MS-62. \crv sh.irplv vtriick mcliulmg jll centr.il star details. 1 .ovciv ivorv blcnilcil w ith rciiilish nrangc. liir(|uoi\c
green, anri cobalt. I- ullv lustrous ami extrcmels attravlive
I his IS the first seat ol the new ('apped Bust ilesign Mans Mint

iu)\vi:r,s and \ii:ri:n.''

The Louts E. EJiasber^, Sr., Eollectton

State survivors remain today, possibly from a small hoard held off the
market for years, but by now dispersed.
Pedigree: John C. MUls Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 21-29,

Superb Gem 1818 Quarter Dollar
Browning-3 “Normal Date”

1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
EJiasberg, Sr.

(Actually the Overdate Die)

Die notes: Very faint clash marks are visible, however, no die cracks have yet

Probably Finest Known

developed.

Lovely 1818/5 Overdate

i67

11368

1818/5 Overdate. B-1. Rarity-2. MS-64. Lustrous light gold sur¬
faces with peripheral orange and blue toning. Both obverse and re¬
verse are sharply struck and well detailed. Slightly weak on the drap¬
ery clasp. A few minor abrasions and faint and fairly unobtrusive
scratches are noted.
A popular choice among type collectors as a multitude of Uncircu¬
lated examples surv'ive, one of the few early overdates for which this
is true.
Die notes: Early with light clash marks although no cracks are visible.

Superb 1818 Quarter Dollar
Gem Mint State

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1818 So-called B-3. Rarity-2. MS-66. The obverse die is a late
state of the B-1 1818/5 overdate. Fully lustrous surfaces are mark-free
and virtually perfect. Very sharply struck and well centered with full
border dentils. The fine details of the stars, hair, and eagle are crisply
defined. Deep silver-gray with hints of lilac and blue.
Die notes: M inor clash marks on the reverse. A die crack from the border crosses
the lowest arrowhead and the upper two arrow shafts.
I his is from the earliest die state of B-3 which, at one time, was considered a
different variety and was once labeled B-11. 1 he obverse die is the same as
found on the Browning-1 overdate. However, in its present form it has been
lapped (polished) removing the details of the under digit. I races of the original
5 still remain on top of the raised part of the final 8. The upright of the 5 is vis¬
ible on the top left curve of the 8, the outer curve of the .5 on the lower right
curve of the 8, and the ball of the 5 on the lower left curve of the 8.1 his exact
variety was even assigned a separate number (3894) by Walter Breen in his
Complete Encyclopedia. Fascinating and worthy of additional study by the early
quarter dollar enthusiasts.

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1818 B-2. Karity-1. MS-65. Well centered and very sharply de¬
tailed. Light ivory-gold lustre with splashes of blue and amber along
the edges. Extremely attractive.
Die notes: A light die crack in the field over the head joins stars 7 and 8, con¬

1370

1818 B-8. Rarity-3. AIL58 or possibly finer. Quite likely chal¬
lenging the Condition Census. Reflective silver gray with highlights

tinuing to stars 9 and U). 'I'he reverse die is perfect.

fOWKRS AND MKRKNA
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/

Louts h

h.itushttTf, Sr., Collmtion

--H,

■.)t liUc, blue, and 4mbcr. I he Mar details are slifiKtly weak as are the

pcct. -Soft, pleasing lustre with ivory and reddish orange toning Ver]

tops ot the eagle’s wins'*

attractive and free of abrasions or blemishes. \ very laint planchcii

claws. The surfaces exhibit some minor

flaw is noted at the tip of the w ing, just above the arrow shafts

hairlines and abrasions, howeser, none of these are sinsularly dis-

In the Browning revision, Walter Breen noted this variety as “urif

tractins.
Probably amons the top 10 in quality for this variety.

know n in Mint .State,” apparently not aware of the superb (juality o(

Die notes: Perfect dies.
1 he reverse die has repunching risht of the uprisht of K in I Nl 1 KD and a

this example. Robert \V. Miller, Sr., who provided a numerical (iondq

tion (Census of the early quarter dollars for the aforementioned refen

heavv curved die souse across the stem of the lower berry. These tcatures are

ence, listed the best know n to him as

not described in Krowninsand were first reported by Bill Busert in, “I niisted

Pedigree: St. Louis Stamp c¥' Coin Co., June 4, IV06 (thts firm teas jusX

Die (.'haracteristics of the Ihlh B-H yuartcr Dollar,” John Rnih Journal, Volume

beginning its prominence: later, under Burdette G. Johnson, it ts^ould hand\

4, Ivsue 2, September 19^9, p. 26.

many important numismatic properties): John H. Clapp. Clapp estates
1942, to Louis E. E.liasberg, Sr.

Die notes: The obverse has a curved bisecting crack from star 7, across thd

head of Liberty, to the rim at star 12. The reverse has a crack from the left rimi
through U, to the w ing.

1371

ISIS B-IO. Karity-3. .MS-6(). Lustrous pale gray with attractive
russet, lilac, and blue toning. Well centered and sharply defined.
Die notes: Lisht clash marks are visible on the obverse. Clash marks from
the shield lines, visible below the ear, intersect at distinct angles indicating that
the reverse die had rotated between clashing accidents. 'The reverse has a thin
crack from the rim, through the digit 2, the claw, and to the left edge of the

1373

1819 Large 9. B-2. Rarity-3. AU-55. Quite sharply detailed with

slight weakness at the drapery clasp. Lightly cleaned w ith just a tract

shield.

of pale orange toning. \ few very minor marks are present.

Die notes: \ fine die crack connects stars 1 through 7 with another joinini^

Superb 1819 Landmark Rarity

stars 10-13 and the final digit of the date. Perfect reverse die.

c*

Browning-1, Rarity-4
Splendid (Jem MS-65

Choice 1819 Quarter Dollar

llitherto “Unknown In Mint State”

4'he Mumford (Collection Specimen
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1819 Small 9. B-3. Rarity-l. MS-63. Ivory-gray with traces ol
bright blue and light golden orange toning. Well centered with al

design details very sharp. .Subdued lustre with a few insignificani
marks scattered about the obverse and reverse.
Pedigree: .Mumford Collection, Nett: York Coin

Stamp Co., April 9-10

1896: J.M. Clapp: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis L
E.liasberg, Sr.

Die notes: 'The obverse has a thin diagonal crack from the rim below the H

through the top of the 1, crossing the bust, into the left obverse field. .Anothci

crack from the rim crosses two points of star 11. .'\ very faint crack from the rin
on the reverse extends through the 2 in the denominator.

!photo fnhirxed to tvur m tual iizej

1.172

IHI9 I

,irgc 9.

B-L Kiirify-4. M.S-6,S.

Sh.irply defined m every

an-

The Louis h. h.liasherg, Sr., (lollertiori

Gem 1820 Quarter Dollar

Lovely 1820 Quarter Dollar

Business Strike

Believed Finest Known

No Doubt the Finest Known

1377 1820 Large 0. B-3. Rarity-2. MS-64. Delightful grayish lilac with
vivid turquoise, amber, and reddish orange peripheral toning. Lustre
is subdued by the toning, however, the surfaces are superbly pre¬
served. All design elements on obverse and reverse are sharply de¬
fined. Well centered with strong borders on both sides.
'Phis is an extremely pleasing early quarter destined to find its way
into another world-class collection. It is quite probable that this is the
finest known example of the variety.
Die notes: A light die crack joins the inner points of all stars on the left and
continues below the bust to the digits 18. The reverse die is perfect.

Prooflike 1820 Quarter Dollar
Condition Census Quality

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1378 1820 Small 0. B-4. Rarity-2. MS-63, prooflike. Strong mirrored
1375

1820 Large 0. B-1. Rarity-3. MS-65. Well centered and very

fields shine through attractive lilac-gray, teal, and amber toning. A

sharply defined with all design details bold. Wonderful satiny lustre

few very minor abrasions are noted for accuracy. Slight weakness is

beneath grayish silver toning with splashes of amber, orange, and

noted in the hair curls above the eye. The drapeiy clasp and stars on

blue iridescence. Attractive surfaces with a trivial number of abra¬

the left are also weak. I'he reverse shows some weakness among the

sions visible with aid of magnification.

lower designs, especially the eagle’s claws.

This superb gem is most likely the finest known business strike of
I

the variety. Another exceedingly unusual, perhaps unique opportu-

j

nity for the connoisseur and specialist

I

Pedigree: S.H. and H. Chapman, January 1900; J.M. Clapp. John H.
Clapp; Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. The Chapman brothers

Among the top four or five known of this variety.
Pedigree: S.H. and H. Chapman, January 1900; J.M. Clapp; John H.
Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Ii)ie notes: Minor die rust is present around the digit 2 on the reverse. Other¬
wise, both dies are perfect.

must have had a truly memorable collection of quarter dollars in 1900.
Die notes: Perfect obverse and reverse dies; an early impression.
The Norweb Collection coin, sold by us in 1988, was described as a one¬

Notable Quality 1821 B-1 250

sided (obverse) Proof, a cabinet coin, not a business strike.

Finer than Reported in Browning
Last Auetioned 103 Years Ago

376

1820 Large 0. B-2. Rarity-2. EF-40. Pleasing silver gray surfaces
with traces of lustre surrounding the stars on the obverse and the leg¬
end on the reverse. Well centered with most details sharp except

1379 1821 B-l. Rarity-2. MS-62, l-ully lustrous surfaces with smooth

where diminished by light wear. A short scratch is hidden among the

pale gold toning, deepening to reddish orange around the de\ ices

hair curls with another, on the reverse, above the eagle’s head. An¬

and along the periphery. Well centered with generally sharp defini¬

other small nick is noted in the right reverse field. Despite the minor

tion, although slight weakness is noted among the hair curls and on

imperfections mentioned, this is a very pleasing example of a high-

the eagle’s claws. Some minor surface abrasions arc noted. Aestheti¬

grade circulated early (juartcr.

cally pleasing.
Among the finest known for the \ ariety. In the Browning revision.

Die notes: Perfect obverse and reverse.

f)WKRS AND MKRFNA
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/kt Louts L. Litashtrx, Sr., Cuileitwn

Robert U

Prooflike 1821 Quarter Dollar

Miller, Sr., listed unly two .Mint State survivors, both

graded MS-bU.

Desijjnated as a “l^roof Farlicr

PeJigree h .S. Xoms ColUthon, S.H and H. Chapman, May 11, 1894;
J M Clapp, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 194J, to Louis L. b.liasbery;, Sr.
Die notes. Pert'evt dies.

Superb (iem 1821 Quarter Dollar
lirov\ning-2
Believed by Far the F inest Known
1381

1821 B-3. Rai*it>-2. MS-63, prooflike. .Attractive lilac, ivory, and'

blue toning over mirrored fields. .Minor weakness in the hair curls, on.
the stars, and among the eagle’s claws. Nicely centered with slightly
w eak border dentils. A few minor abrasions are noted w ith a planchct
chip on the reverse, below the right end of the scroll.

This particular coin has been described as a Proof in past literature,,
However, we do not agree with this characterization. Notwithstand¬
ing our opinion, bidders are welcome to make their own determina¬
tion and, if warranted, to bid on this as a Proof
Die notes; Both dies are uncracked with light clash marks visible at the car.

1382

1821 B-4. l<arity-3. MS-6(). Bright lustre beneath golden brown
toning with splashes of deeper russet and pale blue. .Slight weakness
in the usual places, on the hair curls above the eye and on the eagle’s
claws, fhe reverse has a brownish black carbon streak.
Die notes: fight cla.sh marks from the shield arc present at the car, and from
f iberty on the reverse.

(photo enlarged to netce actual size)

l.^HO

1S21 B-2. Karity-3. MS-66. Well centered and sharply defined in
every regard. Slightly pnwllike superb gem surfaces displaying pale
gold with deeper reddish orange peripheral toning. Certainly one of
the highlights among the early quarter dollars in the incomparable
Kliasberg (Collection.
.-Xlmost certainly the Kliasberg (Collection specimen is the finest
known for this variety.

The B-2 was described by Breen, in the

Browning revision, as rare in Mint State. In the same reference, Rob¬
ert Miller listed three examples simply as M.S-6() with no indication
of any finer example in existence.
The importance of this coin and the opportunity presented cannot be
overcmphasi/.cd. With the dispersal of the Kliasberg (Collection coins,
we arc all at a meeting point w ith numismatic destiny, as no collection of
this depth, breadth, and tpiality will ever come our way again.
I )ie notes. Minor die rust is visible around .S(; in the denominator. Otherwise
perfect dies

M

IU)\Vi:K,S AM) MKRF.N.

The Louis E. Eliasher^, Sr., (ioUertion

Superb Gem Proof 1821 Quarter Dollar
Browning-5

1383

is boldly defined. Well centered with sharp border dentils on both

wise, the surfaces are virtually flawless.
The combination of frosted, lustrous devices with sharp mirrored

obverse and reverse. With regard to strike and presentation, this is

fields provides an aesthetically stunning cameo appearance. Several

perhaps the ultimate Capped Bust quarter dollar. The obverse and

Proof examples of this variety are listed in the literature. However,

reverse devices are frosty and lightly toned with a predominance of

we cannot imagine that any specimen could be nicer than this.

1821 B-5. Rarity-7 as a Proof. Proof-66. Every minute die detail

salmon and ivory. The pristine fields display complete fully mirrored
brilliance, lightly toned toward the central devices with pale blue and
violet iridescence toward the rims. The mirrored surface of the fields
is complete including between border dentils. A few very insignifi¬
cant imperfections can be seen with the aid of magnification. Other¬

iOWKKS AND MKRKNA

An exquisite gem and an unparalleled accpiisition opportunity for
the connoisseur.
Hie notes: Both dies are perfect without die cracks or clash marks. A short die
scratch connects the left end of the scroll to the base of I). I he obverse has a
short curved die line from the lower bust tip.

(>5

Ihf l.oHis t.. h.ltasbt'f'^, Sr., ColUction

(jem Proof 1822 Quarter Dollar
Normal Denomination
Browning-1

^ ^ ^

One of the Finest Known

1384

1822 Normal Dies. B-1. Rarity-7 as a Pr<K)f. PrrK)f-65. The bust

frosted devices with deeply mirrored fields.

•

of Liberty is rather deeply toned while the eagle and scroll are much

There are probably just five or six Proof examples known today

lighter ivory. Light silver with pale lilac giving way to faint blue iri¬

with the present example being one of the finest. Another prize for

i

descence toward the edges. The high points of the hair curls along

the connoisseur.

|

with vime of the stars arc rather lightly defined, probably the result

Pfdtgrre: Probably from the John G. Mills Collection, S.H. and //.

of die spacing. The reverse is generally bold with shallow definition

Chapman, April 27-29, 1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate,

only at the tops of the wings and on the lower olive leaves. Most leg¬

1942, to Louis E. Eliasber^, Sr.

end letters on the reverse show evidence of doubling, probably an

^

Hie notes; Perfect dies.

indication of the piece having received two blows from the press.

S

\

hOWKKSANDMKKKN.^

The Louis h.. h.Hasher^, Sr., Collection

Delightful 1822 Quarter Dollar
Blundered Denomination 25/50G
Browning-2

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

185

1822 25 over 50G. B-2. Rarity-5. MS-64, prooflike. Called a

Die notes: Perfect dies from the standpoint of die cracks or clash marks. I'he

Proof by Walter Breen and additional observers while characterized

blundered denomination shows a variety of repunchings. Breen noted, in the

as Mint State by others. Either way, this is in a very high grade and is
one of the very finest known.

Browning revision: “I'he correction was twice repunched, crudely, producing
so unsightly a result that the die was laid aside in horror, becoming one of Scot’s
closet skeletons, like the half dollar obverse finally put in use in 1824 with 4

The engraver thought he was making a die for a half dollar and

altered from 3, 2, 1, and 0.” Perhaps Walter Breen injected a generous measure

started cutting “50” rather than “25”! This error was soon discov¬

of conjecture in these comments, as there is no evidence, to our knowledge,

ered, and the proper 25 number was cut over the mistake. The result

that Scot was the person involved. However, the description seems to be quite

is known today as the “25 over 50c” variety. After it was used in 1822

accurate regarding the actual die engraving corrections.
Additional die commentary: For many years a prime “given” in numismatic

it apparently went on the shelf and was not employed again until

research was that dies were used in coining presses until they were worn out.

mated with an 1828 obverse die six years later.

Thus, according to former conventional wisdom, a new obverse and reverse die

The presently offered Eliasberg Collection specimen is generally

would be put in the press at the inception of coinage. Then when one of the

sharply defined, however some weakness is noted on the stars and

dies, say the obverse in this example, broke or became too worn for use, it

hair curls as well as on the eagle’s claws. Light olive and golden
brown surfaces display traces of russet and blue. A few minor hair¬

would be replaced, but the reverse die would remain the same. Coinage would
continue, then perhaps the reverse die would break, necessitating replace¬
ment. If in a study of die varieties the obverse dies are given numbers and the

lines and abrasions are visible. Minor speckled gold toning is faintly

reverse dies are given letters, then the first coin struck would be variety 1-A.

visible, 'fhe devices are frosted and the fields are mirrored with a

Following replacement of the obverse die, variety 2-A would be made, then 2-

crescent of mint frost in the left obverse field at Liberty’s neck. A
minor planchet lamination extends in from the reverse border at 1:00
(Kolit-1).

B, when the reverse die broke. Sometimes an obverse die would outlast several
reverses, or vice versa. 'Fhus, continuing the example, such varieties as 6-D, 7D, 8-D, and 9-D, would indicate that one reverse die had great longevity and
outlived many obverses.

An interesting coin worthy of careful examination and consider¬

However, varieties such as the 1822 and 1828 quarters sharing the error re¬

ation. We feel that this is a prooflike business strike which would

verse indicates that dies were not used in such a neat sequence. It was often

place it among the finest of just two or three such pieces. As previ¬

the case that dies would be removed from the press, put on the shelf, and not

ously stated, others, including Walter Breen, have referred to this as a
Proof example with possibly as many as six or seven such examples
currently known, some of which are impaired.

used until later, perhaps years later. The same situation arises in a number of
other instances in American numismatics, including the 179.S $.S with Heraldic
Eagle reverse, the Small Letters die used to coin silver dollars dated 1795
through 1798 (discussed later in the catalogue under our offering of these is¬
sues), etc.
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Classic 1823/2 Rarity
Prooflike AU
imen

13S6

1823/2 Overdate. B-1. Karity-6. AlI-5(), prooflike. kiKht lilac,

ity on the relatively few occasions in which high-grade specimens

gold, and iridescent toning. lypical strike for the issue, some light¬

have been offered for sale. However, by and large it still has been

ness of impression on peripheral devices such as stars and motto.

relatively ignored. However, there are some exceptions when this

.Some additional lightness on the higher parts seems to be a combina¬

rarity has received its due. In 1957, in the New Netherlands Coin

tion of striking and light wear. A few scratches are seen at the left side

Company’s 49th Sale, an example described as “About \'ery Fine,”

of the reverse on and near the eagle.

and “a rather weak, flat strike” was featured in a half-page description.

Only one I’roof example is known along with 21 business strikes,
this according to Walter Breen in the Browning revision. Fhe average
grade of these 21 coins is approximately Fine based upon grades as¬
signed by Walter Breen.
I'he 1823/2 tpiarter historically has been one of the most famous of

Fhis certainly was a tribute to its rarity and desirability by no less of
an authority than well-known and respected John j. Ford, Jr.
An article by Carl Herkowitz, “In Consideration of Numismatic
Rarity: 'Fhe 1823/2 Ouarter,” which appeared in the April 1983 issue
of The Numismatist, notes the following:

all American numismatic rarities. However, in recent decades the im¬

(>arl Herkowitz, a student of the 1823/2 quarter, contributed the following:

portance of the variety has been overlooked. First, in defense of our

“Struck as a regular issue and never re-struck, the 182.3/2 quarter’s time in cir¬

aforementioned position, we note that in 1883 Harold P. Newlin, a

culation is marked by the worn condition of nearly all surviving specimens.

well-known numismatist and researcher of his day, listed what he
considered to be the four rarest I’nited States coins: the 1804 silver
dollar, the 1827 (juarter dollar, the 182.V2 quarter dollar, and the 1802
half dime. N'ewlin’s words were written in 1883, an era before mint-

Due to years of everyday use, most remaining 182.3/2 quarters grade Fair to
Very Fine. 'The fiarrett and J..'\. .Stack specimens each grade Fine while the
Dunham coin, pictured in early editions of R.,S. V'eoman’s (iutde Hoot, is only in
flood condition. The average grade of existing pieces is about Very (iood, a
phenomenon which likely indicates an unraveling of the Cordian Knot regard¬

mark collecting became popular. Foday, any enumeration of the “rar¬

ing the provenance of known 182.3/2 rpiarters. Rare indeed, and against all

est of the rare” silver coins would undoubtedly contain many mint-

odds, is this original, high-grade example, a landmark piece that, somchrm, w as

marked Items. But, at a time when listings were far less complex than
they arc now, the 182.V2 quarter dollar stood out as being prominent.,
and, perhaps, worthy of a crown as a “prince of American coins,” with
deference to the “king” 1804 dollar.
In an 188S interview, Sylvester S. Crosby discussed the United
States Mint’s com collection and noted that several pieces of the
regular scries were conspicuous by their tihsrnrf. among them being
the 1802 half dime and the 1823/2 (piartcr. 'I he issue received little
piiblu

Its

during the embrvonic days of American numismatics. By

plucked from circulation probably by 18.3.S, certainly before 1840." .\ rc\ icu of
Auftion Prices Realized from 1972 to 199.S, currently compiled by Krause Publi¬
cations, indicates just 14 auction appearances of business strike 182.3/2 quarters
grading Very (IcKid or higher with an average grade of VF-2.3, Fhe infrequent
appearance ot this rarity suggests that the serious numismatist shoulil seriouslv
consider this specimen, which is one of the finest and most desirable to come
on the market in several years.

Pedigree:

Hoyd (Collection l"\\orld\(ifratest C.ollection.'' Sumo

matic (uillent, .March .i, It-lFi, Tot SJ) to Tonis /•,. f lnu/Yrg. Sr
I)ie notes: On the obverse the ovenlate feature is sens IxiUI (as aissass)

I his

rf-: rime its true rarity was recognised, most examples had been in

variety is one of the most obvious overdates of its denomination lns|sci tion ol

■ m iil.ition for dci .ides.

this feature with a high-powered glass will rcssard the viewer ()n the reverse

In rfiofc rc< enf years the 1823/2 <|iiarter has received some public¬

the shaft to the highest arrow is p.iti lied and iiuomplete, the lower arrowhead
IS partially missing .it its right side base

__ _.-

-
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luperb Gem 1824/2 Quarter Dollar
Probably Finest Known
From the Mills Collection (1904)
*87

1824/2 Overdate. B-1. Rarit\’-3. MS-65. .Satiny lustre with
light orange-brown toning and faint traces of gold, blue, and
green. Extremely pleasing surfaces which are virtually mark-

'

free. Well centered and sharply struck with very slight weak¬
ness on a few hair curls and on the eagle’s claws.
Probably the finest known of only two or three high-grade
business-strike survivors. In addition, one Proof is known; this
being ex J.W. Haseltine’s November 1888 sale, over a century
later appearing in Superior’s sale of August 1993, now NGC
Proof-63.
Pedigree: John G. Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April
27-29, 1904: J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis E. FJiasberg, Sr.

Die notes: Perfect dies with light repunching inside the upper and
lower loops of the digit 8.

(photo enlarged to twice actual size}

1825 Overdates Under the Looking Glass

Lot 1388, 1825 over 2

Lot 1389, 1825 over 3 (so-called)

Lot 1390, 1825 over 4
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Splendid 1S2S l^-l Quarter Dollar

ing-1. The other two varieties present difficulties. In what manner was the of>i
verse die reworked for B-5 to strengthen one aspect of the underdate anJ
weaken another? More study is required to resolve this dilemma. It is the opin,

“1825 Over 2“

ion of this writer (MRB) that both Browning-2 and Browning-5 should t>c laj
beled 1825 over 4. I lowever, other conclusions could reasonably be reached.

Lovely Gem 1825 Quarter Dollar
“1825 Over 3”
Condition Census

(photo enlargfd to twice actual size)
13HS

1825/2 Overdate. B-1. Rarity-S. MS-64. Subdued lustre with pale
gray-brown toning aecented by areas of amber and russet. .Minor
abrasions are visible along with a few faint hairlines. Generally
sharply defined with slight weakness on a few stars and some hair
curls, as well as on the eagle’s claws. I'he design is well centered with
bold, complete dentilation.

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

Although only two obverse dies were employed for the quarter dol¬
lar coinage dated 182.S, most standard references describe three dis¬

1389

1825/3 (so-called) Overdate. H-2. Rarity-2. MS-65. .Subdued lustre
beneath lilac-gray toning. Light traces of amber, salmon, and blue add to

tinct overdates.
Die notes: Perfect obverse. The reverse has a minor die chip above the scroll

the aesthetic appeal. .Superb surfaces with a few very minor blemishes.

below the final .S in .STATK.S. \ very- faint die crack extends from the left reverse

Well centered and sharply detailed including the star centers and the

rim to the eagle’s wing, through the left side of K in TNITF.D.

tops of the eagle’s claws. One of the very finest known to exist.

Research notes: The quarter dollar varieties of 1825 provide a particular numis¬

Die notes: Perfect dies.

matic challenge. There are three die varieties known which combine two obverse
dies with three reverse dies. The challenge involves the fact that these two obverse
dies have historically been labeled as three di.stinctly different overdates.

Mint State 1825 Quarter Dollar

'F'he variety catalogued as Browning-1 (Lot 1.588 in the present offering) has
been labeled 1825 over 2 and features a wide date. Kxamination of the final

“1825 Over 4“

date digit reveals remainders from an unknown digit, possibly a 2. Inside the
lower lcK)p of the 5 appears to be the slightly curved base of the former digit.

One of the Finest Known

Other remnants also appear similar to the digit 2. In addition, minor die chips
are visrble around the left upright of the 5.
The next variety, catalogued as Browning-2 (Lot 1.589 in this offering) has
been designated 1825 over 5 in various literature. In his Complete Encyclopedia,
Walter Breen suggested: “Date originally 1825/4/5; both 4 and 5 show only on
earliest strikings," Just below the upper inside curve of the digit 5 appear to be
faint traces of a possible crossbar from a previous 4. Left and right of the top of
the 5 appear to be curved artifacts from another digit which may have been ei¬
ther a 5 or 2.
Browning-5 (la^it 15‘8) in the present sale) was produced from the same ob¬
verse die as B-2. This variety has historically been labeled 1825 over 4. .Again
referring to Walter Breen's Complete h.nndopedta. we liKate the following com¬
ments

‘Obverse (date tiriginally 1825/4/5) reground, revealing traces of 4 and

weaker trates of 1 first piiblici/cd as '1825/4' by W. Klliot Woodward, July
1884 “ The horizontal line belriw the upper inside curve of the digit 5 is much
learcr on this variery than on B-2
of the 5 are weaker

The other artifacts left and tight of the top

This die has obviously been reworked in some manner, as

Breen suggested

1390

182.5/4 Overdate. H-.3. Rarity-.3. MS-64. .Sh.irply struck .mil well
centered. .Slightly priwiflikc and very lustrous. Light ivorv is blended
with reddish gold and pale blue. \ few vers minor nicks and imper¬
fections arc noted, most prominent among these is a small spot alwivc
star 7 with a few tiny scratches around this area.

We feel ;omforta)ilc in agreeing with the 1825 over 2 assessment for Brown
I )ic notes Perfect dies

The Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr., Collection

The Eliasberg 1827/3 Original Quarter Dollar
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Lot 1391

71

I
I he l.out.\ h.. h.liasber'^, Sr., Collectwn
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Famous 1827/3 Original Quarter Rarity
I^ossiblv a Business Strike — Chapman: “The eause of rejoiein^’
13^1

1H27/3 Original, ('urled Base 2 in 25(J. B-1. Low Rarity -?. \ I"20/30.

I'hc only known possible business strike and one of

fewer than 10 originals (including PrtKjfs) traced by us. When

lection has been deposited for nearly 20 years in one of the safe deposit
companies’ vaults, and only recently was it taken out of its obscurity and
the coins brought to view once more.
Just at this time, when fine, rare, and interesting coins have become al¬

this piece was first offered at auction, in 1893, the Chapman brothers

most all absorbed into collections, it comes quite opportune to have such a

noted that its appearance was “the cause of rejoicing.”

fine collection again placed where it can be enjoyed, and aid other and less

Light gray and gold toned surfaces, the reverse being predomi¬
nantly golden. .Small mark between stars 3 and 4, closer to the latter.
.Small nick on the rev erse rim past .S in 25C. Light, smooth, even wear
from normal circulation. Very pleasing overall.
Original strikings are from a reverse die with a curled base to the 2
in 25C (restrikes are from a different die with straight base to the 2).

fortunate numismatists.
.-Among the rarities, we think it well to draw attention to the grand series
of Massachusetts silver coins, the (Jranby copper, the Washington the
(ireat !).()., and the medal of Washington by Conradt, of which only one
other specimen is known to be extant. Phe original 1827 quarter will be
the cause of rejoicing among many collectors who desire to complete their
set of quarter dollars.

For generations the 1827 original quarter dollar has been considered

Registry of 1827/3
Original Quarter Dollars

to be one of the greatest, most desirable of all American silver coin rari¬
ties. In the past only a few cabinets have included them. Even special¬
ized collections of early quarter dollars have usually lacked an ex¬
ample. In the pedigree registry below, only nine different specimens
have been traced, including the Eliasberg Collection coin.
.Although the .Mint Report for 1827 indicates that 4,(XK) quarter dol¬
lars were struck for circulation, most business strikes must have been
from earlier-dated dies, probably 1825 (for which two obverse dies
were made). While no confirmed hi^h-^ade business strike (with mint
lustre) has ever come to light, the present coin is an original which
shows evidence of extensive circulation. 'I'his lends credence to the
possibility that some business strikes, indeed, were made, possibly on
the order of a couple hundred or so bearing the date 1827. Thus, we arc
now inclined to believe that some business strike 1827 quarter dollars

Registry- of the 1827/3 original quarter dollars known to us. 'Phis list¬
ing by MRB builds on earlier foundations laid by Walter Breen and
others and incorporates information from P. .Scott Rubin and other con¬
sultants. It may include duplicate citations for the same specimens. As
is the case with many .American rarities, many auction listings did not
include pedigrees, and private sales were rarely a matter of record.

1. Lliasberg Specimen.
• Paid out by a railway ticket clerk, Hudson, .Michigan, 1893_»
• Nicholas Petry.
• .S.H. and H. (lhapman, sale of the Petry Otllection, May 1)^, Lot 484.
•j.M. Clapp.

were made, and this is one of them. Alternatively, this could be a I’r(M)f

• John 11. Clapp.

that was “spent,” although this seems unlikely. In his .April 1876 sale.

• Clapp Estate.

Lot 177, Edward I). Cogan described an 1827 quarter dollar as “Very

• Louis K. Eliasberg, ,Sr.

Fine.” How it fits into the present scenario is not known; .Scott Rubin

'Phe currently offered specimen.

was not able to locate any later appearances of it.
Foday, just eight Proof or impaired Proof 1827 original quarter dol¬

2. Smithsonian Specimen.

lars are known to exist and, tentatively, one business strike, that be¬

• Adam Eckfeldt,

ing the presently offered Eliasberg Collection coin. Each is highly

• .Mint Cabinet.

prized as a great .American silver rarity.
Fhc Eliasberg specimen of the rare 1827 original silver quarter dollar
was the subject of this account in The Sumismatist, .April 1893, p. 54:
.An 1827 (|uarter was lately given out in change by the ticket agent of
the [^..S. & M..S. Railway, at Hudson, Mich. 'I'he lady who obtained it
readily sold it for $20.

Phis coin probably circulated from 1827 onward, becoming suffi¬
ciently worn by the early 1850s that it was not a candidate to be

• .Smithsonian Institution.

3. Parmelee Specimen.
• Joseph J. Mickley.
• Reverend Joseph Einotti.
• George E. .Seavey.
• W.H. Strobridge, 6/187.3, Lot 471.
• Lorin G. Parmelee.

melted down. (By early 1853 nearly all lightly worn I’nited .States sil¬

• New York Coin & Stamp Co., sale of June 1890, Lot 97.S.
• Col. EMward H.R. Green.

ver coins of earlier dates had been w ithdraw n from circulation and

• Burdette G. Johnson.

melted, for in face of the rising price of silver on the international

• James A. Stack.

market, such pieces were worth more in melt-down or intrinsic value

• Stack’s sale of the J.A. Stack Collection, March 197.5, Lot 29.
• San Diego dealer.

than face value. Phis untenable situation was remedied by the .Act of
February 21, 1853, w hich reduced the authorized weight of the silver
half dime, dime, quarter, and half dollar, and led to the with-arrows
coinage of the same year.)

• Private collection.
• Bowers and Merena sale of .May 1992, Lot 1172.
I his is the Browning plate coin. 'Praditionally attributed as one of the four
Joseph J. Mickley coins acquired directly from the Mint in 1827.

Beginning about 1862, silver coins in circulation were widely
hoarded, and remained so until the mid-187()s, when millions of

4. (Jarrett Specimen.

pieces came out of hiding. Phis 1827 quarter may have followed such

• Joseph J. Mickley.

a scenario, only to be discovered in the early 189{)s.

• John E. Mc(] oy.

When the Nicholas Petry Collection was catalogued bv the
Chapman brothers to be sold on May 10, 1893, it was described in
part as follows:
I .ot 4H4 1827 OK K11 \ AE, over 182.V as all arc. Very good. Of the high-

• W. Ediiot Woodward sale of May 18M, Lot 508.
• Jeremiah Colburn.
• Heman Edy.
• VV. E.lliot W(Midward sale, January 1884. Lot 244.
• r. Harrison Garrett.

esr rarirv. only about five being known to us, and this is the only specimen

• John Work (iarrett.

th.it has evidently been in circulation, being considerably worn, though
still a fine tom Weight 101 grains.

• I he Johns I lopkins I niversitv.

I he same latalogiiers noted:
hoi I , Petrs was a gentleman well known to the Philadelphian of a
grrier inon igo as a man having a fondness for toilet ting the rare anti t iiri-

• Bowers and Ruddv sale ot the (iarrett (iollcriion for Johns 1 lopkins. Man h
1980, Lot 641.
• Long Island. NY, dealer.
Iraditionally attributed as one of the four Joseph J Mnklcs coins acquired
directlv from the Mint m 1827.

oiis and his ;olltnon of toms exhibits that taste Since his death the col¬

11
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5. F^ittman Specimen.

9. ^'ale Specimen.

• Joseph j. Mickley.

• Henry O. Cranberg.

• GeorKc F. Seavey.

• William H. Woodin.

• W'.H. Strobridge sale of September 1863, Lot 226.
• j.N.'F. I.evick.

• Reverend William H. Owen.
• Yale University.

• W. Klliot Woodward sale of October 1864, Lot 437.
• F'.S. Edwards.

Exhibition Catalogue and may be the same as the next.

• Edward I). Oogan sale of October 1865, Lot 1202.
• Lewis White.

(Abner Kreisberg and Jerry Cohen) and offered for sale or consignment to that

• Stolen from Yale flniversity. 'Phis example is illustrated in the 1914 ,ANS
• “Alvarez” specimen allegedly from .Mexico. Brought to Quality Sales Co.

• Edward D. Cogan sale of April 1876, Lot 177.
• R. Coulton Davis.

firm. Investigated by Jerry Cohen and tentatively attributed as the Yale coin,

• New York Coin & Stamp Co. sale of January 1890, Lot 1435.
• Charles M. VV'illiams.

by contacting Yale University and its insurance carrier.

• Numismatic Callery (Abe Kosoff, Abner Kreisberg) part of the Williams
Collection bought for inventory. Consigned to the firm’s sale:

despite its having been cleaned in an effort to prevent attribution. Title cleared
• Quality Sales (Abner Kreisberg and Jerrv Cohen), sale of September 9.
1973, Lot 670.
• Reed Hawn.

• “.Adolphe Menjou Collection,” Numismatic Callery, June 1950, Lot 696.
• King Farouk.

• Stack’s, sale of the Hawn Collection, March 1977, Lot 275.
• Ellis Robison.

• Palace Collections Sale, Cairo, Sotheby’s, February 1954, Lot 1688.
• John J. Pittman.

• Stack’s sale of the Robison Collection, February 1982, Lot 1284.
• Auction ’90, Lot 1074.

• To be offered by David W. Akers in 1998.

• Charlton E. Meyer, Jr.

Traditionally attributed as one of the four Joseph J. Mickley coins acquired
directly from the Mint in 1827.

6. Norweb Specimen.
• Joseph J. Mickley.
• W. Elliot Woodward sale of the Mickley Collection, October 1867, Lot 1706.
• Reichardt family.
• J.R Reakirt.
• Columbus Stamp & Coin Co.
• Ambassador and Mrs. R. Henry Norweb.
• Bowers and Merena sale of the Norweb Collection, March 1988, Lot 1542.
• Bowers and Merena sale of May 1993, Lot 224.

j

Traditionally attributed as one of the four Joseph J. Mickley coins acquired
directly from the Mint in 1827.

Addenda
'The following auction appearances have not presently been identified for
their proper placement among the specimens listed above.
• W. Elliot Woodward 3/1865, Lot 1649.
• Edward Cogan, 4/1867, Lot 103.
• Ebenezer Mason 9/1871, Lot 298.
• Joho Haseltine 2/1873, Lot 457.
•John Haseltine 1/1874, Lot 132.
• W.H. Strobridge 11/1875, Lot 1236.
• Edward Cogan 10-11/1876, Lot 582.
• Edward Cogan 12/1878, Lot 620.
• W. Elliot Woodward 10/1880, Lot 727.

7. Kern Specimen.
• Ceorge W. Massamore.
• Thomas Cleneay.
• S.H. and H. Chapman sale of the Cleneay Collection, December 1890, Lot
1339.
• John C. Mills.
• S.Fl. and H. Chapman sale of the Mills Collection, April 1904, Lot 999.
• W.B. Wetmore.
• S.H. and H. Chapman sale of the Wetmore Collection, June 1906, Lot 396.
• Waldo C. Newcomer.

• W. Elliot Woodward 10/1881, Lot 694.
• H.G. Sampson 2/1883, Lot 139.
• W. Elliot Woodward 5/1888, Lot 1964.
• Thomas Fllder 10/1916, Lot 1409.
• J.C. Morgenthau, 384th Sale, 1937, Lot 175.
• Hollinbeck-Kagin, 77th Sale, 1949, Lot 855.
• Superior Galleries, 7/1993, Lot 324.

More details regarding the pedigrees of certain of the above regis¬

• B. Max Mehl via private treaty.

try coins may be found in the Browning revision and in our May 1992

• ,A.J. Allen.

catalogue of the Somerset Collection, although the present registry

• C.H. Hall.
• Clint Hester.
• Jerome Kern.
• B. Max .Mehl sale of May 1950, Lot 1412.

supersedes it.
Pedigree: Found in circulation circa 1892 or early 1893. Nicholas Retry
Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, May 10, I893;J..\1. Clapp: John H.

• Wayte Raymond.
• New Netherlands Coin Co., June 1957.

Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942 to Louis E. FJiasherg, Sr.

• Dorothy Nelson.

offered restrike), the 7 over an earlier 3, thus 1827/3.

Die notes: 1 and 8 in the date are double punched (more obvious on the later-

• “TAD” Collection.
• Stack’s, 1976 ANA sale. Lot 962.

-

• Auction ’80, Lot 1177.
• Marcus J. Brown Collection.
• Bowers and Merena sale of the Brown Collection, November 1983, Lot 2981.
• Bowers and Merena sale of June 1984, Lot 3975.
• .Auction ’89, Lot 570.

The Mickley Coins
One of the most enduring stories in the numismatic hobby is the recollection
of Philadelphia collector Joseph J. Mickley (1799-1878) that as a young man in
1827 he visited the Philadelphia Mint and obtained four glittering Proof examples
of the 1827 quarter for face value. At the time the coiner at the Mint was happy

8. Boyd Specimen.

to accommodate interested collectors—the few that there were—and provide
them with needed specimens. It is said that a supply of back dates of copper

• F.C.C. Boyd.
• “World’s Greatest Collection,” Numismatic Callery, 1945, Lot 89.

cents was kept on hand for this purpose as were a few other coins of low de¬

• Will W. Neil.
• B. Max .Mehl’s sale of the Neil Collection, June 1947, Lot 897.

the production and exchange of Proof coins and other special pieces became

nominations. In June 1838 the Mint Cabinet was formed, and after that time
more formal.

• KS. Cuggenheimer Collection.
• Stack’s sale of the Cuggenheimer Collection, January 1953, Lot 539.
• R.L. Miles, Jr. Collection.
• .Stack’s sale of the Miles Collection, April 1969, Lot 898.
• .Speir Collection.
• Stack’s sale of the Speir Collection, March 1974, Lot 20.

Estimates of 1815-1828 25(S Mintages
Studying survival ratios of the Capped Bust quarter dollars in the early date
range yields the following approximate business strike mintage for each coin¬

• Robert I.. Hughes.
• Kagin’s, 1977 ANA sale. Lot 11 75.

age date: 1815 89,2.35; 1818 490,()()(); 1819 18(),()()0; 1820 168,(H)0; 1821 2.30,(KH)

• Auction ’79, Lot 581.
• Bowers and Merena sale of .September 1984, Lot 2653.

hundred (if the Eliasberg Collection coin is a business strike; othensisc none);

1822 30,000; 1823 1,400; 1824 24,()()(); 1825 8(),0(M); 1827 a few dozen to a few
1828 1()2,()()().

• Superior Galleries, January 1994, Lot 1248,
• Superior Galleries, May 1994, Lot 576.
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The Eliasberg 1827/3 Restrike Quarter Dollar
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The Louis E. Eltasher^, Sr., CoHertioti

1827/3 Restrike Quarter Dollar
Struck Over Draped Bust Quarter
Gem Proof, Possibly Finest Known

192

1827/3 Restrike. Straight Base 2 in 250. B-2. High Rarity-6.

Eliasberg Draped Bust quarter dollars of the 1804-1807 dates offered

Proof-65. Well centered with all details bold. The edge reeding is

in the present catalogue have an average diameter of 27.8mm and an

slightly flattened or crushed and shows tooling within the reeds. Ob¬

average weight of 103.8 grains. Clearly, the coin used as a “planchet”

verse with deep mirrorlike surfaces. Reverse less so due to less pol¬

for this 1827/3 restrike was first cut-down to resemble the smaller di¬

ishing of the die. Extensive vertical die striae are noted on both the

ameter of the Capped Bust issue.

obverse and reverse and exist as a result of polishing the die to a

The gem Proof quality of the present 1827/3 restrike quarter dollar

Proof surface. Perhaps no more than three early, deeply mir¬

and its status as one of just two or three known from the very early

rored restrikes exist from mostly unrusted dies.

state of the restrike dies make this a landmark issue in the quarter

This is a very early restrike and is quite unlike all but one or two
others in existencefThe typical restrike was made later from exten¬
sively rusted dies lacking the mirrorlike surface of the present coin.
Certainly this is one of the finest, if not the finest known 1827/3 re¬
strikes produced in silver.
This coin has been described by Walter Breen as being struck over
an 1806 quarter dollar. Careful examination of the undertype at the
tip of the wing to the viewer’s right reveals traces of the arrows in¬
cluded as part of the Heraldic Eagle reverse design. A few of the
leaves from the olive branch are faintly visible at the right end of the

to acquire this classic rarity.
Pedigree: Richard R. Wtnsor Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, December
1895, Lot 598;J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942 to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Early state with very light die rust. A short die crack from the re¬
verse rim bisects II and extends to the eagle’s wing.
Numismatic Puzzle: How was this specimen produced.’’ The existence of vis¬
ible undertype suggests that the obverse and reverse were not ground down
before striking. The lower weight and smaller diameter clearly indicate that
the original coin was cut-down before being restruck, thus removing the origi¬

scroll. This orientation of the reverse of the undertype would place

nal reeding of the Heraldic Eagle coin. 'Phis coin was struck in a collar with

the original date in the area of stars 1 through 4 on the obverse. We

reeding. Where did the collar originate and why do the tooling marks appear on
the edge.!*

are unable to confirm the attribution to

1806.

However, the

undertype is clearly from the Draped Bust obverse. Heraldic Eagle
reverse design used at that time.
Walter Breen suggested that in 1858 or 1859, workmen, in collusion

Eurther, as most known 1827/3 restrikes are struck from heavily rusted and
pitted dies, they must have been made later than the Eliasberg Collection
specimen and its one or two confreres. It is obvious that there are at least the.se
two classifications:

with Mint night watchman Theodore Eckfeldt, secretly obtained the

Period 1 (early) restrikes: The present coin and one or two others including

original 1827/3 quarter dollar obverse die from the coiner’s vault.

the piece in our 1992 Somerset sale. Silver strikings over Draped Bust quarter

Breen believed that the alleged conspirators inadvertently mis¬

dollars. Highly repolished Proof dies. Very little rust. Probably made in the

matched the obverse die with a reverse die (now cracked and exten¬
sively rusted) used to strike 1819 quarters (and having a straight

-

dollar series. The specialist will find this a truly unusual opportunity

1850s (conjecture). 'I'he Period 1 restrikes fall into the somewhat restricted
class of restrikes on previously struck coins, indicating that the coiners must
not have had ready access to blank planchets (within the putative time frame of

rather than a curved base to the 2 in 25C), and produced “restrikes”

the late 1850s there are other such delicacies including the 1838 Gobrecht $1

of the 1827 quarter in silver and copper.

struck over an 1859 liberty Seated dollar and the Class 11 $1 struck over an

Presently, the cataloguers of the Eliasberg Collection (Q. David

1857 Swiss taler; decades later, perhaps under related circumstances, 1915

Bowers and Mark R. Borckardt) do not agree with the 'fheodore

Panama-Pacific 500 pieces were struck in gold using cut-dow n 1908 $20 pieces
as planchets).

Eckfeldt theory presented by Breen. It is our opinion that this story

Period II (late) restrikes: Most or all other restrikes, up to a dozen total. Silver

was conveniently crafted to explain the restrikes. However, to the

and copper strikes. Not over Draped Bust quarters. Dies extensively rusted

best of our knowledge there is no documentation to support Breen’s

and pitted. These appear to have been made years later than the I’eriod I re¬
strikes.

claim. We believe that the true history of this restrike may never be

How, when, and by whom were the Period I and Period II rcstrikes made?

known.
The Eliasberg Collection specimen has a diameter of 26.6mm and

When did they first come on the market, and through what sources? Did, in¬

weighs 93.6 grains. Standards for the earlier Draped Bust design type

The correct answers to these questions may help determine the true origin of

are 27.5mm and 104 grains. P'or reference and comparison, the
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deed, Period II restrikes come on the market

later than Period I issues?

the 1827 restrike quarter dollars.
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Ike l.ouis b.. bJiusber)', Sr., Collection

Attractive 1828 Quarter Dollar
Superb l^rootlike 1828 Quarter Dollar

Blundered Denomination

(Condition (Census lirovvnin^-l

25 over 50(]

Finest Known Business Strike

The \V ilcox (^olleetion (^oin

1394 1828 25 over 50(]. B-3. Rarity-4. AlI-55. Well^entered. Usual
light weakness on the hair curls and on the eagle’s ckws. Most of the
star centers are sharp. Border dentils are weak on th^ obverse, bold
on the reverse. Satiny lustre with a few minor abrasions. Pale lilac and
gray toning with bright reddish orange and traces of blue. Very attrac¬
tive. A faint friction mark is noted in the left obverse field.
A splendid circulated example of one of the most curious and most
desired varieties of this era.
'Phis variety was produced from the same reverse die used for the
1822 blundered denomination offered earlier as Lot 1385.
(photo enlarged to mice actual size)

1393 1828 Normal Dies. H-1. Rarity-1. MS-65, prooflike. Prooflikc
fields with lightly frosted devices. Mottled ivory and grayish gold
toning. A few very faint hairlines and other very light abrasions are
present. Well centered with bold, sharp details including all star cen¬
ters, hair curls, and claws on the eagle. The only weakness noted is
along the left obverse border.

Pedigree: C.S. Wilcox Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, Sovemher 6-1,
1901; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Ediasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
The reverse die, as noted, had been employed earlier to create the 1822 vari¬
ety with blundered denomination. Keeping the die on the shelf for six years
and reusing it in 1828 is an unusual situation, as it was typical practice to em¬
ploy a reverse die continuously, or nearly so, until it was unusable, which was

Believed to be the finest known business strike of this variety. Im¬

usually within a year or two. 'There are a few other similar instances of long-

portantly, this may be one of the finest Mint State 1828 quarter dol¬

span use cited in the literature, perhaps the best known being the silver dollar

lars of any variety.

reverse die used intermittently in one or more combinations each year from

Die notes: Perfect obverse. 'I'he reverse has a very thin die crack from ED to

179.5 through early 1798 (see Lot 2173 for details).

the top of the scroll, emerging below F and extending through .\ME.

Mint State 1828 B-4 Quarter Dollar

1395 1828 Normal Dies. M-4. Rarity-3. MS-62. .Satiny lustre with
slightly reflective fields. Attractive lilac-gray with peripheral gold,
amber, and blue toning. A few microscopic surface imperfections arc
noted. Well centered with bold borders on both the oinerse and re¬
verse. Sharply struck w ith full definition of the stars aiui hair curls on
the obverse, and throughout the resersc. This is an exceptionallv
well-struck example.
Die notes both dies .ire perfect

7f>
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The Louis L. Lliusher^, Sr., (iollertton

831-1838 CAPPP:d BlIS'P
lUARTER DOI.I.ARS

Prooflike 1831 Quarter
Browning-4
The Mills Collection Specimen

Historical Notes
From 1831 through 1838 the design of the quarter dollar was
itensively modified by Chief Engraver William Kneass to a
i.ghtly smaller diameter, a different inner border, and several
;her features, including the omission of the E PLURIBLIS
Nl^M motto This constitutes a new design type and is sepaitely collected as such.

1398 1831 Small Letters. B-4. Rarity-1. MS-63, prooflike. All design
details are bold with the borders even and complete. Prooflike fields.
Very faint gray with iridescent blue and dark orange obverse. The re¬
verse has, in addition, light gold and lilac toning. V^ery attractive with
only a few scattered marks.
The horizontal shield includes a partial extra line beneath the left
side of the lowest complete line.
Pedigree: John G. Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 27-29,
1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies except for a thin die crack from the lower reverse rim,
through the C in the denomination, to the olive stem.

11396

1831 Small Letters. B-1. Rarity-3. MS-63/64. Full frosty white
brilliance with faint golden brown toning. Minor abrasions and other
imperfections are noted. However, these do not diminish the overall
eye appeal of thislovely coin. Generally sharp with weakness visible
among the lower five stars on the left. Well centered. The edge reed¬

Lovely Proof 1831 Quarter
Browning-5

ing shows some weakness toward the obverse rim. Most notable
among these are a short curved scratch in front of the profile of Lib¬
erty and another on her cheek.
Die notes: Perfect obverse. The reverse die is cracked from the base of 2,
through the olive leaves and wing tip, to the base of IINITED, angling through
.STAT to the top of ES. Another crack is seen from the center of 5 through the
top of C and continues faintly through all three arrow heads.

Prooflike 1831 Quarter Dollar
Browning-2

1397 1831 Small Letters. B-2. Rarity-2. MS-63, prooflike. The ob¬
verse has grayish brown toning with highlights of lilac and blue. 'Fhe
reverse is lighter gold with traces of blue peripheral toning. A few
very minor surface imperfections are visible. Sharply detailed and
well centered. Stars 5, 12, and 13 are flat while the others are sharp
with complete central details. Prooflike fields.
Die notes: The obverse die is perfect. A light die crack on the reverse joins
the tops of UNIThT) .STA'I'E.S into the field above OF. Another begins very
faintly through the top of F and connects the tops of AMERICA through the
three arrow heads into the field below. A third crack, possibly a faint extension
of the second, very faintly joins the ba.ses of 2.S C.
Although Proofs are known of this variety, this example is a nice prooflike
business strike and, in our opinion, does not qualify as a Proof.

K)WKKS AND MKRKNA

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1399 1831 Large Letters B-5. Rarity-7 as a Proof. Proof-62. Pale
golden orange toning on the obverse with the reverse predominateK
grayish white. Light hairlines and some minor abrasions are present.
Generally sharp and well centered with slight weakness among a few
star centers. Listed as No. 1 in Walter Breen’s registry of this issue.
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I he l.uuts h.. K/tcJsder}', Sr., Collection
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PoNMblv onlv a halt dozen or 'io Proofs are known ot the B-5 variety.
Feciigne: Possibly ex John C. Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman,
April

Superb 1832 Quarter Dollar

IV04, although the Chapman catalogue of this sale does not list

Possible One-Sided Proof

any Proof quarters for IKJl.
Die notes: Perfect dies. .\ short die scratch e.xtends the tip of the middle ar¬
rowhead to the border.
Proof commentary: The method of Proof distribution of this and other years
of the early IK.fOs is not known. It is assumed that they were issued in sets con¬
taining' copper (half cent and cent) and silver (half dime, dime, quarter, and half
dollar), but some were made separately upon request. Dr. Joel Orosz has re¬
lated in his research concerninK Robert Gilmor, a Baltimore numismatist w ho
was prominent in the early 19th century (and who is noticed in the special ar¬
ticle on collectors from this city in our .May 1996 Kliasberg Collection cata¬
logue), that single Proofs and other rarities were furnished by the Mint to cer¬
tain applicants.

Choice 1831 Quarter Dollar
Matthew Stickney’s Coin

1400 1S31 Large Letters B-6. Rarity-3. MS-64. Lustrous grayish or¬
ange with faint blue iridescence. Attractive with a few very minor
hairlines and other scattered marks. Sharp central details with the
stars slightly weaker and the obverse border tjuite weak. I'he reverse
border is better defined.
Phis is probably among the finest known of only six or seven Mint
-State survivors.
Pedigree: Matthew .•!. Stickney Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,
1907, l.ot 1 ] 16; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate; 1942, to Louis E. Fdiasberg,
Sr.
I )ic notes: Perfect dies. A short die scratch extends the tip of the middle anowhead
to the border.

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

'I'he letters are only “large” in relation to the lower die variety numbers; ac¬
tually, both the Small Letters and the Large Letters coins have very small let¬
ters, with the first smaller than the other.

1402 1832 B-2. Rarity-L MS-65. Breen: “Proof.” Attractively centeredi

with full details. 'The reverse legend shows very slight doubling, evi¬

dence that this example received a second strike from the dies. The;

obverse is prooflike with cameo devices, accented by lovely lightr

Choice Mint State 1832 Quarter Dollar

gold toning with blue and lilac iridescence along the rims. I’he re¬

verse has satiny lustre and, likewise, has light gold toning with blue:

Rare Quality B-1

and lilac peripheral iridescence. A few very minor surface imperfec¬
tions are noted.

Phis example was recorded by Walter Breen, in his Encyclopedia of\

Proof Coins and in his Browning revision, as a Proof. Indeed, it may be-

a one-sided Proof coin. If this is a Proof, it would (jualify as one ofl

only four such coins for this coinage date. However, if this coin isj

deemed a business strike, it may qualify as the finest known circula¬

tion strike of the variety and possibly the finest known for the date..

Regardless of the striking technique employed to create this speci-'

men, this is an extremely important opportunity to acquire a gem ofl
great quality.
1401

1S32 R-I. Rarity-L MS-63. Quite sharply defined with slight

Die notes: Perfect dies.

weakness on the upper hair detail and on the tops of the eagle’s

Re: Breen Proof coin study: Gertain of Walter Breen’s notes on PrtMif coins.,

wings. lyilac-gray with light amber lustre about the periphery. A few

early coins of all types, and certain other specialties were lost or stolen during]

minor marks and rim bruises are noted with a depression on the ob¬

the period he was working in New ^'ork Gity. Later, he endeavored to recon¬

verse rim at star H.

struct from memory what he had lost, but many things were forgotten and oth¬
ers were recalled incorrectly. Because of this, his 1977 (with 1989 rc\iMon>

Karity-I in all grades, but relatively elusive at the .Mint -State level.

Proof Coin h.ncyctopedia is erratic in its coverage of PrcKif coins in some ol the

'I he Kliasberg Collection coin is certainly among the finest of several

larger collections he examined in the 19.S()s and |96(ls including the (iarrett.

Mint State survivors.

Kliasberg, and Norweb cabinets.

Die notes: N minor die track joins stars II, 12, and 1,^ to the lower hair curl.

Of course, what he /j'/'f recall constituted an extensive corpus of sers s aliubk
information, and his Proof Coin LncyclopedinjinA his related Pt88 Complete h «tit
clopedta stand tall today as classics in the field.
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The Louis L. h.liasherff, Sr., (Collection

Choice Proof 1833 Rarity

verse and reverse. Sharp central details with the stars and borders
weaker. The reverse is very well defined. Brownish gray with slightly

Extremely Rare in Proof Format

reflective amber highlights. High Condition Census quality.
An intriguing variety with doubling noted on the reverse, described
below. The reverse die, used to strike this variety and also 1834 B-1
(see next lot), has only two vertical lines in each shield stripe. All other
reverse dies of the series have three lines in each vertical stripe.
Pedigree: John G. .Mills Collection, S.H. and //. Chapman, .\pril 27-29,
1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Ediasberg, Sr.
Die notes; Prominent clash marks below Liberty’s ear, 'The obverse die has
extensive rust, while the reverse is essentially perfect. Breen suggested the presence
of die rust indicated that this variety was probably struck in 18.M.
As noted, the reverse has extensive doubling. Two extra claws are present in
the field below the primary claws to the viewers left. An extra bottom serif from
an S is located midway between D and .S. 'I'races of doubled letters are noted be¬
tween .ST and 'PA. Remnants from OF are shifted left as is the base and top of
the first A in AMERICA. The top of an extra 1 is visible midway between the
tops of RI. Other artifacts of the doubling are noted as well. For more information
about this reverse die, see John W. Mc<lloskey, “The Double Stripe Bust Quar¬
ter Reverse,” John Reich Journal, Volume 7, Issue 2, January 1993, p. 14.
Numismatic Puzzle: How was this reverse die produced.^ The extra talons
below the claw on the left may represent doubling of the device punch for the
eagle. Fhe extensive doubling among the various legend letters suggest that
the engraver seriously blundered the layout from start to finish (the letters
were probably added separately to the die using some type of a jig for position¬
ing). An alternative is that the entire reverse die was prepared by a complete
hub with the various doubling representing a doubled die.

Choice Prooflike 1834 Quarter Dollar
Browning-1
The Wilson Collection Coin

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

f403

1833 B-1. Rarity-8 as a Proof. Proof-63. Fully mirrored fields
with frosty deviees ereating an attractive cameo appearance. I'he ob¬
verse fields are light gray with iridescent lilac, blue, and orange to¬
ward the rims. The bust and stars are lustrous silvery white. The re¬

1405

verse is light gray changing to faint gold at the edges. Minor hairlines

1834 B-1. Rarity-1 MS-64, prooflike. Sharply detailed and well
centered. Prooflike surfaces with mottled gray, orange, green, and li¬

and other abrasions are noted. Stars 1 through 4 are flat and the bor¬

lac toning.
The reverse is from the same doubled die described above. Lot

ders are weak, however, all other design details are quite sharp.
Only two Proofs of the present B-1 variety have been identified by
Breen (the present Eliasberg Collection coin along with another, per¬

1404.
Pedigree: David S. Wilson Collection, 1906 privately; J.M. Clapp; John

haps the John Jay Pittman coin.^), along with two Proofs of the

H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

Browning-2 variety. With a possible total of just four Proof examples

Die notes: Perfect dies; i.e., no cracks or breaks.

for the entire 1833 quarter dollar production, this offering is of the
utmost importance. Again, the word opportunity comes to the fore.
Pedigree: Possibly ex John G. Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman,

Attractive Mint State 1834 250

April n-29, 1904. However, the Chapmans did not describe a Proof 1833
'

Condition Census Quality

quarter in that sale.
Die note.s: Perfect dies.

Mint State 1833 B-2 Quarter
One of the Finest Known

1406

1834 B-3. Rarity-3. MS-64. Sharply struck and well centered. Lus¬
trous light gold with attractive blue and salmon iridescence. .S few
minor surface marks arc present.
This is among the finest of a very small numlier of Mint State survivors.
Die notes: Although Browning originally described this variety with the ob¬
verse perfect, a light die crack extends from the rim above star 8 through the

404

1833 B-2. Rarity-1. MS-62. Light orange toning appears in the

very top of the cap, continuing to the field above star 7. 1 his crack is v isible on

lower curls and around the date. 'I'hc reverse has pale blue high¬

thc Browning plate. Fhe reverse has a crack through ,S 1 A, curving down over

lights. Minor hairlines and scattered marks arc noted on both the ob-

the eagle, joining the top of the w ing on the right, and extending through Rl(
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Ikt Louts L. hlius/k'f'i', Sr., Collectton

(leiii Proof 18v^4 Quarter Dollar

Proof 183S Quarter Dollar

lirovvning-4

One of "Fwo known

I nique in this Format
1 he Mills Collection Specimen

(photo enlarged to twice actual .%ize}

1408 1835 B-1. Karity-8 in Proof. Proof-62. Sharply struck and well ccn-«

tered. Several of the stars show slight doubling. Deeply reflective;

fields surround cameo devices. Pale orange-red and lilac, with blue andl

(photo enlary'fd to tvrirf actual size)

turquoise iridescence. .Several light nicks and hairlines are visible.

1407 1S34 B-4. Unique in Proof format. Proof-64. The devices are

Only two Proof examples have been identified, the other being fromr

ivory' with pale gold and delightful blue, turquoise, lavender, and or¬

the Howard Rounds Newcomb C>ollection and displayed in 1914 at thc‘

ange iridescence. Deeply mirrored cameo with very minor hairlines.

American Numismatic .Society in a confluence in which gems from(

.Star 1 is flat. All other details arc exceptional. Both obverse and re¬

major collections were brought together for a memorable exhibition.

verse have strong borders with the design well centered.

Die notes: Perfect obverse. The reverse is the same as Browning-.^ of 18341

This singular example is the only Proof knoiirn today from the Brown¬
ing-4 die combination.
Pedigree: John G. Mills Collection. S.H. and H. Chapman, April

(see Lot 1406) and from the same die state.

The American Numismatic .Society, New York (aty, issued a large catalogue!

-29,

1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
E.liasherp,, Sr.
Die notes: In the Browning revision, Breen labeled this identical Kliasberg

titled Exhibition of United States and Colonial Coins, January / 7th to February /^.i

1914. Described was a spectacular loan and reference display of colonial andl

American coins that included four specimens of the 1804 dollar. Among numis-"
matists providing pieces for the display were F.L.f’. Boyd, Henry Chapman, S.

Hudson Chapman, James W. Kllsworth, fieorge French, 11.0. Cranberg, Waldoi

Collection Proof specimen “F’erfect Reverse.” The reverse die is actually

C. Newcomer, Wayte Raymond, Hillyer Ryder, Howland Wood, William H

cracked in three different locations.

Woodin, Carl Wurtzbach and other numismatic luminaries of the era.

1409 18.^5 M-2. Rarity-2. MS-61. (JcncraNy sharp at the centers, although

the stars and borders are slightly weak. Light silvery grav w ith traces oP
amber toning. .Several light abrasions ilictate the \l,S-hl graile.

Die notes: I he obverse is lightly cr.ickeil through the base of S and to the'
right. Light clash marks exteiul dow n from Lil»crts’s ear

>V)
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The Louis L. LJiasherg, Sr., Collection

Proof 1835 Quarter Dollar

Gem Proof 1836 Quarter Dollar

Browning-/

Br()wning-2
Cataloguer’s C^hoice

410

1835 B-7. Rarit:y-7+ as a Proof. Proof-60. Deeply mirrored fields
with attractive light golden orange toning highlighted by blue and li¬
lac iridescence. The devices display a light cameo appearance. All
details are sharp, and the design is nicely centered with bold borders
and sharp edge reeding. Somewhat abraded although there is no
single imperfection which detracts from the overall attractiveness of
this coin.
This is one of just four Proof examples from these dies reported by
Walter Breen.
Die notes: Perfect dies. A short die scratch, as made, connects the upper left
olive leaf to the wing tip on the left.

Desirable 1836 Quarter Dollar
Browning-1
Condition Census

{photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1412

1836 B-2. Rarity-7 as a Proof striking. Proof-64. The devices are
silvery white and frosted while the fields have extremely deep mir¬
rored contrast. A few very minor hairlines are present in the mirrored

411

1836 B-1. Rarity-2. MS-63. Frosty white brilliance with faint

fields. Iridescent gold, lilac, and blue toning along the rims. Aestheti¬

golden brown toning. Star 7 is flat while the others are sharply de¬

cally one of the nicest of all the early quarters in the Eliasberg Collec¬

tailed. Some weakness is noted on the upper hair curls and the cap.
i

The top of the right wing is flat, however, this may be attributed to a

I

abrasions.
Only two or three Mint State examples have been reported. 'Phis is

j

a high Condition Census coin.

tion. All details are complete, including the star centers and the fine
detail of the drapery clasp. The rims are sharp with reverse legend

poorly engraved die rather than weakness of strike. Minor surface

letters very slightly doubled. The edge reeding is crisp and complete
and appears to be doubled, perhaps indicative of the additional strik¬
ing necessary to create this Proof coin. Superb in every regard.
An extremely important opportunity for the early quarter dollar en¬

Die notes: The obverse die is shattered with the following die cracks: from
j

the rim right of the six into the lower hair curl; from this hair curl diagonally

^

below Liberty’s ear and past her eye, curving up to the right through the B of

thusiast and equally so for the design collector. Only six examples
were enumerated by Walter Breen, with the Eliasberg Collection

i

I.IBER'IA’ and the cap, continuing to the rim above star 8; and from this crack

piece as No. 2 after the Mint’s own coin. Another opportunity that

"

near the ear, through the chin, into the field between stars 1 and 2. I he reverse

may not be repeated for a long time, if ever.

1

has a thin crack through .S'l'ATK.
18.% was a difficult year for c]uarter dollar dies. Four different obverse dies

through stars 12 and 1.L the other from the rim through stars 11, 10, 9, 8, and con¬

carried the 18.% date with all four of these eventually becoming extensively-

tinuing to the top of the cap, with a branch continuing above the cap toward star 7.

,

Die notes: The obverse die has two cracks through the stars, the first extending

This is the unequaled favorite early quarter of the cataloguer (MRB) among

cracked.

the pre-Liberty Seated quarter dollars, combining appearance, rarity, and die
state into an exciting and dramatic presentation.

Mint State 1836 Quarter
Condition Census

1413

1836 B-3. Rarity-l. MS-64. Nicely centered with complete, sharp
definition. Mottled ivory, golden orange, and light brown toning. Mi¬
nor marks are hidden by the toning.
Perhaps half a dozen Mint State examples of this variety arc
known. Phis piece. No.

in Walter Breen’s roster in the revised

Browning text, is one of the finest.
Die notes: The obverse die is shattered with at least five distinct cracks
through various design details (this identical die and cracks are described un¬
der Lot 1411 above). The reverse of the present coin has a thin die crack from
the rim left of the 2 to the left edge of the shield with a branch extending to the
right side of the first .S and to the rim.
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Ike I MUts A. t.liusber'^, Sr., Cullectton

Double Struck 1837 Rarity
!trovvning-5, ltarity-6
Superb (iem
lireen: “Proof’

1414 1837 B-2. Karity-l. MS-60. Silvery- white lustre with splashes ot
pale brown and blue toning. I'he stars on the left are weak while
those on the right are sharp. I'he upper hair curls and cap show some
weakness. .Most reverse design details are sharp. I'he surfaces have a
variety of small circulation marks and other imperfections. Despite
these minor distractions, this is an attractive coin for the date or de¬
sign collector.
Die notes: Light clash marks are visible on both sides.

Important 1837 Quarter Dollar
Brovvning-3, Rarity-5
Believed Finest Known

1415 1837 B-3. Rarity-5. MS-64/65. Sharply struck in most areas and
well centered. Some slight weakness is seen on a few stars. Lustrous
light silvery white with peripheral blue and reddish orange toning. A
few minor marks are present.
Of incredible importance as the probable finest known specimen
among only two or three Mint State survivors and possibly only 35 to

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

40 known in all grades.
Die notes: 'I’he obverse die is perfect. 'I'he reverse is the same die as the
1836 B-1 offered above and in a slightly later die state with a crack through D
.S'l'A'I'K to the rim above E.

1417 1837 B-5. Rarity-6. MS-66. Breen: “Proof.” Superb satiny lustra
with soft grayish brown toning and slightly reflective fields. The sur¬

faces are pristine without any imperfections. Double struck, tha

eagle’s shield and head are partly visible on the left reverse rim fron»

Lovely Mint State 1837 Quarter Dollar
Condition Census

K6 to KIO. Additional details of the original strike are visible on tha

left wing, letters in LINI FFID, and olive leaves. Intriguing. .Stars II

through 5 and star 7 are all flat without any detail visible while star H

is sharp and complete. I'he stars on the right are sharp, the designs
details in the bust are complete. I'he reverse is bold and sharp.

In the Browning revision, this coin was described as Proof with tha

questionable comment: “Impaired freak; one striking far off center.,

others normal.” Upon closer and more thorough examination, wa

find that this is clearly not a Proof and, far from being an impaired!

freak, this is actually a spectacular gem double struck example andl

clearly the finest known business strike of an extremely rare variety! The!

desirability of this coin is, in part, quintessential and in part certainlyi
subject to objective analysis:
1416 1837 B-4. Karity-5 .MS-63. Primarily a sharp strike, but with slight

1. It is an exceedingly rare variety in any grade.

weakness on the stars and on the eagle’s claws as always seen. Reflec¬

2. It is a spectacular M.S-66 gem.

tive lustre with gold and ivory toning. Faint blue and lilac iridescence

3. I he specimen is verv- beautiful from an aesthetic viewpoint.

is present along the rims. Several minor abrasions are hidden under
the toning. Very attractive overall.
Among the top four or five known for the variety.
Die notes: I'he obverse die is perfect while the reverse has the same crack
through I) S'l A'I K as on the previous com. Lot 141.5.

4. It is the finest known of its variety, and probably by a gcncrouvl
distance.

5. It has a curious area of double striking that lends interest andl
value (as expanded upon below).

j

I lere, indeed, is a coin that has it aH!
Die notes: Perfect obverse and reverse dies.

.\ closer l(M)k: I he reverse is double struck with the inirul impresMon far oUl

center as illustrated. I he obverse, however, shows no doubling of ans sort Es \
amination of the eilge mav yield additional clues

The entire citcumfcteiuc haM

an offset on the etige where it meets the obserse rim ami another where itf
meets the reverse rim

HZ

I his offset appears to base remnants of ailditional teed j

iu)\vi<: K,s AM)

I'he Louis L. liliasherg, Sr., (ioUertion
ing. At approximately K8 and K11.5 (relative to the obverse), the edge has a
slight bend as if the original planchet was bent due to striking pressure.

1838-1891 LlllERPY SEA'l'KD

Numismatie Puzzle: How was this particular specimen produced.’ Here is a
coin that challenges the current state of numismatic research concerning how-

OUAR PER Dollars_

coins were struck during this period. Detailed comments will be welcomed,
and if theories are submitted, the subject may well be addressed in a forum in a
future issue of the Rare Coin Ret ira-.

The Eliasberg Collection
'I'he Eliasberg Collection of Liberty' .Seated quarter dollars 18,381891 is quite possibly the finest specialized group of this series ever

Superb Gem 1838 Quarter Dollar

to be presented for auction competition. From beginning to end

Capped Bust Design

the word quality is paramount, this being particularly evident when

Possibly Finest Known

anything scarce or rare is encountered, including early branch mint

The Wilson Collection Coin

issues, early Proofs, later San Francisco pieces from the 185()s and
1860s and, particularly notable, the Carson City coinage commenc¬
ing in 1870. The latter offering is simply dazzling and will forever
echo in the Pantheon of numismatic classics.
All of the rarities are here: the 1842 Small Date in Proof, the
Carson City issues of 1870, 1871, and 1872. The famous and
exceedingly rare 1873-CC Without Arrows, its less rare but
exceedingly desirable companion, the 1873-CC With Arrows, a
notable 1878-S, a superb gem 1891-0, and more, nicely comple¬
mented by a run of Proofs beginning intermittently in the 1840s
and running continuously in the 1850s.
It is significant to note that as a class. Liberty Seated quarter
dollars of superb quality are seen in specialized cabinets far less
often than are their counterparts, the half dimes, dimes, half
dollars, and silver dollars. In the entire history of American
numismatics, only a few truly high-quality date and mintmark
collections have ever been formed, and none of these has mounted
a serious challenge to the unrivaled Eliasberg Collection.

Collecting Liberty Seated Quarters
In connection with the Eliasberg Collection of Liberty Seated
quarter dollars (and also relevant to the subsequent offering of
Liberty Seated half dollars and silver dollars) it may be of interest
to readers to include notes concerning how interest in collecting
mintmark varieties arose. The methodology and time line com¬
bine to explain why many coins in the Liberty Seated series, even
issues of high mintages, are incredibly elusive in gem Mint State.
Collecting United States coins by mintmark varieties did not
become popular until the publication in 1893 of Augustus

(j.

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

Heaton’s Treatise on Mint Marks. This monograph listed various
418

1838 Capped Bust. B-1. Rarity-1. MS-66. Delightful pale orangebrown. Satiny lustre with pristine, abrasion-free surfaces. Pale lilac

“causes of attractiveness” of mintmarks and spurred interest in

and light blu6 highlights. Bold and well centered with very slight

them. As unusual as it may seem today, prior to 1893 few people

weakness on a few stars. .Sharp borders. Quite possibly the very finest

cared whether a coin bore an S, CC, O, or other mint designation.

known.
A lovely example of the final year for the Capped Bust design, a

It was only the date that counted. Most numismatists simply

transitional year which also marked the beginning of Christian
Gobrecht’s new Liberty Seated design.
Pedigree: David S. Wilson Collection, 1906 privately; J.M. Clapp; John
H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. VJiasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

ordered Proofs from the mint each year, satisfying their collecting
requirements. No attention whatsoever was paid to the (.arson
City Mint producing quarter dollars in 1870, tor example. I hus,
many numismatic treasures were irretrievably lost.
PAen after the publication

Mint Marks in 1893, interest was

slow in gaining momentum. Although John M. C.lapp ordered
pieces from the Philadelphia, New Orleans, and .San Prancisco
Mint each year (such treasures being offered among the Barber
cjuarter dollars in the present catalogue), he was in the minority.
Most probably, not more than a handful of others did the same
thing. According to B. Max Mehl, who discussed the situation
with the author circa 1955-1956, interest in a large way in mintmarks did not begin until August 1909 when the 1 dncoln cent w as

iht l.uuLs h.. h.ltusl>er)', Sr., Collectwn

released. .Minosr inimediately it was realized that the presence of
a tm\ “.S” mintmark on a newly minted Lincoln cent made it
more valuable, worth, say, a nickel or a dime instead ofjiistacent.
I he public scrambled to look for mintmarks and find such pieces.
In time, beji;inning in 1912, certain nickel five-cent pieces would
be made with a I) or S mintmark on the reverse. .Meanwhile,
interest extended gradually to dimes, quarters, and half dollars
trom branch mints. Morgan dollars remained an arcane specialty,
quite probably due to the high face value of the pieces and their
general unavailability in .Mint State (many were hoarded by the
I reasury Department and not available through banks).
In 1934, Wayte Raymond, well-known .New \’ork C^ity dealer,
published the Standard Catalogue of United States Coins, which
became the first regularly issued guide to mintages and prices.
Prior to that time, anyone seeking information as to w hat might
be available to collect had to rely upon auction catalogues, dealer
price lists, or the occasionally issued catalogues put out by J.W.
Scott. Now, beginning with the Standard Catalogue, prices be¬
came available on a more or less regular basis, almost every year.
.Around the same time, Raymond launched a series of card¬
board album pages with clear celluloid slides. This initiated the
“hole-filling” syndrome. Coin collecting became far more excit¬
ing as numismatists sought to fill in the last remaining openings
and acquire a coveted 19()9-S V'.D.B. cent, 1885 Liberty Head
nickel, 1928 Hawaiian half dollar, or some other prize. In due
course, the commemorative boom came along in 1935-1936 and
focused nationwide attention on coin investment. Soon thereaf¬
ter, Whitman PublishingCompany launched its “Penny Boards,”
which were w idely distributed through hobby stores and spurred
interest in looking through pocket change for valuable coins. By
the end of the 193()s, numismatics had been firmly launched as a
fine American hobby of great popularity.
By this time, attention indeed turned to mintmarked issues.
Those reaching back into the Liberty Seated series and desiring
to accjuire coins had to be satisfied with pieces that had been
extracted from circulation years earlier, and which were mostly
graded in worn grades. It was soon realized that many issues,
particularly those of branch mints, could be produced in large
(juantitiesyet be quite rare in Uncirculated grade (the term “Mint
State” was not used until years later), simply because no one was
interested in saving them. As noted, in the Liberty Seated quarter
dollar series such pieces proved much more elusive than in other
Liberty .Seated disciplines.
As the years went on, many other changes occurred, too numer¬
ous to recite here. It should be noted that the Guide Rook of United
States Coins made its debut in 1946 (bearing a cover date of 1947),
that SumismaticSesirs (1952) and Coin World(1960) spread the word
about coin collecting to an ever-widening circle, augmented by
Coinage and Coins magazines and various other periodicals, 'fhe
Liberty Seated (aiin (dub was formed, and with its organ. The
Gohrerht.loumal, offered a forum for all sorts of research findings on
Liberty Seated (piarter dollars and other denominations. For the
first time, repiinchcd dates, doubled mintmarks, cracked dies, and
nthcr unusual features became centers of attention. Much of these
findings and other wisdom was eventually incorporated in 1991 in
fhe pre-vioiisly-mcntioncd book by I yarry W. Briggs, The Corn preheni/r r Tnrydopedia of I'rated States Tiherty Seated Quarters.

(johrecht Journal (Commentaries

In connection w ith the Kliasberg (Collection of Liberty Seat«(
quarters it is of interest to mention several commentaries tlt|
have appeared over the years in The Gohrecht Journal, as sumn^
rized here:
Dr. Mc(21oskey’s Survey
.\n article by John W. McCloskey, “Availability of Liberty .Seated Quar¬
ters By Grade,” appeared in The Gohrecht Joutruil, .March 1981, and sur- j
veyed public appearances of Liberty Seated tpiarters as reflected in ad-

j

vertisements in Coin World during that era. The study gives an interest- j
ing view of what may be scarce and what may not be. Varieties not repre¬
sented in Mint State included the following:
1840-0 No Drapery, 1840 With Drapery, 1842-0 Small Date, 1842-0
Large Date, 1843-0, 1844-0, 1847-0, 1849-0, 18.S0, 1850-0, 1851, 1851- !
O, 1852-0, 1853-0, 1855-0, 1856-S, 1857-0, 1858-0, 18.58-S, 1859-0, |
1859-S, 1860-S, 1861-S, 1862-.S, 1863, 1864-S, 1866-.S, 1868, 1868-S, 1869,
1869-S, 1870, 1870-CC, 1871-CC, 1871-S, 1872, 1872-CC, 1872-.S, 1873CC Without .Arrows, 1873-CC With Arrows, 1873-.S, 1875-CC, and 1891-0.
Of course, the sample covered only a relatively short duration and, in¬
deed, Mint State coins of some of the issues appeared in other venues
(and were later noted in certification service population reports). How¬
ever, the McCloskey data certainly indicate what is not easily available
and, in some instances, not available at all.

Mel Hatfield’s Commentary
Readers interested in coins of this denomination minted in the 1840s
will find a July 1978 article, “An Overview of the Quarter Dollars of the
184()s,” by Mel Hatfield, in The Cohrecht Journal, to be of interest. That
author found that of all decades in the Liberty .Seated quarters, the 184()s
era is the most interesting.
He observed that, in general, coins of this issue are rare. One might
find one or two of the No Drapery coins in a dealer’s stock, after which
the next dates would be an 1853 with arrows and rays, the entire main
decade of the 1840s typically is not represented! Mel Hatfield went on to
say that another endearing quality was that there are so many interesting
die varieties among issues of this decade. Later, varieties become more
stereotyped. He went on to discuss his opinions of various date and mintmark varieties and how often he encountered them in print.

The Briggs Rarity Study
In a somewhat similar category, in the November 1984 issue of the
same publication, Larry W. Briggs in “Rarity Plateaus on Liberty .Seated
Quarters Revised,” noted that he considered three issues to be non col¬
lectible: t\\c 1842 .Small Date Philadelphia (juarter, the 1866 IVansitional
Quarter (a fantasy piece), the 1873-CC Without Arrows ejuarter.
I hat said, Briggs went on state that the rarest of the remaining coins
was the 1870-CC, which stood alone on Plateau 1.
On Plateau 2 were the 1871-CC, the 1873-CC With .Vrrows, the 1872-.S,
and the 1871-.S.
Then followed on Plateau 3 the 1866 (in business strike form, not
ProoO, 1849-0, 1886 (business strike), and 1869 (business strike).
On Plateau 4 of great rarities were the 1842-0 Small Date, 1866-.S,
1851-0, 186()-.S, and 1872-CC.
Briggs comments reflect the availability of pieces in all grades, just not
Mint State.
A somewhat similar article, “.Additional Comments on Quarter Doll.tr
Rarity Plateaus,
same periodical.

by Roy 1). ,Ash, was published in M.irch 1985 in the

Brian Keefe on Mint State Raritie.s
(.oncerning the general rarity ot Liberty Sc.itcil t|u.irtcrs m Mint State,
tor additional reading, sec the article bv Bri.in Keefe, “A Study of I tu irciilatctl I.iberty Seated Quarters." in TheCohmhtJournal, M.inh P>8S, which
noted that the tollowmg \ anctics were not liK .ited m ans degree ol I lu ir-
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ciliated grade in any auction from 1974 onward: 1840 With Drapery, 1840-

interesting features and constitutes a particularly challenging area for

f O With Drapery, 1842 Large Date, 1842-0 Small Date, 1843-0, 1847-0,

numismatic specialists. Moreover, nearly all issues arc major rarities at

I 1848, 1849-0, 1851, 1851-0, 1852-0, 1855-0, 1855-S, 1856-0, 1856-S,

the gem Mint .State level, even if many were minted. I'he type is con¬

f 1857-S, 1858-0, 1858-S, 1859-0, 1859-S, 1860-S, 1861-S, 1862-S, 1864-S,

cluded with the elusive 1853 Philadelphia quarter dollar of which onlv a

t 1870-(]C, 1872-S, 1872-CC], and 1873-CC With Arrows. What an elite

few were distributed.

> group!

3. 1853: fype with arrows at the date and with a glory of rays around
the eagle; type made only from spring 1853 to the end of the year.

NGC and PCGS Population Reports
In recent years the population reports issued by the Numismatic Guar¬

1

anty Corporation of America (NGC) and the Professional Coin Grading
■ Service (PCGS) have been consulted by many as a useful guide to rela) tive rarity. In a way, their data are probably more revealing than casual
■ surveys of collections, as the grading is done by multiple graders who
! have no financial interest in the coins. On the other hand, it is well
) known that many coins have been resubmitted to the services and, ac¬
cordingly, a listing of, say, four or five coins may in fact represent only
two or three different corns, or not even that many. In general, the rarer

5

: and higher priced a coin is, the greater are its chances for resubmission.
1

While the population reports in question may be consulted for details,

I

as this catalogue is being written in winter 1996-1997, here are some fig-

l ures relating to combined NGC and PCGS listings of Liberty Seated
t quarter dollar dates and mintmarks (these figures, in a way, reinforce
r those from Brian Keefe described earlier):
'
I

'

No example of a Mint State coin graded by either service: 1854-0
Huge O, 1859-S, 1860-S, 1861-S, 1870-CC.
No example of a coin finer than MS-64 graded by either service: 1840-

Lighter weight than preceding.
4. 1854-1855: Type with arrows at the date, without rays on the re¬
verse. Quarter dollars of the San Francisco Mint made their debut in
1855 and would be produced intermittently through the end of the se¬
ries, with a notable hiatus 1879-1887.
5. 1856-1865: No arrows or rays. Reduced weight, but otherwise simi¬
lar in appearance to the 1840-1853 type (our No. 2 above, and sometimes
combined with it for type-collecting purposes).
6. 1866-1873: Motto IN GOD WE ERlfST on reverse (continued on
the following types). The Carson City Mint produced its first quarter
dollars in 1870 and would strike several dates of this design type, all of
which would become prime numismatic rarities.
7. 1873-1874: Slightly increased weight. Arrows at date.
8. 1875-1891: No arrowheads. Increased weight as preceding. Similar
in appearance to the 1866-1873 type (our No. 6 above, and sometimes
combined with it for type-collecting purposes).

Now we come to the Eliasberg Collection of Liberty Seated
quarters. Certainly it is one of the most remarkable offerings ever.

' O No Drapery, 1842-O^mall Date, 1842-0 Large Date, 1843-0, 1847-0

In addition to the cataloguer’s own notes, a number of important references

^ 1849-0, 1850-0, 1851-0, 1852-0, 1853-0, 1854-0 Huge O, 1855-0,

have been consulted during the preparation of this section. Particularly notable

! 1857-0, 1858-S, 1859-S, 1860-S, 1861-S, 1862-S, 1864-S, 1869, 1870-CC,

is Larry W. Briggs’ master work. The Comprehensive Encyclopedia of United States

[ 1872-CC, 1873 Closed 3, 1877-S over horizontal S.

Liberty Seated Quarters, certainly one of the finest specialized texts on any aspect

The preceding lists are very “tight” as they combine both services. If

of numismatics of the era covered. Walter Breen’s Complete Encyclopedia of US.

3 each individual service were to be considered alone, the lists would be

and Colonial Proof Coins is, of course, a foundation stone in any librarv' of numis¬

. much lengthier.

matics. His comments have been quoted here and there as appropriate. The

I

Gobrecht Journal, the official organ of the Liberty Seated Collectors Society, con¬
tains a rich lode of articles and other information concerning the series. Relevant

Historical Notes
(The Liberty Seated quarter dollar series commences with the
ar 1838. The obverse motif, without drapery at the elbow, is
lapted from Christian Gobrecht’s illustrious silver dollar design
. 1836. Matching other new silver designs of the time, the quarter
)llar depicts Miss Liberty seated on a rock, her left hand holding
hberty cap on a pole and her right holding a shield inscribed
IBERTY. Thirteen stars are at the border, and the date is below,
he reverse depicts an eagle perched on an olive branch and
i)lding three arrows. UNITED STATES OE AMERICA is
lOve and the denomination QUAR. DOL. is below, an adapta)n_, quite differently styled but similar in some respects, to that
eated by John Reich for silver and gold coinage in 1807. There is
1 motto on the reverse, E PLURIBUS UNUM having been
)sent from the series since 1828 (and not to reappear until 1892).
'Ehis general obverse and reverse motif, with changes as de-

items are cited in the lot descriptions.

Gem 1838 No Drapery Quarter
The Harlan P. Smith Specimen

1419

1838 No Drapery at Elbow. MS-65. Deeply lustrous surfaces,
somewhat satiny, and virtually perfect. Indeed, we are not aware that
a nicer piece exists. Light silver-gold toning with some mottled rain¬
bow iridescence emphasizing sea green. All in all a coin with an ex¬
tremely pleasing aesthetic appeal, a superb aspect. Obverse well de¬

ribed below, was continued through 1891.
Liberty Seated quarter dollars were issued in several well’fmed types, these being as follows together with some addi-

fined. Reverse sharply struck in all areas, including the eagle. 1 he

onal notes.

tempted to call the coin M.S-66).
Representing as it does the very first Liberty .Seated quarter, the

dentils are somewhat lightly defined in areas, particularly the upper
right. A minute .scratch is evident after the final \ in ,\MERI(..A and
is mostly hidden by toning (were it not for this we would ha\c been

1. 1838-1840: Earliest style without drapery at the elbow, these en¬

importance of the present gem cannot be overemphasized. (.crtainK

compassing the issues of 1838, 1839, and some of 1840. No motto above
eagle on reverse (as is true of all through 1865). 'The first New Orleans

this will be a highlight in the cabinet of its next ow ner.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman. May <V-

quarter dollar made its appearance in 1840 within this type. That mint

11, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Lotas E. Eltasberg, Sr.

would continue to produce quarter dollars until 1860, after which there
would be only one later issue, the long-distant 1891-0.
2. 1840-18.S3: .Style with drapery added to the elbow. This era is re¬
plete with many rcpunchcd dates, star oddities, cracked dies, and other

OWERS AND MERLNA

Ortain comments concerning quarter dollars of this design tspe arc refer¬
enced to Briggs’ book. The Comprehensive Encyclopedia of United States l.iberoSeated Quarters. I'liat author did not assign numbers to the varieties, but. in¬
stead. designated certain distinctne varieties with obserse numbers such as 1.
2, 3. etc. and reverse letters such as

B, C. etc. Thus, a com attributed as 1-A

s.s

Ihe l.ouis h.. h.ltusberjf, Sr., Collection

would be j combination of obverse 1 and reverse A.
Die notes. Brity's l-.V longue in eagle’s mouth. Straight open claws; Inner¬

ately notice that it hnaks somewhat different from other l.ilrcrty Seated
quarters, yet this difference seems small until a closer comparison is

most right talon of claw does not tomh feather. On the obv erse of the present coin,

made w ith other quarters of this period. On the obverse you w ill notice

the head, the stars at the upper left, and the dentils at the right are lightly struck,

that the dentils are very small and in some places almost non-existent.

a.s always and as is definttne for the issue (cf. Briggs, p. 17). Karly state of the die

'This feature creates considerably more space around the figure of Miss

without traces, even subtle, of a clash mark below the elbow. No die cracks.

l.iberty and around the stars and the dates. 'This feature is like no other
l.iberty .Seated quarter before or after it.

Superb (jem 1839 No Drapery 250
Possibly Finest Known

Die notes: Briggs 2-B. Karly state of the dies, w ithout any trace of cracks..
.Some rust marks are evident, particularly near the 12th star, and are reflectivL-i
of die storage conditions at the New Orleans Mint w hich was IcKated in a dami .i
area not far from the Mississippi River. Reverse from an early die state as well
possibly w ith some light evidence of rust, but this is not clear.
Obverse with what Briggs calls a 'Triple-Punched 0, which it may be (alterna¬
tively, it could be a small 0 over large 0). Mintmark slightly double punched an
the upper inside.
.Availability: Most .Mint .State pieces seen are from the famous New Orlean:^
Hoard (below). 'These typically show what Larry \V. Briggs calls “dull and/ou
corroded surfaces,” from burial in the ground and are not competitive, qualitywise, with the present coin. 'The Kliasberg specimen has been in a cabinet foti
generations and is remarkable for its quality.
The New Orleans hoard of Liberty Seated silver coins, mostly quarter dollar'4|
of 1840-0 (a few) and 1841-0 (many), came to light around noon, October 29,'

1982, when excavations for the new .Meridien Hotel in the French Quarter of^

that city revealed three long-buried wooden boxes filled with coins! Pandemo-a

nium prevailed as business executives, tourists, and others groveled in the dim'

and mud to find treasures. (A special section of the forthcoming book, American*
Coin Hoards and Treasures, will be devoted to this cache.)

This variety is one of only a few New Orleans Mint Liberty Seated quartersi

of which just five to 10 pieces are believed to be known in AU or Mint Stateij

grades per the study by Brian Keefe, “Finding the Klusive O Mint Quartersij

1840-1891,” published in The Gobrecht Journal, March 1984 (discussed in the in-^
troduction to the Liberty Seated section of the present catalogue).

Splendid 1840 Proof Rarity
!photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1420 1839 No Drapery at KIbovv. .MS-66 or finer. Well struck in all ar¬

Drapery at Elbow
High R-7 as Proof

eas. .Satiny, lustrous surfaces accented by delicate golden toning with
splashes of electric blue. .\ splendid specimen of this early Liberty
.Seated issue, a “find” for the advanced specialist as well as the type
collector. Here, indeed, is a marvelous combination of exceedingly
high numerical grade, beautiful aesthetic appeal, and an incompa¬
rable pedigree.
Pedigree: Chapman brothers, January 1900, to J.M. Clapp; John H.
Clapp. Clapp estate, 194J, to Louis E. EAtasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs .VB. .Xn impression from the early state of the dies, quite
possibly a cabinet piece, and in any event among the finest known, if not the
very finest, although we note that PLCi.S has certified a contender at M.S-66.

1840-0 No Drapery Quarter Dollar
Non-Hoard Specimen
Distinctive, Unique Design Features

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1422 1840 Drapery at KIbow. Pn)of-64. .A .splendid specimen, a v irtual
gem. Brilliant mirror surfaces w ith splashes of gold and electric blue
on the obverse. The reverse is light gray-silver at the center giv ing
1421

1840-0 .No Drapery at KIbow. .MS-64. Well struck on obverse and

way to electric blue at the rims. .A truly outstanding issue, and one of

reverse with excellent definition of detail throughout. .Medium

just a few know n to exist.

goltlcn toning over lustrous and somewhat satiny surfaces.
In his Mint Marh^ treatise, IBO.t, .Augustus O. Heaton remarked
irinccrning this variety:
The IH40-t) has a small date and well-know n varieties with
and without a sleeve [drapery |.
An artiHc by Jai k Marston. “ I he Transitional IH40-{) No Drapery

The obv erse of this coin, first of the new type, features the adihtion
of drapery at the elbow, representing Robert Ball I lughes’ .ulilition ol
drapery to the basic design created liy (Ihristian (lobrccht m 18.'6
(and first used in the (juarter ilollar denomination m IH.^8). \ few
other modifications arc notcil as well. The basic With Drapers motif
was continuetl through the eiul of the senes.

'|ii irrer, appcarcil in the Mart h I't'tZ issue of the (lobrecht Journal, and

The number of Proof 1840 quarter ilollars m cMstenic is not

ommented tontcrning the distint tive. indeed uni(|ue, appearance

know n, but, apparentlv, it is v ers small. Walter Breen m his b myilop^

of fhi'j pic< e
W S'/Oil r < immr an IH40 () No I Irapcrv (piarlcr ynii w ill immcdi

cha of I nitre/States and Colonial Pivof Coins 17J.' I9,'<t). noteil this. ”1
h.ive seen two, .md I’m reason.iblv sure th.ii otfiers survive

MOWI’K.S AND
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records arc incomplete, but I seem to recall a badly cleaned one from

are exceedingly well struck with excellent definition of design details,

the Mint’s Proof set in the Smithsonian, which would make a third.”

stars, eagle feathers, and dentils. An outstanding example.

I his would make the coin Rarity-8. Breen’s “incomplete” notation

Pedigree: RichardB. Winsor Collection, S.H. andH. Chapman, December

probably comes from the fact that certain notes for Walter Breen’s

1895: J.M. Clapp: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942 to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.

manuscript on Proof coins w'ere lost or stolen, and he had to recon¬
struct from memory much of what he had recorded. Reconstruction

Die notes: Briggs Reverse A (obverse uncertain).

proved to be incomplete in some areas and erroneous in others, but

Obverse with last digit of date slightly low, particularly obvious when one

by and large the corpus of information is exceedingly valuable to re¬

compares the first and last digits. Some repunching of stars is noted and is
mostly minor. On the reverse all of the vertical stripes extend through the hori¬
zontal line above, and the fifth and 12th lines extend significantly above. Per¬
fect die without cracks.

searchers today. (See comment under Lot 1402.)
Quite possibly the two pieces outside of the Smithsonian Institute
represent the presently-offered Eliasberg Collection coin as well as
the John Jay Pittman Collection coin, although there may be others.

This particular variety is not quickly attributable to the Briggs reference, but
that author does note that “other minor varieties possibly exist.” Around this

The coin is at least High Rarity-7 as a Proof.

point the series enters into an era in which die differences are trivial. More ger¬
mane to the present coin, Larry W. Briggs notes that most pieces are softlv
struck (whereas the present piece is very sharp), and is difficult to locate in
high grades.

Die notes: Briggs 2-B.
Proof notes: In 1840 such coins were sold as part of silver Proof sets. Little
documentation exists, but it is believed that a typical set contained one of each
denomination, including the half dime, dime, quarter dollar, half dollar, and sil¬
ver dollar. As silver dollars were a more popular collecting discipline, during the
ensuing decade additional examples of this larger denomination were made. In
addition. Proof half cents and large cents were produced separately, with most
emphasis being on Proof half cents (which proved to be a rare F’roof-only date,
with no accompanying business strikes).

Gem 1840-0 Quarter Dollar
With Drapery
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1841-0 Drapery at Elbow. MS-6L Light golden toning at the
centers changing to electric blue at the rims. Sharply struck and quite

From Elmer S. Sears (1907)

attractive. A coin that has been in numismatic channels for decades,
not a New Orleans Hoard piece.
Die notes: Briggs Reverse D, obverse seemingly not listed.
Obverse with last digit slightly low, and with traces of repunching at the top
of the lower left serif Reverse with crack from lowest arrowhead to dentil
[same term as denticle; used interchangeably], and with scattered other cracks
and irregularities, particularly at ITE, connecting ST, and a crack from the rim
through the left side of the next A continuing toward the eagle’s beak. Some
die roughness due to atmosphere conditions.
'T his and the next lot represent another one of only a few Liberty Seated
quarters of which just five to 10 pieces are believed to be known in AU or Mint

1423 1840-0 Drapery at Elbow. Small O mintmark. MS-65. Golden

State grades per the earlier-cited study by Brian Keefe, “Einding the Elusive O

gray fields, somewhat prooflike when held at a certain angle to the

Mint Quarters 1840-1801.”

light. Splashes of sea green and gold toning at the rims. Very well
struck. Exceedingly attractive in every aspect. Not from the New
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Orleans Hoard, and significant as such. No coin has ever been certi¬
fied at the MS-65 level, to our knowledge.

light. Mostly silver with splashes of gold toward the stars and rim, and

Pedigree: Purchased hy John H. Clapp from Elmer S. Sears, November

with blue at the outer borders. A very attractive piece from an aes¬

1907. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

thetic viewpoint.
Pedigree: Richard B. Winsor Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, December

Die notes: Briggs 2-C (tentative). The reverse is from a very late state of the dies.
A crack is seen at the right side of N of LINITED, at the base of the I nearly con-

i

1895: J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942 to Louis E.

necting to the T, then continuous from the f through ED STATLS OE The crack

Eliasberg, Sr.

is quite irregular, and within the letters there are other evidences of die erosion and
AMERICA, with the C and A being somewhat skeletal in their appearance, appar¬

Die notes: Briggs Reverse B, obverse not listed
Reverse from a very late state of the die. A massive crack begins at the rim at

ently having deteriorated from rust. Completing the picture are extensive cracks

the lower left, continues through the outermost leaves, the wing of the eagle,

through AR DOE and the arrowheads, discontinuous between the middle and top

and the entire UNLLED, becoming particularly prominent at NI and the bases

arrowhead. Traces of additional cracks can be found among the dentils. Ehe mint-

of the letters extending from that point to the right. The crack continues to .SI.

mark, unlike that shown in Briggs’ book, shows no doubling of any kind. Under

where it is joined by a massive rim break coming through the left side of 1 and

magnification a number of the vertical lines in the shield extend through the hori¬

continuing into the field. 'Ehe crack continues, but is less prominent, through

zontal lines above, an interesting artifact of the die preparation procedure.

the rest of the word and the adjacent O in OE Liny cracks are seen at RIO at

deterioration. At the extreme right, another crack connects the bases of

-

1841-0 Drapery at Elbow. MS-60. Duplicate. Another non-hoard
example. Surfaces somewhat prooflike when held at an angle to the

More so than at the Philadelphia Mint, dies at the New Orleans Mint were

the base, with a hairline crack extending from the top of the O to the border. \

kept in service for a prolonged period of time, even after they became broken

crack intersects the highest arrow point below its tip. On the bottom of the re¬
verse, the letters AR are connected by a crack. Within the shield, several verti¬

or damaged. Replacement was not an easy matter, as in 1840 the ready access to

cal stripes continue into the horizontal stripes above, the most prominent being

New Orleans was by sea.
In his earlier-mentioned study, Brian Keefe noted that only two to five speci¬

the sixth stripe which penetrates into the fourth horizontal line above.

mens were known in the AU to Mint State range of these four quarter varieties:
1840-0 With Drapery, 1852-0, 1853-0 With Arrows and Rays, and 1856-0.
Thus, the present coin is in a very distinctive group!
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1841-0 MS-60. A third and final specimen of this issue, a coin which
is rarely seen in Mint .State (except for New Orleans Hoard pieces,
which are often unsatisfactory in appearance). Pale golden and gray
surfaces are highly prooflike when held at an angle to the light.
Die notes: Briggs 5-E Reverse from an early state of the die. .Some doubling,
possibly shelf or machine doubling, is seen at the bottom of the reverse, includ¬
ing at QIIAR. DOE and the mintmark. The vertical stripes in the reverse
shield all extend somewhat into the horizontal stripes above, with the final or
12th stripe being particularly w ide and prominent as it penetrates the first two
horizontal lines (extending in smaller form to the two lines above). A fairlv
early state of the die, without cracks.

1424

1841 MS-62. Light golden gray toning with some hints of iridescence.
The obverse is slightly less than MS-62, and the reverse is a bit more,
we give MS-62 as a reasonable grade overall. Both obverse and reverse
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1842 Small Date 250 Rarity
Splendid Proof
Only About Five to Seven Known to Exist
The Jerome Kern Specimen
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1842 Small Date. Pr()<)f-63/64. Brilliant surfaces with delicate and
lightly mottled gold and, on the reverse, magenta toning. Deep mir¬
ror fields. Kxquisitely detailed in all areas. .About on a par with our
Norweb (Collection coin (March 1988, Lot 1572). I he hCliasberg Col¬
lection specimen is from the holdings of Jerome David Kern, the fa¬
mous .American composer (see later biographical notes).
In 1842 a small number of Proofs, probably no more than 10 to 15,
were produced for collectors, presentation to foreign dignitaries, use
by government officials, and so on. The Proof obverse die was pre¬
pared by using a very small date logotype, thus creating the “.Small
Date." By contrast, dies used to produce business strikes had the

Registry of 1842 Small Date Quarters
The registry' of pieces known to exist includes the following:

1. ANS Specimen.
• R.(C.\V. Brock (Collection.
• j.P. Morgan (Collection. (Jift to the following.
• Now in the American Numismatic .Society, New York (City. In I'he (lohmfn
Journal, July 1988, John \V. Mc(Closkey published, " I'he .American Numis¬
matic .Society Liberty .Seated (Quarter (Collection,” and gave a survey of the
holdings of that estimable institution. What branch mint pieces that were seen
in the cabinet were mostly well worn. Philadelphia Mint coins furnished the

date in larger numerals. The 1842 .Small Date (juarters are believed

fcK-al point for the study, and in particular were highlighted by a splendid Proof-

to have been issued only as part of 1842 silver Prrxif sets (or, possibly,

6.^ 1842 .Small Date, which was used to illustrate the article.

to fill separate reijuests for Prixifs, but this is unlikely); no examples
were made for general circulation or, so far as is known, for individual
numismatic sale.

2. Smithsonian Specimen.
• Mint (Collection now on display at the .Smithsonian Institution. .\ct|uircd at

Presumably, the 1842 Small Date obverse dies in this and the half

the time of issue and preserved by Jacob Kckfeldt and William DiiBois, w ho in

dollar senes were made early in the year 1842, at which time it was

the same year published their landmark .4 Manulti of Gold and Sthtr Coim of M!

thought that the logotype was too small, and the later business strike
pieces, constituting the majority, were of the Large Date format.
I his would also explain the rarity of the 1842-() Small I )ate (jiiartcr

Sattons It was the custom of the Mint to set aside Proofs of each sear's coinage,
but not to preserve examples of branch mint issues. Bs the turn of the JOth
century, the silver Proofs in the Mint (Collection hatl Irecn cleaned with siKei
polish at least three, possibly four tunes to make them "btight "

and h ilf dollar
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3. Kliasberg Specimen.
• Harlan I’. Smith ('ollection, (Chapman brothers, 1906 (tentative; adapted
from Walter Breen).
• Jerome Kern Oollection, B. Max Mehl, 19,S().
• Louis K. Kliasberg, Sr.
The coin here offered.

A Notable Rarity
Even allowing for the specimens not accounted for in the preced¬
ing list, it is apparent that the population of the 1842 Small Datequarter ranks it as one of the greatest of all .\merican classic silver rarities.
The precise number known is not certain, but a reasonable estimate
would be from five to seven, at least two of w hich are permanently

4. Schilke Specimen.

impounded in museums (Smithsonian and .American Numismatic-

• Connecticut family, circa 1940s. Discovered by Oscar G. Schilke; a com¬

Society).

plete silver and copper Proof set of the year 1842 came to light in a dresser
drawer in Connecticut.

It is worth noting that among members of the Liberty Seated Col¬
lectors Club who responded to a survey conducted in 1993 by Larrv

• Arthur .\I. Kagin and Paul Kagin. Sold w ith the entire 1842 Proof set to the
Kagins.

Briggs, only one specimen was owned. Perhaps no better testimonial to
the rarity and desirability of the coin could be imagined (cf. the

• The quarter dollar was sold to Q. David Bowers circa 1960.
• Hazen B. Hinman.

March 1994 number of The Gohrecht Journal).
Note: Apparently, the few Proofs made of the quarter dollar denomination in

• Century ('ollection sale. Paramount, 1965. Possibly to the following.

1842 were of the Small Date type; none were made of the Large Date. Walter

• R.L. Miles, Jr. Collection sold by Stack’s, 1969.

Breen reports a Proof 1842 Large Date in the collection of a “New ^'ork .State
specialist” (the late John Jay Pittman), but David VV. Akers, who is handling the

• S.G. Steckler. Collection sold by Stack’s, 1974.
• Kllis H. Robison Collection (Stack’s, 1982). Walter Breen mentions that
this may also have been in a Vermont private collection, earlier owned by
Jerome Kern, and still earlier possibly by Harlan P. Smith, but this is not cor¬
rect—this pedigree must apply to another piece (the Smith connection is trans¬
ferred to No. 3 above).

Pittman numismatic estate, recently commented (letter, December 30, 1996)
to the present cataloguer: “The Pittman Collection does not contain the 1842
Small Date quarter and never did. In John’s assembled 1842 ‘Proof set’ the quarter
was represented by a ‘Proof 1842 Large Date. In my opinion there is no such
thing; all 1842 Proof quarters are Small Dates. John’s coin is I'ncirculated,
prooflike.”

5. Stack Specimen
• James Aloysius Stack, Plandome, NY. Estate collection later auctioned by
Stack’s, New York City, March 13-15, 1975.
• Julian Leidman.

Jerome David Kern (1885-1945)
An illustrious previous owner of the presently offered coin, Jerome Kern was
one of America’s best-known and most successful composers. He is remem¬

• Paramount International Coin Corporation.

bered for Showboat (1927), Roberta (1933; with the song. Smoke Gets In Your
Eyes), and other shows and over 1,000 melodies. His 01 .Man River remains a

The preceding are all distinctively different specimens. The James

favorite to this day. In the early 1940s he was an avid numismatist and endeav¬

A. Stack specimen may trace its pedigree to one of the examples

ored to build a truly beautiful cabinet. Success attended his efforts, and in due

mentioned in the narrative below.

course he acquired many rarities and other pieces among which were the 1842

In The Gobrecht Journal, April 1975, P. Scott Rubin presented an ar¬
ticle, “Three Rare Quarters,” which discussed the rarity of the 1842

Small Date quarter dollar offered here, the seldom-seen 1870-S Liberty Seated
dollar, the highly desired 1884 trade dollar, and the incredibly rare 1885 trade

Small Date, 1873-CC Without Arrows, and the 1873-CC With Arrows.

dollar.
In 1945 he was in New York City on a stroll on Park Avenue, it is believed

Concerning the 1842 Small Date quarter, Rubin noted that the first

(per a later recollection by Abe KosofO on the way to visit the Numismatic Cal-

he could find offered for sale appeared in Charles Steigerwalt’s June

lery just around the corner, where he wanted to view coins from the F.C.C.

1893 Fixed Price List #39. Steigerwalt, of Lancaster, Pennsylvania,

Boyd Collection scheduled to be sold. The sale, by Numismatic Callery (Abe
Kosoff and Abner Kreisberg), took place in several sections, the silver coins in

mainly sold through fixed-price offerings, rather than the auction

1945 and the gold coins in 1946. Kern collapsed on the sidewalk, and never re¬

venue. Poignantly, Rubin observes that from that time onward, until

covered. f ive years later, on May 23, 1950, the Kern Collection was auctioned

his article was written in 1975, there were just six different auction

by B. Max Mehl as part of his Colden Jubilee Sale (Mehl, who had begun his

appearances that he could find. Presumably, this included duplica¬

coin business in 1903, was celebrating his 50th anniversary several years early).

tion and might have netted to just two or three distinct specimens.

The Kern Collection prizes went to numerous buyers, with the 1842 Small

In addition to the pedigrees above cited, P. Scott Rubin located an

Date quarter dollar finding a new home in Baltimore.
Numismatic Callery, founded in 1943, was owned by .Abe Kosoff and Abner

specimen in the U.S. Coin Company sale of May 19, 1915. Later of¬

Kreisberg (who joined Kosoff in 1944). I'he firm was dissolved in 1954. In the

ferings, quite possibly duplicating some of the preceding, include the

meantime it handled many important coins and collections and was a major

1978 ANA sale, 1986 Auction ’86 sale, and the August 1987 Mid¬

force in the coin market.

American sale.

Prooflike 1842 Quarter Dollar
Medium Date
From the Winsor Collection (1895)

All of the circulation (non-Proof) strikes of this date were made in
the Medium Date format. I’he reputation of the 1842 Philadelphia
Mint quarter dollar is long standing. In his Mint Marts treatise, 1893,
Augustus G. Heaton remarked concerning this date:
The 1842 has a large date and a medium O [mintmark]. In
the O Mint it is easy to get, but is very rare in the Philadelphia
coinage, and most collectors will find themselves depending
upon a mintmark for this date.
The Heaton comment reflects not only the rarity of the Philadel¬
phia Mint (piarter of this year, but also the predilection of the typical
collector to simply actpiirc one coin of each date tor a collection.
Pedigree: Richard B. Winsor Collection as “Large Date ; S.H. and H.
Chapman, December 1895: J..M. Clapp, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942
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1842 Medium Date. Also called Large Date. MS-64, prooflike.
Numerals significantly larger than the preceding, and from a differ¬

to Louis K. h'.liasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs 2-B. Obverse with 8 in date boldly repunched at the top.
.Some die lines and finish marks are seen near the dentils on the oln ersc. par¬

ent four-digit logotype. A superb coin with light golden and irides¬

ticularly above star 11. On the reverse the various vertical lines show subliminal

cent toning. .Sharply struck. A memorable example of an issue which

traces of piercing tbc horizontal lines above, but the fourth vertical stripe is

is not often seen at this lofty grade level or even close to it. Appar¬

outstanding and extends high into the top stripes, notably so (and noticed in

ently, when seen in high grades, quarters of the Medium Date style

this regard by Briggs). Early state of this particular die, w ithout crac ks.

are all somewhat prooflike.
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1430 1842-0 Small Date. F-12. Light gray surfaces. Ver\- attractive for

1432 1843 MS-64. Another splendid specimen w ith medium golden ton

the grade level. When seen, the 1842-0 Small Date rarity is usually

ing in the fields changing to electric blue and sea green at the rims. I

in well-worn grades (the Norweb (Collection coin sold by us in 1988

very attractive example in all respects.

bcirvg the only exception of which we are aw are).

Die notes: Briggs Reverse B, obverse not matched w ith Briggs text. Obverst

Pedigree: Richard B. Wmsor Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, December

without obvious repunching of any stars, but w ith some stray metal “artifacts'

ld95- y..l/. Clapp, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942 to Louis E.

at stars 11 and 13. .Some planchet adjustment marks (from the planchet prepa

Eliasber^, Sr.

ration process) are seen among the dentils. The reverse is clearly Briggs’ B, a

noted, and shows the characteristic die crack through the left stand of M ii
Die notes: Briggs 1-A.
I he specialist in Liberty .Seated quarters will enjoy reading or re-reading
Brian Keefe’s article, “Finding the FCIusive () Mint Quarters 1840-1891,” in The
Gobrecht Journal, .March 1984. The two very rarest New Orleans Mint issues
are, in that writer’s estimation, the 1842-0 Small Date and the 1849-0. Then
follow the 18,Sl-0 and the 1852-0, then the 1847-0, 1858-0, and 1859-0.
(Other varieties are discussed down the line, with the most plentiful being the
1840-0 Without Drapery, the 1842-0 Large Date, the 1853-0 With .Arrows and
Rays, and the 18.54-0 With .Arrows. This survey included coins in all grades.
1 he same writer noted that the following dates were unknown to him in AU or

AMERICA, continuing through the eagle’s neck, shield, and further into tht

eagle’s body, almost but not quite bi.secting the die. A very delicate die crack i:
seen from the tip of the topmost arrow slanting upward to a dentil.

Commentary on availability: Liberty .Seated quarter dollars of this era art
quite elusive in Mint State. This was the year that .Matthew A. Stickney ac¬
quired his 1804 silver dollar at the Mint. He later recalled that during this pe

riod there were very few active numismatists. One can imagine that in 1843 an>

serious collector would have obtained a Proof from the Mint, and that the sur

vival of business strikes such as the presently offered coin, is strictly a matter o
chance.

Mint State: 1842-0 Small Date, 1843-0, 1847-0, 1849-0, and 1851-0.
For additional reading on the subject see “1842-0, A Very Good Year,” an ar¬
ticle by Roy 1). .Ash in The Gobrecht Journal, July 1984. The writer agrees with
Kam Ahwash that in grades between Fine and FCxtremely Fine there are be¬

Memorable 1843-0 Quarter

tween 31 and 75 examples known, with the total of all pieces in all grades not
even approaching 75. By any account, the 1842-0 Small Date is a formidable
rarity, the author concludes. Not only do very few appear, but some that do ap¬
pear represent duplicate listings or overgraded coins.
In a similar vein is Briggs’ article in The Gobrecht Journal, .March 1994. The
author noted that per a recent survey the rarest New Orleans issue was the

Small O Mintmark
Splendid Mint State
Probably Finest Known

1842-0 .Small Date, of which 13 were registered as being owned by respon¬
dents. Next came the 1851-0 and 1852-0 tied at 17, followed by 1849-0 at 19,
1855-0 at 22, and the 1891-0 at 26. Most plentiful was the 1853-0 at 68 coins.

1842-0 Medium Date Quarter
(Condition Census
The Ropes Collection Specimen

1431 1842-0 .Medium Date. .Also called Large Date. MS-6L A splendid
specimen, indeed a possibility for i significantly higher grade. Lus¬
trous, satiny surfaces with delicate golden toning. .Needle sharp
strike. .An extraordinary piece, "virtually unknown in Uncirculated”
noted Larry Briggs in his reference book (which did not include a sur¬
vey of the Kliasberg coins). A candidate for the finest known, certainly
without doubt (Condition Uensus. A piece that will be forever re¬
membered by specialists.
The 1842-0 .Medium Date issue constituted the vast majority of
the New Orleans (juarter output of this year.
Pedtjtree: .\pparently from the E.W. Ropes Collection, New York Coin
Stamp Co., Eebruary 2S, IS99, to J..M. Clapp. John //. Clapp. Clapp es¬
tate, 1942, to Louis E. Ehasher^, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs Reverse B. obverse not verified. Obverse with very deli(jte tr,j<.ks linking stars 4-5-6-7, so delicate that this crack would not be visible
on a worn example Reverse with some cracks especially at I NI, the bases of

(photo enlaryi.ed to twice actual size)

1433 1843-0 Small (). MS-63/6S. Actually, this probably w ill pass as ful

M.S-6.S to all but the most careful observer, as the few marks that can

be seen arc mostly hidden at Miss Liberty’s knee, along a skirt fold,

and at the bottom of the first date digit. This accounts for our M.S-b.)

classification for the obverse. I hc fields are virtually pristine, satiny

and lustrous, virtually as struck. Delicate gray toning enhances the

I F.D. a skein of t racks between D and S, continuing through the bases of

appeal of this spectacular piece. .Striking is excellent, w ith good detl-

S'I VI KSOf AMF.. with the base of RI connected as well Another crac k prtitnides

nition of the star points and other design features, but w ith some llat-

from the right sitle of the topmost arrowhead and splits into two sections, the

ncss, as is characteristic, notcil among the ilentils in certain areas.

larger being the lower and developing into a ciiti crai k at the dentils. At the
fiotroiti of the reverse t rat ks are seen at Q anil to the left of it, including from
ft- , - irest leaf to the rim. ami. separately, another t rat k. (|uite irregular, t iinnecting
R

I he 184,3-0 is not reprcscnteil in anv hoaril, to our knowlcilge, giv¬

ing rise to I .arrv Briggs’ statement, "Vcn. r.ire in \l , v erx rare m I ncirciliated.’’ Among Mint .State examples, this is certamK one of the vers

IKd.

finest in cxisteiue. A great pri/c for the l .ibertv Se.ited spev lalist

•H)
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Die notes: lirify;s Reverse (', obverse not matched. Obverse from an early

and complications. Still another crack is seen at, to the left of. in, and to the
right of 01!, with still another crack from the leftmost leaf to the rim. Clearly,
this die could not have been used ttx) much longer than shown here, although

state of the die. but showing some rust pits on Miss Liberty, characteristic of
many New Orleans dies of the era, due to the miasmic conditions of the atmo¬
sphere.

Larry Briggs notes that the break at the top finally causes the die to fall awav
and creates a cud at that point. This might indicate that the hammer die was
the reverse die.

The reverse is from a late die state of Briggs (- and shows cracks connecting
the inscription at the left, top, and right border, and, separately, cracks at the
bottom inscription. .Similar to the obverse die. the reverse also shows signs of

In Ihe Numismatist, April 1996, (!hris Pilliod presented a study, “What Firror

pitting in the die, which translate into little die lumps.
It is relevant to note that Brian Keefe, March 1984, noted that no examples

(iioins (!an 'Leach Us About Die Settings.” Pilliod, whose credentials in the
field of die varieties and attribution are among the finest in numismatics, stud¬
ied “cud” breaks on various denominations of coins, a “cud" being a blob-like
raised section of metal, usually at the rim of a coin, caused when a piece of the

were known in AL or Mint State at that time. As these words are being written
in 1996, the Norweb Collection coin (sold by us in 1988; MS-6,S) is known to
exist and may be related to the NGC listing of MS-62 as the highest graded by

die breaks and falls away. In summary, if a piece of a die breaks, and the die is in
the bottom or anvil position in the press, the broken piece will remain in the

that service, or the MS-64 reported as the highest graded by PCGS.

die (creating a “retained cud”). If the die is in the hammer or top position, the
broken piece will fall away, causing a gap in the die, and coins subsequently
struck will show “cud” or blob-type breaks.

y-
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[Dazzling Gem 1843-0 Quarter Dollar
I
I

Large O Mintmark

'

Probably Finest Known
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1844-0 AU-58. Very close to M.S-6(). .Somewhat prooflike when
held at an angle to the light. Medium gold toning with some splashes
of blue at the rims. Flxceedingly difficult to find at this grade level or
even close to it.
Pedigree: J. Colvin Randall, March 1894, to J.M. Clapp, John H. Clapp.
Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. F)arly state of the dies without crack.
This 1844-0 is one of only a few Liberty .Seated quarters of which just five to
10 pieces are believed to exist in AU or Mint State grades per the 1984 study by
Brian Keefe, w hich still has relevance today.
Randall biographical notes: J. Colvin Randall, of Philadelphia, was one of the
most active dealers and collectors on the numismatic scene in the 1870s and
1880s. He was one of the first to study early silver coins by die varieties, and
much of his research is said to have been incorporated into a work published
under the imprint of J.W. Haseltine, with whom he was once closely associated.
It is believed that he did the cataloguing for several auctioneers. Randall sold
coins through several different auction houses, apparently not having a favor¬
ite. When preparing a Randall consignment for sale on June 29 through July 1,
188.S, W. Elliot Woodward, who was always quite free with his opinions, noted
this: “In the collection of American silver coins following there are no dupli¬
cates; each piece is distinctly different, and the differences are very briefly
noted.... In a private letter Mr. Randall writes me: ‘The idea of a correct work
on types and varieties of United .States silver dollars, halves and quarters, origi¬
nated with me. H. and myself were to publish the work together, but without
any consultation whatever with me, he issued for his own benefit what he
styles the Type-Table Catalogue.’” Randall died in 1901.

Splendid 1845 Proof 250 Rarity
Rarity-7
From the Dickinson Collection (1894)
(photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1843-0 Large O. MS-65. A superb specimen, a dazzling gem, al¬
most certainly the finest known to exist—not just harely the finest,
but far and away the finest. Consider, for example, Larry Briggs’
statement,

“linknown in Llncirculated.” Consider also Walter

Breen’s comment in his Complete Encyclopedia of U.S. and Colonial
Coins, “Always in low gtades, unobtainable choice.’’ Thus, even a
MS-60 coin would be memorable. The present gem MS-65 is simply
-
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incredible! Off the market for generations, this piece will certainly be
a stellar attraction in the cabinet of its next owner.
Die notes: Briggs Reverse f, obverse not matched.
The obverse shows some very light evidence of rust and may be different
from the die described by Briggs, which is indicated as having tot’v rust. I'his
rust was caused, of course, by the climatic conditions in New Orleans. The
third star, while not repunched, does show a “ghost” outline in the point that
aims toward the bottom of the coin. The die is perfect, an early use without
cracks. 'I'he reverse is similarly without cracks. There is some evidence of rust,
most notably—as a point of identification below the lower right serif of the sec¬
ond r in .STATK.S.

1844 MS-60. Light gray and mottled gold surfaces with splashes of
electric blue, particularly on the reverse. Well struek in all areas.
Die notes: Briggs Reverse A. obverse not matched. Obverse die perfect. Reverse
with scattered cracks, including at .ST, arching through the dentils and jumping
over the A, continuing to the second I' in .STATKS, irregularly through TKS,
OF, exit into the border, re-entering at .MFiRIC, exit into the border again. The
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1845 Pro()f-63 to 64. A splendid specimen with brilliant silver mir¬

die is shattered at the final A of A.MFiRKiA and shows a crack through that letter

ror surfaces highlighted with splashes ot delicate blue and gold. One

upward to the eagle’s wing, downward toward the border, intersecting with another

of probably fewer than a halt dozen Proofs known to exist of this

crack that encompasses the arrowheads, connecting to DOL, with branches
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date, a Mrunn Karity-7 issue, and quite possibly amon^ the finer of
these.
Hedifirtt: W illtam Du ktnson ColUction sale. Chapman brothers, March 67, ISV-t, J M Clapp, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A.
h.liasberx, Sr.
In V\altcr Vixticns t.ncyclopedta of Cmted States and Colomal Proof Coins 1722ettto. the author describes five Prixif coins, one in the Smithsonian Institution,
and one impaired, but does not mention the KliasberK coin. As observed ear¬
lier, Walter Breen lost certain of his notes on Proof coins, and thus his notations
concerninj' the KliasberK (Collection (and certain other notable collections as

1440

Die notes: BriKKS Reverse I), obverse not matched. 'I'he date, not described

T

Pedigree: Mumford Collection, Seti: York Coin & Stamp Co., April ((-/Ji

bv BriKKs, is heavily rcpunchcd at S4.S and slightly rcpunchcd at the lower right

1896; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis /j
E.liasberg, Sr

ol the 1. Indeed, the repunching is among the most dramatic seen on any Lib¬
erty Seated quarter dollar of this era. 'I'he reverse is similar to Briggs’ reverse
I), but there may be some differences. .Notably, the most prominent vertical

Die notes: Briggs 2-D. The obverse is interestingly double-punched, wit)

stripes in the shield that pierce the horizontal stripes above seem to be on the

the final 6 over the top of a much lower 6. .A hairline die crack extends from tli

present coin numbers 1, Z, 5, 10, and 11, with 10 and 11 being the most promi¬

dentils on the left through the date, angling upward through the base of Libcm

nent. .Several stripes pierce the bottom part of the shield as well, with the most

exiting up to the right through the dentils. .Another crack runs from star 7 to th)
head, continuing through star 8, the top of the Liberty cap, and all of the stai

outstanding in this regard being stripes 7 and S.
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1846 MS-60. Very nicely struck. Pale golden and gray toning ovti
satiny surfaces.

svell) arc incomplete.

on the right, ending in the field below star 13. Most probably, very few picca
were struck after this one.

1845 Ai ;-50. .Sil ver surfaces with some gray toning in protected ar¬

The reverse shows a large crack from the border to the top of the I, continu

eas and a few splashes of blue.

ing through TED, extending to S (where a branch goes upward to the rimi

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 8-

continuing through 'LATE (becoming quite complicated at E and splittini

11,1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A. Eliasberg, Sr.

apart into many branches), continuing right through .S OK AME^RICA, irregu
larly through the arrows, to the inscription at the bottom, specifically AH

Die notes: Not described in the Briggs reference.

DOL. A few other cracks could be described as well.

Splendid Proof 1846 Quarter Dollar

Splendid Gem Proof 1847 250
Condition Census Rarity

!photo enlarged to tvtice actual size)

143‘)

1846 Pr()of-64, .A splendid specimen with mottled light gold and
electric blue fields over deep mirror surfaces. .A rarity, probably from
a silver PnM>f set of this year. The number of examples known is not
recorded, but is probably on the order of about a dozen. (Certainly this
must rank as one of the finest.
I )ic notes: Briggs Reverse K (tentative), obverse not ascertained. I'he reverse
IS similar to that described as K by Briggs, but may be different. 'I'he vertical
shield stripes in all instances extend through the horizontal lines, but numerous
shield stripes also extend below. This reverse die was used to strike Prrnif quarter
dollars of |H4f), l«47, and IK4H.
Bv this p<iint in the Liberty Seated series quite a few obverse and reverse

(photo enlarged to nrice actual size)
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1847 Pro()f-65. A glittering, splendid, desirable gem. Deep mirroU

surfaces are overlaid w ith delicate golden toning on the obverse and J(

nuance of gold and sea green on the reverse. Iridescent hues arc aQ

the border. Deeply and sharply struck with partial wire rims on liothi

sides. (Certainly this is one of the finer examples remaining from!
probably fewer than a dozen Proofs know n to exist of this date.
Pedigree: Chapman brothers. May 1905; J..M. Clapp; John //. Clapp
Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A. E.liasberg, Sr.

dies were being made for each typical year Briggs' book identifies some with

Die notes: I he final date digit has a flat yr truncated Itottom. apparentlv fn»n>

very notable i harat teristics, but siKin the varieties become so close to each

a defective punch. I his was used on other'dies as well and is clearly illustrated

other that differentiation is virtually impossible. Of course, the same is true of

m the Briggs reference. I he identical reverse ilie was used to strike I’nnif quartet
dr)llars of 1846. 1847. and 1848.

rhe half dime. dime, and half ilollar senes. I hroiighoiit this era. various Liberty
Seared -pci lalists have identifietl perhaps a handful or even a dozen or so variffies for I given high mintage issue, but many more exist.

MOWl’KS AM) \ii:ki:n,
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1847-0 MS-6()/Al I-SO. The obverse is MS-bO or even finer, but
the res erse has a number of pin seratches below the eagle, mostly

1848 Doubled Date Quarter

hidden by toning, prompting us to eall it AU-5() from a value view¬
point. The entire coin has attractive light golden toning over some¬

The Harlan P. Smith Specimen

what mirrorlike surfaces. One of the finest seen. How this compares

Finest Known

to several pieces listed higher in the population reports is not known.
Pedigree: Dixie Land Collection sold by Geoffrey Charlton .\dams, Soz'ember 15-16, 1906 (rescheduled from November 13-14). The buyer was John
H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die note.s: Last digit in date from a truncated 7 punch, as, apparently, used on
all dies of this era. W'e might mention that another characteristic of Liberty Seated
quarter dies is what could be called irregular minx's. Often certain star points are
truncated or irregular. For example, on the present coin, the top innermost star
point is rounded at its end, while the bottom innermost star point is sharp.
Briggs Reverse A. Reverse with several small cracks, including hairline cracks
from the border to 1 and, separately, D of UNITED, the first F of STATFi,
through the bottom of S'FATES and OF. Another crack is seen from the rim
through the upright of R in AMFiRICA.
Availability note: It is relevant to note that in 1984 no AU or finer examples of
this issue were known to Brian Keefe when he prepared his study for The
Gobrecht Journal.
Concerning Geoffrey Charlton Adams: After the aforementioned Dixie Land
Collection sale he seems to have fallen off the numismatic map, quite possibly
leaving a string of unpaid bills behind. In .\meriran Numismatic Literature, Vol¬
ume II, John W. Adams discusses his career.

Splendid Proof 1848 Quarter
Fewer^Than a Dozen Known
1444

1848 Doubled Date. MS-65. Mostly bright, brilliant silver surfaces,
absolutely splendid in their appearance. A few subtle hints of irides¬
cence are seen here and there. Certainly this piece has been carefully
preserved since the year of issue. If a finer business strike of any 184S
variety exists anywhere in numismatics, it has not come under within
our purview. Adding desirability to this issue is the prominently re¬
punched date as described in the notes.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May S11, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. Fhe first impact of the four-digit logotype was light,
and slightly above and to the left of the finished product. Interestingly, the early
undertype digit 4 had a pointed left end, very sharply so, whereas the final,
heavy digit 4 in the date has the left side trimmed off so as to avoid impacting
the neighboring 8. One can theorize that this was a die made early in the year,
upon inspection of the test imprint the digits 8 and 4 touched each other, the
logotype was then corrected, and additional dies were made. (I he earlier-of¬
fered Lot 144.L the 1848 Proof, has a blunt left side to the digit 4 and was probably
made later than the coin offered here.) Many of the stars show extra “splash

or

outline features beyond their points. Fhis is particularly evident but not limited
to stars 6-13.
Under inspection the reverse is quite curious, what Larry Briggs calls the
“Compass Point” reverse, with an incomplete area at the top of the first pair of
vertical stripes in the shield. Beyond that, the present striking shows ample die
finish lines (tiny raised lines) among the letters and other areas, indicating that
it is probably an early strike. However, small cracks appear toward the bottom
of the coin, including through the leftmost pair of olive leaves and the base of
the inscription QllAR. DDL.
(photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1848 Proof-64. A splendid specimen, absolutely gorgeous, with
delicate golden toning over deep mirror fields. Electric blue and ma¬
genta are seen at the borders. From an aesthetic viewpoint this piece
rates a “10.”
The number of Proofs is not recorded. Larry Briggs estimates eight
to 10 examples, and Walter Breen suggests “possibly 10.” Of this
small number, whatever it may be, the Eliasberg piece is certainly
one of very the finest from an aesthetic viewpoint.
Die notes: Under high magnification, star 9 shows some “artifacts” around
the point, to a lesser extent these are seen on star 10, and then become promi¬
nent on star 11. 'Fhe explanation for these extra raised pieces of metal is not
known to the writer, but must involve the hubbing or die-making proce.ss (not
individual repunching of stars). Briggs Reverse C. Fhe identical reverse die
was used to strike Proof (piarter dollars of 1846, 1847, and 1848.
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Landmark 1849-0 Quarter

l li^h Karity-7 or 8

One of the h'inest Known!

I he Dickinson Collection Specimen

A key to the Series

!photo enlarged to twice actual size)

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

»

Superb IVoof 1849 Quarter

144S

1H49 Proof-64. A splendid specimen quite similar to the 1848 F’roof
offered under Lot 1443. Obverse and reverse with delicate golden
toning over deep mirror fields. Ounmetal-blue and hints of magenta
at the rims.
In his 1987 Proof Coin Encyclopedia, Walter Breen notes that of the
various silver denominations of 1849, the quarter dollar is the most
elusive in Proof finish. 'Phis is backed up by his 1988 Complete Ency¬
clopedia of U.S. and Colonial Coins, which stated simply: “'I'hree
Proofs known.” 'Phis would place the issue at Rarity-8.
Larry Briggs in his watershed study on the series furnishes a some¬
what similar comment, “'Phree plus” Proofs known. Being conserva¬
tive, one could call the issue high Rarity-7. P rom any angle, the 1849
I’rcHif quarter dollar is a major rarity.
Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, March 67, 1894: J.M. Clapp: John H. Clapp.Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E..
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs Reverse (1.
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1849-0 MS-62. Phe striking is sharp, and all in all the piece is truly
a landmark in the Liberty Seated series. Larry Briggs suggests that
the 1849-0 is “extremely rare AU or better,” while Walter Breen
comments that it is “prohibitively rare Uncirculated.” 'Phe lucky
winner of this lot, will, indeed, have a numismatic prize, one of the
most important Liberty .Seated issues to cross the block in our time.
Here is a landmark specimen of this, in high grades, the nemesis of
just about every Liberty .Seated ejuarter dollar specialist who has ever
walked the face of the earth.
I his coin, the mintage of which is not known (apparently, it was
left out of the Mint Report; later authorities including Walter Breen
and Larry Briggs have suggested 16,()()()), was produced in very small
quantities. At the time there was no interest whatsoever in collecting
mintmarked issues, and the pieces slipped into circulation. Phe sur¬
vival of an example such as this was strictly a matter of chance.
Phe present coin not only is of a high technical or numerical grade,
it also is extremely attractive. Phe obverse and reverse fields are light
silver with blushes of gray, framed at the rims with splashes of elec¬
tric blue and hints of magenta.
Pedigree: Apparently acquired by
Clapp at an early date, probably
before 1894: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. .Stars 9-1.^ show abundant “artifacts" or splashes, cause
unknown, as discussed earlier. Phe reverse is from a very early state of the die.
with abundant die preparation lines visible, especially among the peripheral
letters. I here are no die cracks. Phe mintmark is ever so slightly doubled, and
touches the bottom arrow feather.
I his particular variety is nicely treated in an article by John W. Mefdoskey.
I he lB49-() Quarter,” in I he (lobrecht Journal, March 1980. Phe writer notes
that the issue is a key date and is very seldom offered for sale either at auction
or at coin shows. He also observed that for many years there were no mintage
figures published, but more recently the figure of Ih.(MK) has Ireen given \lthough he didn t say this, presumably this is one of Walter Breen's guessc'
(many such guesses appear in the literature and were devised bv Walter to fill
in gaps).
It is relevant to note that Brian Keefe in '‘.Pmding the Klusisc O Mint Quar¬
ters 1840-1891, published in The (iohretht Journal. March |084, noted that no
examples were known in A1 or Mint State if this issue
.'Nvailability note: Some time ago wc saw a ccrtifieil "Mint State" |S4‘a ()
(piarter which was. in our estimation, a recolorcd \1 '-^0 loin
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Outstanding 1850 Quarter

Gem 1851 Quarter Dollar

High Condition Census

Last Auctioned a Century Ago

From the Mills Collection

The Mumford Collection Coin

1850 MS-64/65. An outstanding business strike, lustrous and frosty.

1449 1851 MS-65. A splendid gem specimen from even' aspect—beauti¬

The surfaces are a blend of silver gray and freckled magenta, with

fully struck, very attractive, and quite rare. I'he piece has somewhat

some gunmetal-blue at the borders. I'he striking is excellent in all

prooflike, satiny-frosty surfaces overlaid with delicate champagne

areas. One of the finest known to exist; high Condition Census.
Pedigree: John G. Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 21-29,
1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs Obverse 1, Reverse not identified. Under magnification
the obverse shows part of a stray numeral 1, now called a misplaced date (rela¬
tively new nomenclature) in numismatic literature. Kevin J. Flynn is at work
on a book describing misplaced dates throughout American numismatics. Several
hundred date blunders have been identified—a very interesting situation, as a
few decades ago only a few were widely known.
The date logotype 1850 was punched lightly into the die. The reverse exhib¬
its extensive cracks beginning at the border and continuing through TATE,
splitting, with the m^n crack going to the border, and an ancillary crack con¬
tinuing at S OF.

toning at the centers, giving way to electric blue at the borders. It
would be hard to imagine a finer piece in existence anywhere. An¬
other rare prize for the connoisseur.
Pedigree: Mumford Collection, Nexts York Coin & Stamp Co., April 9-10,
1896; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with date sloping slightly up to the right, similar to Briggs
Obverse 1. However, the present piece has no die lump at the junction of the
rightmost vertical shield stripe and the horizontal stripe, mentioned by Briggs
as diagnostic and characteristic. However, there is a major die lump on Miss
I.iberty’s right arm midway between her wrist and elbow, close to the folds of
her gown. Reverse is Briggs A. I’he reverse not only has the thorn or spine
above the

El

in AMERICA mentioned by Briggs, but has an equally if not more

prominent spine extending from a dentil to the top of the F in OF

Seldom Seen Mint State 1850-0 250
Condition Census
Probably the Winsor Specimen (1895)

1450 1851-0 EF-40. A scarce quarter dollar at all grade levels.
Pedigree: Matthexcc A. Stickney Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,
1901; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs Reverse A. Large die chip or break is seen at the upper left
corner of the shield on the reverse.
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1850-0 MS-62. Well struck in all areas, d’he fields are somewhat
prooflike when held at an angle to the light. Delicate champagne and

Gem 1852 Quarter Dollar

iridescent toning over brilliant silver surfaces. A simply breathtaking
example of an issue which, when seen, is apt to be in lower grades (al¬

Condition Census

though Larry Briggs does mention that “a small hoard of five or six

The Wilson Collection Coin

Uneirculated pieces surfaced around 1986”; how these compare with
the present specimen is not known to the writer). 7'he aforemen¬
tioned Briggs reference notes that the typical coin is poorly struck,
'

especially at the rims. While the present rims are not paragons of
boldness, still the dentils are defined in all areas. This feature adds
even further to the quality and desirability of the piece.
Pedigree: Probably from the Richard B. Winsor Collection, S.H. and H.
Chapman, December 1895: J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942
to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs Obverse probably 1, Reverse B. The date logotype is lightly

1451 1852 MS-65. Lustrous light silver gray surfaces w ith hints of cham¬

impressed into the die, as is typical for much of the silver coinage (across various

pagne. Sharply struck. A splendid gem example of an issue which is

denominations) of this year). The present obverse die shows extensive evidence

very difficult to locate at this level. (Condition (.ensus.
Pedigree: David S. Wilson Collection, 1906 privately; J..M. Clapp, John

of rust, particularly in the deeper areas of the die (which translates to the higher
areas of the coin such as the figure of Miss Liberty), this being caused by the
pervasive dampness in New Orleans, always a problem in this regard. Of

H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

course, to the modern-day numismatist such evidences make dies and coins all

Die notes: Briggs 2-B. The Mint outdid themselves this year with the date

the more interesting.
The reverse displays a hairline crack from the rim through the tip of the

logotype, and the digit 2 is more ornate than seen on any coin o) this design

eagle’s wing on the left side and another crack, somewhat bolder, from the low¬
est arrowhead to the rim.

TWKRS AND MKKLNA

denomination up to this year.
Note: .Although there are no published (londition (.ensus figures for l.ibcny
.Seated quarter dollars, our use of that term reflects our opinion that a com is
within the top half dozen or so finest known pieces of a particular issue or is
within a grade including such.

I fit I nuts h.. h/ias/fffx,

Collet tion

Loinage notes: B\ early IK.S.^ the price of silver had risen on in(crnatiiin.ii
markets to the point at which newly-minted Lilierty .Seated silver issues couk
be taken to a bullion exchange broker (of which there were many in the leadinji
eastern cities) and sold for more than face value. I'hus, vast (|uantities of prcvi
ously struck pieces were converted to bullion. Notwithstanding this, early in
18.S,5 the Philadelphia Mint turned out 44,2(K) quarter dollars. It is likely tha
many of these were held back at the Mint and never released, later to Ire com
verted into bullion for recoinage.
The .^ct of February 21, 1853, remedied the problem by lowering the authnt
ri/.ed weights of the half dime, dime, quarter, and half dollar. To distinguish thu

1452

lH52-() .Net KF-4(). More expansively described as Al -55 or a bit

new lightweight issues of 1853, arrow heads were placed at the date (and, on the

better, somewhat prooflike, but with a small “x” scratched in the

quarter and half dollar denomination, rays were placed on the reverse). Follow ing the implementation of this legislation, [liberty Seated coins again circu

field to the left of the date. Larry Briggs sagely observes that the

lated effectively.

lH52-() “is available in up to \ F and becomes rare to non-existent in

Historical information: In his offering of an 1853-0

grades KF or better.” Fhat said, the present piece, with the light

w ithout arrowy

and rays in the 1885 sale of the J. Oolvin Randall Oollection, V\'. Kllioi

w ear of an .M' coin, indeed has a mantle of great desirability.

Woodw ard reflected upon the quarter dollar W\\.\\o\sx. arrow s and rays: “'Fhe dist
covery of the quarter dollar is due to an interesting incident which occurred in

'Fhe striking on the 1852-0 is peculiar, has been noticed before (for

this way; a broker was weighing a quantity of silver coins; the weight was founo

example, by Briggs who commented that these were “struck with a

to surpass, by a number of grains, the value of the coins by count. .After repeat¬

collar that created a bevel or rounded rim”), and is reminiscent in a way

edly weighing and counting, critical examination revealed the fact that one ol

of the 1928 Peace silver dollar, w hich also comes w ith a beveled rim.

the quarters weighed several grains more than any of the others, and gave tc

Pediff^e: Dixie l^nd Collection sold by Geoffrey Charlton Adams, Noi’ember

collectors a variety hitherto unknown. Diligent search, carefully continued foi
many years, has added to the piece first discovered possibly a dozen ex¬

15-16, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E. F^liasberg, Sr.

amples,—1 think not more.”

Die notes: The date is placed low on this issue, much closer to the dentils
than to the base of Miss Liberty. Briggs Reverse A.

Prooflike Gem 1853 Quarter
Gem 1853 No Arrows Quarter Dollar

Arrows and Rays

Traditional “1853/2”

Specimen Last Auctioned in 1894

tphoto enlarged to tvru r actual size)

14.53

1H,53 No Arrows or Kays. .MS-66. The present specimen is a daz¬
(photo enlarged to tvrice actual size)

zling. brilliant, frosty gem w ith hints of light gray toning. I’hc strik¬
ing is sharp and cx(|iiisitc, with a partial wire rim around the reverse.
Most pieces of this issue were melted (sec notes). Fhe net mintage
of the 185.3 ((uarter without arrows and rays, representing the tjuan-

1454

18.53 Arrows at Date, Rays on Reverse. MS-64, prooflike or#

finer. Possibly a candidate for “Proof’ attribution. Delicate cham-l
pagne toning over mirror surfaces.

»

tity actually released, is not know n, it has been estimated at various

A case could be called for attributing this as a Proof, as the die char-j

levels frf)m several thousand coins on up. In any event, the issue is a

actcristics do match those listed by Larry Briggs. In the date, the nu¬

m.ijor rarity today, and has been recognized as such for generations.

merals arc rcpiinchcd, particularly the last two. Both arrowheads arc

The Kliasberg Collection coin w ill deservedly draw a great amount of

lightly rcpiinchcd, particularly the one on the right. Diagonal the fin¬

attention as it crosses the bliKk.
PedtKrer \rquired by .1 M Clapp at an early date, probably prior to IH94;
lohn ll Clapp Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E. Ediasber^, Sr.

ish lines are seen prominently over stars 11 and 12.
(Criteria for Proofs of this year are not well defmeil, anil some ob¬
servers might want to attribute this coin as such. At the v cr\ least the

I his variety w,is called "185.3/2" years ago. but now is

present piece is a very special stnkiit}^, possibly for presentation Bj

ii-.ii.ill- ■ onsidcred to be a rcpiinchcd date rather than an overdate. Fhe point is

stands head and shoiililers above the tvpic.illv seen business strikc.J

I )ic notes Briggs I \

I. ill of the No Arrows anti Ravs pieces are from the same obverse die.
I h

pre -nt impression is from i verv carls state of the dies (and iiniler magni-

li- triMf, -;omc nis-il die finish line, tan be seen on the obverse near stars 10
I, i| III ' >n the rt-'-ersc fhe first and seiond vertical ihicid stripes pierce the
’

In a recent letter (I )ecember .30, Pl'KO D.iv ul \\
dling the John |

|
Akers, vv ho is han¬

Pittm.m estate, commented th.it he is i.illmg the

shieltl and go at least half w.iy through them \ertii al

Pittm.m 185.3 ijii.irter doll.ir a Proid, anil that it is PomiI on the ob¬

i doubled -ir misdigned during this exit nsion. .m interesting (but
o -. ilie : uifirig .•rror

verse. but not within the reverse shielil I le lontinuetl bv saving, thi'

,o/(.tirii ,-'i(H's of

<f
;

even those found at higher levels.
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after examining our first draft (since revised) description of the

Keefe stated that only two to five specimens were know n in the .M‘

Kliasberg coin: “1 will say that, in my experience, a prooflike 1853 ar¬

to Mint State range of these four quarter varieties: 1840-0 With

rows and rays quarters is most unusual; they are always frosty. So, the

r3rapery, 1852-0, 1853-0 With Arrows and Rays, and 18.56-0. Phis

coin you describe may well be a Proof, at least as that term applies to

probably came as a surprise to some readers (it certain did for the

anything dated 1853. (All 1853 ’Proofs’ are questionable, in my opin¬

present cataloguer), for 1853-0, in the absence of delving into the

ion, except for the restrike Proof dollars.)” The Pittman 1853 is from

matter, had not been considered as a rare date. Thus, the present
coin is in a very distinctive group!

a different obverse die without repunching.
I

For the Liberty Seated specialist as well as the type collector, the

Bill Cregan, writing in The Gobrecht Journal, November 1987, dis¬

j

present 1853 with Arrows and Rays (your call, gem prooflike Mint

cussed “The 1853-0 Quarter,” revealing that he only knew of three

State or gem Proof) represents a truly magnificent opportunity,
i

Uncirculated specimens. He further noted that the 1853-0 in worn

Pedigree: Acquired by J.M. Clapp (as "Uncirculated”) at an early date,

grades is generally found in conditions notably lower than those of

I

probably prior to 1894; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

surrounding issues. The writer concluded with this interesting com¬

I

Eliasberg, Sr.

ment, “I can’t explain the reason for its scarcity, but this uncoopera¬

;

Die note: Not located in the Briggs reference.

tive sleeping date is prized by all Seated quarter specialists.”

Design note: The design with arrows and rays reflects the new standard

Pedigree: Dixie Land Collection sold by Geoffrey Charlton Adams, November

implemented under the Act of February 21, 1853. Arrowheads were added to

15-16,1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

'

the date and rays to the reverse to distinguish the lightweight format. In the

'

following year, 1854, the rays were discontinued, but the arrows were retained

Die notes: Obverse with date high, without doubling; arrowheads also with¬

J

through 1855, when they were discontinued as well. Beginning in 1856 there

I

were neither arrows nor rays, although the reduced weight remained in effect

out doubling. Stars 9-12 show artifacts or splashes, with star 9 being particularly
egregious and having little “reefs” or raised ridges in the field opposite the two

I

(and was not modified until the Coinage Act of 1873).

>5

innermost rays. A myriad of tiny die cracks can be observed, including a crack
linking the border with the left arrowhead, continuing to the base of the first

Concerning 1853 Proof coins: So far as is known, no silver Proof sets were is¬

date numeral; a crack linking stars 1-5, continuing to the border, then dipping
down again to connect stars 6 and 7, the head of Miss Liberty, star 8, then exiting

sued this year. Circa 1860s, George F. Jones noticed that no numismatists
owned a Proof 1853 silver dollar and none had been reported. Obligingly, the

to the border. Another crack develops to connect stars 10-13 with Miss

Mint restruck 12 coins for collecting purposes. A few scattered Proofs (in our

Liberty’s big toe, continuing in the field below to near the left arrowhead, but

opinion) of other 1853 denominations have come on the market from time to

so subliminal that it is hardly visible even under high magnification. These delicate

time, but their circumstances of issuance are not known. Breen’s 1989 revision
of his Encyclopedia of United States and Colonial Proof Coins 1122-1989 assumes

cracks are hardly fatal to the die at this point, and without doubt coinage con¬
tinued for many thousands of impressions afterward.

that various Proofs were struck and cites certain auction appearances.

Briggs Reverse B. The reverse die is rather curious inasmuch as there are
quite a few irregularities, particularly among the letters of QUAR, some of
which may be attributed to rust. A raised ridge or mound connects the R, the

Magnificent 1853-0 Quarter

intervening dot, and the D. Slight double outlines are seen through the letters
in AMERICA.

Arrows and Rays
By Far the Finest Known

Gem Proof 1854 Quarter
Arrows at Date
Among the Finest Known
The Mills Collection Coin

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1853-0 Arrows and Rays. MS-65 or finer. Highly prooflike.
Brilliant surfaces with delicate light gray and champagne toning.
Sharply struck. A breathtaking gem! Believed to be by far the finest
known. The finest certified is MS-63.
With a mintage of just 1,332,()0() pieces, the 1853-0 is over 10 times
rarer than its Philadelphia Mint cousin (mintage: 15,210,020). More¬
over, New Orleans pieces, being distributed at a distance from the

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1456

1854 Arrows at Date. Proof-65. A superb specimen with delicate
lilac toning over deep mirror surfaces. .Splashes of gunmctal-bluc at

east and in an area in which there was virtually no numismatic inter¬

the rims. .Sharply struck and verv beautiful. Both Larry Briggs and

est, tended to become worn quickly, 'fhe result is that very few 1853-

Walter Breen suggest that the Proof population is about 10 pieces, a

O (juarter dollars exist today in Mint State and, apparently, this is the

figure which undoubtedly includes duplicate listings and also un\ cri-

only gem to come on the market.
It is important to note that in his study, “Finding the Klusive ()
Mint Quarters 1840-1891,” The (lobrecht Journal, March 1984, Brian

WKRS AND MKRKNA

fied coins from auction listings, Ucrtainly. the F.liasbcrg (.olicction
coin stands in the front rank of this elite group.
I'hc year 1854 seems to be the first in which Proof sets (consisting

^7

Ike l.ouis h. hJtusderg, Sr., Collection

Pedigree: David S. Wilson Collection, 1906 privately; J..Si. (.lapp, Joki,

ot copper and silver coins) were generally made available at the Mint,

H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louts E. Eltasberg, Sr.

although upon application by serious collectors they had been ob¬
tained for many years earlier. Relatively few Proof sets were distrib¬

Die notes: The obverse of this piece differs from that described in Brigg^

uted, as widespread “popular” dispersal did not begin until 1858.

book and lacks the extensive repunching he mentions. The numerals arc higi

and close to the base of Liberty and, as on all 18.^4 obverse dies seen, the arrouj

However, it seems from a perusal of the literature and contemporary

heads are high. 'I'he present die has extensive evidence of rust m the deepd

comments, that circa 1854-1857 sets were made up in numbers larger

parts of the die (translating to the higher parts of the coin), particularly eviderJ

than for years in the 184()s and earlier. Single Proofs of desired de¬

in the neck area of Miss Liberty, w hich appears rough and scaly. On the reversi

nominations could be ordered separately.
Pedigree: John G. Milts Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 27-29,

eluding extensive die cracks and irregularities at Ql'.AR., this being known

there is the aforementioned “huge O” and other interesting characteristics, inj

Briggs Reverse A.
Theories of origin: An article by Harry Fi. .Smith, “Fhe 1854-0 Huge O Qua^

1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasherji, Sr.

ter—A Closer Look,” appeared in The Gobrecht Journal, \\x\y 1986. He examine)

Die notes: On the obverse the left anowhead is slightly repunched at its bottom.

several theories as to its cause, noting that some believed it to be a rcpunchinj

The date is perfect (without repunching). 1 he right arrowhead shows slight

of a mintmark, and others think that it was crudely cut by hand in a Philadcli

repunching at its bottom. Briggs Reverse .A.

phia die that was mistakenly sent to the New Orleans Mint without a mint)

mark. Smith concurs with the latter thought. He noted that “the variety is uni
known in I’ncirculated condition and quite rare in grades of FT' or better.”

Superb Gem 1854-0 Quarter Dollar
Believed Finest Known

Rare 1855 Proof Quarter

The Stickney Collection Specimen

Arrows at Date

1457

1854-0 Arrows at Date. MS-66 or finer. Sharply struck and well
defined in all areas. A superb specimen, probably unsurpassed by any
in existence anywhere. Lustrous, frosty surfaces with splashes of
light gold and blue toning. An incredible example.
Repeating the scenario of 1855, in 1854 the New Orleans Mint pro¬
duction was but a tiny fraction of that effected at Philadelphia. Phus,
the 1854-0 is much, much rarer in all grades today.
Pedigree: Matthew A. Stickney Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,
1907; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate; Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr.
Die notes: .Struck from an early state of the obverse and reverse dies, without
cracks and without significant evidences of rust (but with some slight evidence
on the reverse). Briggs Reverse B. Mintmark small and double-punched.

Landmark 1854-0 “Huge O”
Finer Than Any Certified
Off the Market Since 1907
(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1459

1855 Arrows at Date. Proof-64. .Splashes of light golden tonini

are seen over mirror surfaces. Traces of gunmetal-blue around thi

rims. FNtremely rare in Proof format, rarer in our experience than ci

ther the date before (18.54) or the date after. Apparently, 1855 repre

sented a dip in the chart of Proof mintage of this era. .Similarly, Proof
of 1857 seem to be scarcer than those of 1856.

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May(^
14.58

1854-0 Huge O mintmark. AlJ-55. A very attractive specimen,

11, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.

(juitc close to Mint .State. Mottled light gray and iridescent toning.

Die notes: Possibly Briggs S-F^. Obverse with date punched very shallow!

The key point of this issue is the so-called Huge O on the reverse,

into the die. Arrowheads significantly lower than on 18.54, just above the cente

the mintmark being large and somewhat misshapen, for reasons un¬

of the date, with the left arrow head tilting upward. On this particular spccime

known. Perhaps the die was shipped into New Orleans from Phila¬
delphia (where all dies were made) without the mintmark, the error

some microscopic adjustment marks can be seen in the date area, these iKin
from the planchet.

was rcali/cd, and an improvised mintmark was added at New Orleans
(the same sort of scenario happened at least twice on mintmarkless
dies sent to San Francisco during the second half of the l^th century;
sec Harry F,. Smith comment below). Or, perhaps there is another
cxplanatu)n.
I.arrv Briggs suggests that in the KF-AI' range there are only seven
H) 12 examples known to exist. I he finest certified by POfiS is FiF4

nf»nc in any grade have been certified by NOC. A finil for the

Lilicrf, Seated specialist and c»»nnoisscur. Fhis variety Is uni(|ue in
Mint Sfa'* (ondition

9K
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The Louis h. LHasherg, Sr., Collection

Incredible 1855-0 Quarter Dollar
Superb Gem Mint State!
Finest Known by Far
The Stickney Collection Specimen

60

1855-0 Arrows at Date. MS-66 or finer. A superb gem, a chal¬

overall this stands as one of the sharpest struck known to us, and, as

lenge to perfection, a coin which totally eclipses the finest certified

noted, certainly incredible for its grade.

(PCGS boasts a solitary MS-63 and NGC is proud of its solitary MS62). Finest known to us, and by a large margin above its nearest com¬
petitor. A landmark coin that will attract wide attention.

Pedigree: Matthew A. Stickney Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,
1907; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate; Louis E. F.liasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Date impressed shallowly in the die. Arrowheads reasonably well

Satiny, lustrous fields are overlaid with delicately mottled lilac and

centered. Left arrowhead tilts slightly upward, right arrow head slightly dow nward.

gold toning. A breathtakingly beautiful example of a classic scarcity

A microscopic crack extends from the bottom left point of the arrow head and

in the quarter dollar series, the variety having the lowest mintage of

goes in the direction toward the last .S. On the reverse the O mintmark is very
lightly impressed. Some light evidences of rust are seen, but not as extensive as

all issues of the 1853-1855 With-Arrows style. Larry Briggs character¬

those described by Larrv Briggs, indicating that this particular striking may be

izes the 1855-0 as being “poorly struck, especially the head and be¬

an early impression of the dies.
Availability notes: This variety is another of only a few Liberty .Seated quar¬

low the date,” noting that examples with full dentils below the date
are rare. The present piece is quite well struck including the head and
ear of Miss Liberty, and the dentils below the date. 'There is some
minor weakness—scarcely worth mentioning—at stars 7-10, but

)W1:RS AND MKRKNA

ters of which just five to 10 pieces are believed to be known in .M or Mint
State grades per the 1984 study by Brian Keefe.

Ike Louis E. bJiasber^, Sr., Collection

1856 Proof Quarter Dollar Rarity
Memorable 1855-S Quarter Dollar

The Harlan Smith (Join

Lustrous Mint State
Condition Census
Matthew Stickney’s Finest

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1462

,^

1856 Proof-63. Champagne toning over'deep kiirror surfaces. Ir
descent blue rims. A splendid example of this vety^rare issue. Fh

piece is from the marvelous cabinet of Harlan R Smith, one of th
tphoto enlarged to twice actual size)

1461

most enthusiastic 19th-century collectors of early Proof coins an

1855-S MS-63. Light golden and iridescent toning over lustrous,

rarities (among the latter being an 1822 $5). For a long time, Smit

frosty surfaces. A memorable quality example of the first San Fran¬

was partner with David LJ. Proskey in the New York Coin & Stam

cisco Mint coin of this denomination, of a variety that is rare in all
grade levels. One of the very finest known to exist, certainly Condi¬

Co.
In 1856 it is believed that far fewer than 100 silver Proof sets wci

tion Census.

distributed. Fhe number was certainly higher than 1855 and, pn

Although the San Francisco Mint opened for business in spring

sumably, a bit lower than 1857. Perhaps the small number of add

1854, it was not until 1855 that silver coins were struck there for the

tional sets made in 1856 was a direct result of the attention caused t

first time, the production being limited to quarter dollars and half

the pattern Flying Eagle cents of this year, which brought in a nun

dollars. This was at the tail-end of the Gold Rush era. So far as is

ber of inquiries to the Mint. In absolute terms, very few Proofs exis

known, not a single active numismatist was in San Francisco at the

Larry Briggs suggests that the population is in the order of slight!

time (although by two decades later there would be several). The

more than two dozen, certainly indicating a great rarity in the overa

survival of a high-grade 1855-S such as this was strictly a matter of

scheme of Liberty .Seated Proofs of this design type.

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, .Mayi

chance.

II, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

•As is the rule rather than the exception in the Eliasberg Collection,
the present coin offers high grade plus attractive appearance. Not to

Die notes: Probably Briggs 10-11, but lacking certain characteristics to man

be overlooked is its illustrious pedigree as well. While many buyers

with the Briggs obverse. Date fairly high and close to the base of Liberty. >

repunching at the 8 (which differs from Briggs’ description, indicating th

concentrate solely upon grading numbers, the Eliasberg coins offer to

there may be another Proof obverse die). .Some slight doubling at stars l-,3, th

the true connoisseur the niceties that go beyond mere numerical des¬

being most evident at the upper left star point in each instance. The reverse

ignations and contribute so much to the pride of ownership.

the signature die used to coin all authentic Proof quarter dollars we have sei

Pedigree: Matthew .4. Stickney Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,

dated 1856 or 1857. A prominent die bulge is seen at the eagle’s left (on tl

observer’s right) wing. The feature is very distinctive and does not requi

1907; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate; Louis E. F.liasherg, Sr.

magnification to ascertain.

Vlintmark si/cs: In his 1893 treatise, .Mint .Marks, Augustus G. Heaton called
attention to the large size of the S mintmark on the earlier dates in the .San Francisco
quarter dollar coinage, continuing to state; “ Fhere are at least three other sizes
on later dates, which may be called medium, small, and very small, ranging from
w ithin the height of letters of the |surrounding| legend to hardly more than a

Memorable Gem 1856-0 Quarter Dolb

dot."
Die notes: Briggs

Finest Known
Obverse with date punched lightly into die. Left ar¬

rowhead slants slightly upward and right arrowhead slants slightly down, char¬
acteristic of certain other obverse dies of this year as well. Reverse with S mintmark close to. but not touching arrow feather above it. .Some light cracks are
seen including the tops of I ,-\R. DOL; the bases of KI) .S IVVl K.S OF .AMF.
These seem to be more in the nature of stress cracks than serious impairments
to the die's function. Doubtless, production continued for many strikes there¬
after

146.5

18.56-() MS-66. 1 Iclicatc goUl .md lil.ic tonmg n\ cr s.itins, frnstv 'I

f.iccs. \ irtu.d perfection. Inileetl, il one h.nl obt.uneil a larelull

struck qu.irter of this il.ite bv visiting the New ()rlc.ins Mint in 18^

.ind if the com h.id been c.irefiillv kept for ne.irls the ensuing centu

The 1.outs A. hAiasherg, Sr., Collection
and a half, its condition would approximate this one. We have never

Relatively few Proof 1857 quarters are known to exist, quite possi¬

seen a finer example, and doubt that one exists. Briggs notes that this

bly somewhere in the range of 15 to 20 (as suggested by Larry

piece is “rare in Uncirculated.” Of course, “Uncirculated” can mean

Briggs). The appearance of an example of the quality offered here is
certainly a major numismatic event.

MS-60.

Here is a truly incredible Liberty Seated quarter, a

specialist’s dream.

Pedigree: S.H. and H. Chapman, January 1900;J..\1. Clapp; John //.
Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

It is again relevant to note that in his study in The Gobrecht Journal,
March 1984, Brian Keefe noted that only two to five specimens were

Die notes; On the obverse the date slopes upward slightly from left to right.
I’he first digit of the date is closer to the dentils than to the base of Liberty,

known in the AU to Mint State range of these four New Orleans Mint

while the last digit of the date is slightly closer to the base. Star 1 has the top¬
most inner star point blunt, a characteristic seen on most quarter dollars of this

quarter varieties: 1840-0 With Drapery, 1852-0, 1853-0 With Arrows
and Rays, and the presently-offered 1856-0. Thus, the Eliasberg

era, and undoubtedly from the hub (we mention it here as a point of informa¬

Collection coin is in a very distinctive group!

tion, but it could be mentioned elsewhere as well). .Some “artifacts” are seen
around the star point, particularly at star 5.

Die notes: Briggs 1-A. Obverse with many tiny stress cracks, particularly
around the border, linking all of the stars and the head and cap. After the 13th

Briggs Reverse G. The reverse is the signature die used also to coin 18.56

star, the crack extends downward, and joins with another crack from the base of
Miss Liberty upward at an angle to the border, and still another through the

Proofs. A prominent bulge is readily seen at the eagle’s left (to the observer’s
right) wing. If this die was used to strike 1855 or 1858 quarters, we have not

bottom of the date digits. All of these are virtually microscopic and probably

seen such an impression. Quite possibly it was retired after the 1857 coinage.

could not be seen on anything other than a Mint State example. This is from an
early state of the die.

1466

1857-0 Low Date. MS-60, prooflike. Light golden toning. Con¬
sidered to be very elusive at the Mint State level; probably fewer

64

165

1856-S AU-58. Sharply struck and well detailed in all areas. Light
silver surfaces with much mint lustre still remaining.
The 1856-S is a major rarity in any grade, and in high levels of pres¬
ervation is especially so. The presently-offered eoin is one of the nic¬
est we have handled.
Pedigree: Chapman brothers, January 1900, to J.M. Clapp: John H.
Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

than 20 different specimens have been accounted for in this category.
Pedigree: Lyman H. Low’s sale of the Muma, Adam, Giffen, et al. Collec¬
tions, July 15-16, 1903; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with date logotype low and very close to border, quite
unlike the typical obverse die placement. Early state of the dies without cracks.
Briggs Reverse C.

Die notes: Obverse with date high and close to base of Liberty, the first digit

The 1857-0 was another one of only a few Liberty Seated quarters of which

being slightly closer than the last. Early state of the dies without cracks. Briggs

just five to 10 pieces were believed to be known in AU or Mint State grades per

Reverse A. Mintmark touches arrow feather. Likewise an early impression

the study by Brian Keefe, “Finding the Elusive O Mint Quarters 1840-1891,”
published in The Gobrecht Journal 13 years ago in 1984. Recent certification ser¬

without cracks.

vice reports indicate a higher population than just five to 10 (PCGS checking in
with over 15 as MS-60 or finer, for example), figures that probably include

Rare Proof 1857 Quarter
Among Finest Seen

resubmissions. It should be mentioned that the advent of certification services
(beginning with PCGS in 1986) brought many coins out from hiding, as their
owners sought third-party opinions as to grades. Thus, many pieces in various
series came to light, coins that had not be studied by members of the Liberty
Seated Collectors Club and other groups.

(photo enlarged to twice actual .Oze)

1857 Pr(X)f-63

to

64.

(ihampagnc toning over deep Proof surfaces.

F-dectric blue toning on the rims. A superb example of this very scaree
issue, notably rarer than the 1856, and much rarer than 1858.

)WKRS AND MKRKNA
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The I MU IS T.. t.liastk'r)', Sr., C.ollection

A

Unbelievable 1857-S Quarter
Absolute Gem!
Possible Branch Mint Proof
Finest Known

1467

1857-S MS-66, pr(M)flike. Possible branch mint Proof. Full Proof

Die notes: Obverse with date numerals high and close to the base of Liberty,

surfaces, including w ithin shield stripes. Possibly a presentation coin.

as usual (and in contrast with the previously offered 1856-0). Karly impression

Indeed, if this piece did not have a mintmark it would be a candidate

from the dies. .Some artifacts are visible at stars 9-13. A few marks are seen on

for a Philadelphia Mint Proof! The beauty is enhanced by mottled

the bosom of Miss Liberty and are hidden by toning (otherwise we might call

light gray, blue and gold toning over brilliant surfaces. A coin for the

this a M.S-67 or, who knows)! Briggs Reverse A. On the reverse the mintmark is
high, clear of the arrow feather, but barely touches the branch.

ages, an incredible specimen that will be long remembered as one of

Biographical note: Isaac Kxcell was a collector and dealer who in the 189()s

the finest Liberty .Seated (piarter dollars ever to be sold at public auc¬

lived at 4717 Ohamplain Avenue, Hyde Park, Ohicago, Illinois. Me must have

tion sale.
It would seem likely that this piece was struck for presentation pur¬

had many comments about his name, which appeared in print as I. Kxcell, an

poses or on some special (Kcasion.

inadvertent punning allusion to “I excel,” which at the time also happened to
be a popular term abbreviated as IXL, as in the IXl. .March.

Pefitftree: /. h.xcell, August 1905; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp es¬
tate. 1942, to l.outs E. E.ltasher^, Sr.

102
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The Louis L. L'.liasherg, Sr., Collerfion

Gem Proof 1858 Quarter Dollar

Marvelous 1858-0 Quarter

Among Finest Known

High Condition Rarity

First Year of Popular Distribution

The Mills Collection Coin

1469 1858-0 MS-64/65. Well struck in the interior areas, including Miss
Liberty, the stars, lettering, and eagle, but somewhat light at certain
dentils, as is characteristic. Brilliant, lustrous surfaces with splashes of
light gray and lilac toning.
The 1858-0 is an excellent example of a condition rarity. .Specimens
are available readily enough in worn grades or, less often, hovering
around the MS-60 level. However, in the gem preservation offered
here it is truly a landmark.
The 1858-0 is another one of only a few Liberty Seated quarters of
which just five to 10 pieces are believed to be known in ALI or Mint
State grades per the 1984 study by Brian Keefe.
Pedigree: John G. Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 27-29,
1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Elias berg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with date sloping down to the right slightly. The first

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

digit, 1, is centered between the base of Liberty and the dentils, while the final

468

1858 Proof-65. A splendid gem specimen from the first year that

digit is slightly closer to the dentils. Certain of the stars show artifacts, these

Proofs were widely sold to collectors. Champagne toning over deep

being particularly evident at stars 1-7 and 9-11, but with traces elsewhere. On

mirror surfaces. Toward the borders the toning becomes deep gold,

the reverse the O mintmark is closer to the R than the trappings above it. The

then magenta, then electric blue. As pretty as the proverbial picture.

die shows very light rust, scarcely noticeable, and probably evident only on
early strikings.

We doubt if a nicer specimen exists from an aesthetic viewpoint.
The number of silver Proof sets of 1858 is not known. For many years
the figure 80 was used in the literature, apparently from advice given

Rare 1858-S Quarter Dollar

by the Chapman Brothers (S. Hudson and Henry). However, during
research for the writer’s book. Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars of the
United States: A Complete Encyclopedia, the matter of the 1858 Proof sil¬
ver dollar was delved into in depth. Various people were corresponded
with (among whom was Weimar White, who had done earlier studies
on his own), and it soon became very apparent to the writer that the fig¬
ure of 80 was short of the mark, at least for the silver dollar denomina¬
tion taken on its own. More likely, about 300 silver dollars were
minted, although one contemporary source (a letter dated in the era)
indicates a figure of 210, which also might be correct. It seems that

1470 1858-S AU-58. Nicely struck. Golden toning with some splashes of

Proof quarter dollars (and other 1858 Proof silver denominations as

iridescence.
Very elusive at all high-grade levels. Larry Briggs says it all: “AL

well) are rarer than the dollars. See our notes below.
Die notes: 'I'entatively attributed as Briggs 5-K, but with the first digit of the

quite rare with Uncirculated non-existent” (since the publication of

date very sharply repunched at the bottom, something not noted in the Briggs

the Briggs reference, a piece graded as PCGS M.S-62 appeared in our

reference. On the other hand, Walter Breen mentions that the “base of 1

-

double (fades).” Apparently, this repunching wore away as either the die was

August 1995 Rarities .Sale). Walter Breen says essentially the same

used or, more likely, repolished. 'I’hus, the present piece was probably struck

thing, “Unobtainable Uncirculated.” Thus, the prospective bidder will

very early in the year. Several of the stars have the seemingly inevitable “arti¬

realize that the presently offered coin is among the finest known.

facts,” on the present example particularly noticeable on stars 1-4. On the re¬

Die notes: Probably Briggs Obverse 2. Reverse B. F.arly state of the dies. No

verse a new die has been employed, indicating that the bulged die of 1856-

cracks evident.

1857 was discarded by this time.

Notes on 1858 Proof Coinage

Gem Proof 1859 Quarter

Of the 1858 Proof coins, many have disappeared over the years. It is probably
the case that among silver issues more of the dollar have survived than any oth¬

One of the Finest Known

ers, simply because this denomination was very popular to collect. In contrast,

Harlan P. Smith Specimen

the silver three-cent piece seems to be the rarest Proof silver issue of this year.
For a time the cataloguer believed that all 1858 Proof silver coins were pro¬
duced in the same number (210 to .500 as noted), but suffered varying degrees
of attrition for different reasons. However, as certain denominations (the trime
in particular) are rarer than the silver dollar, this may not be correct.
'Ibday, many Liberty .Seated quarter dollar specialists begin their set of
Proofs with the 1858 year. A continuous progression in the Liberty Seated se¬
ries can be assembled from this point through 1891. In general, the earlier is¬
sues are the scarcer. Quality varies among the issues and eras. .Some quarter
dollars circa 1860 have tjuite a few lintmarks on them (due to debris in the dies;
this is primarily peculiar to tiuartcrs; it has not been observed on silver dollars,
for example), while some Proof silver coins of the 1870s have other problems—
slt)ppy striking and handling at the Mint. Ilowevet, with some picking and
choosing the connoisseur can put together a first-class .set.

The present

1471

1859 Pr()of-66. Brilliant with delicate golden toning over mirror sur¬
faces. I'races of iridescent blue at the rims.

LliasbergLollection gives a good start in that direction.
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Obverse with date in ver\ tiny lo{»otype punch, common to all quar¬
ter dollars (Philadelphia as well as branch mints) of this year, and in
stark contrast to the proportions of earlier years in the decade. Ihe
small punch j'ives the date a cameo or showcase effect. One of the
finest know n examples of this year.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 8U, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 194J, to Louts E. EJiasberg, Sr
Die notes: Breen’s obverse Type 1, Reverse Type II.

1474 1860 Proof-63/65. Light gold toning over mirror surfaces. .Splashes!
of electric blue around both borders.

Extremely Rare Gem 1859-0
0

None Finer Known
The Mills Collection Specimen

Beginning in 1859 it was the .Mint’s policy to make Proofs oni

speculation, put them on the shelf, and see how many would sell, ini

1860 this was continued, and some 1,000 silver Proof sets werei

minted, but sales fell short of expectations, and at least 458 were;

melted. The same general procedure was followed in 1861, after;

which the policy was reconsidered. Beginning in 1862 Proofs were;
made on demand, resulting in relatively few leftovers.

Die notes: Briggs Reverse H. Obverse with date in small numerals, concep--

tually similar to 1859. Stars on the left are somewhat irregular and on the;

present specimen lightly struck. Reverse Proof die somewhat shallowly im-i
pressed from the master die, this being most evident at I'NTF.

1472 1859-0 MS-65. Lustrous, frosty surfaces with light lilac gray toning.
Quite rare in Mint State. In fact, Walter Breen calls Mint State pieces
“extremely rare,” this being, of course, for pieces extending as low as
MS-60. For MS-65 coins the statement is even more appropriate.
The 1859-0 is yet another one of only a few New Orleans .Mint
Liberty Seated quarters of which just five to 10 pieces are believed to
be known in AL or Mint State grades per the 1984 study by Brian

Superb Gem 1860-0 Quarter Dollar
Swan Song of the New Orleans Mint
The Mills Collection Specimen
Finest Known

Keefe.
Prior to the Breen, Keefe, and related commentaries published in
the past 15 years, the 1859-0 was considered to be common!
Pedigree: John G. .Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 27-29,
1904; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
EJiasberg, Sr
Die notes: Obverse with small date logotype as always. Placed slightly lower
on the obverse die than on the Prixif just offered. .Somewhat shallow ly impressed,
giving the digits a “fat” appearance. .Stars to the left all have numerous artifacts,
a curious phenomenon present on most Liberty .Seated quarters of this era, and
discussed earlier. Reverse with some prominent die finish lines at I'K.S and OF,
doubtless visible only on high-grade pieces such as this. Briggs Reverse B.

Condition Census 1859-S Quarter
None Finer Certified

1473 1H59-SAII -55. .An outstanding example of a specimen w hich Larry'
Briggs notes is unknotstn in .Mint State. Certainly this is among the fin¬

fphoto enlarged to tceice actual size)

est known. .Sharply struck and quite lustrous. Light gray, brown, and

1475 1860-0 .MS-66. .Sharply struck. .Satiny and lustrous with delicate li¬
lac toning. Very beautiful. Quite possibly the finest know n to exist.

blue toning.
None have been certified in Mint State. The finest to pass through

An outstanding gem specimen of the last New Orleans Mint quarter

the portals of N(»(^ has been KF-4(), the finest at P(X».S, AL-55. At

of this design type. No other tpiarters were struck there until 1891

the time the I859-.S (jiiarter dollar was struck there was not a single

(by which time the reverse design had changed slightly, and IN (iOD

collcctfir or museum in the 1 nited States w ho was collecting Liberty

\V K I RL.S'F had been added).

Seated issues by mintmarks. Not even the Mint Cabinet actpiired
pieces on a regular basis.
1 he notes: Briggs I - A. ()bversc with small date, as always, in the present instance
piin< hed deeplv into the die (unlike the

Pedigree: John G. .Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, .\pnl 27-29,
1904; J..M. (Japp; John H. Clapp. (Japp estate, 1942, to Louis A.
EJiasberg, Sr.
.

) just offered). Stars with some

I )ic notes: (Ibvcrsc with date high and consiilcrablv closer to the base ol 1 .iIktIS

trnfai ts. but fewer than on the preceding coin, particularly notable at stars b, 7,

than to the Ixirder. .Stars mostly well formcil, with star 5 Ixring a notable exception

lod 10 II f )n the 11 th star the valley or crevice between the twti innermost

and quite irregular, especially on its inside points Reverse without ciatks. an

sr ir point', n ompletelv filled in Reverse with barely visible crack through the

early striking, but with some vers subtle ev idcnccs of rust

bottom of IKS 1 torn a fairlv early state of the die
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1860-S Net F-15. More expansively described as V'F-35, but with a
number of small digs on the reverse. Light gray toning. Scarce at all
grade levels and unknown in Mint State. 'Fhe elusive quality of the
1860-S was recognized early, as in Augustus G. Fleaton’s 1893 Mint
Marks study in which he noted, “It is a scarce piece.”
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. Perfect dies (no cracks). Obverse w ith date fairly well
centered between base of Liberty and dentils.
In The Gobrecht Journal, March 1994, a survey by Larry Briggs of quarters in

were sold only at a premium (in terms of paper money). .At one time. New M>rk
brokers were quoting $2 in U.-S. paper money to buy $1 of I '.S. silver coins!
Meanwhile, on the West Goast various silver and gold coins continued to be
paid out and were circulated at par. Fhere was no paper money in use in Galifornia during this decade, and the entire commercial economy rested upon
coins. Little thought was given to saving pieces for numismatic purposes, and
examples such as this 1862-S were mostly put into circulation and used. .A few
were saved as a matter of chance, but not many.

the hands of collections of w hich he was aware revealed that the most elusive
San Francisco quarter was the 1860-S, of which he knew of 12 pieces, followed
quickly by the 1872-S at 13 pieces, 1878-S at 14, 1871-S at 15, 1866-S at 17, and
1867-S at 18. 'Fhe most numerous was the 1876-S at 61. The survey covered
pieces in all grades. Potential bidders on the present coin may also wish to read
the article by James C. Gray, “'I'he 1860-S Quarter, the Most Underrated
Seated Coin,” in The Gobrecht Journal, November 1990. The writer revealed
that despite many years of looking, a few cleaned and damaged coins had been
seen, with just one at the Extremely Fine level, but with some reverse
scratches.

1481 1863 Proof-63. Champagne toning over deep mirror surfaces.
Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .March 6-
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1861 Proof-60. Actually with the overall appearance of a higher
grade, but with a mark or cut on the rim below the date, suggesting
the overall classification. Light golden toning over mirror surfaces.
1,000 Proofs were struck this year, but most were melted.
Die notes: Briggs 7-E.

7, 1894; J.M. Clapp. John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse has some similarities to Briggs 4, but does not completely
match the description. Briggs Reverse D.
Coinage commentary: No branch mint coinage this year. Philadelphia Mint
Proofs may have all been struck from the same die. On the present piece the
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1861-S F-15. Scarce issue. Just 96,000 were minted, of which rela¬

date 1863 is high, closer to the base of Liberty than to the dentils, and seems to

tively few were saved. Not a single Mint State coin is believed to ex¬

be fairly level. The four-digit logotype punch is fairly crudely made, particu¬
larly with reference to the last digit, which may have been cut by an amateur.

ist.
Die notes: Briggs 1-A.

. For this year just 460 Proofs were minted, and it is not certain if all of these
were actually distributed. It was not possible to use LIncle .Sam’s own paper
money (“greenbacks”) to order Uncle Sam’s Proof coins—the government did
not honor its own money at par! Rather, one had to go to a bullion exchange
and buy silver coins at a premium, and submit these silver pieces to the Mint in
order to buy silver Proofs.

Gem Proof 1864 Quarter
From the Norris Collection (1894)
479 1862 Proof-65. A superb coin with light champagne toning over
golden mirror surfaces. Few have survived in a quality equal to this.
Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, March 67, 1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Probably Briggs Obverse 5, Reverse E. Obverse with star 5 irregu¬
lar at its inner points, as also seen on other quarter dollars of this era. Indeed, it
extends to the very end of the series in 1891! I his is from a defect on the mas¬
ter die. Reverse with repunching at QUAR as also seen on certain Proof reverse
dies of the era.

Splendid 1862-S Quarter
Candidate for Finest Known

1482 1864 Proof-65. Delicate champagne toning over deep mirror fields.
Gunmetal-blue and gray rims. A superb specimen from a low Proof
mintage of just 470 coins.
Pedigree: E.S. Norris Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .May 17, 1894;
J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Probably Briggs 3-C.

1480 1862-S MS-64. A splendid specimen, frosty and lustrous with deli¬
cate golden toning. An outstanding example which ranks higher than
any other specimen we have seen or which has been called to our at¬
tention. An outstanding find for the Liberty Seated specialist.
Die notes: Probably Briggs Obverse 1, Reverse A. Reverse with delicate
crack through ITED STA FE, continuing very lightly through at least AM.
On the monetary scene in 1862: As of December 28, 1861, the eastern banks
stopped paying out gold and silver coins. Fhis suspension of specie payments,
as it was called, continued through the mid-1870s. At the Philadelphia Mint
production (juantities of coins diminished, and all pieces went into storage or
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Notable 1865-S Quarter
Spectacular 1864-S Quarter Dollar

Among the F inest Known

hy Far the Finest Known

The Harlan P. Smith Speelmen
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1865-S MS-63 to 64. Satiny surfaces with light gray and golden ton-<
ing. A memorable specimen of an issue w hich, per Walter Breen, ist
“prohibitively rare lincirculated.” When seen at all, the 1865-.S is apa
to be well worn, although it is only fair to mention that both N(}C;
and PCGS have each certified a single .MS-66 (same coin?). I'he!
present coin ranks among the finest known.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, .May ^-j
II, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.

Die notes: Obverse with date numerals fairly well centered between base ofl(

Liberty and dentils. First two digits notably repunched at the bottom. .Somci(

stars show slight double outlines but not the artifact-style extra metal seen ear-4

lier in the series, 'fhe reverse of the I86.S-.S is struck from the same die as thcii

1864-.S, but in the current appearance (186.S-.S) there are abundant evidences of^

die clash marks in the center of the shield. Apparently the reverse die camcij

into contact with another die, but what other die is not immediately apparentlj

(it does not necessarily seem to be a transfer from the Liberty .Seated figures*
opposite in the coining press). Here is a mini-mystery.

1486
1483 1H64-S MS-66. A spectacular gem, virtual perfection, and probably
the finest known. Satiny, lustrous surfaces with light gray and gold
toning. .Sharply struck and boldly defined in all areas. Broad rims
with partial wire rim on obverse. “Prohibitively rare Uncirculated”
wrote Walter Breen in his 1988 V.nnclopedia, and who can disagree? If
a MS-6() coin is prohibitively rare, then what is a MS-66?
The present coin is undoubtedly a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity

1866 Proof-62. Light golden toning over mirror surfaees. Klectric
blue and gold rims. A nice example of the first year w ith IN GOD*
WK I'RU.S r on the reverse.
Pedigree: John G. .Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 27-29,.
1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E
EJiasberg, Sr.
'I'he motto IN GOD WK ’I RlIS'l' was first used on circulating coinage on
the bronze two-cent piece of 1864. It did not appear on circulating silver andl
gold denominations until part way through 1866.

for the connoisseur in the Liberty .Seated series. A memorable piece.

Die notes: In keeping with certain other denominations of this year (notably

By way of comparison, we note that the finest seen by N'CiC was an

the 1866 Shield nickel five-cent piece) the fourth digit in the date logotype ap¬

KF-4(), undoubtedly a very nice coin, and the finest to cross the

pears to be significantly larger than the third. 'I'he exact reason for this is not ob¬

threshold at PCfJ.S has been a M.S-63, in this context a world-class
rarity.

vious. A couple theories have surfaced, including the fourth digit being punched
separately and more deeply, or the fourth digit being from a different punch.
'I'here is some difference in the punche.s, notable in several areas, particularly the

Pedinree: William .M. Friesner Collection, Edouard Frossard, June 7-8,

space between the top knob and the bottom curve of the 6. Briggs Reverse B.

1894; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
F.liasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs

Obverse with date high and closer to the base of I.ib-

ert\- than to the dentils. 'I'he first two digits of the date boldly repunched. Reverse
with features particularly deeply impressed into the die, generating very bold

Notable 1866-S Quarter Dollar
Condition Census

peripheral lettering. 'I'he .S mintmark, punched separately into the die, is
somew hat lighter in relief and is interestingly rounded on the higher areas.
The Kriesner (Collection sale was a watershed event for the mintmark histo¬
rian and represented the first truly diverse cabinet of an enthusiastic specialist
and connoisseur to be sold through the auction venue.

1484 186.S l*r(M)f-63/64. .A splendid specimen with indescribably beauti¬
ful delicate golden toning over mirror surfaces, w ith splashes of elec¬
tric blue and iridescence on the rim. A premium tpiality coin worth a
premium price. One of just .S(H) Proofs minted this year.
Fediftree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .March 6-

1487 1866-S Al 1-55. Brilliant with much original frost remaining. Some¬
what prooflike. A (]ondition (]ensus coin in our opinion, a piece that

7, 1894. J M Clapp; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.

ranks as one of the finest examples seen of an issue which typically

J.liaiberz, Sr.

occurs at well worn levels. A prize for the Liberty Seated specialist.

I )ic notes Briggs ,VB.

“Prohibitively rare Lncirculated” notes Walter Breen.
Pedigree: “.Wa." York Collector" Sale, .Manh 8, 1898, conducted Av
Edouard Frossard; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, tn
Louis E. Elias berg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs l-,\. The reverse is the s.ime used to strike the t867-S
(piarter offered under Lot 1484. This same reserve die. m a still later stare,
used to com the reverse of the IH()4-S m Lot 1444
In his Mmi .Murkt monograph in IH4L Xugiistiis (t

Heaton commented

" I he IHWi-S IS the first of the series ssith the motto l\(it )D W I' IKl SI It is
also the first to tlismiss the large S mintmark and shoss a sets small s that con

_

\:m,
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tinucs with little change through the rest of the San Francisco Mint quarters.”
For further reading see IheGohrecht Journal, March 1983, “ Fhe 1K66-S Quar¬
ter,” by Bill Cregan. He illustrates a worn piece, comments that it is very un¬

Superb Gem 1868-S Quarter Dollar

derrated. even in relation to its sparse 28,()()() mintage, and that the 1864-S has

One of the Finest Know n

appeared at public sale five times more often than the 1866-S. “Stretching rar¬
ity even further, the 1866-S might rank in rarity with the (Parson City quarters

Exceedingly Rare So Choice

minted 1870-1873, which were all scarce,” the same writer concluded. .More¬
over, he was not aware that a coin existed even in at the AU level.
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1867 Proof-65. A beautiful gem with delieate champagne toning
over mirror surfaces. Iridescent toning at the rims.
Pedigree: Collection of George Bauer et al., sold hy Ben G. Green, April 8,
1905; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Apparently a different obverse die than described by Briggs, the
present lacking repunching of stars. An examination of the reverse shows some
repunching at the motto, specifically at the upper right of the N of IN, the G of
GOD, the E of WE, and a bold repunching at the right of the second T in
'FRUST. 'Fhe previously offered 1866 quarter dollar shows some repunching,
but it was slightly differently configured. Apparently the motto was strength¬
ened in the die by the use of extra letter punches—or perhaps there is another
explanation. Doubtless, an examination of Liberty Seated quarter dollars of
this date would reveal the continuity of reverse die use from one year to an¬
other.

Beautiful 1867-S Quarter
Among the Finest Known

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1491

1868-S MS-66. A superb gem specimen. Creamy (as Larry Briggs
calls it) lustre, satiny, or overlaid with splashes of medium golden ton¬
ing. The 1868-S quarter dollar is a great rarity at this grade level.
Here is a “wonder coin,” as one consultant to the present listing ob¬
served with enthusiasm and admiration.
Pedigree: J.B. Chase Collection sale, Thomas L. Elder, December 19,1907;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. Obverse w ith delicate repunching at top of 1 in date.
8tars well formed, a few (notably 3-5) with slight outlines. Reverse with some
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1867-S MS-64. Lustrous and brilliant. A very beautiful piece which

double punching on the inscriptions at the right and bottom. Motto IN (lOD
WFi 'FRLIST with some double punching in areas (typical of pieces of this era;

cannot be much different than it appeared on the long-ago day when

we will not continue to notice these in detail, except to say that the interested

it was struck. The 1867-S is very elusive in all grade categories, but at

specialist will enjoy studying them under magnification).

the MS-64 level it emerges as very rare coin, certainly a candidate for
Condition Census or a close challenger. Few equivalent 1867-S quar¬
ter dollars exist anywhere in numismatics.
It should be re-emphasized that Liberty Seated quarter dollars as a
series are very hard to find in Mint State. Among these, the San Fran¬
cisco coins of the 1850s and 1860s are especially so. Quality as seen in
the Eliasberg Collection offering may never be repeated.
Die notes: Br'iggs 1-A. Fhe reverse is the same used to strike the 1866-8 quarter
offered under l^ot 1487. 'Fhis same reverse die in a later state was used to coin
the reverse of the 1869-8 offered in Lot 1493.

1492

1869 Proof-64. Champagne toning over golden surfaces, (mnmctalbluc and gold at the rims.
Die notes: Briggs Obverse 2, presumably Reverse B. (.ailed by Briggs the
Doubled Die (3bver.se!! ('Fhe double exclamation points are from Larry 's text).
Under magnification certain features of Miss Liberty show doubling. 1 he last
digit in the date is slightly doubled, but for other reasons, as the date was
punched separately into the die with a four-digit logotype.
Proof commentary: Fhe Proof mintage this year amounted to 6(M) pieces, sold
as part of silver Proof sets (trime through dollar). By this time the Mint had
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1868 Proof-64. Champagne toning over mirror surfaces. Cold and
electric bltic at the borders.
Die notes: Briggs Obverse 2. First digit of date lightly but quite noticeably
triple punched. 8ome doubling is visible at the last date digit as well.

:)WERS AND MKKENA

settled into the groove of striking I’roofs more or less equal to demand for
them, resulting in nearly complete distribution of each vear s production.
Uncle 8am's “greenback” notes still traded at a discount to silver and were not
payable at par for the ordering of Proof coins. It is a curious I.Mitnotc m .\mcrican financial history that it was not until 1878 that United 8tates paper moncs.
United 8tates silver coins, and United 8tates gold coins all traded lor the same
amount!
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Important Mint State 1869-S Quarter

II, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louts L. h.liasberf>,

This replaced a coin earlier acquired in the .Mumford Collection sale ( 1896a

CZondltion (Census

Die notes; Bnggs 1-A The obverse die is extensively broken with LTJiks eiuirclin^

the entire piece, branching into forks or byways at intervals. Not many coin(

rhe H.P. Smith Specimen

could have been struck after this one. The reverse die, not w ithstanding its us^

over a period of several years, still shows no cracks. Interestingly, the same reverse

die, now in a later state, of course, is the same used to coin the reverse of th^
1866-S and 1867-S coins offered earlier under Lots 1487 and 1489.

1493

1S69-S MS-64. “Creamy” lustre, as typical for San Francisco Mint
coins of this era. Mostly brilliant with some splashes of light gold. A
thoroughly beautiful specimen of an issue which, w hen seen, is typi¬
cally in low grades. Walter Breen notes that the piece is “extremely

1494

rare in .Mint State,” while Larry Briggs states that just four to 12 are
known in Mint State of which most (presumably) are closer to MS-60
than to the splendid grade of the piece offered here.

1870 Proof-64. Gray and golden toning over mirror surfacesi
Splashes of blue at the rims.

Mintage: 1,000 pieces, for reasons not explained. This is a sharp increase

from the 600 for the year preceding, and might be explained by productiorl

Here, indeed, is another formidable rarity from the standpoint of

problems for Proofs. Quite a few of the silver Proofs of this year (present coin

combined numerical grade and visual appeal, another “wonder coin.”

excepted) are sloppily made, one can imagine that certain others were pro^

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 8-

duced, discarded, and replaced by better pieces.
Die notes: Briggs 2-B.

Spectacular Prooflike Gem 1870-GG Quarter
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Spectacular Prooflike Gem 1870-CC Quarter
A Centerpiece of the Eliasberg Collection
Far and Away the Finest Known
The H.P. Smith Collection Coin

?5

1870-CC MS-64, prooflike, a spectacular gem piece.
For starters, Larry Briggs mentions that not only is the 1870-CC

at the Carson City Mint on December 31, 1869, part of the shipment dis¬
patched from the Engraving Department of the Philadelphia Mint on October

“considered to be the rarest date in the series,” but that it is “un¬

29 of the same year. Just one obverse and one reverse die were employed, al¬
though two pairs had been sent. Apparently the other pair was discarded, for

known in Uncirculated grade.” Larry did not have the opportunity to

the 1870 obverse has not been seen on any known examples of the quarter, and

examine the Eliasberg Collection and did not know of this piece.

the identical reverse die was continued in use several years thereafter. The first

In 1893, when the 1870-CC was scarcely 23 years old, Augustus G.
Heaton reflected that “It has the smallest coinage of the CC series
and is exceedingly rare.” The reference was to the 1870-CC in any

delivery of 1870-CC quarters occurred on April 20, 1870, when 3,.540 were
struck. The second delivery of 1,400 pieces occurred on May 24, followed by
the third and final delivery of 3,400 on August 15.
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. Quarter dollars were struck from only one pair of dies

grade, never mind Uncirculated.
The obverse and reverse of the Eliasberg Collection 1870-CC are

this year. As only a few quarters were produced, the reverse was carried over for

both highly prooflike. In fact, if the piece did not bear a CC mintmark

tinctively on the coin. The left letter is considerably lower than the right, is

one could readily assign it the Proof designation. Most probably this is¬

positioned over the right of the center of A, with the upper right of the mint
letter being slightly below and left of the tip of the arrow feather. The right

sue was struck for presentation or to observe the initial coinage of this

side mint letter is positioned higher and is centered, more or less, beneath the

denomination at the newly opened Carson City Mint. Production of

arrow feather, and is above the center of the letter R in QUAR below. The ob¬

the variety commenced on April 20, 1870, when 3,540 were made. As

verse date figures on the 1870-CC quarter dollar are fairly well centered be¬

no 1870-CC dimes were struck this year, the quarter dollar represented

tween the base of Liberty and the dentils, but slope ever so slightly down to

the smallest denomination. Just 8,340 were made during the year.
The obverse of the present piece displays lightly mottled gold ton¬

later use (see subsequent lots). The CC mintmark is placed irregularly and dis¬

the right. Under high magnification some die roughness can be seen on the
right side of the digit 8, in the crack or crevice separating the upper and lower
parts. Some trivial repunching can be seen just below the top part of the 7.

ing with splashes of electric blue at the rims. The reverse is similar

On the body of Miss Liberty there are some interesting raised lines in the

but somewhat lighter at the centers. In the left obverse field the

general area above the shield. A die crack, possibly unrecorded, begins at star 8

Proof surface is the result of highly polishing the dies, including

and continues through the Liberty Cap, on the bottom of star 9.1 his is virtu¬

within the shield stripes. Under high-powered magnification some

ally hairline-tiny in its aspect. If a study of other 1870-CC quarter dollars re¬
veals that there are earlier die states (without crack), then the scenario of creat¬

die striae can be seen as artifacts from the process.
Among quarter dollars the Carson City issues of this era are all

ing this coin would shift to its being made later than the first impression from
the dies. However, if all known 1870-CC quarter dollars have this very delicate

seemingly rare. Front row center is, of course, the remarkable 1873-

crack, then the scenario mentioned earlier still stands. In the history of branch

CC Without Arrows at Date (see Lot 1503). However, in terms of rar¬

mint Proofs it is shown that while certain pieces were made as first impressions

ity at the gem level, the present 1870-CC far eclipses its more famous
cousin! In fact, the highest coin certified by either NGC (AU-53) or

from the dies, other branch mint Proofs were struck to observe special occa¬
sions other than initial strikings.
I'he mintmark CC is comprised of two separate letters punched individually.

PCGS (EF-40) falls far short of even minimum Mint State.
If the term “once-in-a-lifetime opportunity” is appropriate, and

Numerous die preparation lines can be seen under magnification, including

few would argue that it can be used multiple times in the Eliasberg

tending upward from the right side of the I in AMPiRICA. etc.
P'or further reading: Larry Briggs in The Gobrecht Journal, November 1983,

Collection, it certainly can be used with the present coin. This 1870CC, remarkable in its quality and rarity, is certainly one of the most

under the top part of the first S in STATPiS, within the top of the P in OP, ex¬

published an article, “Die Characteristics of the 1870-CC Quarter,

which il¬

lustrated die finish lines, discussed the reeding count (122 on the Philadelphia

important pieces in the present sale and will forever be a highlight in

coin of this year and 124 on the 1870-CC), and gave other technical informa¬

the collection of its next owner.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 8-

tion. Also see “'I'he linderpriced 1870-CC Quarter.” by Bob Poster, in the

11, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

most underrated and underpriced coins in the Liberty .Seated quarter series.

Historical notes: The dies used to strike the 1870-CC quarter dollars arrived

March 1983 number of the same periodical. He notes that this is

one oDhe

Indeed, the tributes to the 1870-CC have been numerous, certainly more nu¬
merous than actual specimens of high-grade coins themselves!

1496

1871 Proof-64/65. Light lilac and golden toning over deep mirror
surfaces. Gold and blue toning at the rims. .A spectacular piece from
an aesthetic viewpoint, just the type of quality one would expect
from a coin preserved carefully since the last century.
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. By this time the die production at the I hiladelphia
Mint had obtained a fairly high degree of sophistication, and dilTcrcnccs
among various issues of a given date tend to be minimal. l.\i cnce o
repunching in the date numerals, common in the Liberts .Seated senes m t c
184()s, is by the 1870s rather unusual, at least so far as significant repunching is
concerned. Accordinglv, the collecting community typicalb seeks just
ample of each date and mint. .Still, for those who care there arc some diflcrences, stich as the rust pit pointed out by Briggs as existing

^

*'

the present Proof in the drapery folds to the right of the 3 in
I

10^
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Landmark 1871-GG Quarter Dollar
Kanty-8 in Gem Mint State
One of Three Reported in Mint State

1497

1871-(X] MS-65, prooflike. Sharply struck. A cameo showpiece.

Pedigree: Purchased fry [.outs E. E.iiasher^, Sr, in the Numismatic

with delicate lilac and heather toning w ith splashes of blue and gold.

Gallery's sale of the "World's Greatest Collection" (Frederick C.C. Hoyd

Here is another landmark (Parson (uty Liberty Seated quarter, a

Collection), March 4, 1945, and in the Fdiasherg Collection since that time.

piece that will attract great excitement and enthusiasm when it

Die notes: Briggs 1-A. Interestingly, the reverse die which earlier had a prcxif-

crosses the auction bl(Kk. It may be many years before an example of

like finish (see the preceding 187()-(Xb by this time had the Prcxif surface worn

comparable (juality is offered. To our knowledge, only three coins in

away by die use, thus creating a very pleasant, satiny finish. The obverse die of

this preservation league are known to exist.

this particular piece is highly polished and can be termed prooflike. I’nder

I'hc two other Mint .State pieces are believed to be the coin we of¬
fered in March 1988 as the Norweb (killection (Lot 1640) and the
Oiacomo Opc//o to James A. .Stack to Reed Hawn coin, sold by
Stack’s, which we have not seen, so we cannot compare it to the
present specimen. We do know, however, that the presently offered
coin IS of nearly flawless (juality and would be exceedingly difficult
to match.
'1 he 1871-L(; (jiiarter is one of the great rarities in the I.ibcrty
Seared series Kven worn specimens arc very difficult to find. In
grades alxive Kxtremely I me there is no price indication in A CiuiHr
Honk of! nilfftSliilft (.oirtf. Here is one of the most remarkable coins
in the present offering, a legendary piece which will be forever re¬

I 10

membered by specialists in the series.

One of just three reported to exist in Mint State. Obverse and reverse

magnification the first digit, 1, of the date is sharply double-punched at the
bottom, while the last digit, also a 1, seems to be triple-punched. Meanwhile,
the 7 is lightly repunched at the top, and the 8 shows hardly any repunchmg at
all. I his seemingly illogical situation is caused by certain punchings obliterat¬
ing others in an irregular manner. .Star 11 is slightly doubled on its points. Both
letters in the (XI mintmark show doubling, most probably machine doubling,
as a later use of this die (in I87.M is without this'fcature. However, doubling is
also seen on the 1872-(X;.
I he 187<)-(,(,, I871-(X;, I872-(XI, and both varieties of l87.)-(XI olTered in
the present sale were all struck from the same reverse die, as eMilenced bv mi¬
croscopic examination of the details, including placement of the minimaik No
(.arson (.itv coins were minted in 1874

I he next piece, 187S-(l(I, is from add

ferenr reverse die and has the mmimark in an entirely ddTereni |>osi(ion with
relation to the Ixitiom arrow feather

iu)\vi: Ks .\M) mi:kkn
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Additional Notes and Commentary

John W. McCloskey in The Gobrecht Journal, November 198f), published an
article, “ The 1871-CC quarter,” which described its die characteristics.

An essay on another example of this coin, “1 he finest Known 1H71-CC
Quarter,” by James j. Jelinski and Mulford B. Simons, Jr., appeared in The

Dies for the coinage of the 1871-(X) quarter dollar were received at the (iarson City Mint on December 15, 1870, having been ordered from Philadelphia

Gobrecht Journal. March 1979. the focus of attention was an example of the

(where all dies are made and mintmarks applied) during the preceding month.
The first delivery of 1871-CC quarters amounted to 3,490 pieces and took
place on February 2, 1871, followed by 2,400 on August 11 and 5,(H)0 on .Sep¬

1871-CC offered in the James A. Stack Collection by Stack s, 1975, called
“I NIQUK IN MINTSTAI'K,” this coming on the heels of Don I'axay’s 1971
comment in \\\^ Scott's Comprehensive Catalogue and Encyclopedia, “none known
Uncirculated, very rare KK.” The James A. Stack coin is described by Jelinski
and Simons as being prooflike on the obverse and uniformly frosted on the re¬

tember 30. Although four obverse dies were ordered from Philadelphia, appar¬
ently only one obverse was actually used.
Walter Breen in his 1988 Encyclopedia notices the 1871-CC Eliasberg coin as

Breen’s description of an 1871-CC half dollar in his book. The Encyclopedia of

being Mint State, but omitted mention of the 1870-CC, obviously a major
memory lapse as certain of his notes concerning the Eliasberg Collection had

I 'nited States and Colonial Proof Coins 1722-1977. I'he writers go on to survey

been stolen or misplaced years earlier, and when he endeavored to reconstruct

other outstanding collections, including specialized cabinets of quarters, and

them there were many errors and omissions. (See comment under Lot 1402.)
In the November 1992 issue of The Gobrecht Journal, Douglas E. Barr offered

verse. 'I'hey make a case for it being a one-sided Proof, pointing to Walter

note that every other important quarter dollar sale either completely lacked an
the end of the article this is stated: “Contrary to Mr. Taxay’s assertion ‘Un¬

“Tentative Condition Census and Rarity Ratings for the 1871-CC Liberty
Seated Quarter,” stating that in recent decades only 26 pieces in various grades

known in Uncirculated,’ there is one other appearance of an Uncirculated

had appeared at auction, or just slightly over an average of one per year. This

1871-CC or had one in lower grades. Notwithstanding the preceding, toward

1871-CC quarter, the F.C.C. Boyd Collection coin sold in 1945 by Kosoff in

frequency is deceiving, he went on to say, noting that three different appear¬

“The World’s Greatest Collection.” 'I'hat piece currently resides in the

ances of an AU piece all represented the same coin. His Condition Census

Eliasberg Collection.” It was also in the same sale that Eliasberg obtained an

noted the following pieces as being the finest of their kind:
1. 'Fhe Norweb specimen, lincirculated, catalogued by the present writer

1873-CC Without Arrows quarter.
In The Gobrecht Journal, March 1987, Roy D. Ash published an article, “Lib¬
erty Seated Quarter Dollar Survey,” in w hich examples of various issues in col¬
lections were analyzed. Among Carson City issues, 12 pieces were located, with
an average grade below V'ery Fine, this being the most elusive collectible
Carson City issue in absolute terms (the 1873-CC Without Arrows was not in¬
cluded in the survey and was not represented at all). Runner-up was the 1870CC with just 14 pieces known, with an average grade of 16.7, or just a hair

(QDB) in March 1988, encapsulated by PCGS as MS-64.
2. The James A. Stack specimen catalogued as Brilliant Uncirculated, proof¬
like.
3. An Lincirculated specimen reported by Walter Breen in 1988, this being
the Eliasberg Collection.
4. The R.L. Miles, Jr. specimen, offered by Stack’s in 1985, All
5. The Extremely Fine specimen in the Nate Smith Sale, March 1973.

above the Fine level,'and a few points short of Very Fine. Then came the 1873-

6. The Extremely Fine specimen in the Westchester Collection, Bowers and

CC With Arrows, with 19 reported. Most plentiful was the 1876-CC with 87
registered. Notably, the average grade of various issues of the Carson City Mint

Merena Galleries, February 1987.
7. The Extremely Fine specimen in the Chris Schenkel Collection, Bowers

1871-1873 was no higher than Fine!

and Merena Galleries, November 1990.

Breathtaking 1871-S Quarter
Believed Finest Known
Superb Gem

1499

1872 Proof-64. Another splendid Proof coin of the same general ap¬
pearance as the Eliasberg Collection Proofs of nearby dates. Eight
golden toning over mirror surfaces, tdectric blue rims.
Pedigree: Dixie iMtid Collection sold by Geoffrey Charlton Adams, Sovemher
15-16,1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louts E. Rltaslterg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs 3-C. Larry Briggs notes a little notchlike indentation on the
inside of the fifth star; actually, this defect is in the master or hub and occurs on
most if not all different business strike and Proof issues of this general era, in¬
deed continuing until the end of the series in 1891. Date punched just below
center, closer to dentils than to the base of Liberty.
Fhe student of the series would do well to examine the motto IN (jOD W E
FRllS r on various issues of this era, to determine common use of reverse dies.
More than any other area there are numerous die finish lines, strengthenings
and repunchings, etc. Also, the depth at which the motto and ribbon are im¬
pressed into the die varies, w ith some dies show ing parts of the rihbon missing,
particularly in the distant fold near the left side. I he reverse has an interesting
die scratch on the left side of the shield. I'his identical die was used to coin
Proof Liberty Seated quarters from 1872 through 1876 inclusive and is seen on
all the Eliasberg Collection Proofs offered in this range.

(photo enlarged to twice actual .fize)

1498

1871-S MS-66. Sharply struck and very attractive. Brilliant frosty
surfaces with delicate goiden toning just beginning to form. A breathtakingly beautiful specimen of an issue which when seen is apt to be
in lower grades. I’he finest certified is MS-6.S.
In 189.3 Augustus (L Heaton observed, somewhat prcscicntly as
the elusive (piality of the 1871-S was not generally recognized until
much later: “The piece is very rare.”
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. Reverse from the very early state of the die show ing
some interesting die finish lines (high magnification is needed) particularly
near the iim at the lower right.
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Landmark 1872-CG Quarter
Superb Gem
Far and Away the Finest Known to Exist
Off the Market Since 1905

I5(K)

1872-CX] \tS-66 or finer. A landmark specimen. Outranks, out¬

which was graded by the present cataloguer as AT-55 or finer (since

flanks the famous 1871-(X; in this regard, and in

Mint State is ezen

that time PfXiS has graded it as MS-62), while N(»(] has mustered an

I'artially prcMrflike obverse. Frosty reverse. Brilliant and satiny, vir¬

KF--4.S as its finest. F^ach of these two coins is, of course, ver\ desir¬
able.

rarer than the legendary IS7.i-(Xi Without Arroxirs!
tual perfection. I felicate toning is just beginning to form. ()n the re¬
verse to the left of the Q m Q( .\R there is a darker spot.
Only 2Z,MS() examples were minted of the 1872-00 rpiarter dollar.
All r»f these were put into the channels of commerce, so far as is
known, and none were savetl for numismatic cabinets. Over a period

Here, indeed, in the Kliasberg Oollection 1872-00 is a Libertv
•Seated coin for the ages. .Again the prospective bidder is confronted
with w hat may truly be a once-in-a-lifetime opportunitv.
Pedigree: Isaac h.xiell. August !90S: John //■ Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942,
to Louis L. Lliasherg, Sr.

of time most betame wnrn or lost, loday, the 1872-0(> is a major raritv in anv grade, and even an KI -40 piece would be a pri/.e. The
present roin is l^tclievcd to be far and away the finest known. The fin-r known to l/arry Briggs was our Norweb Oollection Lot W>4.^

I )ic notes Briggs I -.V. ()nly one obverse ilie ss as used, this licing distinguished
bv having a raised die scran h diagonallv through the lower part ot the shield (as
IS

described in detail bv Briggs) I )ate position somewhat similat to the I’hila

delphta Mint I'riHil, slightly below lenter ()n the present piese there is a patch
ot die roughness attached lo the right side ot the 7 alMuit ai the midwas (soint

I he Louis A. h.liasberg, Sr., Collection

Reverse from die as preceding, mintmark letters slightly doubled punched.
Some machine or shelf doubling at the tops of UNITED. By now the reverse
die is beginning to show some light rust, particularly evident at QUAR. DOL.
Commentary: An article by Douglas E. Barr, “Survival Estimates for the

verse dies. On January 22, 1872, they requested one additional 1872 obverse
die. The Philadelphia Mint sent the one obverse die by rail to Carson City, and
this arrived on February 24, 1872. The previous shipment of four obverses and
two reverses was sent by steamer and arrived on March 7, 1872. The impa¬

1870-CC to 1873-CC Liberty Seated Quarters,” in The Gobrecht Journal, July

tience of officials at the Carson City Mint was soon shown as the one obverse

1988, gave the results of a survey. While no 1873-CC W'ithout Arrows quarters

arriving on February 24 was put into use on February 29, 1872. The reverse
used for striking this was the reverse that had been in use since 1870. Even af¬

w'ere reported to be owned by those participating, six specimens of the 1870CC were described, seven of the I871-CC, 15 of the 1872-CC, and eight of the
1873-CC With Arrows. The highest grades reported were EE for one each of
the 1870-CC and 1871-CC. For the 1872-CC and 1873-CC the highest grades
reported were V'E “In the survey period there were no occurrences in AU or
Uncirculated” he commented.

ter the arrival of two more reverse dies on March 7, the old reverse continued to
be used throughout the year. 'I'wo different obverse dies were used in 1872 to
produce quarters.”
The first delivery of 1872-CC quarters was 8,000 pieces on February 29 of
that year, followed by 5,750 on March 30, 5,100 on .September 27, and the final

Larry Briggs in The Gobrecht Journal, November 1989, commented: “Dies for

delivery of 4,000 on December 31, totaling 22,850. Briggs related that until

1872 were requested by the Carson City Mint on November 21, 1871. Apparently
there was some confusion between Carson City and the Mint at Philadelphia

1977 it was thought that the 1872-CC had a mintage of only 9,100 pieces, this
being the total of the September and December deliveries. However, exploration

because the Carson City Mint twice more requested dies from Philadelphia.

in the National Archives turned up the previously unknown coinages of February

On January 20, 1872, they requested four 1872 obverse dies and two new re¬

and March.

Rare Mint State 1872-S Quarter
Far Rarer than Generally Realized
The Harlan P. Smith Coin

1502

1873 No Arrows. Closed 3. Proof-65. A splendid gem Proof with
light golden toning over mirror surfaces. Deeper gold and, finally,
electric blue characterizes the border. A splendid example from a
Proof mintage of just 600 coins, of which perhaps as many as 100

501

1872-S MS-62. Brilliant with satiny, “creamy” lustre. Delicate
golden toning. Well struck. A very attractive example of an issue
which is a major rarity in Mint State. The “Additional Notes” given

were melted. Certainly one of the finest known.
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. This identical die was used to eoin Proof Liherty
Seated quarters from 1872 through 1876 inclusive and is seen on all the
Eliasberg Collection Proofs offered in this range.

below open the possibility, largely unrealized to even advanced col¬
lectors, that the 1872-S may be one of the major “sleepers” in the Liberty
Seated series.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 8II, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr
.\pparently, this upgraded a piece earlier acquired in the Blair Collection sale
(1896).
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. An early impression from perfect dies.

Additional Notes
Writing in The Gobrecht Journal, March 1987, Roy D. Ash, under the title
“Liberty .Seated Quarter Dollars Survey,” noted that among San Francisco
Mint issues, far fewer had been seen of the 1872-S than any other studied, with
only 12 examples reported in a survey he conducted. Runner-up in rarity was
the 1871-S with 21 examples, closely followed by the 1866-S with 22, 1864-S
with 23, and 1860-S and 1867-S tied at 25. Most plentiful was the 1888-S (see
related discussion under the 1888-S in the present catalogue).
For expanded information on the subject also see Bill Cregan’s article, “The
Rare 1872-S Quarter,” in The Gobrecht Journal, July 1990. He commented that
“.Some specialists even believe the 1872-S quarter is as difficult to obtain as
some of the rarest date Carson City quarters.” He went on to comment that
years ago a mintage of 103,000 was reported in the Guide Book, but it had been
adjusted downward to 83,000 in more modern times. Even so, pieces seemed
to be rarer than the lower figure would suggest. “There may be another reason
to explain the scarcity of the 1872-.S quarter,

C.regan continued.

I he Coinage

Law of 1873, raised the weights of our silver coin.s, and the mints were ordered
to melt uncurrent coins on hand to meet the new' law s requirements. It is cer¬
tainly possible that the .San Francisco Mint had a large supply of unreleased
1872-.S quarters that were melted and re-made into quarters of the new stan¬
dard.” The same writer suggested that possibly two or three gem Uncirculated
pieces might exist and, at least one AU coin, and a couple dozen in the VF to
F)E range.
Per contra, NCC lists three specimens at the M,S-65 level, but it is not known
to the writer if these represent different pieces, 'fhe finest to be graded by
PCGS is a solitary M.S-63.
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Maximum Expenditure Option
Take advantage of our “Maximum Expenditure” op¬
tion listed under our Terms of Sale. In this way, you can bid
on up to eight times the amount you actually wish to spend,
and we will keep track of your bidding until that amount
is reached. For example, if you wish to spend $5,000, you
can bid on up to $40,000 worth of coins! Try our “Maxi¬
mum Expenditure” option. It has worked for others, and
it will work for you.

ihf l.ouis E. E/iasdfr}', Sr., Collection

Classic 1873-CC Without Arrows Quarter

Lot 1503

1 14
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The Louis K. Eliasherfr, Sr., (iollection

Classic 1873-GC Without Arrows Quarter
Mint State
One of Only Five Examples Known

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1873-CC No Arrows at date. MS-62/65. Prooflike. Closed 3 in
date as always. Lightly mottled gold, gray, and brown toning over

Office, New York City). On hand from the Philadelphia Mint were these: Will¬
iam E. DuBois (assayer), Archibald Loudon Snowden (chief coiner), William
Barber (chief engraver), James C. Booth (melter; one of the most technically

mostly brilliant surfaces. Obverse well struck except for star points

qualified people ever on the Mint staff; it was he who did much of the work

on right side of obverse as normal. Reverse well struck. A very pleas¬

circa 1856 for the adoption of the copper-nickel cent alloy), and Henry C.

ing specimen of this landmark quarter dollar, the rarity in the Liberty

Hickok (secretary of the Assay Commission). Appointed to the Assay Commis¬

Seated quarter series and, indeed, the entire denomination.

sion from the public sector were these individuals: Henry Coppee, Fi.B. Elliott,

The mintage of the 1873-CC Without Arrows quarter dollar is be¬
lieved to have been only 4,000 coins. Apparently, most were melted

H.E. Hilgard, Hon. John P. Jones (U.S. senator from Nevada; he is noticed in
the introduction to the 20-cent pieces in the present Eliasberg Collection cata¬
logue), John Jay Knox (father of the U.S. trade dollar; see introduction to the

(after April 1, 1873, and before July 10, 1873) as being obsolete; the

trade dollar section), John L. LeConte, Andrew Mason (another assayer from

Coinage Act of 1873 had specified a slightly increased authorized

the New York Assay Office), J.M. Merrick, John M. Rose, and B.F. Taylor (erst¬

weight, and later 1873-CC (With Arrows) quarters were made under

while chief coiner of the New Orleans Mint, and important in the scenario of

this new standard.
The Eliasberg Collection specimen is one of only three Mint State

the creation of the 1861 Confederate States of America half dollar). On hand for
the Assay Commission to consider vtccc examples of the 1873-CC coinage (as
well as all other silver and gold coinages). Included would have been several

specimens confirmed to exist. In addition, two worn pieces are

examples of the 1873-CC Without Arrows quarter dollar. I'he procedure was

known. This equals a total population of five specimens, ranking the

for the Assay Commission to select at random from the many hundreds of gold
and silver coins on hand a few for destructive testing. The other coins, repre¬

issue among the rarest of all American coins.
Neither J.M. Clapp nor John H. Clapp ever owned an 1873-CC
W'ithout Arrows quarter dollar. Circa the 1890s J.M. Clapp was in
touch with DeWitt S. Smith, who acted as a consultant concerning

senting the majority, were either placed into circulation or, if desired, given as
souvenirs to Assay Commission members for face value. Presumably, this was
done with several 1873-CC W'ithout Arrows quarter dollars.
• John W. Haseltine. Haseltine in 1874 was the pre-eminent rare coin dealer

which mintmarked coins were minted or existed, and which were

in Philadelphia with close ties to the Mint. Later called “I'he Numismatic Re¬

never made or were unknown. DeWitt S. Smith told Clapp that

frigerator” for all of the rarities he had “on ice,” Haseltine was the Mint’s filter

Augustus G. Heaton owned a specimen, and that New York City

for distribution of the 1801-1802-1803 Proof restrike silver dollars, the 1804

dealer and collector Harlan P. Smith had sold it to him. “Want this”

Class HI dollars, and other delicacies.

Clapp wrote in his notebook, but the opportunity to acquire one

• Stephen K. Nagy. Son-in-law and business associate of John W. Haseltine,

never happened. In that era very little was known about the 1873

and partner with him in many numismatic transactions, including many impor¬

mintmark coinage.

Registry of the 1873-CC
Without Arrows Quarter Dollar

tant sales to the following;
• William H. Woodin. Prominent late 19th- and early 20th-century numisma¬
tist, specialist in gold coins (in particular), connoisseur, pattern collector, re¬
searcher (he wrote the text of the 1913 Adams-Woodin work on patterns;
Adams was the photographer), an early collector of mintmark varieties, indus¬
trialist (American Car & Foundry Co.), and, among other accomplishments,

The following registry is drawn from several sources, notably from

Franklin D. Roosevelt’s first secretary of the Treasury, 1933.

P. Scott Rubin’s article in our Rare Coin Review' No. 66, but also from

• H.O. Granberg. Oshkosh, Wisconsin, numismatist, owner of several spe¬

our 1988 offering of the Norweb Collection specimen, Larry Briggs’

cialized collections, connoisseur, one of the first collectors to own an 1884 and

Comprehensive Encyclopedia of United States Liberty Seated Quarters, and

an 1885 trade dollar, owner of an 1804 dollar, etc.

various commentaries m Ihe Gobrecht Joumal. Opinions {e.g,, from the
Assay Commission) are of the present writer (QDB).

• On July 16, 1919, many of Granberg’s coins were auctioned by B. Max
Mehl. The sale, Mehl’s 54th, offered as Lot 358 the 1873-C(. Without .Arrows
quarter dollar. It was in good company with rare Proof half cents, a complete

1. Eliasberg Specimen. Mint State.
• Carson City Mint reserve for the Assay Commission.
• Assay Ckimmission. The Commission met in Philadelphia on Wednesday,
February 11, l«74, to review the coinage of the preceding year, 1873. On hand
were these ex officio members; 1 Ion. A.F. Rorie (judge of the II..S. District Court
for the F;astcrn District of Pennsylvania), John Cadwalader (second judge from
the district as preceding), and Herbert Cray Torrcy (assayer at the II..S. A,s,say
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run of 1801-1803 restrike Proof dollars, an 1884 (but not 1885) trade dollar, and
more.
• Frederick C.C. Boyd. In this era Boyd, an executive of the I nion News (.o.
(which maintained newspaper stands and kiosks in public places including rail¬
road stations) was assiduously assembling w hat would prove to be one of the
finest specialized cabinets of American coinage. He had an especially sharp eye
for quality.
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• l'J4^ auction ot'the K(l.(;. Boyd Collection by the Numismatic (iallery

• Imperial Coin Company (Benjamin Stack, proprietor). Active in the 195))s

i Vbe kosoff and Abner Kreisbern), New York Cuty. Boyd wanted anonymity

and l%()s. Imperial was liK'ated at first in New York City, then Las \cgas, Ne¬

■althouKh eservone knew who the owner was), and his cabinet was sold under

vada. Ben .Stack handled many important tarities including at one time one

the title of “ I'he World's (ireatest (Collection.” The 187.C{C(C (|uarter dollar

each of PrcKif trade dollars of 1884 and 1885.

appeared as l,ot .(78.

• Mrs. R. Henry Norweb purchased the coin from Imperial on July 29, 1954.

• l.ouis K. Kliasbert;, .Sr., was the buyer.

• Norweb Collection auctioned by Bowers and Merena in 1988.

• i'he coin here <»ffercd.

• Martin Paul.
• .Andrew Lustig.

2. Randall Specimen. .Mint State.

• Kenneth Goldman.

• (Carson (City Mint reserve for the Assay (Commission.

• Jim O’Donnell.

• .Assay (Commission (scenario as delineated under No. 1 above).

• Jay I’arrino, trading as “The Mint.”

• John W. tlaseltine.
• John Swan Randall. .A resident of Norwich, New York, Randall was one of
the most enthusiastic numismatists of the 186()s and 1870s. Today his name is
indelibly imprinted in the annals of the hobby via the Randall Hoard, from his
purchase in the 1860s of a large quantity of Uncirculated 1816-1820 copper

4. Kreisberg Specimen. Very Fine.
• Early provenance unknown, but placed into circulation in the 19th century,
probably as a “spent” Assay Commission coin.

cents said to have been found under a railroad platform in Georgia and ac¬

• .Abner Kreisberg, well-known Beverly Hills, California, dealer. 'Phis coin

quired as a novelty by W'.M. Chapman, a dry-goods merchant in Norwich, who

had been considered “lost” by some students of the series until it resurfaced in

was unable to use them in a promotion and passed them along to Randall. (The

1992, said to have been found among a group of coins in Bellingham, Washington.

Randall Hoard has been well chronicled in the literature, a recent addition being

• Private collection.

a section given to it in the forthcoming book, .\merican Coin Treasures and
Hoards.) Randall seems to have had an especially close relationship with New

5. Hendrickson Specimen. Fine.

York City dealer Kdward I). Cogan. Randall passed to his final reward on January
1, 1878. .Shortly thereafter, on May 6-9, 1878, Edward D. Cogan offered his

• Numismatic News, October 29, 1996, carried an article, “Rare Quarter .Sur¬

coins at auction, among which were many “Randall Hoard” cents and as Lot

faces,” which described the discovery of a fifth example of the 1873-CC quarter

795, a 1873-CC Without Arrows quarter dollar. As P. .Scott Rubin wrote in the

dollar. The mother of the owner had been an antique dealer in California in the

aforementioned Rare Coin Review article, Cogan catalogued the Randall coin as

late 194()s and 1950s, and apparently the piece was not noticed. The coin was

Lot 795, a coin described as “187.(-CC Mint. Old style. Nearly Llncirculated.”

shown to Leon Hendrickson in Indiana who then showed it to Larry Briggs,

Continuing in Rubin’s narrative: “If there was a question as to what was meant

who confirmed its authenticity. The article said that although the coin contains

by 'old style’ the next lot was described as ‘ 1873 New .Style With Arrows. 11ncirculated.’

more silver than the statutory requirement—no other informat,ion was given

.So it appears the No Arrows variety was the old style coin.” In the same sale

concerning that—the weight of 5.91342 grams was appropriate, i-^m the illus¬

was an 1873-CC Without Arrows dime, quite probably the unique piece that

tration the piece appeared to be worn, although no official grade was given.

was sold as part of the Kliasberg Collection sale in May 1996.

Overview

• .Ard W. Browning Collection (by reputation; this is from P. Scott Rubin).
Browning, who lived in Central Islip, New York, joined the ANA in early 1925,
having been sponsored by New York City dealers Rud. Kohler and Julius

In 1997 wc are in a “grand era” of appreciation of 19th-century

(Juttag. In the same year his name appeared as author of the book. The Early

coins. More truly valuable and interesting information has been pub¬

Quarter Dollars of the United States, 1796-18311, With a Few Remarks Concerning
Their Types, Varieties and Rarity, Illustrated on Eight Photographic Plates. Published
by Wayte Raymond, this book was very well done and showed a high level of

lished in the past decade or two than in the entire century before.
The oft-mentioned Gobrecht Journal \\s's, been the flagship publica¬

numismatic expertise. The plate coins are said to have been from Browning’s

tion for much of this knowledge, but reference books, articles in gen¬

own collection. The only trouble is that Browning otherwise is a mysterious figure,

eral interest coin periodicals, exhibits and displays, the certification

and how he obtained the coins in his collection, under what circumstances they

services (which have broadened the market and, seemingly, have re¬

were sold, and what else Browning did in his numismatic life remain unan¬
swered questions. We offer the columns of our Rare Coin Review to anyone who
would like to do some genealogical and numismatic research leading to new
information.
• James Aloysius .Stack, Plandome, New York. (Also see note under No. 3
below, relating to H.M. Budd.)
• .Sale of the .Stack collection by .Stack’s, 1975, Lot 136.

moved some of the arcane aspects of grading), auction appearances,
and other factors have all played a part.
Today, we not only appreciate a rarity such as the 187.3-(X] Without
Arrows quarter dollar, we understand it as well. And, doubtless, as
more old auction catalogues are studied and as more people become
interested, our horizons will expand.

• l,eon Hendrickson (through William Grayson as agent at the sale).

Coins such as the Eliasberg Collection 187.3-CC Without Arrows

Hendrickson subsequently sold 12 shares in the coin to others. Later, he and

quarter dollar will play a part in this growth and will be secure as the

Joseph Kuehnert bought all the shares and owned the coin in partnership.

Rembrandts of numismatics.

• N.A.SC.A’s “London Sale,” 1979. Offered but was retained by the consignor.
Was also offered elsewhere during this era.
• Metropolitan New ^'ork .Sale, New England Rare Coin Auctions, 1980, Lot
519.

Pedigree: Delineated as No. / in the pedigree listings above. .Most recently
from the Frederick C.C. Boyd “World's Greatest Collection" sale, March 4,
1945.
Die notes; Early state of the reverse die, with some raised lines visible under

• William Mitkoff.

magnification. Mintmark GG from small G punch applied twice. Light dou¬

• Bob Riethe and (ireg Holloway.

bling on left side of first G. Tiny raised diagonal die line in lower part of second
G.

• California collector, where it was located in the mid-1980s; graded MS-65
with an .\N.AC.S certificate, March 1983, No. E-7686-/,.
• Jim O'Donnell. Sold to the following.
• David VV .Akers and Edward Milas.
• Later offered in Auction ’‘8), Lot 659.

In an article in The Gobrecht Journal, November 1989, Larry Briggs noted: “In
October 1872 the Garson Gity .Mint retjuested three new obverses but no new
reverse dies for the striking of (juarters dollars. On November 9, 1872, three
obverse dies dated 1873 and without arrows arrived. At this point the Garson
Gity Mint had on hand a total of four different reverses it could have used to
strike GG quarters. But up to this point (only one reverse, the one first used in

.Nor^eb Specimen. Mint State.

1870) had been employed. Now, for some reason, the mint decided to use one
of the other three reverses on hand. On January 18, 1873, the Garson Gity Mint

• (Parson (lity Mint reserve for the Assay Commission.

struck 4,(KK) pieces of the 1873-GG Without .Arrows (juartcr using the nc« re¬

• Assay Commission (scenario as delineated under No. I above).

verse die. On Eebniary 12, 1873, the Goinage Act was passed, making the No

• John W Haseltinc.

.Arrows tjuarters underweight in relation to the new coinage. Most of these
pieces seem to have been melted by the Mint on Kr before JiiK 10. 1873 Onis

• I nknown intermediaries
• H M

one obverse die and one reverse die are known to have been used to strike the

Budd (putatively, per P Scott Rubin) Budd, a California collector,

1873 Without .Arrows (piarter. But the reverse die is differrnt from that used to

wrote I Icrrcf to the editor of the .Sumrmatut Appearing m the January 1949

strike previous Garson Gitv quarters. Onlv one obverse die was used to strike

.urnlier. the ( orres^windent advised that he owned an l873-( :(: Without Arrows

the 1873 with arrows (|u.irters. This die w as pairetl w ith the old res erse that ss as

•purrer, but did not state Its grade Rubin suggested that this is probably the

used to make <|uarters dated 187()-1872.

b ( oin. bur i ould dso lie the James A Sfa< k com or one of the others in! .d.iig rhe worn pin e*.

1
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The Louis L. LHasher^, Sr., (Collection

Gem Proof 1873 Quarter

In 1873 the authorized weights of the dime, (juarter, and half dollar
were each increased slightly. To signify the change in standard, arrows

Arrows at Date

were added at the date in 1873 and 1874, and were discontinued in
1875 (although the new higher weight remained the same).
Just 540 Proofs were made of the 1873 With .Arrows silver coins.
These were struck later in the year after certain of the Proof sets had
already been distributed containing the Without .Arrows coinage.
Die notes: Briggs 5-D. Obverse with last digit in date very slightly double
punched. .Some minor traces of doubling on certain stars. Reverse with die
scratch. This identical die was used to coin Proof Liberty Seated quarters from
1872 through 1876 inclusive and is seen on all the Kliasberg Oollection Proofs
offered in this range.

[504

1873 Arrows at Date. Proof-65. Brilliant at the centers changing
to gold, magenta, and electric blue at the rims. As pretty as the pro¬
verbial picture.

1873-CC Quarter Dollar
Arrows at Date
Prooflike Mint State

to twice actual size)

1505

1873-GC Arrows at Date. MS-63/65, prooflike. A splendid ex¬
ample, one of the very finest known to exist. The obverse is prooflike
and has a few contact marks, giving rise to the MS-63 designation.

'

right side of the upright of R in QUAR. The right-side mint letter is ever-soslightly above the left mint letter, and is positioned directly below the junction
between the arrow feather and the branch stem, and over the right foot of R in
QIIAR.

The reverse is satiny, frosty, and virtually perfect. Both surfaces are

'I’he Rubin study: In The Gobrecht Journal, April 1975, P. .Scott Rubin pre¬

brilliant with just a whisper of toning.
The 1873-CC With Arrows was struck just to the extent of 14,462

sented an article, “Three Rare Quarters,” which discussed the rarity of the

pieees. Examples are very rare in all grades, with both Walter Breen
and Larry Briggs echoing the sentiment that the issue is “prohibi¬

1842 Small Date, 1873-CC Without Arrows, and 1873-CC With Arrows. Con¬
cerning the 1873-CC With Arrows quarter, .Scott Rubin noted that he located
49 auction appearances. I’he finest seven by grade included the top two, both
described as AU, one offered in 1962 in the Kreisberg-Schulman sale, and an¬

tively rare” in EF or better. Of course. Mint State is another category

other offered in 1967 in Kagin’s 271st sale. After that point the census drops

entirely, and whatever the next level above “prohibitively rare” is,

down to the EF level, at which five appearances are quoted, including three by

this coin qualifies! The Eliasberg Collection will be forever remem¬

the Kagin’s, one by Abner Kreisberg, and one by Stack’s. “Some of the above

bered as comprising a truly unbelievable, breathtaking, incredible

coins may be the reappearance of the same coins. I’he question is, are there

offering of Carson City and San Francisco quarter dollars of this era, a
holding unmatched in quality in any other cabinet. 'Phese pieces are
the creme de la creme of the Liberty Seated (juarter dollar series.

any Uncirculated.^” [.Subsequently, in 1988, our offering of the Norweb (.ollection included a choice Mint .State coin that had not been studied earlier.]
The Briggs study: In an article in The Gobrecht Journal, November 1989, Larry
Briggs noted that the first delivery of 1873-CC tjuarters with arrows at the date,

Die notes: Briggs 1-A. Reverse from the die used continuously since 1870.

conforming to the new standard, was made on June 23, 1873, and amounted to

Now with a stress crack through IIAR. 1). The die seems to have been resur¬

3,500 pieces. On July 31, a further 8,962 were made. While the 1873-(.(. With¬

faced and certain low relief features are slightly different.
.Subsequent Carson City coinage: No quarters were struck at the Carson City

out Arrows coinage had employed a new die, for the

Mint in the following year, 1874. The next emission from this Nevada enter¬

and re-employed. Interestingly, the Carson City die used for the 1873-( .(.

prise was the 1875-CC. 'I'he specimen offered in the present sale. Lot 1510,

Without Arrows was used again in 1876 to strike certain issues, and the reserse

displays the mintmark in an entirely different position. I'he left C is com¬

die used to coin 1873-CC With .Arrows (|uartcrs was also used in 1876.

ith .Arrows coinage of the

same year, the old reverse die used in 1870-1872 was brought out of the '*''lt

pletely under the arrow feather, slightly to the left of its center, and above the
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I he l.ouL\ h.. h.huslk'r'g, Sr., Collection

Mint State IS73-S Quarter I3ollar

Beautiful Gem 1874-S Quarter

W ith Arrows

Arrows at Date

1506 1873-S MS-61. Some contact marks dictate the grade. Silver sur¬
faces with splashes of heather. A very' attractive coin in all respects,
an issue which is quite elusive in Mint State. The arrows-at-date fea¬
ture lends interest as with all coins of this genre.
Pedigree: Lyman H. Low's sale of the Muma, Adam, Giffen, et al. Collecttons, July 15-16, 1903; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis E. E.liasberg, Sr
Die notes: Briggs 2-B. Date very high and close to the base of Miss Liberty,
distant from the dentils.
Concerning the 1873-.S Without \ttqws quarter: Today in 1997, numismatists
believe that no example of the 1873-S (San Francisco Mint) Without Arrows
quarter dollar exists, and not a single piece has ever been reliably reported.
However, J.M. Clapp in his notebook in the 1890s commented that in a sce¬
nario similar to the 1873-CC Without Arrows quarter (see earlier listing),
DeWitt S. .Smith had informed him that an 1873-S Without Arrows quarter dol¬
lar was in the Heaton Collection, having been bought from Harlan P. Smith.
I’pon checking, however, Clapp found that neither Heaton nor H.P. .Smith had
ever owned such a coin.

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1508 1874-S MS-66. Well struck. An outstanding coin iff every regard. A
beautiful gem specimen with heather and magenta toning over lus¬
trous, frosty surfaces.

'

A small hoard of this variety was discovered in the 194()s and is dis¬
cussed in detail in Q. David Bowers’ book, American Coin Treasures
and Hoards. The presently offered piece is from a different source
and is finer than the hoard pieces typically seen. However, several
dozen lovely gems from the hoard are in numismatic circulation and
1507 1874 Arrows at Date. Proof-64. Two dentils are flatly struck,

serve to swell the population reports and to make the issue readily

prompting us to call this piece Proof-64 rather than Proof-65, al¬

available. F^xamples reaching the market are usually met with enthu¬

though we certainly are aw are that sharpness of striking and grading

siasm, as a gem 1874-.S fits nicely into a type set to illustrate the 187.5-

are two different aspects and the twain should not meet. Brilliant

1874 With Arrows style.
Pedigree: David S. Wilson Collection, 1906 privately; J.M. Clapp; John

centers changing to gold and electric blue at the rims. Another splen¬
did piece.

H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.. FJiasberg, Sr The Wilson coin
replaced a circulated example bought by J.M. Clapp at the Rlair Collection

Die notes: Briggs 5-13, Reverse with raised die scratch at left side of the
shield. Phis identical die was used to coin Proof Liberty Seated quarters from

sale in October 1896.

1872 through 1876 inclusive and is seen on all the Eliasberg Collection Proofs
offered in this range.

up sharply to the left and right. The misorientation, evidenced on the preceding

Die notes: Briggs Reverse A. Obverse with date low, arrowheads each tilted

Proof coin mintage note: I he number of Proof coins this year seems to be in

Proof, is even more dramatic on the .San Francisco die. I'he reverse die shows

question. Walter Breen and Larry Briggs suggest 850, while the Guide Book of

extensive peripheral cracks including delicate cracks through the bottom of

VmtedStates Coins suggests 7(K). In any event, the issue is scarce today, and its

STATE-S, becoming subliminal, then sharply apparent through the bottom of

elusive character is accented by its desirability for inclusion in a type set to il¬

the letters in OF AM, at which last letter it intersects with a crack coming from

lustrate the With-Arrows motif used only in 1873 and 1874 (in combination
with the motto IN COD WE 'I'Rl'.S'r on the reverse).

the rim and going to the eagle’s wing tip. Another crack commences through
the top of MERICA, dropping down slightly, extending through the tips of the
three arrows, then becominge.specially prominent through (Jl’AR. IX)L, extending
through the leaves to the left. This crack or a related one then takes up and lightly
goes through the tops of UNI.

1.509

1875

Pr(M)f-64.

,A splendid specimen, a nice match from an aesthetic

viewpoint, with the other I’nnif Liberty .Seated coins in the Kliaslicrg
Collection. Delicate champagne toning at the center changes to gold
and electric blue at the rims.
Die notes: Briggs 5-F. Obverse with date slightiv Ik-1o« center .Stars virtualh
perfect (but, as always, with the lower inside rav of star 5 showing the notch
that has been evident for <|uite a few years now in the I .ilK’rts Seated quarter
series). This identical reverse the was used to com Prool I.ilserts Seated qua^
ters from 1872 through 1876 iiu liisive ami is seen on all the Fliasl>crg Uollev

I IH
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The Louis h. hJiasherjr, Sr., (iollection
tion Proofs offered in this range. By now the reverse has developed a number of
rust spot,s, which show up as raised speckles on the finished coin. Anyone inter¬
ested in pursuing this particular reverse through the looking glass could prob¬
ably identify a number of di.screet stages showing rust spots increasing as the
years went on.

In The Gobrecht Journal, March 19H6, Larry Briggs penned an article.
“4'he Mysterious 187.S-,S Quarter,” which told of various die charac¬
teristics and commented “at first glance one might assume that this
date is fairly common, but this is not at all the case. 'I'his date, for
some reason, is very scarce and seldom encountered in anv grade.
I'his date just isn’t around.”
A survey of the literature indicates that at the M.S-64 level the
Eliasberg Collection is a candidate for being among the finest known
to exist.
Pedigree: Lyman H. Low's sale of the Muma, Adam, Giffen, et al. Collec¬
tions, July 15-16, 1903;J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

1510

Die notes: Briggs 1-A. Obverse with date slightly high and closer to the base
of Miss Liberty than to the dentils. Stars virtually perfect. The reverse is from a
late state of the dies, showing extensive cracks including through ES OE AM.
Another crack is seen through the tops of RICA, splitting at the upper right of
the last letter, with a branch going to the dentils and another going through the
three arrowheads, continuing through QUAR. DOL, becoming bolder, going
up the left through UNIT. Mintmark S is quite small and with a very fat or
broad diagonal center section.
Museum notes: 'I'he three major institutional collections of coins in the United
States (the American Numismatic Association, the American Numismatic .Soci¬
ety, and the Smithsonian Institution) all have very average quality Liberty
Seated mintmarked silver coins. Thus, just about any important listing in the
present Eliasberg Collection catalogue could be given the appended note,
“Finer than in the American Numismatic AsstKiation,” etc. collections.

1875-CC MS-64, prooflike. A splendid specimen with the obverse
closely resembling a Philadelphia Mint Proof and even exceeding it
from the standpoint of die preparation. However, the Proof finish was
inadvertent, as suggested in the notes.
Pedigree: Richard B. Winsor Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, December
1895: J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 194J, to Louis E.
Elias berg, Sr.
Die notes: Briggs Reverse A. The die is exceedingly highly polished—even
more than on a Philadelphia Proof—so much so that there are patches of Proof
surface near the center of Liberty including in the three upper right spaces between
the vertical shield stripes. Clearly, someone polished this die with great determination!
As such, it is one of the most distinctive we have seen in the entire series.
The date is ever so slightly below the center between the base of Liberty and
the dentils. The stars are well formed, as they are on most issues of this era. Un¬
der magnification some very slight doubling can be seen here and there, but
nothing particularly significant, and the central figure of Miss Liberty has many
small bumps, evidence of rather severe die rust. Aha! Herein lies the clue for the
Proof surface. It seems obvious that this die was stored in damp circumstances,
probably at the Carson City Mint (although one does not normally associate
dampness with that facility; but see note under Lot 2292). Llpon being brought
forth from the vault for service, the rusted characteristic was noted, and with rel¬
ish, someone in the die and tool shop ground away all of the rust on the fields,
imparted a polish to the fields, and in the process created one of the most intense
Proof obverses seen on any branch mint coin of this series! On the other hand,
the reverse, while it shows a few indications of rust, is mostly well preserved.
In Mint State the 1875-CC is elusive, although hardly a landmark rarity. The
present obverse die is quite fascinating to study, and this characteristic lends
additional interest and, in our opinion, value to the Eliasberg Collection coin.

1512

trous, frosty surfaces. Scarcer issue than generally realized (see com¬
mentary under Lot 1511).
Die notes: Briggs 2-B: Obverse with date about centered between base of
Liberty and the field. Some very light die cracks are seen beginning in the field
below the dentils above Miss Liberty’s head, passing over stars 8 and 9, continuing
intermittently to near star 11, but not touching any. The reverse is from a fairly
early state of the die, either showing no cracks or what might be a tiny crack
leading from the lower left of the DOL. 'Lhe mintmark is different from the
preceding and is thin and open.

An Appreciation of Rarity

*

In the July 1977 number of The Gobrecht Journal, Eddie Randell’s article, “An
Auction Comparison Between the 1875-CC and 1878-S Quarters,” pointed out
that the 1875-CC was much rarer than realized. Interestingly, Randell said that
his first notice of the variety was when he ordered the Empire Investors Report (a
newsletter written by Q. David Bowers and published by Empire Coin Co.,
Inc.) in 1963. Surprisingly, a survey of auction catalogues of the 1960s and
1970s yielded 21 auction appearances for the famous and rare 1878-S but just
nine for the somewhat overlooked 1875-CC.
The March 1981 number of The Gobrecht Journal contained an article by John
W. McCloskey, “The 1875-CC Quarter,” which paid tribute to its rarity, noting
that “the listed mintage of 140,000 pieces doesn’t stand out as anything un¬
usual in a series that has 45 other dates with lower figures given. Yet in terms of
availability it is one of the most difficult dates in the series to find. Please note
that I do not mean to imply that the 1875-CC quarter is prohibitively rare, but
only wish to indicate that it is just not available in today’s market.” Additional
comments on the 1875-CC by the same author appeared in the subsequent
July and November issues.

Beautiful 1875-S Quarter Dollar

1875-S MS-64/65. Duplicate as a date and mint, but of a different
die variety. Lightly mottled sea green and golden toning over lus¬

1513

1875-S MS-60. Silver surfaces with some mottled gray toning. A
third die variety of this date and mint.
Die notes: Briggs 3-C. On the obverse the die is fairly well centered and is very
lightly punched into the die, lighter than any others seen. A significant crack be¬
gins at the border just past star 3, continues above the stars, then dips downward
to encompass the topmost points of star 7, continuing left to barely miss the top
of star 8, continuing to the right side of the coin, where it goes just above, but
does not touch stars 9 and 10. In general, obverse die cracks on Liberty .Seated
quarters of this era are much less frequently seen than reverse cracks. 1 here
seem to be some “cud” breaks around the rim at the lower right, fairly prominent
and quite interesting upon close examination. The reverse displays yet another
style of mintmark, medium size and with a very thick center, quite unlike those
just described. I'he coin is from a very late state of the die with cracks completely
encircling the letters around the reverse, plus .some meandering branch cracks
here and there. Not many coins could have been struck after this piece.

Among the Finest Known

1514 1876 Pr()of-65. Another splendid Proof that fits in nicely with those
described before, and which has similar surface characteristics and
511

1S75-S MS-64. Light lil ac and gold toning over lustrous, frosty
surfaces. A splendid coin in every respect. Eaken as a group, this
and the next two lots present three S mintmark size and format
variations of the 187.S-S.

')Wi:kS AND MKRKNA

aesthetic tjualitics. From a generous mintage of 1,410 Proofs (alterna¬
tively, per the Guide Book, 1,510 Proofs).
In this year the Mint officials were invited to reliK'ate the Mint (.ol-

I he Louis L. K/tusder}', Sr., Collection

IcLiiun tri)m the Philadelphia Mint to nearby Fairmount Park where
the tlentennial Fxhibition was being held. The curator declined, but
suggested that the Mint’s doors would be open to anyone who cared
to visit the permanent display. Presumably, additional quantities of
Proof silver sets were made in anticipation of the demand. However,
customers seem to have stayed away in the proverbial droves, and to¬
day Proofs of 1876 are considered scarce, about in keeping with other
dates of the era. It is believed that unsold Proofs were simply put into
circulation, as certain silver Proofs are seen today with extensive han¬
dling marks (this being particularly true of 1876 20-cent pieces).
Die notes: Briggs 8-H. Obverse with date low on the coin, considerably closer
to the dentils than to the base of Liberty, this being particularly evident on the
left side of the logotype. I'his identical die was used to coin Proof Liberty
.Seated quarters from 1872 through 1876 inclusive and is seen on all the
Kliasberg Collection Proofs offered in this range. Phis may be the last appear¬
ance of this “popular” reverse, which by now was in need of replacement.

1517 1876-S .MS-65, prcxaflike. A splendid specimen struck from highly

polished dies, not quite the equivalent of a Philadelphia Mint Proof}

but far and away more prooflike than typically seen. On the present

coin the prooflike surface extends to certain areas within the Libertvj

Seated figure and shield. On the reverse the interiors of the shielq
stripes are prooflike. Acquired as a “medium S” variety.
Die notes: On the obverse the date is positioned just slightly below the cen¬

ter. On the reverse the mintmark is squat, slightly double-punched, and is flat
and thick, not a candidate for any aesthetic award, especially when viewed un¬

der magnification. Die roughness of possibly an incipient crack is seen at tha
lower right of the final A in A.MERICA.

1515 1876-CC MS-64/65. Coarsely spaced edge reeding (in contrast to
the next piece offered). A splendid specimen of exquisite quality.
Light gold and champagne hues mingle with delicate blue and gray,
all over deeply mirrored fields. Light blue borders. A splendid ex¬
ample which may have been a presentation striking of some sort or,
in any event, is much finer than normally seen. Called a Proof hy the
C^hapman brothers.
Pedigree: RichardB. Winsor Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, December
1895:

Clapp', John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K.

Kliasberg, Sr.
Obverse with date low. Reverse with CC letters closed or meeting at their

1518 1876-S MS-64/65. Mottled gray and magenta toning over partially

prooflike surfaces, not as highly polished as the pjfcceding, but still

different from the typical frosty appearance. Acquired as a “large S”
variety.

*

Die notes: Karly state of the dies. (Obverse with date slightly low and

punched very lightly into the die. Reverse with mintmark more delicately

styled than the preceding, and very sharply double punched at the bottom, one
of the most pronounced doublings seen on any mintmark of the era.

right sides. The mintmark was punched very deeply into the die. A delicate
crack is just beginning at MKRICA, extending to the topmost arrow point, and
probably is not visible except on very high grade pieces such as this.

1516 1876-CC .MS-62/65. Somewhat prooflike. Very possibly a presenta¬
tion piece. Larger CC mintmark than on the preceding. Very finely
spaced edge reeding. Champagne and lilac toning. A very attractive
example.
Die notes: Probably Briggs Reverse L. Obverse with date about centered
between base of Liberty and dentils, in a significantly different position than
the foregoing. Reverse w ith differently shaped CC mintmark, much taller than

Gem Proof 1877 Quarter Dollar

1519 1877 Proof-65. A splendid gem with champagne toning. About as

nice as one could expect to find anywhere. Additionally desirable be¬

cause of the reduced Proof mintage this year, estimated at only .SIC

coins by most references (although we note that Walter Breen suggests

880, a figure apparently picked up by Larry Briggs). One would think

that mintage figures would be standardized and well known for this

on the preceding.
die crack connects the two mintmark letters at the bottom
and extends in the field to the right.

era, but in actuality many numbers have jumped around in print (any¬

John \t. Clapp and his son, John H. (dapp, were pioneers in the collecting of

ages of the 1878 2()-cent piece and 1879 quarter dollar as listed in vari¬

mintmarked varieties by mintmark si/.es and date positions. In an era in which
relatively few people paid attention to such things, the Clapps eagerly sought
out varieties that seemed unusual, different, or had special characteristics.
Among others joining in the search in the early 20th century were Howard

one caring to explore the situation has only to check the PrtHif mint¬
ous editions of the Guide Boot of United States Coins).

I’raditionally considered to be a key Proof issue of the 187()s, based
upon the traditional mintage figure of 510.

Rrninds Newcomb (of Detroit, Michigan) and Will Neil (of Baldwin, Kansas).

Die notes: Obverse with date slightly below center. New reverse die—with¬

I he ciiriositv was undoubtedly prompted by .Augustus G. \\cMnn'% .Mint .Marts

out the familiar crack on the left side of the shield that characterised issues

treatise published m 180.V The senior Clapp knew Heaton personally.

from 1872 through 1876. On this “Proof’ version there is no repunching in the

Concerning reeding: The interested reader is referred to a significant article,

motto IN GOD WK TRL.ST, whereas all earlier Prixif dies show repunching »i

■••N Study of Seated Oi'-ftc Reeding," by John W. McCloskey, appearing in The

one place or another. A die crack or perhaps guideline of some sort can be seen

(iiihrriht Journal. November 1077. I'he author mentions that the reeding ob¬

under magnification among the dentils beginning below the right of L in 1X)1.

served among Liberty Seated (piarters ranges from 110 reeds used on certain

and continuing to above f’A. This particitjar die seems to have been isolated

New Orleans (piarter dollars and certain San Krancisco issues, which would be

for the year 1877; at least in the present collection it is not seen on earlier or latei

described as •coarse,” to IS^ reeds, “used only the 1876-CC quarter and re¬

dates.

ported as the f me Reeding variety in the literature " ()f course, not every nurr.ism ifist has the patience to count reeding, and what with the great popularity
of '.:dr.

(he counting of reeding will liecome increasingly difficult, if not im-

p<, ,;:r>l?' However, the f.liasberg pieces, not ent apstilatcd. do prov ide cxamij-..,--. of the reeding and mav I>c of sjiec lal interest
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Die notes: Briggs 11-j. Obverse with date just below center. Logotype
deeply punched into the die, quite unlike the preceding. Reverse with tall,
somewhat open ,S (acquired as “large ,S”), different from the preceding, with a
thick diagonal portion. Early state of the dies. .Some interesting die finish
lines are seen here and there, one being a prominent “thorn” extending from
the tip of the bottom arrowhead.

Famous 1877-S Error Quarter
J520

1877-CC MS-63. Heather and light gold toning with some splashes

I

of blue over satiny fields. A couple tiny marks are seen near star 2,

I

and on the reverse there is a scratch at U of UNITED. 'Fhese are

\

mostly hidden by toning, and without them the coin would be an

^

easy MS-65 if not MS-66.

S Mintmark Over Horizontal S

Pedigree: Henry Blair Collection sale, Charles Steigerwalt, October 14,
1896; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
;

Die notes: Briggs Reverse A with tall, closely spaced CC mintmark, with the
left side of the C’s being quite thick.

5^rooflike Gem 1877-GG Quarter Dollar

1521 1877-CC MS-66. A prooflike gem, quite possibly a presentation
piece. Delicate heather and gold toning over surfaces struck from a
i!

highly polished die. Simply gorgeous! Not rare as a date and mint-

I

mark combination, especially in lower grades, but certainly beautiful

i

to behold. As MS-66, this is one the finest known,
Obverse with date quite low on coin, lower than any of the 1877 issues of¬
fered to this point in the catalogue. Reverse with CC mintmark similar in style

1524 1877-S Over Horizontal S. MS-60, or a bit better. Brilliant and
somewhat prooflike, especially on the obverse. Actually, we would
grade the obverse MS-60 but the reverse MS-63.

‘

to the preceding, but differently spaced, indicating that the letters were being

!

punched in one at a time. The higher points of certain features on the reverse

;

show rust spots—that damp Carson City vault again! Briggs Reverse G or H. A

:

few subliminal die cracks are seen connecting the tops of ffED and near the
tops of TATES. Another crack seems to be incipient extending from a dentil

correct position. However, even under low magnification the error is

,

past the final A of AMERICA and before the topmost arrow.

dramatically visible. This famous variety lends a bit of spice to the

4'he die sinker in the Engraving Department at the Philadelphia
Mint first punched the S mintmark in a “lazy” or horizontal position,
recognized his blunder, and corrected it by overpunching the S in the

sunset era of the Liberty Seated quarter dollar series.
Die notes: Briggs 4-D. Obverse with date punched very boldly and deeply
into the die. Reverse is the famous variety with upright ,S over previous erroneous
horizontal S.

1522 1877-S MS-64. Very brilliant and frosty, not a bit prooflike. The
very essence of a business strike. Brilliant with a few whispers of
golden toning.
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. On the obverse the date 1877 is low and is very shallowly
punched into the die. By this era about the only differences worth noting on

1525 1878 Proof-64. Champagne toning over bright silver surfaces. Some

the obverses are the date positions, and often they do not differ dramatically.

blue and gold at the rims. Some light lines in the fields, some of

The reverse is from an early state of the dies, without cracks. The mintmark is

which, particularly on the reverse, are die striae and are raised\n the

rather “boxy” and is one of several different styles used during this period. Ac¬
quired by John M. Clapp as a “minute .S.

coin. Phis was the era of casual (sloppy) Proof manufacture.
Die notes: Briggs 4-D. Obverse with date low in field. Reverse from different
Proof die from that used on the earlier offered 1877.
Meanwhile at the Mint: I'he 1876-1880 era w as one of great excesses w ithin
the halls of the Philadelphia Mint. Essays can and have been written on the
machinations of Dr. I lenry Richard Linderman and others w ho were managing
the operation. Numerous limited edition and “fancy” productions were made
to create collectibles for Mint officials and favored insiders, outstanding in this
regard being the rare pattern silver dollars of 1876 and pattern half dollars ot
1877. Many of these pieces were filtered out through John W. Haseltme, who
had special connections to the Mint, and acted as the numismatic tunnel tor
many such delicacies. Great complaints were voiced by the dealer communits.

1523 1877-S MS-65. Struck from highly polished dies and closely resem¬

particularly circa 1876 and 1880. after which the situation eased somewhat, and

bling a F’hiladelphia Mint Proof Uhampagne and light gray toning

egregious profiteering slowed dow n.
Meanwhile, Mint otTicials didn’t mind biting the hands that led them, and
during the ensuing few years after the mid-1870s there was a glut ot silver coins

with delicate blue rims. A connoisseur’s delight—absolutely!
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in ciri'uUtKin. particularlN quarter dollars and halt dollars, which had come out

In his excellent reference, I.arry Briggs notes several things concern^

ot the wcHidwork m huge numbers once specie payments were resumed.

ing this variety. First he suggests that substantial quantities of tht^

Rather than Mint “Rroof-onlv" quarter dollars and half dollars of the years from

1878-.S were melted at the San Francisco Mint to be converted inti^

onward, the .Mint determined to make a few thousand or more business
strikes evers vear so that rarities would not be created. Of course, at the same

Morgan silver dollars. .Second, he comments that in the literature ii^

time Mint officials enjoyed making other types of rarities (for themselves). .A lot

print prior to the year 1970, specialists were generally agreed that thi^

of this IS recounted in Don la-xav’s brxrk, I'.S. Mtnt and Coinage, in the writings

was the third rarest of <?//Liberty Seated (juarter dollar varieties. I hirdl

of VSalter Breen, and elsewhere.
I'oday, such machinations arc primarily interesting only for academic pur¬

he comments that the piece is “much scarcer in KF or better graded

than in lower grades.” Further, he comments that a number of coin^

poses, as the coins speak for themselves, and few people turn to their history.

that come on the market have been fakes, with added mintmarks.

However, this explanation is given to acquaint readers with the mintage proce¬

Fhe presently offered hdiasberg Collection gem is a spectacular specie

dures of the 1S79-1H91 span. .Moreover, this inattention to the needs of collec¬
tors was a contributory cause for the sloppy making of Proofs during this time.

men and will, indeed, be a highlight in the cabinet of its next owner.

One would think that the Mint would have made F’roofs with as much care as

Pedigree: Lyman H. Low’s sale of the Muma, Adam, Giffen, et al. Collet

possible, but that was not the case.

tions,July 15-16, 1903;J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 194J,t(h
l.ouis E. Kliasberg, Sr.

1526 lH7S-(](] .MS-61. .Mottled light gray toning. Fairly scarce in Mint State,

Die notes: Briggs 1-A. Obverse with date quite low in field. Occasional

despite the generous mintage. .\t the time, Virginia City, Nevada (close

repunching at star points, particularly star 11. Reverse with tall mintmark, thick

by (]arson C^ity) was experiencing an economic dow-nturn as the price of

at the center diagonal. Karly state of the dies w ithout cracks.

silver was dropping on domestic as well as international markets. How¬
ever, during the general years 1875-1877, and to a lesser extent 1878,

1528 1879 Proof-63/65. A pleasing specimen of this low-mintage (total of

generous numbers of Carson City coins were struck in the dime, quarter

business strike and Proof production) issue.

dollar, and half dollar denominations. .After 1878—the present 1878-CC

Die notes: Date slightly above center in field.

quarter being the last of its kind—mintages of denominations lower than
the dollar were discontinued at the Carson City' facility'.

Especially Nice 1880 Proof 250

Die notes: Date somewhat low on the coin, as seems to be the norm for this
year. Briggs Reverse B.

Famous 1878-S 250 Rarity
Absolute Gem
Probably Pinest Known
Kliasberg Collection Landmark
1529

1880 Proof-66. A splendid coin, an especially nice example of this
popular low-mintage year. Champagne toning, gold at the borders

changing to electric blue at the rims. Certainly this is one of the finest
of the 1,355 Proofs minted.
Obverse with date slightly above center. Voila! Our “old friend,” the Proof re¬
verse die used from 1872-1876 reappears and is used on the reverse of this piece.

1530

1881 Proof-62/65. A milling mark in the right obverse field keeps
this from an overall Proof-65 classification. Obverse with champagne,
gold, and blue toning. Reverse mostly brilliant. Very attractive in all
aspects save for the mark noted.
Die notes: Briggs 2-B. Obverse with date low in field and near border. 'Liny
die crack or, more likely, die scratch from star 11 to the closest dentil. Reverse
from a very interesting die showing rust or oxidation on the eagle’s wings and
other features, giving it somewhat of a matte finish, quite attractive, but probably
unintended. 'I'he same matte surface can be seen on the letters and elsewhere

1531

1882 Pr(K)f-63. Mottled light golden and gray toning at the centers, giv¬
ing way to magenta and electric blue rims. A very attractive example.
Die notes: Briggs 2-B. Obverse with first digit very slightly double-punched
at base—scarcely worth mentioning. Reverse from different die than preceding.

1532

1883 Proof-64. Light golden toning over deep mirror surfaces. .Sun¬
set gold and electric blue at the rims. A splendid piece.
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. Obverse with what may be a misplaced date in the

(photo enlarged to tvire actual size)

dentils (as described by Briggs). This type of die blunder is receiving increased
attention in the numismatic press, and, as noted under Lot 1447 earlier in the

1527 1H7S-S .MS-66. Lilac toning over lustrous, frosty surfaces. \ few tiny

catalogue, Kevin J. Flynn is preparing a study of them. Reverse w ith numenni'

areas of somewhat darker toning. .An absolute gem specimen of the

die scratches on the eagle, as made; mostly the bottom eagle, but a notable one

most famous issue among later date coins of this denomination. This

at the upper right among wing feathers.

IS believed to be the finest know n specimen. As such, it is one of the
landmarks in the Kliasberg Collection.
The I878-.S quarter dollar is one of the more interesting issues in
the series. Not only is it a notable rarity, it is somewhat of a puzzle as
well

I he Mint reports indicate that 140,000 were minted, but far

fewer survive than that number would suggest. Walter Breen and
orhers have suggested that many were melted, which, indeed, could
have been the case as the denomination was redundant at the time—
wriaf with large quantities of dimes, rpiarters, and half dollars reap¬
pearing afrer having l>een hidden away for years during the period of
spe< 1* suspension
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1S84 Pr(M>f-6.S. Lil.ic ficltls ,it the center of the oin erxe. changing to
mottled m.igent.i ,ind eleitru blue at the rims Reserxe with abso
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The Louts L. KTtasber^, Sr., ToUecttnn
lately gorgeous light violet toning at the center changing to electric

Splendid 1888-S Quarter Dollar

blue. Certainly one of the nicest surviving examples from this date.

Among the Finest Known

Die notes: Briggs Obverse 2 with date fairly well centered. Logotype some¬
what irregularly spaced with the last two digits nearly touching and first three
digits significantly separated. This is common to all quarter dollars of this
date. Reverse unlisted; with much feather detail and with heavy vertical
stripes, etc.

1538

1888-S MS-64. Highly prooflike on the obverse. 'I'he obverse and
reverse are toned a mixture of lilac and gold with blue at the rims.
Well struck and very pleasing. A splendid specimen, one of the nicest
we have seen of this mintmarked issue, the first .San Francisco quar¬

hs34

1885 Proof-65. Obverse with champagne toning over mirror fields,
blue rims. Reverse with heather toning at the center, giving way to
blue. Absolutely superb from an aesthetic and technical viewpoint. It
would difficult to imagine a nicer piece.
The mintage this year amounted to 940 Proofs plus 13,600 business

ter since 1878.
The 1888-S quarter is anomalous, but the Report of the Director of the
Mint, 1888, gives the reason;
Precedence having been given at the mint at Philadelphia
to the mandatory coinage of silver dollars, that institution was

strikes. The demarcation between certain Proofs and certain busi¬

unable to meet the demand for dimes. The mint at San Fran¬

ness strikes is not well defined, and it has been our observation that

cisco was therefore called upon to execute a coinage in dimes,

certain Proofs are sometimes called business strikes by the grading

of which $395,284.80 was coined.

services.

It was also found that the stock of quarter dollars held by the

Building a “collection within a collection” of Proof Liberty Seated

sub-treasury at San Francisco was likely to be soon absorbed.

quarters from 1879 through 1891 is a pleasant and very obtainable

■ The same mint therefore coined during the fiscal year from

pursuit. Nearly alj_ have very low combined mintages (business

trade-dollar bullion on hand $192,000 in this denomination of

strikes plus Proofs").
Die notes: Briggs 3-B.

subsidiary coin. This coinage was increased to $250,000 in
August 1888.
It will be seen from the notes that the literature on the 1888-S quar¬
ter dollar offers inconsistent information. Here at Bowers and
Merena we have seen our share of rare coins, and we unhesitatingly
state that a long time elapses between offerings of 1888-S quarter
dollars equivalent to the Eliasberg Collection specimen.
Die notes: Briggs Reverse B. The mintmark S is tall, with a thick diagonal
element, and is filled or stippled at the top and bottom interstices.

Debate on the 1888-S Quarter Dollar
o35

1886 Proof-65. Toning similar to the preceding. An absolutely gor¬
geous, splendid specimen. Certainly this is one of the finest remain-

;

ing from just 886 Proofs coined. The desirability of this date is en¬
hanced by the related low business strike production of only 5,000
coins.
Die notes: Briggs 2-B.
In the 1940s and early 1950s Charles E. Green and his wife, Ruth Green, of
.Skokie, Illinois, took a fancy to quarter dollars of this date and endeavored to
hoard as many as possible. Eventually they succeeded in obtaining several
hundred coins. I’he writer helped sell some of these in later years, when Ruth
Green was handling Charlie’s estate. Most were in grades that would be called
today Proof-60 to Proof-6,3.

536

1887 Proof-63. Yet another splendid Proof. Champagne toning on

The 1888-S quarter dollar: is it rare, or is it common? This subject provided a
veritable playground of numismatic fun in several issues of The Gobrecht Jour¬
nal.
The background was set in the article, “ I'he 1888-.S Quarter,” by Bill
Cregan, in July 1982. 'I'his entry dealt with availability of issues and their die
characteristics.
More information on the same coin was furnished by Weimar W. White,
“What is an 1888-.S Quarter Worth?” in the July 1983 issue of this periodical.
Firing a salvo that would echo for a long time, that particular writer gave the
opinion

tivAX. fewer

than .tOO 1888-S quarters exist in all grades.

'I'his evoked a response from Larry Briggs in July 1984, “Dispute on the
1888-.S Quarter,” in which he commented that over the years he had seen quite
a few, and didn’t consider it to be one of the notable rarities in the series.
'I'hen the 1888-.S quarter lapsed into desuetude. Almost.
I'he March 1991 number of The Gobrecht Journal contained an article by Jerry

the obverse with some gunmetal-blue at the rims. Reverse essen¬

Campbell, “Hopefully, the Last word on Mint .State 1888-.S Quarters,

tially similar. One of the nicest extant of this low-mintage date, a year

which the he suggested that in comparison to other dates in the series, the

for which just 710 Proofs plus 10,000 business strikes were produced.
Die notes: Briggs 2-B.

in

1888-.S was plentiful. 'I'he writer stated that the only mintmarked dates that ap¬
peared more frequently in Mint State were the 1874-.S, 1876-CC, 1876-.S, 1877-

537

1888 Proof-64. Mottled light golden and champagne toning on the

CC, 1878-CC, and 1891-,S.
As circumstances revealed, the “last word” was yet to come, and the July
number of the same publication contained some further comments. Weimar W.

:

obverse with splashes of blue. Reverse essentially the same. One of

White wrote in to say that the 1888-.S is indeed a significant rarity in gem MS-

the nieest seen of this .scarce issue. Just 700 Proofs plus 10,000 busi¬

65 or better condition, as supported by population reports. Bill Cregan stated

ness strikes were made.
Die notes: Briggs 2-B.

that the “date is more scarce than is now realized.”
I'he present writer (QDB) suggests that the 1888-.S might not be a great rar¬
ity within the field of mintmarked Liberty Seated quarters, simply because this entire
series in laden with the “rarest of the rare”—and there is no such thing as a
truly common Uncirculated mintmark issue. Gems are indeed elusive, and any¬
one with an unlimited checkbook seeking to corner the market on 1888-S quar¬
ter dollars or any other “common” mintmarked issues will find that after a few
years of effort he or she would be lucky to have more than a handful of pieces,
perhaps with the exception of the 1874-.S and a few issues in the 1875-1877
years. And, as noted in the main description, we have seen few pieces that tan
match the Eliasberg Collection specimen.
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A. h.ltusder^, Sr., Co I lection
remaining from a mintage ot just 68,(KK) pieces.

Phis 1891-0 Liberty .Seated quarter is notable on several account^
First, it may well be the finest know n example of this issue.

Second, its low mintage makes it a rarity in any grade. In 1891 vc^

few people saved quarter dollars by mintmarked varieties, and th«
most slipped into circulation w here they became worn.

Third, this represents the first and only New Orleans .Mint quan<

dollar struck after 1860, and the only New Orleans Mint Libcr^

153y

1HH9 Pr(X)f-65.

.Seated quarter dollar with the motto IN GOD \VF!i TRL.S T on tH

Mostly brilliant with delicate golden toning just be¬

reverse.
Also of interest is that it is the last date of the series.

ginning to form on the obverse. The reverse is a mixture of cham¬
pagne, changing to gold, and then to electric blue. Another splendid

Considered any way you want, the result is a truly memorable gett

and quite memorable quarter dollar.
Die notes; Briggs 2-B. The obverse has some slight repunching or perhaps

Die notes: The obverse and reverse dies are dramatically clashed, resultin

extra metal in the angle on the left side of the second digit of the date. The ball

in an outline of the eagle’s wing seen to the left of Miss Liberty’s right hani

of the 9 touches the upper curve, giving rise to the designation “1889/8” sometimes

extending through the date area, at w hich point clash marks of the motto ribbo

given to this issue, particularly a few decades ago, nomenclature scarcely heard

can be seen as well (just below- the base of Miss Liberty). On the reverse tH

of today (the same “overdate” comment applies to half dollars of this date).

outline of Miss Liberty in an inverted position is seen overlapping the eagle.

Total mintage just 711 Proofs plus 12,(K)0 business strikes.

Rarity Considerations

Rarity commentary (Keefe): 'The 1891-0 is one of only a few Liberty .Seata

quarters of which just five to 10 pieces are believed to be known in At' or Mii

State grades per the study by Brian Keefe, “Finding the Klusive O Mint Qua
ters 1840-1891, published in The Gobneht Journal, .March 1984.

Rarity commentary (Ash): In The Gobrecht Journal, March 1987, Roy D. As

published an article, “Liberty Seated Quarter Dollar Survey,” which ai

quainted readers with the results of a study he had conducted. Among Nc

Orleans Mint issues the 1842-0 Small Date was found to be the rarest of ai

with just 22 pieces reported in collections—which is about as expected. Mov

1540

1890 Proof-65. Ibning essentially the same as the preceding. Like

ever, the runner-up and not far behind was the 1891-0, with just 25 pieces ri

it, the present coin is a beautiful gem. Quality such as this is often

ported in all grades. Then came the 1852-0 (26), 1855-0 (28), and the 1851-'

discussed and desired but seldom found on today’s market. Not only

(.3.3). The most often seen was the 1854-0 (regular-size njjntmark) of which /
examples were located in collections.

does this coin have a high numerical grade, but perhaps even more

^

important is its outstanding aesthetic quality.
Die notes: Briggs 3-L.

1541

1891 Proof-63. One might call the obverse Proof-62 and the reverse
Proof-64 or 65, to be technical. Light gray surfaces with some contact
marks. Last of the Liberty Seated Proofs.
Die notes: Briggs 1-A. .Star 5 has its little notch-like indentation on the top of
the lower interior point, as seen on all quarters toward the end of the Liberty
•Seated series.

1543

1891-S MS-65. Brilliant and frosty with hints of golden toning, e:

pecially among the obverse stars. A spectacular piece that will appe;

Breathtaking 1891-0 Quarter
Finest Known

to the Liberty .Seated specialist as well as the type collector and cor
noisseur.

With this coinage the Liberty .Seated quarter dollar passed into hi;
tory.

Die notes: Obverse with crack connecting stars 2-7, the last two very fainti

connecting through the head of Miss Liberty, extending to star 8, and to tli

Liberty Cap. Another crack is seen along the base of Miss l.iberty, extendir

upward from her foot to near star 13. 'The second date numeral has a very cuf

ous ridge at its top. In an era in which die characteristics are usually not partici

larly distinctive, this die is indeed distinctive. Reverse with mintmark very lo
and about twice as close to the R as to anything above it.

For further reading: Aficionados of the 1891-.S will want to read the sever

paragraphs submitted by William H. Cregan under the title of “The 1891-

Quarter” in the March 1995 issue of The Gobrecht Journal. 'I'he writer notes th;

the issue is fairly scarce if sharply struck. However, most of his text deals wit
historical and romantic concepts.

tphnln enlarged to tvue actual site)

1.542

1891-0 VIS-66. Brilliant with satiny mirrnr finish. Virtual pcrfccfion I’robabTy the finest known to exist, a landmark ijiiarter dollar

1^4
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The Louis A. FJiasherg, Sr., ('.oUeetioti

592-1916 Barber
iiARi'ER Dollars_
The Eliasberg Collection
fhe F^liasberg Collection of Barber quarter dollars 1892-1916 is
barkable for its superb gem quality. Many of the issues,
lluding most of the important rarity-laden early years, were
rained directly from the issuing mints—Philadelphia, New
leans, and San F'rancisco—by John M. Clapp, from whose
)inet they passed via his son to Louis Eliasberg. Thus, they
r e been preserved carefully in the near century or so since that
(e, and are only now being made available on the open market,
ite possibly, no such opportunity will ever recur.

1

Numismatic Notes

fhe Barber quarter series has three truly famous rarities: the
?6-S, 1901-S, and 1913-S, all of which are remarkable for their
f mintages. The availability of the pieces in gem Mint State is
direct proportion to their date of mintage, with the 1896-S
Ibably being a bit more elusive than the lower mintage 1901Ind the 1913-S being the most available of the three, although
ll a notable rarity. As noted in our narrative in the introduction
liberty Seated quarters, interest in collecting mintmarks did
: begin until 1893, when Augustus G. Heaton published his
)k, A Treatise on Mint Marks. However, it was not until after
gust 1909, when the 1909-S V.D.B. cent made its debut, that
i mintmark became front row center in public interest. This
erest eventually extended to other series as well, but by the
»e the Barber series came to a close in 1916, relatively few
ntmarked issues had been set aside.
fhe survival of New Orleans, San Francisco, and Denver mint
rber quarters in Mint State is primarily a matter of chance, this
ng especially so for the years prior to 1909. This is particularly
e of coins at the MS-63 and higher levels. David Lawrence,
,ose Complete Guide to Barber Quarters book is now in its second
ition, recently commented to the cataloguer:
rAs a rule. New Orleans issues are far scarcer than their
ntages suggest, led in rarity by the 1909-0 and 1901-0, fol¬
ded by the 1905-0, 1896-0, 1898-0, 1903-0, 1904-0, 1897-0,
)2-0, and 1900-0. Many of these are surprisingly hard to find
m in low Mint State grades. In fact, only the 1892-0, 1893-0,
)7-0, and 1908-0 are readily available.
‘At the turn of the century large numbers of 1898-S, 1899-S,
J 1900-S quarters were sent to the Philippines. Today, these
surprisingly rare in Mint State.”
Ac recall a conversation with the late Ray Byrne, the wellown Pittsburgh collector, who commented that after quite a
V years of try ing to put together an Uncirculated collection of
rber quarters he gave up, simply because the quality wasn’t
:rc. Despite intense searching, he was not able to find gems for
2n certain dates that were supposed to be “common.” Of
irse, any specialist in Barber tjuarters reading this today will
■ogni/,e the situation.
Ahen it comes to analyzing the availability of high-grade
rber (juarters, historic auction listings are of little help, as
ality is not factored in. Somewhat more useful arc the popula¬
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tion reports produced by POGS, NfiC, and ANACS, but even so
these treat only the numerical grades without addressing aes¬
thetic value. As the connoisseur knows well, often one must
examine several pieces certified in a given grade—say, MS-6-1_
to find one that has the right combination of sparkle, lustre, and
aesthetic appeal. In virtually all American series, numerical grades
are one thing, and quality is another, but this is especially true
among Barber quarters and half dollars, 'fhe design of the pieces
is such that even a slight amount of hand ling will result in scuffing
and marking on the cheek of Miss Liberty. Most probably, pieces
freshly put into commercial channels from bank bags were what
collectors today would call MS-63 or even less.
It is also worth noting that although it is common practice to
give a single number to the grading of a Barber quarter, the typical
piece will display a reverse that is a point or two finer than the
obverse. This is because the intricacies of the reverse design
tended to protect the fields from abrasions. Further, grading
numbers do not consider the quality or sharpness of the strike,
which for some coins can be weak in areas. In a recent letter to the
cataloguer, David Lawrence commented that New Orleans Bar¬
ber quarters are notoriously weakly struck, but coins from Phila¬
delphia and San Francisco can be very weak as well, especially on
Miss Liberty’s hair and the eagle’s left (on the observer’s right)
claw, these weaknesses being especially evident on issues after
the hub change in 1900. “Basically, the later the date after 1900,
the poorer the strike,” he concluded. Further, while some early
business strike issues are encountered with prooflike surfaces, in
general this mirrorlike finish is unusual among Barber quarters.
Attractive pieces are especially prized by collectors.
Among branch mint Barber coins, while some can be found in
such grades as MS-60 through MS-63, all are scarce in gem
condition, and many are very rare, as David Lawrence has noted.
The connoisseur will find that the Eliasberg Collection offers
many specimens the likes of which may not be seen for many
years, among which will be found simply incredible examples of
New Orleans Mint rarities. The key word, indeed, is, opportunity.
Among Philadelphia issues in the Barber quarter series. Proofs
were struck each year from 1892 through 1915. ITe last year, 1916,
did not see a Proof coinage. After about 1909, when the new Matte
Proof format introduced with the Lincoln cent became unpopular
with numismatists, and especially after 1913 when the same format
was introduced on the Buffalo nickel, overall Proof mintages
dropped sharply. By 1914-1915 Proof mintages were lower than at
any time in the previous several decades. In the latter year produc¬
tion was terminated. Today, Proof Barber quarters are available in
approximate proportion to their original mintages, as they were
sold to collectors at a premium and were specifically saved. I lowever, quality varies on a time line, and earlier dates are more
proportionally elusive in high grades than are later dates.
4 he prospective purchaser may wish to consult the second
edition oi The Complete Guide to BarberQuarters, by David I .aw rence,
cited occasionally in the follow ing text, for information concern¬
ing the relative rarity of various issues as obserxed b\ him (in
addition, recent comments by letter from Law rence are (juoted
and are identified as being specific observations regarding the
Eliasberg Gollection offering). By the advent of the Barber series
in 1892, die production had become rather stereotxped, and
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variations are tar fewer than in the liberty Seated quarter series,

It is recorded that the first examples of the Harhcr ejuarter wt!

but more numerous than in the series to follow, the Standing
lubertv design (1916-1930).

struck at the Philadelphia .Mint on .Saturday, January 2, 1^42. at 9:il
a.m.

During the first year Proofs were struck to the amount of 1,2-1

pieces, probably most with the Type II reverse. It is not certain thi

t listorical Notes

all of these were distributed, and, in fact, probably many were nu

I he Barber quarter made its debut in 1892, follow ing a coinage
competition in 1891 in which outside artists were invited to
submit ideas, but none were found to be acceptable. A grand
competition w as envisioned, w ith 10 of America’s most distin¬
guished artists sending in proposals. However, less than two
months was allowed and virtually no compensation was given, so
nothing ot significance was received. "Fhe Treasury Department
then decided to have a public competition thrown open to all
comers, with Augustus Saint-Gaudens, Henry Mitchell (a Boston
gem engraver and artist), and Charles E. Barber (chief engraver at
the Mint) judging the results. Nothing was found to suit the
committee.

No doubt they were intended to be sold at the World’s (lolumbia

Chief Engraver Barber was tapped to turn out a design based
upon the French influence, with the result being the Liberty
Head series now offered. In collector terminology these have
been called “Barber” quarters (and dimes and half dollars in
related denominations). Curiously and illogically, in the 1930s
and 194()s many numismatists referred to these as Morgan quar¬
ters!
I he reverse of the Barber quarter dollar represents an adapta¬
tion of the (Teat Seal of the United States last used on this
denomination in 1807. (furiously, the stars on the obverse of the
Barber quarter have six points, while those above the eagle on the
reverse have five points, d'he same anomaly occurs on related half
dollars.
Liberty Seated quarter dollar coinage had been somewhat
sporadic in the last decade or so, with Philadelphia production
quantities being very low. Beginning w ith the 1892 Barberseries,
the Mint developed a program whereby the Philadelphia, New
Orleans, and San Erancisco mints routinely turned out significant
numbers of pieces each year. I’his rhythm was maintained until
1904, in which year no San Francisco pieces were struck. Nor
were any San Francisco pieces made in 1906, this being the
famous “earthquake year.” In 1906 the Denver Mint produced
quarter dollars for the first time, and would continue through
1911, then again from 1913 through 1916. Meanwhile the New
Orleans Mint, which had regularly produced coins since 1892,
turned out its last pieces in 1909, after which its doors were closed.

C]em Proof 1892 Barber Quarter Dollar

Exposition which, as it turned out, did not open its gates until 18*1

(see further notes under Lot 1549). Soon thereafter (189.q the Pros

mintage dropped to a more reasonable level from a marketing viev
point when 792 were struck.
Pedigree: Purchased by

Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mm

1892; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

The reverse is of the so-called IVpe II style with the eagle’s right wing(i

the observer’s left) covering the crossbar of the K in L'NITKI). In contrast, th

so-called Type 1 reveals the end of the crossbar in K. Actually, these piece

should be called “varieties” rather than “types,” but numismatic nomenclatui

being what it is, “type” seems to have become formally entrenched. Example

of both “types” were made at each mint, Philadelphia, New Orleans, and Sa

Francisco. At the Philadelphia Mint each type was struck in both busine;

strike and Proof format. The two different Barber quarter dollar reverses wci
first described in The Sumismatist by George W. Rice, .May 1899.

1545

1892-0 Type 1 reverse. MS-60/63. Brilliant and lustrous. Som

contact marks on the cheek of Miss Liberty account for the gradt

Golden toning around the borders. I'he reverse, if graded separatel'
is an easy MS-63 or even MS-64 for reasons noted in the introductio
to the Barber series.

In a recent communication to the cataloguer, David Lawrence con"
mented: “ The 1892-0 Type I is two to three tim^s scarcer than th
1892-0 Lype 11.”

'

Pedigree: Chapman brothers, January 1900, to J.M.^Clapp; John h
Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.. Eliasberg, Sr

.Mintmark O centered over the opening at the letter R, and below the centc

tail feather constituting the “normal” position (for 1892 only). In subsequer
years the mintmark was moved to between the R and the I) or over the I).

1546

1892-0 Type II reverse. MS-64. Somewhat lightly struck on th
stars to the right, and at a couple places on the reverse. Exceeding!
bold rims with the reeds pushed up as extra ridges, giving the coin

double-framed aspect and accounting for this piece being acquired a
a duplicate (for the 'Lype I and Lype II differences were not wide!

known decades ago). A splendid specimen, a close challenge to M.S

65, and some might even consider it to be in that grade. Lilac tonin.
with blushes of gold and hints of blue.

Pedigree: Mumford Collection, New York Coin (f Stamp Co., April 9-li

1896; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis L

Eliasberg, Sr. Collected because of its “Curious Edge”—per the Clapp note,
book entry.

Die notes: I he obverse displays a crack extending from the top of star oni

through the left side of the neck truncation, becoming subliminal, then cmergin,

from the right side of the digit 2, the neck point, continuing through star 12

and fading as it nears star 12. Another crack links stars 7-10. In general, signifi
cant die cracks on Barber coins are quite unusual.

Very Choice 1892-S Quarter
Type I Reverse

1547 1892-S lype I reverse. MS-64. .Sharply struck, highly lustrous, anu
I.S44

\H^)2 Marbcr. Type II reverse. l’nM)f-66. A splendid gem speci¬

some friction on Miss Liberty’s cheek, probably caiisetl by coin-t'S

ters

com contact in a (rag. Light champagne toning just beginning i*

I he reverse displays mottled li^ht gold and champagne toning.

()nc of the nicest we have seen of the first year of issue.
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with a very attractive aspect. A splendul com of gem (|u.ihty sasc fiX

men with deep mirmr fields and contrastinK. frosted devices and let¬

form. ()ne of the loveliest 18*)2-S (piarter tiollars to come on the mad
ket in our generation.

IU)\V1-:US AND \li:KEN
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The 1892-S quarter dollar is a key issue in any grade, with even well-

to the public, a year late (although an opening ceremony had been held in autumn

worn pieces attracting strong interest. This and the following lot, each

1892). The 'I'reasury Department had a display there, including coins from the

being high quality Mint State specimens, are especially important.

.Mint Cabinet transported to Chicago from Philadelphia. Quite probably, I’rcMif
coins were offered for sale, but no doubt they were dated 1892, probably account¬

Pedigree: .Mumford Collection, Neut York Coin & Stamp Co., April 9-10,

ing for the larger mintage that year. The Exposition was a hubbub of numismaticactivity, with J.W. .Scott setting up two concessions, with medals struck for visitors

1896; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Elias berg, Sr.

at the Treasury Department exhibit, and with dozens of different varieties, tokens,
badges, and medals being hawked by vendors. This was the second of the truly
grra/American world’s fairs, the first being 1876 Centennial Exhibition. Com¬
memorative coinage was introduced for the first time, with the 1893 Isabella quar¬

Die notes: For purposes of die identification we note that there is a hairline
crack connecting the bottoms of the 1 and 8 in the date, a feature that would be
visible only upon a gem quality coin. On the reverse the mintmark is high and

ter and the more numerous 1892 and 1893 Columbian half dollars.

touches the eagle’s tail. A hairline crack is seen at MER near the right border,
and another hairline crack connecting the tops of IC.

Magnificent Gem 1893-0 Quarter
Remarkable 1892-S Quarter

Possible Branch Mint Proof

Type II Reverse

One of the Finest Known

Gem Mint State
Among the Finest Known

1550

1893-0 MS-66. Lilac and light blue toning over prooflike surfaces.
Magnificent in its aspect, quite fully equal to what some might call a
branch mint Proof, and quite possibly struck for presentation pur¬

1548

1892-S Type II reverse. MS-66. Sharply struck and well defined in

poses. Certainly here is a very “special” example of an issue which is

all areas. A remarkable specimen from a technical viewpoint and also

readily available in worn grades, but emerges as a rarity at this level.

from its aesthetic appeal. The piece has delicate gold and lilac toning

Indeed, this is one of the very finest in existence.

and is certainly a gem of the highest order. A memorable find for the

Die notes: On the reverse the mintmark O is seen at the upper right of the

connoisseur and specialist. One of America’s leading numismatic

letter R. The person punching the mintmark on the die apparently decided by

scholars, upon learning of the Eliasberg Collection specimen, sug¬

this time that squeezing the mint letter between the top of the R and the bot¬
tom of the eagle’s tail was not comfortable. Accordingly, from this point onward

gested that it is a very special coin and that its rarity as a superb gem

the mintmarks are typically found in this new position or some variation

should be emphasized. Done.
The present piece has a very deeply basined obverse die which at

thereof, but not between the R and the tail.
The year 1893 saw the publication of the book Mint Marks by Augustus G.

once is interesting to view and also showcases the head of Miss Lib¬

Heaton. With a cover price of $1, the monograph apparently sold well. Heaton

erty. The reverse is the Type II style, which David Lawrence notes is

was one of the better known numismatists of his day, once served as president

significantly scarcer than the Type I style among 1892-S quarters (the

of the American Numismatic Association, and was a prolific author, a poet, and

converse of the situation with the New Orleans Mint coins).

a professional artist. In the latter category he is remembered today for creating
the design for the 50-cent commemorative stamp for the World’s Columbian

Die notes: Under high magnification a tiny die crack is seen from star 1 extend¬

Exposition.

ing left to the back of the neck truncation, causing a small “cud” break at the
cusp, and extending to or near the top of the first date digit. Another crack begins
intermittently near the right side of the bust truncation, goes through the tip,
continues through star 13 and ends near star 12. Still another crack, almost sub¬

Very Scarce 1893-S Quarter Dollar

liminal, is seen connecting stars 8 and 9. A further crack is hidden in the top of

Elusive in Mint State

Miss Liberty’s head and goes between the 1 and V in LIBERTY, while still fur¬
ther cracks and interesting die characteristics are found near the top of Miss
Liberty’s cap. On the reverse the S mintmark is about center between the eagle
and the R, but the space is so small that there is little room leftover. A trace of a
die crack is seen extending from the lower right of the branch. Such die cracks as
described on this coin are so delicate that even a lightly wotn specimen would
not be apt to show them. They are recorded in the present catalogue for numis.

matic posterity, with the thought that they may aid someone s study and appre¬
ciation in the future and also while bidding in the present sale. In an area in
which the coinage is stereotyped, such little differences can often be quite inter¬
esting to contemplate.

1551

1893-S MS-63/65. Sharply struck and very nicely detailed. 1 he
fields are partly lustrous and partly prooflike. Some contact marks on
the cheek of Miss Liberty dictate the present grade, although the re¬
verse separately could be graded at least MS-65.
For some reason not known today, the 1893-vS is elusive in Mint
State. The cataloguer was surprised as anyone when 1 read the nota¬
tion in David Lawrence’s book, “Very' scarce in Mint .State, with only
47 certified (only one more than the 1913-S). I had never thought to
compare the 1893-S with its far lower mintage cousin!

1549

1893 Proof-65. A glittering little gem. Delicate golden and irides¬

As such, the

present piece offers an important opportunity.

cent toning over mirror surfaces. Under magnification a few trivial

Die notes: Under a high-powered microscope a delicate die crack is seen

lines and a lintmark are seen at the chin, or otherwise we might be

from near star 1, continuing through stars 3-.S, fading, re-emerging at the tip of

tempted to call this Proof-66, as some may do anyway. 'I'he overall

star 6, going through the top of Miss Liberty’s cap, and continuing to the right.

aspect is very pleasing and is in keeping with the other pieces in the

Another crack goes through WF), the olive leaves, and ends near the headband.

series. One of just 792 Proofs made this year.
Pedigree: Purchased try J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint,
189J; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

.Still another break forms a very small “cud” just under the right tip of the neck
truncation. On the reverse the .S is in about the same position as the pre\ iousis mentioned O, the initial idea of tucking it between the eagle s tail and the top
of the R being abandoned bv this time.

I listorical note: In 1893 the World’s Uolumbian Exposition threw its dcKirs open
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Memorable Gem 1894-S Quarter Dolla
Extraordinary Surfaces
Possible Branch Mint Proof

1S52 1894 l‘roof-64/65. (Champagne toning over mirror surfaces. Some
electric blue at the rims. A very attractive piece from an aesthetic
viewpoint. .A few tiny marks near the bottom of the neck keep this
from the Proof-66 category, in our opinion, but buyers can call it as
they wish. From an aesthetic viewpoint it certainly is one of the fin¬
est in existence anywhere from an original mintage of just 972 pieces.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint,
1894; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr
Die identity commentary: So far as know, no one has ever done a study con¬
cerning the identity of Proof reverse dies of this era. The differences are bound
to be minimal, but still there are some die finish lines that can be noted. For
the record, the present piece has a die line extending from behind the eagle’s
head to the ribbon just above the left upright of U; and on the horizontal shield
stripes in the third and fourth full-width spaces there are a couple of fmgernailclipping type raised die lines. ('Phis is the only appearance of this Proof die
among Kliasberg Collection Proofs of this period.)

Beautiful Gem 1894-0 Quarter
Among the Finest Known
Kxceedingly Rare So Choice
(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1554 1894-S MS-66. Full Proof surface. A special piece, quite possibh

^ presentation piece, and a candidate for being struck at about the samt

time as the Proof-finish 1894-S dime rarities of similar format. If tht

term branch mint Proof \s applicable in this series, certainly this coir
qualifies.

The piece is brilliant with delicate champagne toning. Striking i;

sharp in all areas. The dies are quite flat (not basined significantly)
1553 1894-0 MS-65. Sharply struck and very' frosty. Light gray toning at
the centers with gold and lilac field.s, changing to splashes of magenta
and electric blue at the rims. Very sharply doubled rim with ridges
above each dentil, somewhat reminiscent of the curious 1892-0 de¬
scribed earlier—an artifact of striking. “ Another special coin," com¬
mented the observer quoted under the preceding 1892-S offering.
He further stated that in his observation, no other offering of Barber
quarter dollars in numismatic history can match this one. And, of
course, we agree.

thus heightening the I’roof appearance.

Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the San Erancisco .Mint

November 1895; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg
Sr. At one time the Clapp Collection contained another 1894-S, with mint

mark between the R and D, purchased privately (not from the San Eranciset
Mint).

Die notes: On the reverse the mintmark is far to the right—the farthest to the

right yet seen on any piece described so far in the collection, and is directly
over the left upright of the D in DOLLAR.

In .Mint State the 1894-0 is quite elusive, although in lower grades
it is readily available. Among Mint State coins only a few in existence
today could seriously challenge the gem offered here.
Pedigree: Purchased by J .M. Clapp directly from the Nexcc Orleans .Mint,

Superb Gem Proof 1895 Quarter Dollai

Sn ember 1894; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg,
Sr.
Die note: Under magnification a tiny crack is seen from the right neck truncation
to star I.V

1555 1895 Proof-67. A superb gem of outstanding aesthetic appeal as

well as high technical grade. Light golden toning w ith iridescent blue

at the surfaces. Clertainly no finer piece could exist, and few could be
its equal. The Proof coinage for this year amounted to 880 pieces.

Pedigree: Purchased by J .M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Minti
1895; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr

\ZH
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Gem 1895-0 Quarter
Memorable 1896-0 Rarity

A Major Rarity' So Fine

Gem Mint State
One of the Finest Known

556

1895-0 MS-65 or finer. Sharply struck and beautiful in all respects.
A splendid gem specimen. Light lilac toning at the centers, with
splashes of gold near the borders, punctuated here and there by hints
of electric blue. Another find for the Barber quarter specialist. Coins
such as this are the stuff of which numismatic dreams are made.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the New Orleans Mint,
October 1895; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: We continue to notice minute die cracks on these pieces, realizing
that these are of general interest to the numismatic community (as reflected by
David Lawrence illustrating some known to him in his book). The present coin
has a crack from the back of Miss Liberty’s cap, across the top of the cap, fading
into the field. Another crack extends from the right tip of the neck truncation
through star 13 and exits in the field opposite, not touching star 12.

rooflike Gem 1895-S Quarter Dollar
Unbelievable Quality!

{photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1559

1896-0 MS-65. Well struck. A superb, memorable example of one
of the great classics of the series. Delicate golden toning on the ob¬
verse blends with deeper gold and blue at the rims. Absolutely
breathtaking in every aspect.
Years ago the 1896-0 was considered to be one of the great key is¬

S57

1895-S MS-65, fully prooflike. A piece known as a inadvertent

sues of the series, but since then it has dropped from view somewhat,

Proof, as the dies were relapped or resurfaced, as evidenced by a

due no doubt to the paucity of examples on the market, thus not pro¬

myriad of raised striae, in the process giving the coin a prooflike as¬

viding the opportunity to showcase them. However, the appreciation

pect. A coin of unbelievable quality, a gem that will at once delight

may be returning. Recently, David Lawrence commented that the

and amaze its next owner.
David Lawrence notes that trouble-free specimens in grades F to

1896-0 is the first of the New Orleans Mint Barber quarters that is

EF “are gobbled up as soon as they enter the market,” and that the

,

issue is “undervalued in all Mint State grades, but especially in gem

this piece has no superior when it eomes to aesthetic quality. Pur¬

condition.” The connoisseur and specialist in Barber quarters would

chased directly from the New Orleans Mint at the time of issue, the

do well to bid strongly for this piece, for it combines the incredible

piece has been carefully preserved ever since then. It is one of the

aspects of high numerical grade, beautiful aesthetic appeal, and in¬

finest known specimens of the 1896-0, another Eliasberg Collection

comparable pedigree.
Pedigree: Purchased by J .M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco Mint, No¬

treasure that w'ill be long remembered.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the New Orleans .Mint,

vember 1895; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

August 1896; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

ghost S, slightly

On the reverse there is a prominent raised die lump about two-thirds of the

smaller in size, appearing to the left of the larger S, the latter being centered

Die notes: Op the reverse the S is sharply doubled, with a

way down the upright of the first T in STATES, a very distinguishing feature.

over the upright of the D. Quite possibly a mintmark punch one size too small
was at first used, then corrected. This appears to be the same as David
Lawrence’s No. 101, clearly illustrated by him, but without the size difference
mentioned (although it is readily noticeable in his photograph).

1558

truly scarce in all grades.
Only a few pieces survive at the MS-65 level, and we dare say that

1896 Proof-65. Arguably a Proof-66 were it not for a tiny mintcaused lintmark in the obverse field; apparently a thread fell upon
the die. .Splendid light golden toning changing to magenta and blue
at the borders. One of the finest remaining pieces from an original
Proof production of 762 examples.
Pedigree: Purchased Iry J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint,
June 1896; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
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Gem Proof 1897 Quarter
Classic 1896-S Rarity
(jem Mint State
Possibly the Finest Known!
1 li^hlight of the Series

1561

1897 Proof-66. A splendid gem Proof with light champagne an!

gray toning on the portrait, changing to light gold in the fields, blent

ing to hints of blue and iridescence at the rim. Certainly one of th
finest survivors from just 731 originally coined.

Pedigree: Purchased by J..\l. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia .Mint, Nc

tember 1897; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr

Superb Gem 1897-0 Quarter
Possibly Finest Known
An American Numismatic Treasure

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1560

1896-S MS-65, prooflike. Quite possibly a presentation strike, with
fields that are highly mirrorlike and quite unlike the frost typically asso¬
ciated with business strike Barber quarter dollars. Sharply and boldly
struck. Light heather toning blended with magenta and gold fairly
evenly distributed over the surface of the coin. Some gunmetal-blue
near the rims. In all respects this is a very handsome example of this
great classic. Believed by us and David Lawrence to be the finest
known.
I he 1896-S, with a mintage of just 188,039, ranks today as one of the
three great classics in the Barber quarter series, its companions being
the 1901-S and 1913-S. At the gem level the 1896-S is significantly
rarer than the other two. David Lawrence recently commented:
I have sold three gem 1901-S quarters, but not a single 1896-S higher
than M.S-64! I have only seen one MS-65 offered, and it had a large spot
on the reverse. The 1896-S is highly underrated in .MS-65 or higher
grades. Recall, that your Norweb Collection coin graded MS-64.

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

I he present piece is a splendid gem, perhaps the finest in exist¬
ence, and stands today as a great highlight in this section of the
b.liasberg C..ollection catalogue. Worthy of a very strong bid. Where
else can you obtain one that is essentially direct from the Mint.?
Pedigree. Punhased by J.M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco Mint,
October 1896; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
very early striking without evidence of clash marks (as noted by David
Lawrence), die cracks, or any evidence of wear.

1562

1897-0 MS-67. A superb specimen, beautifully struck and with sat'

iny lustre; virtual perfection. 'Lhe surface is toned a breathtaking

champagne and gold changing to splashes of magenta and blue at the

rims. All in all this is one of the finest Barber tjuarter dollars of any date

in existence, never mind its being a classic key issue. As is the case

with the Barber dime and quarter from the New Orleans Mint thii

year, relatively few .Mint .State pieces exist, and those that do are apt to

fall far short of the quality offered here. The present coin, indeed, w ill

be forever remembered by connoisseurs and specialists who, withoui

doubt, will never see another coin that comes even close to tha
Kliasberg Collection specimen. An .American numismatic treasure.

Pedigree: Purchased by J ..M. Clapp directly from the Sew Orleans .Mint, Sc-

t'ember 1897; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate. 1942, to l.outs E. Eliasberg. Sr'

Die notes: On the obverse between (iOD and \VK there is a small raised h'(

phen-like die line, tjuite unusual under magnification. I’crhaps we should call
this the “hyphen variety.”

1
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r andmark Gem 1897-S Quarter Dollar

fully kept since the day of receipt from the Philadelphia Mint, (krtainly this is one of the very finest remaining specimens from the 7.^.S

Memorable Rarity

Proofs struck this year.

Another Numismatic Treasure

Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia .Mint, No¬
vember 1898; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

Gem 1898-0 Quarter Dollar
One of the Finest Known

1565

1898-0 MS-65/66. A splendid gem specimen, certainly one of the
finest extant. Sharply struck and well defined in all areas. Light lilac
and heather toning at the center is accented with splashes of gold
and, toward the border, gunmetal-blue and sea green. The mintmark
O is somewhat lightly punched into the die.
The 1898-0 is not traditionally recognized as a rarity in the same
class as the branch mint coins of 1896 and 1897. However, David
Lawrence suggests that in Mint State the 1898-0 is rarer than the
1896-0, a finding that may come as a surprise. At the gem level the
1898-0 is a major rarity.
It is important when considering virtually any of the Eliasberg Col¬

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

lection gem coins to remember that technical or numerical grade is
63

1897-S MS-65/66. Brilliant and frosty. A splendid gem specimen of

i

an issue which is not often seen at MS-64 or finer, and when it is seen

i

is apt to lack aesthetic appeal. The Eliasberg Collection coin is an

I

exception and is of exquisite quality.

one thing, and quality can often be another. When perusing popula¬
tion reports and market listings, it is wise to keep in mind that only
occasionally will another coin match the overall aesthetic appeal of an
Eliasberg piece. There are exceptions, of course, but the rule is appli¬

The 1897-S at this grade level is one of the great rarities of the seI

ties. Few specialized collections have included an example which

I

even remotely challenges this piece. David Lawrence recently wrote

1

to us to say that this issue is “very scarce from VG on up; in Mint

1

State it is on evervone’s want list; not all of the certified coins are at¬
tractive, some are quite dull.”
This gem is another major opportunity for the connoisseur, another

cable to the vast majority of the coins offered here.
Pedigree: Purchased by J .M. Clapp directly from the New Orleans Mint, No¬
vember 1898; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

Underrated 1898-S Quarter Dollar
Choice Mint State

American numismatic treasure.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco Mint, No¬
vember 1897(John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Under magnification the dies of the present 1897-S are quite in¬
teresting. A hairline crack is seen at the top of Miss Liberty s cap, and several
related cracks are nearby, including one connecting OD and extending to and
possibly brushing the bottom of the left of the W in WE. On the reverse a num¬
ber of peripheral cracks are seen including connecting the top of ITED and
passing through the eagle’s wing, irregularly connecting the eagle’s wing and
RIG, and another crack through the bottom of DOLLA, possibly extending in
minute form to the final R. Still another crack is seen from the left of the Q to
the punctuation dot, extending to the right, intermittently, through QUART,
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1898-S MS-64/66. Mottled light gray and lilac toning over satiny

meandering below the E to the border. At the same time another crack rises

surfaces. Well struck and very beautiful. Some milling marks are seen

from a dentil and intercepts the E. These cracks may well be stress cracks

beneath the chin and account for the split grade; otherwise the piece

made during die preparation, rather than cracks incurred from the rigors of

would be a clear MS-66 overall. From an aesthetic view point this cer¬

coinage. This point could be defined if the dies were studied in detail and pro¬
gressions were seen. However, the number of 1897-S quarter dollars in grades
high enough to permit such close study is so small that the point is moot. 1 he
mintmark is punched in the die directly over the upright of the D.

tainly is one of the finest 1898-S quarter dollars in existence at any
level. While one does not necessarily think of the 1898-S as a rare
date, since worn pieces are available readily enough, in the numerical
and aesthetic quality offered here it emerges as a very significant

uperb Gem Proof 1898 Quarter Dollar

coin.
Pedigree: Purchased by J ..M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco Mint, No¬
vember 1898; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to LouP E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: A striking from a very early state of the dies, quite possibly fresh
on the press. The reverse, under very high examination, shows some interesting
die finish lines at UNI and IGA, and to the right of the latter area. Such lines
were apt to wear off after a few coins were struck.
David Lawrence recently commented that the 1898-S is “truly scarce in Mint
.State as most, if not all, of the mintage went to the Philippines, and coins w ere
not saved in high grades. The 1898-S is common in cleaned EE-4() to .\U-,SO
grades, but in Mint State is very underrated.”

B64

1898 l*rt)of-67. A superb gem with an appearance similar to the

I

Err,of

1896 offered in Lot LS.S8. A splendid coin which has been care¬
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(jcm l^roof 1899 Quarter Dollar

ever, the present combination of high numerical grade, plui

equally, if not more important—superb aesthetic appeal yields a nn
table rarity.

Pedigree: Purchased by J..M. Clapp directly from the San Eranasco .Mint, Si
vember 1899; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louts E. E.hasberg, Sr.

Die notes: On the reverse the S mintmark is fairly well centered between tH
tail, and the points of R and D.

David Lawrence recently noted that, like the IH^h-.S, most if not all IWj

quarters were shipped to the Philippines. For the collector endeavoring top«
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together a Mint .State set of Barber quarters he commented that this is a "sto|
per,” an unappreciated rarity.

1899 Pr()of-67. Another splendid gem Proof. Idght lilac, gray and
champagne toning changes to splashes of blue and gold at the rims.
(Certainly this is one of the finest of just 846 Proofs coined.

Gem Proof 1900 Quarter Dollar

Pedtffree: Purchased by J ..M. C.lapp directly from the Philadelphia .Mint, De¬
cember 1899; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes; I'nder high magnification this die pair is quite interesting, inas¬
much as there are a number of raised finish lines visible near the bottom of the
neck truncation, and either a finish line or a very minute crack connecting the
bust from above the truncation, extending right to star 13. On the reverse,
again under high magnification, there are numerous horizontal (more or less)
finish lines in the lower shield stripes, a feature not seen, at least to this extent,
on earlier dies. A few other finish lines can be observed as well, including one
extending to the left from the eagle’s head.

1570

1900 Proof-66. A splendid gem Proof, brilliant at the centers wit

indescribably beautiful blue, gold, and iridescent toning at the rim;

Splendid Gem 1899-0 Quarter

Certainly no finer coin would exist from an aesthetic or artistic view
point. The buyer of this coin will certainly enjoy it for a long time.

One of the Finest Known

Pedigree: Purchased by J .M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia .Mint, Dt
cember 1900; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
In Chapter One of his book. The Complete Guide to P^ber Quarters, Davi

Lawrence discusses some very minor hub changes that.^ook place in the yci

1900. Perhaps most noticeable is that certain reverses uscaJ from 1900 onwar

have the tip of the eagle’s right wing (to the observer’s left) extending ver

slightly beyond the top line of the letter F! in UNI'I'Fd). It has been our expc

rience that these differences have not been widely collected; at least we hav

not received want lists for them. Thus, the seeker of scarce die combination
has the opportunity in some instances to find them at “regular” prices.
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1899-0 .MS-66. A splendid gem specimen of an issue which is
readily available in lower Mint State levels but which at this lofty

Remarkable Gem 1900-0 250

cla,s.sification is certainly a rarity. Lilac toning with splashes of blue
and gold over satiny, lustrous surfaces. Doubtless this piece was

Virtual Perfection!

hand-selected for its quality at the time of issue.
Pedigree: Purchased by J..M. Clapp directly from the Netit Orleans .Mint, No¬

Possibly the Finest Known

vember 1899John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: I'nder high-powered magnification the die yields some interest¬
ing features. A crack is seen from the last digit of the date through the base of
the neck truncation, extending from the point of the truncation to the 13th star.
This is very delicate and would be noticeable only on very high-grade pieces.

Gem 1899-S Quarter
FVooflike Surfaces
1571

1900-0 MS-67. A remarkable gem, virtual perfection, a coin tha

Rare So Choice

the buyer can call M.S-68 or M.S-69 in our opinion! Light lilac anc

A .Major “Stopper”

gold toning over satiny surfaces with some hints of blue and gold. Ai
pretty as a picture.

Again, the 19()()-() is readily available in lower grades and even it

lower Mint .State categories, but a superb gem such as this must ht
regarded as a truly extraordinary opportunity.

Pedigree: Purchased by J..M. Clapp directly from the Sexc' Orleans Mint
1900; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

Die notes: Under low magnification some interesting clash marks can N

seen in the area of Miss liberty’s chin and in front of her neck, due to the ob

verse and reverse dies coming together without an intervening planchel

1.569

I899-.S .MS-66, prrMiflike. With a partially mirrorlike surface, the
reflectivity of w hich would probably be called PL (but not DMPL) if

This may have caused some die buckling or weakness, resulting in light sink!

ing particularly at star 11. Related clash marks from the obverse can l>e 'Cft

on the reverse, most particularly near the ribbon above ami below the areib

It were a Morgan dollar, Ouite possibly a special striking made with

UM in the motto and above the arrow s, (^lash marks on Barber quarter dolUh

great care, obviously from polished dies. Lilac and heather toning ac¬

are few and far between, lending interest to the present piece

cented with splashes of blue on the obverse and gold on the reverse,
but not exclusively in either instance.
Again, the IH'8i S

is

one of the pieces in the quarter dollar scries

thir IS rrlarivelv av.iilable in circulated grades and which comes on
the m ifkef with some frequency at lower Mint State levels How-

\\l
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Memorable Gem 1900-S Quarter

Gorgeous Gem 1901-0 Quarter

Possibly the Finest Known

A Rarity at this Level

A Major Rarity Thus

One of the Finest Known

1900-S MS-67. Delicate champagne toning over somewhat proof¬
like surfaces. A very beautiful example which challenges perfection.
Quite possibly the finest known specimen.
Once again the 1900-S is more or less available in lower grades,
even in lower Mint State ranges, but at the gem level is a major rarity.
Indeed, no matter what the price paid or offered, one would be hardpressed to duplicate the quality of the Eliasberg Collection coin.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco Mint,
1900; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
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1901-0 MS-66. A gorgeous gem specimen of an issue which at this
grade level is a significant rarity. 'Phe coin displays light lilac and
heather toning on the obverse with some splashes of blue and gold.
The reverse is a nice blend of heather, delicate gold, and splashes of
blue.
David Lawrence suggests that the 1901-0 is probably the second or
third rarest New Orleans Mint Barber quarter at the gem level, after
the 1909-0 and 1896-0. This observation is quite sophisticated and
is based upon a lot of study on his part. Comparing the 1901-0 with

Die notes: Under magnification a hairline crack is seen at the lower left of the

the rare San Francisco Mint coin of this year, the famous 1901-S, it

neck truncation, extending to star 1. Another crack, extremely delicate, con¬

seems evident that at the gem level the 1901-0 mounts some strong

nects stars 2-6, goes through the top of Miss Liberty’s cap, and may be related

competition, especially if one reviews population reports from grad¬

to the crack through OD W and another crack extending from E through the

ing services and allows for the possibility that 1901-S quarters would

leaf tips to I'RU. Still another hairline crack goes through the bottom of ST,
continuing to the right and ending at star 9. The reverse shows a hairline from

have a higher rate of resubmission.

the top of the R througlvthe base of the S mintmark to the arrow feathers, another

No matter how the 1901-0 is studied, it is evident that the

crack through QUAR, another through ED, another through the top of E in OF,

Eliasberg Collection gem is a truly memorable specimen, a truly im¬

and another, irregularly, through MER. These may be stress cracks rather than

portant opportunity.
Pedigree: Purchased by J .M. Clapp directly from the New Orleans Mint, Sep¬

mintage cracks and are so delicate that they could only be seen on a very well
preserved specimen. The reverse for the first time in the present catalogue is
the new style with the tip of wing protruding slightly above the E in UNITED.

tember 1901; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

The specialist, by checking the delivery dates from the various mints of the

Die notes: The reverse shows what seems to be shelf or machine doubling in

Eliasberg Collection quarters, may be able to come to some conclusion as to

many areas, giving intermittent doubled outlines to the mintmark, many let¬

when certain die combinations were in effect at the various mints—a remarkable

ters, etc. I'he phenomenon of shelf doubling is quite interesting, is not fully

opportunity for someone with a really technical interest in the pieces.
Again we quote from a recent comment by David Lawrence: “While the

explained in the literature, and is somewhat selective—inasmuch as, for ex¬

1900-S is not as scarce in Mint State as the 1898-S and 1899-S, this date is un¬

doubling. This is similar to the piece mentioned by David Lawrence as fol¬
lows: “A Mint .State specimen exists with extensive reverse doubling. This is

der-appreciated. Its availability in EF and AU grades makes it seem fairly com¬
mon, but true Mint State exzmp\es are tough to find.”

ample, one feature can be doubled, and another near it can lack evidence of the

provisionally considered to come from a doubled die.” However, on the
Eliasberg specimen, the die is not doubled, as the O mintmark, added in the
die latet, shows the same shifting as the letters. On a normal doubled die re¬

Gem Proof 1901 Quarter

verse, letters would show doubling, but the mintmatk would not, unless by
some truly unlikely circumstance it also happened to be doubled to the same
degree in a separate operation during the mintmark punching. More likely, the
doubling was caused by the reverse die being slightly loose in its chuck in the
press, causing it to “chatter” ever so slightly; alternatively, there could have
been some looseness or “play” in the joints of the press itself
Upon reading the foregoing, David Lawrence commented that he has seen
another Mint State specimen with doubling and also has inspected one in \T
grade. “This variety is sometimes certified as the Double Die reverse,” he
added.

73

1901 Proof-67. Champagne toning on the obverse is accented with
splashes of blue at the rims. On the reverse the toning is magenta at
the center, changing to electric blue and to gold. Perhaps we should
loan this piece to Krause Publications, which enjoys putting out cal¬
endars each year showing enlarged color illustrations of coins. If a
more beautiful reverse on any Barber quarter exists, we haven’t seen
it! Indeed, even in theory, it is unimprovable.
I'he mintage of the 1901 Proof was just 813. Certainly from that
small number no finer piece could be found today.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint, Sep¬
tember 1901; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
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Bid By Mail
Do you know that most of our clients bid by mail.? F rom
the comfort and convenience of your favorite chair you can
participate in this great sale. Many coins await yourconsideration—take advantage of the opportunity.

iht l.uuts t.. h.Iiiisber^, Sr., Collection

Gem Mint State 1901-S Rarity
Landmark in the Barber Series
Among the Finest Known
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1901-S MS-67. Virtual perfection. Obtained directly from the San

In essence, rumors of rolls held by (lies, Pukall, Raymond, and oth¬

Francisco Mint at the time of issue. A specimen of extraordinary

ers, and dating before 1909, are simply fantasy. Fhe rolls that were

quality, in keeping with its companion coins of the era. Delicate lilac,

put away by these gentlemen were primarily of lower denominations

brow n, and gold toning over lustrous, satiny surfaces. Sharply struck.

such as cents and nickels.

.A numismatic landmark that ranks among the very finest known of
this famous issue.

does at the top of the Barber quarter series, offering a combination of

At the gem level the 19()1-.S is particularly desirable, standing as it

The 1901-S, with a mintage of just 72,664, stands as the most fa¬

low mintage, rarity in all grades, numismatic fame, and in the in¬

mous of all Barber quarters. Although the 191.VS has a lower mint¬

stance of the present piece, a delightful combination of high grade

age, most pieces of the 1901-S slipped into circulation before there

and excellent aesthetic appeal. W hile the 1S96-.S discussed earlier

was a widespread interest in collecting mintmarks (which did not be¬

can mount a serious technical challenge to its rarity in high levels of

gin m a significant way until after August 1909). 'I'hus, the 19()1-S

Mint .State, it does not have the fame of the 1901-5.

even in a well-worn grade such as fJ, VfJ, or Fine is a remarkable
piece.

(juarter dollars in the Fdiasberg (Collection—the 1B96-.S, 1901-.S.

Mint State 1‘>01-S (juarters are, indeed, notable rarities. .So far as is

191,V-.S—arc each outstanding and each deserving of special interest

However, we depart this discussion noting that the “Big .V’ Barber

known, none were saved in roll or other quantities. Fhe contention

and attention. Fhcrc is not too much point in comparing one w ith the

that A.C. foes of I’ittsburgh, Pennsylvania, had a roll of this date and

others as they arc all needed for completion of a gem set.

also of other Barber rpiartcrs can be dismissed for reasons that will be

Pedif,rre: Purchased hy J.M. Clapp directly <{rnm the San Frannsco Mint,

examined in detail (including notes from John J. Ford, Jr.) in the

March 1901; John li. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to !.outs F,. F.hasherx, Sr

forthcoming bfKik by the writer, .\mrnrtin C.otn Hoards and Vreasurrs.

Die notes: Mierosi'opit ilic track tonnetts tip of host trimtation witli mnci
most point of V'-sfi.ipcd star intersection closest to it on star I ). craik continues
to connect star 1.1 with star 12 hitjh on the stars ami toward the dentils

I V4
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seen among the olive leaves on the head, while a final crack extends along the
right rim connecting stars 7-10. 'fhese may be in the nature of stress cracks rather
than cracks caused in striking, but as noted in an earlier context, only an exami¬
nation of multiple coins will ascertain this.

Splendid Gem Proof 1903 250
Remarkable Quality
76 1902 Proof-64/65. On the obverse champagne toning at the center
gives way to gold among the stars and gunmetal-blue at the rims,
while the reverse is a close match to the piece we earlier recom¬
mended for use on a calendar.
A few trivial lines in the obverse field keep this from the Proof-65
category or even finer. However, the overall aesthetic appeal is cer¬
tainly equal to or better than that seen on higher graded pieces. Only
777 Proofs were minted.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint,
May 1902; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
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1903 Proof-67. Another superb Proof, gold at the center changing to
splashes of electric blue and gold. Of the 755 Proofs struck—a rela¬
tively low mintage—it is highly unlikely that any coin could be nicer
than this one, and few can come close to its aesthetic appeal. Again,

Beautiful Gem 1902-0 Quarter

quality is the key word.
Pedigree: Purchased by J .M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint, No¬

Remarkable!

vember 1903; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

Possibly the Finest Known

Gem 1903-0 Quarter Dollar
Possibly Finest Known
Second Rarest Gem in the Series
Only the 1896-S is Rarer!
77 1902-0 MS-66. Lustrous and mostly brilliant, with some splashes of
brown and gold. A darker toning area appears at the left obverse be¬
tween stars 2 and 3. Quite possibly the finest 1902-0 quarter dollar in
existence. Again, the issue is relatively plentiful in lower grades, but
at the MS-65 or higher level becomes extremely rare. For the special¬
ist and connoisseur, the importance of this coin cannot be overstated.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the New Orleans Mint,
October 1902; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes; On the reverse there are some scattered cracks seen including
through QIIARTE and DOLLAR (with an additional crack extending from
below the second L).
In recent correspondence David Lawrence reiterated that the 1902-0 is “a
scarce issue in Mint .State, but especially so in gem quality.”

Magnificent 1902-S Quarter
Finest Seen

(photo enlarged to twice actual size(
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1903-0 MS-66. Another splendid specimen direct from the Mint to

78 1902-S MS-66. A simply magnificent coin—finer than any we have

you, so to speak, with a nice stop along the way, carefully preserv ed in

ever seen. The surfaces are heather and gold with delicate splashes

the Clapp and Eliasberg collections. A gorgeous example with light

of blue over lustrous fields. Stunning!
I'he 19()2-S is fairly elusive in higher grades, including in such lev¬

gold toning mottled with splashes of orange and sea green. Quite

els as MS-6(), MS-61, and MS-62. At MS-65 it is notably rarer, and

many other coins in the Eliasberg Collection, this has a special aspect

just a few exist. A couple of higher-graded pieces might challenge the

of (juality and, of course, incomparable pedigree.

present coin from a numerical qomcw., but we doubt if any eould
equal the present piece from the all-important aesthetic viewpoint.

scarce at the gem level, even if an ordinary gem. However, like so

It is important and relevant to note that at the MS-65 or fine level,
David Lawrence considered the 1903-0 and the 1896-S quarter to be the

Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the San Erancisco Mint,

rarest of all pieces in the Barber series. Further, dipping &’wv down into

March 1902; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

the MS-63 category, David Lawrence said of the 1903-0, “It is the

Die notes: Under magnification an interesting crack is seen through the base
of Miss Liberty’s neck, continuing through star I.V Another crack is seen connecting
stars h-S, and extending to the left and right of this trio. .Still another crack is

)WKKS AND MKKKNA

most undervalued coin in the set in MS-63.”
I'he extraordinary tpiality of this coin, its extraordinary rarity at the

l.VS

Iht I.outs h.. h.liasder'^, Sr., Collection

Connoisseur’s 1904-0 Quarter

Hcni level, and its unsurpassable pedigree directly from the New Or¬
leans Mint in CXtober 1903 combine to make this a truly special op¬
portunity.

Another Kenvarkable (^oin

Hedt^ree: Purchased try J.M. Clapp directly from the Sew Orleans .\tint,
October IOOJ. John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louts E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Reverse w ith some delicate traces of shelf doubling, especially to¬
ward the bottom of the coin.

Prooflike Gem 1903-S Quarter
Among the Finest Known
1583

1904-0 MS-66. Heather toning with blushes of gold and hints o

blue over satiny, lustrous fields. A splendid piece from a numerical a:
well as aesthetic viewpoint, a prize for the connoisseur.
Pedigree: Purchased by J ..M. Clapp directly from the New Orleans .Mint, No
vember 1904; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

Die notes: Linder very high magnification there may be a trace of a tiny craci'
at the top of the 9 in the date, and there is definitely a very delicate crack fron

the last digit of the date through the neck truncation, piercing star 13, and closeh

approaching but not touching star 12, after which it runs into a dentil. The reverst
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is from an early state of that particular die, without cracks, and with an interesting

1903-S MS-66. Light lilac and heather toning over prooflike fields

raised die finish scratch diagonally from the base of the U running through the

and frosted devices. One of the finest known to exist of this scarce

center of N. Some interesting irregularities occur at the diagonal stroke of the
■N as well.

issue. .Most probably, only a dozen or two numismatists ordered coins
directly from the branch mints in 1903, and this accounts for pieces

In his book, David Lawrence reported that this issue is usually poorly struck

surviving in higher grades today. Only a few other coins survived as a

and “often with some depression on the face.” 'The same writer noted thai

“trouble-free, sharply struck coins may not exist, although 15 gems have beer

matter of stray chance.

certified.” Here is such a trouble-free coin. Lawrence’s comment is poignani

Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco .Mint,

inasmuch as it reflects that population reports issued by various certificatior

October 1903: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

services may reflect the existence of gem quality coins in,various series, from s

numerical viewpoint, but quite often aesthetic value is southing else entirely ana
may be absent.
■> •

Splendid Gem Proof 1904 Quarter

.Separately in recent correspondence, Lawrence reiterated that the 1904-0 is
highly desirable in any Mint State grade.

1584

1905 Pr()of-65. Mostly brilliant surfaces with some hints of toning
around the rims. Certainly one of the finest of 727 Proofs struck.

Pedigree: Purchased by J..M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint,

November 1905; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg,
Sr.

1582 1904 Proof-67. Champagne toning with some splashes of gold. One
of the very finest remaining from just 670 Proofs struck this year.
Pedigree: Purchased by J..M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia .Mint,
November 1904; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
E. lias berg, Sr.

Remarkable 1905-0 Gem Quarter
Especially Popular Variety
“No Problems”
Among tbe Finest Known

Plan To Participate
[Man to participate in this sale. Many months of activity
have gone into the preparation of this catalogue, and now it
is in your hands. Before you are thousands of interesting
coins. IMan to participate. It’s a great way to add to your
collection! Bid by mail (as most of our clients do) or attend
in person. Hither way, we look forward to hearing from you!

1585 1905-0 MS-67. Heather and light golden toning over lustrous, sat¬
iny surfaces. Another remarkable Barber tjuarter, an outstanding gem
specimen that is worthy of special note by the interested bidder. In
fact, again we quote David Lawrence (from his book): “This coin has
such demand that even coins with light scratches, or other minor
problems sell for full price or higher.” I'he present piece has no such
problems.
Pedigree: Purcha.^ed by J ..M. Clapp directly from the New Orleans .Mint, No¬
vember 1905; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eha.'iberg, Sr,
Die notes: 1 nder magnification there is a very light die crack from the .5
thrrrugh the neck truncation to star 13. seemingly a stress (somt m the dies, and
a place where cracks recur through the series. .Another light line is seen through
the top of Miss Liberty’s cap.
David Lawrence, whose enthusiasm for the Kliasberg (lolicction parallels
our own sentiments, recently commented m a letter " The I'XIS-O is another
com on evervone’s want list m any Mint .State graile

This is a ‘magic’ date to

those who know the scries It is the easiest of all llarlser quarters to sell to col¬
lectors building sets, tor it is sigmficantlv iinders allied in all price guides "

I
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Superb Gem 1905-S Quarter
Possibly Finest Known
Surprisingly Rare in Gem Grade

would call this MS-67 or even finer. A splendid coin from a technical
and aesthetic viewpoint, certainly no finer has been seen by us.
Pedigree: Probably directly from the Denver Mint, but the records are silent
on this point. The same comment can be made for subsequent branch mint
Barber quarter dollars.
First year of Denver .Mint coinage; This represents the debut year of coinage
of the Denver Mint. Although the federal government purchased minting fa¬
cilities from Clark, Gruber & Company (pioneer gold coiners) in Denver in
1862, and in various Mint Reports referred to the building and contents as the
Denver Mint, no coins were ever struck there under federal auspices. When,
finally, the Denver Mint became a reality it was in a new building—still stand¬
ing and in use today—which was ready for coinage toward the end of IW.S, and
which struck its first issues in 1906. All coins struck there bore the mintmark I),
the same as used on Dahlonega (Georgia) gold coinage 1838-1861, but not con¬
fused, as by 1906 the Dahlonega facility was history.
Much silver used at the Denver Mint came from the nearby Rocky Moun¬
tains, where silver was found in quantity—several decades earlier giving rise to
prosperity of towns whose names linger today, such as Idaho .Springs,
Georgetown, Central City, Blackhawk, and the ever-popular Aspen.
In a recent letter David Lawrence commented that although the 1906-D,
being the first issue of the Denver Mint, should be easy to find in sharply
struck gem grade, it is not.

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1586 1905-S MS-67. Another notable coin, a superb gem with the most
beautiful lilac toning one would ever hope to see, this being on the
obverse, while the reverse is champagne. The fields are somewhat
prooflike. The 1905-S is relatively available in lower grades, but at
this level is very scarce. Combining the high technical grade with the

1589 1906-0 MS-65. Light lilac and gray toning over lustrous surfaces.
The reverse has light blushes of gold with some blue at the rims.
Die notes: Under high magnification an incipient die crack can be seen at the
left corner of the neck truncation, while on the right side a significant die crack
develops and extends to star 13, this being what seems to be a common stress
point in the dies. On the reverse there is a very interesting crack from the dentils

aesthetic appeal may yield the finest known specimen; of course, this

through the left side of D to the arrow feathers, and a possibly related, but not

precise commentary can be extended to numerous pieces already de¬

connected, crack from the dentils through ER extending toward the eagle. .Still

scribed in this series.

another crack comes from the dentils through AR and possibly runs into 'F, al¬
though not continuously. Yet another crack can be seen from the upper left side

In his printed narrative concerning the 1905-S, David Lawrence
gives the impression that while he has seen some nice pieces, most

of the I in UNITED, continuing through ITED and exiting to the rim above
the first S in STATF3S, but splitting into two, possibly three sections as it ap¬

have been dipped or have other problems. In confirmation, this from

proaches the reeding. Yet another crack begins in the rim above the first T in

recent correspondence, he noted that attractive specimens of the

S'FAl'ES, continues in the field through the second 1' and proceeds through

1905-S should he easy to find, “but usually aren’t.”
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco Mint, No¬
vember 1905; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

FiS, emerging to connect the tops of the letters in OF'. F'ach of these cracks is
very delicate and may be the result of metallic stress in the die, rather than breakage
during the coinage operation.

Superb Gem Proof 1907 Quarter

1587 1906 Proof-67. Champagne toning over deep mirror surfaces. One
of the finest remaining pieces from the relatively low Proof mintage
of 675 coins this year. Absolutely gorgeous!
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the Philadelphia Mint, 1906; John H.
Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

1590 1907 Proof-67. A splendid gem example with delicate champagne
toning over deep mirror surfaces. As nice as we have ever seen. Of
special interest due to the low mintage of just 575 in this year of eco¬
nomic recession. For the connoisseur here is a prize.

Splendid 1906-D Quarter
Among the Finest Known

Pedigree: These and the balance of the Barber quarter Proofs are probably
from the Philadelphia Mint at the time of issue, but this is not certain.
History note; The American economy paused for breath briefly in 1907, and
there were some problems in the financial district. Among others, well known
illustrator Charles Dana Gibson lost his accumulated fortune when his New
York City bank failed. However, difficulties proved short-lived, and within a
year or two the economy was back on course, making strong gains early in the
next decade, and going into really high gear after 1914 (when .\merica furnished
materiel to the Fiuropean war effort).

1588

I906-I) MS-66. Lilac and light golden toning over lustrous surfaces.
A few tiny marks on the obverse are hidden by toning, otherwise we
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Outstanding 19()7-D Quarter

1594

1908 Proof-65. Brilliant and attractive. A splendid specimen of thi'
low-mintage year. Another quarter dollar for the connoisseur.

1591

1907-D MS-65/67. Light lilac toning with blue at the borders. A su¬

Die notes: I'nder magnification there are raised die stnae on the head of Mis>

perb example of this issue, ideal for the “type” collector as well as the

Liberty, looking quite like scratches to the uninitiated observer, but actualK

specialist. Fairly scarce at the gem level, despite a relatively high

part of the die used to strike the pieces. Choice Proofs are scarce and in theii

mintage. .An outstanding coin.

elusive nature are second only to those dated 1914 and 1915, David Lawrence
advises.

Die notes: Obverse with very minor repunching under the top of the 7.
David Lawrence (cf. recent letter): “The 1907-D is the second or third scarc¬
est Denver Mint Barber quarter, certainly after the lOll-D and possibly the
1910-Das well."

Marvelous 1908-D Quarter Dollar
Among the Finest Known

Remarkable Quality 1907-0 Quarter
Among the Finest Known

1595

190H-D MS-66, Surfaces a delightful mixture of li^t gold changing

to blue at the rims. A simply gorgeous piece. Not a (arity at lower lev¬

els, but in the preservation here offered it is very elusive indeed, fhe
1592

1907-0 MS-66. Light gray, gold, and magenta toning at the center

Kliasberg Collection specimen is one of the very finest known. This

changes to intense gold and blue at the rims. Fairly well struck, with

truly special 1908-1) is equally appealing as a specialist’s coin and as a

sharpness in just about every area except stars 11 (in particular)

candidate for a high-tjuality type set.

through 13 and, if one wants to be super technical, the upper right
wing tip. Fhis coin is far better than normally seen.
David Lawrence notes that the 1907-0 was “the poorest struck
coin in the series,” with some pieces having distortions, scars, and
other problems. Moreover, he suggests that the 1907-0 is “underval¬
ued in all .Mint State grades and in AU as well.” While one does not
normally asstxriate the 1907-0 as being a rarity perse, the present ex¬
ample is certainly worthy of close attention by the connoisseur and
may well be one of the finest know n from an aesthetic view point.
1596

1908-0 MS-65/66. Somewhat mottled gray and brown toning over

lustrous, frosty surfaces. Some traces of “mumps” below the ear, as

Superb Gem 1907-S Quarter

noted on other specimens by David Lawrence.

Die notes: Reverse with some interesting die finish marks visible under mag¬

Believed Finest Known

nification between the arrows and the eagle feathers.

Magnificent 1908-S Quarter
Lawrence; “Undervalued”
Possibly P'inest Known

159,3

!9()7-S M,S-67. ,A superb gem specimen, challenging perfection.
Delicate golden toning at the centers changes to a mixture of light
blue and iridescent at the rims. Sharply struck and very beautiful. As
pretty as a Barber rpiarter can be! (lertainly, this piece is one of the
finest known to exist, (juitc possibly the absolute finest. Another is¬
sue for the connoisseur.
l)ic notes: I ndcr magnification a few delicate cracks are seen on the ob¬
verse. notably at the left bust truncation point extending toward star I, another
from srar Z ro the ribbon, and yet another from the right bust point through star
I V the latter position being especially "popular" for cracks on coins in this seties.
[Vavid l.awrente (letter)- “The l'X)7-S. while not a rare date when all grades
ire - onsidered. is nonetheless a very desirable com at the gem level."

1597

19()8-S MS-67. ,\ magnificent gem with golden toning .it the cen¬
ters changing to lovely blue around.niuch of the obverse .ind, to a
lesser extent, on the reverse, the latter mamlv around the rims

The

aesthetic ipiality ot this coin cannot be overemph.isi/cil, ami com¬

bined with the high numerical graile it eipiates to a piece which I'l
desirable from any aspect. (June possiblv the finest known

In his narrative D.i\ ul L.iwreiue st.ites that this partu iilar issiici
never stavs in stoik

trniible lree coins ol am graile sell immedi

atciv. I nilcrv.lined in most Mint .State grades "

1
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Hie notes; On the obverse the date logotype on this particular coin is more
evenly spaced (with regard to the distance from the dentils, as measured at the
first and last digits) than any of the 1908 varieties yet seen. From star 1 to a den¬
til is a very tiny crack. An additional crack is seen from the right bust truncation
tip to star 13.

tion, continued to be stored at the New Orleans Mint until 1929,
when they were moved to a vault in Philadelphia. Meanwhile, (juarter dollars were paid out in the channels of commerce as they were
minted, did not accumulate, and were not often saved by numisma¬
tists. Survival of Mint State 1909-0 quarters, or other New Orleans
Mint quarters, is more a matter of chance than intent. In doing re¬

Juperb Gem Proof 1909 Quarter Dollar

search for my recent book on coin hoards and treasures I was not able
to locate records of any quantities of New Orleans Mint quarter dol¬
lars existing.

Quality 1909-S Quarter
One of the Finest Known

598

1909 Proof-67. One of just 650 Proofs minted this year. Certainly
one of the finest in existence. Delicate champagne toning over
mostly brilliant surfaces.
In 1909 in the Indian cent series, dies were made for the first time with the
date incorporated into the master die, and then transferred to the working die.
Thus, among 1909 Indian cents there are no differences in die positions. Ex¬
actly when the change to including the date as part of the master die occurred
in the quarter dollar series is not recorded, but it was probably around this time,

1601 1909-S MS-66. A quality impression of this issue. Mottled gray and

as differences from this point onward seem to be limited primarily to mintmark

lilac surfaces at the center of the obverse change to blushes of gold

positions. In the present 1909 quarter dollars there seem to be some differ¬

and blue at the rims. The reverse is mainly champagne with hints of

ences in date positions, but very minute.

gold and blue. Condition Census quality; none finer seen.
Die notes: Under magnification the date numerals show some interesting

Gem 1909-D Quarter Dollar

raised ridges, possibly artifacts of striking, although we are at a loss to explain
the precise method of their creation. Specialists may wish to take a look for
themselves. On the reverse the mintmark is doubled punched, but the second
impression is so strong that it is not possible to tell on the present example
whether the first mintmark was the same size or whether it was smaller.

Gem Proof 1910 Quarter

599

1909-D MS-66. Light gray toning freckled with hints of gold. A su¬
perb coin in all respects, certainly one of the finest known. Very un¬
derrated at this level.
Die notes: A very interesting die break with some cuds or “islands” is seen at
the lower left of the neck truncation, with another, possibly related, at the right,
extending to star 13.

1602 1910 Proof-67. Brilliant with just a hint of champagne toning. Espe¬
cially frosty, cameo-like devices. One of just 551 Proofs struck, and

Important 1909-0 Quarter
A Key Issue of the Era
Last New Orleans Mint Coinage

certainly among the finest of those still in existence.

Exceptional 1910-D Quarter
Superb Gem
Lawrence: “Underrated”

1600 1909-0 MS-64/66. A cut appears in the lower part of the olive
branch in Miss Liberty’s head, mandating the split grade just sug¬
gested. 'Phis is mostly hidden by the toning, which is a blend of lilac,
blue and gold and quite attractive.
The 1909-0 is quite scarce in all high grades, even in EF and All,
in the latter grade this is one of the hardest in the series to locate, per
David I>awrence’s book. Further from Lawrence (in a recent letter):
“The 1909-0 is the scarcest of all the New Orleans Mint Barber quar¬
ters in most grades, especially if with a decent strike. It is on the want
list of just about everyone who wants to build a Mint State set.”
This piece is important as the last year of New Orleans Mint coin¬

1603 1910-D MS-66. A splendid coin with mottled light gray and hlac
toning at the centers changing to gold and delicate blue at the rims. A
true gem that has few aesthetic erpials

anyw

here. Fairly well struck,

although with some weakness at stars 1 l-l-L Certainly far above aver¬
age in this regard. Miss Liberty’s forehead is well defined as are the
eagle’s claws, this being an exception to the rule given by David
Lawrence: “Always with a shallow strike.
Die notes: The date seems to be in essentially the same position as on the

age. I'he presses were stopped in this year, never to resume produc¬

Proof of this vear.
..
i
Further from David I .awrence (this via letter): “ I he 191()-D is an underrated

tion m that city. Many coins, primarily of the silver dollar denomina¬

date and is never around when needed In last, even I I soins are rare.
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Notable Ciem l^roof 1911 Quarter Dollar

Beautiful (jem 1912-S Quarter
Among the Mnest Known
Lawrence: “Always in Demand”

1604 1911 Proof-67. Light golden toning over deep mirror surfaces.
Splashes of blue at the rims. One of the finest in existence from a low
Proof production of just 543 coins.
1608

1912-S MS-66. A beautiful gem specimen with delicate golden ton¬
ing over lustrous, frosty surfaces, .yn outstanding example of an issue

Exceptional 1911-D Quarter Dollar

which is extremely elusive in higher grades, far more so than is gener¬
ally realized. A Condition Census coin at this superb gem level.

Condition Rarity'

David Lawrence suggests that this issue is “always in demand.”
The mintage of this issue is just 708,000 pieces, one of relatively few

Among the Finest Known

issues in the series to dip below the million mark.
Die notes: Date logotype as described on the preceding, with an interesting
raised ridge on the inside of the downward element of the 2. On this particular
coin there is a crack extending from the border diagonally up through 12 of
date to the bust point, at which place there is a spine or incipient crack toward
star 13. The reverse seems to be a fairly early impression from the dies. An area
of roughness irregularity is seen below the top right serif of the second .S in
STATES and will serve to identify this die for purposes of comparison.

1605 1911-D MS-66. Silver gray toning over prooflike surfaces. Some

Gem Proof 1913 Quarter Dollar

splashes of gold near the rims. A very attractive coin. Condition Cen¬
sus quality. None finer seen! I'he 1911-D, while common in lower
grades, is an extreme rarity at the superb gem level. In fact, at this
level it seriously challenges the well-known 1909-0.
David Lawrence recently wrote: “'fhe low-mintage 1911-D is
scarce in tf//.\Iint State grades. To the knowledgeable collector is it
recognized as being especially hard to find.”

Superb 1911-S Quarter

1609

1913 Proof-67. Light magenta and blue toning on the obverse.
Gunmetal-blue and iridescent toning on the reverse. A splendid

Gem Mint State

piece, certainly one of the finest in existence from a small original
mintage of just 613 Proof strikings.

1606 1911-S MS-67. A superb specimen with delicate golden and cham¬
pagne toning over lustrous surfaces. Electric blue at the rims. A very’
attractive example of an issue which is hard to find with this combi¬

1610

1913-D MS-66. Satiny, frosty, lustrous surfaces from unusually

nation of high aesthetic quality and technical grade, although several

plane dies (very little evidence of basining during the die-making

dozen gems from a small hoard have been certified at the .\1S-64 to

process). Not generally regarded as a rare date, but certainly a numis¬

\l.S-66 levels.

matic prize in the lofty level here offered. (Condition Gensus all the
way.
By this time the variations on Barber quarters are primarily limited to die
characteristics such as cracks, and such provide the opportunity for discus¬
sions in the Lawrence text. The present coin has a perfect obverse and is
probably an early striking. The reverse is likewise an early impression from
the dies.

1607

1912 PrfK)f-6.5/66. Ghampagne toning on the obverse. Reverse with
mrjfticd light gray and gold in delicate shades. One of just 7(K) PrrMifs
made this year.
I)ie notes I nder magnification the numeral 2 of the date shows a raised
ridge on the inside of the downward element, which is repeated on the I‘>I2-.S
offered m rhe nest lor. thereby indicating it was on the four-digit logotype.
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Famous 1913-S Rarity

the Liberty Seated series before a lower mintage is encountered
within the denomination!
The silver Proof coins of 1914 and 1915 have always been great ob¬

Superb Gem
Lowest Mintage of the Series

jects of desire among Barber enthusiasts, representing as they do the
lowest mintages in the series.

1613 1914-D MS-65. Brilliant, lustrous surfaces with scattered splashes
of magenta on the obverse. Fully brilliant on the reverse. A popular
issue with a fairly generous mintage of 3,046,000 pieces, probably
mostly struck from Colorado silver.
Die notes: Reverse with small die crack from eagle’s wing tip on the left to
the border between two dentils.

Memorable 1914-S Gem Quarter Dollar
Important Key Issue
Only 264,000 Struck
One of Finest Known

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1611

1913-S MS-67 or even finer. Separated from perfection by just a few
scattered very light contact marks on the obverse, otherwise this
could be called MS-68 or an even higher grade. Brilliant, lustrous sur¬
faces of a satiny nature. Scattered toning flecks are seen here and
there. Quite well struck in nearly all areas. Certainly, this is one of the
very finest survivors from a business strike mintage of just 40,000
coins, far and away the smallest figure in the Barber quarter series.
The 1913-S joins the Eliasberg Collection 1896-S and 1901-S Bar¬
ber quarter dollars as the third member of a trio of unforgettable
beauty and rarity.
Even though the 1913-S is well known, David Lawrence, upon
contemplating the present offering, could not resist commenting that
“the 1913-S has the lowest mintage of all 20th century regular issues;
it is sometimes available in MS-65, but extremely rare above that.
Underrated above MS-65 in today’s market.”
Die notes: On the obverse a minute die crack is seen through the lower part
of the 3 in the date, to the bust point, extending in the form of a thorn toward

1614 1914-S MS-66. A splendid gem specimen of this low-mintage issue,
one of the key dates toward the end of the series. Just 264,000 were
struck.
The present piece is brilliant and lustrous with a few toning flecks
here and there, is nicely struck, and has a very' attractive aspect. C.ertainly it ranks among the most pleasing pieces in any numismatic
cabinet today.
The mintmark is filled in and is a hallmark of certain authentic
specimens according to David Lawrence’s book. The same writer
notes the existence of a slightly repunched date, not reflected on the
presently-offered coin. If this has been verified this means that in
1914 the Engraving Department of the Mint was still punching in
four-digit logotypes on individual working dies. If so, they must have

star 13. What David Lawrence describes as a die crack below the ear is also

had a jig for a very careful positioning, as there seems to be relatively

seen, although on. the present coin it appears more like a clash mark. The re¬

little (if any) difference in the date positions.

verse is from a'very early impression of the die.

Further from Lawrence (via recent letter): “ The 1914-S is highly prized because
of its low mintage. Fhe few Mint .State specimens that come on the market,
regardless of level, are always sold quickly.”

Gem Proof 1914 Quarter Dollar
Lowest Mintage of the Series
Only 380 Proofs Struck

Highly Prized 1915 Proof Quarter
Only 450 Proofs Struck

1615 1915 Proof-65. Light golden toning on the obv erse, medium golden
1612

1914 I*roof-67. A superb gem with lilac and golden toning on both

toning on the reverse. A splendid specimen from an original Proof

surfaces, changing to splashes of blue at the rims. An absolutely stun¬

coinage of just 450 examples, second only to the 1914 in terms of

ning example from the lowest recorded Proof mintage of the series,

scarcity, and the seconil lowest of all Proof mintages after 1858.

just 380 coins. Indeed, one must go back to the year 1858 well within
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Die notc^: On this and on the next two pieces (1915-1) and 1915-S) there is a

.•\be Kosoff and .Abner Kreisberg, who traded as the Numismatic (iallcry, .New

ser> subliminal sign of repunchinf' in the same spot on the date, particularly at

)'ork C^ity (Kreisberg had joined .-Xbc KosolT in 19-44 and remained his partnc

the lower left of the third digit. It seems that this may have occurred in the

until 1954).

master die, but again we are not sure of the die-making procedure at this point
in time.

renewed appreciation of Mint .State vs. Proof, and the subject has formed the

In more recent times, particularly from the 1970s onward, there has ticen ^
topic for specialized treatment in articles in Thr Com Dealer Snrsletter Un par

ticular) and a few other places as well, not to overlixik the evidence given at ar
even more recent date by the population reports.

The present situation notwithstanding, the availability of Proofs, ever

though they are a different format, tends to lessen the demand for top grade

business strikes. Thus, for most dates in the Barber series business strikes arc

not appreciated for the scarcities that they are. However, 1916, absent any
Proof strikings, rises to the top of the list in desirability in gem preservation.

1616

1915-D MS-66. Brilliant and lustrous with mottled light brow n ton¬
ing on the obverse, mostly brilliant on the reverse. Very frosty. .4
handsome example of this issue. Condition Census quality.
David Lawrence cites two obverses, one with repunched date (as described
earlier under the Proof 1915) and one, apparently with a perfect date. 'Fhe lat¬
ter has not been studied, .^gain, the present writer is not certain how date logo¬
types were placed into the die during this period. On the reverse of the 1915-D
there is an interesting crack connecting R and D, extending to the dentils to
the right of the D.

1619

1916-D Barber. MS-66/67. Brilliant, lustrous surfaces with freck¬

led delicate brown toning, a nice companion to the pieces offered

earlier. A record high mintage of 6,540,000 for this issue suggests that

Remarkable Quality 1915-S
One of the Finest Known

1916-D quarters are the most plentiful of all mintmark varieties (only

a few Philadelphia coins had higher production figures). And, this is

true. However, really choice gems are hardly common, the connois¬

seur will recognize that this “ordinary” 1916-D is indeed special. In¬
deed, it is among the finest known.

With this lot concludes the memorable collection of Bar^r quarters from the

Kliasberg Collection, nearly all of which are gems, and mOst of which were or¬

dered from the original issuing mints during the year of production. It is with a

tinge of sadness that we go on to the next the series, fully realizing that perhaps

never again will an old-time “original” holding of this depth and quality ever
pass through our hands or anyone else’s.

1617

1915-S MS-66. Brilliant and lustrous with some very lightly mottled
brown toning on the obverse, evenly distributed brown toning on the
reverse. Extremely frosty. A splendid example of this issue of which
just 704,000 were made. Obverse and reverse from a very early state

1916-1930 Standing
Liberty Quarters

of the respective dies. One of the very finest known examples. K con¬
dition rarity at this level. Another marvelous opportunity for the con¬
noisseur and specialist.
David Lawrence recently wrote to us as follows: “Most of the Mint State
1915-S quarters 1 have seen are rather ‘ticky-tacky’ in appearance and do not
have smooth surfaces.”

1618

The Eliasberg Collection

"Fhe Eliasberg Collection of Standing Liberty quarter dolla
ranks as one of the finest to cross the auction block in our tinm
Mint State is the rule, commencing with the highly prized 191
and continuing to include the early mintmark varieties, th
remarkable and rare 1918/7-S and other delicacies. 'Foward th
end of the Standing Liberty quarters among the less scarce date
are some pieces that will appeal to the “type” collector.
-Ml in all, the presentation offers something of interest to a
specialists in this beautiful (juarter dollar series.

1916 Barber. .MS-65. Brilliant and lustrous, a nice companion to the
preceding. Some lightly mottled brown toning almost like early sum¬
mer freckles. Bold, deep strike. A very handsome example which
takes on an added aura of importance as no Proof strikings were
minted this year. Thus, a gem 1916 such as this will take its place as
the “best” grade.
Die notes: Obverse with very delicate, “thin" figures in comparison to those
earlier in the Barber series, somewhat widely spaced, and giving the piece an
open appearance. I his is from the logotype and is also seen on the 1916-D.
A few words abtiut business strikes vs. I’rcKifs: Years ago most collectors considcreil I’riKif to be a “better" grade than I ncirculated. I hus, anyone assembling a
set of Barber rjiiarters or any other scries would routinely obtain PrrKifs w hich for
the most part were easier to find—as they simply could be ordered from the
Mint Betaiise r>f this, high-grade business strikes were generally ignored. As
time went on, a few enlightened numismatists adopted what most of us consid¬
ered to he the situation tixlay: Mint State is a grade different from I’riKif, not better
than or worse than I’rorif Because of this, a com can be very rare in Mint State
end - ommon in Proof, or vice versa Actually, the r.iritics of the fwo/«/wrr//.t ((>cr' q - I Ix-rrer term than grndei) is not necessarily related at all

Historical Notes

'Fhe year 1916 brought with it a .sweeping reform in America
silver coinage. 'Fhe Barber designs, used since 1892, were rc
placed by motifs designed by sculptors in the private secto
Hermon A. MacNeil was tapped to design the Standing Libert
quarter (the subject of the present section of the catalogue), whil
Adolph A. Weinman created the “Mercury” dime series and th
Liberty Walking half dollar. For the first time in .\mcrica
coinage, the dime, (juarter, and half dollar were issued in dcsigr
that did not share common design forms. I n contrast, earlier issue
shared motifs of Barber’s Liberty Meat!, the prccctling Libcm
•Seated, anti earlier (lappeil Bust anil 1 )rapcd Bust motifs, am
other ilesigns.

Of - fif the rarlicu numismatists to appreciate thi difference was l-GG.
Bo'yrl arV--
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fill, - non of silver (oins w IS auc rioried in 1945 under the aegis of
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Making its debut in 1916, the Standing Liberty series was
)roduced continually from that point through 1930, with the
;xception of 1922. No quarter dollars were made in 1931, and
vhen mintage was resumed in 1932, the Washington motif, first
ntended as a commemorative, became the standard. Thus, the
Standing Liberty quarter faded from the American scene.
I'he story' of Hermon A. MacNeil’s creation of this design is
apably told by J.H. Cline in his appropriately titled book,
Standing Liberty Quarters. Young Dora Doscher was the model for
he coin. On the screen as Miss Doris Doree, the multi-talented
diss Doscher was also seen on the Broadway stage, and posed in
he studios of several artists and sculptors. She was a friend of
culptor MacNeil. J.H. Cline commented, “Many interesting
hapters could be written about Miss Dora Doscher in association
vith the MacNeil family.” Married, she was later known as Doris
doscher Baum. A long time later in 1972 another contender came
orward, Mrs. Irene MacDowell, who claimed that it was she who
lid the modeling. However, by this time the artist, Hermon
dacNeil, had long since died, and few numismatists put any
tock in the MacDowell claim.
TheStandingLiberty quarter series commences with the 1916,
v'ith a low mintage of 52,000 pieces. One would normally expect
hat many would have been saved as a novelty as the first year of
ssue, and pieces would be rather plentiful. Exactly what haplened is not clear, but probably as the 1916 quarter was produced
ery late in the year, and as the 1917-dated examples of the same
ype were made in large numbers, most of the public demand was
»robably absorbed by the more numerous 1917 pieces. The 1916
i^as elusive from the outset.
In 1917 the mintage of the Standing Liberty quarter was
xpanded to include production at all three active mints—Philalelphia, Denver, and San Francisco. Part way through the year
he design was changed. On the first version of the design, as used
n 1916 and early 1917, Miss Liberty was shown with an exposed
ight breast. The revised motif included, among other things,
diss Liberty encased in a suit or mail—certainly a classic case of
ivercompensation. The reverse was modified as well, and now
he eagle was depicted with three stars below it.
For a long time it was stated that the change in Miss Liberty’s
Iress was in response to public outrage against nudity. This
aakes a nice story, and it is one that was widely believed—
acluding by the present writer—until some investigation was
onducted. Checking into the matter, neither I nor anyone else
las been able to come across any contemporary (1917) commenary, complaint, or anything else suggesting that the public
bjected to the nude aspect of Miss Liberty. Rather, the design
eems to have been changed by MacNeil for other reasons,
lossibly to indicate preparedness for the World War (which had
leen raging in Europe since 1914). One might say that the first
lesign showed America personified as an Amazon, guarding the
lortal of Liberty, and that the second design showed her in an
rmed, defensive posture.
'I'he modified design made its appearance part way through
917. Almost immediately, problems arose with the sharpness of
triking. While nearly all 1917 (piarters of the early or 'Pype I
lesign have sharp details on the head of Miss Liberty, the 'Pype
I or modified issues do not. From then through the end of the
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series there were continuing difficulties with having the pieces
strike up fully.
In 1925 a slight modification was made to the date position, but
still the problem of striking sharpness continued. 'Today, numis¬
matists assess the sharpness of the head of Miss Liberty, calling
particularly sharp pieces “Full Head” or some high fraction such
as “90% Full Head.”

Celebrated 1916 Standing Liberty 250
Gem Mint State
Only 52,000 Coined

iphoto enlarged to twice actual size)
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1916 MS-65. About 75% Full Head. Mottled gray and brown ton¬
ing over lustrous surfaces, the mottling being more intense on the re¬
verse. A celebrated coin from several aspects—the low mintage and
first year of issue being paramount.
Only 52,000 were struck, this figure being far and away the low-est
production quantity for any regular coin in the Standing Liberty
quarter dollar series.
I’he low mintage was not widely publicized in 1916-1917, and the
public was not alerted to the scarcity of the 1916. Apparently, nearly
all 1916 quarters of the new design slipped unobtrusively into circu¬
lation. Although contemporary numismatists were alerted to the new
motif, and many sought an example of the type, there was very little
interest in assembling sets by date and mintmark sequence. Fhis lat¬
ter discipline did not become popular until the 1930s when Wayte
Raymond launched the StandardCatalopcue of CS. Coins (1934) and in
the same decade published a popular series of coin album pages.
By the 1920s the 1916 Standing Liberty quarter dollar was recog¬
nized as being scarce, especially in Mint .State. Henry Chapman (the
Philadelphia dealer) and John Zug (who conducted his highly suc¬
cessful mail order business from a barn on his homestead in Bowie,
Maryland) maintained a small supply, but examples were lacking in
most other dealers’ stocks. Abe Kosoff in a Coin World article, .\pril
12, 1967, suggested that William L. Pukall had put away several rolls
of these coins in 1916 and started selling them years later, apparently
dispersing them all by the 1940s.
Today in 1997 fame of the 1916 is w idespread, and it immediately
comes to mind whenever 20th century rarities are mentioned.
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Memorable 1917-S Type II Quarter

1621

1917 Type 1. MS-66. 90% Full Head. Lustrous and frosty with
some freckles of toning. Brilliant obverse and reverse. A very attrac¬
tive example of the first quantity-production issue of the new Stand¬
ing Liberty design.

1622

1917-D Type 1. MS-66. Full Head. Delicate magenta and lilac
toning on the obverse is seen over lustrous, frosty fields. On the re¬
verse a mixture of light gray and gold is seen. A very attractive ex¬
ample of an issue which is several orders more elusive than its Phila¬
delphia Mint counterpart.
I’he I'ype 1 quarter dollars of this year seem to have reached a high
level of quality and aesthetic appeal. Most examples surviving in col¬
lections are quite well struck and, in higher grades, beautiful to be¬
hold.

{photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1917-S Type II. MS-67. Full Head. Brilliant, lii^rous, and frosts
with a nuance of lilac toning. One of the very finest we have ever
seen of this issue. The Full Head feature lends additional appeal.
Truly this is a notable opportunity for the Standing Liberty quarter
dollar specialist.
While 1917 quarter dollars of the Type I style are often seen with Full Head
sharpness, those of the I'ype II modified design are infrequently encountered.

1623

1917-S Type 1. MS-66. Full Head. A tiny nick on Miss Liberty’s
right ankle, otherwise this would be a candidate for an even higher
grade. Lightly mottled magenta toning with splashes of gold over sat¬
iny, lustrous surfaces. From an aesthetic viewpoint this must be one
of the finest 1917-S Type 1 quarters in existence.

1624

1917 Type 11. .MS-63. 60% Full Head. Light gray toning over lus¬
trous surfaces. First year of the modified motif with Miss Liberty en¬
cased in an armored vest and with three stars below the eagle.

Sharply Struck Gem 1918 Quarter

1627

1918 MS-66. Full Head. Light champagne toning over silvery, lus¬
trous surfaces. 'The reverse shows some blushes of iridescence at the
borders. A thoroughly satisfying example of an issue which is not at
all easy to find in such an elegant, lofty grade.

Remarkable 1918-D Quarter Dollar
Superb Gem Mint State
162,S

1917-1) Type II. .MS-6S. 90% Full Head. Obverse with delicate
gray toning over lustrous surfaces and a splash of gold at the right rim.
Reverse with dusky gray toning at the center changing to light silver
at the borders.

Sharply Struck

1628

1918-1) MS-66. 9S% F'ull Head. Heather toning over lustrous,
frosty silver surfaces. .V spleiuliil specimen, cert.imlv one of the finest
to come on the market in recent times l liisive at ihisqualits level.
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ous striking anomaly. Such striking variations arc rather unusual m
this series. A “story coin.”

Remarkable 1918/7-S Rarity
Choice Mint State
Key to the Standing Liberty' Series

Full-Head Gem 1919 Quarter Dollar

1631

1919 MS-65/66. Full Head. A superb specimen of this relatively
scarce Philadelphia issue. The obverse is virtually as struck. The re¬
verse is brilliant and frosty overlaid with some light gray toning.

Highly Important 1919-D Quarter

1632
(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1919-D MS-66. 80% Full Head. A highly important specimen. In¬
deed, this is one of the nicest we have ever seen of this key Denver

1918/7-S overdate. MS-63. Head about 60% full. Highly lustrous

Mint issue. The coin is lustrous, brilliant, and frosty with delicate

and very attractive. Delicate golden and gray toning over frosty sur¬
faces.

heather and blue toning and is simply gorgeous to behold.

An outstanding example of the greatest major rarity in the 1916-

Notable 1919-S Quarter Dollar

1930 Standing Liberty quarter dollar series. Several hundred ex¬
amples are known totally, the typical grade being Very Fine or an oc¬
casional Extremely Fine. AU coins are very elusive, and any coin
with claims to Mint State is exceedingly rare. Walter Breen (see note
below) suggested that only six true Mint State coins are known. The cer¬
tification service data suggest more than that, but the true number is
not able to be determined, due to the penchant for resubmitting
coins of great value.
The appearance of the choice Mint State Eliasberg Collection coin
is indeed an important opportunity. The present specimen will be a
prime attraction in the display of its next owner.

1633

1919-S MS-66.90% Full Head. Light champagne toning over frosty
silver surfaces. Another notable Standing Liberty quarter, a coin the

I he 1918/7-.S variety was generally unknown to numismatists until the

connoisseur will appreciate. Quite elusive in all Mint State levels.

1930s, by which time the opportunity to ac(|uire Mint State coins had long
since elapsed. In his Complete Encyclopedia of V.S. and Colonial Coins, 1988,
Walter Breen noted that the first Mint State example ever to appear at auction

1634

was that sold by .Syracuse, N^’, dealer Barney Bluestone on December 4, 1937.

1920 MS-66. 80% Full Head. Toning similar to the preceding, and
equally attractive.

Breen also suggested that only six true Mint State coins are known.

Marvelous 1920-D Quarter

1918-S MS-65 from a technical viewpoint. 90% Full Head. How¬
ever, the center of the piece is lightly struck, possibly due to a die
filled with grease, or, less likely, a problem in die spacing (which
would probably have manifested itself with the striking of the head
of Miss Idberty, but the head is quite sharp). On the reverse a

1635

1920-D MS-66. 90% F ull Head. A marvelous coin, one of the nic¬
est seen. 'Fhe obverse is brilliant and especially frosty. 'Fhc head, as
noted, is nearly full. Fhc reverse is toned a medium dusky gray at the
center with lighter silver at the borders.

planchet defect is seen below' the eagle.
While this piece will not answer the call for a sharply struck M.S-6.S
coin for the connoisseur, and although technically it is MS-6.S, it is
probably worth around a “M.S-63 price.” It is especially recom¬
mended to the .Standing Liberty tjuarter specialist who desires a curi¬
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Hi^h-Level 192()-S Quarter Dollar

Landmark 1923-S Quarter
(iem Mint State
Superb Full I lead Strike
Among the Finest Known

1636

192()-S MS-66. 50% head detail, about average. I'he balance of the
coin is mostly well struck, however. Brilliant and lustrous with deli¬
cate lilac toning. Elusive so nice.

Scarce 1921 Quarter Dollar

1637

1921 MS-66. 70% Full Head. Lustrous and frosty with light gray,
gold, and lilac toning. A very pleasing example of the issue consid¬
ered to be the most elusive among Philadelphia Mint coins of this
denomination and era.
In 1921 the .'\merican economy was experiencing a recession (although that
term had not been invented yet for this context). Accordingly, the mintages

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

were reduced all across the board (except for the silver dollar which was made
in large quantities as a pork barrel project).

1639 1923-S MS-67. Full Head. Well struck. A stunningly beautiful

■Standing Liberty quarters were minted only at Philadelphia this year, and in

gorgeous, truly superb coin—a numismatic landmark! Brilliant, lus^

reduced numbers. None were produced at Denver or San Prancisco, and in the
following year, 1922, none at all would be struck.

trous surfaces with delicate champagne toning. One of the most de¬
sired varieties in the Standing Liberty quarter series.

While the 1923-.S is a key issue in virtually any high grade, at this

superb gem level emerges as a significant rarity. 'Phe connoisseur will
want to bid liberally.

1638 1923 MS-67. 80% hull Head. Brilliant and lustrous with delicate
toning. A gorgeous coin.

1640 1924 MS-67. 90% Full Head. Brilliant and lustrous w ith some lilac
toning and a few areas of magenta. A very nice example of the issue.

1641 1924-D AL-58. Most original lustre remains, and some may w ish to
call it Mint .State. Light golden toning.

1642 1924-S .MS-6S. 70% Full Head. Brilliant, lustrous, atui beautiful^

■Mottled light brow n and gold toning on obverse and reverse. \'erv atH
tractive, and in this grade, elusive.
1643

1925 M.S-62/65. .Some obverse marks are noted, particularlv on Mi'^
l-ibcrty’s right leg. Lightly toneil w ith lustrous surfaces.

1644

1926 MS-6.S. 90% pHH | lend. Light gohicn gras toning oset lu-^
trous surfaces.
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)47

>48

1926-D MS-65. 50% Full Head. Lightly toned surfaces. Highly
frosty and lustrous.

1927-S 250 Rarity
Mint State

Of all .Standing Liberty quarters toward the end of the series, the 1926-0 has
one of the most interesting stories. Ostensibly it should be a rarity, as the mint¬
age of 1,716,()()() is among the lower numbers of its era. However, for reasons
not quite clear, quantities of bank-w rapped rolls were saved, and these came on
the market over a period of years, primarily from the 194()s through the early
l%0s. By now most have been dispersed, and examples are seen one at a time.
However, the availability of these pieces has made it possible for the type col¬
lector as well as the variety specialist to obtain a nice example at a price signifi¬
cantly lower than might have otherwise been the case. In contrast, the 1926-.S,
with a much higher mintage—2,700,000—was saved only in very small quanti¬
ties, and today \s at hast tOO to 200 times rarer in Mint State tUw the 1926-D!
For a number of years we have been toying with the idea of putting out
something in the way of a specialized catalogue that explained such anomalies.

1649

1927-S MS-65. Light golden toning over very lustrous surfaces.
About an average strike for the issue. The present example is cer¬

Actually, the writer’s conversations go back to the early 1960s, when Kenneth

tainly one of the nicest we have seen in recent times, and, all things
considered, should draw a very strong bid.

F!. Bressett, then at Whitman Publishing Company, said, in effect, “Go ahead
with the project, and we’ll publish it.” However, except for keeping volumi¬
nous notes (now transferred to a computer), nothing has been done even close

(Collecting notes: 'Fhe 1927-S, with a mintage of just 396,000 pieces, registers

to reaching printed form. Walter Breen's Complete Encyclopedia of V.S. and Colo¬

the lowest production figure of any issue after 1916. In this instance, relatively

nial Coins came on the market in 1988, and has served to absorb much demand

few were saved in bank-wrapped rolls or any other way, and the variety has long
been recognized as a rarity in Mint State. Again quoting J.H. Gline, “Like most

for such a reference. However, it is the present writer’s feeling that a relatively
inexpensive guide, with prices in various grades, and—possibly most important

San Francisco Mint coins, the 1927-S comes weakly struck...especially in the
head, shield, the lines of shield. Full Heads in Uncirculated grade are almost
non-existent, even in .MS-65.” This says it all.

of all—typographical layout so that the significant can be isolated immediately
from the insignificant, would be useful.
In addition to explaining why certain issues are common in one grade and
rare in another and sharing knowledge on many coins, such a catalogue would
be a passport to forming a collection and creating a “want list.” .Scarcely a few

1650

1928 M.S-63. 80% Full Head. Brilliant and lustrous with light golden
toning.

1651

1928-D MS-66. 50% Full Head. Brilliant and lustrous with some
splashes of gold toning.

weeks go by without someone asking about how to collect early quarter dollars.
Capped Bust halves, Morgan silver dollars, or other series. For some series
there are so many sub-varieties that many numismatists, particularly those with
a beginning interest, Jaecome quite confused as to what is important and what
is not. Stated another way, what should be included in a
dates, mintmarks, and
ist?

collection of

varieties if one does not want to become a special¬

Perhaps after the Eliasberg catalogue is finished and a few other projects are
completed, we’ll give the idea of a specialized catalogue some renewed consid¬
eration. Whitman Publishing Co.: Are you still interested?

Rare 1926-S 250
1652

1928-S MS-66. 75% Full Head. Brilliant and frosty w ith a hint of li¬
lac toning. Very attraetive in every respeet.

1653

1929 MS-66. 80% F ull Head. Light golden gray toning over satiny,
lustrous surfaees.

1654

1929-D AU-50.

Light golden toning. A chance to acquire a

“Eliasberg pedigree coin” for what probably will be a modest price.
1926-S MS-65. 50% Full Head, and a somewhat average strike in
other areas. Highly lustrous and frosty, very brilliant. For reasons

1655

stated in the preceding lot, in Mint State the 1926-S is very hard to
find, indeed it is one of the keys toward the end of the series and is
challenged only by the more elusive 1927-S. As is the case with 1926-

1656

J.H. Cline notesr “TJie 1926-,S is like all .San Francisco coins in the 1920s.

1930 MS-63. 90% Full Head. Brilliant and lustrous with a hint of
light gray toning.

D, the 1926-S typically comes softly struck.
'Fhe Mint in San Francisco had many problems striking coins up to par with the

1929-S MS-65. 80% Full Head. (Jorgeous light gold and heather
toning over very frosty surfaces. A notable example.

1657

1930-S MS-65. 70% Full Head. Brilliant and frosty with some

other minting facilities.... 'Fhe 1926-S and 1927-.S are the most weakly struck

mottled light gray and magenta toning. Last issue of the .Standing

of all San Francisco .Mint issues in the 1920s. 'Fhe mintage figure of this date

Liberty series.

seems a bit high, also.”

1927 MS-65. 90% Full Head. Medium golden gray toning over
uniformly lustrous surfaces. A pleasing coin.
1927-D MS-65. 70% Full 1 lead. Brilliant and lustrous with a nuance
of champagne toning. Always a popular date, due to its recorded lowmintage of 976,000 coins—one of relatively few .Standing Liberty
t|uarters to dip below the million mark.
Rarity commentary; A few rolls were set aside in the I92()s and came on the
market in the 194()s, 195()s, and 196()s. 'Fhe writer recalls handling a couple
such rolls, and others went to different sources. Fhe supply, never even remotely
close to the previously discussed 1926-1), is now widely dispersed. However,
this does provide the explanation why the 1927-1) does not sell for multiples of
the price of, for example, a 1926-.S, Any study of the pricing structure of .Stand¬
ing I.iberty tjuarters of this era must necessarily be coupled with knowledge of
their original distribution.
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1932 TO D.vi'K Washing TON
Oi ARi Kk Dollars_
I'he year 1932 marked the 200th anniversary of (ieorge
\\ ashington’s birth. A commemorative quarter dollar was planned
tor the oceasion. A competition was held, and the design of
sculptor John Flanagan received the nod.
1 iowever, it was decided within the treasury Department that
the new Washington motif would serve well as a circulating
design, and in 1932 it was adopted as the standard, replacing the
short-lived 1916-1930 Standing Liberty design. In several varia¬
tions the Washington quarter dollar has remained the motif from

1659

llalance of collection of Washington quarters. V arious issues, one
of each date and mintmark, 1941-1976-.S, w ith business strikes aver
aging MS-64 to M.S-65 and Proofs in the Proof-M to 65 or finer cat¬
egory. Proofs commence w ith 1968-.S and include the pieces made for
the sets. .A nice group that will certainly be highly prized by its next
owner, considering the illustrious pedigree.
The collection, recently mounted in an album, includes these
pieces: ☆ 1941 ☆ 1941-1) ☆ 1941-S ☆ 1942 ☆ 1942-1) ☆ 1942-S ☆
1943 ☆ 1943-1) ☆ 1943-S ☆ 1944 ☆ 1944-1) ☆ 1944-S ☆ 1945 ☆
1945-1) ☆ 194.5-S ☆ 1946 ☆ 1946-1) ☆ 1946-.S ☆ 1947 ☆ 1947-1) ☆

1947-S ☆ 1948 ☆ 1948-1) ☆ 1948-S ☆ 1949 ☆ 1949-1) ☆ 19.50i

☆ 19.50-1) ☆ 19.50-S ☆ 1951 ☆ 1951-1) ☆ 1951-S ☆ 1952 ☆ 1952-D'
☆ 1952-S ☆ 19.53 ☆ 19.5.3-1) ☆ 19.5.3-S ☆ 19.54 ☆ 19.54-1) ☆ 19.54-S ☆
19.55 ☆ 19.55-1) ☆ 19.56 ☆ 19.56-1) ☆ 1957 ☆ 1957-D ☆ 19.58 ☆ 19.58I) ☆ 19.59 ☆ 19.59-D ☆ 1960 ☆ 1960-1) ☆ 1961 ☆ 1961-1) ☆ 1962 ☆
1962-D ☆ 196.3 ☆ 196.3-1) ☆ 1964 ☆ 1964-1) ☆ 1965 ☆ 1966 ☆ 1967

1932 to the present time.

☆ 1968 ☆ 1968-1) ☆ 1968-S ☆ 1969 ☆ 1969-1) ☆ 1969-S ☆ 1970 ☆
1970-D ☆ 1970-S ☆ 1971 ☆ 1971-D ☆ 1971-S ☆ 1972 ☆ 1972-1) ☆

1658

Collection of Washington quarter dollars

1932-1940-S

compris¬

1972-S ☆ 1973 ☆ 1973-1) ☆ 1973-S ☆ 1974 ☆ 1974-1) ☆ 1974-S

ing the early years and varieties of the series. I'he typical piece is

☆ 1976 Bicentennial ☆ 1976-1) Bicentennial ☆ 1976-S Bicentennial.

brilliant and lustrous with light brown or gold toning, sometimes deli¬

Copper-nickel ☆ 1976-S Bicentennial. Silver clad. (I'otal: 89 pieces)

cately mottled. Although none of the pieces is a rarity, the 1932-D
and 1932-S in particular are viewed as being quite elusive in higher
grades.
The set consists of the follow ing: ☆ 1932 M.S-64 ☆ 1932-D MS-65,
mottled light golden toning ☆ 1932-S .\I.S-63/65 ☆ 1934 Heavy
Motto. M.S-63 ☆ 1934-D MS-63 ☆ 1935 .MS-64 ☆ 1935-D MS-63 ☆
1935-S MS-65 ☆ 1936 MS-64 ☆ 1936-D (an interesting “story

END OF Session

coin”—for another time and another place) KF-4(), cleaned long ago
☆ 1936-S M.S-65 ☆ 1937 M.S-65 ☆ 1937-D MS-65 ☆ 1937-S M.S-65 ☆
1938 AU-58 ☆ 1938-S M.S-65 ☆ 1939 MS-65 ☆ 19.39-1) M.S-65 ☆
19.39-S M.S-64 ☆ 1940 M.S-66 ☆ 1940-1) .M.S-65 ☆ 1940-S M.S-65.
('I’otal: 22 pieces)
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SESSION THREE
Monday Evening, April 7, 6:00 PM Sharp
United States Half Dollars: Lots 1660-2062

794-1836 HALF DOLLARS
The Eliasberg Collection
Inasmuch as half dollars of the 1794-1836 span comprise a
jpular collecting discipline in themselves, even though there
e four major designs within that span (1794-1795, 1796-1797,
^01-1807, and 1807-1^36), the present remarks will include the
itire denomination until 1836.
In keeping with the tenor and flavor of the other coins in the
liasberg Collection, the series of half dollars is, in a word,
credible. Several hundred coins from 1794 to 1836 nearly all offer
1 excellent combination of high numerical grade and excellent
esthetic quality.
Rarities abound, including the classic 1796-1797 Draped Bust
werse. Small Eagle reverse coins and, especially as a centeriece, the fabulous 1817/4 Capped Bust half dollar, the finest
aown of this legendary issue. Mint State coins abound and, in
ct, are the rule, not the exception! Many of these are high level
sues such as MS-64 and MS-65, and here and there will be found
ime truly special early Proof strikings.
Virtually all of the half dollars in the Eliasberg Collection have
“en off the market for over a half century, and many were last
Ffered publicly in the 1890s! Now, the present generation of
idders will experience the thrill of a lifetime as these coins are
ispersed to appreciative buyers, each one of whom will cherish
le unique “From the Eliasberg Collection” pedigree.

Historical Notes
I lalf dollars of the 1794-1795 years, known as the Flowing Hair
^pe, bear the same design as contemporary half dimes and silver
ollars. The obverse features a small head of Miss Liberty facing
ght, with flowing hair behind, LIBER'EY above, and the date
clow. Eight stars are to the left and seven to the right.
'I'he reverse illustrates an open wreath enclosing a “small
aglc perched on a cloud, with an open wreath and UNITED
l A EES OF AMEFRICA surrounding. 'Ehe borders of this and
ther half dollars (until over a century later in 1916) have dentils.
'Ehe generous mintage of the year 1795 came about in a rather
iirious way:
In autumn 1794 it was desired to commence coining many
lonsands of silver dollars, this being the most convenient way to
invert deposits of silver bullion intocoin form. It took less effort
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to coin a single $1 piece than the equivalent two 50(? coins. It
quickly developed that the largest press on hand was not suitable
for the large dollar denomination. After 1,758 semi-acceptable
pieces were minted (see later description in the present cata¬
logue), dollar coinage was abandoned to await the arrival of a
suitable larger press. In the meantime, a prodigious coinage of
half dollars filled the void, and until May 1795, when dollars were
again struck, half dollars were the largest currently minted silver
coin of the nation. After May 1795, half dollar coinage was very
small, only a few were struck in 1796 and 1797, and none at all
from 1798 through 1800. Thus, if a large press for coining dollars
had been on hand in 1794, half dollars of this date and 1795 would
probably be extreme rarities today. Similarly, quarter dollars fell
through the cracks, none were coined until 1796 (and then only
a small number), and no others until 1804.
In 1796, continuing in 1797, the motif on half dollars was
changed to the Draped Bust obverse. Small Eagle reverse style,
copying the silver dollar motif by Gilbert Stuart introduced in the
latter denomination in 1795 (Lot 2173 of the present catalogue).
'Ehe new half dollar design is similar to that of the other silver
denominations of the 1796-1797 years. The Draped Bust obverse
depicts Miss Liberty facing right, with flowing hair and a ribbon
behind her head, her plunging neckline covered with drapery (in
keeping with the standard Empire style of dress). LIBER'EY is
above, and the date is below. V’arieties of 1796 exist with 15 and
16 obverse stars, while those of 1797 have 15 stars. The Small
Ragle reverse features an open wreath enclosing a small eagle
perched on a cloud. UNITED Sl'A'EESOF AMERICA and the
fraction 1/2 surround. From 1796 through 1836, the half dollar is
curious in that it bears the denomination twice: on the lettered
edge and as part of the reverse inscription.
Elalf dollars minted from 1801 through 1807 continue the
Draped Bust obverse motif introduced in 1796. In 1801 the stars
were standardized to a count of 13, with seven to the left and six
to the right. Miss Liberty appears facing right, her hair flowing
behind her head and tied with a ribbon bow. A gown or draper\forms a low neckline. 'Ehe word LIBER'EY is above and the date
is below. 'Ehe reverse is an adaptation of the Cireat Seal of the
United States and consists of an eagle with a shield on its breast,
holding arrows and an olive branch, and with a scroll inscribed E
ELURIBUS UNUM in its beak. Above the eagle is an arc of
clouds below which is a group of stars.'Ehe inscription I NI I E.D
S'EA'EICS Ol-' AMERKIA surrounds.
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In 1^<U7 the Chapped Bust obv erse design was introduced. The
design was by John Reich, a (ierman immigrant whose father was
also an engrav er. Reich, who was fav orably noticed for his engrav¬
ing talents as early as 1801 by President 'Thomas Jefferson, was
appointed as an assistant engraver at the Mint on April 1, 1807,
remaining there at $600 per year until 1817, when he left for
better remuneration elsewhere. In the first year of his employ¬
ment he created motifs initially used on the 1807 half dollar and
halt eagle, but later extended to certain other silver and gold
denominations as well.
On the (tapped Bust half dollar Miss Liberty faces left. She wears
a cap secured at the base with a ribbon or band inscribed LIBLRi’Y , w ith tresses falling to her shoulder. A cloth or a gow n forms
a low neckline and is secured by a brooch on her shoulder. Seven
stars are to the left and six are to the right. The date is below.
The reverse depicts an eagle perched on an olive branch and
holding three arrows, w ith E PLLIRIBLS UNUM above on a scroll
and UNI TED STA TES OE AMERICA 50 C. surrounding.
Silver dollars were minted from 1794 to 1804, after which no
examples were made for circulation until 1836, in which year
I, 000 were struck, followed by 600 in 1837 (from 1836-dated dies)
and 300 in 1839. It was not until 1840 that silver dollar production
resumed in appreciable quantities. During the intervening years
the silver half dollar was the main coin used in the channels of
commerce for transactions of medium size and as the return in
coin for large deposits of silver bullion (unless other requests were
made). It was common practice for banks outside of large cities to
keep their specie reserves in half dollars during the 1830s, thus
accounting for the excellent preservation of many pieces today.

Numismatic Notes
The collecting community has long enjoyed the field of early
half dollars. 'The first serious study of the series appeared in 1881
in John W. I laseltine’s Type Table, actually an auction catalogue.
J. Uolvin Randall, who in the previous decade had been a friend
and business association of I laseltine, did much of the work. By
1881 they must have had a disagreement of some kind, for
Randall’s efforts were not credited in the text. 'The Type Table,
although it was well known, was not often used by other auction
cataloguers, possibly as I laseltine was a competitor (the same
situation occurred with I laseltine’s early dollar listings). How¬
ever, collectors used the “I I numbers” as convenient shorthand,
and when the coins from the J..M. Cdapp and John II. Clapp
collections came to us as part of the Eliasberg (Collection to be
catalogued, many were w ith I laseltine attributions.
Meanwhile, in 1929, Martin Luther Beistle, a Shippensburg,
Pennsylvania, manufacturerofeardboard goods, who preferred to
be know n as M.L. Beistle, published his masterwork,4 Registerof
Half Dollar Die I 'aneties and Sub-1 'arieties. lieing a description ofeach
dtevanety used in the coinage of I ’nited States Half Dollars. 'This tome
went on to serve as the standard reference in the series for many
years, until Al (C. Overton revised and updated the listing with a
new book in 1967. Beistle went far beyond anything I laseltine
had tlone, was more thorough, and also extended his coverage to
irif hide t oins after the Cap()eil Bust series had ended in 1836. In
iriofhercontext, Beistle manufactured the “National" cardboard

coin albums for W’ayte Raymond that revolutionized the co*i
hobby in the 193()s.
In the 195()s and 196()s a new generation ofenthusiasts becanil
active, led by John Cobb, a (California collector who did muci
research, especially among (Capped Bust halves of the 1807-18^
years. In the meantime, and with less notice, Al (C. Overton.^
dealer remembered as being quiet, polite, and cjuite dedicated
set about revising the Beistle text. Although there was no opt|
contest, Overton’s work reached the market first. In 1967 thefinj
edition of his Early Half Dollar Die Varieties, 1794-1836, w|
published. By 1990, this had reached its third edition, the la^
edited by his son-in-law Donald Parsley, as Overton had sinci
passed away. In the present work, references to “Overton” or|
“Parsley” refer to this text. In time, the work of Cobb
forgotten, and few remember it today.
7'he Overton work drew many hundreds of new’ collectors
the field. Some of the more erudite and serious follow ers joinq
the interestingly-named Bust Half Nut Club, w hich, forstartert
had the unspoken philosophy that an applicant not be a deat!^
(although there were exceptions) and, further, he or she must owti
at least 100 different varieties of early half dollars. Members wen
to share findings about the true rarity of various die combination!
and to furnish inventories of their holdings.^ If the^dealer commii
nity at large had this information, it would eliminate the possibii
ity of club members cherrypicking dealers’ stocks aYid might ala
result in unwanted solicitations. Later, rarity information wa
made available to Al (C. Overton. QDB, who was nevera membc“
corresponded over a long period of time and shared
inform;,
tion w ith some members, including such dedicated numismatis
as Eloyd T'arley, (Carl McCClurg, and Stewart Witham, amoir
many others.'The cataloguer of the present half dollars 1794-18.?
in the Eliasberg sale, .Mark Borckardt, respectfully suggests tha
the late Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr., w ho was never a dealer and wL
had close to 300 different varieties, might be worthy of beim
elected posthumously to the BHN(C group.
In more recent times a new' wave of enthusiasm has arisen, win
the John Reich Collectors Society (JR(CS) and its John Rein
Journal serving as the focal point. One does not have to own KU
different varieties, or even a single coin, to join this group, w hen
egalitarianism is the rule.
In addition to the Overton-Parsley text, several other publics
tions are useful and interesting to specialists and have bee:
employed in the following descriptions.'The efforts of Stephen^
Herrman, editor id Auction & .Mail Hid Prices Realized for R.4 to
Bust Half Dollars, 1794-1836, September 1996 edition (9th edt
tion), have been utilized. Edgar E. Souders’ HustHalfFez'erUiOi
1836, published in 1995, was so popular with the Bowers am
.Merena mailing list that after our first large order had been soil
out, we had to restock. This is a “fun” book to read as well as
valuable source of information. .Souders also penned a series q
articles in xheJohn Reich Journal, under the title “(Cafiperl Bui
Halt Dollar .Secrets.” The presentation by Ivan Lcaman am
I )onald Cunnett, “I'Carly I lalf Dollar I'.dgesand I)ie .Sequences.^
America's Silver Coinage, .American Numism.itic Socicts, 198(<
gives excellent insights. Brad Karolcff, co-cilitor of thc.A>^// Reu\
Journal, has written extensively on the subject aiul recently
published a bibliographv of the scries.
-
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Exceptional 1794 Half Dollar

stars and lettering. I he reverse is similar with very faint blue and
amber highlights. A few surface scratches blend nicely w ith the ton¬

Virtually Uncirculated

ing and very minor adjustment marks arc also present on the obverse.
A very small planchet irregularity is present on the reverse.
'I'his is a very rare variety with the present specimen among the
finer of 10 or 12 examples known. Finer than any listed by Steve
Herrman with only one higher grade coin listed by Don Parsley.
Sheridan Downey considers 0-102 to be among the rarest collectible
varieties of 1794, with only 0-108 (four known), 0-109 (unique), O110 (five known), and 0-111 (unique) being rarer.
Die notes: With usual break at star 7.
Weight: 205.3 grains. Standard for the series was 208 grains with a tolerance
of plus/minus 1.5 grains. Weights w ill be listed if they fall outside the legal tol¬
erance limits of 206.5 to 209.5 grains (208 grains was statutory).
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The cataloguer (MRB) and further contributor to this section ((JDB) have
endeavored to give a “word picture” of various coins, rather than simply in,sert

1794 Overton-101. Rarity-3. AU-58 or finer, with some claims to
Mint State. Very lightly circulated, if at all.

a number, such as “F-15,” and let it go at that. In the course of reading the de¬
scriptions, please remember that coins certified as F'-15, \’F'-20, etc., typically

Excellent with a finer than average strike. Delicate heather toning
with wisps of gold. Reverse with delicate splashes of gold. A superb

have marks, toning differences, etc. The reception given to our 1996 Eliasberg

specimen of the first year of the denomination. Some minor adjustment

Collection catalogue vividly demonstrated that more, not less, information is
wanted by knowledgeable buyers and connoisseurs.

marks are seen at the highest point of the center reverse and are mostly
hidden in the design and toning. A small scratch is hidden in the eagle’s
left wing (on observer’s right) and resembles an adjustment mark.

Outstanding 1794 0-105 Half Dollar

It is quite probable that this is the second finest known for the vari¬

Finest Known

ety. Steve Herrman lists an MS-63 example which sold in October
1989, while Don Parsley includes an MS-62. These are most likely
the same coin. The next entry is an AU-55 listed by Parsley. Addi¬
tionally, the Overjon-101 variety is the only 1794 die marriage for
which a Mint Stale survivor remains, thus the Eliasberg Collection
specimen would qualify for second finest known of the coinage
Pedigree: Richard B. Winsor Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, December
1895, Lot 598; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942 to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: On the reverse a tiny crack extends from the rim inward between
D in UNIl'ED and the first S in STATES, closer to the latter.
Edge: PIETY CENTS ORALF A DOLLAR, overlapping of OR/HALF as
ORALF.
Edge lettering blunders are extremely common among early half dollars
through 1836. Originally, numismatic theory suggested that the Castaing ma¬
chine “slipped” during the lettering process, causing these blunders. More re¬
cently, it has been shown that the actual cause of the various blunders was simply
the improper positioning of the edge lettering dies in the Castaing machine, or
the improper positioning of the blank in the device. If edge dies were not re¬
turned fully to the proper starting position to completely letter the planchet, or if
the blank was not placed in the proper position, then a lettering error would oc¬
cur. More information concerning this topic may be found in: Ivan Leaman and
Donald Gunnett, “Early Half Dollar Edges and Die .Sequences,” America’s Silver
Coinage, American Numismatic .Society, 1986. Most common among the blun¬
dered edge lettering are distortions of the words OR and HALf as on this speci¬
men. Leaman and Gunnett’s research indicates that one edge die contained
FIFTY CEN'I’S OR and the other included HALF A DOLLAR.
For all remaining early half dollars in the lots to follow through 1836, edges
are only described if they differ from the normal edge lettering (FIFTY
CENTS OR HALF A DOLLAR) in use at the time.
This is the first year of silver coinage at the United States Mint and, obvi¬
ously, also the first year of this denomination. The design was by Robert .Scot
with a total of 23,464 minted. 'Fhere are currently 11 known varieties of the
1794 half dollars. Of these varieties combined, this cataloguer estimates about
600 survive, based upon rarity ratings provided by Sheridan Downey.

Condition Census 1794 0-102
Second Finest Recorded

(photo enlarged to tvetce actual size)

1662

1794 0-105. Rarity-5. All-55. TFie finest known specimen.
Nicely centered with all details sharp although the reverse has slight
central weakness.
Lustrous light silvery gray blended w ith pale gold and highlighted

1661

1794 0-102. Harity-7. F-15. Well centered with a decent strike.

by faint blue. Very faint hairlines are visible as is a minor rim mark at

The obverse is pleasing grayish brown, slightly darker around the

1:00 (Kolit-1). The reverse has a few minor adjustment marks and
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Ike l outs A. b.iiasbetx, Sr., Collection

other virtually undetettablc scratches hidden by the toning.

Desirable 0-109 1795 Half Dollar

1 his scarce variety is generally found in lower grades. I’arsley lists a
\ h -30 as the hnest know n to him w hile 1 lerrman has no coins graded

High Condition (Census

above K h -40 in his compilation. .Sheridan Dow ney commented upon
reviewing this listing, " The .M’-S.S 0-105 \'i i very important com, un¬
doubtedly the finest known.”
Die notes: Very faint clash marks from the reverse dentils are visible at the
dentil tips on the obverse from 11:00 to 1:00 (K-11 to K-1).

(jorgeoLis 1795 Half Dollar
Overton-105a
Condition Census

1664 1795 0-109. Rarity-4. AlJ-50. 'Fhis memorable coin ranks as thej
second or third finest known specimen of the variety.

|

Nicely centered with full, crisp border dentils on both sides. I'he^

central details are slightly weak as struck and as is typical for 0-109. |

Reflective silvery gray surfaces show minor hairlines. Very faintlj

golden lilac toning enhances the overall appeal. The reverse has(j

prominent adjustment marks over the central design. A tiny planchedi
flaw' is located between the tops of 9 and 5.

Die notes: A very faint die crack joins the bases of 17 with anothet from thc^
border through star 13 to the tip of the bust.
Edge: The H in HALF overlaps ornamentation.
Die alignment: 270°. The reverse is rotated one-quarter turn.

1663 1795 O-105a. Rarnty-4. AU-58 or even finer. Very sharp with full

.Adjustment marks are common on larger denomination silver and all goldli

border dentils and strong feathers in the eagle, including those on the

denominations of the 179()s and early 18()()s. It was Mint practice to make thej

breast. Most stars are sharp, some with central details and the reverse

planchets slightly overweight, then file away the extfa metal to create a|

has nearly complete leaf details.
Faint olive-gray with significant lustre and virtually flawless sur¬
faces. .A few very tiny adjustment marks appear on the reverse.
.\ scarce variety. This specimen is among the top finest half dozen
or so survivors.

planchet of the correct weight. The converse was not poss(ftle: adding metal to.

an underweight planchet, at least not easily. At the Mirtt.this was done for a|
short time in 1795 with silver dollars, examples of which

fare today; these

show a silver plug at the center. No equivalent has been found in the half dollarr
denomination or among gold coins of 1795, although we have been keeping;
alert to the possibility.

Die notes; Light obverse cracks from rim to B, rim to star 15 continuing to

During the striking process, adjustment marks on half dollar planchets were

bust, through outer points of stars 4, 5, and 6, and through stars 11, 12, and 13.

mostly flattened out or obliterated by die pressure, but traces often remain,

Reverse cracked from rim through right serif and foot of 1 in LNITKD to
wreath, from rim through right side of C, and through MKRl.

most particularly at the very center of a coin and along the outer rim.

About the Condition Census
The Condition Census, or listing of the top handful of finest know n half dol¬
lars, is somewhat peculiar in the literature over the years, as most evaluations,

Important 1795 O-llOa Half Dollar
Condition Census

including those of Bust Half Nut Club members, have been compilations of
grades submitted by members themselves, or gleaned from uninspected coins
in sale or auction listings; this rather than third-party evaluation in a single
place using uniform facilities. .As a result, it has been our experience when
delving into Condition Census notations for half dollars, that many high-grade
listings prove to be lesser grade coins once the pieces are inspected. Of course,
there are exceptions, among w hich are some coins graded by PCGS, NGC, and
.AN.XC.S. However, we believe it accurate to say that, in general, published
Condition Censuses tend to overstate condition. Thus, if a hypothetical Condi¬
tion Census is given as 63-63-6()-6()-6()-6(), some of these coins, by today’s strict
grading standards (which underwent a transition about the same time F’CGS
was formed in 1and other transitions after that time), might fall below Mint
•State. 'I'hus, if a coin in the Kliasberg Collection catalogue, graded by today’s
interpretations, is called an \l.S-60, it might well be the finest known.
There are many early half dollars that have not been graded by specialists,
and in the future it is tpiite possible that other fine specimens will come on
market, perhaps some even finer than are known now.
VVe are m an era of numismatic discovery, and many of the old traditions are

1665 1795 0-1 lOa. Rarity-4. AlI-55. Sharply defined including full
borders, and fine details of the hair and breast feathers on the eagle.
Lustrous pale silver with light orange toning around the rims. .As isthe rule for half dollars of this date and era, minor idiosyncrasies of’

being discarded. With the advent of more careful grading, the true rarity of

striking and handling are evident. Indeed, within a given numerical

high-grade coins, including numerous pieces in the Kliasberg Collection, is
more appreciated today than ever before.

grade (if, indeed, another .Al'-55 could be found for comparison) two
or more specimens will each have their own peculiarities. Minor hair¬
lines are present, consistent w ith the grade. I he obverse has moder¬
ate adjustment marks at various angles while the reverse has no
marks. .A few minor handling marks are present on both siilcs. A \crv
minor depression in the planchet obscures the upper part of I'".
A Condition (lensus offering with only three or four finer example'
known.
Die notes: Both dies have light clash marks. ,\ pair of light ilie crai ks arc
noted at the upper right obverse, one from I through N and the inner |soini »»• '
star 9, continuing through star 10 to the rim. The other from the rim through K i
continues through the lower point of star 10 and two points of star It to the rim
T.dge; OK 11 \LT overlaps edge orn.iment.iiion

1S4
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The Louis L. LJiasherf', Sr., (Collection

Famous 1795 Three-Leaves Variety

Spectacular 1795 Half Dollar

0-111

Overton 113a, A Over H in STATHS

Doubled 1795 Date

Curious Blundered Die—Probably Finest Known

Three Leaves Beneath Each Wing

666

1795 Three Leaves. 0-111. High Rarity-4. F-12. Well centered.
Pleasing grayish brown with faint traces of blue and amber. Two short
scratches are visible in the field right of Liberty’s chin. Other minor
handling marks are present as might be expected for the P-12 desig¬
nation. Overall, this is a very attractive coin, when consideration is
given to the grade level.
The Three Leaves reverse design is distinctive and known only on
this one die marriage among the half dollars of 1795. The obverse is
also quite unusual as it features a sharply repunched date. Given the
distinctive design^combination, this should be considered a separate
sub-type in the Plowing Hair half dollar series.
Die notes: Perfect obverse (without cracks). The reverse has a sharp, curved
die crack through the left side of the first .S and continuing across the wreath
into the eagle. The die was bi-planar at this crack, with the design below and
left being sharper than the remaining details on the elevated or steppe portion.
Weight: 202.1 grains (however, the coin is worn, and this weight is not
numismatically meaningful).

Lovely 1795 Repunched Date 500
Overton-112
Among Finest Known

{photo enlarged to tm'iee actual size)

1668

1795 0-113a. Rarity-4. MS-63. Somewhat lightly struck at the cen¬
ters, particularly at the eagle on the reverse. A over K feature very bold.
Brilliant and highly lustrous with just a w hisper of delicate golden
toning. An extremely pleasing coin from a visual aspect. 1 his coin
could not have appeared much different during the era in which it

667

1795 Repunched Date. 0-112. Rarity-4. AU-55. Very nicely de¬

was struck!
rhis variety is easilv recognized by the engraver s bhindcr with the

tailed with slight weakness among the stars and a few leaves. Slight

letter A in STA'FKS cut over a misplaced E. He cut S'l'El ES, saw

lustre with mostly silver-white surfaces, although faint lilac-brown

his blunder, and hastened to correct it, creating a variety that years

toning is present. Prominent adjustment marks are visible on the ob¬

later would be prized by numismatists yet unborn in 1795.

verse.
Condition Census for this popular variety. 'The obverse die, with its

amples of this variety currently identified. We are aware of only one

distinctive repunched date, is the same as on the previously offered

other Mint State example, an MS-6() in our 1987 AN.\ sale, ofl'cred in

'I'hree Leaves reverse variety.
Die notes: Light clash marks surround the bust. A faint die crack joins stars

'Ehe Eliasberg (mllcction specimen is far superior to any other ex¬

recent times. The next finest listed hy Ilerrman is just EE-45, the
same grade as the top coin listed by Parsley.

through 6 and another joins the border to the top hair wave, passing through

Die notes: On the obverse there is an elaborate bracheatc or coral-like shallow

the left foot of R. In LIBKR IT the letter B is sharply repunched at the upper

die flaw between date and star l.S to its right. .Additional die Haws arc seen at stars

and lower right curves. I he reverse die is perfect.
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12 through 15. Cracks are through the tops of 1 .IB and. scparatelv, HR f'l. On this
obverse die, star 1 pierces lowest curl. On reverse there arc scattered “island” die
Haws below KS. A die crack is at the base of the rock (upon which the eagle is
perched) above the bow ribbon, extending along the base of the rock to the riKht.
This is somewhat hidden by the design features and is easily overlooked.
With regard to the die blunder, apparently, the spelling ol .S 1 ,\1 b.S was no
easy matter for Mint engravers, for not only do we has e the 17‘^5 hall dollar w ith
an A in .S rAI'K.S over an erroneous 1',. but an 1814 with the f. in S 1 \ l l-.S over
an incorrect A. A related error iKcurs on an IHlki half dollar rev erse, and m the $5
gold scries we not only have an .A over a misplaced E. but an S over a D. ot
.ST.A'I'Kl) corrected to .S r.A TE.S! Perhaps, it was a case of having too much rum
on hand (a li(|uid said to have been in goiul suppiv in the I’hilaviciphia Mint).

1.S.5

Ike l.uuis A. bJiusbetY,. Sr., Colleitton

Important 1795 0-116 Half Dollar
1 he Finest Known Specimen

tered w ith full borders, the obverse deeper at the lower left.

Brilliant and lustrous w ith a touch of faint orange toning. \ few ver^

minor imperfections are noted, primarily on the reverse. The rcvcrsti
has minor adjustment marks.

There appear to be only one or two others that have eien remote po<

tential as finest know n for this variety. These were both graded MSi
60 and sold in the late 1980s.

Die notes: \ very faint, nearly invisible, die crack joins the tops of BKR'P

The obverse has a die chip inside the lower right star with faint cracks extcndini^
in different directions.

Edge: OR and H.^LF are closely spaced with a single ornament between thu
R and H.

1669 1795 0-116. Karity-5. AU-58. Slight weakness is visible around

Impressive 1795 Half Dollar

the borders and at the central devices on both obverse and reverse.

Gem Overton-121

Highly lustrous silver gray with attractive peripheral reddish orange

Incredible Quality’

toning. Minor surface imperfections and hairlines are noted, particu¬
larly a very faint serrated scratch across Liberty’s head, however, this
is only visible if the coin is tilted at a certain angle to the light source.
Believed to be the finest known specimen. Don Parsley lists an
.•\Li-55 as finest known to him, while Steve Herrman does not list any
that qualify for full ALJ-50.
Die notes: Very weakly defined, blurry, clash marks are visible on both sides.
Portions of l-’Nri'KD are visible, incuse, at the upper left portion of the obverse.
.A series of die cracks surround the obverse from star 1 through star 10, including
the tops of LIBERTY. The reverse does not have any visible die cracks.

Choice Mint State 0-119 1795 500
Probably the Finest Known

(photo enlarged to nn'ire actual size)

1671 1795 Reverse of 1794. 0-121. Rarity-4. !VlS-64. Exquisite! The
borders are complete and all details are sharp, save for a few stars on
the right.

The eagle is completely defined with all leaves in the

wreath fully detailed. In fact, this coin is so sharp that a few of the
eagle’s individual feathers are visible within the obverse clash marks
described below!
VVe hesitate to use the word//r/Wm, however, many would when
examining this coin. A few very tiny surface marks arc visible with
magnification. Dark gray-brown patination is blended with bluegreen. I his is among the nicest early half dollars we ha\c c\cr had
the pleasure of handling.
A few other Mint .State examples arc known, according to auction
Ifihntn rnhiriffi >» Iviir ijituul utf)

appearances recorded by .Steve I Icrrman I low this com compares to
the others could only tic determined through sKic-bv-siilc compari¬

1670 179.5 f)-l 19, Kiirity-L M.S-62. Sharply detailed with faint wcaki-f

1

d,

-i

onl ,

.If

the very tenter of the reverse, the design is well cen¬

son. \Vc feel confident that this com would hold its own
IWtgtre Harlan /! Smith Colintion. S H and H ( hapman. May S 11.

MOWl-KS .\M) \IKKi:\^
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The Louis K. TJiasher^, Sr., (lollertion
1906; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
EJiasherg, Sr.
Die notes: The obverse has heavy clash marks from the nose to the neck and
lighter ones above the head. Those in front of the profile are from the eagle’s
wing and are quite sharp, including some individual feathers in the wing. Very
faint clash marks are visible on the reverse as well. Neither obverse or reverse
has evidence of any die cracks.

complete border details. Gray-brown with amber and lilac highlights.
A few minor marks are noted, however, at this grade level, these Im¬
perfections are par for the course and are hardly worthy of mention.
The Small
variety is quite distinctive, with the bust and curls
away from the date and lower stars. 'I'he ends of the hair locks arc
shorter than the other head style.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge: FIFTY CENTS OR ALF A DOLLAR, the H in H.ALF is obliterated
by a star.
Weight: 205.8 grains.

1795 Small Head. 0-126. Rarity-4. F-15. Well centered with

Lovely Prooflike 1796 Rarity
15 Stars on Obverse, 0-101
Possibly a Presentation Piece
An American Classic

1 796 15 Stars. 0-101. Harity-5. MS-63, prooflike. Possibly a presentatirm piece. This (piality has sometimes been called Proof \n the
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literature. With prooflike fields on obverse and reverse this memo¬
rable 1796 half dollar must have been minted on a special tKxasion.

157

thtr l.ouis h.

Sr., Collection

--H
1 he specimen displays above average to excellent striking charac¬
teristics. Kxcellent hair detail is seen as is good star detail and a well
struck eagle, except for the very highest parts. Light golden and iri¬
descent toning w ith some splashes of gray. .A few light adjustment
marks are seen in the hair. I'his piece is far finer than usually seen,
even at the elusive Mint State level. Here, indeed, is a truly superb
specimen ot this extremely rare and popular design type.
1 he tame of the 17% and 1797 half dollars is long standing and is
addressed in our notes below. These two dates have been the objects
ot admiration and desire for many generations of numismatists. The
Kliasberg (Collection coins arc particularly outstanding and will be re¬
membered as being among the finest of their kind.
Pedigree: Henjamin //. Collins, January 1896; J.M. Clapp; John H.
(lapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E. E.liasberg, Sr; Eliasberg estate.
Die notes: .A curved die crack on the obverse at left side of neck continues
through drapery, becomes larger, and exits near the bust point far to the right of
the date; within the drapery the crack divides, and a subsidiary crack extends
through the first three stars on the right and continues to the rim. Reverse from
the same die used to strike the following; presently with small “islands” (not
cracks) near the fraction, ribbon ends, and at C of .A.MKRICA, but not as devel¬
oped as on the following lot.

1

he 6 in date is lightly repunched; on this and the next a 6 (or 9) punch was

used to create the last two digits, the final digit being inverted.

The Sumismatist in July 1892, Boston rare coin dealer Herbert E. Morey related
this story;
Mr. Henry .Ahiborn, one of the oldest dealers in Boston, is about as
keen a man for a bargain as one can find. He tells how one summer
day, trade being unusually dull in the store, he started on a pick up
trip along the North Shore, going through the old towns of Salem,
Marblehead, Hamilton, and FNsex. He stopped in all the countrv
stores, and talked with many an old farmer, always with the view of
finding some rare old coin.
He at last heard of an old lady w ho had in her possession a number
of fine old cents and silver coins. Mr. .Ahiborn paid her generous
prices for the cents and some silver and was about to go away when
the old lady said that she had another piece, that was a gift from her
father, and was made in the year he was born, but said she would not
part with it for anything. He asked to see it and she brought out the
finest 1796 half dollar he had ever seen.
His eyes snapped, and he immediately considered how he could get
possession of that half dollar. A lucky idea struck him. He bethought
himself of a fine 1796 dollar he had bagged that morning, and taking it
out he offered to exchange it with the lady for her half dollar, making
prominent the tact that this was a whole dollar, while hers was only a
half dollar, besides it bore the same date and was equally as good. Con¬
vinced by this reasoning, she readily made the exchange, and Mr.
.Ahiborn went on his way satisfied with his day’s work.
He afterwards sold it to .Mr. Parmelee for $1.50, and I think he holds
it today for $350. It bears but very slight traces of circulation.

Importance of the 1796-1797 Half Dollars

Cataloguer’s note: 'The preceding coin, recognized as one of Parmelee’s

In 1796 a new design, the Draped Bust with the Small Eagle reverse, made

treasures, is significant to mention here as with “very slight traces of circula¬

its appearance. The reverse design, though still with a “small” eagle, fea¬

tion it was probably what would be called AU today, or far below the quality
of the Flliasberg Collection coin here offered.

tured a bird more stocky in appearance and with a shorter wing span. 'The
general motif followed that u.sed on half dimes and dimes of 1 796-1797, quar¬
ters of 1796, and silver dollars of 1795-179S.

Lorin G. Parmelee

Iwo varieties of 1796 half dollars were produced, one with 15 obverse stars
and the other with 16. 'Two 1797 die combinations, each from the same 15-

Lorin (j. Parmelee, noticed various times in registries of raritie?’throughout

star obverse die, were produced. 'The total mintage ki\ the two dates combined

the Eliasberg Collection catalogues (of 1982, 1996, and the present), was

believed to have been .5,918 pieces, this spread across four die varieties
within those two dates.

America’s most prominent collector in the 187()s and 1880s. His forte was to

Not more than a few hundred specimens exist of these issues. As an ex¬

buy major collections intact, extract needed specimens, and sell the remainder.
F^mmanuel

j.

Attinelli in Sumismagraphics, described the collector:

ample of the 1796-1797 half dollar is a necessity to complete a type set of
I nited .States coinage, a great demand has ensued. Consequently, even well
worn pieces are recognized as prime rarities and numismatic attractions.

Turin C. Parmelee was born in the town of Wilmington, Vermont,
May 7th, 1827; he removed to Boston in 1849, where he established

Walter Breen notes that of 1796 half dollars with 15 stars on the obverse

himself as a baker |of beans, a Boston specialty], which vocation he

there are know n today perhaps eight or 10 Uncirculated pieces with prooflike

still pursues. His business naturally threw in his way many copper

surfaces, and at least three w'hich may have been presentation pieces (such as

coins. Observing the oddity of many of these, he commenced placing

the Eliasberg Collection specimen here offered). The exact circumstances of

aside the early colonial pieces and the regular issues of the Mint. ,As

distribution were not recorded, and it is possible that these Mint .State speci¬

fortune favored him, he replaced poor by better specimens, occasion¬

mens many have been saved due to the novelty of the design. In Uncircu¬

ally making slight purchases, as he became more familiar with the rar¬
ity and value of pieces.

lated condition the 16-star variety of 1796 is e.xceedingly rare, with just two or
three strictly Mint State pieces accounted for (see the next lot!). 'The same

In 1865 he made a single purchase to the amount of $200 from Mr.

statement can be said for 1797; it. too, is exceedingly rare in Uncirculated
preservation, but not (|uite so rare as the 1796 with 16 stars.

Ahiborn, the well-known Boston dealer. 'Thus far Mr. Parmelee had
confined himself almost exclusively to the copper coinage of w hich

In worn condition half dollars of the 1796-1797 type are seen in all grades

he had now a fine collection. His purchase of the .Seavey (Collection

from Cood or less up through Extremely Tine. F’robably the typical worn ex¬

at once placed him among the leaders in numismatic collections, he

ample ranges from Cood to Tine, although there seem to be a number of ex¬

has since purchased the American portion of the Adams Collection,

amples hovering around the Fine classification, straining but falling short of

and lately the entire collection of Mr.

the Very Fine mark. Of the known specimens in Extremely Fine and .AU,
most seem to be dated 1796.

chase of these cabinets, in addition to the purchases of several

The Eliasberg Collection contains Mint .State specimens of the two variet¬

all collectors in this country, in his specialties, the colonial and Mint

ies of 1796 and the O-IOla variety of 1797, a truly remarkable accomplish¬
ment by the man who gathered them.

above collection it must be borne in mind that Mr. Parmelee dis¬

j.

Carson Brevoort. The pur¬

smaller collections, has undoubtedly placed his cabinet at the head of
series of coins, whether of gold, silver, or copper.

In

disposing of the

posed only of duplicates, as was also the case with his sale of June

1^'indin^ a 1796 Half Dollar
(an anecdote)
The 17% half dollar has been a numismatic landmark for a long time. In

1876, excepting of course all coins or medals, which are not included
in his special lines.
Eater, Parmelee went on to ac(|uire other collections en bloc, most notablv the
Uharics I. Bushnell cabinet. Upon the passing of Baltimore numismatist T.
Harrison (iarrett in 1888, it was widely considered that (iarrett’s magnificent
cabinet was the second finest in .America, w ith Parmclee’s taking top honors.
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I he I.outs l\. h.liasherg, Sr., Collection

Impressive 1796 Half Dollar
16 Obverse Stars, 0-102
Possible Proof Striking
Capstone of the 1796-1797 Rarities
An American Classic

6*74

1796 16 Stars. 0-102. Rarity-6. MS-63, prooflike, fhe quality
sometimes referred to as Proof in the literature, and just as well called
that. Well struck. Needle-sharp detail in all areas except the very
highest part of the eagle’s breast. Excellent star detail and hair detail,
superb centering, and extraordinary aesthetic appeal. Pleasing light
lilac surfaces with some hints of blue and magenta. Prooflike on ob¬
verse and reverse.
As discussed in the notes to Lot 1673, the 1796-1797 half dollars arc
great classic rarities. When a high-grade example appears on the mar¬
ket, even an AU, everv-onc sits up and takes notice. ’\'\\z precedingM'^f^
15-star half dollar is thus a very special coin, and one that will create a
lot of attention. However, in a way, it also serves as a prelude to the
present

the incredibly rare 1796 16-star half dollar, a variety which at

the Mint .State level is several orders rarer than its 15-star sister.
I'hc added rarity of the 1796 with 16 obverse stars is revealed by a
study of the dies (see below). In summary, the 15-star issue was

paid, and fewer were saved.
Today the 1796 16-star obverse half dollar is a bright beacon among
American silver rarities of the first decade of the Mint’s operation.
I'he Eliasberg Collection specimen is quite possibly a Proof, in any
event is a special striking, and will long be remembered for the
American numismatic treasure that it is.
Pedigree: Richard B. Winsor Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, December
1895, Lot 598; JM. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942 to Louis K.
Lliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: A retained cud die break, retaining dentil details but on a higher
plane from the coin’s regular surface; begins on the rim above star 8, continues
to the right and returns to the rim above H in I.IBKR TV. ^ in LIRKR lA very
slightly double punched at its upper right.
On the reverse there are some tiny raised “islands" within and near the frac¬
tion and ribbon ends, to the left of center of K in .S r.Vl'K.S, and at O of
AMERICA. I'iny die crack extends slightly right from second 1 in S l.M E.S;
another crack connects the upper part of ES in the same word, continuing a
slight distance to the right of ,S. Res'erse is a later state of the preceding coin, but ear¬

struck first, and thus nearly all coins saved as souvenirs ol the new

lier than on the following (1797) half dollar. 1 hus, the 179P Ih-star half dollars

design, or presented to dignitaries, were of the 15-star version. When

were struck later than the l.S-star versions.

the presently-offered 16-star coin was struck, little attention was

fAVKRS AND MKKbNA
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I hr 1.outs k. kliasbrr)', Sr., Collection

Prooflike 1797 Half Dollar Rarity
Beautiful Mint State, 0-101 a
An American Classic

I67S

1797 15 Stars. O-lOla. Rarity-5. MS-60 or finer, partially

very late state of the die used on the preceding two half dollars; now w ith

prooflike. Above average strike. Well detailed save for a few hair

cracks through top of I' extending to rim above N, from the cloud through the

strands above Miss Liberty’s temple and, on the reverse, the breast

branch to the left side of N, from eagle’s wing through leaf cluster to rim past I)

of the eagle. I his variety typically comes lightly struck, and this is
one of the finer seen. Light silver gray surfaces with hints of lilac and

in rNI'I'KI), from eagle’s neck through branch, first 'I' in .S'l'.ATKS, to rim, al¬
most negligible from right side of cloud, extending right to eagle’s w ing, then
mostly hidden in wing, exiting above at the edge of eagle’s w ing at right, up¬

gold. .Some very light adjustment marks are mostly hidden in the por¬

ward through palm fronds to () in OK exiting to the rim at that point; at () the

trait. Very attractive overall.

crack develops an almost subliminal branch extending from the bottom of the

In all grades the 1797 half dollar is highly prized for its status as a

O through the palm to the eagle’s nostril, possibly lightly connecting to the

rare date in absolute terms and, for an even wider audience than half

aforementioned crack through the first I' of .STA I'K.S; crack extenils from right

dollar specialists, for its status as a member of the elite 17%-1797 half
dollar design motif, the most elusive type in the .American silver se¬
nes.
f )f the known 1797 half dollars, probably amounting to about 200 or
v> totally, only a handful can claim Mint .State status. .Accordingly, the
Lliasbcrg (kilicction com is of special importance.
I )ic fwifcs

<

)bvcrse with (rai k from (iirls through star I to rim Reverse is a

side of K for a short distance; crack connects top parts of K and .S. Mans raised
“islands” are seen at the fraction, being particularly thickly clustered at the nu¬
merator, far advanced from the state seen on tby earlier-describeil I7'*r> half
dollar. Many die flaws are seen in this general area of the com, betsseen the I
in I Nri'KI) and the final A m AMKRKl.X.
Note: I'o our know ledge, this represents the first time that details of the te
verse die state anti the transition through the three s arieties of 17'Hi 17'>7 using
this die have Iseen presented m an auction i atalogiie (I 7u7 () ItlJ is ftom a dit
ferent reverse ilie anil is not included m the present lolleition)

MowicK.s AM)

r/ie Louis L. h,Hasher^, Sr., ('.ollection

Uncirculated 1801 Half Dollar
First Year of Heraldic Eagle Type
Finest Known

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1801 0-101. Rarity-3. MS-62. Finest known. Above average
strike overall. On the obverse the portrait is superbly detailed. The

1801-1807 Heraldic Eagle Half Dollars

(Importance and characteristics)

stars are flat at the centers as always on this issue. Reverse with some

No half dollars were produced bearing dates from 1798 through 18(K). In 1801 a

lightness at the clouds below OF and the three topmost stars below

new design bearing the Draped Bust obverse (as used in 1796-1797) and the He¬

them, again as always. All 1801 half dollars were created as business
strikes in the routine order of Mint business, and none were sharply
struck. Thus, while the specialist recognizes this, the casual buyer or

raldic Eagle reverse appeared. This same motif was used on cettain other silver
coins of the era. The idea of adding one new star for each state was dropped fol¬
lowing the 15-star and 16-star issues of a few years earlier, and from 1801 onward
the star count on the half dollar denomination remained stabilized at l.V

type set specialist desiring the first date of issue will want to know

Erom a coinage viewpoint the 1801-1807 design was quite inefficient. I he

that the Fdiasberg Collection coin is indeed first rate in comparison to

portrait of Miss Liberty is in rather high relief, with the result that metal flow

any others in numismatic hands.

problems developed when it was required to fill the recesses in the obverse di¬

^ This beautiful 1801 half dollar displays light silver gray surfaces,
uniform in tone. The specimen is somewhat prooflike, espe¬
cially thf reverse.
This is'the first issue of the new Draped Bust design with HeraldicEagle reverse,-a discussion of which is given in the notes below.
This is believed to be the finest example surviving from this coin¬

rectly opposite the eagle motif on the reverse. Unfortunately, the ideal combi¬
nation of close die spacing plus sufficient silver metal to completely fill both
sides rarely occurred. Nearly all known examples of this design, including top
grade specimens, are weakly struck in one or more areas. .A1 U. Overton com¬
mented on this and certain other early half dollar designs:
“Blanked dies: Quite often low, smooth, or nearly smooth areas will appear
on reverses, where the die made little if any impression. These areas are nearly

age year. Half dollars dated 1801 are very elusive in high grade and

always found in the stars and clouds of the 1801-1807 half dollars and in
PLURIB (of PLURIBU.S) in the scroll and AT of .STATE.S on the 1807-18.56

are always sought by collectors due to demand for first year of issue

type. These smooth depressed areas will be found to be opposite the heavy

type sets as well as variety collections.
Die notes; Obverse with crack extending diagonally from rim through K of
LIBER TY to hair; this may have originated as a die flaw or engraver’s scratch.
Reverse with many raised “islands,” particularly at left side of R in AMERICA
(and forming a “horn” or cusp on its left side), at UN, and, especially, in the
field between UN and the eagle, a region that includes the arrowheads.
.Sheridan Downey, reviewing this listing (but not yet having seen the coin),
commented, “'The 1801 is a great rarity in AU or Uncirculated grade. The
Overton plate coin is an NGC \’E-3.S. The Oviedo coin, beautifully toned, with
a small puncture over the head of Ms. l.iherty [italics are per Downeyl, was slabbed
by PCOS as AU-.S8; I bought and sold that coin in June 1988; 1 have mi seen an¬
other no-tpiestion 1801 in AU, let alone an Uncirculated.”

portion of the bust and are caused by planchets that lacked enough metal to
completely fill the die.”
The Overton explanation needs slight amplification as the problem was
caused by incorrect die spacing, not by the planchets. Even though the
planchet may have been of the correct weight, if the dies were spaced ever so
slightly further apart than they should have been, weak areas resulted.
'The type set collector w ill recognize 1801 as being of special significance as
the first date of the design. By happenstance, the issue was not w idely noticed
when it was first made, and to our know ledge no pieces were saved for numis¬
matic or presentation purposes. Thus of all first-year-of-issue I .,S. silver ty pc
coins, the 1801 is particularly remarkable for its elusive character in Mint .State.
In fact, even an high-grade .All coin would be notable. We are aware of only one
other Mint State example of this coinage year, the Jimmy Hayes ('-ollection
coin which later appeared for sale through Stack’s in (October 19S9.
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/ .y l.uuis h.. h.liusfk'ty^, Sr., ('.ulleition

Hijih-Crade 1802 Half Dollar

Choice Mint State 1803 Hall Dollar

I’ossibly the Finest known

LarjJe 3, 0-101

Major I nreco^Jnized Rarity

A Major Rarity in this Orade
F inest known

(photo enlarged to nricf actual size)

1677

1802 0-101. Karit>-4. Al%55. Quite possibly the finest known.

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

A generally unrecognized major rarity at this grade level!
All details are sharp except for the stars which are typically flat, al¬
though even a few of these show some details. 'I'he tips of the eagle’s
wing feathers are slightly weak. Reflective surfaces are visible
through pleasing sepia toning, highlighted by blue and light ochre. A
few very minor flaws are noted, primary among these is a thin scratch
This is one of the top two or three best 1802 half dollars in exist¬
ence and may be the finest krioiitn. We are unable to find any mention
of a full Mint .State example in the current literature (reflecting
today’s grading standards which are much tighter than years ago), nor
IS Sheridan Dow ney aware of one. .Although we grade this beautiful
com "just” ,\l -.S.S, it may favorably compare to the Al'-.SS example
mentioned by Don Parsley in his revision of ,\l C. Overton’s book,
Although the 1802 does not come to the forefront when rarities in
the half dollar series are mentioned, it is, indeed, a condition re/rity in
such as the Kliasberg Collection coin. Perhaps by way
1802 half dollar is

rarer than an eipiivalent grade \ 7'd, half dollar! However, unlike the
situation with I7't^>. many well-wurn 1802 half dollars exist, and the
demand for an 1802 as .i date can be filled from most dealer special¬
ists' Sf(K

1 difr

\hl

.rir,

ks
I tic ' (lire l.-tfcong IS miisflv illegible-, lunsistmg <it
iml

landmark!

Phis beautiful 1803, Large 3 variety, is well centered with full bor-'

the stars are brought-up, and the eagle is complete. (Please re-readi
our notes under Lot 1676 for an appreciation of this!)

I’he specimen displays reflective lustre with pale gray central ton¬

ing, surrounded by an attractive mixture of blue, green, gold, andl

reddish orange. A few very minor, almost microscopic, surface marksi

are noted on the obverse. The reverse is virtually as slntck. Here, in-'
deed, is an 1803 half dollar uf incrediNe s\uji\\(\.

was not aware ulany w hen he compiled his census of major half dollab
collections and offerings. .Steve Herrman lists three Mint .State ofler-

ings of the .Small 3 variety (0-104; not relevant to the present com).,

however, he does not include this variety or 0-102 in his compilaiioni

as these are “common” varieties in w'-orn grades. Researcher RiisscHI
J. Logan, w ho periodically issues carefully researched aiul (|uite use

fill (iondition Oensus reports for the early silver coinage m John Rn(h^

Journal, did not list any Mint .St.ite ex.imples among the (>7 18(H h.iHl
doll.irs held in 2.S collections he siirveved.

I )ir norrs I’rrfci f dies
r<r.

and believed to be the finest know n. Another Kliasberg (]ollectioni

How many Mint .State 1803 half dollars are known.’ Don P.»rslcs

possibly the same coin certified as ,\l -.S8 by POOS.

of comparison it is relevant to mention that an ,\l

1803 Large 3. 0-101. Harity-3, MS-63/65. The finest specimen

we have seen or traced! A major rarity at the choice .Mint .State level,,

ders and sharp design definition throughout. The hair detail is sharp.,

in the left obverse field.

high level \l

1678

urn imenfs

4

mixture of let

How r.ire is the I'.li.isberg Oollei tion 1803 I ..irge 3 half tiollar. O
101, III Its loltN st.ite of preservation

We cannot hnate anv peers foil

M()\\ I-RS .\M) \1I:R1-\4

I'he Louis L. LJiashei'^, Sr., (iollertiou

Amazing 1805/4 Overdate

it, and it could well l)c that there are no contenders that are e\en
close. What few M int State coins that can be located anionf; 1803 half

(Choice Mint State!

dollars seem to he of other ()\ erton die varieties.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

Finest Known

Kdge: I he edge lettering and ornamentation is extremely weak or indistinct,
much as on the previously offered 1802.

Foeal Point (^oin of the 1801-1807 Series

Kxtensive research has recently been done on the edges of early half dollars
and their etfect on the emission order of the various die varieties. I'he edge of a

In a Class by Itself

coin has been called “the third side,” and in many series (early half cents and
large cents being exceptions) it has not been carefully studied. Phis is chang¬
ing not only w ithin the range of early half dollars, but also later ones, as in the
remarkablv detailed notices of reed counts given by Randall Wilev and Bill
Bugert in their book on I-iberty Seated half dollars.
More than at any other time in .American numismatic history, dedicated re¬
searchers are carefully studying not only the die characteristics of coins (which
has been done for a long time), but, hone these characteristics relate to die cutting,
striking, and other procedures of minting and distribution. We expect that a new
generation of numismatic information is just beginning. .Many of the founda¬
tion stones for this were laid by Walter Breen in his studies of the 1950-1990
years, w hen as a professional numismatist he really had little to do with grading
or selling coins, but studied their history and origin.

Condition Census 1803 0-103

i79

1803 Large 3. 0-103. Rarity-3. EF-45. Well-centered design de¬
tails. Lightly cleaned. Both obverse and reverse extensively, yet
lightly, abraded. Even still, this is a very pleasing example which
could be purchased for a date set or a type set. At the lower end of
Don Parsley’s (londition (Census.
Die notes: Dies heavily clashed. On the obverse, traces of the reverse shield
are visible within Miss Liberty’s ear; conversely, on the reverse part of the outline
of the portrait of Miss Libertv can be seen. A thin die crack connects the tops of
LIBHR'I'V.
fMge: A few letters are visible, however, the lettering is generally illegible,
this resulting from worn edge-lettering dies.

Condition Census 1803 Half Dollar

)8()

Small 3, 0-104

1803 Small 3. 0-104. Rarity-4. AlI-55. 1 his beautiful coin is
probably among the top halt dozen known tor the variety.
Very pleasing brownish gray surfaces are tinged with blue highlights
and arc slightly prootlike. Sharply detailed with full borders. A few
(photo enlarged to tzrice actual sizet

stars are weak as are the tips of the wing feathers. 'The central reverse
details, including the eagle’s feathers above the shield are bold.

1681

180.S/4 Overdate. 0-101. Rarity-3. MS-63 or finer. Relieved to

Die notes: Obverse with die crack through left side off in LIBI-iR'I'V down¬

be the finest known. I'he 180.5/4, ha\ ing as it does a link to the un¬

ward into hair; other die cracks or lines are hidden in the hair. The distinctive

known “1804 half tiollar,” has alw ays been a focal point of the 1801-

date digit which comprises the Small h lacks an upper left serif w ith the top ot

1807 half dollar series. W hen a basic set ot ilates aiul overdates is

this digit bent down at its left end. Phis characteristic is a (juick identiher lor

v iewed, the eye of the experienced observer tpiit klv glances at the

the 0-104 variety as all others have the Large h in the tiatc with a distinct up¬
ward serif Very faint clash marks on the reverse.
P.dge: Illegible, much the same as the previous few lots, probably from worn

1805/4 to see its grade. .As the commentarv below will suggest, here is
a coin for the recorti books, a piece to be remembered lor all time.

edge-lettering dies

AVKkS AND MIaKKNA
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I he' l.Duis h t.liusht’r'^, Sr., Cullection

A

I he Kliasberj' CA)llccti()n specimen is \ cry well centered. .X tew

with splashes of red iridescence. Fixceptional surfaces for this grade

border dentds are sli^htU weak. .Some stars are flat and the eagle’s

level with a few very minor, scattered marks.

svmn tips are weak (this in accordance with characteristics of the ()-

Die notes: Obverse from perfect die. Phe original obverse die for this issue is

lUl variety); however, all other details are bold, fully lustrous pale

preserv ed in the collection of the .American Numismatic .Soviets, New Xotk.

i^ravish oranjie, blended towards the rims with reddish orange, green,

Reverse with crack from wing tip through top of .XMF.
Fdge: From the same edge die as the preceding.

and blue. Simply superb and virtually flav less.

Weight: 206.4 grains.

It is relev ant to mention that in the James Bennett Pryor (Collection
sale conducted by us in January 19%, an e.xample which graded .M -

1683 180S 0-107. Karity -3. \ F'-20. .Slight weakness is v isible at clouds

.SH was possibly the most aggressively sought alter coin in the entire

6 and 7, opposite the bust. .Attractive pale grayish brown with irides¬

collection. Today, the Pryor coin is believed to be the second finest

cent highlights.

known.

Die notes: Nearly perfect dies.

I he Pryor specimen is the finest recorded in .Steve Iferrman’s list

Weight: 204.4 grains.

of auction appearances w ith the ne.xt nicest being the N’orw eb KF-4()
(sold by us in 1%H). Don Parsley lists .M'-SO as the best known to
him as does Russell I.ogan. Specialists should take careful note of
this offering.

Possibly Finest 180,S 0-108 Half Dollar

.•Xn .Xmerican numismatic landmark.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Kdge: Phis is another specimen made from a virtually illegible edge-letter¬
ing dies which, apparently, were extensively worn. Phis coin is in such good
preservation that the details can be determined. Phus, some notes may be of
interest to specialists. Basically, the lettering is complete with the following
exceptions. (Remember that the edge lettering is incuse thus the edge dies
consisted of raised letters and ornaments w hich were obviously subject to chip¬
ping or breaking through use.) In FIP'PX’, the crossbars of the Fs, the bottom
half of I, and the upper arms of'I' are all missing. (T^N'I S is mostly complete
with the upper and lower curves of (] missing as are the upper right arm of'P
and the lower curve of .S. OR has the O mostly missing and the R virtually per¬
\

fect. H.ALF is entirely missing although this may be the result of this word
overlapping dentils. Phe top half of .A is missing. DOFF.XR is mostly complete

1684

180S ()-l()8. Ranty'-4. Al I-S8. 'The obverse is lustrous light ivorygray with iridescent peripheral toning. 'The revcf* is similar but

with the right base of the first F and the top of the second P missing. Much of
the ornamentation is also broken or chipped with most simply appearing as a
series of close dots and dashes.

darker. Weakness is noted on the stars, end of the vlrapery, top right
clouds, and the top portion of the wing below these Wtuids.

Weight: 206.0 grains.

Overall, this is an extremely attractive coin which may, in fact, be
fully Mint .State. A strong candidate for honors as the finest knovn of the

The 1804 Half Dollar

variety. ,XF-.S() is the finest recorded in any of the census compilations.

■Phe 1804 half dollar is the numismatic e(|uivalent of a perpetual motion ma¬

I )ie notes: Obverse with delicate crack joining stars 1-2, another joining 8-12.

chine. .Xlthough one can come close, no such item exists.

Phe reverse has a faint die crack from the wing tip through the tops of .AMF.

In 1804 at the Mint two obverse dies were made with the 1804 date. How¬
ever, January followed February on the calendar, the year slipped away, and by
December neither die had been used to strike any coins. In 18().S, both dies

1685

180.5 0-111, Rarity-3. liiF'-40. Well centered with good border

were taken from a vault and overpunched with a .S digit, thus creating the 18().S/

definition. Attractive pale gray with typical surfaces for the grade,

4 overdates with which we are so familiar, an issue w hich also ranks as the first

suggesting some minor imperfections.

overdate in the entire half dollar series (the earliest overdate die made in an¬
other .American series w as probably the 1706/.S half dime).
Phere are no 1804 half dollars known. 'Phe closest that one can come to an

Die notes: Perfect obverse. Phe reverse has a thin die crack through F.S OF,
wing tip, A.MFiRlOA, and the eagle’s tail feathers.
PMge: Broken and illegible, as earlier described.

“1804 half dollar” is an 180.S/4. If an 1804 half dollar did exist, perhaps it would
be know n as 'Phe Prince of .American (loins, right along with its King “father,”
the storied silver dollar of the same date. .At one time the indefatigable B. Max
Mehl announced that the Holy (Jrail had, indeed, been discovered, and that he

Notable 1806/5 0-103 Half Dollar

possessed an authentic half dollar of 1804. I 'nfortunatcly, close examination bv

Condition (Census

others revealed that the coin had started life as an 180.S/4 overdate, but that
someone had later tooled away the 5 part of the date.
In FH)4, collector (ieorge W. Rice would recall Morgan I,. Marshall (1822188.M, coin dealer of Oswego, NX, w hom Rice knew as a youth w hen Rice also
lived in Oswego: “In the fall of 1860 Mr. Marshall disposed of my father’s first
collection of coins. I have Mr. Marshall’s catalogue show ing a half dollar of
1804. Mv father had it checked and always claimed that he had the coin, and
Mr. Marshall said it was genuine.” 'I'oday, Marshall is better remembered for
the plentiful Oivil War token variety bearing his advertisement.
In May I88.V Bangs & Oo., New York, offered an “1804” half dollar that w as
described m the same paragraph as hc\T\^ genuine sn6 an alteration.

1686 18()6/.5 Overdate. 0-103. Rarity-2. .AI -.50. Oonsistent with this
general design type (see notes under Lot 1674), mans iletails arc
(juite weak including stars, hair, drapery, anti on the reverse, cloiuls
and wing tips. .Satiny lustre.

Phe obverse is pleasing ivorv with

darker shades on the high points. The reverse is similar but ileepcr.
The surfaces are generally tpiite pleasing w ith verv few minor imper¬
fections.
A nice Oontlition (lensus ex.imple of this ov eril.ite

Xs is ttue of half

tiollars in this tl.ite range, most of these coins cin iil.iteil cxtensivciv
\fiH2

IHO.S/( ()vfrtJiite. ()-ll)2. F<iirity*4. \ l'-.X,S. Scconil of the two

in commerce, anti the tvpit .il com seen m .i numism.iiic t .ibinet tovl.iv

)8<)S/4 overil itc dies, .irul one of three the m.irri.iges of the ovenl.ite.

IS .ipt to be line or Xers I me. Nice lixtrcmciv 1 me toms ,itc m the

Nuelv ■ entered with some minor we.ikncss .imong the tentr.il ilcogn rsjir-nllv if the right edge ol the shield I’le.ising gr.iv brown

](A

mmoritv, and .in XI

com sui h .is this is cv cn mote so

Die notes Iniermedi.ite between () 101 .ind () 10(.i \erv t.iini v l.ish m.itiv*

lUlWl'k.S AM) MI-Ul’N-i

ihe I.ouh L. hJiasher^, Sr., ('.ollection
are visible. 1 he obverse has a radial die crack from the rim through two points
ot star 1, continuinK into the hair for a short distance. The reverse appears per¬
fect, except tor verv- faint clash marks.

Gem Mint State 1806 Half Dollar

Kdge: .XHOI,L,\R appear as one word with a star overlapping A and I).

Stem Not Through (>lavv, 0-109
Marvelous Quality , Interesting Variety

Condition Census 1806/5 0-104

687

1806/5 Overdate. 0-104. Rarity-4. AlJ-55. From an aesthetic
viewpoint, this is a much nicet coin than we ate about to describe. As
is the case with othet half dollars of this era, examples were made to
do service in commerce, and at the Mint there was no attention paid
to striking coins for generations of numismatists yet unborn.
I'his coin, although it is one of the nicest known, is a typical imptession with weakness at the end of the bust, on the upper hair de¬
tails at forehead and back of head, obverse stars, and reverse stars and
clouds. Both obverse and reverse have complete borders although
the dentils ate narrow and incomplete. Lustre shines through moder¬
ately toned surfaces. Attractive violet-brown with highlights of or¬
ange, light yellow, and tutquoise.
This overdate is quite special among such pieces in the Ametican
series, as related in our notes.
Die notes: I'he obverse has a heavy crack through stars 11, 12, and 13, con¬
tinuing to the end of the bust. Observation of this crack and the star points
proves interesting as the crack separates these star points which actually appear
wider outside the crack than closer to the star centers. The reverse is lightly
cracked from the eagle’s tail through the tops of LINri’KD. A very faint crack
joins the tops of S I'ATEi.S, and another from the wing tip connects the tops of
AME.

A Special Overdate
From a Mint history and technical viewpoint, the 1806/5 overdate, 0-104,
has a special cachet: The obverse die was formerly used to strike “perfect date”
(non-overdate) coins dated 1805. After being used, it was then annealed (soft¬
ened), a 6 punch was stamped over the 5, the overdate was created, and the die
was put into service once again. Only in a few instances in American numismat¬
ics is an overdate known of a die that was earlier used for “perfect date” coin¬
age; in nearly all instances, overdates were made from unused, unhardened
dies.
Interestingly, the reverse die was also used in 1805, for varieties 0-102, 108,

!photo enlarged to tarire actual size)

110, and 114. However, the use of a reverse die across more than one year is not
particularly unusual.

:)VVKKS AND MKKKNA

1688

1806 Pointed 6, Stem Not Through Claw. 0-109. Rarity-1.
MS-65. Possibly the finest known for the variety. A marvelous op¬
portunity for the variety specialist as well as the type collector.
All details are complete and sharp except for (and as usual) obverse
stars 1 through 7. 4'hc design is nicely centered and the borders arc
complete. Vivid ivory lustre with pristine surfaces. 'Flic obverse has a
touch of orange and blue iridescence. I'he reverse has deeper gold,
blue, and lilac toning.
'I'his reverse die must surely be counted among the more interest¬
ing die blunders of the early half dollar series. I'he engraver ne¬
glected to finish the end of the olive branch, so that on the finished
coins the eagle is grasping nothing but thin air.
Die notes: N’erv- faint clash marks arc visible above the date.
Edge: I* IF
LEN TS appears as one word with stars between 'I'LEN.
Weight: 205.7 grains.

IL.8

/^f / outs h . h./itts/tf/x, Sr., Collectiun

Important 1806 0-111 Half Dollar

Mint State 1806 Half Dollar

6 ()ver Inverted 6

Pointed 6, ()-1 16 — (Condition (Census

IvxtremeK Rare Karly Die State
(Condition C^ensiis

1691

1806 Pointed 6. 0-116. Rarity-3.

MS-61. Nicely centered.

Slightly weak on a few obverse stars and on the hair at the back of the
head. The reverse is slightly weak on the wing left of the shield. .At¬
1689

1806 Over Inverted 6. 0-111. Rarity-3. AlI-50. Obverse with

tractive and lustrous with brow nish gray toning highlighted by irides¬

blundered die. fhe engraver first cut a die reading “1809,” realized

cent blue, gold, and pinkish orange. .A few very minor marks are

his gaffe, and corrected it. fhe drapery is weak as are most obverse

noted along with three small scratches in the center of the reverse.

stars. The reverse is (|uite weak at the last cloud to the right and the

I hese are blended with the toning and are not immediately appar¬
ent. Condition Census, and highly desirable as such.

adjacent wing. We reiterate that such striking characteristics are quite
common for this variety and among other varieties of this design, and

Die notes: The obverse is from the same die as the previous lot and is more

other specimens sold in fine collections have had the same aspects

extensively cracked. 1 he die crack below the date has small chips at the bot¬
toms of the digits. Another crack joins the tops of f IBKR'l "f The reverse has a

(whether or not described). Reflective surfaces beneath grayish

crack from the eagle’s tail, through the tops of UNi rKD, continuing to .ST.

brow n toning with peripheral amber and light blue.
The Kliasberg (aillection coin is very- attractive and will be a prized
possession for its next owner. Important as a Condition Census ex¬
ample of a variety that is scarce in any grade.

Attractive 1806 0-118a Half Dollar
)
Shattered Reverse Die

Die notes: On the obverse, a light die crack from the border bisects the digit
S and continues through Liberty’s shoulder and neck. I'his crack continues
very faintly to the hair behind the ear.

c*
s.

Amon^ the Finest Known

1 he reverse has a very faint die crack from rim to rim through the top of K in
I Nl I KD, however, it does not have the normally seen massive rim break over
this letter. .A break is seen at the (' of the same word, a break connects the
branch stem to the tail of the eagle, and another goes from the right-side rim to
the top wing feather to the nearest cloud. Very few are known in this die state.
■Sheridan Downey informed the cataloguer that he was only aw are of six other
examples. Ot course, as readers are aware (and as .Sheridan commented) there
may be others not yet identified. The finest previously sold by us is the KK-40
coin in the Carrett Collection, November 1979, Lot 2H4.
Kdge: .ADOLL.AR appear as one word.

Attractive 1806 Half Dollar
Pointed 6, 0-115

I6‘>()

1806

6. 0-1 IS. Rarity-1. M.S-62. Sharply detailed, in-

tliidmg complete obverse stars, borders, hair details, etc. I'he verv
tops of the eagle’s vvinus are slightly Hat along with the head and a
few reverse stars (this is characteristic of all examples seen). Superb
lustre with few verv minor, insignificant surface flaws. .Attractive dark
ivorv surfaces with iridescent orange and darker gold.
\ number of Mint State examples are know n, however, none stand
out IS the finest among these.
f )pe nofc.
, .11 ills

ern

\ (lie (r H k < onnci rs the base of the d.ite w ith stars I through S as
I he reverse is ( r u ked through the tops of SI VI KS fight clash

. irk . irr present

ifthoiii tnhuxftt tn tvhr III tniil ircer

Ibd2

IHOb INiinted b. ()-IINii. Riirilv-.V MS-b,Vbf \crv slighllv olf
i enter, the left border is w ider than (he right \eiv sh.iipiv det.iiled in

I'he Louis l\. b.liashet'g, S'r., ('.ollertion
light of the die state described below. I.nstroiis dark ivory surfaces

touch of light golden orange toning. Minor surface imperfections are
visible. One of the nicer examples of this varictv surviving.

w ith blue and gold iridescence. .A few minor marks are present in¬
cluding a small nick on Liberty’s cheek, these being consistent with
the grade.

This piece was struck from an original obverse die that survives to¬
day (the reverse does not survive, and no specimens of 18()b 0-12.^
were ever restruck). Notes are given below.

Although 0-118a is a common variety when the entire population
of various grades is considered, this choice Mint State specimen is

Die notes: Fhe obverse has a very thin die crack through the stars on the left.
On the reverse a light die crack from D curves over the w ing tip and continues

one of the finest known. .Additionally, the reverse die state, described

through STATE. On reverse lines extend upward from the top left and top
right shield points.

below, is extraordinary.
Die notes: The obverse die shows evidence of light clash marks without die
cracks.

The Original Obverse Die

The reverse die was shattered during or by the time this coin was struck. A
die crack from the border runs through I'l'KD, wing tip, .ST.ATK, and back to
the border. .A pair of cracks begin at the same dentil at 7:00 (K-7), one continu¬
ing through the arrow feathers into the shield, the other extends to the claw
and has two or three branches turning up through the arrows and continuing to
the lower wing feathers. A thin die crack connects three stars above the eagle’s
head. Another heavy crack from the border bisects the O and continues
through the clouds joining two stars, d'his crack has a heavy chip inside the D
and another on the cloud. Another crack, parallel to that just described, con¬
nects two stars to the eagle’s head and has a large chip on the neck. 'I'his crack
turns downward through the scroll and eagle’s breast, continuing through the
horizontal shield lines. I'he die is bi-planar at this point, with the breast feath¬
ers left of the crack higher and less detailed than those to the right.
Edge: FI letters (in FIFTY) overlap ornaments.

(Photograph courtesy h meriratt Numismatic Society)
It is cpiite interesting to note that the obverse die used to strike this coin (and
also 0-124) is still in existence and is housed in the collection of the American
Numismatic Society. About a century ago this was in private hands and was
used to create some special mulings in combination with irrelevant reverse
dies, one “reverse” being a die for an embossed postage stamp! Vhese curious
and numismatically illogical combinations have been delineated in various
works (page copies of which will be furnished, on request, to the successful
bidder of this lot).

i93

1806 Pointed 6. 0-119. Rarity-4. AlJ-55. Full obverse and re¬
verse borders with most stars showing some detail. The central areas
of the obverse and reverse are w'eak with the eagle’s breast and right
wing (observer’s left) nearly flat. Much of the hair detail is weak yet
the drapery is fully defined. Nearly full lustre with attractive multihiied toning. 'The obverse is light olive-gold with pale blue, light
pink, and splashes of deep orange. The reverse is similar yet darker
and is slightly reflective. A few minor scratches and other imperfec¬
tions are noted, primarily on the obverse.
A nice coin for “type” or as a variety for the specialist. Filiasberg
Collection coins aside, AU is not a grade often encountered. Many of
the finer collections to be auctioned in the past century have not had

1695

1807 Draped Bust. 0-102. Rarity-3. AlI-SO. Reasonably strong

any 1801-1807 era half dollars in Mint State and have had very few at

details overall, except for normal weakness on the hair and Liberty’s

the AT level.

shoulder. Smooth and lustrous surface with brownish gray toning and

Die notes: Light clash marks. Obverse die break from rim to star il, continuing
to stars 4 and .S. On the reverse a heavy raised die line connects the top left
point of the shield to the ribbon above.

ivorv iridescence. Among the finer specimens known.
This is a transitional coinage year marking the end of the Draped
Bust, Heraldic Ragle design and the beginning of the extremely
popular Tapped Bust design. 1807 Draped Bust half dollars are ex¬
tremely hard to grade, in general terms, as most are characterized by

1806 0-123 Half Dollar

very weak, uneven strikes. Die idiosyncrasies (see our comments un¬
der the preceding lot re: sharpness of Miss Liberty’s hair) often re¬

Obverse Die Survives

quire understanding and at present are not completely known.
Die notes: Only light clash marks arc visible.

S94

1806 F'ointed 6. 0-123. Rarity-4. z\lI-5S. Well centered with
sharp star details and drapery. 'The central obverse is (piite weak, es¬
pecially among the lower hair details. The reverse has a bold shield
including all horizontal lines, however, immediately above this, the

Cagle’s breast and head arc nearly flat, brilliant silvery white with a

)Wi<:ks AND mi:ri:na

1t7

ihc

Louis

L. t.lius^/}>, Sr., Collection

splashes ot salmon, Kol'J.

hliie-urccn. A few very minor scran.hc-

are visible, accounting for the grade.

Believed to be the finest known of the variety, this elegant speci¬
men is of exceeding importance.

Die notes; Light clash marks. .\ light crack m the left obverse field extendsiri

from stars 3 and 4 and a thin reverse die crack extends left and right from thq
top of I).
Kdge: Klf letters perfectly overlap L.\R.

Die alignment: .Approximately 200°; the reverse is very slightly rotated front
the normal 180° position.

1696

Mint State 1807 Draped Bust 500

1807 Draped Bust. ()-103a. Rarity-3. Al' -58. IVpical of most
later Draped Bust issues, this coin has strong peripheral details, but

Condition Census 0-110

considerable central weakness. Lustrous gray-brown surfaces w ith
brilliant gold and orange toning, the reverse has additional turquoise
iridescence. I’wo faint patches of hairlines are visible on the lower
obverse. This ranks as one of the finer specimens know n.
Die notes: I'he obverse is lightly cracked through star 7 and I> to the top hair
curls. 1-ight clash marks and minor die cracks are visible on the reverse, among
these is a crack, irregularly through Nfl'KD, wing tip, and .S'lA'L .Another ex¬
tends from the top of F through the wing and .A.MERKI.A.

Superb Mint State 1807 Half Dollar
Draped Bust, 0-108
Finest Known

1698

1807 Draped Bust. 0-110. Rarity’-2. MS-62. Well centered with

full, crisp borders on both obverse and reverse. All details are quite

bold except for the hair strands immediately behind the forehead
(but see our notes at lot 1694). Prooflike obverse wMth satiny reverse.

Light ivory and golden orange are nicely blended A4;ith bluish green
iridescence. .Some marks dictate the grade. 'Phis Is a delightful

Draped Bust half dollar, clearly Condition Oensus, that surely will
furnish great pride of ownership to the successful bidder.

Die notes: Karly die state with light clash marks on the reverse. I'he obverse

has a very faint crack through most of the stars and LIBKR TV and the reverse

has a minor crack through HD and .S'l'A, touching the wing tip. Very faint die
file marks are visible inside the obverse border at stars ,S, 6, and 7.

Mint State 1807 0-112 Half Dollar
Capped Bust Design
50/20 C Error Reverse

1699

1807 Capped Bust, 50 Over 20 C. 0-112. Rarity-1. .MS-60.

Sharply struck m'ith all design elements quite xicell detailed. The new dcsigni

rctpiircd some time before Mint personnel became familiar with spc-i
cific characteristics, thus, many of these are rather poorly defined

'The present coin is an extraordinary exception! Lustrous gray-browni

surfaces with generous portions of champagne toning and splashes oil
blue-green. ,\ small reverse scratch is hardly worth noting.

I'he engraver picked up the wrong numeral punch while prcp.irmg

the reverse die, or perhaps thought he was working on a quarter ilol ■
lar die. I'he mistake was quickly recygni/ed and corrected.
Die notes: l.ighi clash marks arc seen, but no ibc iraiks

Iphnln rnliirxrd In Nrnr mluiil nze)

1697

1807 limped Bust. ()-l08. Riirify-4, MS-6 4. All details are verv
^

'

V - pr for the eagle - head ,m<l .i lew stars imincdi.itelv above.

: -fb lii.rrr IS '.ccri beneath attr u tivc golden brown toning with

I

BOW i<:k.s AM)

The Louis L. Lliasher^, Sr., ('.oUectioti

Delightful 1808/7 Overdate

Gem 1808 Half Dollar

Choice Mint State 0-101

Condition Census 0-107

Condition Census

1702 1808 0-107. Rarity'-2. MS-65. Eully struck with all details extraordi¬
'00

narily well defined. The planchet received its impression from the dies

1808/7 Overdate. 0-101. Rarity-1. MS-63. Most details are sharp

while not perfectly centered in the press, therefore, the obverse border

with very slight weakness on the eagle’s head, far finer than usual

is wider at the top and the reverse border opposite this is also wider.

(Edgar E. Souders in Rust Half Fever, p. 248, notes that the typieal

Pristine. The surfaces display superb satiny lustre with attractive-

coin is “weak”). Very attractive and lustrous ivory-brown fields and

golden brown toning. A marvelous Oondition Census coin.

devices with splashes of orange, champagne, and light blue irides¬

Die notes: Intermediate between 0-107 and (3-I07a. The die crack across
Liberty’s head is present, however, the othet die cracks described for O-107a

cence along the obverse and reverse peripheries. A few minor imper¬
fections are noted, most prominently a small scrape on Liberty’s

are not visible. The reverse has light clash marks. A thin, slightly irregular, and

chin, although this is hidden by the toning and is hardly noticeable

seemingly isolated die crack is below the eagle’s beak and is quite interesting

(and, is of course, accounted for in the grade assignment). A Condi¬

when viewed under magnification. Die alignment is approximately 225°, equal
to a divergence of 45° from normal.

tion Census specimen that is highly desirable not only for this aspect,
but because of the demand for the overdate.
Die notes: I'he obve*rse has extensive cracks, primarily through the peripheral
details, although some radiate inward from the border. Reverse cracks connect
most of the legend letters at their tops.

Overdates of the Era
I'here are more overdates in the Capped Bust half dollar series than among
coins of any other single design type in .American numismatics. .Some of these
are rather subtle, if not downright confusing, as in the so-called “1824 over vari¬
ous dates,” in which the last digit seems to be over a previous 2 plus a previous
0, and, perhaps another number or two as well. Other overdates are very bold;
witness the 1817/3, the landmark 1817/4, and the 1820/19. The somewhat hard
to find 1815 occurs only in overdate form, 1815/2.

1703

1808 0-108. Rarity'-3. MS-60. All central details are sharp. Normal
weakness is at the right obverse and reverse borders. Lustrous ivorywhite surfaces with faint steel blue peripheral toning.

Superb 1808 0-102
Rare Perfect Obverse Die
No Equal Coin Recorded

Die notes: Perfect dies.

1704

1809 0-103. Rarity-l. AU-58. .Shallow central details. Light olivegray with blue and salmon iridescence. Very attractive overall.
Pedigree: Nicholas Petry Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, .May 10,
1893; J .M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.
Fliasheig, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge: Normal style. However, on the present specimen OR and H.ALl- are
closely spaced, appearing as a single word.
Weight: 205.1 grains.

Choice Mint State 1809 0-106
(Condition Census
01

1808 0-102. Rarity-2. MS-64. Seemingly the finest known of the
perfect (uncracked) die state. Sharply detailed except for stars 12 and
13. Lustrous light golden ivory with peripheral blue iridescence. Very
attractive and virtually pristine.
Don Parsley rates this die state without the heavy obverse die crack
as Rarity-.S while Steve llerrman records no offered examples higher
than VE-,3()! This is an extremely important offering for the die state
specialist.
Die state notwithstanding, simply as a date this is an outstanding,
indeed, remarkable 1808.
Die notes: The obverse die is perfect except for a few very faint clash marks.
The reverse has a short jagged die line connecting the wing and leg above the
olive leaves. Jeffrey Ocrtel penned an entertaining article about the discovery
of an example ofthis die state among coins in his collection. Scc.l<ihn RetehJuurnal,
volume 7, number 2, January 1993.
Edge: |-11 TV LKN TSI I.ALf A DOLl.AR, CKN I Sand II ALf appear as
one word with DR missing altogether.

)WKk,S AND MEKI’:NA

1705 1809 0-106. Rarity-3. MS-63. Sharply detailed in every regard,
fhe impression is well centered on the planchet with full obverse
and reverse borders. Lightly toned over satiny lustre w ith a few \ cr\
minor surface marks. A (’.ondition ('.ensus specimen that will delight
the successful bidder.

Iht' I luis h.. h.ltiisht'/'if, Sr., Collection

Aarieties generally seen with the III edge device (relevant to the Klijslverg;

In his catalogue of the Ceornc H. Karic collection, Henry Chapman

(ailicction coin) are 0-107, l()7a, lOH, 100, 100a, 100b, and 111a based on (|uan

JesenbeJ this coin very simply: “I ncirculated. Slightest abrasion.

titative analysis of the rarity ratings assigned by Don Parsley, assuming the Par

Sharp, even impression. Mint lustre.” This earlier appearance is dis¬

ity-1 designation etpiates to 1,.A00 coins, the following are estimated survival!

cussed in the notes to this lot.

quantities of the three edge types: Plain edge, 7,.S(K) coins: III edge (of which the

Hedtf'm: (ieorxi' H b.arle Collet tton, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912,

Kliasberg Collection is one), 2,.S00 coins; .\XX edge, 7.S0 coins. W hether or noc
this is representative of the proportionate quantities ongtnalh strut k is not known,

l ot 2S57; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.. F.liasherg, Sr.

for this depends upon the unknow n surv ival ratio of each die combination.

Die notes: Perfect dies.
Kd^e: Normal style. However, on the present specimen the words run toHether as Hf”nCKN I S.M.K .\ 1)01,L.\K

(Chapman-Karle-Kliasberg
.-\n interestinK comparison exists between certain descriptions of the early
20th century and those today.
In 1012 noted Philadelphia dealer Henry Chapman (who had been in busi¬
ness since he was a teenager in 1H7H) described this coin as I'ncirculated. Ibday, we describe it as \I.S-6.^. “I'ncirculated” has become Mint .State (a term
devised in 1040 bv I)r. William H. .Sheldon for use on 170.'^-1H14 lar%erents, but
since extended to rither series). Today we use numbers, also a .Sheldon innova¬
tion, but today finessed beyond w hat .Sheldon inspired.
(’hapman noted “Slightest abrasion.” 'Today, we mention a few very minor
surface marks, although “slightest abrasion” would be equally appropriate.

1707

1809 0-115a. Rarity-2. MS-60, (ienerally sharp although the bor¬
ders on both sides are weak, apparently a function of worn dies rather

Long ago, this coin had a “.Sharp, even impression.” Now it is sharply de¬

than striking pressure. As is characteristic of this variety, a few ob¬

tailed and well-centered with full obverse and reverse borders.
Tinally, the description of “.Mint lustre” translates to lightly toned over satiny-

verse stars, especially tho.se on the right, are flat and draw n to the bor¬

lustre, again not much of a difference.

der. Brilliant satiny white lustre with deep gold toning at the obverse

In essence, the description for this lovely IhOb half dollar remains more or

border. The reverse has several dark toning spots. .A nice coin for date

less unchanged from H.S years ago when Henry Chapman put it under his care¬

or type.

ful ga/.e. Today, we provide a little more technical detail, yet the basics are the
same.

Die note.s: A.s described by Don Parsley for 0-1 LSa.
Kdge: Normal style.

Ceorge 11. Karle was a collector of extremely diverse numismatic interests
w ithin the .\merican series. Perusing the catalogue of his collection, we find su¬
perb ancient and world coinage, over .SO lots of Massachusetts silver coins,

1708

other important colonials, more than HO lots of patterns including several mul¬

1810 O-lOla. Rarity-l. Al)-58. Nicely centereti^ith some weak¬
ness, particularly among the stars on the right and on w ing left of the

tiple coin offerings, and remarkable I nited .States issues. Many of the (tapped

shield. Brownish gray fields and devices with splashes of vivid gold iri¬

bust half dollars and a number of other coins in the present sale trace their

descence. Pleasing surfaces. A planchet flaw on the rim below the digit

pedigree to the Karle Collection.

0 crosses the edge, diagonally, to the rim above the letter () in OF.

.-Xsidc from having the same last initial, a very interesting connection is found
between (ieorge IT Karle and Louis K. Kliasberg, Sr. Karle was a financier and

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, .May H-ll,

president of the Kinance (Company of Philadelphia. Kliasberg, also a financier,
was president of the Kinance Company nC\merira.

1906; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F..
F.liasherg, Sr.

.•\nd, both were connoisseurs.

Die notes: Late die state, both obverse and reverse have peripheral cracks
with a small die crack from the rim to star 1 and another on the bust tip.

Mint State 1809 0-109a

1709

1810 O-102a. Rarity-1. MS-60. All details are sharp except for the
wing left of the shield which is virtually flat, a typical situation for

(furious III

many Chapped Bust half dollars of this era and characteristic of this
particular variety. CJray-brown surfaces with attractive ivory irides¬
cence at the peripheries. .Splashes of greenish gold highlight the re¬
verse lettering. A very attractive coin.
Die notes: A fine die crack joins the base of the date with stars 12 and 1.^ to
the right, extending outside the left star points to star 6. The reverse has a light
crack through the base of .SO C and the tops of UNTTKD .S'TA'TK.S.

Splendid 1810 Half Dollar
Mint State 0-103
1706 IH09 III lydge. ()-l09a. Karity-2. MS-61. .Sharply detailed. Bril¬

C^ondltion (Census

liant and lustrous silvery white with faint traces of deep gold. Prob¬
ably cleaned at some time in the past.
This IHOb variety displays a curious and experimental edge device
with crude vertical bars hetareen earh of the tcords. I'he reason for the
employment of this new style is not know n, but it joins another vari¬
ant of the same year (as tlisciisscd below ).
Pediftree Harlan P. Smith Collettton, S.H. and H. Chapman, .May S-lI,
I90fi, .1 M

Clapp, John H

Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.

L hatheryt. Sr
I )ic notes (iratkcd through AMKKIC X to the arrowhcails.
filgc III as dev ribed above
Weight 2()S 4 grains

1710 1810

I hr prt senriv offered t» H»'*a from the Kliaslserg ( aillection has the regular
dg:
1.

rtering. but fterween the words I II I ) ( I N I S ()« H M l
at rhri -

\ I)()|

erfi< d bars, is III In iontrasi, the "normal" stvle for this year

Ss ■fd birt befori I II 1) md iK-fore HM I, but not elsewhere Another
lyr I-• of rh.»r sho.^ . \ marks b«-lwcrn the words
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()-10jl.

Rarity-2.

MS-6-4.

.Sh.irplv dct.nleil except

tor

Liberty’s chin w hich is weak as altra\s on this \ .irietv Lustrous ivorx

rhe l^d^c Devices of 1809

and light grayish brown with a splash of deeper toning above Mis'
Libertv's ca(i. An exception.il specimen, (lomlition ('.ensus ipiality.
that will be an attraction in the c.ibinet of its next owner
Pedigire (ieotxe H L arle Collet turn, Hrnn Chapman, June
John H ( htpp ( Ittpp esttttf, 1942, to Louit h

L hinheix. St

iu)\\ I'Ks AND

29, 1912,

'r/ie Louis L. hJias/x’rx, Sr., Collection
Die notes: l,ate state of' the obverse die w ith the track, described above for
0-102, heavy and extending left to star 7 and right to star 11. The die was

Important Mint State 1811 Half Dollar

heavily flow -lined w ith all stars draw n to the edge. .Set eral prominent die chips

Fiinctiiated Date 0-101

are visible on the chin. I'he reverse has a small die chip between 0 and ('.
Kdge: FirrVOKN'I'.S II.M.F .\ [X)LF,AR.

One of the Finest Known

Gem Mint State 1810 Half Dollar
Overton-106a
Probably the Finest Known

1713

1811/0 Punctuated Date. 0-101. Rarity-1. MS-64/63. Lustrous
surfaces with very few' marks. Attractive gray-brown with blue high¬
lights on the obverse. .Stars 1 through 7 are weak as is the top of the
cap. Most reverse details are boldly defined. Both borders are weak
and thin, however the obverse has nearly complete dentilation. 'I'he
reverse has a few visible dentils toward the top. The reverse has iri¬

11

1810 0-106a. Rarity-3. MS-64. Obverse stars 4 through 7 are flat as

descent gold peripheral toning. A very thin scratch angles down from
the D in UNII ED across the wing.

are the lower olive leaves and wing tip on the reverse, this being char¬
acteristic (see note). The balance of the coin is quite sharply detailed.

A desirable specimen for the type set collector or the variety spe¬

The specimen displays attractive light orange-brown lustre with traces

cialist. Among the finest know'n examples of this interesting variety.

of deeper toning toward the rims. The surfaces are very choice, virtu¬

Die notes: Perfect dies. This variety is considered, and usually catalogued as,
an overdate with 1811 over 10. If this is the case, w hy is the “punctuation” Itxated

ally free of imperfections. Believed to be the finest known specimen.

between the 8 and 1 ? Possible answers are that this is actually an 1811 over 00,
or the middle 1 in 1811 was positioned between the 1 and 0 in 1810.

Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.

'I'he (iarrett specimen and the T. James (ilarke coin were each listed in gem

Die notes: Light clash marks are visible.

condition, and the Pryor coin was catalogued as M.S-64. 'I'he F'liasberg (Collec¬
tion example is certainly close to these.

Edge: DOLLAR and FIF'F^' overlap providing the following: li)()ILFLTAV
(now, here’s a curious garbling!).

Fidgar Fi. .Souders in Rust Half Fetrr; p. 253, estimates that about 450 speci¬

Don Parsley commented as follows (3rd edition of the Overton text):

mens are know n of this issue, considering the full range of grades. “1 have seen

“There is a flattening on the rim. This happened in the minting process, ap¬

only two M.S-60s listed in the last three years,” he continued, “M.S-63s and up

parently something lodged in the die and whatever it was moved, as the rim

are rare.”

flattening appears in several different positions. It has been observed near stars
1, 5-6, 6-7, 11-12-13 and it no doubt occurs in other positions. .Some specialists
and researchers believe that this problem with flattened areas on the obverse

Superb 1811 Half Dollar

and reverse rims or segment areas of the coin was caused by the edge lettering
machinery. A subject worthy of further research.”

Large 8, 0-104a

Lovely Gem 1810 0-108
Believed Finest Known
Fclipses Any Other Recorded

1714

1811 Large 8. ()-l()4a. Rarity-1. MS-64. Well centered and
sharply struck with both borders completely detailed. Lustrous
ivory-brown with iritiescent splashes of orange and blue. .Attractive
surfaces with very few noticeable tlavs s. One of only two v arieties
with a Large 8 in the date.

12

1810 0-108. Rarity-3. MS-64. .Sharply derailed with full obverse
borders and nearly complete reverse borders. In contrast, the plate in

Pedigree: George //. E.arle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29, / 912;
John H. C/app. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EUashetg, Sr.

Don Parsley’s br)ok illustrates an example with virtually no visible

Die notes: I'he obverse has a prominent die crack from the rim below the

border dentils. The Kliasberg Collection specimen has very lovely

bust, through digits 18, just touching lowest hair curls, curving up through right

light brown, lustrous surfaces nicely blended with gold and irides¬

field, and eontinuing through the cap to the rim at star 7. .Another crack from
the border through the upper points of star 2 extends into the field, halfwav to

cent toning.
F’robably the finesthnow'n for the variety, and by a large margin. Don

on to the fore curl is not visible. I'he reverse has a short die crack from the border

Parsley listed four examples at the M.S-60 level with none finer.

to the tip of an olive leaf.

Pedigree: George //. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.liasherg, Sr.
Die notes: 'I'he obverse has a crack from the rim to the left of the date, con¬
tinuing into the bust. .A very fine die crack circles part of the reverse from the

Liberty’s neck. The crack mentioned by Don Parsley through stars 3 to 5 ami

Petligreed to the (ieorge II. F.arle (iollection,. llowevet the licscription of
the I -arge 8 variety in I lenrv (ihapman’s catalogue describes it as has mg a die
crack between 81 which would identify Mr//coin as 0-103, not what todav wc
know as ()-104.
Weight: 205.5 grains.

lowest olive leaf, through other leaves and the wing tip, connecting the bases of
I 'Ni l FiD and the centers of .STA'F. Another crack vertically bisects the reverse
from the 0 through the eagle’s body and head, continuing to the scroll. Both of
these tracks arc extremely faint, indicating a relatively early example of this
die marriage.

WI’RS AND MFRI’rNA
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I hr Louis L. h.liiisher'^, Sr., Collntion

(Condition (Census 1811 Half Dollar

condition. Here is an important opportunity to acijiiire a nem earlj
date (tapped Bust halt'dollar.

Small 8, ()-l()Sa

In keeping with characteristics of this variety, stars h and 7 an

weak. \ ery faint roughness is noted left of center on the obv erse. Oi

the present specimen all other details are bold. The impression i{

nicely centered. Superb deep gold toned surfaces are accented witi

splashes of iridescence. The reverse is a blend of deep gold, lighi
ivory, and reddish orange iridescence.
One of the finest 1811 half dollars in existence.

Pedigree: William H. Wooditi; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1941, u
Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.; Eliasberg estate.
Die notes: bight clash marks on the reverse but no visible die cracks.
Die alignment: 225°. 'I'he reverse is rotated 45° from the normal position.

1715

1811 Small 8. 0-105a. Karity-2. .\lS-62. Sharply struck and nicely
centered with full obverse and reverse border details. All stars and
hair details are sharp and clear. The reverse is very fully detailed ex¬
cept for slight weakness on the eagle’s head. Full lustre with attrac¬
tive cream colored surfaces of exceptional quality. .A few minor spots
are present among traces of pinkish toning on the reverse. .\ verypleasing (k)ndition (Census specimen of this early half dollar.
Pedigree: George //. E.arle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29, 1912;
John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.. Ediasberg, Sr.
Die notes: .\s described by Overton for 105a.

1717

1811 Small 8. 0-109. Karity-2. MS-62/64. Sharp and well cen

Gem 1811 Half Dollar

tered w ith full border details and all other designs well defined. Sui

Small 8, 0-108

and turcpioise iridescence highlights the peripheral areas. The ob

perb surfaces with pale golden brown with a hint of lilac. Bright gok
verse has a short diagonal scratch on Liberty’s ch^k.

Among the Finest Known

Die notes: Perfect obverse. The reverse die is extensivelvt^acked as illustrate!
above.

Kdgc: I'he edge die was very well used by this time, producing extensive
raised lumps on the edge of the coin.

1718

1811 Small 8. 0-110a. Rarity-1. MS-63. .Stars 8 through II arc

weak. I'he reverse has a lightly defined border with most dentil*

missing. Deep gray-brown with full underlying lustre. The reverse

has reddish gold peripheral toning. Pleasing surfaces w ith a few tins
nicks on the cheek. A far above average specimen of 0-1 lOa.

Die notes: A very faint die crack from the edge through the tops of I 'N1 TKf
meets the rim above the first .S.

1719

1812/1 Small overdate. O-102a. Karity-2. MS-60. Most st.irs .inl

Hat with very few bonier dentils visible. The obverse is ivorv .tnij

gold with satiny lustre. I'he reverse is silvers white with f.iint hair'

lines. The reverse die was shghtiv mis.ihgned m the the with a vcf^
thin sliver of blank planchet visible at the top
Iptinii, rnliirxfil In tvuf iiituid tiiej

I 71b

181 I .Smiill 8, ()-l(l8. ltiirity-2. MS-f>.5. Kcl.itivciv Cfirnmon as ,i
. If, f, in low-r I'.r.idc'i, the IHII O 108 is (pme utit ommon m gem

Pedigree: .\lumford Collet tum. .Vru- Yotk Coin
tiS9e>, J 1/

I' liadterg,

Clapp. John H

Clapp

,\iamp Co , \pnl 9 /»

Chipp e\latr,

1942. to I ini> h

Sr

I )ic miles I iglu i l.ish m.iiks vs iih .i sets t.imt die i lai k ihiough I '

I7i

m()\vi-:ks \\i) \ ii*.ui*\-

The Louis L. b.Luishet'^, Sr., ('.oUectiou

20

Kd^ar K. Souders in Ru.o lltilf Fner. p. 2,S7, commented: “Small 8 examples
are scarce in all grades up to Kl-', where they become very scarce. I'rue I ncircu-

Superb 1812 Half Dollar

lated coins are probably non-existent, or nearly so.” The same writer suggested
that the total population of the variety is about 600 to 650 pieces.

Overton-110
One of the Finest Known

1812 0-103. Rant\-3. MS-62. Most stars are flat. However, all
other details are complete including obverse and reverse borders. A
very tiny bulge appears in the edge at 1:00 (K-1). Reflective ivory
with gold and blue toning. A small toning spot is located in the lower
hair curls. This is an extremely attractive example of a variety nearly
always seen in lower grades.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

Attractive 1812 Half Dollar
Overton-105a
1723

1812 0-110. Rarity-l. MS-65. A splendid gem specimen, one of
the finest known, of a date and variety w hich is a prime rarity at this
grade level.
As the knowing specialist expects, stars 1 through 6 arc flat, other¬
wise all details are fully defined. The borders arc complete and even
with crisp dentilation.
.Superb, lustrous surfaces have gorgeous toning, primarily graybrown blended with vivid reddish orange. 'Fhc obverse periphery is
delightfully toned with iridescent bluish green, amber, and bright orar\ge. The reverse is similar although the blue is much brighter.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

21

Edge: 'Phe edge is completely doubled with a few letters perfectly overlap¬
ping other letters: FIFFri'FYTV' CF'LNETN.ST.S OR HIFM.F AA

1812 O-105a. Rarity-l. MS-64. Generally sharp, however, the pe¬

DOOLAR. Among all of the early half dollars in the Eliasberg Lollection, this
has one of the most spectacular blundered edges.

ripheral details are drawn to the borders which, in turn, are quite
weak. I'he impression is nicely centered on the planchet. Frosty

Weight: 210.4 grains; the heaviest Capped Bust half dollar in the present list¬
ing (the statutory weight was 208 grains).

white surfaces with a touch of ivory and faint gold. A faint scratch on
Liberty’s neck is blended with the surface lustre. Otherwise, virtu¬
ally pristine surfaces. Two tiny spots are noted on the obverse.
Pedigree: William H. Wooditi; John H. Cdapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr.; EJiasberg estate.
Die notes: Intermediate die state; most examples of 105a were made later.
The obverse has light clash marks and several fine die cracks while the reverse
has only light clash marks.

Notable 1812 Half Dollar
Condition Census 0-107

22

1812 0-107. Rarity-1. MS-63. Nicely centered and sharply de¬
tailed with weakness only on stars 8 through 11. Both obverse and
reverse borders display complete dentils. Fhe obverse is lustrous
ivory and gold. The reverse is deeper golden brown with mottled
ebony. A few scattered marks are visible, primarily on the obverse.
Die notes: Karly die state with perfect reverse. Bradley Karoleff, current co¬
ed i tor of the

Reich Journal, published an article in the December 198*1 issue

(Vol. 4, No. h, pp. 16-20), “1812 0-107 Lapped Bust Half Die .State Study.”
Regarding the perfect reverse state, Karoleff reported: “Coins were struck for a

1813 50C Over I INI. 0-101. Rarity-2. MS-60. Sharp and nicely
centered w ith completely defined borders, the obverse narrower at
the right. (Jolden brow n with ivory lustre. .An exceptional specimen
of this issue.
Fhis is a favorite blundered die for many numismatists, including

limited time with no problems, then the reverse die was damaged.”
F.dge: DOLLAR and 1- IF'l V appear as one word.
Note: Some references list non-overdate issues as “Normal Date.”

1724

this cataloguer. The engraver obviously forgot w here he was w hen
This

arose from inclusion in the Guide Rook o/C.S. Coins to inform the initiatetl that a
certain listing was not an overdate, when such listing followed an overdate.
However, to us this seems to be superfluous, especially if overdates are sepa¬
rately described as such. Otherw ise, just about every coin in existence, unless it

working on the die and started the word I NI I'Ll) at the bottom of
the die, in the normal position for the denomination. Realizing his
error, he then cffaceil as much of the misplaced lettering as possible
and placed the denomination in the die cov ering some of these let¬

is an overdate or blundered date, could be called a “normal date.” .Similarly, all

ters. 'I'o err is human, and we have certainly forgiven, indeed, todax

coins lacking mintmarks could be called “Without \lintmark,” etc., etc.

we should thank the engraver (just as the philatelist gives silent
thanks to the pressman w ho fed a partly-printed sheet of stamps

Wi:RS AND MKRKNA
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I He I

h. h.hasherx, Sr., C otlection

>UL\

ba(.kv\ard lato the press to ereate an inverted \ariety). Kd^ar K.

w ith minor surface imperfections.

Si>uders in Huit Huif heier, pp. 110-111, expands upon this dieeutting

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.ll. and 11 Chapman, .May S-ll

see nano.

1906; J..M. Clapp: John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.oun b.

l^eduret:: J.H Wilson Collection, Ihornas 1.. b.Icier, October 5-1, l^Od;

Eliasberg, Sr.

John H Clapp. Clapp estate, 1^42, to Louis E. Eliasberp,, Sr.

Die notes: Heavy clash marks as described above. There are no visible diet

cracks. I'his spectacular die clash has attracted attention for a long time and|

I )ic notes. Karls.

was mentioned in certain Oth-century auction catalogues.

1725

Kdge: Normal but quite blurry.

1H13 ()-lU3. Kdinty-2. .\IS-62. .Stars 0 and 7 arc flat, all remaining
details are sharp. The borders are complete; however, the dentils are
weak. Double profile visible only on the nose. Lustrous ivory-brown

Important 1814/3 Half Dollar

with a hint ot'orange toning. The lustre is satiny and the surfaces are
pleasing. Minor spots are present around a few stars and the date, as

(condition (Census 0-101 a

well as at the top of the reverse.
I )ic notes; l.iKht clash marks are visible on both sides. S faint die crack connects
the bases of the reverse letters at the left.

Double I^rofiles
The term “double profile” refers to a very minor doubling of the facial fea¬
tures and neck, as the name implies. I'he.se are very simply a slightly double
struck coin, within specific parameters. Modern coins with similar characteris¬
tics are classified as “machine doubled.” In the past a few have suggested that
the die bouncedss it struck the planchet, thereby imparting a second strike, usu¬
ally appearing on the profile. .More recently, numismatist Russell Logan has
show n that the actual cause was due to movement of the die during the striking
process, or what some have called “die chatter” in the past.
The coinage dies were affixed to the press by a die cup, a fixed part of the

1728

1814/3 Overdate. O-lOla. Rarity-2. MS-62. Bold overdate with

equipment. The actual dies could quickly be placed in the die cup or removed.

the top of the 3 visible on both sides of the 4. .Sharply detailed with

As the die cup became worn, its mounting contact point would be subject to

full borders and good centering. 'I'he drapery clasp is slightly weak.

rotational movement when the die struck the coin, thus creating a shift on the

Lustrous ivory devices and fields with a slight brownish patina.

surface of the blank. This shifting of the die as it struck the blank caused the

Lraces of iridescent toning are visible along with*a few streaks of

double profile. Double profiles are known for many, but not all, coinage years
among the C-'apped Bust series and are often seen among large cents as well.

black discoloration. Pleasing surfaces overall, witii very few minor

I’erhaps the years without known double profiles represent periods when worn

abrasions, most notably a small scrape on Liberty’s'dicek.

die cups were replaced.

Pedigree: RichardP. W’irisor Collection, S.ll. andH. Chapman, December
IS95, Lot 59S:J..M. Clapp; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

1726

1813 ()-l()H. Karity-2. Ali-,SH. Double profile. Most stars are

Eliasberg, Sr:

weak. Olive-brown with ivory lustre. A few minor marks are visible.

Die notes: Late die state with a prominent die crack at the base of the date.

Pedigree: Sicholas Petry Collection, S.bl. and H. Chapman, .Mas 10,

Another crack from the rim below star 1 joins all stars on the left, curves
through the cap, and continues through the remaining stars.

1S9J; J..M. Clapp: John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
b.liasberg, Sr.

Die alignment: Approximately l.S0°.
Kdgar K. .Souders in Rust llttlf Eeser, p. 261: “Mint .State examples are rare.”

Die notes: Karly die state.

1729

1814 0-102. Karity-2. MS-6L A nice specimen within the context:

of the 0-102 variety. .Stars 1 through 7 are flat. \'ery little border detaill

remains. The eagle’s feather details below the wing left of the shield!

are indistinct. Frosty white with full lustre. Lven with the unaided!

eye, there is a curious area oi raised lines to be seen on the obverse,,
and with magnification the feature is (|uite spectacular (see notes)
On the reverse there are some likew ise spectacidar clash marks of the
word IdBHR'I'Y,
Pedigree: William 11

Woodin; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to'

Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.

Die notes: Late state. The obverse is lightly clash marked while the reverse'

is heavily clash marked and bulged; the clash is double and vers prominent'

w ith parts of the word I.IHKR l A readable in two distinct places' This is siiehl

an attraction, even under low magnification, that it is worthy of special notice-i

No die cracks are visible. The obverse die was ijuite rusted with extensive pitvi

these appear as raised dots on the struck cilui. Apparently, at some |voint a Mint]

1727

1813 0-1 10. Kiirity-I. V1,S-6(). Sharp central iletails. I he bortlers
Iff

weak with very little ilentilation visible on the obverse. Nearly

orriplcte reverse ilentils ()n .ill known ex.inqrics of tins die marri igt

the

workman scraped the die with a wire brush or other deviir in an attempt to reinovel

the rust, creating a scries of heavy raised lines m the ilic, mostiv v isibic on ihel
bust and netk of Liberty of coins thereafter struik
Both dies are heavilv flow lined with stars and leticts drawn to the edge

roll IS sharpK : lash marked above the tiate K.xcept where

■ ‘>S! no d le the obvi-r-.e design, all of I, I’Ll Kllll SI \| Misvis'

174

f, I ill irp b' low the bust of Miss I .ibertv I .iistroie. ivorv brow n

M( )\\ERS AM) MI’.KKNi

*-----!I-ouis h.. h.Ufjs/x'f'ji, ‘V/'., (.olle(tioti
30

1814 0-105. Raritv-2. AlI-58. Mostly sharp details with partial
border definition. The stars are drawn to the edge and the top hair
eurls are flat. Deep brown patination with underlying lustre.
Pedigree: Sieholas Petry CoUectiotr S.H. and H. Chapman. May 10.
189.C J..M. (dapp: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate. 1942. to Louis l\.
Eliasherg. .Sr
Die notes: Prominent clash marks are visible on both sides.

1732

1814 0-109. Rarity-2. MS-60. Sharply detailed with full stars,
strong hair detail, and good definition of the drapery clasp. The re¬
verse is likewise sharp. The obverse border is weak and narrow; how¬
ever, most dentils are still visible. I'he reverse has a full, sharp bor¬
der. Deep brown with underlying lustre. Most devices are attrac¬
tively outlined with reddish gold iridescent lustre. .X few very short,
very minor hairlines are visible.

31

1814 0-107. Rarity-2. MS-62. Sharply detailed although with only
partial border definition. Light golden ivory lustre with splashes of

Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman. June 28-29,1912;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Light clash marks on both obverse and reverse.

bright orange iridescence. Choice surfaces free of all but the most in¬
significant flaws. A very pretty eoin that will be enjoyed in the “1814
spot in a date collection or will be equally appreciated by the variety
enthusiast.
Pedigree: Mumford Collection. New York Coin & Stamp Co.. April 9-10.
1896; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
EJiasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Several sets of very heavy clash marks are visible on both sides.

I hree impressions from this die combination are known in platinum, one of
w hich was featured in Rare Coin Res'ietc' No. 85.

Memorable Gem 1815/2 Half Dollar

Lot 1133

Wl'kS AND MKKKNA
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/ vr Louis L. h.liasber'if, Sr., Colintwn

Memorable Gem 1815/2 Half Dollar
Rare Grade, Unusual Strike
Believed to be the F inest Known
Classic “Rare Date” of the Series

1733

clashes and uses. The digit 1 in the date is lightly repunched at base; the under

1H15/2 Overdate. O-lOla. Karit>-2. MS-65. Of all of the dates in

digit 2 below 5 is mostly shallow, but under magnification most of its upper

the 1807-1836 (Japped Bust series, the 1815 (as it is usually called),

structure is evident. .Stars 8 and 11 are repunched; star 13 with a notch from its

better described as 1815/2, is the best known. I'he numismatist seek¬

outermost point, a feature of half dollars of this era, and said to have been a

ing completion by basic date sequence must, of necessity, acquire an

“trademark” of engraver John Reich, a favorite theory of our long-time friend,

1815, and that typically means selecting from a market repertoire of

correspondent, client, and auction consignor, the late Stewart Witham. This

\ F and, occasionally, KF coins. An AU coin would represent an un¬

notched star was continued in use through 1817, the year that Reich departed

usual offering, and a piece claiming to be M.S-6() would be in the rar¬

the Mint. Reich had been hired in 1807 as an assistant engraver, and by 1817
felt that he could improve his $600 yearly stipend (about half of w hat the chief

ity class.

t

engraver was getting) by working elsewhere. Among the highlights of the

hat said, the FJliasberg (Jollection coin is herewith described:

Witham collection of early half dollars was the 1824 countersti^ped with dies

This marvelous specimen is sharply struck, and remarkable as such.

depicting (Jeorge Washington and Marquis de Lafayette, thw Belden Roach

Frosty silver gray surfaces display hints of light gold and electric blue

specimen obtained through our Rare Coin Ret iew in the l%()S^qd later sold

around the borders. We believe that this specimen is the finest ktumn

back to us (along with .Stew’s large research file on the subject; this was one of
his pet projects).

181.5/2 half dollar.

The reverse die is clashed twice as well. On the reverse there is a long crack

Don Parsley reports the top examples known to him as grading .NFS-

from the rim above M, continuing through the letters KRIOA, arrowheads, .50

65, M,S-64, and M.S-63 (3). lie further reports “well preserved high-

(1, and exiting at the rim below the leaf pair to the left of .SO. Another crack ex¬

grade specimens are very rare and (piite actively sought after by col¬

tends from the rim to the farthest left leaf pair, left through the tops of I’NI and

lectors.” .Steve llerrman reports auction appearances of two MS-63

possibly T, but does not exit to the rim, at least not obviously. .A delicate crack

examples and a tew lonter Mint State coins. (Jom men ting on this date,

begins above K and continues above I) .STA'I'K.S (), running along the rim,
then it turns downward through F and part of A to motto label.

Sheridan Dow ney noted: “The several slabbed .All and MS-61 to 63

The .Mint reported a mintage of 47,150 coins, which is probably a realistic-

1815 half dollars tend to be, shall we say, generously graded.”
Pedigree: S.H. and

li.

figure for this date.

Chapman, January 1900; J..M. Clapp; John H.

Kdgar K. .Souders in Rust Half Lever, pp. 268-260, calls this variety “The
Queen of the series,” which sounds fine, inasmuch as there are some “king”

Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.liasberg, Sr.

coins (1804 and 1895 dollars are examples), but few described as (pieenly (al¬

Die notes and commentary-: 1-ater (but not final) obverse state, late reverse

though the 1841 $2.50 has been called “'I'he Little Princess”).

state. Obverse clashed tw ice, but die not bulged as it would become w ith later

Mint State 1817/3 Overdate Fialf Dollar
Condition C^ensus
1734

1817/3 Overdate. 0-101. Rarity-2. MS-62. .Sharply struck with
full details including complete border dentils, a sharp contrast to
many that have “shallow strikes” and arc “washed out” (.Souders, p.
269). Not perfectly centered, the dentils at upper right are w ider than
those at the lower left. Deeply and attractively toned with reflective
surfaces. Predominantly grayish brown with iridescent blue-green
and reddish gold at the edges. Minor hairlines and a few other abra¬
sions are visible consistent for the grade. Phis is a superb (Jondition
(Jensus example of this overdate variety.
I'he 1817/3 variety is visible at a glance and is a nice companion to the
1814/3 otTered earlier. -X few Mint .State examples exist, ami whenever
one appears it is enthusiastically received by the collecting commumtv.
Pedigree: John (I. .Mills Colleetion, S.IL and 11. Chapman, .\pnl 27-29,
1904; JM. Clapp; John 11
Elias berg, Sr.

Clapp. Clapf/state, 1942, to louts /■

I )ic nolcs: F.iriv.
IntcrcMitiglv, the James I) llnlli.ini cum .mil the J.mies Bennett I'tvot lom
(()-101.1) were e.u h .ilsii gr.nled bv us .is MS f>2,

.1

vcrit.ible i liistei .it this lev el

l-.tlg.ir I- Souilers m Uuit Hall hes ei. p JtiO "\erv st.me in low gtailes. ini re.is
inglv St .me m r.ire in higher

1

n,

1

in iil.iteil gt.nles. .mil vers tare in Mint State
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The Tonis l\. h.hashet'g, Sr., ('.ollerlion

The Finest Known 1817/4 Half Dollar
Landmark American Rarity
A Highlight of the Eliasberg Collection

1

OIrcerse of Lot 1735
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I he l.uuis h. h.liushtr-^, Sr., Cullection
-

Landmark 1817/4 Half Dollar
Finest of Seven Known
A Highlight of the Eliasber^ Golleetion

1735

1817/4 Overdate. 0-102a. EF-45. (E.T. Wallis: “Practically

I'NTl'KI) and AMKRILA have the lower right ceriphs [j/r] bfoken off

Uncirculated”). Rarity-7. The finest known specimen, and be¬

diagonally toward the right, and the I in UNI I'KI) also has the left side

lieved to be the discovery specimen as well, of the greatest rarity
among United States silver coins of this denomination, struck during
the first 50 years of the Mint’s operation.
This important overdate has been conspicuous by its absence from
just about every great collection ever formed. Perhaps our use of the
word important x-i no better reinforced than by stating that Al (]. Overton illustrated an 1817/4 as the cover coin on his book. It was, indeed,

of the top eeriph broken off. I’he obverse shows a die break across the
coin, starting from the border to the right of the figure 7 and through
the ear and between Band K of LIBKR I’)’to the top of the border. Mr.
Wallis thinks the die may have been cracked when the 7 was cut over
the 4 and the die may have broken when the striking began.
Howard

R. Newcomb, of Los Angeles, and .M.L.

Beistic, of

•Shippensburg, I’a., both authorities on the half dollar series, have ex¬
amined the coin and pronounced it a hitherto unknown variety.

his very favorite rarity in his very favorite coin series! Were Al Over-

Beistic was the leading half dollar student of his day. His name ap¬

ton alive today, we are sure that he would be right in the front row as
this coin is sold.

peared on the cover of 4 Register of Half Dollar Die Varieties and Sub-

I he present specimen, is lightly struck at the right side of the ob¬

knowledged as America’s leading scholar in the field of technical die

verse portrait (as are all), this being from die failure. The stars are

varieties, especially with relation to his knowledge extending across

Varieties, published the year before. Newcomb was generally ac-

well detailed at both left and right. Beautiful bright silver gray sur¬

many different series (most other die variety specialists were myopic,

faces are accented with exquisitely beautiful iridescent gold, blue,
and other colors around the rim.

and may have been well versed in, say, 179,5 large cents, but would
not know a thing about a 1817 half dollar).

.Some lightness of striking at the right side of the obverse and the

E.T. Wallis’ coin clearly matches the variety later described as

corresponding part of the reverse is probably due to the obverse die

“1817/14, O. 6’’ in Al (L Overton’s 1967 first edition of Early Half

failure. The fatal die break extends from rim above Miss Liberty’s

Dollar Die Varieties, 1794-18,56. (“()-l()2a’’ in Overton’s second and

portrait, in an arc through the lower part of the portrait, exiting at the

third editions, 1970 and 1990.) 'This was the cover coin on the first

rim to the right ot the 7. Quite probably, this obverse die simply fell

and second editions of the Overton book.

apart alter only a tew pieces were struck. 1 he left side of the obverse
and the corresponding part of the reverse are very sharp.

Edward T. Wallis, owner of the (California Stamp (Company, 805
West 7th .Street, Los Angeles, offered his 1817/14 for sale in 19,5.5,

Nearly all of the under-digit 4 is sharply visible beneath the 7, in¬

describing it as Extremely Eine. The w hereabouts of Wallis’ coin is

cluding the crossbar and serifs. Notched final star (said to be a trade¬

today unknown, although it is (juite likely that it is one and the same

mark of John Reich who engraved this die). Lower right foot of I
missing in I Nl I'KI) and .\.MKR1{;,\.

as the Eliasberg (Collection coin here offered. No other known ex¬
amples could be even remotely described as Extremely Eine (this
same coin was also called “practically Uncirculated" in the above-

I listorv of the Variety
In the October Ib.tO issue of The Sumismattst, page 689, under
“Kditorial Oomment—Numismatic News," was a summary of a let¬
ter received from a Ualifornia correspondent;

(|uoted news item).
The Wallis advertisement in the 19.54 first edition (copyright 19,5.5)
of The National Catalog of (\S. Coins, p. 1M, is given herew ith;
For .Sale

niK ONLY KNOWN
K I VVjllin. of l.os Nnuclfs. CjI., writes that he has recently discov¬
ered a heretofore unknown sarictv of the I Ml 7 half dollar, the last fig-

I

iirc of the date being: iit over a 4 \ number of half dollars of IHI7 over

(Condition is K\ I RKMI’CLV l INK

n arc known, but this is the first one over '14 reported. Mr. Wallis
4JV ^

I le ilso ,av . the ' oin is prat t it alls I nt in iilated mil the oscrtlatc tan
Ilf .^--n plainl'i

17H

I he reverse is also an unlisted tarietv, as Ixith I s in

lHI7 0ver’14
S Half Dollar

A remarkable com whivh was not known to exist lieforc

when

we iliseoscrcd it in a eollcvtion that hail Irccn in the |xisscsMon of one
famils suite lS4r)
It has a deiided break at the right of the figiite 7 m the date, and e\

lU)\\ i:k,S AM) .\IKKK71

I he Louis L. L/if/sherj', Sr., (iollection

tending up through the bust of Liberty clear across the coin.
The 4 is plainly visible under the 7.
Remember that this is a Major Variety, and no collection of United
States Halt Dollars is complete without it.
Price $2,.S0().()()

Registry of the 1817/4 Half Dollars
riiis registry is quoted (and in some areas modified) from text pro¬
vided to the cataloguer by Sheridan Downey, well-known specialist
dealer in the early half dollar series, with much of his information
from the research of the late Stewart W'itham. In a letter dated Febru¬

Later verified as an 1817/4 by .Abe Kosoff, w ho unsuccessfully sought to ac(piire the piece for a client, most probably Charles M. W illiams of Cincinnati.
Apparently, Kosoff had it in his possession for a short time circa 1944 (per a con¬
versation he had in the I96()s with P. .Scott Rubin, who furnished the comment
to the present cataloguer).
Johnson subsequently pictured the coin on his business cards, “The Johnson
I louse. 1 lome of the 1817 over 14 Half Dollar.”
Johnson sold the coin to Stewart P. Witham on May 18, 1966. Witham, co¬
founder of the Bust Half Nut Club, sold most of his collection privately in
1983, including rare varieties and incredible mint errors, holding back a few
delicacies which were consigned in some instances and sold in others to Bow¬
ers and Merena Galleries. His 1817/4, sold elsewhere, is now owned by a pri¬
vate collector.

ary 22, 1996, Sheridan wrote in part:
Your comments regarding grading standards of the 1930s are well taken.
It may be that Wallis’ coin is the Kliasberg piece. Overton said he
found it in the Pratt Collection. (See his brief comments regarding the
1817/4 half dollars, p. 223, third edition of his reference) Kxcept for
Overton’s reference 1 have not heatd of, and have no information
about, the Pratt Collection.

At this writing there are seven 1817/14 half dollars known to the
numismatic community. Fhe following is a list of the examples now
known, including their provenance, by order of discovery, titled by
the latest recorded surnames of their owners;

3. Meyer Specimen. \'F-25.
0-102, VF-25 or finer.
Cover plate coin to .Al C. Overton’s third edition, by Donald Parsley, 1990.
(.Also plated, incorrectly, as 0-102a, p. 224 of the 1990 third edition.)
Acquired by Al Overton in 1962 from a coin dealer in Oakland, CA. Overton
advertised the coin for sale in I'he Numismatist, June 1962, p. 793, and sold it
that year to Q. David Bowers and James F. Ruddy, who conducted the Fmpire
Coin Co., Inc. It was sold into the cabinet of Hazen B. Hinman.
The coin next appeared in Paramount International Coin Company’s Cen¬
tury Sale, May 1, 1965, Lot 1112, as “Choice Fxtra Fine” and was illustrated.
fhe specimen was next offered years later by Bowers & Ruddy Galleries,
Inc., Rare Coin Review', issues 18-22, 1973-1975.

1. Eliasberg Specimen. EF-45.

It was acquired in 1975 by Gloria Meyer as a gift for her husband, who is the

0-102a, KF-4.S,

coin’s present owner, Charlton F. Meyer, Jr. of Louisiana, for an undisclosed
price, fhe Charlton Meyer Collection is of incredible importance within this

.Added to a ptivate cojiection in 1846. Name of owner not known. In 1930

specialty, and has all 449 of the regular issue Capped Bust half dollars listed in

Kdward T. Wallis, of the California Stamp Company, Los Angeles, found it in

Overton’s thitd edition, plus the 1832 0-123 (a Proof-only die combination), a

Believed to be the discovery coin

the same collection which had descended in a family. 4’he coin was announced

holding which totals 450 different, an unprecedented accomplishment. For ab¬

to the numismatic community in the October 1930 issue of the Numismatist. In

solute completion of numbets, he lacks the three crushed lettered-edge half

1933 it was advertised for sale. 'Phis is believed to be the following coin, al¬

dollars of 1833, 1834, and 1835, the last of w hich, the 1835, is also offered later

though A1 C. Overton stated otherwise.
Cover coin to Overton’s 1st and 2nd editions, 1967 and 1970. Plucked ftom

outside of the “regular” series.

in this sale (as Lot 1900); these, however, can be considered as special strikings

the “Pratt Collection" by Al Overton in 1951. Wayte Raymond and the Ametican Numismatic Society authenticated the piece. Raymond listed it in his 1953

4. Overton Specimen. G-6.

Standard Catalogue of V.S. Coins. Howevet, the situation did not please Overton

0-102, G-6, repaired.
Discovered by New 'tbrk City dealet Fdwin .Shapiro circa 1963-64. .Sold to

(as will be related below).
Overton offered the coin in his 'I'wenty-Fourth Auction Sale of Rare Coins

New Yotk dealet, Dan .Messer, for $1,500 in 1964 or 1965.

and Currency, a mail bid sale, January 23, 1953, Lot 200. Overton repotted

Purchased by John Cobb, then of Mountain View, CA, in 1965 for $3,000.

Ravmond’s belief that the coin “is the same one allegedly possessed by a Cali¬

Offered by Cobb; (but not sold; there was a $5,000 reserve) at Cobb’s California

fornia dealer (Wallis] in the 1930s.” Overton added, “1 cannot say that this is or

-State Numismatic Association .Sale, November 4, 1965, Lot 379, as “\ery (lood

is not the same coin. But I am positive it is the only known specimen of public

to Fine” (plated).
Cobb sold his collection and inventory of bust halt dollars to .Steve MarkofI in

record as of this date.” Fhe coin failed to meet its reserve.
Later that year Al Overton sold the coin to l.ouis Fdiasberg for $1,-300. By

the spring of 1969. Not only did Cobb collect Capped Bust halt dollars, he

that time the Fliasberg Collection had been completed as to date and mint is¬

hoarded them as well. He had hoped to write a book on them (see comments in

sues, but the chance to buy this additional ratity was one that could not be ovet-

the half dollar introduction to the present catalogue), but this nevet came to

looked. Quite possibly, the .Maryland numismatist had been attracted by its

fruition. Markoff sold the Cobb hoatd of dozens of 1815/2 halt dollars to Q.

listing in Charles Green’s check list.
Apparently, Overton had some additional thoughts aftet stating that he could

David Bowers, who subsequently marketed them to clients.
Al C. Overton purchased the rare 1817/4 and many other pieces from (,obb s

not say whether or not it was the Wallis coin. In his auction of April 3, 1959, he

collection from Markoff in May of the same year, fhe white coin envelope in

offered (per the title page) “with considerable pride, also some regret, that I

which Overton stored the piece bore a price code, in Overton’s handwriting, ot

offer below, without reservations, and on mail bids only my personal collection
of Farly finited States Half Dollars.” Although the 1817/4 half dollar was not a

$1,500. Overton promptly had a scratch in the eagle’s lett (our right) wing
smoothed out by a Kentucky artisan. Overton died in February 1972. His col¬

part of the sale, he did consider it to have been the capstone of his involve¬
ment. His 1959 commentary (variant capitalization preserved);

lection passed to his daughter and son-in-law, Bonnie and Donald Parsley.
fhe Parsleys sold the collection, including the prize 1817/4 to .Sheridan

“Interest in Farly Half Dollars brought me one of my greatest thrills in .30
years of collecting and 20 years as a professional dealer, when in 1951 I discov¬

Downey of Oakland, CA. in April 1993. In June 1993 Downey sold the Overton
Refetence Collection, intact, to a collector whose identity has not been dis¬

ered an Fixtremely Fine specimen of the 1817 over 14 half dollar, the overdate

closed.

very sharp and clear. This was then and still is today, the only knowm specimen
of public record, examined and authenticated by .sevetal expetts including the
A.N.S. (American Numismatic .Society, New York]. Namely the Fliasbetg
Coin. 1 sold it to him in 1953 principally because 1 made the mistake of sending
it to the New York Publisher of a coin catalog, who although proceeding to list
it in his 19.53 catalog for the first time, did not give me credit for making it avail¬
able, but instead gave credit (page 114) to a defunct California Stamp Co. who
had nevet seen this coin. Pattly to refute this misrepresentation (still uncor¬

5. Farley Specimen. VF-20.
0-l()2a, \ F-2().
Sent to Donald faxay by a Pennsylvania collectot fhomas Pfeifer in 1967 or
1968 for authentication and sale. .At the time, faxay, having taken a respite
from his superb writing endeavors, was engaged in coin dealing.
Purchased by Stewart P Witham in 19(r8. Promptly resold. March 4, 1968, to
its present owner, Floyd Farley.

rected after 7 years) I listed it in my Auction sale of Jan. 23rd, 19,53 (a full page
with plate) and sold it to Mr. Fdiasberg.
Today, it is strongly (but tentatively) atttibuted as the discovery com. as re¬

6. Burke Specimen. F-l.S.

ported by Wayte Raymond, who seems to have known that it was. As tiuoted

0-l()2a, F-15.
Sold for $28 in 1970 to Alfred F. Burke, as a “punctuated date” (0-103).

earlier, Overton once said, “I cannot .say that this is ot is not the same coin,”
The coin here offered.

2. Witham Specimen. F-l.S.

First recognized by Burke as an 1817/4 in 1973 or 1974, after he purchased
the 1970 second edition of Overton's reference, a great proof of the \alidity of
the statement, “buy the book before the coin,” except that this book was pur¬
chased later. Fid Reiter told of the discovery of this coin in an article m the

0-l()2a, Fine to VF, here called 1-15.
Purchased by coin dealer Fd Johnson of Wooster, Ohio, Irom a New Aork

.■l.iAttO' /Vof (NJ) Prr.ss. Aptil 1, 1979 (and it was not an April FOofs joke).

City dealer in the early 1940s as a “punctuated date.”

A^KRS AND MICKI^^NA
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Ike l.ouIS h.. h.husherx, Sr., Collection

I'he l^liasbcr^ (Collection (Coin

7. Dosicr Specimen. F-12.
()-H»2 h-12.

.■\ review of the above provenances for the seven know n specimens

Purchased b\ Milton Silverman from an upstate New ^ork eollettor in 1476,
“as

IS.”

Silverman was not a dealer or eollettor. He bought the coin, uncertain

ol Its attribution, and did not reveal the existence ot his piece to numismatists
until 14M.S, after obtaining’ an ,\N.\().S certificate ot grade (!• -12/12) and authen-

will indicate that they move from collection to collection only infretiuently, and rarely are offered at auction. Only about 20 transactions
involving 1817/4 half dollars have occurred, ever!
The opportunity to compete for any example of this variety is un¬

ticitv.
Silverman sold the com privately to Sheridan Downey in 1488.

usual. The opportunity to publicly purchase the finest kno^n example

In July, 1488 Downev traded the coin to its present owner, Leonard Klton

has only occurred once before! How fortunate we are that Louis K.

Dosier of California.

Hliasberg, Sr., added this coin to his collection 44 years ago in 14.S.V

■I

1736

1817 0-103. Kai-ity-2. Al^SH. Sharply detailed and well centered

consistent with the grade (and thus moot). The surfaces are slightly

with full, crisp, even border dentilation on both sides. Deep golden

bulged at the center of the obverse, however, see the die state notca

brown with underlying lustre. Peripheral iridescence is noted on

below.

both sides, the obverse deep orange and yellow ish green, the reverse
amber and blue. .Aesthetically pleasing.
Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

This is a Condition (Icnsus example of the very rare O-1 ()4a and, aj
such, will be a prime attraction for specialists.

Die notes: \'ery late. .A thin die crack from the first 1 curses through the outci

points of stars 1 through 5, the center of star S, inner point of star 6, and contini

Die notes; Karly with perfect obverse and reverse dies. 'The punctuation dot

ues through the cap to the inner point of star 4, finally extending to star 13. ^

between 1 and 7 is sharp.
•Several reverse dies beginning with this die, common to the previously of¬

very short crack connects the closest points of stars 4 and .S. Both dies are clash

radial crack joins this first crack at star 13 and continues to the inner point. ^

fered 1817/4 and the 1817 0-10.^ marriages, have missing serifs on various let¬

marked. The obverse shows the bottom portion of LNITKD along with the

ters. .Similar occurrences have been noted on dies through 1823. Kdgar H.

olive leaves between stars 1 through 7 and the border. Kxamples of this late die

Souders, in an article in the John Reich Journal (“'I’he Mysterious Missing .Ser¬

state are usually bulged as noted on the coin plated in the Parsley reference foi

ifs,” Vol. 2 No. 3, pp. 32-33), suggested that the engraver responsible may have

{)-l()4a. The reverse has clash marks from the obverse dentils at LNITHD anu

been Chief Kngraver Robert .Scot, who began producing dies upon John

the olive leaves. A series of thin, raised die scratches covers the 1 in AMKRICAJ

Reich’s resignation from the Mint in 1817 until he (.Scot) passed away in 1823.
Further exposition of this suggestion awaits examination of post-1817 dies in

Kdge: Normal although FIKTl' CKNT.S OR disappears off the reverse edge
w hile HALF A DOLLAR disappears off the obverse edg^

other series, correlation of letter punches, etc.
While in later times the chief engraver would have been the logical choice to
design major new motifs for coinage, in early years, and in some later times as
well, there were many instances in which such tasks fell to assistants. A few
samples: In 1807 assistant engraver John Reich made new dies for silver and
gold coins, in 1836 second (not assistant) engraver (Christian (iobrecht made
dies for the new dollar, and in 1878 assistant engraver (ieorge '1'. Morgan made
dies for the new silver dollar. .Such tasks were probably viewed as hard work.
rather than the opportunity for artistic recognition. When Chief Kngraver
James B. Longacre was tapped to make a really great change in the one-cent
piece format and design in 18.S6, he simply copied Cobrecht’s 1836 flying eagle
design for the obverse and his own (Longacre’s) 18.S4 $1 and $3 gold wreath
motif for the reverse, doing nothing original!

1737

1817 Normal Date ()-103a. Rarity-2. ALI-58. CJenerally sharp
and well centered with complete border detail. The central obverse
design is slightly weak. Lustrous light grayish brown with pleasing
surfaces.
Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;
John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes; Later die state w ith stars and letters drawn to the edge, light clash
marks on the obverse, heavy clash marks on the reverse, and the date punctuation
no longer visible.

1739 1817 0-106. Rarity-2. MS-63. Sharply struck. A nicely centered
impression with strong border dentilation.

Refleetive surfaces

blended with ivory, light gold, teal, and blue. Minor hairlines. An at¬
tractive example w hose ecpial would not be easy to find.

Pedigree: George H. E.arle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,19I2\
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E. E.liasberg, Sr.

Die notes: The obverse has light clash marks at the ear and a heavy ridga

from the top of the cap to the rim, a characteristic seen on all know n examples^
The reverse has heavier clash marks and minor cracks around the letters.

Important 1817 Half Dollar
0-104a, Karity-6
(Condition Census

1740 1817 0-107. Rarity-3. M.S-64. .A verv sh.irp impression which M
nicely centered with full, crisp border dentilation. Slight weakness t
1738 1817 0-HF4ii. Riinty-6. A1 -.s8 or finer. All details are (juitc sharp
nctiiding the higher hair waves which .ire sometimes flat (per the
I’irsic, reference). I he impression is well centered with full border
dcnnl ifion Reflet rive ivory lustre is enhanted by very faint iridcs-nf highlights

I HO

I he uirfaces show minor abrasions from handling.

notetl only on the eagle’s head. I ).irk i\ orv biciulcil w iih rctidish gok
and tieep blue. .Superb satin lustre aiul ne.irK pristine suttaces
A high (ainilition (lensiis ex.impic. Onlc one other above the M'*‘
<>() grade level has been reporteil bv Don I’arslev

1 bus, the pre'C6l

opportumtv will be vers important to speclalists m the senes

MOWI’U.S AM)

The Louis L. h.lmshet'^, Sr., ('.oUertion

Pedigree: George H. P.arle Collection. Henry Chapman. June 25-29. / 912;
John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate. 1942. to Louis E. F.liasherg. Sr:
Die notes: The obverse has a verv' minor crack or chip above the cap. The
reverse has a thin crack from the top of the scroll through F and A to the rim
over M. Another crack from the base of .SOT through the olive leaves, continues
through the tops of TNITF^, the center of D, and the center of S.

41

1817 0-109. Rarit\'-2. MS-60. Fully defined in all respects. Deep
golden brown with orange and champagne toning. Several minor im¬
perfections with a small number of very faint hairline scratches sug¬
gest the assigned grade. However, equivalent coins are not easy to
find. Condition (Census.
Pedigree: George H. F^arle Collection. Henry Chapman. June 25-29,1912;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate. 1942. to Louis E. FJiasherg. Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

surfaces with few minor handling marks. Well-centered and sharply
detailed with full obverse borders (this being in notable contrast to
examples usually seen). The reverse border is narrow at the upper

Fidge: OR is missing.

42

1746 1818/7 Large Overdate. O-lOla. Rainty-l. MS-62. \'ery pleasing

left. .Slight weakness is visible at the tops of the wings, a situation

1817 0-110. Rarity-2. MS-60. Cenerally sharply struck overall,
but with slight weakness on the top hair waves. Lustrous lilac-brown
blended with turquoise and reddish orange on the reverse. A very
pleasing coin—one that will very nicely answer the call for a high-

very common to this design. Lustrous ivory with reddish gold and
pale blue iridescence highlighting the devices.
Pedigree: George H. E.arle Collection. Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate. 1942, to Louis E. Ediasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Thin die cracks, on the obverse from the rim through star 11 to the
lower hair curls, and on the reverse from the rim through .SOC and I'NI. Minor

level specimen of 0-110.
l^ie notes: Perfect dies.

clash marks are visible on the reverse.

Delightful 1817 Half Dollar
Condition Census 0-111

1747 1818/7 Small Overdate. 0-102. Rarity-1. MS-60. Lustrous graybrown with deep gold highlights. Pleasing surfaces. .Slight weakness
appears on the high points of Liberty, including the cap and hair
curls. The reverse is weak in the usual areas, the top of the eagle s
43

1817 0-111. Rarity-1. MS-64. Very sharp with full star details, hair
definition, borders, and eagle on the reverse. Lustrous light ivorybrown with pale orange highlights. Very attractive. Condition Cen¬
sus.
The present offering of high-grade

wings and on the claws. I'he stars and both borders are fully defined.
Lower end of the Condition Census.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Fidge: OR HALF' appear as one word.

1817 half dollars in the

Eliasberg Collection should be seriously considered by the connois¬
seur. This eoinage date is quite elusive, with Mint State, or close to
Mint State, examples being very difficult to locate, appearing on the
market infrequently.
Die notes: Obverse with prominent die ridge or “bar” extending downward
from tip of ribbon behind cap. A few other die lines, minor, are noted. The reverse
is perfect.

44

1817 0-112a. Rarity-2. MS-60. Sharp details with complete bor¬
ders. The dentils at the upper right obverse and corresponding lower
right reverse are wider than those at the opposite position. Light gold

1748 1818/7 Large Overdate. O-103a. Rarity-3. MS-62. Sharply de¬

and ivory lustre with reverse peripheral toning of reddish gold and

tailed and nicely centered with minor weakness on the reverse. Light

blue.
Pedigree; George H. Earle Collection. Henry Chapman. June 25-29.1912;

gray blended with reddish gold and vivid blue. Lustrous surfaces.

John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr

the Eliasberg Collection arc marvelous to behold. Virtually every

Die notes: Light clash marks on both sides, 'fhe reverse has a jagged die
crack through the olive leaves and tops of UNI TFID ,ST.

'faken as a group, the extensive run of (’apped Bust half dollars in
piece is aesthetically pleasing, regardless of numerical grade.
Pedigree; George H. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29, 1912;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942. to Louis E. Eliasberg. Sr:

’4.S

1817 0-113. Rarity-2. MS-62. Condition (Census. All design de¬
tails are extremely sharp. Very slight double profile. Delightful light

Die notes: Minor die cracks and clash marks.
Edge: The 11 in HALE overlaps the () in OR with the R missing.

gold with deeper iridescent blue and vivid reddish orange at the pe¬
ripheries. A small spot is visible in the right obverse field. The sur¬
faces have very minor marks consistent with the M.S-62 grade, but
are (piite pleasing overall.
Pedigree; George 11. Earle Collection. Henry Chapman, June 25-29.19U ;
John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942. to Louis E. Eltasherg, Sr
Die State: Perfect dies
Edge: Complete although the lettering is (juite blurry.
Weight: 20b,F grains.

)WKKS AND MKKKNA
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Ihe l.uuis h

h.luisfh'rx, Sr., Collection

Superb l81S()-l()4a Half Dollar

record, although this is normal for 0-1 OS, the stars are partially detailti

with the hair curls somewhat indistinct. I he borders arc narrow wii

binest known

some dentils missing. The central reverse design is very well define
Frosty silvery w hire lustre. I'he reverse has a hint of lilac.

A very appealing specimen of the popular “pincer Ss" variety wa
both Ss in the date having open, or broken, top curves.
Pedigree: George H. E.arle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29, Uti
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A. EJiasberp,, Sr
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Weight: 210.1 grains; one of the heavier coins in this presentation.

1753 ISIS ()-U)Oa. Rarity-1. Net FjF-4(). (Central weakness as usual. .Shar

ness of .Al'-.SS. Lustrous gray-brown surfaces. Fhe reverse has thre
very heavy scratches.
1749

IHIH ()-l()4a. Karity-v^. MS-64. All details are sharp. Satiny graybrown lustre is accented by reddish orange, gold, and teal irides¬
cence. I he surfaces are choice with just a few very minor marks, pri¬
marily on the reverse. .An extremely attractive coin.
I his is believed to be the finest know n example of the variety. Sev¬
eral M.S-6() coins are reported by Don Parsley with none listed
higher. .Steve Herrman lists a M.S-63 example as “possibly finest
know n.” Now, the crow n is placed on another coin, the specimen of¬
fered here.
Die notes: 'The obverse has several die cracks. One of these extends from the
rim through the first K, ciirv ing right and left to the bust. K small die chip on the
bottom edge of the bust joins the right corner of the ribbon. From this die chip
a crack angles up to the right, joining the center of the other ribbon. Another

1754 1818 0-111. Rarity-1. MS-63. Very pleasing, smooth surfaces. Ver

and 4. .An

slight weakness is seen only on the highest hair details and the top

additional crack from the rim just misses the right side of star 7 and continues
to the cap and 1 in I.IBKR I'V.

of the eagle’s wings. 'Fhe borders are complete although narrov

crack, from this die chip angles diagonally through the bust to stars

Deep brown with full underlying lustre. Iridescent gold and green .

Kdge: Normal but some lettering is indistinct.

the peripheries. .A small green spot is visible at th^agle’s beak. Thi
example will take its place among the finer examples of its variety.

Pedigree: .M.A. Hnmn Collection, Chapman hrothers^April 16-17, 189,

.L.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A. Ediasherg, Si

Die notes: On the reverse, light clash marks arc seen around the bottom po
tion of the eagle and its accouterments.
Weight: 206.4 grains.

17.S()

IHlH 0-105. Ranty-3. .MS-62. .An average impre.ssion of ()-l().S,
with sharp peripheral details and central weakness. 'The obverse is
lustrous light ivory w ith light gold toning. 'I'he reverse is darker with
mottled reddish orange and steel blue. .Surfaces are verv pleasing
w ith a few very tiny flaw s. .Among the finest know n specimens of this
die combination.
Pedijiree: George H. Earle CoUertion, Henry Chapman, June 25-29, 1912;
John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A'. E.liasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse relatively late with clash marks and die cracks, however,
the die crack of ()-l(),Sa is not visible. The reverse is perfect.
Kdge: Indistinct.

1755

1818 0-112. Rarity-1. MS-63. High (’ondition (Census, lypica

central weakness with strong peripheral details. Pale golden browi
lustre with brighter reddish gold and light blue highlights.

Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,191.
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A. E.liasherg, Sr.

1751 IHIS 0-107. Rarity-1. .-AI -55. Most details are sharp. Pale lilacbrown with goki and tiirtpioise iridescence. A lovely coin that, al¬
though not Mint State, will lit nicely into a connoisseur’s collection.
Die notes: Perfect dies. Reverse with first '1' in .S'r.A’FK.S tilted to the left

Die notes: Intermediate. .An obverse die crack slants up to the right throug

18, lower curl, and star 12. Phis crack is very faint and does not reach star 11
On the reverse there is a die crack from the rim to the left of O (in .S(Ki

through the .S, to the tips of the leaves, to the top of I N'l, then back to the hr
above the F. in the same word.

(illustrated bv Soiiders. p. l.H, there called the “fiocked F” variety).

1752 mis ()-IOS. “I’inctr Ss” variety. Rarity-1. M.S-64. \n aesthcti■ ill

1X2

pl< rung specimen with onlv a few verv minor rn.irks I or the

howI'k.s \\i)

I'/if’ Louis h.. hJtasherfi,

•Vr.. (ioUertioti

Amazing Proof 1818 Half Dollar
Overton-113
Exceedingly Rare Presentation Coin

1818 0-113. Rarity-7 as Proof. Proof-65. Every detail is superbly
defined. 'Fhe borders are full, even, and crisp. Deeply mirrored sur¬
faces including fully reflective surfaces between the individual edge
dentils, especially so on the reverse. In fact, every field surface is a

Proof Half Dollars of 1818
It is evident that there was some special reason to have struck I’roof half dolrs in 1818, assuming that other authentic Proofs exist. .Such were certainly not isled as part of full sets of the year, but on an individual basis. As the half dollat
as the largest silver coin currently being minted, perhaps a search of Philadel-

complete Proof mirror. Deep gold toning at the centers gradually

lia or Washington new spapers of the year would yield a clue as to a ceremony

changing to iridescent blue and lavender toward the rims. A short

which they could have been used.
.Although vValter Breen lists four Proofs of 0-1 l.V this is no indication of the
rity of the present Eliasberg Collection specimen, for those six citations

hairline appears below Liberty’s neck.
Phis is a wondrous, absolutely delighttui gem early Proof half dol¬
lar that will be a centerpiece in the collection of its next owner. Very
few equals exist anywhere in the early American silver series.

light involve duplicate listings of the same coins and. in any event, arc mostly
ken from historical catalogue entries, the coins tor which were not personally
camined by Breen. It has been our experience that the majonty of Capped

Henry (chapman described this coin as “Wide date. Proof. Short

list halves described as Proofs in catalogues decades ago arc, upon specific

hairline scratch at throat. Sharp, even impression. Excessively rare.”

ispection of the identical coins today, not Proofs at all, but arc either polishei
nd then heavily toned business strikes nr are prooflike business strikes. Any

We are in complete agreement with each aspect of his description. In
his Encyclopedia of United Stales and Colonial Proof Coins, Walter Breen

■ader wishing verification of this need but apply to any of the leading certi it a

enumerated just six Proof half dollars dated 1818, two overdates and

on services (PCC.S, NCC, and AN.VCS, or to J.P. Martin at the American Nulismatic Association Authentication Bureau), for such “Proofs arc regularls

four of this variety. He mentioned that this Earle-Dlapp-Eliasberg

irned away by such experts. In conclusion, real Proofs arc much rarrrthan the

coin may earlier have been from the Winsor sale of 1895 (which the

teraturc indicates.
,
u „,,i.
It may be relevant to note that David W. Akers, who is attributing the earls

Chapman’s described as “1818 Perfect date. Beautiful Proof. Sharp,
even impression. Extremely rare in this condition”).

irc-18.S8) Proof coins in the John j. Pittman Collection is

expert f>ar <^<e

^

Pedigree: George //. E.arle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 2S-29,

nee in this regard, and that any coins designated as Proof bv '^^ers won i k o
qiialitv that we would agree with the description. It is our hope that in the

1912, Lot 2HSS, $5.15; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

iturc a ipialificd expert, using the cxecllent book bv Breen as a starting ivunt,

EUasherg, Sr.

ill re-examine the area of pre-18,S8 Proof coins, workingwiti t e a ore
oned grading services (which, while not free of errors, arc better than ans-

Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge; OK and HALE appeat as one word.

ling before), and present a text which shows the true
here w ill be many surprises, and many new great lanties wi

'c u cnti ici .

18,^
OVVKkS AND MKKKNA
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f

Sr., Cuilettion

ISI^/S Small ONcrdatc. 0-101. Karitv-1. Al -5H. Slif'ht central

gray with faint blue and reil highlights. \ery attractive. A find tor thq
specialist.

v^cakness as often seen on the hall dollars ot this era. I’ale laventlerbrovvti svith ^reen iridescence. \ tew minor surface flaws.

I )ie notes: Light clash marks appear as faint vertical bars at the car I ,ighi di«

I )ic notes 1‘crtcct obscrsc. I he reverse has a liftht crack through the tops of
I \l 1 h. 1) to the rmi over S I
I'.dt’e Letters flf I N (,'K\ I S OK are verv slightly doubled, II.XLL .A
1H )l .1. \K letters are normal.

cracks connect the tops of most letters and .S(K.'.
Kdge: OK and I l.ALK overlap as O.ALf.

1764 1819 0-111. Rarity-2. .MS-60. Double profile due to die chatter

loose die mounting. Oencrally sharp although stars 9 through 1,1 arc
1 75.S

1S19/H Small Overdate. 0-101. Karity-1. .\l -55. .Slight central

flat. Light gray with reverse iridescence. Minor surface marks and ..
few hairlines.

weakness. Silvery gray with scattered marks. .A faint scratch appears
on the neck of Liberty. .Attractive overall appearance.

Die notes: Perfect dies. I'he various letters of the legend were poorly [vosu

Die notes: .\ later state than the previous lot. On this example the reverse

tinned in the die with .S'l'.A I'K.S seemingly especially troublesome to the engraven

crack continues through the olive leaves and .SOO. eventually reaching the rim
over \l. Light clash marks on obverse and reverse.
Ueight: 206.2 grains.

Mint State 1819 Half Dollar
Hlusive 0-112 Variety
High Condition Census

1759

1S19/S Large Overdate. 0-102. Rarity-2. MS-63/65. Sharply de¬
tailed and very well centered strike. Light ivory with bright green and
gold surfaces on the obverse. The reverse is similar, but with additional
reddish orange and blue. Full lustre and aesthetically pleasing. A fewvery short scratches on .Miss Liberty’s cheek account for the split

1765

1819 0-112. Rarity-3. MS-64. .Stars 6 through'^ and the cap arc
somewhat weak with all other details sharp'. .SatipN’ gray lustre with

grade; however, these blend in with the rest of the surface and are not

traces of lighter gold. Very attractive. Fdusive in ail grades, rare in

objectionable and may well be overlooked by most observers.

splendid Mint State as here ottered. High Oondition Oensus, and a
prize as such.

PefUffree: Richard B. Winsor (.ollection, S.H. and //. Chapman, December
IR95, Lot 5<^R;J..M. Clapp; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942,to Louis K.
Lliasherg, Sr.

Die notes: Perfect dies.

Die notes; Perfect dies.

1766
1760

1819/8 Large Overdate. 0-104. Karity-l. MS-60. Generally
sharp and well centered although the lower stars are flat. Lustrous

tre with golden ivory toning. Light bluish green peripheral toning. A

light ivory-brow n obverse w ith darker reverse.

few scattered surface marks arc noted.
Die notes: I’crfect dies.

Die notes: Perfect dies. .Star 2 is boldly repunched, yielding a total of 10 indi¬
vidual star points.

1767
1761

1819 0-113. Rarity-l. MS-62. .Sharp and well centered with full
border details. The lowest pair of olive leaves is flat. Lovely satin lus¬

1819 0-114. Rarity-3. MS-62. .Sharply detailed and well centered.

1819 O-107a. Rarity-3. .MS-60. Bold, even borders with sharp stars

Light silvery white with faint gold highlights. A very attractive speci¬

and slight weakness at the centers. Light gray-brown with underly¬

men of this somewhat scarce variety.

ing lustre. 'Fhe reverse has splashes of gold and green iridescence

Die notes: Perfect dies.

throughout the legend.

Kdge: OK and HALF closely spaced, almost as OKIl.ALK

Die notes: A heavy die crack from the border through star 2 crosses the bust
w ith parallel branches from the ribbon toward the date. .Another crack from
Liberty's nose angles down to the lower hair curls. The reverse has a light crack
through the tops of .A.MKRILA to the middle arrow point.

Choice 1819 0-115 Half Dollar
Possibly the Finest Known

1762

1819 0-107. Rarity-3. ,-\l -55. .Most details arc sharply defined.
Light gray with reddish orange iridescence. Fdusivc in all grades,
more so at higher levels such as this.
I )ic notes; Karlier state than the preceding. Lhcre is no evidence of an obverse
crack. The crack on the reverse is similar to that described under Lot 1761.
Kdge: ()K11.ALF letters run together as one word (with sort of a .Scandinavian
llavor, perhaps.’).

1768 1819 0-1 L5. Rarity-3. .MS-64. Sharply detailcil with full obverse
and reverse border definition. Light grayish brown with p.ilc irulev
cent gold and green toning on the reverse. Choice surfaces.
Among the finest known, if not thejinest. The 181*) (). | |> is \crv
tlifficult to locate m Mint .State gr.iilcs I )on I’arslev, w ho iliil not have
a chance to ex.imine the I'di.isberg Collection while gathering hi'
d.ita, mentioned .m M.S-/).l .uul two MS-tvOs .is the top coins
1763

IH4

1819 () I 10, R;irity-.V M.S-6.3. Sh.irply det.iiled Lustrous golilcn

Die niitcs Pertcct dies with raised ilie lines aUive the eagle's head
f dge: ()K .md 11 \l f nverl.ip, re.idmg ()HK \l I

MOW I'K.S \\i) \ii:kkn ■

The l.ouis /*,. h.Hasher'^, Sr., (lollrdton

Mint State 1820/19 Half Dollar
Unique Proof 1820 Half Dollar

Hl^h (Condition Census 0-101

Only 0-106 Proof Known
Just Six Reported of the Date

1769

1820/19 Overdate, Square-Base 2. 0-101. Rarity-2. MS-64.
Very sharp and well centered. Deep reddish brown lustre with pe¬
ripheral blue and dark orange iridescence. Fhis is a lovely coin, high
in the Condition Census, and an important opportunity for the spe¬
cialist. 'I'he 1820 date and its associated overdates have always had a
special numismatic cachet (see notes).
Die notes: The reverse has a very faint die crack from the rim across the lowest
olive leaves to the claw.
Half dollars dated 1820 are quite difficult to locate in higher grades. Coins
grading Extremely Fine or better appear on the market infrequently. Indeed,
the 1820 issue is elusive in any grade. In fact, old-time dealers will recall that
years ago, when unsorted Capped Bust half dollars were routinely encountered
in quantity, mostly in grades from \ G to \ F, it was the practice to pick out
those dated 1820 as having the most premium value of any date after 1815.

1770

1820/19 Overdate, Curl-Base 2. 0-102. Rarity-1. AU-58.
Rather uneven die impression with sharp star and border details on
the obverse. The hair curls and upper drapery folds are weak as char¬
acteristic for the variety. 'I'he reverse has stronger central details with
weakness toward the rim. Of course, it is precisely such striking idio¬
syncrasies that give a coin such as this a distinctive personality. Lus¬
trous ivory-brown surfaces with blue highlights.
Die notes: Late die state with flow lines drawing the stars and letters to the
edge. No cracks or clash marks.

1771

1820 Normal Date, Curl-Base 2. 0-103. Rarity-l. MS-60.
Slight central weakness. Gray-brown with light blue toning. Pleasing
surfaces. Always in demand as a key date.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

1772

1820 Normal Date, Knobbed 2. 0-105. Rarity-l. MS-60. Boldly
struck. All details are sharply impressed. Reflective blend of grayish
brown, reddish gold, and faint green. Any and all 1820 half dollar vari¬
eties are elusive in Mint .State.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

(photo enlarged to nc'ire actual si%e)

1773

1820 Normal Date, No Knob 2. 0-106. Unique as Proof im¬
pression. Proof-62. All details are bold except for a few stars which
are flat. Well centered with crisp, even borders. .Superb toning. Pale
reddish gold at the centers changing to iridescent blue and lilac along

Helpful Hints

the rims. Reflective fields with cameo devices. \ tew minor hairlines

Most of our clients receiving this catalogue will bid by
mail. With many years of experience in the field, we have
refined mail bidding to a very easy procedure. Please read
our 'Perms of Sale, found in the front of the catalogue,
which outline our policies, and also give many helpful hints
on how to increase your bidding success. Then, send your

along the upper edge of the eagle's head and wings.
Only this example from these dies is known in Proof format. Walter

■

bid sheet to us. We’ll do the rest!

K)WKkS AND MKKKNA

and other imperfections are visible. Faint traces ot Mint frost appear

Breen reported the following Proofs: one example of 0-103, a single
0-10.5, this unique 0-106, two Proofs of 0-108, and one other
unattributed example (which we now know is also an 0-108 and
which will be sold next year as part of the Pittman Collection). 1 hc
Ifittman coin is an authentic Proof striking of this date, but concern¬
ing certain others, see our remarks under Lot 1756.
'I'o reiterate, as a dtirelh\s 1820 Proof half dollar is a major rarity. .\s a
vemety, this 0-106 Proof impression is belie\ed to be absoliitelv
uni(|ue.
.
Any Proof Capped Bust half dollar is a numismatic showpiece. I he
Hliasberg Collection coin will be a cherished possession for its next
o\\ ner.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

circular nuide

line connects the obverse dentil tip'

from 10:00 to 12:00 (K-10 to K-12).

1S.S

Ikt- / tut^ h h.lui<^rv^ Sr, Collection

1774

IS20 Normal Date, No Knoh 2. O-ION. Karity-2. MS-60. (JencralU sharp with minor weakness on the upper hair curls anti the
eayle s claws, l.ustroiis ^'oltien brown with hi^hlishts of reciclish or¬
ange and pale blue. Some light nicks are seen, especially under the
eagle s beak, and are accounted for by the grade designation. .Attrac¬
tive overall, and especially desirable as a scarce date.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

1778

1821 0-104. Rarity-1. .MS-62. .Sharply struck with very sligh

w eakness on the highest hair waves and the eagle’s claws. Reflectivi
satin lustre with light ivory and gold toning.

Die notes: Perfect dies (uncracked) with light die raised (in the coin) fill
marks at the throat.

177.S

Superb Prooflike 1821 Half Dollar

1S21 ()-l()la. Rarity-1. MS-63. High Condition Census. .All de¬

Condition Census 0-1 ()5a

tails are boldly rendered. Satiny golden brown lustre with vivid iri¬
descent blue, gold, and orange. Superb surfaces w ith very few minor
marks as found on coins at this grade level. .Another winning coin
from any perspective.
Die notes: .Slightly rotated clash marks on the obverse. The right ribbon fold,
from the reverse rim, is clash marked above the date. Other clash marks on the
obverse also appear slightly rotated. .A light die crack from the rim below the
leaves extends through the tops of I'Nl'l'KI) .ST.A I".

1770

1821 O-lO.Sa. Rarity-1. MS-64 to 65. .Sharp aritl well centered

The obverse is prooflike while the reverse is satiny. Reddish brovvr

with irideseent blue, green, and orange. A few faint imperfections art

factored into the numerical grade. One of the most impressive ex¬
amples of O-lO.Sa in existence.

Die notes: A very faint die crack extends through the tops of I Nn Kf

.sr.\r.
1776

1821 0-102. Rarity-2. MS-63. (Condition (Census. Well centered
with sharp design details. Reflective reddish brown surfaces are ae-

1780

1821 0-106. Rarity-1. Net AU-.SO. .Sharply detailed. .Sharpness ol

cented with bright orange, champagne, and blue iridescence. .A few

.\l.S-60. White with splashes of dark toning. The obverse, at firsi

very faint hairlines are visible and were taken into consideration

glance appears prooflike or even Proof; however, it has been exten¬

when assigning the grade. One ot the nicest extant examples of O-

sively tooled and burnished, fhe reverse has frosty lustre.

102.

Die notes: Perfect dies.

Die notes: Perfect dies. The reverse die used to coin 1821 0-102 was also
used to strike the 1820 0-106 Proof.

Kdge: OR and I l.ALK closely spaced, almost as OKI I.Al.K

1781

1821 0-107. Rarity-4. Net V’f -.AS. .Sharply detailed. .Sharpness of IT -

4.S. Golden brown blended with lilac. .A few small digs are found on
the reverse and some scattered nieks are on the obverse.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Weight: 206.2 grains.

Lovely 1822 “Overdate”
C^ondltiun C]eusiis 0-101

1 777

1821 0-103. Rarity-2. .MS-63, (amdition (Census. Very sharp de¬
sign tietails. Well centered w ith crisp obverse and reverse dentilation.
f rosty white with slight reflectivity, faint golden brown toning with
a small dark streak crossing the olive leaves. Minor surface marks.
Vtrr.u tivc overall.
I )ie norcs Perfect dies.

1782 1822 O-101. Rarity-1. MS-64, fhis h.is .i verv sh.ir|' impression
w ith full border definition, st.irs, hair ilet.iil, .iiul eagle f.xircmelv at
tr.ictivc goltlen ivorv gr.idiiallv ihanging to rcildish or.ingc .iiul vivid
blue tow,ml the edges

fhe obverse h.is s.itmv lustre while the rc

The Louis L. IJiashct'^, \'r., (ioUectioti
verse is llf^litly mirrored. A few very minor siirt'aee marks are visible
under magnirieation. Outstanding (juality o\ erall, (Condition Oensus.
Historically, this \ ariety has been attributed as an 1H22/1 overdate, listed in ,1
Ctuide Hoot of I' nued States: Coins as such. etc. The evidence of the overdate con¬
sisted of an irregular area located above the base of the final 2, just right of the
diagonal. More recent opinion by many specialists is that this irregularity is
from a damaged date punch and not an actual overdate.
Hie notes; .X faint die crack crosses the lower olive leaves to .SO C. Otherwise,
both dies are perfect.

Condition Census 1822 0-104

1786

Possibly the Finest Known

1822

()-108a.

Rarity-3.

MS-63.

.Attractive

lavender-brown

patination with very pale green-gold toward the periphery. .Superb
surfaces with very few minor marks. Fhe obverse has satiny lustre,
the reverse is prooflike. Among the finest seen of the variety.
Die notes: A light die crack from the lower edge of the drapers- crosses the
tops of 182 to the lower curl, continuing to the inside points of stars 12, 11, and
10. The reverse has a crack from the olive leaves through the basesof I'NI I KD.
angling up through S'l'A to the rim. Another crack from the border touches the
lower left ball of the 5 to the eagle’s claw. ,A branch of this crosses 50 and the
arrowheads, reaching the bottoms of 1(1 and the center of R.

1783

1822 0-104. Rariry-3. MS-64. All details are sharp, and the design
is well centered on the planchet. Lustrous golden brown surfaces
have faint traces of rose and lilac. .Splashes of very dark gold are
found around a few peripheral devices such as stars and letters. 1 he
obverse has satiny, lustre, the reverse is reflective. A few very minor
surface imperfections are visible, most prominent of which is a small
scrape above the left wing. Possibly the finest known of this variety;
certainly C^ondition Census.

1787

Die notes; Perfect dies.

1822 0-109. Rarity-2. MS-64. Condition (census. .Sharply de¬
tailed in every regard. Superb satiny lustre beneath deep and attrac¬
tive toning. The obverse has dark reddish gold patina changing to
vivid green among the stars. Fhe reverse is deeper brown with pale
blue. Minor abrasions are noted on Liberty’s cheek. A prize coin
ranking among the finer specimens known of the variety.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Weight: 209.6 grains.

1784

1822 O-IO.S. Rarity-3. MS-62, prooflike. All details are sharp with
full obverse and reverse dentilation. Frosty white with some abra¬
sions and scattered marks accented by the mirrorlike surfaces on
both obverse and reverse.
Die notes; A very faint die crack joins stars 10 and 11. I'he reverse has several
peripheral cracks. A crack from the rim above I K extends through the tops of
K.S and the centers of the letters in OF AMHR. the tops of lOA, continuing

1822 0-110a. Rarity-2. MS-60, prooflike. Mostly sharp details

through the bases of 50 C, and to the rim below the olive leaves. There is a

with very slight weakness on a tew stars. I he top ot the eagle s w ings

raised die chip on the right side of R. .Another crack from the olive berry crosses

and claws arc Oat. white with reflective surfaces which have minor

the wing near its tip and curves up to the scroll, extending through the left por¬

abrasions. A splash of gold toning is found on both obverse and rc-

tion of the scroll, continuing to the base of A in .STATKS.

verse.
178.S

Die notes: Intermediate between 0-110 and 0-110a. A thin ctack from stars

1822 0-106. Rarity-.T AU-.S.S. .Sharply struck. Lilac-brown with iri¬

1 anil 2 reaches the upper stars to the tim over star 7. I he reverse is perfect.

descent toning around various devices. Minor hairlines and other im¬
perfections arc visible. Scarce in all grades.
Die notes: Perfect (unctacked) dies.

KAVIxRS AND MKRFNA

1789

1822 0-113. Rarity-3. MS-62. Sharply defined except for very
slight weakness on the hair curls and eagle's wings. Light golden
brown toning on the obverse; similar toning on the reverse, but com¬
bined with pale orange patination. .Attractive satin lustre.
Pedigree: Peter Mougey CoUertion, Thomas 1.. Elder September l-.h 1910:
John //. Clapp. Clapp estate. 1942. to Louts E. Eliasbetg. Sr
Die notes: Perfect dies.

1S7
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(jem I’roof 1822 Half Dollar
Overton-l 14
One of Two Proofs Known

(photo enlarged to ta ire actual size)

1790

1822 0-114. Karin-3 as a variety, Rarity-8 as a Proof striking.

and its circumstances of distribution are not known, it’^ems likely

Proof-64 in our opinion. I lowcver, as will be seen, opinions may dif¬

that a die pair was given a highly polished finish, this despite the re¬

fer, the final determination rests with the buyer. Not all things in nu-

verse having already seen some u.se. At least one other cdfTifias been

mismaties have precise yes-or-no answers.

attributed as a Proof from this die pair, a lovely 0-114 coin contained

On this beautiful coin all details are exceptionally well defined.
I he borders are even and crisp. (]ameo devices are surrounded by
reflective mirrored fields including between the reverse dentils. I’ale
rose is blended with orange-gold which, in turn, changes to vivid blue
iridescence. Both obverse and reverse have very tiny marks which are
reflected in the surfaces.

The present coin is extremely attractive and will be a showpiece in
the cabinet of its next owner.
Pedigree: George ll. h.arle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29, 1912,
Lot 2908; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediasherg, Sr.
Die notes: The obverse is perfect. The reverse has a very fine die crack from

The mirrored fields are complete including at the junction of fields

the rim over L through the tops of Ni riCD .STAT to the rim over H. .Another

and devices. There is reflective surface within the individual stripes

faint crack from the border over F angles down through the top of the first .A to

of the shield on the reverse as well as partial mirrored surfaces within

the bottom of the second A, continuing through the arrowheads and .SO C to the

a few letters of K PLTRIBTS TNTM. The coin has a splendid mir¬
rorlike aspect, although not as “deeply” Proof as the 1818 half dollar
offered as Lot 1758. .Although the intent of striking the present coin

1791

in the John Jay I’ittman (Collection.

rim below the olive leaves. The Pittman specimen is of the same die state.
The 0-114 die combination is not mentioned in Walter Breen’s Encyclopedia
of Proof Coins. In the Karle catalogue in 1912, Henry (Chapman did

attribute

this coin as a Proof, but described it as “.Slight proof surface. Slightest abrasion.
Sharp, even impression.”

1822 0-115. Rarity-3. .MS-60. (Generally sharp. Pale ivory lustre
with slight orange and blue iridescence. .A few minor surface marks
do not detract.
Die notes: Perfect obverse. I'he reverse has minor die cracks through most
letters of the legend.

1793

1823 .Normal 3. ()-105. Rarity-1. MS-63. All details. except for some

stars, are (|uite sharply defined. Ivory with gold toning aroiiiul the de¬
vices. A thin curved toning line crosses the bust. A \cr\ nice example.
1 792

Die notes: I he obverse is perfect while the reverse has a \crs faint die iracf
through .WIKRIC.A and .SlKl.

1823 Patched 3. O-IOIa. Rarity-1. .\I.S-63. I'he stars on the right
.irc fl.it Otherwise, very sharply defined designs. Delightful light
brown with vivid iridescent reddish orange and blue. The surfaces
h.ivc I few very minor m.irks, however, the lustre is superb.
1 )i

. Perfci l dies with pan hed t in the il.ite,

K.li;r 1 If n ( f \ ISOABI.f \ 1)01.1,\B

188

1794

182.1 Normal .1. ()-l()ba. Karity-2. Al -5(1.

fspical strike witli flat

stars. Bright silver with faint orange and blue toning splashes I ight
eviticnee of handling is in the form of minor snrf.ice friction
Die notes; \o die iraiks or clash m.irks
digit t show mg es idem e of tooling

I he die was reworked, with the

IU)\\ I-:K.S .V.\|) Ml'Kl-N

The Louis L. Lliasher'ii, Sr., (ioUrrtiou

interested reader to review.
Die notes: Perfect obverse. Die cracks connect the tops of I Ni l f.l). I h.S
OF, and ERICA.
Edgar E. Souders in Uu.O Half h'evfr. p. 2S6: "M,S-6() examples are \er\ scarce;
examples above this grade are genuinely rare."

■ 795

1823 Normal 3. 0-107. Rarity-2. MS-64. Condition Census.
Well centered with very sharp design details. Star 7 is flat. Satin lustre
under light gray-brown surfaces. The peripheries are attractive red¬
dish orange and bright blue. The superb surfaces are very’ nearly per¬
fect. Among the finer specimens known from this die pair.
Die notes: Perfect obverse. 'I’he reverse has a minor die crack from rim to rim

1800 1824 Over Various Dates. 0-103. Rarity-l. MS-63. Although a

through the olive leaves and LINITED STA'l'H.S.

few stars are weak, the overall strike is excellent with sharp details
and full borders (a pleasing contrast to the weak obverse typically-

1796 1823 Normal 3. 0-111a. Rarity-2. MS-60. Sharply detailed. Gray-

seen; cf Souders, p. 289). Deep gray-brown with traces of iridescent

brown with iridescent gold and teal. Minor surface marks.

orange and teal. Lustrous and attractive.

Die notes: 'I'he obverse has a die crack from the digit 1 crossing the bust,

A very distinctive, unusual overdate which has never been specifi¬

continuing through stars 1 through 4 to the rim over star 5. The reverse has two

cally identified. In our sale of the James B. Pryor Gollection, held Janu¬

die cracks which join all letters.

ary 1996, we suggested that more study was needed. I'he recentlyvoiced opinion of Edgar PL Souders is that this is an 1824/2/0 overdate.
Pedigree: Richard B. Winsor Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, December

Possible Proof 1823 0-112

1895, Lot 598, J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
■Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
In his 1881 Type Table, incorporating research done by j. Colvin Randall,
Capt. J.W. Haseltine commented: “This is the variety termed by a New Mirk
dealer as over 1822 over 1821, over 1820, over 1819, although 1 do not think
that either he, or anyone else, can determine, with any certainty, what it is over;
it certainly is very curious, and among all the overstrikes 1 certainly think the
182.^ should have a showing.”
In 1929, M.L. Beistle said about the same thing, but more succinctly: “fig¬
ure 4 is re-cut over a number of other figures, and it is impossible to tell how
many other figures have been cut over, as they are a jumbled mass ot
recuttings.”

1797

1823 Normal 3. 0-112. Rarity-1. MS-60, prooflike. Possibly
struck as a Proof. Sharply- detailed and well centered. All of the usu¬
ally weak design elements, such as the stars and the eagle’s claws, are
quite strong on this specimen. Fully prooflike fields with frosted de¬
vices. A few minor abrasions are noted, however, none of these indi¬
vidually stand out. Light ivory with reddish gold and blue iridescence.
Pedigree: Peter Mougey Collection, Thomas L. EJder, September 1-3,1910;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Weight: 209.9 grains.

1798

1823 Normal 3. 0-112. Rarity-l. MS-60. Flat on a few stars and

1801

1824 0-104. Rarity--2. MS-64. Condition Census. Sharply de¬

the top edge of the eagle’s w ings. Nicely centered with full borders.

tailed w ith nice centering. Frosty cream lustre w ith traces of orange

Gray-brow-n with iridescence over reflective surfaces.

toning. A few- minor marks. Very attractive overall.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, May 8-11.

Die notes: Perfect dies.

1906; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louts E.
Ediasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

1802

1824 0-105. Rarity-2. MS-60. Sharp details except for the stars,
which are mostly Oat. (iolden brown with blue highlights. Minor sur¬
face imperfections.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

1803

18^4 0-107 Raritv-2. AL-.S.S. A well-centcrcd impression with tvpical striking (iiiality, most of the stars arc Oat. Partialis lustrous gt.ldcn
brow n with faint blue. .Some surface marks with a reverse scratch be¬

1799 1824/1 Overdate. O-lOla. Rarity-2. MS-63. Sharply struck and

low- the scroll, angling up to the rim between 1- and

well centered with slight weakness on the top edge of the w ings and

Die notes: Perfect dies.
l-idge: I he lettering is blurred and somewhat illegible.

at the lower olive leaves. Lustrous brownish ivory surfaces with a few

Weight: 20.3.8 grains.

minor marks on the cheek.
A detailed photographic study of the various date groups (1824/1,
1824/Various Dates, and 1824/4) was presented in our catalogue ot
the James Bennett Pryor Collection, Lots .39-61, which we invite the

1804

1824 0-108. Rarity-2. MS-6L fvpical strike with weakness on the
stars, hair curls, and rop of the eagle's w mgs. (iohicn brow n w ith rose

ISM

iOWKRS AND MKRKNA

I hr l.uuLs h.. h.ltushrr'^, Sr., Cullection

and blue tuning A small rim mek is atnivc star
I)ic notes

the scroll has a flat area, (iolden brow n w ith rose and blue highlightsi
Minor marks are considered as part of the grade.

I he obverse has a vers faint JiaKunal die eratk from the left field,

under the vhin, across the neck and hair, and faintly to star l.V I he reverse has

Die notes; I’erfect dies.

die cracks at the top of I \l 1 Kl) S and RICA

IH()5

1H24/4 Kepunched Date. 0-109. Karity-2. MS-64. Double pro¬

1808

1824 0-113. Karity-l. MS-64. Sharp e.xcept for weak star details|
Lustrous reddish gold with blue and green peripheral toning.

file. .Ml details arc sharp. At 1:00 (K-1) and 7:00 (K-7), the borders are

Die notes: I’erfect dies (no cracks). I'he obverse has a bulge on Liberty’'j

flattened with no visible dentilation. Frosty ivory with splashes of'

neck, the reverse with a defect in the loop above the left wing and a slighit

gold. Lustrous surfaces have few flaws.

bulge over (I'NI'l'K)!) .S( r.Vl'K.S).

The diameter is 0.2mm. larger at the flattened position than else¬
where. Interestingly, this border bulge corresponds with large unlet¬

1809

tered portions of the edge. Certainly this coin is as struck.
Die notes: I’erfect dies.

portion of the eagle. Ivory and lilac w ith generous splashes of reddish!

Kdge: fif lA (;K.\ I .S OR .A DOl.L.XR. .An intriguing bi-denominational

gold and light blue.

edge inscription.

Die notes: I’erfect dies.

Weight: 209.h grains.

1806

1824/4 Kepunched Date. 0-110. Karity-2. .MS-63. Double pro¬

1824 0-115. Karity-2. All-58. Most details are sharp with gootH
centering of the impression. Fhe reverse has weakness at the lower*

1810

1824 0-116. Karity-.3. MS-64. High (Condition (lensus. All de--

file. Very strong central details and border elements w ith weak stars.

sign elements are boldly detailed except for stars 11 through 13

Lustrous light olive with faint blue highlights. .Attractive surfaces

which are flat. Satiny white lustre with crisp reddish orange toning,j

with a few scattered nicks.

Superb, virtually flawless surfaces. A tiny hairline scratch is noted!
under the scroll. A very appealing, very attractive coin that ranks asi

Die notes: I’erfect dies.

one of the most pleasing specimens in any numismatic ctrllection.
Die notes: I’erfect dies.

1811

1824 0-117. Rarity-l. MS-6(). Average strike. Lustre shines beneatf*
brown and ivory toning. Some minor surface abrasions are present!
and have been factored into the grade number.
Die notes: I’erfect dies.

1812 1825 0-102. Karity-l. .MS-64. Double profile. .Sharply dctadcvl(
and well centered with crisp, bold border definition. Light sihcrvH
gray w ith splashes of darker toning. I'he surfaces hav e frosty lustrd
with the obverse showing some reflectivity. Another trulv beautiful
Lapped Bust half dollar.
I )ic notes: Perfect dies.

I

1807

1824 0-1 I I, Kiirify-2. M.S-63. Iriple profile, a pcciiliaritv of strik¬
ing Mostly sharp dct.iils with weak stars on the left, 'I he left sule of

r

IU)\\1<:K,S AM) MI’KKM

'ihel.oim E. Eluis/mx, ‘Vr. Collection

Superb 182S 0-105 Half Dollar
Possibly the Finest Known

1817 1825 0-110. Rarity-2. MS-63. Triple profile. Sharp central design
details with weak peripheral elements. Champagne surfaces with
frosty lustre and deep gold iridescence. Scarce so choice.
813 1825 0-105. Rarity-2. MS-65. Double profile. Sharply detailed
design elements. Pale gray-brown with reddish orange iridescence,
primarily on the reverse. An attractive coin the quality of which
would be ver\’ ditticuk to match elsewhere. I’he finest known to us.

Pedigree: George H. Karle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912:
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ehasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Weight: 209.9 grains.

Die notes: Perfect dies.

814 1825 0-107. Rarity-2. AU-58. Rather sharply struck. I yustrous graybrown with reddish orange iridescent splashes.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

Superb Gem 1825 Half Dollar
Condition Census 0-112

1818 1825 0-112. Rarity-3. MS-65. Most stars are flat with weakness at
the lower portions of the eagle. All other elements are quite sharp
with excellent definition of the hair curls. We give this high marks for
815 1825 0-108. Rarity-3. MS-64. High Condition Census. Sharply

strike as it is among the best we have seen on a half dollar of this era.

detailed except for some stars which are fiat. Lustrous ivory-brown

Not that we want to introduce another

with orange, blue, and champagne iridescence. Lovely surfaces with

evaluation, but we will say that it is a “9” on a scale of 10 grading
points.

a few very tiny marks. A tiny bulge, as struck, is on the edge at 10:00
(K-10) with dentils flattened at this point.

of numbers into coin

Superb light golden ivory with vivid reddish gold and very faint

Die notes: Karly die state with well-formed stars, not drawn to the border.

blue along the borders. An extremely attractive coin with superb,

Edge: 'The R in OR overlaps the H in HALF.

nearly flawless surfaces.
Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;

Mint State 1825 0-109 Half Dollar

116

John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Weight: 206.4 grains.

1825 0-109. Rarity-5. MS-61. Most design elements are sharp
w ith slight weakness on a few of the stars. 'The borders are wider at

1819 1825 0-115. Rarity-3. MS-63. Most of the stars are flat, however,

the lower left obverse. The reverse, however, is (juite well centered.

all other design elements are sharply defined. I/ight golden brown

'The obverse is prooflike silvery white with traces of peripheral iri¬

with iridescent reddish orange and light blue. Lustrous surfaces with

descence. The reverse has satin lustre and is deeply toned with dark

minor hairlines and a few other insignificant abrasions not unusual

red, blue, and orange. Moderate abrasions are reflected in the ob¬

for the grade. Attractive overall, and from a combined numerical and

verse mirrored fields and hidden among the reverse toning. Fairly

aesthetic viewpoint this is certainly one of the finer examples of the

scarce in higher grades. Probably among the top dozen finest know n,

die combination.

but not Condition Census (the top six).
Die notes: Perfect dies with the stars lightly drawn to the rim.

Die notes: Perfect dies.

/ ht' I >ut\ h.. t'.Iiuslh’fy^, Sr., ( 'ulleitiun

(Jem 1826()-10f) Half Dollar
l^ inest known

1H2()

1S26 0-102. Karity-l. MS-63. Sharp central details with weak pe¬
ripheries. I'he obverse is reflective while the reverse has satiny lus¬
tre. Li^ht Ktay-brow n w ith a hint of lilac on the obverse. The reverse
is deeper golden brow n w ith dark toning outlining the devices.

1823

1826 0-106. Karity-3. MS-6S. Sharply detailed and nicely ccn-i

Pedigree: Henry Hlair Collection, Charles Steigemcalt, October 1896; J.M.

tered with weakness only at stars 6 through 13. Intense gold lustre

Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 194J, to Louis A. Eliasberg, Sr ;

w ith splashes of dark orange and light blue iridescence along the bor-i

Etiasberg estate.

ders. A few very short hairline scratches are visible on Liberty’s)
cheek. Otherwise, the surfaces are pristine.

Die notes: Perfect dies.

Significantly finer than any recorded by Don Parsley, his top coin being MS-<

63. 'Phis gem seems to be the finest know n example of the variety. .And, as is^

Lovely Prooflike 1826 0-104 Half Dollar

the rule w ith Kliasberg Collection specimens, its visual appeal is outstanding.
Die notes: The obverse die is perfect. A die crack joins the tops of STA'rKSOF .A with another through RICA, the arrow heads, and .30 C.

Closely Resembles a Proof

Beautiful 1826 0-109 Half Dollar

1821

1826 0-104. Karity-3. .MS-64, prooflike. (Jcncrally sharp design
elements with some weakness noted on the higher hair waves and
the top edges of the wings. Reflective prooflike surfaces. Rosebrown toning with lighter peripheral lustre. 4’he reverse has attrac¬

1824

1826 0-109. Rarity-l. MS-64. .Sharply detailed in all respects.
Light golden brown with vivid blue, green, and orange toning.

tive blue iridescence at the borders.

Lovely surfaces with satin lustre and virtually no flaws. A exciting)

Fjxtremely attractive and reminiscent of early Proof coinage al¬

combination of high numerical grade and excellent aesthetic (juality.

though, in our opinion, this is not a Proof. .A small pinch in the rim is
noted below the digit 1 and on the corresponding position on the re¬

If all known Mint State specimens of 1826 0-109 were brought to¬

verse. 'Phis appears to have been the result of a very tiny planchct

gether and compared, we are certain that this coin would easily rank

clip.

within the (Condition Census.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

Die notes: .A thin die crack connects stars 1 through 7, some at the outer
points and others at the inside points.
Weight: 206.2 grains.

Gem 1826 0-112 Half Dollar
(^londition Census 1826 0-105

1822

1826 O-IO.S. Karity-3. .MS-63. A well centered impression with

Candidate for Finest Known

182.S

1826 0-112. Karity-2. .MS-64. .Sharply detailed. Although the laof-

strrtng overall design definition although a few stars arc flat. Reflec¬

ders are thin and weak, they have full dentilation. Light siKcrv grj'>

tive gray-brown with Iridescent reddish gold and teal. .A delightful

with lustrous surfaces. A few minor surface marks are noticeil.

example with very pleasing surfaces free of abrasions. .Among the fin¬

This is the finest specimen of ()-l 1^ know u to us or reported m the:

est known; comfortably (Condition (Icnsiis. I )on Parsley lists an MS-

literature. .A prooflike piece is believed to be in a .Southwestern col

M as the best of w hic h he was aware.

lection, but its numerical gr.ide is not known to us Here, indccil. i' •

I)

non .

\ rhm die ■ r.u k vonncits st.irs I through 7, some .it the outer

. ind other-, at the inside points I rom the same obverse die as preceding.

highly Important opportiimtv.
I )ic notes I’crfci t dies

'ihe l.ouis A. hJias/fet)', Sr., ('.oUertion

1828 1827 ,S()uarc-Basc 2. 0-104. Rarity-1. M.S-6(). Sharply struck and well
centered. Colden brow n with reddish orange toning and minor sur¬
face flaws.
Pedigree: Geor'ge IP Rtre;J..\L Clapp; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942.
to Louis E. EAiasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Weight: 206.2 grains.
George W. Rice, of Detroit, was well known as a collector and dealer. In the
1890s and early 1900s Rice took a fancy to the rare 18,S6 f lying Eagle cent and
ultimately amassed a hoard of 7.S6 pieces. Many of these were sold in 1911 and
went into another hoard, that of John Beck, Pittsburgh industrialist. Rice was a

1826

1826 O-118. Rarit>’-1. MS-63. A nice impression which is centered
on the planchet with full border dentilation. Light gold lustre with
teddish orange and pale blue iridescence. A few verv' minor hairlines
and other imperfections are visible and are factored into the grade
evaluation. A very attractive coin overall.
Die notes: Perfect obverse. The reverse has die cracks through the tops of
NITKD S'l'A'I'ES and through ERICA.

man of many numismatic specialties and was one of the first to collect mintmarks with a passion and, in other areas (Morgan dollars being an example), to
carefully study minute die varieties. On April 1,V14, 1906, many of his numis¬
matic holdings were auctioned by .St. Louis Stamp & Coin Co. via a catalogue
titled The Large and Valuable Collertion of I 'nited States Copper and Silver Coins,
also Many Rare Foreign Coins The Property of Mr. Geo. IP Rue. Detroit. .Muh. For
Sate at The Rooms of the Chicago Numhmatir Society. Included were many mintmarked coins.

Edge: OR and HALE appear as one word with the base line of HALE even
with the center of OR, such as OR”'"-’'.

Remarkable 1827/6 Overdate
Probably Finest 0-102 Known

1829 1827 Square-Base 2. 0-107. Rarity-3. MS-64, f ully defined de¬
tails with sharp, fully dentilated borders. Light golden ivorv with
pristine surfaces. Frosty mint lustre w'ith very slightly reflective ob¬
verse fields.
Pedigree: George H. E.arle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louts E. Ediasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

■1827

1827/6 Overdate. 0-102. Rarity-1. MS-65. Sharply detailed. A

Edge: R and H overlap as ORHALE

lovely coin with satin lustre. Centering better than usually seen, but
with the border slightly thinner at upper right of obverse and corre¬
sponding position of reverse. 'Lhe obverse is ivory-brown with traces

Condition Census 1827 0-111

of blue. The reverse is lighter silver-white w ith very faint orange and
light blue. Superb surfaces.
We believe this to be the finest known of 0-102, a coin that is im¬
portant not only as a die variety, but as a distinctive overdate. Thus, it
will have a very broad appeal as it crosses the auction block.
From the Earle Collection. Catalogued by Henry Chapman as:
“Uncirculated. Sharp, even impression. Lustre. Rare.” The coin real¬
ized $2.50 in that sale, a remarkable amount in 1912 as most Uncircu¬
lated Capped Bust halves from the late 1820s and 1830s realized 75<t
to $1! Obviously, this piece was a treasure even back then.
Phis overdate variety does not come any nicer! We say this with
confidence as the list published by Steve Herrman records an MS-64
as “finest known.” Don Parsley listed nothing better than M,S-63.
Pedigree: George H. Earle Collertion, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912,
Lot 2926; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis R. Eliasherp,, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies except very faint clash marks at Liberty's ear and on

1830 1827 Square-Base 2. 0-111. Rarit\-4. MS-62/64. .A delightful
coin with fully prooflike and cameo obverse, frosty reverse. Light
ivory with a tendency to orange accented by lilac, gold, and blue pe¬
ripheral toning splashes. .Sharp and well centered with very slight
weakness on the higher hair w ax es.

the reverse. The overdatc obverse die was mated with three reverse dies to

A very scarce variety. This example is among the finer know n. .An

form three varieties. Edgar E. .Souders in Bust Half Lever, p. 29.1, comments that

M.S-63 example offered by .Sheridan li)owney, doubtless a very nice

this overdate is very hard to find in choice, original condition, and that about
two-thirds of those in existence have been cleaned or polished.

piece, is listed by Steve Herrman as “probably finest known.
Should that be the case, this has to rank as second finest know n, how¬
ever, the two coins must be \ ery similar.
Pedigree: William //. Woodin; John H. Clapp, (dapp estate, 1942, to
Louis E,. E.tiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

OWKRS AND MKRKNA

ihtl outs h. h.luisdtry^, Sr., Collntion

(Jem Proof 1827 Half Dollar
Overton-121
Oimlity and Rarity (Combined

cence. .\ll design elements arc exceedingly sharp w ith full, even l)orders. .\ small area of the field at the end of the bust and a similar area
above the cap appear to be in a slightly higher plane than the rest of
the fields. .A similar appearance occurs on the reverse between the
arrow shafts and around the olive leaves.
In his Encyclopedia of Proof (loins, Walter Breen mentioned a few
Proofs, mostly unattributed, w hich had appeared in older sales. He
followed this w ith the follow ing: “From all this possibly confusing
verbiage we can conclude that at least four different specimens exist,
possibly as many as seven.” However, in a recent letter (January 6,
1W7), Sheridan Downey commented that one “Proof’ seen by him,
certified by a leading grading service no less, is not a Proof, and that
Walter Breen, w ho examined the same coin circa 1988, scoffed at the
Proof attribution. W'e insert this commentary to point out that Proofs
w ithin the Capped Bust series can be rarer than the records indicate.
.Steve Herrman lists three different Proof 1827 half dollars know n
to him, along with a few “possible Proofs.” 'Fhose specifically men¬
tioned as Proof are a coin w hich appeared in Auction ’90, the Norw eb
Collection coin w hich we sold in November 1988 and sold again in
1993, and a coin which sold in January 1988. All three are examples of
the 0-121 die pair.
It seems that 1827 was a very special year for Proof silver coinage.
Fhe quarter dollar Proofs from this year, including the storied con¬
nection with Joseph J. Mickley, are well known. Half dollars and
dimes, being the other two silver denominations of 1827 are less well
know n. It seems that several silver Proof sets were struck plus a fewadditional examples of the rare quarter dollar.
Fhe present coin is a numismatic classic that will continue to be
appreciated for generations to come.
,
Pediffree: (ieorf'e fi. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, Jta)e 25-29,1912,
Lot 2927,55.50; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to LoufyE- E.liasbet'g.
Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Hdge: OR and IIAI.F are not spaced.

The b>drle Catalogue

(photo enlaryfd to titke mtual size)

1H31

1827 Square-Base 2. 0-121. Rarity-7 as Proof. Proof-65. A su¬
perb coin, a specimen which has few challengers anywhere, a high¬
light of the Capped Bust half dollars within the Kliasberg Collection.
Fuliv mirrored Pr(M)f fields exhibit virtually flawless surfaces. Light
rose patination is blended with deeper lilac, blue, and gold irides¬

1832

1827 Square-Base 2. 0-132. Karity-3. MS-62. .Sharply detailed
wtth excellent centering. Light silver gray with darker gold toning at
the borders. Lightly cleaned obverse w ith hairlines. The reverse has
frosty lustre with a more natural appearance. Minor handling marks
are rm Liberty’s neck with a planchet irregularity (a thin diagonal
hne-hke flaw) on her cheek.

I'he Kliasberg (Collection 1827 Proof half dollar is another remarkable coin
from the Karle (Collection. Henry (Chapman gave it this concise description in
1912: “Proof .Sharp, even impression. Superb example.” I lenry was apparently
a man of few words, however, they were important words. W'e have found no
reason to dispute the vast majority of his brief descriptions as studied today in
cross-reference to the same coins in the Kliasberg (Collection.
This cataloguer is interested in further research into the Karle-(ClappKliasberg connection. John 11. (Clapp used the Karle (Collection, a cabinet of
incredible quality, as a major source of coins needed to improve or furnish new
varieties for the collection which his father started.
In the present Kliasberg (Collection presentation we have listed the Karle
pedigree for those coins which are so listed on the inventory we received. I'hc
(Clapp family notebook was not continued actively after the death of J.\l.
(Clapp, and the entries mostly end with 1906. .Accordingly, the only source of
pedigrees we have, in addition to the notebook inventory, are the photographicplates in our reference library- copy of the Karle catalogue, many of w hich only
display the obverse. To continue this research we would like to correspond
with anyone with specific information about the formation of the Karle (Collec¬
tion and its dispersal (other than w hat appears in standard, non-annotated cop¬
ies of the catalogue).

Die notes: Verv faint clash marks.
f.dgc Normal inscription with a raised lump on the edge coccring K in
H M .1 and the sp.ice right of this letter Was the edge die chipped at this position?

18.33

1827 Square-Base 2. ()-13(>. Rarily-.3. M,S-(>-l. Soft gras bro"!
lustre with spl.ishes of reddish or.inge iridescence .iround a lew 'tai
.ind \erv (t.ile or.mge outlining the deMces Superb, xirtiialls pf'
tine, surl.ues. Most st.irs .ire flat, .is tspic.il foi () 1 W», while oths
_

I'M

iu)\vi<:r,s \\i)

-

I

'! fie Louis E. LJuishn^, AV ., Collet non
details arc well defined. Nicely centered. 'I’lie reverse has a flat area

Superb 1828 0-102 Half Dollar

on the scroll, opposite the bust point, also par for the issue (related, in
a way, to the Ov erton commentary (|iioted in the notes for 1801-1807
half dollars under Lot 1076).

(>url-Base 2, No Knob

One of the finer of only a few Mint State examples known.
Die notes: faint clash marks on the obverse and reverse.

Memorable 1827 Curl-Base 2 500
Condition Census 0-146

1837

1828 Curl-Base 2, No Knob. 0-102. Rarity-2. MS-64. The bor¬
ders are thin but complete. Most details are well defined except for
the drapery clasp and several stars. Satin lustre with very faint gold
accented b\ reddish gold, blue, and teal. .A superb specimen with
very choice surfaces.
Pedigree: William H. Woodin; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr:
Die notes: Perfect dies.

H34

1827 Curl-Base 2. 0-146. Rarity-2. MS-64. Among the finest

1828 Date Styles

known of the issue. Sharp central details. 'I'he stars are weak and the

Four distinct date styles of 1828 half dollars were produced. The curl-base 2

borders are only partially detailed. Frosty lustre with pale brownish

with a pointed top was combined with large 8.s for Overton-101 through O-IO.S.

gray toning complemented by orange, blue, and gold. Very pretty

The next style featured the digit 2 with a curled base and a ball, or knob, on the

with choice surfaces only affected by a short scrape in front of

top of the digit for O-106 and ()-107. The Knobbed 2 is also known with a squarebase, combined with large 8s on 0-108 and 0-109. The balance of varieties, O-

Liberty’s ear. Amo^ig the finest known of «//5rrCurl-Base 2 variety! A

110 through 0-12.1 have this same style 2 combined with small 8s. All four of

great find for the connoisseur and specialist.

these are found in the present offering of coins from the Eliasberg Collection.

Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. FJiasberg, Sr.

1838

Die notes: Perfect dies although the stars and reverse letters are drawn to the
edge.

1828 Curl-Base 2, With Knob. 0-107. Rarity'-2. MS-62. Sharp
and well centered with a few flat stars. Pale lilac in the centers sur¬
rounded by bluish green. Tw'o small obverse spots at the upper edge

Edge: FIF'EV CENTS OIIRALF A DOLLAR.

of the bust and between two points of star 9. Faint hairlines are vis¬
ible on both sides.
Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect obverse. A very faint die crack joins the tops of I'N ITED.

135

<36

1827 Curl-Base 2. 0-147. Rarity-4. MS-63. Various of the ob¬
verse details are very lightly doubled, certainly related to the double
profiles, however, on this coin the doubling appears on the lower
edge of the stars. Miss Liberty’s ear, and other elements, due no
doubt to die chatter. Not as sharply struck as most of the other
Kliasberg coins, the present example displays weakness on some of

1839

the stars, borc|crs, drapery, and eagle’s claws. However, within the

prooflike light gray surfaces with orange, teal, and gold toning. Light

context of 1827 0-147 the coin is a fine one. Soft gray-brown lustre

hairlines and other minor marks are consistent with the grade.

with light iridescence on the reverse. A few' minor nicks are on

Pedigree: George H. E.arle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;

Liberty’s neck and hair although these are hard to sec. A shallow’ de¬

John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

pression from a planchet lamination is in the left obverse field.

Die notes: Perfect dies.

Pedigree: M.A. Brown Collection, Chapman brothers, April 16-17, 1897;
.l.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

1828 Square-Base 2, Large 8s. 0-108. Rarity-3. MS-6L prooflike. Sharply defined with full, complete border details. Reflective,

1840

Die notes: Perfect dies.

1828 Square-Base 2, Small 8s. 0-112. Rarity-3. MS-60. Typical
strike with weakness on stars, drapery clasp, higher hair waves, and

Edge: ORALE.

lower eagle details. I'he scroll is weak opposite the bust point, \^ell
centered impression with complete obverse and reverse borders.

1828 Curl-Base 2, No Knob. 0-101. Rarity-l. Al 1-58. Well cen¬

(Jray-brown with very faint blue and orange toning. Minor hairlines

tered with sharp details exce|tt for a few flat stars. Renective pale

and other imperfections are factored into the grade.

brown with lilac and gold. .Minor marks are consistent with the grade.
Die notes: Perfect dies except for a tiny lump aliove the crossbar of E.
Edge: FIFTY CEN'f.S OR ALE A DOLLAR.
Weight: 20.S.H grains.

iVVICkS AND MKUIyNA

Die notes: Perfect dies.

1841

1828 Square-Base 2, Small 8s. 0-114. Rarity-3. MS-6L .Sharp
and well centered with full borders. Pale grav-brown with light gold
iridescence. A few minor ticks and spots arc noted aiul are factoretl
into the numerical gratle.
Die notes: Perfect obverse

I be reverse has a verv taint vr.uk from the rim

below the olive leaves through the tops of I \l I and anoiher through the tops
of ME RICA.

I'l.S

nuts

h/itjs/k'fy, Sr., Collection

1847 1820/7 Overdate. O-lOla. Rarity-l. .MS-6(). Sharp central details^
with flat stars and other peripheral weakness. Light grayish browi.i
with traces of lilac. Bright reddish gold outlines the Liberty t^ap. I hq
reverse toned in lighter hues.
Pedigree: William //. Woodin; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, Ua
Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.
Die notes: I'he reverse die was lapped w ith much of the lower eagle dctaill
now missing.
Kdge: FIK I'Y CKVl'S OR .\L1' A DOLLAR.

1H42

Desirable 1829/7 Overdate

1H2H Square-Base 2, Small Hs. 0-115. Rarity-2. MS-63. Sharp
and w ell centered. Lustrous grayish brow n with taint splashes of gold

Condition C^Iensus 0-102

toning, particularly on the reverse. (Choice surfaces overall. .Another
splendid coin.
Die notes; Perfect obverse.

I'he reverse has light peripheral die cracks

through the tops and bottoms of v arious letters.

1848 1829/7 Overdate. 0-102. Rarity-2. MS-64. Sharp and well cen-j

tered. The obverse is highly lustrous white with deeper highlights. Al

few verv’ faint hairlines are noted in the fields. Fhe reverse is tonet^

gray-brown with traces of blue toning. A (arndition Oensus specif
1843

1828 Square-Base 2, Small 8s. 0-116. Rarity-2. MS-61, proof¬
like. Fully and deeply prooflike. Most of the stars arc flat as typical
for 0-116.

Fhe other details are sharp. Light orange-brown with

deeper orange and bluish green iridescent toning at the peripheries.

men.

Pedigree: George H. E.arle Collection, Henry Chapma^^ June 25-29,1912'„
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediash<mg,Sr.

Die notes; Perfect obverse with the stars drawn to the edge. Perfect reverse^

Pedigree: George //. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;
John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Elia.^herg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

1849 1829 0-105. Rarity-l. MS-63, prooflike. Sharply struck and wcl^

centered with full borders. Reflective lilac-brown w ith splashes ol
bright orange and faint green toning. Very attractive in all respects.
1844

1828 Square-Base 2, Small 8s. 0-117. Rarity-l. MS-63, proof¬
like. Sharp details and exceptional centering characterize this very
attractive example, although the reverse border at upper left is not as

Pedigree: George H. E.arle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29, 1912^
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.liasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

wide as other positions. Light gray central lustre is frosty and this is
surrounded by deep prooflike peripheral areas toned blue-green,
gold, and faint amber. Among the aesthetic highlights of this remark¬
able offering of early half dollars.
Die notes: Perfect obverse. 'I'he reverse has an extremely faint, almost invisible,
crack through the tops of (or above) I N I I'KI) .S'l'.Vl'K.S OF

184.5

1828 .Stpiare-Base 2, -Small 8s. 0-120. Rarity-1. Al -.S8, prootlike.
Sharply detailed with very slight wear on the highest points. Fully
pr(M)flikc cameo w ith a few minor imperfections. Light gold obverse
with splashes of blue. 'I'he reverse is golden brown with blue and
amber highlights.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

1850 1829 0-108. Rarity-2. .MS-64. (Condition (Tmisus. (icncr-tHil

sharp with good centering. Weakness is noted at the tiraperv cla'tl
1846 1828 Squiire-Biisc 2, Small 8s. 0-122. Rarity-3. .MS-62. Sharp
and well centered. Frosty grayish ivory w ith peripheral gold and blue

anti among the hair curls over the shouliler anil is tvpii.il lor ()-108|
'Fhe obverse is light lilac-brown vith faint golil, the reverse

toning. \ few minor marks do not detract and arc a consistent with

mottleil grayish gold anil blue-green. Reflective lustre. Minot m.irki

the issigncd grade.

are seen on the portrait; otherwise we would have suggested \I8 6^

Die notes Perfett (lies (no brc.iks) except for minor I lash marks at l-ibettv's
- ar

.Among the finest seen of this issue.
Die notes Intermedi.iie Iveiween () lOM .md O III.S4, the fm.(l \ is p.iitt«ll'
filled In die chipping

I

The Louis L. bJiushet^, Sr., (ioUertion

Important 1829 0-l()9a Half Dollar

reflective with an attractive satin appearance. Iridescent blue and
deep gold at the peripheries. A few faint hairlines are consistent w ith
the grade assigned.

Probably Finest Known

Die notes: Perfect dies with raised die lines between star l.t and the date.

1851

1829 O-109a. Rarity-4. MS-64. Sharp and well centered. Satiny
ivory with orange and blue-green iridescence. The reverse is slightly
darker than the obverse with the addition of yellow-gold and deep red.

1854

1829 0-112. Rarity-l. MS-63. Somewhat uneven die impressions

Don Parsley was unaware of any Mint State examples when his data

with the upper obverse and lower reverse flat, apparently as charac¬

was compiled. Steve Herrman lists one MS-64 and another MS-6().

teristic of 0-112. Colden brown and iridescent toning. The obverse

We would expect that this example is at least as nice as the MS-64

is prooflike with minor hairlines, the reverse frosty. A splendid coin
overall.

reported by Herrman in his list and perhaps finer, as that coin
brought a price reflective of a lower grade.

Die notes: Eater die state than the previous lot with the die lines right of the
date no longer present.

Pedigree: Fred Porter Collection, Charles Steigemealt, December 16,1893;
J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Cracked through UNITED and through S OF A.

1855

1829 0-113a. Rarity-2. ALJ-58. Nicely centered with sharp design el¬
ements. Light gray with reddish gold iridescent splashes. Few minor
surface marks.

Notable 1829 0-111 Half Dollar

•

Die notes: Perfect except for die chips which fill the top of the final A.

Chapman: “Proof’

1856 1829 0-115. Rarity-l. MS-63. Sharp and well centered, (jrayish
.852

1829 0-111. Rarity-2. MS-63, prooflike. Called a Proof by Henry
Chapman. Sharply detailed in all elements except the stars which are

brown satiny lustre with blue toning highlights on the reverse.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

flat. Fully mirrored fields except for a very small bulge of mint frost
around the chin and a similar area between the eagle’s wing and
head. Light ivory with blue and golden orange iridescent highlights.
Minor hairlines are visible.

Memorable Prooflike 1829 Half Dollar
Rare 0-116 Variety

In 1912 Henry Chapman catalogued this identical coin as “Proof.
Slightly hairmarked. Beautiful.” Certain characteristics of Proof

Finest Seen or Reported

striking are evident although we do not feel that this coin qualifies as
a Proof Other observers may come to a different opinion, however.
As noted earlier, standards for Proof finish among early half dollars
are not defined, and opinions over the years have varied, often
widely. A notable, indeed remarkable, 1829 half dollar.
Pedigree: George H. E.arle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29, 1912,
Lot 2936, $2.25; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr
Die notes: Perfect dies with minor repunching visible on some letters on the
reverse.
Edge: .Standard inscription with the letters weak.

1857 1829 0-116. Rarity-4. MS-64, prooflike. .Sharply defined in all re¬
spects. The obverse border is full and crisp. 1 he border on the re¬
verse is thicker at the bottom and very narrow at the top. t ully proof¬
like fields with a small area of mint frost surrounding the chin and
another, resembling a halo, around the eagle s head. Lory white bust
graduallv changing to light golden orange, and to lilac and blue at the
borders. .Minor surface abrasions.
The finest known to us or reported elsew here lor this scarce \ arietx.
Neither Parsicv or I lerrman report any liner than M.S-<i3. I he licst in
Russell Logan’s (Condition (Icnsiis is M.S-62 with an aterage grade
8.53

1829 0-1 12. Rarity-1. MS-64. All details arc sharply defined with
the impression nicely centered. Lustrous ivory surfaces are slightly

)Wi:kS AND MFkFNA

among 31 reportetl coins being just l^l■-4()! .Xpparentiv. the impres¬
sions from this die pair went into circulating commercial channels

F)7

I h. I “41' h. h-luisher)!^, Sr., ('.oltection

and, unlike certain contemporary issues, were not stored as specie
reserses by banks, at least not to a notable extent.
Die notes: I’ert'ect dies.

I^ovely 1830 Half Dollar
Perhaps h incst Known 0-103

Creme de la Creme
There arc mans prootlikc Mint .State (lapped Bust halt dollars m the present
otterinn. KIsewhere in the wide world of .American numismatics, such pieces
arc trrv rare. The (llapp familv and Louis K. Hliasberft, .Sr., together repre¬
sented SIX decades of careful connoisseurship. The coins in the present sale are
the iremtde la creme of selections from outstanding collections that came on the
market from about
to 14,S0.
Never before has any offering of (lapped Bust half dollars had as many proof¬
like issues as the Kliasberg (lolicction. Once these are dispersed, the appear¬
ance of even i smf’le prooflite com in a sale will be a remarkable circumstance.

1H5H

1829 0-117. Rarity-2. .\l -.sH. .Sharp and well centered. Lilac-gray

1861 1830 Small 0. 0-103. Karity-1. MS-6S. Well-defined design ele¬

w ith blue highlights. The obverse is evenly toned with the reverse

ments. The stars to the left are sharp, those to the right are weak. In¬

mottled.

tense frosty lustre w ith ivory centers changing to iridescent blue and

Pedigree: William //. Woodin' John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis L. Eliasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies with the first .\ in .WIKRKl.A partly filled.

rose on the obverse. The reverse is similar with orange-ivory centers
and blue, rose, and bright yellow at the borders. .Superb!
Die notes: Perfect dies.

Incredible 1830 Half Dollar

Memorable 1830 Half Dollar

Superb (jem 0-101

Fligb Condition Census 0-107

Possibly Finest known

1862 1830 Small 0. 0-107. Rarity-2. MS-64. Double profile. Sharply
1859

1830 Small 0. 0-101. Karnty-l. .M,S-66. Sharply struck with thin
borders. Nearly flawless surfaces in superb frosty ivory and orange.
This specimen is one of the finest Lapped Bust half dollars in exist¬
ence regardless of date! Quite a statement.
■Again, this coin is reflective of the marvelous opportunities offered

detailed and well centered. Light silvery gray with intense iridescent

rose, green, and blue. V'ery minor surface marks. A high (amdition
Census specimen of memorable cpiality.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Kdge: Ml 'TYCKN'T.SOR ALT A DOLLAR.

in the Kliasberg (a)llection sale. Once this specimen is sold, it may be
years, if ever, until an etpial piece is offered for competition.
Pedigree: Ceorye ll. F.arle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;
John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediashetyt, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies. .Stars and letters are draw n to the edge.
F.dgc: Normal inscription w ith faint diagonal reeds between various letters.

MS-66: An Appreciation
Lapped Bust half dollars in the lS,M)s arc relatively common, even In lower
Mint State grades such as MS-hO through 61 and 62 or even 6,V 'This is a fortu¬
nate situation as they arc the most affordable silver type coins from the pre¬
steam press era. However, in superb gem condition such as the presently offcreil M.S-66 example, they become extremely rare. \'ery seldom does a gem
such as this come on the market for bidding competition.
We reviewed Don Parsley’s data for all half dollar varieties of the later and
more plentiful years from 1H.9) through 18.S6. Studied were TVS die varieties,
for which the best five coins were cited for each, for a total of 67,S listings. Of
those 67S coins, 1.(7 were graded as M.S-6,S and just 12 higher. Thus, among

1863 1830 Small 0. 0-110. Karity-3. MS-63, prooflike. Sharp and wel

centered. Kully prooflike fields with traces of mint frost around v ari¬

ous devices. Light silvery gray w ith iridescent blue peripheral toning;
\ery minor imperfections as typical for the grade.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

Lonilition Oensus coins, which themselves are of outstanding (piality, just
T7S'y are in a class with the present coin! We could extend our review back
inro the scarcer IS2()s coinage and provide an even more dramatic comparison!

1860

18.30 .Small 0. 0-102. l<arity-3. MS-62. .Sharply struck with excel¬
lent centering. Ivorv. bright orange, anti pale green toning.
I )ie notes Perfec t dies

16H

lU AVI'.K.S AM)

I’/ie Louis L. LHasher)’, Sr., ('.oUertion

(Jem 18.^0 0-113 Half Dollar

The border dentils arc only partially visible. Weakness on the scroll
opposite the bust point. (Jrayish oranse with blue and siolct periph¬

Probably Finest Known

eral toning. Deep retleetive prooflike surfaces are mixed with mint
frost on the obverse. Predominantly prootlike fields on the reverse.
Die notes: I’erfect obverse with the stars drawn sharply to the nm. I he obverse
and reverse have light clash marks.

864 1830 Small 0. 0-113. Rarity'-2. MS-65. Sharp with nice centering.
Pale orange central details with deeper reddish orange and bright
blue at the edges. A superb coin.
Die notes: Thin die cracks through LiNri'HD and through S OF .\M.
Edge: No space between OR and HALF

1868

1830 Medium 0. 0-119. Rarity-1. MS-64. Sharply detailed in
nearly all areas, an exception being the wing left of the shield and the
horizontal shield lines. Frosty white with light golden toning. 'The
cheek of Liberty has a few minor abrasions from bag contact.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
'Fhree different size dates occur w ithin the coinage of 18.10 half dollars. 'Fhc
actual difference involves the final digit with this .Medium 0 date appearing
only on this variety. Important for the collector of major design variants among
the series.
Weight: 2().S.9 grains.

Possibly Finest 1830 0-121
865 1830 Small 0. 0-115. Ranty'-2. MS-64. High Condition Census.
Generally sharp design elements although most stars are flat (typically
so). The obverse is frosty silver-gray w'ith very minor planchet striations visible. The reverse has a similar area of silver-gray above the
eagle with the balance blended bright orange and deep orange-brown.
Another very important opportunity for the connoisseur and spe¬
cialist.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Weight; 205.9 grains.

1869

1830 Large 0. 0-121. Rarity-3. MS-64. Sharp in nearly all areas,
more than typical, an exception being slight weakness on a few stars.
Lustrous light gray with the reverse deeper gray. A challenge for the
rank of finest known.
Pedigree: George IF Rire;J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, /942,
to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.
Die notes: F’erfect dies.
Among half dollars of this era, numerous pieces are cited in the literature as
being in .M.S-63, M.S-64, or even M.S-65 grades. .Some of these coins have been
certibed, others are self-graded by owners who have provided inventories of

866 1830 Small 0. 0-117. Rarit\-2. MS-64, prooflike. High Condi¬

their collections, and still others have been picked up from auction catalogues

tion Census. .Sharp and well centered. Grayish ivory with traces of or'

S67

and fixed price listings. As there is no common ground for consistency, and

ange and blue at the edges. A few' scattered marks are visible and re¬

little consideration for aesthetic appeal, comparisons arc difficult to make. Be¬

flected in the mirrored fields which arc intermingled with mint frost.

cause of this, many Kliasberg (Collection coins, nearly all of which are of excel¬
lent aesthetic appearance and quality, are probably rarer than believed. I hus.

Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Henn Chapman, June 25-29,1912;

many coins that by the numbers might not be claimed by us as the finest

John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, St:

know n may, indeed, prove to be the finest if compared side by side with other
Die notes: .Minor clash marks only.

contenders.

FJdge: OR H.ALF arc tightly spaced with OR lower than HALF.

1830 Small 0. 0-1 18. Rarity-3. MS-63, prooflike. Sharply de¬
tailed eenters. 'lypieal flat stars and very narrow rims for the variety.

1870

1830 Larf<e 0. 0-122. Rarily-1. MS-63. Sharp central details with
narrow borders aiul weak stars to the rif^ht l.iberts. (ira\-brown with

I hr I

V/'., Collection

\ h

Die notes: Perfect dies.

li^ht oranj'c >)n the obverse and deep blue on the reverse. .Minor

Kdge: OR 11 M.l- apfiear as one word wiih vertiial rceils on the cilgc whuh

abrasions consistent with the ^r^tde. .Another lovely coin that will

overlap, and obscure, OR.

rank hi^h annin^' anv others graded at this level.
Die runes: bertect dies,

KJkc Hh 1 V(.K\ I SOkl.K A DOld.AK.

1874

1831 0-103. Rarity-1. .MS-64. Well centered and very sharply im¬
pressed. Light grayish ivory with pale orange toning. Minor abrasions

1S71

on Miss Liberty’s cap keep this out of the superb gem category, but it

1830 l.arge 0. 0-123. Rarity-1. MS-64. High (Condition Cen¬

certainly ranks among the finest known.

sus. .Sharp and well centered with strong borders. Ivory with bright

Pedigree: George H. pMrle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29, 1912:

orange and light blue peripheral toning. .A few minor marks are seen

John H. Cdapp. Cdapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediasherg, Sr.

and define the grade.

Die notes: Perfect dies.

Pedigree: William //. Woodin; John H. Cdapp. Cdapp estate, 194J, to
Louis E. Ediasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

Gem Mint State 1831 0-109
“Mystery Marks” on Obverse

1872

18.31 0-101. Rarity-2. .MS-64. High (Condition (Census. .Sharply
detailed with full obverse borders. Double profile. I'he reverse dentilation is complete at the top and missing on the bottom. Light gold
toning with deeper orange and blue at the borders, b'ew minor sur¬
face marks.

1875

1831 0-109. Rarity-l. MS-65. One of the finest reported. A splen¬
did coin that will be highly prized as a “type” or as a variety.
.Sharp details are seen at the centers. 'The obverse stars are Oat at

Don Parsley noted “well struck, well preserved specimens of t\\\<idate
are not common.” 'fhus, the present coin is all the more remarkable.
Pedigree: William //. Woodin; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis E. Ediasherg, Sr.

the centers, as typical, and on the reverse the olive branch is weak as
well, again per usual. Golden brown toning with lighter gold, green,
and orange. A few tiny marks may be of importance with regard to
minting technology and are discussed in the notes; these are some¬

Die notes: (dash marks from the obverse dentils are visible inside the upper
reverse dentils giving the appearance that these reverse elements are doubled.
Interesting! Otherwise, the dies are perfect.
Kdge: OR IIAI-F appear as one word with vertical reeds on the edge which

what of a mystery at present and, in our opinion, add special interest
to the coin.
Die note.s: Perfect dies.
Kdge: OR HALF appear as one word with OR lower and the O covered by

overlap, and obscure. OR.

vertical reeds.

Incredible Gem 1831 Half Dollar

Mint Technology Puzzle
'this specimen has two small, pin-point marks on Miss l.iberty’s bust just

b'inest Known 0-102

above the drapery. With the aid of magnification, these appear to be triangular
in shape with the metal raised to one side as if an instrument contacted the coin
at an angle, pushing up the metal. Identical marks to these have been seen on
several IH.ll Gapped Bust half dollars and on other coins, such as the ISO.S large ,

cent w hich appeared as Lot .S26 in the first part of the Kliasberg Gollection sold j
last May. T his cataloguer has also observed these same marks on a Mint .State |
1810 large cent and various other coins as well. Kxamine carefully, for instance, ]
the 18.11 0-10.1 plated in the Parsley reference.
The book now in press, by Q. David Bowers, .\menran Cum Hourrls and Irrasures. gives an account of a hoard of about 2,000 Gapped Bust half dollars,
mostly dated in the 1820s and 18.M)s, aetjuired by New N'ctherlaiuls Goin Go.
in the early 1060s. I'he cache is detailed as having come from Maine, where it
had been hidden for over a century. John J. Ford. jr. speculateil that it m.iv have
been hidden by someone fearful of banks circa 18.W during the so-called I lard
'Umes era. .Some of these halv es—but not the ivest ones—were catalogued and

1873

1831 < >-102, Rarity-l, MS-66. .Sharply detailed and well centered.

appeared as part of “a splendid run of half dollars" in New Netherlamls' Sale

Light ivorv and orange with pale amber, lilac, and green. .Superb, in¬

.S7. December 10-1 1, l‘>6,k there mixed Vyiih material from other consign¬

tense lustre with pristine surfaces. A delightful coin. \o eipial coin

ments. I he catalogue matic no mention of anv hoard

h.is l>ccn seen bv or is known to us. Please refer to our comments at

l^>r IMS'/ for a discussion of super!) gem (lapped Bust half dollars.
Pediyri’f William //
/ iiui < /'

2(Kf

I' liadierg, Sf

Woodm. John H ( lapp (dapp estate, 1942, to

Mwiiit DO to 200 ol the

Maine hoard hall ilollars were called “absolute gems" at the time ami were re¬
served tor the New Netherlands (!oin Go. inventorv and later dis|K-isevl into
the market, including through (diaries M Wormser's estate Mans il not

most

of the I8U d.ited coins in the group had small, mostiv triangular marks on the
lower third ol the obverse, p.irticularlv on the bust, perhaps aitilasts ol some

MOWl-K.S.Wl) MKKKN,’

The Louis L. Lhashei'^, Sr., ('ollei ft on
type of eoin-cjccting (alternatively, planchet-feeding) device used at the Mint.
■Since that time the author of that book (QI)B) has kept an eve out for other
18.M halves with these marks and has seen them on many other Mint .State ex¬
amples.
I he opinion of the cataloguer of this lot parallels that of Bowers. It is be¬
lieved that these tiny marks were mint made, possibly by a tool used to assist
removal of coins from the die. Kor the moment we have discounted the possi¬
bility of these being related to a counting-board device, as the orientation of
the marks on the coins is not random. To our knowledge, in the IH.fOs the Mint
had no mechanical counting machines.
We arc seriously interested in the opinion of other numismatists regarding
the origin of these unusual characteristics.

Gem 1832 Half Dollar
Overton-103

1878 1832 0-112. Raint\ -2. MS-64/65. Another attractive Capped Bust
half dollar. Satiny ivory lustre with orange and blue iridescence.
Slight weakness is seen at the lower obverse border, the higher hair
waves, and the olive branch, all as typical. A few minor marks arc
noted.
Pedigree: George H. hdirle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912:
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
fidge: OR H.ALF are partly obscured by edge reeds.

.876

1832 0-103. Rarity-1. MS-65. Sharp and well centered. .Satin ivory
lustre with very pleasing surfaces. Another splendid gem, a coin that
will satisfy the ty^ae set collector seeking a high-level specimen of
this design or, equally, be a delight to the die variety specialist.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge: OR HALF closely spaced with reeds over AL.

1879 1832 0-116. Rarity-3. MS-63. Sharp and well centered with full,
crisp borders. Lustrous ivory with pale orange highlights. A thin di¬
agonal scratch is in the left obverse field; otherwise it would be de¬
signed as MS-65. One of the nicest have seen of this somewhat scarce
die variety.
Pedigree: George H. E.arte Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912:
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge: FIFTY CENT.S HOARLE A DOLLAR.

877

1832 0-106. Rarity-1. MS-64. Sharp and well centered with very
slight weakness at the tops of 50C and the olive branch. Reflective
golden ivory with faint green toning at the reverse border. Minor hair¬
lines with a short hairline scratch on the cheek, not particularly no¬
ticeable, and factored into the grade. A splendid coin.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge: EIE'PV CENT.S ORE A DOLLAR.

1880 1832 0-118. Rarity-1. MS-64. \’cry sharp and nicely centered. Sat¬
iny golden ivory lustre. Another notable Capped Bust halt dollar.
Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912:

Harvest Time?
You have been collecting for many years, possibly for
many decaeJes. 'bhen comes the time to sell. When it is
“harvest time” for you, think of Auctions by Bowers and
Merena, Inc. 'rdephone Richard A. Bagg, director of our
auctions, and he will do the rest! Call our toll-free number:
(800) 458-4646. In New Hampshire call 569-5095.

)\VKRS AND MKKKNA

John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge: R and 11 overlap as ORH.ALE.

:oi

I he l.outs h.. t'./iusfit'/)', Sr., Collection

■1

l^xtreniely Rare 1832 0-123
l*r(M)t-()nI\ \ ariety

The reverse is (juite similar in patination with a hint of lilac and blue
peripheral toning.
Just four examples of this \aricty have currently been identified,
and all are of the Proof format. Don I’arsley assigned grades to four

One of Just l^'our known

examples including one Proof-65 (the .MIenburger specimen.’) aiul
three Proof-6() (the latter apparently including duplicate listings net¬
ting to just two different specimens). Phis, the fourth example, is be¬
lieved to be the finest known.

Registry of the 1832 0-123 Proof Half Dollars
Phe following registry is adapted from information supplied by
.Sheridan Downey:

Smithsonian Specimen. Proof-6().
• .Adam Kckfeldt. Presumably set aside at the time of mintage, as he was wont to
do in order to accommodate collectors and others (cf. .Snowden, 1860). This par¬
ticular piece went into the Mint (Cabinet (formed June 18.^8) and has remained part
of the Mint Collection ever since. Now in the .Smithsonian Institution.
Proof-6() (estimated). Cleaned several times.

Allenburger Specimen. Proof-63.
• .Adam Eckfeldt.
• I'nknown intermediaries.
• (Christian .Allenburger, M.I). Collection sold by B. Max .Mehl, May 1948,
Lot 880. 'I'his sale had far and away the finest offering of pre-18.58 Proofs of any
collection of its era.
• Harold Bareford. Collection sold by Stack’s, 1981, Lot .W6 (there as 0-112).
• Baltimore, Ml), collector.
• Roanoke, \'A, collector. Sold to the following in 1994.
• .Sheridan Downey 111.
• .Southeastern collector.
Pr<K)f-6.) (F’CGS).

'

C*

Kliasberg Specimen. Proof-65 to 66.
• .Adam Kckfeldt.

'

• Pnknown intermediaries. Possibly the Lorin C. Parmelee coin offered by
New )brk Stamp & Co. Co. (David (I. Proskey, Harlan P. Smith) in the Proskev
sale of 1890.
• Clapp family (tentative).
• Louis K. Kliasberg, .Sr.
Proof-6.S to 66.
I'he coin here offered.

Ivy Specimen. Proof-S5.
• .Adam Kckfeldt.
(photo enlarged to mru e actual size)

IHHl

1832 0-123. Rarity-/+. Pr()of-65 to 66. A superb specimen of a
variety that exists only in Proof format. Of the few pieces known, this

• I'nknown intermediaries.
• Steve Ivy auction, 1982, as “0-112,” to the following.
• {California dealer (as 0-112).
• Olin Carter Collection; there recognized as an 0-12.L Sold to the follow ing
in 1988.

is the finest. 'I'he present gem is a highlight of this specialty within

• .Sheridan Downey III.

the Kliasberg Collection, 'lb sec it is to love it, so to speak, as the

• Klton Dosier. Then via Sheridan Downey in 1996 to the following.

piece is almost indescribably attractive.

• Charlton K. Meyer, Jr. (thus completing his collection of regular die varieties).

The borders are full and crisply defined. .All other design elements
are complete and sharp except for stars 8 and 9, the top half of .S()(b

• Proof-5.S. I.ightly circulated (cf. Sheridan Dow ney comment to cataloguer).
I'he Overton plate coin.

and the olive branch, fhese features, however, are similarly defined

The Kliasberg Coin

on all five known specimens of this die marriage. Incredible deep
mirrored fields showcase and set off the frosty cameo devices. ,A few

Phe present specimen is thus recorded as the finest of only a few

very faint hairlines are noted, but are insignificant. Light ivory cen¬

pieces known to exist. Die notes: Perfect dies.

tral obverse toning changes to deep reddish iridcsecnec at the border.

Kdge: KIKTY CKN PS OHRAI.K A DOLI.AR.

l|

1882

1833 0-102. Kiirity-I. MS-6L {'onditioii Cetisus. Double pro¬
file Sh.irp .ind well tentered Lustrous ivorv surfaces with a trace of
pdf orange toning, l ew minor m.irks,
I

202

. fife -

R.

188.5

18.5.3 0-10.5. Riirily-2. MS-64, (^mdilioti ('ensus. SharpK tictaileil and well ccnteretl with full, irisp bottler iletails on l>oth sulciI he eagle’s cl.iw ,md olive brant h .ire iLit. (itililen bniwn lustic with

rrac With ))rc ik through (I (of dcnomin.itionI to (, to stem

iu)\\iaR.s \\i)\ii-:ui-:N’

r/ie I.ouis A. h. lias her'}', Sr., (ioHerfion
pale lihie hif^liliglits and more vivid l^liic-precn iridescence at the re\ erse hortier.
Die notes: On the re\ erse a short die line connects bottom of 5 to border.
Kdge: OR and 11,Aid' appear as one word.

Believed Finest 1833 0-106
Splendid Mint State

1887 1833 0-112. Rarity-2. MS-64, prooflike. Nicely centered with
characteristic slight weakness among the stars and at the olive
branch. Reflective silvery white with light orange highlights. Vet an¬
other notable Clapped Bust half dollar.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge: OR and HALE are together.

1884 1833 0-106. RaritA'-2. MS-64. Believed to be the finest known of
this variety. Sharp and well centered although the borders are thin
and the stars are flat (as typieal). Pale silvery gray lustre with a few
very small ticks on Liberty’s cheek and above the eagle’s head.
Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge: EIF'EY CENTS ORE A DOLLAR.

1888

1834 Large Date, Large Letters. 0-101. Rarity-1. MS-64/65.
Finest seen of this variety. .Sharp details except for stars 1 through 4.
Satin lilac-gray toning with iridescent reddish orange, light gold, and
green. A few minor marks are noted including a hairline scratch in
front of the profile, and have been factored into the grade evaluation.
However, the overall aspect of the coin is excellent. Indeed, it is ex¬
ceptional, and the bidder would be hard pressed to find a nicer appear¬
ing one anywhere.
Die notes: Reverse with clash marks within shield.
Edge: FIFTY CEN'I S OHALE A DOLLAR.
Three major types of 18,M half dollars are Large Date w ith Large Letters re¬
verse, Large Date with .Small Letters reverse, and Small Date w ith Small Let¬

1885 1833 0-108. Rarity-1. MS-64. Condition Census. Another speci¬

ters reverse. There are no know n varieties w ith Small Date and Large Letters.

men that ranks among the finest of its die variety. Sharp and well cen¬
tered. Lustrous silvery white with pale orange toning. A short die
scratch from the left top of N to the right top of LI extends over the
center of II.

Gem 1834 Large Date Half Dollar
Condition Census

Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge: FIF'IT CEN'LS OREL |R and L overlap] A DOi.LAR.

Gorgeous 1833 Half Dollar
Finest Recorded 0-109

1889

1834 Large Date, Large Letters. 0-102. Rarity-l. MS-65.
Mostly sharp details characterize this gem, although there is some
slight weakness on the top hair waves as is characteristic'. Lustrous
light gold toning blends with iridescent blue and lilae at the borders.
The mint frost is so deep as to be almost three-dimensional. By any

1886 1833 0-109. Rarity-3. MS-64. Sharp central details with weaker
definition along the borders. Lustrous satiny white. Believed to be
the finest known, seemingly edging out the MS-6.1 listed by Don
I’arsley as the best previously recorded. Another important opportu¬

standard this specimen is one of the \ ery finest of its kind.
Pedigree: Nicholas Petty Collection, S.H. and H. (.haptnan, .May IP,
IS9J; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate. 1942. to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr
Die notes: Perfect dies.

nity.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge: OR and HALE are together.

I ht I >ui.\ h

h/iu\-^r}', Sr., C.ullertion
—'

Superb 1S34 0-105 Half Dollar

(jem 1834 Small Date I lalf Dollar

l ar^c Date, Small Letters

Small I>cttcrs Keverse, 0-109

1890 1834 Large Date, Small Letters. 0-105. Karity-l. MS-65. 1 he
stars at the left, the top hair curls below the cap, and the eagle’s
feathers left of the shield are all somewhat lightly impressed, as typi¬
cal for the issue (therefore, a case could be given for not mentioning
them at all; a la the certification services’ practice). The obverse of
this gem has ivory-brown toning which blends nicely with light blue
and green at the edges. The reverse is darker brown with brilliant
blue surrounding the eagle. This coin earns high marks for its overall

1893 1834 Small Date, Small Letters. 0-109. Rarity-l. .MS-65. A
memorable specimen of one of the most artistically pleasing die com¬
binations of the varied offerings of the IR.M year. .All details are bold
and the impression is well centered with crisp borders around. Stark
is flat. Light gold lustre with pale blue and amber peripheral toning.
I'he surfaces are superb.
Die notes: Perfect except for very faint clash marks on the reverse.
Fhe .Small Letters style on the reverse permits more of the field to be dis¬
played, thus giving the coin a cameo-like effect. Small is beautiful in many

beauty, a visual treat, a specimen that is certainly one of the very fin¬

other areas of .American numismatics, in our opinion; other examples, to men¬

est in existence.

tion just a few, include the petite head on half cents of 179,S-1797, the curious

Die notes: Perfect dies.

1840-0 quarter dollar, and small letters on the reverse of certain of the very

Hdge: FIFTY CKVI S OR .A DOFF.AR.

early issues in the Liberty Seated half dollar series.

Mirrorlike 1834 0-106 Half Dollar
Splendid CJem

Gem 1834 0-110 Half Dollar
Small Date, Small Letters

'.4

r

Condition Census

1891

1834 Large Date, Small Letters. 0-106. Rarity-l. .MS-64,
prooflike. With many attributes resembling a Proof, and called that

1894 1834 Small Date, Small Letters. 0-110. Rarity-4. MS-65. A

by some observers. Held at a certain angle to the light, the coin’s mir¬

specimen of elegant aspect, a deeply frosty, marvelous coin of a tjual-

ror surface is rcfiected into the observer’s eye in the same manner as

ity rarely encountered.

a Proof.

The mirror surface is nearly complete, including much

Boldly defined with the only weakness involving the drapery clasp

w ithin the shield stripes. .Most stars are flat at their centers, but motif

and star 8. Light ivory and pale reddish gold on the obverse. I'he re¬

details arc especially bold. Foned lilac-brown with blue and light

verse is gray-brown with orange and light blue toning. .Sometimes

amber toning.

words, no matter how enthusiastic they may be, fall short of truly ex¬

Phis coin is worthy of careful consideration by prospective bidders.
It certainly is exceptional.

pressing the persona of a coin. .A piece such as this is w hat excellence
in early American numismatics is all about.

Perfect dies (no breaks). I bis popular variety features a repunclied large 4

Die notes: Perfect obverse. The reverse has a die crack circling the eagle

over a smaller 4 witfi the repunching prominent. ,‘\ punch intended for a smaller
die was emploved first, recognized, and then corrected.

from the lowest feathers through the olive leaves and wing tip, continuing

Kdge: FIF'FYCKN rSOH A DOI.I.AR

through LNFI'KD to the top of the scroll, crossing the right end of the scroll,
the entire length of the w ing at right, continuing to the arrow shafts.
I'he reverse die used to coin 18,M 0-110 was used in an earlier die state to pro- ,

1892

1834 Large Date, Small Letters. 0-108. Rarity-2. .MS-62. .Sharp
central details with fiat stars. The borders are weak, as characteristic

duce an 18,16 variety; thus, this obverse die, unused, must have been "on the ■
shelf until its first use in 1836.
Kdge: FIF'FYCKNT.S IIORALF A DOLLAR.

t)f 0-108. but completely defined, (iolden brown with light blue pe¬
ripheral toning. Slightly reflective surfaces.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

\

I he Louis A. b.Hasher^, Sr., (loUertion

1895

1834 Small Date, Small Letters. 0-113. Rarity-1. MS-63.

1898

Sharply struck although a few stars are typically flat. Attractive ivory

1835 0-101. Rarity-l. MS-63. Well-defined details characterize
most of the coins, save for usual slight weakness on a few hair curls, a
few stars, and on the wing left of the shield.

lustre with light orange and teal toning.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

Extremely attractive toning adds extra interest and value, as is the

Edge: FIF'EY CENTS ORALF A DOLLAR.

rule for Eliasberg Ckrilection coins, which have been carefully con¬
served for generations. The obverse is ivory with bright orange and
light blue. The reverse is completely toned orange and lavender with
peripheral amber and bright hlue-green.

Gem 1834 Half Dollar

Die notes: Perfect dies.

Overton-115
Finest Known by Far

Important Gem 1835 0-109 Half Dollar
Far and Away the Finest Known
Possibly a Presentation Striking

896

1834 Small Date, Small Letters. 0-115. Rarity-2. MS-65. A
splendid gem specimen. As is typical, a few stars are weak as are the
feathers left of the shield. Frosty silvery white with faint splashes of
orange on the obverse. The reverse has a few dark spots and deeper
orange and gold peripheral toning.

1899

1835 0-109. Rarity-2. MS-65, prooflike. Amazing prooflike fields

This marvelous coin stands head and shoulders above any we have

with a trace of frost in the left obverse and around the eagle’s head

seen recorded in the literature studied. Don Parsley recorded the

extending partially into the spaces between the vertical shield

best examples known to him as MS-63, MS-60, MS-60, and two AU-

stripes. Quite possibly a presentation striking. The balance of the

55.

coin is fully and deeply reflective. Superb toning radiates from the

Die notes: Perfect dies (no breaks). 0 in 50 multiply punched (one sharp ad¬
ditional punching plus another punching, lighter).

surface. The obverse is deep gold, changing to reddish lilac and
bright blue-green at the borders. Fhe reverse is similar although the
blue and green is much more vivid. A few stars are flat and the bor¬
ders are weak although complete. .All other details are hold. A short
scratch is noted on Liberty’s cheek and a few other very minor flaws
are visible, otherwise a grade assignment of M.S-66 might he in order.
A coin graded MS-61 in a .Sheridan Downey sale was described as
“tied for finest known.” Not any more! Fhe old order changeth.
Die notes: Perfect dies. If this were a non-rcstrike Proof it would be ol in¬
credible rarity and possibly unique. The fields are highly mirrorlike, including
within about 60% of the “white” part of the vertical shield stripes, but there
several frosty patches, enough to prompt us to designate this as a business
strike. I lowever, it may have been made on a special occasion tor some purpose
now lost to history.

897

1834 Small Date, Small Letters. 0-116. Rarity-1. MS-64/65. A
sharp and well-centered specimen with strong borders. Frosty white

Weight: 205.0 grains.
Edge: OR and H.ALF are together.

obverse with a slightly toned reverse. Extremely attractive with a mi¬
nor scattering of tiny marks. Another of the pleasing Small Letters
reverse issues.

Enthusiasm

Die notes: With minor raised die scratches extending diagonally from
Liberty’s neck, as made. Traces of die rust on obverse.

:)\VFK.S AND MFKKNA

At Auctions by l^owcrs and Mcrena, Inc., our entire
staff is enthusiastic about what we do, and we 11 do our
best—through the pages of this catalogue

to share our

enthusiasm with you. If you are a serious numismatist, we
invite you to use our sales as an ideal was to build a
meaningful collection over a period ot time.

I he Loul\ h

AV., (.uUntion

ISv^S l^root Restrike Half l^ollar
A (jeiTi, (jlitterin^ Showpiece
Intlueneed by (jobreeht?
(Chapman: “Superb; Kxcessive Rarity”

some notes, lltiw many different specimens this represents is not
know n, but the number is necessarily small:

1. .Mint (Collection Specimen.
• .-Xccession »198.S.()44I.02.S8. Illustrated in the Newnian-Hressett IxMik, the
hantasttc 1804Dollar, p. .S9. 'The .Mint (aillection also has the other (il.lc Proof
half dollar dates.

2. W’insor Specimen.
• Richard B. Winsor Collection specimen sold by the Chapman brothers. Lot
-S.M, “1835 Brilliant Proof, faint hair marks.” Pentative attribution; not plated,
and may not have been a beaded-border coin, although it seems that lots 52.5
and 527 of the same sale (1833 and 18.34 Proofs) w ere.

3. Karle Specimen.
• Ceorge H. Karle Collection coin, Menrv (Chapman, June 24-29, 1912, Lot
2955.
• John H. Clapp.
• Louis E. Kliasberg, ,Sr. The coin presently offered.

4. Hollinbeck Specimen.
• Hollinbeck Coin Co. {,\.M. and Paul Kagin) advertisement in TheSumtsmanst, .May 1946, p. 594.

5. Allenburger Specimen.
• Christian k. .•Mlenburger Collection specimen sold bv B. Max .Mehl, March
1948, Lot 917.
• John J. Pittman Collection. Exhibited at the ANA Convention, Cincinnati,
OH, .August 1988.

6. (]!ass Specimen.
• Charles .A. Cass specimen; “Empire Collection” sale. Stack’s, November
1957, Lot .5.3.3.
,

Pedigree of the presently offered hJiasbeig Collection coin: Oeprge //. Earle
Collection, Henry Chapman, June J5-J9, 1912, Lot 2955, $2fr0i>;John //.
Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge: Complete lettering is crushed, or flattened, as made (and as on all ex¬
amples known).
\Veight: 208.0 grains.

The Proof Restrikes of 1833-1835
Sometime during the year 1836 it seems that Proof half dollars were made of
the Capped Bust style. Dated 18.33 through 1835, and struck from recently-made
special Proof obverse dies bearing those dates, each bears a common reverse as
(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

1900

used on the 18.36 0-106 combination. Lhe pieces dated 18.3.3 through 18.35
have crushed edge lettering, somewhat akin to that seen on certain 1801-1804

1H35 Restrike. “0-111.” High Rarit\ -7. Pr(K)f-66. A superb speci¬

Proof silver dollars (struck beginning in 18.34 on a screw press using a plain col¬

men of this legendan,- Proof rarity, an exemplar from a series of Proofs

lar), and seemingly indicative of a lettered-edge planchet being confined

so rare that even the greatest half dollar cabinets of past generations
were apt to lack an example. Believed to be a “Oobrecht” Capped

within a closed, plain collar. The borders of these 18.3.3-1834-1835 Proof half
dollars are headed, and are quite unlike the dentils seen on regular circulation
strike Capped Bust half dollars or, for that matter, presentation Prtxifs of vari¬

Bust half dollar, of the Kneass style, but with edge beading made with

ous dates (as an example, the Prrrof half dollar in the 18.34 “King of .Siam" Proof

the advice, consent, or even the direction of Christian CJobrecht and

set is not of the beaded-border style). However, the idea of using beaded bor¬

the Die Department in 1836, a year of transition in which the Mint

ders at the Philadelphia Mint was not new in 18,36 and, in fact, had been em¬

was being readied for steam-powered coinage of large-diameter coins
(including half dollars and silver dollars). 'I’he type of half dollar hereoffered is generally called the Crushed Lettered fMge (CLK) stvie.
Notes are given below.

ployed beginning in 1828 on dimes and in 18.31 on t|uarter dollars.
In recent times the Bust Half Nut Club has assigned the following Overton
numbers to the crushed lettered edge (abbreviated by collectors as CLE) Proof
coins: 183.3 0-116, 18,34 0-122, and 1835 0-111. In addition, the 18.36 0-l(W> is
known with the same reverse die used on the 183.3, 18.34, and 18.35 PrtMifs; the

'I'he Kliasberg Collection specimen is boldly defined, with slight

18.36 0-106 combination is known in Proof form (from a regular obverse die

characteristic weakness only on the highest curls and waves of

having normal-style dentils, not beads) and also in business strike format, the

l.iberty’s hair. .Ml stars are (piite well defined, the border is complete
and crisp, and the centering is excellent. Deeply reflective Proof sur¬
faces have a few microscopic lines or marks scarcely worthy of notice.

latter being especially curious as the only (lapped Bust half dollar business
strike with beaded-type dentilation around the reverse border (although A1
Overton and Don Parsley did not mention this border dilTerence: it is clearly
illustrated in their book).

'I he entire coin, obverse and reverse, has a lovely cameo appearance.

18,36 0-106, a common business strike variety (Karity-1), also exists in a later

I he obverse is ivory, nearly white with faint traces of deeper irides¬

state 0-l()6a, with evidence of die deterioration. I'he reverse (the die used ear¬

cence at the peripheries. I he reverse is a little deeper with reddish

lier to make Proofs and later in extensive service to make business strikes) is

gold central toning blending to bright blue and amber at the border.
Henry Chapman, in describing this coin H.S years ago. said it all:
Brilliant Proof Superb example and of excessive rarity."

now w ith a crack from the rim to the center arrow point, extending to the inte¬
rior. .Still later, a further crack is seen across the upper right (obserser’s right,
eagle’s left) wing to the C in AMEKIC.A.
Each of the 18,3.3-18.34-1835 PrtMifs employing the 18.36 O-KM) reserse is es
pecially deeply mirrorlike, with the the surfaces verv flat (planar) and to the

Registry of tbc I83.S licaded-Rorder
iVoof I lalf I )ollars
In his I’i'K) sriidv itited below) Russell l.ogan listed these sale and
other iippeaninifi known to him. to whuh the cataloguer has added

seasoned observer, quite unlike the other PriMiXm the Cap|H'il Bust senes of
the decade. The fact that examples of each of these Proof half ilollars are in the
Mint Collection (now the .Smithsonian) might indicate that the (ueseniK dis
cussed (ILL half dollars were luodiiced openK anil as a regular mailer of Mini
business

\s R \\ Julian had receniK commenied (leller. J.iniiars 27, I'***?!.

" I he sinking ot older dales (fg . 18 3 3 half dollars in 18 35 or 18 3lil was noi con

MOW l-RS \\I) \ii:ri'\

The 1.01418 T. b.hayhery^, Sr., Toiletttoti

sidcrcd improper hy Mint otTieials of the period, merely a publie serviee."
However, knowledge of the eommon use of a single reverse to strike the
pieees. and a close examination of their characteristics, seems not to have been
published until recent decades.
When and why were the beaded-border 1H.W1H.S4-18.^.S Proof half dollars
struck?
Kric P. New tnan and Kenneth H. bressett. in The Fantastu 18041'ioHnr, 1%2,
pp, .S8-,S9, discuss the 18.VV18.M-183.S (d.K halves, commenting that produc¬
tion “was undertaken during or prior to 18,Vi, because the reverse die was also
used for regular lettered edge O-lOb business strikes in 18,^6, The collar die
had to be cut a special size to fit over the ends of the existing screw press dies.
This must have been done in 18,15 or 18.16 prior to the preparation of the
reeded collar die for the new style 18.16 half dollar with the smaller diameter.”
Walter Breen in his 1977 Proof coins Encyclopedia, p. 2.S7, suggests that the
183.1 Proof restrike was “probably made late in 18.16 together with coins dated
18.14 and 18.1.S."
superb study by Russell J. Logan of the 18.1.1-18.14-18.1.S Proofs, plus the
1836 0-106, was published in

John Reich Journal, December 1990, under

the title of “The Crushed Lettered Edge Bust Half Dollars of 1833-36.” The
earlier studies of Ivan Leaman and Don Gunnet were cited along with the

wrote to Chief Coiner .Xdam Eckfeldt: “The dies for the new dollar having
been sunk by Mr. Gobrecht, and the impressions [apparently m white metal]
having been approved by the Treasury Department, I am exceedingly desirous
that you shall take, without delay, the necessary measures for an early issue of
dollar coins. For this object I pray you to have the hubs and working dies pre¬
pared, and proper arrangements adopted for cutting and milling the planchets
]milling = running through the milling machine to get a raised rim], and coining
them in the large screw-press, the pieces being struck in a close reeded or
grooved collar. The employment of the screw-press is only to be temporarv,
and you are aware that it is of great importance that the lever-press for dollars
should be completed at as early a date as possible. For this purpose, the ma¬
chine shop being now ready, I beg you to use every exertion to find suitable
workmen, in addition to these already in the Mint, w ho mav be employed upon
the new press until it is finished....” (From Walter 11. Breen, The Secret History
of the Gobrecht Coinages, 1836-1840, 19,S4.)
A steam press was first used to coin half dollars of the 1836 small-diameter,
reeded edge style on November 8, 1836.
In the Secret History Breen commented that the Mint did not have close, plain
collars on hand for either half dollars or silver dollars until late in 1836, implying
that Proof half dollars of 18.33-18.34-183.S and also (as specifically mentioned by

work of others. The result was a presentation of nearly every aspect of these

Breen) 1804 dollars could not have been made earlier. Today, we know that

coins. Logan suggested that these Proofs were struck on an old-style screw

crushed edge lettering on the 1804 dollars was applied as eariy as 18.34; thus,

press in early 1836. Following this thought, Russell Logan recently com¬

the Breen comments cited in this paragraph are for the record, not as support
for any current theory.

mented (letter, January 17, 1997, here quoted in part:
“W'e can say for certain that the CLE half dollars were struck before the

It seems that a suitable steam press was not ready for striking large-diameter

[business strike] 106a half dollars. A second die link (this time with the edge

coins as of .September 22, 18.36, and that great urgency was given to the project.
It is also known that the pre.s.s was ready by November 8, 18.36, by which time

die) confirms the placement of the CLE halves in the emission order. Further
analysis of the Leaman-Gunnet 1836 emission order tells us that of the 23
known die marriages, the 0-106 and 0-l()6a constituted the fourth die mar¬

the new-style 1836 Reeded Edge half dollars were struck, including some with
Proof finish.

riage produced in 1836. Assuming one press was continuously striking half dol¬

Could Proofs of the 18.3.3-18,3.5 half dollar have been made circa October 18.36 to

lars for the whole year, the 0-106 die marriage would have been struck 4/23rds

test the steam equipment in order to prepare the Mint for an issue of Gobrecht sil¬

into the year. Possibly [''ebruary, maybe March, but certainly not September.

ver dollars? .Such Proof half dollars were not issued as part of Proof sets of those

And in the first quarter of 1836, the only operable presses in the Mint were
powered with a screw.”

years, thus eliminating their use for numismatic distribution or presentation to dig¬

Students of these Proofs seem to agree that they were all made sometime in

were not created as numismatic delicacies for trading or sale. By making up three

1836. Russell Logan suggests early in the year (as given above), Breen late. To

different obverses bearing the dates 1833,18.34,and 18.35, coiners at the Mint could

these thoughts the cataloguers of the present lot (MRB and QDB together) add

keep track of the dies more easily and study the resultant coins. Further, the fin¬
ished coins would be recognizable in design to anyone viewing them, and, if well

another possibility, however remote:
This was a year of transition at the Mint. Steam was first used for coinage on

nitaries. Nor are they rare dates (from an overall mintage viewpoint). I'hus, they

struck, would easily demonstrate that the press was, indeed, ready for service.

March 23, 1836, when ceremonial medals, from dies by Gobrecht, were made.

In any scenario—steam press or traditional screw press—the beaded borders

Then followed an extensive routine production of copper cents using steam-

on the CLE half dollars seem to have been first used in 18.36, and this was un¬

powered equipment. The first silver half dollars recorded as being struck on a

der the Gobrecht chief engravership. 'I'hus, if any Capped Bust half dollars re¬

steam press were made in early November 1836, followed in December 1836
by 1,000 Gobrecht silver dollars. Some of the half dollars and all of the silver

flect a Gobrecht influence, they would be the CLE issues dated 18.33 onward.
For further reading: Ivan Leaman and Donald Gunnet, “Edges and Die Se¬

dollars were Proofs, this despite the old-style screw' press is said to have been

quences on Early Half Dollars,” Coinage of the Americas Conference, 1987

continued in use to make presentation Proof coins for many years thereafter.

(conference held in 1986); Russell J. Logan, “'fhe Third Die: A Different
Look,” ibid.

However, by September 22, 1836, a steam-powered press was not ready for
the dollar, for on that date Robert Maskell Patterson, director of the Mint,

Proof 1836 Lettered Edge
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Overton-101
1901

1836

Lettered

Edge.

0-101. Rarity-7 or 8
as

a

Proof striking.

Proof-63.

A

pleasing

specimen with full mir¬
ror

fields,

toned,

delicately

giving

way

to

splashes of electric blue
and the borders.

Bril¬

liant with delicate ton¬
ing. .A splendid coin and
in Proof finish, a notable
rarity.
Die notes: Perfect dies.

iphoto enlarged to tn'ice actual size)
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l ettered Kd^e. ()-i()3. Kurit>-4. MS-62, ('ondition Onsiis. Sharp details with the obverse border wider at the upper ri^ht.
I he reverse border is weak and even. I.iKht ivory ehanj^ing to gold
and blue at the edges. Minor marks are visible. Overall, the aspect ot
the eoin IS superb, and even though it does not grade M.S-65 or an¬
other higher level, even tjuiek inspection will reveal that it is ot ex¬
ceptional beauty and desirability.
Die notes: I’erfect dies.
KdKe: HI- rv (:K\ 1 S O.M.K A DOLLAR.

Memorable 1836 Proof Rarity

1^04

1836 Lettered ltdge. 0-111. Karity -.3. M.S-63. .A superb show picc
a coin with a gorgeous appearance. All details are boldly defined ar
the impression is well centered inside crisp borders. Frosty white lu

“1836 over 1336” 0-108

tre with golden tirange toning. C.ondition Lensus or close to it.

Superb Ouality

Die notes: I’erfect dies.
Kdge: FIK rVCKN'I'S flOALK A DOLLAR.

19()S

1836 Lettered Kdge. 0-113. Rarity-2. MS-64. High (londitioj

flensus. Another splendid coin overall. .Attractij^c ivory with deesi

reddish gold splashes and bright blue pcriphcfa-l toning on the rd

verse. In keeping with the norm for 0-113 the upper hair curls ati

weak. A few small marks are visible at the eenter of the obverse am
suggest the grade.

Die notes: Faint die crack from rim to star 6, irregularly across the portrait, n

star 12 to border. Another crack below star 1 continuing into drapery. I'hc r«

verse has a very faint crack through .S'FA'FK.S OF, the scroll, and the eagle#
wing.
Kdge: OR and HALF are together.

Bowers and Merena Tradition

t

We’ve been supplying ehoice, rare, and desirable coins •
to collectors, museums, dealers, and others ever since

I

(photo enlaryed to turu e actual size)

I'Xa

1H.46 Lettered Kdge. 0-1 OH. Kan'ty-7. l*r(M)f-6.4. This lovely coin

I^ave Bowers began his dealership back in 1953. Along the j
way we have handled our share—and more—of the world’s
great collections and rarities, t housands of properties
have come our way, and we’ve helped tens of thousands,
probably hundreds of thousands, of collectors enrich their |
holdings. If you are a past Bowers and Merena client, we j
look forward to having you participate in this sale as well.
If you are new to us, welcome, and use this auction as an
ideal way to get started.

exhibits extremely bold details with a sharp, even impression (to bor¬
row a term from Henry (Chapman). Remnants of the original “13.^6”
date are visible on all four digits. .Superb white cameo with palebrown toning. Kxtremely deep and reflective fields with frosted de¬
vices. Minor hairlines and other imperfectitins and some scattered
contait marks (otherwise, of course, it would be classified higher
than l’ro<)f-6l). I wo short lines arc below the eagle.
\ delightful example that will be a showpiece in the cabinet of its
fortunate next owner.
1 )ie note-. I'crfcitdics
f.lije HLIV( l-N ISDIIRM.I MMX.I.AR

\

'I'he Louis L. Lhashny^, Sr., Collection

Finest 1836 0-119 Half Dollar

Remarkable Proof 1836 Half Dollar

[)6

Far Finer than any Other

Blundered 5()/00C Reverse
Splendid Gem

1907

1836 Lettered Edge. 0-119. Rarity-3. MS-64. .All details are sharp
except for the high waves of Liberty's hair. Ivory lustre with bright or¬
ange and blue peripheral toning, 'fhe reverse has a planchet flaw ex¬
tending diagonally from the denomination to the wing left of the shield.
'fhe Eliasberg Collection coin at the M.S-64 level is hy far the finest
recorded in the literature and is distantly followed hy three M.S-60
coins representing the best known to Don Parsley.
Die notes: Perfect dies.
'Phis concludes the most memorable offering of early half dollars ever to be
presented for auction competition.

1836-1839 CAPPED BUST,
REEDED EDGE HALF DOLLARS
The Eliasberg Collection
The series from 1836 to 1839, described below, is short and
sweet. And, how' sweet the Eliasberg Collection coins are, what
with a splendid Proof 1836 as the first issue of its kind, followed
shortly by a fabulous Proof striking of the legendary 1838-0
rarity. The several other coins in this range will be of numismatic
interest as well.

Historical Notes
In 1836, steam-powered presses were introduced to the Phila¬
delphia Mint. Beginning in November of that year, such a device
(photo enlarged to ttc'ife actual size)

1836 50 over 00. 0-116. Rarity-?. Proof-64. Boldly struck and
well centered, although the top of the cap, stars 5 through 9, and the
top of the denomination are weak. Superb reflective cameo surfaces

was employed to strike what had been intended to be the 1836
Liberty Seated half dollar, but which took the form of a revised
version of John Reich’s 1807-1836 motif, modified by recently

with pale gold blended with lilac and blue, which is especially in¬

hired Mint engraver Christian Gobrecht (who began work in

tense on the reverse.

September 1835, to fill in for Chief Engraver William Kneass,

Early in the life of this die pair the surfaces of the dies were pol¬
ished to a mirrorlike finish and used to strike brilliant Proofs. How
many were made is not known, but it must have been only a few, for

who had been incapacitated by a stroke, and would remain so).
Phe result w'as a coin of smaller diameter, with reeded instead ot

only a handful exist today. Later, the dies were pressed into service to

lettered edge, d'he obverse displays the older Capped Bust

make business strikes, and thousands were turned out.

design of Miss Liberty facing left, wearinga cloth cap w ith a band

Proofs are few and far between. I'he Kliasberg Collection speci¬
men is one of the very finest of these.
Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Lot 2957 (hut not described as a
Proof), Henry Chapman, June 25-29, 1912; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate,
1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.

inscribed LIBERT’)’, with tresses falling to her shoulder, and
wdth her bosom draped in a gown secured by a brooch. Six stars are
to the left and seven to the right, fhe date is below.
1836 half dollars of the reeded edge format w ere produced to the

Die notes: Perfect dies.
Edge: I'lP I'V CKN'LS OLE A DOLLAR.

extent of just 1,200 pieces and are rare in all grades today. .\s this

Weight: 210.grains; the second heaviest Capped Bust half dollar in the

design was not adopted until januarx 18, 1837, the 1836 coins can

present listing.

be considered patterns. 1 lowexer, de facto they are regular issues
inasmuch as nearly all w ere placed into circulation by the gox ernment. Moreover, nearly all were business strikes (with trostx.
lustrous Helds), indicating they w ere intended tor circulation.
1837 half dollars were minted to the extent ot 3,029,820 aiul
constitute the bulk of the i-oinagc ot this short-liv ed motit.

ihe' l.uuK'i h.. h.Iiasbtf'^, Sr., Collection

In

the (tapped Bust half dollar was restyled slightly, and

the order of several dozen. .Most of these have long since disappcarc^s

the denomination on the reverse, earlier given as SOCENd'S, w as

although examples come on the market now and then, espec ially w hri

revised to HALF

museum collections or old-time cabinets arc dispersed. However, fc-t

(Certain other changes were affected in

of these match the cjuality of the Kliasberg (lollection coin.

the thickness ot the reverse letters and the details ot the eagle.

Steam-Powered (Coinage

For the first time, half dollars were struck at a branch mint, New

Struck late in the year 1836 from a steam press, the 18,(6 reeclcd edge issue

Orleans. The 1838-0 half dollar is one of .America’s prime rarities.

the first half dollar to be struck under this motive force (earlier half dollar

It is believed that just 20 were struck (in early 1839), nearly all of

17*^4-1836, with lettered edges, were made by hand-operated screw presses.

.A steam press was first used at the .Mint at 10:3.5 a.m. on March 23, 18,(6, .|

which had prooflike surfaces.

which time small commemorative medals began to be struck from dies cut

Later in the year a more generous mintage of 178,976 half

(Ihristian (iobrecht. 'I’he Philadelphia Mint was operating with relatively cruof

dollars dated 1839 was struck at New Orleans. Nearly all received

equipment until then. If the Mint had purchased steam-operated presses fro<|

extensive circulation. Mint State examples are seldom seen.

had become highly refined by the end of the 18th century, no doubt tii

Boulton & Watt in Kngland (a source for copper planchets for the Mint), whk|

Capped Bust half dollars would have been highly stereotyped and would lac^
the fascinating varieties we recognize and enjoy studying.

Gem Proof 1836 Reeded Edge

Gapped Bust, Reeded Edge Coinage

On .September 6, 18.(6, Director of the Mint Robert Maskell Patterson w rotefl|

First \ ear of Design Type

George N'ewbold, president of the Bank of America, New Vork City, to commen^

"We shall be coining half dollars by steam in a few days, and we shall issi^

them somew hat improved in their face [a reference to the Liberty SeateddcsxgA

but this was not to be used for several years, as it turned out|, and a tenth of a|
inch narrower. We are getting rid of Blood-power as fast as we can.”

It is believed that Proofs of the 1836 Reeded Kdge were first struck on Not

vember 8, 1836. .Apparently, the Liberty .Seated design had been intended f(|

adoption, but dilTiculties arose, and the old (tapped Bust motif was modifieqj

I.ater, the same 1836 Capped Bust die pair was employed to create 1,200 bus*

ness strikes, most of which were placed into circulation. On November ^

1836, .Secretary of the 'IVeasury Levi Woodbury forwarded payment via Girar<

Bank check to the Mint for 10 of the new half dollars. 'These were duly seil|
and, presumably, were of Proof finish.
On November 11, 1836, Director Patterson wrote again to Presidcr*
•Newbold of the Bank of America, commenting: *\Ve are^ow coining half do

lars with our steam press, and although they are noftif the new [Lihertl
Seated) design, we have taken the opportunity of greatly improving the oil
one.” A notation on the same letter revealed that 32 coins were subsequent!!
sent to Newbold, some or all of which may have been business strikes (to bet
ter aetjuaint the banker with the new circulating coinage).

Attractive 1837 Half Dollar

1909 1837 MS-64. .Splashes of light brown and gray over silver siirfacesi
Some tinges of gunmetal-bliie at the borders. Quite well struck. A»i
attractive example of the second year of the design type, and the onH
year made in large quantities for circulation.

I photo enlarged to tv: tee actual size I

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, .May S-Hi
1908 1836 Reeded Kdge. Rn)<)f-64. A splendid gem coin, sharply struck,

1906; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 194J, to Louis 7?

with delicate golden and lilac toning. .A superb specimen, sharply

P.liasberg, Sr.

struck and very desirable.

Die notes: .Scattered light breaks on obverse and reverse.

'I'his variety, embodying the earlier (lapped Bust design, but of re¬
duced diameter, struck in a closed collar with reeded edge, was pro¬

Gem 18.(8 Half Dollar

duced beginning on November 8, 18.^6. Mintage consisted of several
dozen I’roofs and up to 1,200 or so business strikes. I'he reverse is

First \ ear of Type

differently configured from the earlier 1807-18.^6 (lapped Bust style
with lettered edge, lacks the motto K I’H RIBl S I Nl'M, and has
the denomination expressed as 50 (IKN fS. The business strikes

I

were put into circulation, with the result that top grade examples are
few ami far between today, and most of the population grades from
f me to Verv f me.
\s IS the case with the 18.(6 (iobrecht dollar, this issue has been
considered as a pattern by some, but the evidence points to the fact
rh.it virtually all made were put into circulation to serve m the chan¬
nels of commerce, so any collection of business strike, regular issue
half -lollar'. would be incomplete if it lac ked the variety.
I he niimficr of I’roofs ttriic k is not known, but it w.is probably on

^10

1910

18.(8 MS-6.S. Light ch.imp.ignc toning o\cr lustrous silver surLicd

iu)\vi:ks and \ii:uf

Ihe l.ouh A. h.liasher^, Sr., (loUectton
Some tinf»cs of siinmctal-bliie on the borders. Extremely well struck,
well detailed in all areas, and a thoroughly pleasing specimen.
\\ hile the obverse design is similar to the foregoing, 183S is the first
year in which the denomination on the reverse is expressed as HALE
DOL. I'hc 1836-1837 style had it as 50 CENTS.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.ll. and H. Chapman, Ma\ 8-11,
1906: J..\t. Clapp: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
EJiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: .Some delicate die cracks on the obverse including to the left and
right of the bottom of the bust of Miss Liberty and at the cap. Reverse with
crack between A and L and HALF, extending into the eagle’s claws.

Famous 1838-0 Half Dollar
Only 20 Were Struck
Splendid Proof

11

Coinage of the 1838-0 Half Dollars

1838-0 Pr<)of-60 or finer. Rarity-7. A very high-quality speci¬
men of this great silver rarity. Sharply struck. With attractive light

I'wo pairs of 1838-dated Capped Bust design halt dollar dies, each

lilac and heather toning. Light electric blue and delicate gold around

with an O mintmark on the obverse above the date, were shipped by

the borders.
Today the 1838-0 half dollar retains its status as a crown jewel in

the Engraving Department at the Philadelphia Mint and received in

any advanced cabinet of United States coins and is considered one of

initial half tlollar coinage began during the first (juarter of 1834 using

the most important of all American silver rarities. Any numismatist

one pair of the 1838-0 dies. .An example of this halt dollar, sold at

possessing an 1838-0 is assured of numismatic posterity.

auction by FMouard Erossard in the William M. Friesnet (.ollcction

I'he Eliasberg Collection coin is an especially attractive piece. In
connection with its offering we give the story of this fabulous rarity.

iWFRS AND .MKKKNA

New Orleans 1838, but were not used at the time. .Apparently, the

sale. Lot 583, June 7, 1844, was accompanied by a note reproduced in
the catalogue. ErossartI also sent the information and a letter to I)t.

:ii

I hr I .ouL\ h. t./Mshr/x, >V/., (Collection

(iCDfuc K Heath, editor ot I'he Sumismatist, who published both in

• Wayte Raymond.

theJuK 1X^4 issue:

• J.C. Macallister.
• Charles M. Williams (tentative attribution).

1 he comparatisc rarity of the lS3h New Orleans Mint halt dollar has
otten formed the subject of discussion among collectors, some con¬
tending that only three specimens were struck w hile others conceded a

• Numismatic (iallery (which purchased the Williams Collection intact).
• .\dolphe Menjou Collection sale (which included Williams’ material). June
1950, Lot 1073.

coinage of from 12 to 15 pieces. In the recent Friesner sale, I^ot 585,

• R.K. Cox, Jr.

the famed 1838-0 half dollar, with O under the bust of Liberty on the

• -Stack’s sale of the Cox Collection, .April 1962, Lot 1873.

obverse, was w rapped up in an old piece of paper on w hich was w ritten

• Empire Coin Co. (Q. David Bowers and James F. Ruddy).

the following statement which 1 have the pleasure to communicate to

• llazen B. llinman.

ihe .\umtsmattst for the benefit of its readers:

• Paramount, “Century Collection” auction, .April 1965, Lot 1151.

“ 1 he enclosed specimen of the I nited States branch mint at New

• Private collector.

Orleans is presented to Pres. Bache by Rufus lyler, the coiner. It may

• Bow ers and Ruddy Galleries, Rare Coin Ret iexe *\1, Spring 1973.

be proper to state that not more than 20 pieces were struck with the

• Fdlis 11. Robison.

half dollar dies of 1838.”

• Stack’s sale of the Robison Collection, February 1982, Lot 1605.

This certificate in the handwriting of Rufus 'lyler should forever
settle the question concerning the number of half dollars of the year

• Marvin Browder.
Brilliant Proof

1838 issued from the New Orleans .Mint. I'rue, “not more than 20” is
slightly vague—still it certainly means that the number was either 20
or a few less, say from 15 to 20, and by these figures numismatists will
hereafter have to abide.

Interestingly, 10 years prior to .selling the aforementioned Friesner
coin, Frossard stated that the 1838-0 was “struck at Philadelphia as a
pattern for the New Orleans .Mint, which did not begin operations till

4. Norweb Specimen.
• J.N. r. Levick.
• W. Fdliot Woodw ard.
• R. Coulton Davis.
• Lorin G. Parmelee.
• New York Coin & Stamp Co. sale of the Parmelee Collection, June 1890,
Lot 655.

the follow ing year.” This reference was contained in Frossard’s cata¬

• James B. Wilson.

logue of his own collection sold October 2-3, 1884. Frossard was fond

• Thomas F.lder’s sale of the Wilson Collection, October 1908, Lot 346.

of dev ising theories if facts w ere scarce.
In his research in the National Archives at the behest of Wayte

• Albert Fairchild Holden.
• F'mery May Holden (Mrs. R. Henry Norweb).
• Norw'eb family.

Raymond in 1951, Walter H. Breen came across information stating

• Bowers and Merena sale of the Norweb Collection, November 1988, Lot 3119.

that a few 1838-0 half dollars were struck “to test a press.” Numis¬

• -Southern buyer.

matic researcher R.W. Julian has offered the suggestion that Rufus
lyler may have used the 1838-0 dies in a limited run to test a larger
press before proceeding with large-volume production of 1839-0 half

• Andrew Lustig.

>

Proof 64-65.

5. Neil Specimen.

'

c
's'%

dollars (which were made in April). In any event, all seem to have

• Waldo C. Newcomer.

been struck with special care from Proof dies. On June 13, 1839, the

• Henry C^hapman.

1838-0 dies were defaced, thus limiting the time of their production

• Col. LH.R. Green.

to before that date.

• Maurice Ryan.
• B. Max Mehl’s sale of May 1945, Lot 936.

Distribution of the Coins
One specimen struck at the time went to the newly-formed Mint
C'abinet in Philadelphia, where it was to become one of only a few

• Will W. Neil.
• B. Max .Mehl’s sale of the Neil (x)llcction, June 1947, Lot 580.
• James Aloysius Stack.
• -Stack’s sale of the Stack (Collection, March 1975, Lot 415.
• -Steve Ivy, ANA sale, August 1982, I.ot 2320.

mintmarked pieces in various series acejuired during the 19th cen¬

• Anthony 'Ferranova.

tury. At the time the goal of the Mint (Cabinet was to ac(|uire one coin

• Kevin Lipton.

of each date, and, absent any presentation pieces arriving from

• George W. Vogt (Colonial (Coins).

branches, which did not happen very often, the Philadelphia Mint

• Rarcoa, Auction ’84, Lot 1666.

version of a given date sufficed.
Modern scholarship suggests that at least 11 different specimens

• Florida private collection.
Proof

have appeared in auction catalogues and other listings over the years

6. Atwater Specimen.

including seven pieces in the collection of Col. Edward H.R. Green

• Col. K.H.R. Green.

(of 1913 Liberty Head nickel fame). Obviously, Green took a strong

• William Cutler Atwater.

liking to this rare issue.

• B. Max Mehl’s sale of the Atwater (Collection, June 1946, Lot 555.
• Unknown intermediary(ies).

Registry of the 1838-0 Half Dollars
Fhe following roster provides a detailed history of the known
specimens and is modified slightly by Mark Borckardt from the list
published in our James Bennett Pryor Ckillection sale, January 1996:

1. Smithsonian Specimen.

• Reed Hawn.
• -Stack’s sale of the Hawn (Collection, August 1973, Lot 122.
• -Superior Galleries, Auction ’79, Lot 1569.
• James Bennett Pryor.
• Bowers and Merena sale of the Pryor Collection, January 1W6.
• (Collection of Doug Noblet.
Proof-63.

• Superintendent, New Orleans Mint following its striking in early 1839.

7. Baldenhofer Specimen.

• Mint Director Robert Maskell Patterson, 1839.

• (Col. K.H.R. (ireen.

• Mint Cabinet Collection where it became the first mintmarked coin to be

• W.(i. Baldenhofer.

adtied to the cabinet (which had been formed in June 1838).
• Smithsonian Institution.
Proof, cleaned several times.

• -Stack’s sale of the Baldenhofer (Collection, November 1955, I.ot 708.
• Robert Pelletreau.
• -Stack’s sale of the Pelletreau (Collection, March 1959, Lot 782.
• Jerome L. (Cohen.

2. Pdiasberg Specimen.

• Lester Merkin.

• Morton and Joseph Stack, Pr42.

• (J. David Bowers.

• I.oiiis Kliasbcrg, Sr.

• (Charles Jay.

• The coin here offered.

• Stack’s sale of the Jay (Collection, October PWi7, Lot 181

Pro*if Ml

• Dr. K. 3’ale (Clarke.
• .Stack’s sale of the (Clarke (Collection, October 1975, Lot 25 V

.3, f !ox .Specimen.

• N.A.S(C,A, Brvan (Collection. November l‘<77. Lot 708 Not sold
• Julian I.cidman

• ( oi f It R fireen

• Paramount Auction ‘82. Lot 1680,

• hiirdctrc

PriKiftiO

(i

Johnson

iu)\vi<:k.s and mI’.kI’:

I'he l.oms /•,. b.liasher^^ A'/., (.oUtrtioti

8. Boyd Specimen.
• Stack’s sale of the Guggenheimer Collection, October 1955, Lot 85(1.
• (.ol. I■..1I.R. (irccn
• Waytc Raymond.
•
Boyd.
• Numismatic (Jallcrv, “World's (ireatest Collection" sale (Bovd), April 1945,
Lot 410.
• .Stack's 1971 ANA sale, I.ot 805.
• Dr. Ceorge J. ()\ iedo.
• .Stack's sale of the Oviedo Collection, September 198,5, Lot 850.

Stated m the catalogue to be the l-.C.C. Boyd specimen, but the illustration
does not match. Breen’s Roster Number 7.
F.F.
.Additional notes: Several auction appearances are of coins whose pedigrees are
unknown. I'hese include \V. Elliot Woodward. 10/1867:1782, Mickley (iollection
• F.dward Cogan, 10/1878:159, Clemens Collection • Ed. I rossard. 10/1884:4(K1.
hrossard Collection • Ed. Frossard, 6/1894, Friesner Collection, sold to

KK

Heaton • S.H. & H, Chapman, 2/1905:1149, property of George J. Bauer. I'he
(.hapman brothers’ description is remarkably similar to the olTering of the Em¬

9. Anderson-Dupont Specimen.

pire specimen as part of the Haines Collection, sold by them 15 years earlier •
'I’homas Elder, .5/1925:2209, B.P. Wright, r’/r//. ctillectilins. The 18.58-0 and an

• Col. H.H.R. Green.

example of 1859-0 were from a New Jersey family whose father brought the
coins from New Orleans • Numismatic (jailers. .A.N.A sale. .August 1955, Lot 905.

• .Anderson-Dupont sale. Stack's, November 1954, Lot 2104.
• Mr. Gottschalk.
• Federal Coin Kxchange, August 1957 ANA sale. Lot 1555A.
• “'I'AD” Collection sold by .Stack's.
• Julian Leidman.
• Steve Ivy.

• William F. Anton, Sr., June 1955 • Palm Beach Rare Coin .Auctions, November
1986, Lot 518. • I'here have certainly been several, perhaps numerous, private
transactions involving the various specimens listed above. With the exception of
current era numismatists sharing their recollections of such transactions, most of
this information will be unavailable in the future.

• Manfra, 'I'ordella, and Brookes.

The Eliasberg Specimen

• Kagin's, 1985 ANA. .August 1985:2494.
• Included in the Dr. jasper L. Robertson sale catalogue, Mid-.American,
May 1985, Lot 592.
• Kagin’s, August 1986 .ANA sale; 4657A.
• H.W. Blevins.
• Superior Galleries sale of the Blevins Collection, June 1988, Lot 5567.

The Eliasbcrg Collection 1838-0 has been off the market for over a
half century. It now returns to delight a new generation of numismatists.
Pedigree: Morton and Joseph Stack, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.
Die note: .Stars 11 and 12 are very slightly doubled punch.

• Bowers and Merena, Four Landmark Collections sale, March 1989, Lot
2000.

Establishment of the New Orleans Mint

• Vintage Auctions, August 1989, Lot 202.
Impaired Proof.

In 1792 the Philadelphia Mint began operations. By several decades later
America had expanded to include much of the Midwest, and the Mint .Act of

10. Empire Specimen.
• New Orleans private collection.
• Ferguson Haines.
• .S.H. & H. Chapman sale of the Haines Collection, October 1888, Lot 485.
• Col. FLH.R. Green.
• Charles A. Cass.
• Stack’s “Fimpire Collection" sale, November 1957, Lot 1544.
• New Netherlands Coin Company.
• Jerome L. Cohen.
• Kreisberg-Schulman sale of .April 1967, Lot 1065.
• Kreisberg Mail Bid .Sale, June 29, 1970, Lot 1044.
EF.

11. Guggenheimer Specimen.
• Fred .S. Guggenheimer.

March 5, 1855, provided for the establishment of a branch mint in New Or¬
leans, an important trading port and the gateway to the Mississippi \alley. In
addition, the act authorized branch mints at Charlotte, North Carolina, and
Dahlonega, Georgia, the latter two facilities being located near sources of na¬
tive gold ore and metal. 'I’o distinguish branch mint coins from their Philadel¬
phia counterparts, small letters called mintmarks were to be added to each, an
O for New Orleans, a C for Charlotte, and a D for Dahlonega.
On or before May 5, 1858, the New Orleans Mint was ready to produce coins.
After a run of 50 Liberty .Seated silver dimes was produced from dies received
on May 5, the small-capacity coining press broke. Repairs were made, and
about 20,()()() more dimes were made, after which the press ceased functioning.
In late July 1858 coinage was resumed and 545,000 further dimes were made
before the New Orleans Mint was closed during an outbreak of malaria. Byyear’s end an additional 55,000 dimes were made. A coinage of 70,000 or more
Liberty .Seated half dimes ensued, some of which may have been made in cal¬
endar year 1859. Both the half dimes and dimes were of the Liberty Seated
type without obverse stars and bore the mint letter O on their reverses.
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Splendid 1839-0 Half Dollar

1839 Capped Bust, reeded edge. AU-.S8. Light silver gray surfaces
with some areas of dark gray. .Some scattered marks. Traces of mint

Lustrous Mint State

lustre are seen in protected areas.
Pedigree: Mumford Collection, New York Coin & Stamp Co., April 9-10,
1896; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
EAiasberg, Sr.

1913

1839-0 Capped Bust. MS-63/64. Brilliant, lustrous, frosty sur¬
faces, with hints of delicate gray toning. Very well struck, and
“bright” and attractive overall. .A very pleasing specimen of the only
readily collectible New Orleans half dollar of the (.apped Bust,
Reeded Edge type, the 1838-0 being, for all practical purposes, un¬
obtainable (except in a circumstance such as the present offering).
Pedigree: C. L. Whitman Collection, August 10-1L 189.1, (.hapman hwthets;
J.M. Clapp; John IL (Japp. (Japp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Elia.dHrg. Sr
Die notes: Obverse from shattered die with crack linking the stars and date
Reverse with extensise cracks around the (leriphers, extending inward in the
coin m certain areas (such as the eagle’s « ing to the left). Additional crack from
between A'l’ of ,S I .A I'F.S to eagle’s beak; a further crack from the bottom of I in
AMERICA to the eagle’s wing. VirtiialK without exception. 18.59-0 half dol¬
lars seen in collections todax displav cracks.
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Many high-grade specimens of excefnional visual appeal ar
included.

\lAi-i- Dollars_
Historical Notes
I he Hliasberg Collection
I'hc Kliasbcrg (Collection of Liberty Seated half dollars 18391891 continues the trend displayed by the half dimes, dimes, and
tjuarter dollars presented up to this point. Not only is it absolutely
complete from the standpoint of dates and mintmarks, but within
the v arious issues there are many notable—indeed, incredible—
pieces from a rarity, tiuality, and aesthetic viewpoint. Many if not
most of the pieces have been off the market since the 19th
century and are now presented for open competition for the first
time. 'The pedigrees of many of the pieces recall some of the
greatest cabinets ever formed: Stickney, Mills, Smith, Winsor,
and others.
Important in the offering are seldom-seen gem pieces in the
184()s, including dates and mintmarks which are common in
lower grades, but which are extreme rarities at high levels. The
1853-0 Without Arrows and Rays, of which just three examples
are known to exist, is, of course, one of America’s numismatic
landmarks and has been foroveracentury. Typically a generation
may pass between auction offerings. 'This rarity is further inter¬
esting inasmuch as each of the three known pieces shows exten¬
sive wear; no examples were set aside for numismatic purposes
when they were issued.
I’roof half dollars in the Lliasberg (k)llcction include many
different dates seldom-seen early pieces in the 184()s and early
185{)s as well as examples of exceptional tjuality from the 186()s
through the end of the series. Nearly all of the pieces have
extjuisite light toning and are exceedingly attractive.
Mintmarked issues in the Lliasberg (’ollection include the
follow ing:
Although New Orleans Mint issues of the 184()s were produced
in large numbers, their intent was strictly utilitarian, and they
were placed into the channels of commerce at the time. None was
saved for numismatic purposes—not even for the Mint Cabinet
(formed in beginning ot June 1838). 'Thus, throughout the New
Orleans spread in the Liberty Seated series from 1840-0 through
1861-0, most issues are plentiful enough in worn grades, but arc
extremely rare at the gem level. In that latter category the
Lliasberg Collection offers many opportunities. New' Orleans
issues in the 185()s continue the trend, but arc somewhat more
readily available in higher grades, the aforementioned 1853-0
w ithout arrows and rays being a notable exception.
In contrast, San Francisco Mint half dollars, struck from 1855
onward, offer many elusive issues. Larly dates from 1855-S
through 1859-S are rarities in all grades. 'The issues in the 186()s
arc relatively plentiful in circulated grades but arc rare in Mint
State. San f rancisco Mint coins of the 187()s include some
notable rarities (the 1878-S being particularly important) and
many readily obtainable issues as well. 'The Lliasberg Collection
f)ffcrs remarkably high (piality not often seen, even among some
of the mrjre plentiful issues.
(-arson City half dollars are rarities for the first several years,
1879-(-C through 1874-CC, after which they are relatively plen¬
tiful for .1 brief period, clf)sing with the somew hat scarce 1878-(',(].

The general history of the Liberty Seated half dollar folloui
closely that of the (juarter dollar.
The obverse of the 1839-1891 Liberty Seated half dollar typi
depicts Miss Liberty seated on a rock, holding in her left hand]
pole with a Liberty cap on top and in her right hand a shiell
inscribed LIBLR lA’. I'hirteen stars are located above the seatei
figure, and the date is displayed below.
Lhe reverse illustrates an eagle perched on an olive branch am
holding three arrows, with UNffED S LA I'ES OF AMF-RIC.',
above and HALF DOL. below.
The 1839 exists with and without drapery at Miss Liberty
elbow. I’he former variety is modeled after Christian Cjobrccht’*
illustrious silver dollar of 1836. 4'he With Drapery variety shovvv
modifications made by Robert Ball Hughes, an American sculp
tor hired by the Mint for this project.
From 1839 through the end of the 184()s there are mam
interesting die characteristics among Liberty Seated half dollar”
Most prominent are variations in the date logotype size and
occasionally, repunching, errors, and the inevitable die cracks.
of these variations make a very fertile field for tlje numismatia
with a magnifying glass and a sense of curiosity-'.
'Fhe issues of the early 185()s are very elusive. fTy'this time th»
price of silver had risen dramatically on domestic and internal
tional markets, and freshly-minted coins could be sold at a profn
above face value to bullion dealers. Help came w ith the passag:
of the Coinage Act of February 21, 1853, which lowered tht
authorized weightsof the half dime, dime, tjuarterdollar, and haf
dollar. 'This permitted the pieces struck from that point onwarf
to effectively reach the channels of general commerce once again
To alert the public to the new weight standards, arrowheads wers
added alongside the date on the obverse, and a glory of rays wai
added to the reverse. In 1854 the rays were eliminated, but thi
arrows w'ere continued, again in 1855, after which the arrows alsl
were dropped, although the authorized weight remained thi
same. Presumably, by this time the public was acciuainted wit)
the new' standard.
In 1866 the motto IN CjOD WL 'FRUS'F was added to thi
reverse of the half dollar, constituting another type. In 1873 thi
authorized weight was increased slightly, and again arrow head)
were placed alongside the date of certain issues of this yeaf
continuing through all issues of 1874, after which they werif
discontinued, although the new increased weight remained th<
same through the end of the Liberty Seated series.
i
Fhe payment of silver coins was suspended by most maj(i
banks on December 28, 1861, after which time the 'Freasurj
Department stored freshly minted pieces from the Philadelphil
Mint and made them available only at a sharp premium in terni
of paper money. Phis situation continued through until the mill
187()s, when, at last, specie payments were resumed, anil silvii
coins were again seen in circulation. Meanw hile, ordering Pr(Hl
coins was rather difficult for the typical numismatist. In the 18t»0^
during the (livil War, the Mint would not accept federal pap4
money at [lar for Proof coins, and to order Proofs one had to go ti
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bullion dealer, buy ordinary silvercoins at a premium, and remit
em in exchange to the Mint! Because of this. Proof mintages
nded to be low during the early 186()s, and were to remain that
ly for a number of years thereafter. By 1878 there w ere many
\ er coins back in circulation, not only from treasury vaults but
hers that came out of hiding in bank vaults, dresser drawers, and
her places, plus overseas locations. Anyone interested in ex¬
oring the general chaotic monetary situations of this era will
ijoy Neil Carothers’ 1930 work. Fractional Money, available
day in reprint form.
From 1879 through 1891, production of Liberty Seated half
•liars was limited to relatively few' business strikes plus Proofs
ade specifically for numismatists. In 1891 the series drew to a
ase.
For the series the standard reference is The Complete Guide to
berty Seated Half Dollars, by Randy Wiley and Bill Bugert, 1993.
"le authors present a remarkable selection of historical material,
:hnical notes (edge reed counts, for example), and more. Wileyigert (WB) numbers are cited numerous times in the following
iasberg Collection listings. Another valuable source of data is
e Gobrecht Journal, periodical of the Liberty Seated Collectors
ub. Dr. John W. McCloskey has carefully edited and shepherded
e progress of the pyblication for many years. Our own set of
"ollective \'olumesf’ as the bound extracts are called, is among
e most often consulted works in our library. Another source of
luable information for the intending bidder is Walter Breen's
mplete Encyclopedia ofU.S. and Colonial Coins, 1988. As a useful
)ss-reference we also recommend our January 1996 catalogue
the James Bennett Pryor Collection which w as particularly rich
the Liberty Seated series.

Notes Concerning Rarity
In contrast w'ith Liberty Seated quarter dollars, Liberty vSeated
If dollars have a higher frequency of occurrence at the Mint
ate level. The two leading certification services (NGC and
XjS) have certified more of them in Mint State, due to several
asons, but primarily because of higher overall mintages of the
ger denomination. While various surveys have appeared in The
brecht JournalovQX the years and are quite valuable, for higher
ade coins a view'of population reports toward the end of 1996—
aen this catalogue is being prepared—may be of interest,
ambining both PCGS and NGC data, the follow ing is learned:
V^arieties of which no specimens have been graded in Mint
ate by either service:
1842-0 Small Date, 1853-0 Without Arrows and Rays, and
7()-C]C. That is it. Fhe FdiasbcrgCollcction 1842-OSmall Date
thus exceedingly important.
Raising the bar a few' notches, the following varieties issues of
lich none have been certified as MS-65 or finer:
1839 With Drapery, 1840 Medium Letters, 1840-0, 1841,
42-0 Small Date, 1844, 1845, 1845-0 Without Drapery, 1846
ill Date, 1846 Over Horizontal 6, 1846-0, 1846-0 'Fall Date,
47/6 Overdatc, 1847-0, 1851, 1853-0 Without Arrows and
ys, 1857-0, 1857-S, 18.59-S, 1862-S, 1870-CC, 1871-CC, 1872J, 1874-CXF and 1878-S. Several Fliasberg (Collection half
liars stand above the preceding.
A'ith regard to circulated Liberty Seated half dollars, a detailed
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survey by Robert Spangler, “Results of the Liberty Seated 1 lalf
Dollar Survey,” published in the March 1992 number of The
Gobrecht Journal, brought dramatically to the fore the fact that
most specimens of various issues in cabinets are in the\V to FF
range. Among the collections surveyed there was not even a close
contender to the Fliasberg Cabinet.
Not including Proofs, the scarcest Philadelphia Mint issues in
the Spangler data were in this order:
1873 Without Arrows, 1840 Large Date, 1852,1886,1851,1850,
1887, 1884, 1889, and 1890, these being the top 10. 'Phis points
out as well as anything can that absent the Proofs of such dates as
1886,1887,1884,1889, and 1890—constituting a large part of the
list—these particular dates would be exceedingly expensive
today.
In the same survey the top 10 New' Orleans Mint issues w ere as
follows:
1853-0 Without Arrows and Rays (of which not a single piece
was reported as being owned by Liberty Seated Collectors Club
members) 1842-0 Small Date, 1852-0, 1842-0 Large Date,
1851-0, 1857-0, 1858-0, 1843-0, 1850-0, and 1849-0.
Among San Francisco Mint issues these were the top rarities:
1878-S (rarest by far, just eight reported), 1855-S (34 reported),
1866-S Without Motto, 1873-S With Arrow's, 1856-S, 1857-S,
1872-S, 1874-S, 1870-S, and 1869-S.
There being just 10 different dates and mints of Carson City
issues, the top 10 necessarily includes everything. Thus, we use
the occasion to give expanded information including the number
reported and the median grade:
1874-CC (the rarest on the list, just 31 reported, median grade
F-18), 1878-CC (32, VG-10), 1870-CC (37, VG-IO), 1873-CC
Without Arrows (37, VF-22), 1871-CC (38, F-18), 1873-CC With
Arrows (40, VF-25), 1872-CC (55, VF-22), 1875-CC (60, \’F-32),
1876-CC (71, EF-42), and 1877-CC (72, EF-42). The 1878-CC
pops out in the preceding list and at least to the present writer was
surprising for its rarity—I would have thought it not to be in the
top one or tw'o. The 1874-CC is, of course, the star of the series.
Additional comments concerning rarity are made within the
various coin descriptions below'.
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1839 LiberU' Seated. No Drapery from KIbow. W iley-Bugert101. AlJ-58, a close challenge to Mint State. Kxceptionally well
struck with superb detail in all areas. Light gray toning in the fields
with some splashes of gold and sea green. \ very attracti\ e piece.
Pedigree: C. T. W hitman Collection, August 10-1/.

Chapman broth¬

ers, there as the “Without Sleezr" variety. .I..M. (Japp; John H. (Japp.
(Japp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: I'his is the same die eomliination designated as W B-IOI. said to
have been used on “so-called Proofs and some business strikes of this sear,
and also to be “vers' scarce." The obverse die has a sers delicate crack leading
from the last digit of the date diagonally doss nssard to a dentil. I he rcserse die
shosss extensive cracks around part of the periphery, beginning at the left op¬
posite the olisc leaves, continuing compIcicK through the base of HM .l
l)()L., progressing to the right, antf continuing through the tops of Ml- Rl( \
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\n«)thcr crack !•< cxccedinKlN unuiual—t'roni a topoloKical viewpoint) inas¬
much as

loguc), arti/acts. These iKcur on early Liberty Seated denominations and have

begins at a dentil below and to the left of the lowest olive leaf, goes

It

an unknown explanation, but must relate to metal displacement .\noifier am

upwards, and intersects and crosses the aforementioned crack connecting to

fact is seen opposite the outermost point of star 7. Traces of such are seen m

the left side of the H. It is verv unusual in nature for two cracks to intersect at

some other stars as well.

angles, as w hen one crack occurs first, the line of cleavage or crvstalli/ation

■An excellent entree to the technicalities of the Liberty .Seated series is pro

changes, and anv other crack is apt to be irregular at the point of crossing. In

s ided in an article by (’raig H. .Sholley in the (lobrecht Journal. July 1^2, "Mas

ans event, this second cracks rises from the dentil through the lowest olive leaf,

ter Hubs and Dies of the Liberty Seated Half Dollar Series.” W hile there is

continues through the olive branch, the body of the eagle, splits into sections

still much to be learned about various “artifacts” and other idiosyncrasies, this

within the shield, e.xits the eagle’s wing at the upper right of the coin, proceeds

particular study is one of the best seen in print.

through the right tip of R in MKKK^.X and crosses at riKhtangles the crack w hich
in part connects the tops of Rl, and goes to the border. .Ml of this makes very
interesting viewing under magnification.

Rare 1840 (O) Half Dollar
Medium Letters \'arlety

Splendid 1839 Half Dollar

Struck at New Orleans, but W ithout Mintmark

\V ith Drapery

1917
D15

1839 Drapery From Klbovv, Small Letters on Reverse. VVB102. .\IS-64 or finer. ,‘\ splendid specimen in all regards. Lustrous,

1840 (O) No mintmark. Medium Letters. WB-lOl. .MS-62.
New Orleans Mint half dollar, an “1840-0,” but without O!
mintmark. Also called 1840 Medium Letters, Large Letters, or Bust'

frosty surfaces display some contact marks—accounting for the

reverse. Light golden toning over satiny lustrous surfaces. .Signifi¬

grade—and light heather toning, the latter splashed with hints of

cantly larger letters than the preceding. A variety of special impor¬

gold and blue. Kspecially well struck. One of the most visually attrac¬

tance as it was struck at the New' Orleans Mint in lf(40, but without a

tive examples we have ever seen of this, the first year of the design

mintmark (see notes). A splendid coin that will sifrely be a prize in

modification by Robert Ball Hughes, employing drapery at the elbow

the cabinet of its next owner.

and a few other changes. Here, indeed, is a prize coin that will grace
the most advanced cabinet.

«

Pedigree; Harlan P. Smith Collection (as "Large Letters”); S.H. and^
Henry Chapman, .May 8-11, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 194J, to

Pedigree: Richard li. Winsor Collection (as the "With Sleeve" variety};

Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

S.H. and//. Chapman, December I895:J..M. Clapp; John //. Clapp. Clapp

A New Orleans Mint Coin

estate, 194J, to Louis E. E.liasherg, Sr.
Walter Breen describes a “thin numerals” and “heavy numerals” variety fur
this date, the latter having a closed 9. The presently offered Kliasberg (;ollec-

The possibility that this particular variety may have been struck at

tion coin can be described as “thin” or “open.” The date gracefully occurs on

the New Orleans Mint was raised by Harlan P. .Smith in his 1886 sale

the logotype and is reminiscent of the rare silver dollars of this year. .An early

of the Charles White Collection, Lot 246, an 1840 half dollar lacking ]

impression of the dies w ithout cracks.

an O mintmark, described as “'Phis appears to be the same die used *

in the New Orleans Mint in 18.^9, and re-engraved, this variety is scl- \

dom seen” (thanks to Karl .Moulton who furnished the present writer i

(Jem 1840 Half Dollar
Small Letters Reverse
(Condition Census

with this citation).

|

In 1839, pieces struck at the New Orleans Mint, had the () mint-

j

mark on the obverse and no mintmark at all on the reverse. Walter |

Breen in his 1988 (imprint date; research done earlier) Etuyclopedia, )
does not note the New Orleans connection, and suggests that the

J

Medium Letters pieces were struck at Philadelphia, “believed in- i
eluded in initial delivery. May 30, 1840.”

i

'The current state of the art has been defined by William Bugert, 1

who gave a presentation, “Liberty .Seated 1 lalf I )ollars,” at the Coin- \
age of the Americas Conference, the .American Numismatic .Society,
November 2, 1986, subse(|uently published (with comments hy
Randall Wiley) in 1987 as part of the CO.AC proceedings and also in
the Cobrecht Journal, Issue No. 38, March 1987. In rellection of the
preceding, the authors in their 1993 work, Ihe Complete Cuttle to Lib¬
erty Seated Half Dollars, stated une(|uiv()cally: “ The 1840 Medium
1916

1840 .Small Letters. WH-101. MS-6.S or finer. Partially prooflike,

Letters reverse is not a product of the Philadelphia Mint hut of the

frosty, silver surfaces with delicate gray toning. A lovely specimen

New Orleans branch mint.”

that ranks as one of the very finest know n to us. The reverse is of the

In connection with the present Kliasberg Collection offering. Bill

Small Letters series, as used in 18.10, and is extremely pleasing from

Bugert has contributed the following commentary which discusses

an aesthetic viewpoint. Why the Mint changed the format, we are at a

the findings, which we present w ith appreciation.

loss to say.

The 1840(0) Half Dollar
hy bill bugert

Pedigree Siijuired le>i./ ,1/ Clapp at an early date, probably before 1894;
lohn n (Japp Clapp estate, I94J, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr
I )ic nores

I hr. p.irrii iil.ir sf>ci imen mav lie from an early striking of the obverse

■lie n It show-. s»ime interesting raiseil die finish lines extenilmg upward to the
left from the leftmost cxtremitv of the b.ise of Miss I .ibertv. I lowever, there is a
• rii k rh ir fiegins in the field ,ind connci is si.irs I .ind 2. At the outermost point
of .fir S IS in rsol ifril
o."

J\h

"i

lisp” or

is we h.ivc i.illcd tficrn (beginning with our

fipf ion of I .ifieitv Se ifed h dt dimes in our 1‘i'ifi I h.i'.berg (lollci lion i aia-

I he early sears at the New ()rleans Mint were tnnibled tunes Mint ntVu lab
were being repl.ueil fur iiuiim|ieieiue ami vorriiptinn while at the same tunc i
the Mint was trvmg tn establish itsell as a reliable vmiric i>! minage to meet
piiblii ileni.iml

Ml .ivailable ilies were being used av lung av pnvsibic. (•lien

p.ist the piiiiit at whiih thev nnrmallv wniihl have In'en tliwarileil

\v a ii-miU.

bOWI-ILS AM) MI’KKN;

The Louis L. Lliashrr'ff, Sr., CoUrrfioti
many halt dnllars were struck from cracked dies. .Xs with normal procedure of

tms l»4U (U) hal dollar is worthy of special recognition. T he omission of a
mintmark from a branch mint die occurred a few other times in Xmerican coin¬
age, with examples including the 18.S4-() “Huge ()" ,,natter dollar (for which
the New Orleans Mint is believed to have punched in its own mintmark of ir¬
regular and anomalous appearance), certain 187()-S gold dollars (which thus ap¬

the times, dies, complete with dates and mintmarks punched in, were received
from the Philadelphia Mint ready for use except for tlnat hardening. The
events in 1840 gave birth to a unitpie opportunity for the New Orleans branch
mint to unknowingly create a major numismatic blunder, a coin that would be
highly prized by collectors many years later.

peared to be Philadelphia Mint coins), the I87()-S $3 (a mintmark was en¬
graved by hand into the die when it reached San Francisco), the 192.S f ort

Today in the lOdOs every knowledgeable .Seated half dollar collector is famil¬
iar w ith the so-called 1840 “bust reverse" half dollar. I'his variety has been the

Vancouver commemorative half dollar (the S mintmark was forgotten; all were
Struck at San I- rancisco), and a tew others.

source of interest and mystery for many years. It has been attributed as being
everything from a pattern to a regular issue of the Philadelphia Mint. 1 will shed

A description of' the coin itself may be of interest:

some light on this variety by proving that it is a regular issue of the New Or¬

'The obverse of this coin is heax.'tly rusted, and under magnification Miss Lib¬
erty appears to suffer from a severe case of smallpox. Such rust was common in

leans branch mint. Ves, the New Orleans Mint and NO'T the Philadelphia
Mint!

the New Orleans Mint at the time but relatively unusual at Philadelphia.

.•Xmong the many numismatic treasures contained in the National Archives at

At the upper right of the 0 in the date is a small die defect, a tiny thorn or line.
Star 3 shows an artifact in the indentation near the 1():()() (K-IO) position. Star 4

Washington, DC, is a book titled. Region of Dies. 'This document contains die
shipment information for the branch mints from 18.^9 until 18,S4. During those

has extra outlines, star .S has a combination of extra outlines, somew hat resem¬
bling in miniature form a coral reef or atoll tow ard the top of the star) and, on

years, dies were often shipped over hostile, unsettled territory. .Mint officials
were fearful that these dies might fall into hands of counterfeiters. This regis¬

the outermost star a prominent artifaet. Star 6 has a slight outline at the upper
right, while star 7 has extra outlines and raised metal in most areas. Star 8 has

try book was used to track branch mint die shipments. It is a matter of record
that three pairs of half dollar dies wxre shipped to the New Orleans Mint for

three artifacts. Star 11 has a slight extra outline at the upper left, star 12 has an

use in 18,X9. On hand at the New Orleans Mint from previous shipments were

artifact at the upper top right point, and star 13 has artifacts at the 3 uppermost
points,

two other reverse dies. It must be assumed that the three obverses were of the
Turban Head (a.k.a. Modified Capped Bust) type and the five reverses were of
the perched eagle type with denomination expressed as HALF DOL. (the

'The reverse of this piece is easily identifiable by its die state.
very promi¬
nent series of cracks indicate a shattered die. again a situation common to New

style that had been used beginning in 1838). At New Orleans, such reverse dies

Orleans coins of this era (including the contemporary 1839-0 half dollar), but

were combined with obverse dies dated 1838 and 1839, with an O mintmark on

not seen as often among Philadelphia Mint issues (which may have cracks, but

the obverse directly above the date. T he reverse dies had no mintmarks, as
these would have been redundant.

extensive cracks to the point of shattering are rare). Beginning at the rim below

In February 1840, a total of three obverse dies dated 1839 and four reverse

eagle, and to the shield, around this area it splits into at least three branches,
quite irregular, with one extending near the top of the eagle’s w ing on the left,

L of DOL the die extends upward through the claw at the right, through the

dies were canceled by New Orleans Mint personnel. It was custom of that time
to cut a deep “X” across the face of the die to prevent further use. It is also a
matter of record that the superintendent of the New Orleans Mint reported

through the first T in S'TA'TFLS to the border, another extending from the
eagle’s beak through the right of the A of S'TA'TF.S, and a third through the

that one reverse die, the fifth of these five, was reserved for use in 1840. .Since

right side of the M in AMFiRICA. In addition, a fourth crack is seen at the

this one die w'as intended for use in 1839, it would have been combined with an

lower right of the eagle, joins a crack above it, and goes to the border through

obverse of the Capped Bust design with O mintmark. Liberty Seated half dol¬

the right side of the final A in AMF^RICA. .Moreover, an additional crack goes

lar coinage did not begin at New Orleans until 1840. On the Liberty Seated

from the border through the F of HALF, up into the feathers, and divides. .'\s
noted, this is truly a shattered die and in its most definitive form!

coinage the mintmark location was changed to the reverse, and O mintmarks
(later S and CC as well) were placed on the die below the perched eagle.
If the one reverse die reserved from 1839 was later used with the Liberty
Seated obverse design, the variety would have the 1840 date on the obverse,
but would not have a mintmark on the reverse. Thus, to all intents and pur¬
poses it would seem to the casual observer to have been struck at the Philadel¬
phia Mint.
I speculated this with Randy Wiley in a conversation late one evening.
Randy agreed with me and suggested my theory could be proven correct be¬
yond any doubt if, by chance, the 1840 obverse die used to create the afore¬
mentioned mintmarkless coin could also be found mated with an O-mintmarked die. Randy verified this theory early the next morning. T hrough our
studies we had found that New Orleans .Mint half dollars of 1839-1842 have a
slightly smaller diameter than the Philadelphia Mint pieces of the same years.
'The 1840 mintmarkless half dollar under study was found to be of narrower di¬
ameter than contemporary Philadelphia coins. T his alone would lead one to
believe it was struck in New Orleans.
As previously published in The Gobrecht Journal, we later found that this inter¬
esting variety actually has two 1840 dated obverses paired with the one
mintmarkless reverse die left over at the New Orleans Mint from the 1839 in¬
ventory. T hose two obverses are also paired in combination with three 1840-0
reverse mintmarked dies. 'This definitely ties them into New Orleans. For con¬
sistency and simplicity, I will refer to John McOloskey’s designation of 1840-0
varieties as contained in his excellent article in issue # 18 of The Gobrecht Jour¬
nal.
Obverse 1 of this 1840 (O) no-mintmark variety was struck from a very rusty
die. 'There are heavy die polish lines on the denticles and die lines run horizontallv from the 'TY of LIBF)R'TV into Liberty’s skirt slightly slanting upwards
towards her shin as shown in the picture. 'There are many less obvious die lines
throughout this obverse. 'This same obverse is paired with 1840-0 reverse V-'arieties 7 and 3 (per my 1993 book on Liberty .Seated half dollars) where the exact
same die lines are prominent.
(Tbverse 2, a different die, was also paired at the New Orleans Mint with the
mintmarkless reverse die. The Obverse 2 die was heavily polished and/or

1918

1840-0 Small Letters, “Long Dentils.” 'W’B-104. MS-62. Light
gold toning over lustrous surfaces. Splashes of blue at the borders. A
lovely specimen of an issue which is somewhat elusive in higher
grades.
Pedigree: Edouard Frossard's sate of .March 22, 1894; J..M. Clapp; John
H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K. Eliasberg, 8r.
Die notes: Obverse with date logotype fairly close to dentils. Stars on this
particular die are extremely dose to the dentils, almost touching them—a rather
curious phenomenon, and quite unlike the previous two 1840 obverse dies just
offered. 'This was caused by the Fingraving Department of the Mint adding ex¬
ceptionally long dentils to this particular variety during a die overhaul (sec
Randy Wiley note below). In adtiition, the planchet is narrow, or just 27.8mm.
Planchet sizes of this era vary from about 27.4mm to 28.3mm. However, on
other narrow planchet half dollars of this era the dentils arc shorter, thus giving
more space between them and the stars.
The reverse is the .Small Letters style, as noted, giving the piece a very pleas¬
ing aesthetic aspect. A die crack is seen from the rim through the left side of I
to the eagle’s wing. Another crack, very delicate, extends from the 11 up to the
left to the lowest olive leaf Yet another crack connects O in DOL w ith a dentil.

relapped. The lower obverse shield is weak, all stars are recut, the die is only

John W. McCloskcy in “1840-0 I lalf Dollars,” in the July 1980 issue of The

slightly rusty, and die lines run southwest from Liberty’s sandal into the foot

Gobrecht Journal, discussed the 1840-0 half dollars in detail, noting that they

support as shown in the picture. 'This same obverse was paired with 1840-0 re¬

make “an interesting “subject for numismatic study for several reasons.

verse W-B V’ariety 6 on which the same die lines can be seen below Liberty’s

went on to note that not only was it the first Liberty .Seated branch mint issue

sandal. By close scrutiny of the die pairings, a striking order was derived (and

in the series, but it is the only New Orleans half dollar w ith three distinct mintmark sizes. Moreover, most examples show extensise die cracks. I he pres¬

published in The Gobrecht Journal).
.So ends the mystery of the 1840 New Orleans Mint half dollar without a
mintmark. Now, it certainly would be interesting if an 1839-0 Capped Bust
half dollar could be found employing this same die. 'That would he the icing on
the cake.

ently-offered eoin is his variety No. .S.
Randy Wiley note (comment to cataloguer, January 10, 1907):

He

I ha\e linked

the obverse die with long dentils to the one normally seen with a \ers small
mintmark. The denticles are of normal length on this earlier pairing. I believe
that the Tong dentils’ were part of an experiment bv (.oiner Rutus Ivler to ex¬

Additional (Commentary
The empirical observation of I larlan I*. Smith in 1880 and the archival infor¬

tend die life or to improve die appearance during an overhaul ol the die in the
mint shop."

mation leading to the findings of authors Wiley and Bugert demonstrate that
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I he l.ouis t.. h.ltidsher^, Sr., Collection

liare Proof 1841 Half Dollar

Notable 1841-0 Half Dollar

About a Half Dozen known

1920

1919

1841 Pr<K)f-63.

Lilac toning over deep mirror surfaces. From highly

polished I’rtMif dies. Small Letters (as always on this year), giving the
piece a very attractive artistic aspect.
.Apparently about a half dozen Proofs are known, and cjuite possibly
only four or five. Such pieces were mostly (but not entirely) issued as
part of silver Proof sets in the year 1841, distributed to a very limited
circle—probably not more than a dozen sets at best—and in the
meantime widely dispersed. Later, as American numismatics became
popular, a number of collectors desired to acquire Proofs of the lH40s,

1841-0 Large (). W B-lOl. MS-62. Small letters on reverse as al¬
ways for this variety. A lovely specimen with light gray and gold ton¬
ing at the centers giving way to electric blue and sea green at thei
rims. The overall appearance of the coin is very attractive from an|
aesthetic viewpoint.
Pedigree: Sicholas Petry Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, .May I0,\
1893; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis F..
F. lias berg, Sr.

Die notes: Obverse with date centered and w ithout doubling. A crack connect.sij

stars 1-4 and another connects stars 5-7 but are probably noticeable only onjj

high-grade pieces such as this. Star 11 has a beginning crack emerging from amt

but most of this fascination was with half cents (which were rare in

artifact at the upper right point. Several stars show “splash” type outlines, and an

just about every account) and Proof Liberty Seated dollars. Gener¬

few have artifacts.

ally, Pr(M)fs of the half dime, dime, cpiarter dollar, and half dollar were

On the reverse delicate cracks arc seen through various areas of HALF and,],

ignored or made in smaller rjuantities, and today these are far rarer

separately, DOL. Further cracks, tpiite extensive in nature, connect lINrrKn,i;

than their dollar-sized cousins (which themselves are rare).

and include a chunk out of the die at the upper right of the T. A further crack*

goes from the rim to the first S in STA'FFLS to the eagle’s beak, continuing)!

Pedigree: John (i. Mills Collection, S.ll. and H. Chapman, April 27-29,

through the eagle’s neck, emerging on the other,side, splitting into multiple!:

1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis K.

sections, and largely involving, including by extension,.,kRIOA. Oontinuingi

Elias berg, Sr.

along the rim, a crack is seen at the top of the last S in S'FAi’FLS, continuing toi

Die notes: Obverse with first digit in the date notably repimched, the second

OF, proceeding through AM, where it is interrupted by a large crack coming in ’

digit less so, the last two trivially; sometimes called “Recut 18." .Stars in normal

from the border and going through the base of the adjacent FL Some othertbranches could be described as well.

position w ith relation to dentils, as is typical of others of the era, with a gener¬
ous amount of space between the star point and the rim. Reverse w ith three

During this period the New Orleans Mint employed shattered dies on at

vertical elements in each major shield stripe, as usual; on the present piece,

number of different issues, commencing with the 18.59-0. Whereas, appar¬

many vertical elements pierce the horizontal stripes above and extend far into

ently, the Philadelphia shattered dies were discarded at an early time and re-,

it, near the eagle’s neck.

placed with readily available new dies, those in charge of dies in New Orleans»

.Although the recut date is very similar to \VB-1()2, the obverse and reverse
dies used to strike this Proof are different from any dies seen on business
strikes for 1841 (cf Randy Wiley, comment, January 21, 1W7).

kept them in use for a longer period of time. Receiving new dies from Philadel¬
phia in the early 184()s was not an easy matter, and involved a delay of weeks..

Because of this, dies were resurfaced or overhauled upon occasion (see Randy*
Wiley note under Lot 1918).

2IH

lum!•:u,s \\i)mI'KI'N

The Louis

A. Eliasherg, Sr., (iollection

Incredible 1842-0 Small Date 500
An Eiiasberg Collection Landmark
Probably Finest Known
Classic Rarity in the Series

(photo enlarged to nttire actual size)
921

1842-0 Small Date, Small Letters. WB-101. MS-62, prooflike.
A simply incredible, breathtaking, memorable coin which ranks as
one of the most important half dollars of any date to cross the auction
block in our generation. The present piece is more expansively deseribed as having a lilae toning on the obverse and reverse, a few scat¬
tered marks (including a small depression near star 5) around the bor¬
ders and elsewhere, as well as traces of light blue toning and ma¬
genta. The entire aspect is of a very attractive coin from an aesthetic
viewpoint.
.As this description is being written, the finest example certified by PC'G.S has
been Al -.S8 (the remarkable James Bennett Pryor Collection coin, earlier in
the Terrell Collection) and the finest certified by NGC has been \’F, and just
one each at those levels. Auction ’86 offered an example called “Brilliant (Incirculated, oyster gray toning with splashes of deep blue,” from the K. Vale
Clarke (k)llection (.Stack’s, 1974), which may be the second finest known. The
1842-0 .Small Date is rare in any and all grades. Indeed, a \'G or Fine 1842-0
Small Date would be a cynosure.
The present Filiasberg Collection coin is probably the finest known. We are
not aware of any close challengers. Again—as so often in the series of cata¬
logues we have prepared for this collection—the term “once-in-a-lifetime op¬
portunity” may be appropriate.
Die notes: 'Fhe obverse features a number of raised die finish lines (noted by

Rare Proof 1842 Half Dollar
Only a Few Proofs Known

22

1842 Small Date, Medium Letters. I’r()<)f-62. A very attractive
Proof with heather toning aeecntcti with splashes of gold and high¬
lighted by bine rims. From one of the relatively few Proof sets made
this year. About on a par with the 1841 from a rarity viewpoint; prob¬

WIaR.S AND Ml’KKNA

Wiley Bugert as always occurring, especially near Miss Liberty’s left hand).
The date is well centered and without repunching. 'Fhe stars are well formed
and without major repunching except in a few scattered areas. Artifacts are
minimal (but a tiny one can be seen at the upper left point of star 7). Both ob¬
verse and reverse are from an early state of the dies without cracks (the Pryor
coin cracks discussed below are not even in their beginning stages). Indeed,
this die pair does not seem to have been used very long, accounting for its rarity
today.
Comparative die notes (Pryor Collection coin): For comparison, here is a de¬
scription of the die characteristics of the James Bennett Pryor Collection coin, the
second finest known we have handled: On the obverse a faint crack from the
rim at 7:00 (K-7) extends to the shield. .A weak crack from the inner point of
star 11 passes star 12 and disappears in the field. On the reverse a thin crack
from the rim at 6:,^0 extends between AL of H.ALF to the eagle’s middle talon
on the left claw. I his is one of the two known reverse dies also used on coins
dated 1841 but in an earlier die state than the 1841 issue. 1 hercfore this issue
was struck before the 1841-0 issue. One of the two varieties must have been
struck in the wrong year.
’Fhe listing of this 1842-0 before the 1842 with I .arge Letters on the reverse
follows the convention used by the Guide Boot of United States Coins and by
Walter Breen’s Complete Encyclopedia of US. and Colonial Coins. 'Fhis particular
1842-0 issue with .Small Letters on the reverse leaves the “old style” behind,
and consetpient issues are of the Large Letters or “new” style.
I he related 1842-F) with Large Letters is offered as Lot 1924.

ably fewer than a half dozen specimens arc known in total. .A major
opportunity for the advanced collector.
Die notes: On the obverse the date is very curiously double-punched, with
traces of lower (and possibly smaller) 18 digits below the final 18. On the right
side of the date, the numerals 42 are double-punched, the last exceedingly dra¬
matically so, gis ing it a bold double outline on much of its peripherx. Liberty
.Seated specialists will want to view this piece under magnification “for the
record”—as the effect is certainly unusual.
Among the stars, notable artifacts are seen at the outer points of .S and 7, star
8 has extra outlines in several areas, traces of an artifact are seen at the outer
point of star 9, the topmost point of star 10 has a somewhat irregular artifact,
and a tiny artifact is seen at the upper right of star 11. Certain half dollars of this
era have irregular raised lines in or near the dentils. On the present piece these
lines from above Miss Liberty’s head and continuing through to star 9 are par¬
ticularly interesting w hen viewed under magnification.
Lnlisted in the Wiley-Biigert reference. Upon inspection of this and several
other Proofs of this era in the Fliasberg Collection, Randy W ilev commented,
“'Fhe recut tiates for the Proofs of 1841, 1842, 1846, and possibK 184.S as well,
arc significant enough to warrant a separate W-B number as distinct varieties in
any updating of our book.”

Ihe l.ouis h. t.lMs/k'r)', Sr., Collation

Incredible 1842 Half Dollar
Medium Date, I.urge l>etters
Superb (lem Mint State

1925 1843 MS-65. Lustrous, satiny surfaces with champagne toning.
Sharply struck and very attractive. With partial wire rim around the
reverse. A few scattered contacts are seen here and there, especially
in the obverse field, and, on the reverse, below the first .A in
1923 1842 Medium Date, Large Letters. MS-66. .A lustrous gem speci¬
men. 1 leather toning with accents of gold over satiny, lustrous surfaces.
•A splendid piece which must rank as one of the very finest know n to
exist, if not the best. .Apart from its technical grade, the coin has great
aesthetic appeal. .All in all the piece is a winner in every aspect.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 811, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EAiasberg, Sr

.AMERKLA; otherwise we would be tempted to call it MS-66. ,A
splendid example of a Philadelphia Mint issue which does not appear
to be scarce (nor is it in lower grades), but which in MS-64 or finer
levels is quite elusive.
Pedigree: E..\V. Ropes Collection, Sexes York Coin

(S'Stamp

Co., Eehtuary

28, 1899, to J..\l. Clapp. John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasherg, Sr.
Die notes: The obverse die shows a few scattered artifacts and traces of dou¬

Die notes: On the obverse the date is fairly high and about twice as close to
the base of Liberty as to the dentils, as measured by the first numeral, and
about e(|ual to the last numeral. .A crack begins at the rim and extends through
the lower left of the base of Liberty, the rock, and ends in the field just short of
star 1. The innermost point of star 3 has a small spine extending from the top
part extending up to the left. .A small artifact is at the outermost tip of star 7. .A
crack extends from the left of the Liberty cap through the cap, to star 8, becom¬
ing irregular and complex and continuing through and terminating at star 12.
•Stars 11-13 each have small artifacts opposite the upper right tip (as viewed
from the bottom of the coin). The reverse, if not from the very earliest state of
the die, is without cracks.

bling. the most prominent artifacts being at the outermost right tips of star 7
and the upper right tips of stars 11 and 12. A tiny die crack, scarcely noticeable,
extends from the base of Liberty far below Miss Liberty’s instep, to the right,
and reaches a dentil; this characteristic would be visible only on very highgrade coins). On the reverse a delicate crack is seen from H left through the
leaves, the eagle’s tip, and the bottoms of UN. Under magnification the two
rightmost groups of shield stripes are exceedingly unusual triward their bases
(they are warped and distorted, and must reflect some type i^a die alteration or
damage). F’erhaps in today’s computer age someone might Want to keep track
of various die combinations of Liberty .Seated half dollars of the 184()s, of
which there are many due to the relatively large mintage numbers. Existing
references (Breen, Wiley-Biigert) largely treat varieties in groups or sets, other¬
wise each book would have to be increased in size substantially.

Memorable 1842-0 Half Dollar

Also see Randy Wiley’s comment under notes for Lot 1922.

Medium Date, Large Letters
(jem Mint State

1926 1843-0 MS-63, prooflike. Virtually full Proof surfaces, including
within the shield stripes, as visible when the coin is held at an angle
to the light. An inadvertent Proof {•see notes), not a presentation coin,
1924 1842-0 .Medium Date, Large Letters. MS-65, l.ight heather ton¬

but the net result is the same.

ing on the obverse w ith some freckles of gray. Fhe reverse is similar

Light golden and gray toning with some splashes tif blue at the

but with splashes of gold and green around the borders. A splendid

rims, another very “pretty” coin. While the 184.3-0 is not a rarity at

specimen that ranks among the finest known of the variety.

the M.S-63 level, coins of this aesthetic (juality are certainly worth

Pedigree: MumfordCollection, Sexit York Coin

Stamp Co., April 9-10,

1896; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E.
Ehasherg, Sr.
Die notes: On the obverse the date is (|uitc well centered between the base

special notice and a premium.
Pedigree: E.W. Ropes Collection, Sexes York Coin & Stamp Co., Eehntary
28, 1899, to J..M. Clapp. John

//.

Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis h.

EJiasherg, Sr.

of Liberty and the dentils, including as measured from both the left and right

Die notes: On the obverse a vers' delicate crack is seen beginning at stars 3

end of the date. A hairline crack connects the bottoms of 184. On the left a half-

and 4, continuing through the outer areas of stars 4, .S, and h. and entering the

moon-shaped artifact is opposite the outermost tip of star ,S, and a cusp-like ar¬

dentils opposite star 7. .Artifacts and “extra” die outlines are minimum on this

tifact is attached to the tip of star 7, a similar characteristic is seen at star 8. .Star

coin. The reason for this is revealed by an examination of Miss Liberts's fixit.

has several extra outlines, and is connected to the rim by a hairline crack.

the details of which are incomplete as are some areas of the base; tl c die was

Stars 10. II, and 12 have light extra outlines as well, on the reverse some promi-

relapped (a situation discussed below ).

nenr diagonal die finish lines are seen, particularly at KKI, indicating that this

On the reverse we have what is par for certain New Orleans issues I nder

IS probably an early striking, as such usually disappear (|uickly. I lowever, a hair¬

magnification the eagle shows a myriad of raised rust spots, which on the

line c rat k IS noted connecting the Iwittoms of DOL and the following period,

present piece give it a very pleasing matte-like effect, but which were, of

bur this may have been due to die stress rarher than the working of the die.

course, caused by the miasma in the low-lvifig area m which the Mint was 'lU*'

In general, \ew Orleans Mint half dollars of this era are very elusive in gem

ated. Also characteristic of many New (Irlc.ins issues, the reverse die shows nu¬

Mint State, although (|uitc available in lower grades. Disregarding the virtually

merous cracks, in fact extending to include most of the |H'ripheral letters 1 lete

imp«rssiblc IH42-0 Small I )are (although the Kliasbcrg (iollection has one. Lot

and there the cracks become intensive, sue h as a small i iid Ik’Iw een the I' and

10211. isscmbling a set of other New (Irleans Mint half dollars in attractive Mint

the O in I)()L and a raised lump at the upper left hand ol N m I NI I I-1) lal-

Sr ire may well represent a work rif several years' time or even longer. While the

though some others coiilil be descrilK'd as well)

' errifir aririn sefVKes have made buying toins a bit easier, .is the numerical grade

estmg piece under the looking glass \s noted, tins itun has a poMitlike siiilac<.

t.-, ) rhifd (.irrv i“. i goral Unrl. srill there is no amounting for taste and for aes-

Without a doubt the die pair was rusted, ami before Ivemg (uessed into setvKf

'i.rtii

It was relimshed m the New ()rle.ins Mint's mac hme shop to |Hi|ish the ticM'

il I’lei c‘. must still be ex.imitied one bv one to seek true i|ualits

1 Ins is, indeed, a vets iniet

The Louis L. hJiasherg, Sr., ('.otlection
Add carctul striking, and the result, of course, was the creation of a numismatic
delicacy.

Proof 1845 Half Dollar Rarity

I he subject ol inar/vertent Proofs has been treated in our catalogues earlier.
•Such pieces exist throughout numismatics and account for a small, but c|uitc
interesting, percentage of the Proofs listed in the literature. Per contra, one can
argue that an inadvertent Proof is an oxymoron, if a Proof is a coin deliherateh
struck as such. Is a Proof a Proof if it looks like one.’ What if a coin was specifi¬
cally struck as a Proof at the Mint (such as an 1878 .Shield nickel), but has no
Proof surface at all and looks like a business strike.^ The subject can be debated
at length.

1929 1845 WB-101. Proof-63/64. A splendid specimen of this great rar¬
ity, an issue of which possibly only four or five exist. Brilliant mirror
surfaces with splashes of gold. Fhe rims arc electric blue. .A treasure
for its next ow ner, a key in even the finest collection.
Die notes: On the obverse the date is low w ith the 5 being quite close to the
dentils. 1 he first digit is sharply repunched at the lower right, or else there is a
stray mark from another logotype there—a wedge-shaped raised area appears.
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I he dies are quite carefully finished. Piny artifacts are seen at the outermost
points of stars 5 and 7, and the upper right point of stars 11 and 12, and to a
lesser extent 13. 1 he last four stars exhibit prominent doubling. The combina¬

1844 WB-102. MS-63. .Silver gray surfaces with some splashes of
gunmetal-bliie. Very well struck. A nice example of an issue which is

tion of artifacts and doubling provides a very valuable “signature” to the vari¬
ous dies of this era and would serve well to help classify them in a computer

not normally seen in significantly better condition, although a glance
at recent population reports from NGC and PCGS shows that each of

database or other listing, although pieces in finer preservation are needed.

these fine services has recorded an MS-64 example as the highest

4'he identical reverse die was used to strike the 1846 Proof half dollar offered
_ in the present sale.

certified. The present coin, in keeping with its illustrious Eliasberg

Also see Randy Wiley’s comment under notes for Lot 1922.

Collection company, has a high aesthetic appeal.
Pedigree: St. Lojtis Stamp Sf Coin Co., April 1906: John H. Clapp. Clapp
estate, 194J, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: The date on the obverse is double punched on the first two fig¬
ures, with what might even be the first figure over s. small 1, for its base seems
to protrude above the regular base. Perhaps a small logotype was first tried,
then replaced with one of the normal size in turn being doubled on the first two
figures. A slight die crack is seen connecting the last two digits and extending
beyond the final digit. .Star 7 has a notable artifact at its outer tip, a hairline
crack is seen from the right of star 8, disappearing like an underground river,
then reappearing at the Liberty cap and connecting to star 9, irregularly to star
10, the latter having pronounced double outlines. .Star 11 is very complex un¬
der magnification and not only shows a cusp at its uppermost point, but an ex¬
tra spine extending to the left of the upper left point, and extra splashes all

1930 1845-0 WB-108. “Doubled Date.” MS-64/65, fully proofiike. A
splendid gem specimen from highly polished dies (including within

around.
The reverse die displays multiple cracks, including one through the bottom

the all-important stripes on the reverse). Delicate lilac and golden

of DOL, branching at its left through the upper right of F, the branch, and into

toning with splashes of blue around the borders. Certainly one of the

the eagle, where a cud develops at the left side of the vertical shield stripe area,

most beautiful half dollars in existence of any date in this era.

touching the horizontal shield stripes, continuing upward to the right, opposite
crack extends to the left through FID S'FAT, skips the E by going under it, goes

Die notes: Obverse with last three date numerals dramatically doubled, the
last two even more particularly so. Star 1 is rather light in the die, no doubt a

through the S, and continues through the bases of the letters in OF then AM.

result of the high polish given to the die, the same effect being seen, but to a

■Another crack extends irregularly to the right, and yet another crack connects

lesser extent, on star 2. .Artifacts are seen at the outermost tips of stars .S and 7,
and stars 6 and 7 have some double outlines. A tiny crack goes from the head of

the eagle's wing, to the letter M, and exiting to the border. .At the M another

the tops of iMER, then drifts to the right, missing the top of C, and going to the

Miss Liberty to star 8, continuing to the tip of the Liberty cap, intermittently

dentils, while still another crack comes from the dentils through the final A and

through star 9, ending in the field near star 10.

into the eagle’s wing.
'Fhe .St. Louis Stamp & Coin Co. was just beginning its ascendancy at this

On the reverse there is a skein of cracks at I'N, the wing tip below it, and olive
branch, and continuing through H.ALF DOL, discontinuously. .Another crack

time, apparently having issued its first printed quotations in the form of loose

goes from a dentil to the lowest arrow head. Another crack, irregular in its forma¬

sheets in 190.S and, in 1906, its Price List No. 1, the latter being in the form of a
,

tion, connects 'FED .S'LA'FFFS O. Within the vertical shield stripes there are some

small booklet,\’ears later the firm, under the direction of Burdette C. John.son,

large irregularities involving wider than normal spaces, due no doubt to the hcasy

would be prominent in the dispersal of the Virgil M. Brand and Col. Fldward

polishing of the die which lowered its relief Medium O mintmark.

IFK. Green estates.

Not only is this 184.S-0 a splendid coin from a grading and aesthetic view¬
point, under magnification it reveals many interesting details as well. Its prtwf-
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1844-0 MS-63, prooflike. A very splendid coin with virtually full

like character is probably derived from polishing the dies to remove light rust.

IToof surfaces including within the shield stripes. The rusting on this

Gertain other New Orleans Mint half dollar dies of this era were similarly pol¬
ished, creating truly remarkable coins. Also sec comment under Lot 1926.

die, while not absent, is not particularly extensive either, the speci¬
men is a spectacular representative of this date and mint.
Pedigree: Possibly from Lyman H. Low’s sale of the Muma, Adam, Giffen,

Gem 1845-0 Half Dollar

et al. Collections, July 15-16, 190.1; J.M. Clapp; John IL Clapp. Clapp es¬
tate, 194J, to l.ouis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: On the obverse a tiny artifact is seen opposite the outermost point
of star F>, star 9 has extra outlines as does star 10 and to a lesser extent star 11.
'Fhe reverse has a scarcely visible crack through the base of D in UNI I F,D,
continuing through the left side of .S.
In his 189.^ treatise. Mint .Marks, Augustus G. Heaton comments: “I here is
also a curious restrike of this ()-mint date.” Perhaps the reference to what is
known as the Doubled I )atc, as no restrike (in the sense of a piece having been
made later) is known to collectors.

1931

1845-0 MS-65.

splcmlitl gem specimen w itb light lilac toning and

splashes of gold and blue. .A few marks above the eagle's head are

nVKkS AND

mi:KKNA

Iht I ouii h.. t.lujs/k'r)'.

A’/'.,

Cullntwn

noted and keep this from, sun. MS-f)6. I'he combination of technical

Pedigree: John C>. .Mills Collection, S.li. and It. Chapman, .\pnl J7-J9,

tirade and ac^thctlc appeal is simply breathtaking', f ew etpiivalents

1904; J..M. Clapp; John

exist answ here.

P.liasberx, Sr.

//

Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.oun L.

Die notes: Obverse with perfect date, no repunchinK, sloping very slightly

Die notes: \\ B-104. In the entire Liberty .Seated half dollar scries this variety

down to the right. Stars with numerous artifacts and extra outlines, the outlines

is one of the most curious. How it came to be seems at first obvious, but vet

being more prominent than any other piece described so far in this era.

may not be. .Seemingly, a three-digit logotype with the date 184 was prepared,

Mintmark about the same size, but more prominent and deeper in the die
than on the preceding. .\n early impression from new dies.

punched into the die, and then the last digit, 6, was added by hand by punch¬
ing separately. However, the engraver mis-oriented the punch by 90'" and in¬
serted the numeral on its back, a “lazy 6,” so to speak. I'his gaffe was recog¬

1^32

lM45-() .VlS-61. i-ight champagne toning. Partially prootlike.
Die notes; Obverse from a different die than the two previously described,
nearly “perfect,” but with some irregularities on the knob of the 5. .Stars with
very prominent “splash” outlines in every instance, even exceeding the dra¬
matic outlines on the piece just offered. Within the reverse shield stripe are
some exceedingly prominent raised horizontal lines, the likes of which have
not been seen on any piece described to this point, and which deserve careful
inspection by anyone interested in Liberty .Seated die peculiarities.
Both the Wiley-Bugert and Breen references describe a number of varieties
of 1S4.S-0. but as there were 14 obverse dies and 12 reverse dies made, the per¬
mutations are more extensive than have reached print. Indeed, this particular
date and mintmark could probably form a study all by itself.

nized, and the numeral was punched correctly.
However, we are not completely certain that /4w-digit logotypes were in¬
deed used to create half dollars of this era. Perhaps they w ere in some instances
and not in others (most certainly,/ott/-digit logotypes were used for 18,W and
1840, for example). The subject would merit further study—not difficult to do,
but simply involv ing cross-comparisons of date logotypes. The year 1846 in any
event is an anomaly as noted by variations in date height (the so-called “'I'all
Date” and “Medium Date).” Not making matters any simpler is the fact that
the following lot (19.LS), and also in the “Medium Date” category is from a dif¬
ferent logotype than used on the presently offered piece, with the 184 spaced
separately. I'he large cent series can be draw n upon for comparison, as varieties
exist in that denomination as well.
.•\s a further discussion of the obverse of this coin, the upper left serif or Bag
of the digit 1 is imperfect at its bottom, a defect not seen on the follow ing lot,

1933 184b I'all Date. \VB-108. .-M’-SB. A.k.a. 'Large Date, Spiked 4” vari¬
ety. .Mottled medium golden and gray toning. Sharply struck and
very attractive. .A close challenge to .Mint State.
Pedigree: S.H. and H. Chapman, January 1900, as “Uncirculated";J.M.
Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K. F.liasherg, Sr
Die notes: The date numerals, also called Large Date, are a bit more vertically

w hich, as noted, is from a different set of punches. A minute die crack connects
the base of the 4 w ith the erroneous horizontal 6. Another crack is seen from
the left of the base of Liberty upward through the dentils, while yet another
crack connects stars 1-6, lightly toward the end of the crack. .Stars .S and 7 have
tiny artifacts at their tips. (Complex cracks occurred at the head of Miss Liberty
and extend to the 8, through the Liberty cap, and stars 9 and 10 to the right of
the coin. Stars 10-13 have extensive evidence of double outlines.

extended than on the “Medium Date” of this issue. On the present coin the

On the reverse a significant crack is seen through I lALK, going into the den¬

right crossbar of the 4 is (juite intriguing and shows a spine extending to its

tils below the adjacent D. Another crack connects UNI'l' and goes into the

right, nearly touching the 6. One wonders whether the vertical element was

dentils, while a smaller crack continues to connect the tops of I'KD .S'l'. Vet

added to what was a “plain” 4. 'I'he stars exhibit tiny artifacts opposite .S and 7

another crack begins above the right serif of .S, goes through the top of the let¬

(a popular location for such), some double outlines of star 7, and double out¬

ters OF, and to the border, where it joins another crack that zips down through

lines to the last four stars. ,\ tiny crack connects star 7 w ith the head with star 8

the tops of MKRl.

with the Liberty cap and is so delicate as to be visible only on high-grade ex¬
amples such as this. The reverse is an early impression of the die.
.\n article by John W. Mefdoskey, “The 1846 Half Dollar,” in The Gobrecht

Returning to the subject of the vertical 6 over the horizontal 6, it has been
popular in past times to attribute this mistake to James B, Longacre, who is
considered to have been (|uite competent in the engraving of two-dimensional

Journal. November 1977, describes in detail and illustrates the "Tall Date” and

illustrations (such as for the National Portrait Gallery), but not working in steel

“Small Date” varieties seen.

coinage dies. Be that as it may, punching numerals into the die should not have
retpiired a great amount of expertise, and certainly would not have tested the
artistic skills of an engraver. Although Longacre was new at the Mint at the

Famous 1846 Half Dollar Error
6 Over Horizontal 6
Amon^ Finest Known

time (having succeeded (Tristian (Jobrecht in 1844), there may well have been
some other explanation why date oddities and errors are endemic in this era,
especially from 1844 onward.
Point to ponder: I'he J.M. (dapp notebook lists the purchase of an 1846 half
dollar “Over 44?” from the Ropes Oollection sale, 1899. .Apparently, the coin
was deaccessioned later.

Rare Proof 1846 Half Dollar

193S 1846 .Medium Date. Proof-ffl. .A.k.a. .Small Date. Silver and gunmctal-bhic surfaces with a hint of gray. Aery sharply struck. A rare
Proof of this year, although not (|uite as rare as others of the same de¬
cade; apparently, more 1846 silver sets were issued than for anv other
year. Phe appearance of a Proof of this date is a matter of chance, and
often a year or two or three w ill elapse between offerings.
Die notes: I'he date on this is “Medium” rather than I'all. and. as noted in
the previous ilescription, is from a completely ililTcrcnt set of punvhes than the
earlier pieces offered. A[i(r.irently. the stamping of dates into dies this seat dil
fered from typical prixcdure.
I nder magnification the 4 is doiible pimcheil. ami has a small proievtion Ik
low Its left extremitv. Stars S ami 7 have vers tmv artil.uts, star

1934 mib With b in Date over Mnri/.nntiil 6. W It-104. MS-bO.
Sbirpiv strut

k

and with a partial wire edge l-ight gulden and indes-

rnf tuning at the ■ enters changing tu clettrit blue .it the hurders.
Alrdliim I ).ltc

9

F

r

si/c

it

is hghtlv rc-

piimheil. star 8 shows light rcpunching. and repiimhing is seen on stars lit I '
I he identK al reverse die vv as used to strike the 184 s Ptool hall ilollar otic ted
in the [vresent sale
Also see Ramlv U ilev's t omment iimlet notes tor I .ot I'L’,’

hOWl-K.S \\|) Ml* Kl'\

I'he Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr., Collection

Splendid Prooflike Gem 1846-0 500

1939

Medium Date
j

dramatically so. Lightly impressed into the die.

Possibly a Presentation Specimen

I

1846-0 Tall Date. VL'-2(). .Somewhat prooflike. Light golden and
gray toning. Attractive, even wear. Date described as “tall," but not
Die notes: The reverse shows multiple cracks—seemingly endemic at the
New Orleans .Mint this year. Breaks are seen through 11,ALL. extending to the
left through the leaves, wing tip, I NffH, forming a cud at the upper right of
the K. Meanwhile, another crack continues through the bottom of the K, con¬
tinuing through the .S, splitting to go to the border, but also continuing through
the first 'f. 3'et another crack connects the tops off and K, the bottoms of KS,
the latter with OF, with two cracks between the O and the K More cracks arc
seen intermittently in MKRIOA, the arrowhead points, at the tip of the w ing
on the right side of the coin, and through DOL.

1847 Proof Half Dollar Rarity
I 1936

I

Date. Double punched date. A splendid gem, quite possibly the fin-

*

est known, and far away so. Light lilac toning with splashes of gold

j

and blue. Sharply struck. Perhaps a presentation coin or, alterna-

j
ij

tively, an inadvertent Proof, but, if so, one that was very carefully preserved. A very special half dollar.

I:

Fewer than a Dozen are Known

1846-0 Medium Date. WB-103. MS-66, prooflike. A.k.a. Small

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 8-

!

11,1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediasberg, Sr.
The obverse shows just a small trace of the drapery at the elbow. When this
die was polished to create the prootlike surface, some lower relief areas were
taken away. I he date is double-punched on all four digits, seemingly from a
four-digit logotype, but especially prominently doubled at the 1 and 8. Tiny
artifacts are seen at the outermost points of stars 5 and 7, slightly doubling to¬

1940

1847 Proof-62. Champagne and brown surfaces on obverse and re¬

ward the bottom of star 6, slightly doubling on star 8, and light doubling on stars

verse with electric blue and gunmetal toning at the rims. .Struck from

11-13. On the reverse a prominent crack extends from the border through

very highly polished Proof dies as part of the relatively few presenta¬

HAL, another goes through the bottom of DOL, another is seen connecting

tion sets made this year. Apparently fewer than a dozen exist.

the tops of RI, and traces of cracks are seen through the tops of .STA'I'HS.

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 811, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis

A.

E.liasberg, Sr.

[i)ie notes: Obverse with extra outlines on stars 1-4, to a lesser extent on .S-7.
Very minute artifacts at the “popular” location opposite the outermost point of
stars .S and 7, .Slight outlines on star 8, more prominent on stars 10-13.
On the reverse distinctive die finish marks within the shield confirm that this
identical Proof die was used to strike the 1847, 1848, and 1849 Proof half dollars
in the Kliasberg Collection.

1941

1847 WH-104. MS-60. Boldly struck. Brilliant silver surfaces with
some contact marks defining the grade.
Die notes: Obverse with notable repunching on the last two date digits, and
with a small blob extending from the upper right of the digit 1 (not a

1937

1846-0 Medium Date. MS-63. A.k.a. .Small Date. Light gold and

repunching but a die defect or stray mark). S microscopic crack connects the

magenta toning over lustrous surfaces. .Some gunmetal-blue at the

bottom of the last two date digits. On the left there are extra outlines around
much of the stars, and a notable artifact on the outside tip of star ,S. .Stars 8-13

rims. Well struck and very attractive. Only a small traee of drapery at

show notable double outlines as well.

the elbow.

I'he reverse shows very heavy and curious raised die lines above M'FHD,

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 8-

certainly a landmark of this die, and well worth noting. (Such die marks are

II, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.

common among various coinages of this era and, for example, are the hallmark
by w hich Second Restrike Proof half cents of the 184()s are distinguished, this

Die notes: Obverse with Medium Date slightly high on the left, centered on

being in a completely different context.)

the right. Orack from base to dentil to left. Another crack is seen from the rock

'

through star 1 to the rim, and still another crack including a small cud is seen

On the reverse there are cracks through the bottom of HALF DOL, with an

from the rim to star 2, progressing through star 3 and, very delicately, to star 4.

extra branch extending from the lower right of the F diagonally to a dentil.

Another delicSte crack connects stars 9-13.
On the reverse the die has been highly relapped with the result that the ver¬

Within the shield there are clash marks or other die defects, not particularly
unusual on half dollars of this era.

tical stripes in each shield element are weak and irregular, presenting tpiite a
curious appearance when viewed under magnification. Die cracks are seen

Gem 1847-0 Half Dollar

through the bases of ilALf DOL. An additional crack extends from the rim
through the I, continuing through the tops of I'KD, with variations, continuing

Among the h'inest Known

through .STA I’K and then exiting to the border. .Still another crack comes from
the dentil, splits and goes left to the .S, and down to the eagle’s head. Addi¬
tional cracks are seen to the right, particularly at AM, still another crack from
the middle arrowhead to the rim. Other traceries could be described.

1938

1846-0 Medium Date. MS-6(), prooflike. No drapery at elbow.
.Struck from highly polished dies, the present piece is without any ves¬
tige of drapery. Medium lilae toning with traees of magenta and blue.
Die notes: Date in shorter figures than on the “'fall Date.” .Stars at left some¬
what weak due to high polishing or relapping of the die. Break from rim
through star 7 to Miss Liberty’s forehead; another crack from the I.iberty cap
through to star 9. Still another crack, virtually invisible, is seen in the lower
base of .Miss Liberty to the dentil. On the inside iipiier part of Miss Liberty s
left leg arc very prominent raised stripes from clashing w ith the reverse die.
On the reverse light cracks are seen in several areas including irregularly
through IIAfy, extending to the left through the leaves and wing tip, a die
scrauh or cut. arrh shaped, and seemmHy not a crack, through IT and part of f.—
very unusual. A tiny crack connects D and S.

JOWKkS AND MKkFNA

1942

1847-0 MS-6S. ,'\ splendid gem specimen of an issue which at this
level is a significant rarity (although relati\cly availalile in circulated
grades). Lovely lilae surfaces splashed with gold and blue on the ob¬
verse. The reverse is silver grav. Both sides are somewhat prooflike

■* ^

Ihtf I >ui.\ h. h.ltusbt'ry,, Sr., Cullection

when Slewed at a certain an^le to the lisht.

cedures at the Kngraving Department of the Mint. The person punching mintmarks had a somew hat steadier hand.

i'edt^ret Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 8-

//.

I‘^06; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.liasberg, Sr.

. \pparently. this replaced another coin purchased in the .\pril 1896 sale of the

Splendid Proof 1848 Rarity

Mumford Collection.

ewer riian 7 or 8 known

Die notes: Obverse with [scrtcct date, (no repunching). .Stars on the left without
outlines, but w ith a tiny artifact at the outer points of star ,s and a larger one opposite
star 7, which alvi has some remnants at the lower left. On the right, stars 11-12 have
notable doubling.
I'he Wilev-Hugert reference notes that among lh47-0 half dollars eight dif¬
ferent obverse dies and 16 reverse dies have been identified, and again we re¬
fer the present reader to that reference in connection with grouping this and
other issues of the era into categories (the system employed by \V-B in many
instances, rather than the procedure of separately identifying obverse and re¬
verse dies and assigning numbers or letters).
I'he J.\l. (dapp notebook indicates that the collection at one time had an
I ncirculated "1X47/6-0" overdate, a coin not presently known to exist today.
Whether this coin, described as I ncirculated, was a true overdate or some
other type of repunching (such as Breen-48()5, a repunched date 1847-0) is not
known. In any event, this may be a variety worth watching for. Sometimes

1944 1848 Proof-63. .A splendid Proof with light champagne and steel
toning over deeply brilliant surfaces. .A beautiful piece in every re¬

things know n to one generation are forgotten by another.

spect. and a rarity as well. Probably fewer than seven or eight [’roofs
are known totally (Randy Wiley and Rill Rugert suggest “less than

Another Gem 1847-0 Half Dollar

four known,” which means no more than 3). One of the most elusive |

Proofs of the decade. No matter how the piece is considered, it is ccr- j

A Rarity So Fine

tainly elusive. A highly important offering.
Die notes: On the obverse the date is very high and close to the base; a prominent
raised artifact is on the upright of the 1. .Stars 1-8 have a combination of light
doubling and, in some instances, light artifacts. Star 9 is perfect. Stars 10-13
show a combination of artifacts and doubling.
On the reverse distinctive die finish marks within the shield confirm that this
identical Proof die was used to strike the 1847, 1848, and 1849 Proof half dollars
in the Kliasberg Oollection.

1943 1847-0 W B-105. .\IS-65. Another splendid gem example of an is¬
sue which is very elusive at this grade level. The present eoin has
mostly silver surfaces with freckled light gray and lilac toning.
Sharply struck and very beautiful.
Pedigree: Matthesn' 4. Stickney Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,
1907, Lot 1116; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.
Die notes; Obverse with repunched date, this being particularly notable at
the first and last digits, less so below the upright of the 4. Doubtless, the piece
was collected as a duplicate for this reason—as in their day John M. Olapp and
John 11. (dapp were (piite interested in minute die varieties.
On the left, there are significant outlines to stars h and 4, seemingly inevi¬

1945 1848 .\IS-65, prooflike. An attractive gem specimen. The obverse

table artifacts at the outer points of stars .S and 7. .Star 8 has a slight extra outline

and reverse arc a mixture of silver, light brown and gold at the cen¬

and traces of two artifacts, w hile stars 10-1.^ have varying degrees of outlines

ters, changing to splashes of blue at the rims.

and some traces of artifacts.
It is hoped that the discussions of these “artifacts" among the Liberty Seated

Pedigree: Acquired as “High Date" Iry J.M. Clapp at an early date, prob¬

coins in the Kliasberg (Collection catalogues will prompt some further investi¬

ably before 1894, as ( hicirculated (iceith sc'hich tee agree today, although at an

gation concerning them. I'he artifacts and also extra outlines are not caused by

earlier time the suggestion m'as made that it tav/s a Proof}; John 11. Clapp.

single repunching of stars, as the stars were in the master dies that made the

Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.liasberg, Sr.

wfirking dies. I'he cause is not completely clear, but probably has to do with

I )ic notes: 'The date is high and close to the base.' I he first two digits are dramatualh

the master die displacing metal when, as a group, the stars were punched into

repunched, etpiivalent to WB-1().3. On the left stars 1-4 have pronounced extra

the working die. This displaced metal formed ridges or outlines, w hich in some

outlines, and stars .S-7 less so, with artifacts opposite stars .S and 7 (particularly

instances were ground away during the die refmishing process, and in other in¬

heavy opposite star .S). On the right, stars 10-1.3 have degrees of doubling.

stances were left intact. Why some stars have double outlines and some don’t

'The reverse is from an early state of the die w ithout cracks. .Some doubling is

on the same coin is probably explained by metallic characteristics—just as a

seen at A.MKRIOA along the tops of the letters.

coin can be a doubled die or have some other feature caused in the die manu¬
facturing process, w hich w ill be obv ious m one spot of the coin but completely
absent m another. There is much to be learned about die making processes in

Important 1848-0 Half Dollar

the l')th century. During the preparation of the writer's book on Flying Kagle
and Indian cents last year, such authorities as Larry R. .Steve, R.W. Julian, Tho¬
mas K

One of the h inest Known

DcLorey. Lhns Tilliod, and Lraig B. Sholley—to give just a short list

that could certainly be expanded—helped immeasurably, and together we all
I amc to some new coniliisions. 1 lowever, much more is to be done. In the Libertv Seated scries the aforementioned (lohrecht Journal provides an excellent
forum for siii h exploration.
I he reverse of the present com shows some die cracks, including those linking
the b.ises of I \l I T, D S'l \ I K, rising through the top of the final S in that woril,
pimping over to <). and continuing on .i lower level through T. Additional light
I r II ks .ire seen i onnci ting T ind WIKRK : A and the top arrowhead, these iKung
so light that thev (crt.imlv woiilil not lac observable on any but the finest prei/-f.ri| spci irncn \ strong raiseil die line (app.ircntly not a t raik) is seen extend¬
ing from fhr lower right of the 11 in 11 M .1 to a dentil laelow the left side of A.
If mi< lie worth noting th.if during this era most () mmtm.irks are well
(■■irii )i'd into the die. wtrhoiir doubling, whereas on rhe s.ime die p.iirs the
lio-, lo ■.frrn lighrls doubled I’erh ips dillerent people had i harge of the pro¬

|946

l848-() MS-(».5. Ucl.itivciv .iv.iil.ibic m Inwci gr.ulcs. the 1H4S ()I'C
mmes verv import.mi .it the gem level In .uhhiioir, .is is inie ol v ittii.ilK

HOW IaR.S \M) \I1-RI'M

The Louis E. E.liasherg, Sr., (ioUertion
all of the Eliasberg (a)Ilcction Liberty Seated half dollars, the present
piece has a high degree of aesthetic appeal. 'I'he obverse is splashed with
light gold and traces of bine toning, while the reverse is a delightful mix¬
ture of heather and gold. A nicer piece cannot be imagined.
Pedigree: William M. Friesner Collection, F.douard Frossard, June 7-8,
1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: 'The date is slightly below center. On the left the stars can be de¬
scribed similarly to the Philadelphia issue just mentioned, probably because
the die was made about the same time. Some microscopic cracks are seen in¬
cluding one from star 7 to .Miss [liberty’s forehead and another through stars 10
and 11. These are very delicate and certainly could not be discerned on any¬

1948

thing but a high-grade piece. On the reverse there is a crack through the bot¬

1849-0 MS-62. .Splashes of light brown and gold toning are seen
over silver surfaces. Tinges of blue are at the rims. 1849-0, particu¬

tom of HALF and a separate crack through DOI^., an area where cracks fre¬
quently occur, obviously a primary stress point.

larly famous in the half dime and quarter dollar series, is readily avail¬
able in lower grades among half dollars, although Mint State pieces
are certainly elusive.

Magnificent Proof 1849 Half Dollar

Pedigree: C.T. Whitman Collection, August 10-11, 1893, Chapman broth¬
ers, there as the "Without Sleezr" variety. J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp.
Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Date slightly below center. Numeral 9 irregular and lumpy on the
logotype for this year, and seemingly particularly noticeable on the present
coin. Stars on the left each show traces of outlines or small irregularities, includ¬
ing the seemingly inevitable artifacts at the tips of stars ,S and 7. On the right
the stars similarly show some extra outlines and irregularities. .Star 1.^ is some¬
what crudely formed, probably due to resurfacing the die, removing some of
the lower areas of the star points (but not enough that the extra outlines are
gone completely). On the reverse the O mintmark is very close to and touching
.the branch stem. Numerous interesting die finish lines are seen under magnifi¬
cation, particularly above .S'F and diagonally through HRl

Gem Proof 1850 Half Dollar
Exceedingly Rare as Proof
Possibly Fewer than Six Known

1850

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

11947

1849 Proof-64. A magnificent specimen of this very rare issue. Light
champagne toning on obverse and reverse with splashes of brown on
the former surface. The rims are gold and electric blue. It has been
our experience that the 1849 silver Proofs are among the greatest halt
dollar rarities of the decade, even more elusive than the 1848 (of
which probably no more than seven or eight are known. The WileyBugert reference suggests that for the 1849 I’roof “at least five are
known,” which must be about on the mark. For some reason, silver
Proofs of this year are notably rarer than the several years preceding.
The Eliasberg Collection presently offered, plus the John j.
Pittman Collection to be offered in a future year (being catalogued
by David Akers), will bring down the curtain on the availability of
Proofs of this era, after which the opportunity to ac(]uire them will be
very scattered and infrequent. Doubtless, anyone attempting to ac¬
quire an unbroken seiiuence of Proof half dollars in the 184()s could
lead an active multi-decade numismatic search with an unlimited
checkbook and not achieve completion. As is true with so many in¬

(photo enlarged to twice actual size!

stances in the present catalogue, opportunity is the word.
On the reverse distinctive die finish marks within the shield confirm that this
identical Proof die was used to strike the 1847, 1848, and 184‘H’roof half dollars

1949

1850 l’r()<)f-65. ,\ splendid gem with delicate champagne and gold
toning. .Struck from highly polished dies, including Proof surface

in the Eliasberg Oollection.

OVVKRS AND MEKENA

::.s

Ikt l.outs h. h.iiust>er)f, Sr., CulUction

within the shield stripes, althouj^h with some die striae visible under

Superb Cjem 18S1 Half Dollar

vers hi^h maKnitication—as is characteristic of Proofs of all denomi¬
nations ot the 1S50 year. Walter Breen suggests that there are several
die varieties and describes at least three, certainly an interesting situ¬

I'robably the b inest Known

ation tor an issue of w hich only a few Proofs are know n to exist today.

A Numismatic Landmark

I he Wiley-Bugert text suggests that “.•\t least four are known,” and
Walter Breen lists a few more individual pieces than that, but notes
that the listings may overlap. W'e believe that perhaps four or five true
Proofs exist. I'he Proof half dollar is rarer than the Proof silver dollar
ot this date, the latter being famous and highly prized for many years.
It has been our experience over the years that 1850 Proof silver
coins, half dimes through half dollars, are exceedingly rare. I'he 1850
silver dollar exists in larger quantities, simply because this was a more
popular denomination with collectors at the time. While such pieces
may have been offered in sets, the existence of multiple die varieties
of Proofs among various Proof denominations indicates that these
may have been struck on special, isolated occasions. Some of the
Proof d ies were then pressed into service to make business strikes,
this being fairly well documented with the silver dollar.
I'he 1850 as a date is a scarce half dollar, lending additional impor¬
tance to the magnificent Proof rarity offered here.
Pedigree: William M. Friesner Collection, Edouard Frossard, June 7-8,
1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
E. lias berg, Sr.
Die notes; On the obverse the date is very high, sloping down slightly to the
right. The final digit is sharply doubled at the lower right and bottom, even
dramatically so. This may be the same obverse die as VVB-102, which Wiley and
Bugert describe as existing in several different states. .Similarly, Walter Breen
identifies a related “high date” Proof as existing at one time in the Virgil M.
Brand estate, later appearing in the Landau sale, possibly later in a string of
other sales as well (see Breen’s Proof F.ncyclopedia, revised edition, page 92). It
seems reasonable certain that this die was also used to make business strikes,
some of which have partially prooflike surfaces. The stars at the left show deli¬
cate doubling, less prominent on stars 5-6 and most visible on stars 4 and 7. The
artifacts at the tips of stars 5 and 7 are very tiny, probably having been polished
away during the creation of the PrtKif die. On the right, pronounced doubling is
seen at the lower left of star 8, slightly on star 9, and very heavily on stars 10-13.
.Along the right border, particularly above stars 11-13, are many diagonal file
marks (quite reminiscent of the file marks seen over RlOA on Second Restrike
half cents of the year). On the reverse there are some die finish marks at the top
of the open vertical shield stripes. Near the bottom of the fourth open space
from the right is a prominent raised diagonal line, which will serve to hallmark
this die. Along the right border of the shield are many criss-cross marks, which
arc seen (but not earlier noticed in the present catalogue) on various other dies
of the era.
(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

Notable 1850-0 Half Dollar

1951

1851 MS-66. A superb gem, a numismatic landmark. Delicate
golden toning over .satiny, lustrous surfaces on the obverse, with hints
of purple and blue at the rims. 'I'he reverse is mostly brilliant chang¬
ing to delicate gold. The very definition of a gem business strike, this

1851 may well be the finest known to exist. And, to put the icing on ■
the numismatic cake, the issue is of very low mintage as well.
Pedigree: Chapman brothers, January 1900, to J..M. Clapp; John
Clapp. Clapp estate,

/ 942,

//.

to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.

Die notes; I'he obverse is that of \VB-1()3, with what is described as a rcpunched
second 1 at the date, but which may represent a stray mark as it far left of the
final digit. A crack extends from border to border through the base of the date,

splitting in two pieces between the 8 and 5, as nicely illustrated in the V\'-B ^

lO.SO

IS.5()-() MS-64. I.ightly mixed heather, brown and gunmetal blue

book. The stars on the left, while some show very light doubling, arc (piitc well

|

formed. Artifacts arc seen opposite stars 5 and 7, and a crack connects the last

I

toning over satiny, lustrous fields. .Somewhat prootlike when held at

with the head of Miss Liberty, continuing through star 9, the Liberty cap, and

an angle to the light. .An attractive example of an issue w hich is tpiite

exiting at the border above star 10. Another crack is seen from star 11 diago¬

elusive at the .Mint State level, but which is available readily in worn
grades.

outlines, scarcely worth noting. The reverse is from a very early state of the die

Pedigree: Henry Hlair Collection sale, Charles Steigemn'alt, October 14,
1896; J M

(Japp; John

//.

Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.

h.hasberg, Sr
I)ic notes: (Ibvcrsc with date about centered or slightly low. Some trivial
stars on the left all show slight doubling, ranging from light to heavy. Above star
4 rhere is a die lump or defett on the dcnrils opposite the outermost part, and
what mav be in arrifait. but if so, is much more distant than normally seen,
I mv artifat ts arc seen op|visitc the outermost |M>ints of stars .5 and 6. but scarcely
ir 1 the latter being a departure from the norm Star H has a wide “tlangc" all
It,

estcnsiscly (loiiblcd, and the s.ime i in be said for the other stars

thr'fugh I 1 Most probablv. this working ilic was only lightly finished aftet be¬
ing imprrsseil hv the m ister ilic

and show s many minute die finish marks. .An examination of the shield is often
interesting in half dollars of this era. .A detailed discussion is beyond the intent
of the present text, although we cannot resist noting that the leftmost group of
three stripes extends far into the horizontal stripes alxive and well into the feathers

repiint hing is seen on the last two digits and is scarcely worth mentioning. The

irourul

nally to the border opposite star 12. The stars on the right have very slight double

I he revetse die is trom an early state

in the eagle’s neck! In open spaces 5 and 6 there are pronounceil raised
mounds or lumps.

'I'he Louts E. E.liasher^, Sr., ('ollertion

Notable Gem 1851-0 Half Dollar

Splendid 1852-0 Half Dollar

Among the Finest Known

Among the Finest Known

1952 1851-0 MS-65. A splendid gem, a notable coin in the repertoire of

1954 1852-0 MS-64. A outstanding specimen with satiny, brilliant sur¬

high-grade Eliasberg Collection examples. The piece has mottled

faces accented by a few splashes of toning. .Sharply struck and ex¬

f

light gray toning on the obverse over lustrous and somewhat proof-

ceedingly attractive in every aspect. One of the very finest known of

I

like surfaces. The reverse is mostly brilliant, likewise prooflike, with

this issue. Another incredible coin.

I

some splashes of light gold and blue. A superb piece which must

I

have been carefully preserved at or near the time of striking.

!

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 811, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.liasberg, Sr.

Pedigree: Nicholas Retry Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, May 10,

Die notes; Obverse with some traces of die rust, common to New Orleans is¬

1893; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

sues of the time, and visible, among other places, on some of the high areas of
the date numerals (strong glasses suggested as an aid). .Stars at the left quite

E^ lias berg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with date high. No repunching. Star 2 shows a raised die
line diagonally through the lower two points, visible under magnification and
probably not observable on any but finely preserved examples. Stars 5 and 6

Shave prominent artifacts, and are also notably repunched, although traces of
repunching can be seen at some other stars as well. A very delicate die crack
connects star 5 witlj the rim. Star 8 shows some repunching, star 9 is perfect,
and the remaining stars show light repunching. A delicate crack extends from
the rim past star 9 into the field, and another crack goes from the drapery at
Miss Liberty’s ankle to star 13. The reverse is from an early state of the dies.
Some mounding is seen in the blank or “white” stripes 5 and 6, as also observed
on certain other issues of the era.

well formed for this era, but with artifacts opposite stars 5 and 7. Stars at the
right are perfect. A small die scratch (presumably) or a straight-line crack extends
from the upper right tip of star 13 diagonally to a dentil. One of the most carefully
finished business strike dies we have yet encountered from this era. However,
.the years were passing on the calendar, and as time went on, various idiosyncra¬
sies in the Liberty Seated series become fewer.
Reverse from a very early state of the die, showing finish lines in some areas,
most prominently through LF and DO extending to a dentil, although others
could be mentioned. Randy Wiley and Bill Bugert comment: “The scarcest
New Orleans Mint half dollar, excluding some of the early rare varieties. I'nderrated. Very few Mint State examples are known.”
In 1893 in his treatise, .Mint .Marks, Augustus (i. Heaton noted that the 1852O was the first coin of the New Orleans Mint in the Liberty Seated series

1953 1852 Net MS-60. Burnished decades ago to resemble a Proof, the

which he considered to be scarce in all grades.

piece at casual, uninformed glance indeed resembles a Proof. Light
golden toning.
Pedigree: Acquired by J.M. Clapp as "Uncirculated" at an early date,
probably before 1894; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.

Landmark 1853-0 Half Dollar
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Landmark 1853-0 Half Dollar
W ithout Arrows and Rays
One of Just Three Known
\\ iley-Bu^ert: “Uncollectible”
"Fhe \V illiams-Menjou Coin

{photo mlnrged to tunce actual uze}

1955

1853-0 Without Arrows at Date, Without Rays on the Reverse.
\'(j-8. Weight: 13.11 gram.s-202.3 grains, conforming (allowing for
wear) to the current standard of 208.25 grains, and considerably above
the new weight of 192 grains adopted on Februar\- 21, 1853. Light,

half dollar being made to weigh 192 grains, and all the other coins in
proportion. This change was marked by placing an arrow-point at the
right and left sides of the date, and the eagle on the reverse was sur¬
rounded by a glory of rays; these peculiarities then appearing for the
first time.

even wear. Light golden and lilac toning over gray surfaces. One of

'The dimes and half dimes without the arrows and rays, though

just three known to exist, all of which show w ear. Apparently, the

scarce, are not of infrequent occurrence. 'I'hc quarter dollar, though

few that were struck were all placed into circulation in 1853.

occasionally found, is of excessive rarity.... Reverting to the half dollar;

Notably, this 1853-0 was the next-to-last coin acquired by Louis H.

I may say this sample weighs 201 grains, 12 grains more than the alter¬
ation originally referred to, and 9 grains more than the coin authorized

Eliasberg to complete his collection (the last being the 1873-CC

by the Act of 18.S.5. This piece, though it has been circulated for a long

Without .Arrows dime).

time, is still in good condition, and may be fairly described as \'cr\ Fine
for a coin so old and rare.

Importance

In his treatise. Mint Marks, 1893, Augustus (». 1 leaton commented:

The 1853-0 half dollar w ithout arrows on the obverse or rays on the

“If the judgment of several authorities is w ell founded, there is a vari-

reverse is one of the legendary rarities of American numismatics.

ety of the 1853-0 Without Arrows and Rays similar to the ipiarter of

With only three specimens known, it has few peers anywhere in the

the Philadelphia Mint, but never know n in the half dollar coinage of

American series. .Ml but a few of the great specialized half dollar col¬

that institution, which takes a bound at the highest place among

lections formed in past decades have lacked an example.
I'he variety was not generally known to numismatists until the
188()s. I he rarity of the issue precluded its inclusion in major cabi¬
nets up to that time.

mintmarked rarities. .Such a piece has been purchased as genuine for
considerably over $100. It was found in the West. We are disposed to
recognize the possibility of such a variety.”
In his 1988 Complete Encyclopedia of V.S. and Colonial Coins, Walter

In 1885. in his offering of j. L.olvin Randall’s specimen of the 185.5-

Breen noted that the 1853-0 Without .Arrows is “One of the most fa¬

() half dollar withmit arrows and rays (now known as the (iarrett

mous of all American silver rarities. No record survives about this

specimen), the cataloguer, \V. Elliot Woodward, presented the first

mintage, cither of manufacture or disposition, except that the Phila¬

expanded discussion and appreciation of the variety to appear in

delphia Mint shipped six obverse dies |to New Orleans], only one of

print, as his Lot 421:

w hich was apparently used. .Absence of any record of manufacture
suggests that the few survivors were made for presentation purposes,

l«S5 No. 1; withniir arrows: Orleans (sit| Mint. I consider this coin
the gem of Mr Kandall's whole collection. It belongs to the regular se¬
nes of I nired States coins, and is iindoiihtedly uni(|iie. I am well aware
that tifhcr specimens arc claimed to exist, but one which has long

arc traced:”
In their I'he Complete Cuide to l.iherty Seated Half Dollars, 1993.

p.issed uni halicngcd is now admitted by the ow ncr to be an alteration.

Randy Wiley and Bill Bugert, comment: “ Phis \ arictv is one of the

I he older lollci tors wdl remember that, m IHSy. the par of silver sur-

greatest rarities in I ..S. numismatics. It is not a regular issue and is

P I', wd that of gold Silver was pun based at a premium and exported at
I profit finding that the loiintrv was rapidly being drained of all its siler oin and bullion, the government retaining the old weight for stan¬
dard dollars rcdiiied the weight of all its minor silver coinage.—the

IIH

only to be spent later and kept as pocket pieces. Only three sur\ ivors

uncollectible; there are only three known, .ill heaxilv circulated"
I'he same writers speiiilare that "three survivors esiaped the melt¬
ing pot, they could h.ivc been caught m .i com bin and .iccident.illv

iu)\vi*:ks AM) \ii:ki*na
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released with coins of the new weight standards, and paid out in sal¬
ary to Mint employees, or clandestinely struck for Mint employee
collector friends. The latter is unlikely because all of them are
heavily circulated. In any case, precise circumstances of their exist¬
ence are unknown.”
This rarity has furnished the subject for several articles in The
Gobrecht Journal. I'hese include:

Baltimore numismatist went to California to personally bid on it. Retained in
the Fliasberg Collection since that time.
202.3 grains.
The coin here offered.

3. The King specimen. (Jood-b.
• Colin F. King (1892).

187.VC(1 without Arrows quarter, and others, noting that these all quickly come

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to mind when classics are discussed. However, some of the “toughest but also

• I .eon Coodman.

the most underrated and least appreciated” coins include not only the preced¬

• Julian Leidman (again).
• Jules Reiver.

1976, November: P. .Scott Rubin. “'Phree Rare Half Dollars.” 'I'he author
stated that he was able to track down six auction appearances involving three
different coins.
1982, November: Roy D. Ash. “Reflections on the 18,S.VO No Arrows Half
Dollar.” He began by reviewing other classic rarities such as the 1870-.S half
dime, the 187.^-(1C Without Arrows dime, the 1876-()(>’ 20-cent piece, the

ing, but the “prohibitively rare 1853-0 No Arrows half dollar.” The writer

(.1)1. F.H.R. Creen (this giving Creen the tiwnership of two examples).
.Anderson-DuPont Sale by Stack’s, 19,54.
C.A. Cass (“Empire”) sale. Stack’s, 1957.
A.,M. and Paul Kagin, Hollinbeck Coin Co.
R.F. Cox,, Jr., sale. Stack’s, 1962.
F. Yale Clarke sale. Stack’s, 1975.
Julian Leidman,
Roy Ash.

men, the .\lenjou-Eliasberg specimen, and the Anderson-DuPont specimen,

• Julian Leidman (again).
• Jonathan Kern.

reflecting “Have you ever seen so many prominent names associated with so

• Charles Barasch,

few coins.^”

• New England collection.

noted that just three pieces were known to exist—the Randall-Oarrett speci¬

1983, March: DavidJ. Davis. “Further Reflections on the 1853-0 Half Dollar.”
Davis discussed the three known examples, noting the grades assigned over a
period of years have varied, calling the present Kliasberg coin F-15. The
DuPont coin has been variously called G-6 to Fine.
1983, March: Roy D. Ash. “Further, Further Reflections on the 1853-0 No
Arrows Half Dollar.” Additional comments were given.

• Charles Barasch (again).
• Julian Leidman (again).
• Kenneth Goldman.
• South Florida Rare Coins.
• Private California collection.
'Phis specimen also appeared in the Bryan Sale, 1977, and was not sold; and
in Herbert I. Melnick’s sale of July 29, 1982.
199.6 grains.

New Orleans: Early 1853
We have no reason to doubt that the circumstances of production of the 1853-

Additional Commentary

O half dollar without arrows are essentially the same as described earlier in the

The June 1894 issue of The Numismatist included this relevant commentary;

present catalogue for the 1853 Philadelphia Mint quarter dollar and, in our

“DeWitt S. Smith, of Lee, Massachusetts, has not only one of the best collec¬

Fliasberg Collection catalogue of 1996, for the 1853 Without Arrows dime and

tions of general character in the country, but also one of the best collections of

the 1853 and 1853-0 Without Arrows half dime:
Farly in 1853 the price of silver had risen on domestic and international mar¬

out arrows or rays mentioned in Heaton’s treatise.” Born in Sandisfield, MA, on

kets to the point at which freshly-minted coins could be sold to bullion brokers

.April 4, 1840, .Smith by 1894 had one of .America’s finest collections, covering

or melted down to yield a profit. Thus, of the relatively few 1853-0 half dollars

virtually all specialties from colonial coins forward. He is said to have had

mintmarks. Its gems are the 1838-0 half dollar and the 1853-0 half dollar with¬

struck of the 2()6.25-grain standard, most seem to have been retained at the

America’s finest private collection of orchids as well (also an interest many de¬

Mint and melted to be recoined following the Act of February 21, 1853. This

cades later of Louis F. Fliasberg, Sr.). Smith was called upon by J.M. Clapp as a
consultant in various matters including rarity and availability of pieces Clapp

legislation lowered the authorized weight of the pieces to 192 grains, identify¬
ing the new standard half dollars by adding arrowheads to the date and a glory

was seeking. After Smith died (June 25, 1908) his collection of coins was pur¬

of rays on the reverse.
At the New Orleans .Mint, no specific account was kept of the Without Ar¬

chased en bloc by Virgil M. Brand. The 1853-0 would have been dispersed after

rows and Rays pieces, and it can be presumed that only a few hundred were

chased many other coins from Brand’s heirs, brothers .Armin and Horace.

made.

Brand’s 1926 death and may have gone to Col, Edward H.R. Creen, who pur¬
What may have been No. 2 or No. 3 in the above list was described by B. Max
Mehl, who offered it for sale in 1938, as follows: “.A few months ago I was con¬

Registry of the 1853-0
Without Arrows or Rays Half Dollars
The registry of the three specimens known to the cataloguer is as
follows. It should be noted that the grades of these pieces are hardly

tacted by a collector on the Pacific Coast who claimed to possess one of these
great rarities. But after long experience, I never get excited about things of this
sort without seeing the coin. I'he coin was finally sent to me for my inspection
and, lo and behold! To my great and pleasant surprise 1 found the coin to be an
absolutely genuine specimen of this great rarity. Phis makes a third specimen

standardized in the literature. The first grade given represents our

known.” It is not known if Mehl was able to buy it. At the November 9, 1942.
meeting of the Oregon Numismatic .Society, \erl Bonebrake is reported to have

current opinion:

exhibited a piece he designated as this variety; no other information is known
to the cataloguer as to whether it was authentic, whether it was the same speci¬

1. The Garrett Specimen. VF-20.
• J.W. Haseltine (before 1881).
• J. Colvin Randall (W. Flliot Woodward’s 77th .Sale, 1885, Lot 421).
• Harold P. Newlin.
• 1. Harrison Carrett.
• John Work Carrett.
• The Johns I lopkins I'niversity. Catalogued by the present writer when the
Carrett Collection was sold.
• Presently in the cabinet of David Queller as part of his magnificent collec¬
tion of the half dollar series, complete by date and mint.
201 grains.

men Mehl mentioned, etc.

The Eliasberg Coin Offered
'Phe Fliasberg Collection specimen of the 1853-0 Without Arrow s and Rays
half dollar is herewith offered for .sale. For the Liberty .Seated specialist it rep¬
resents one of the greatest opportunities of all time. For the half dollar collec¬
tor, it is far and away the rarest major issue in the series, being seriously chal¬
lenged only by the 1817/4, of w hich seven are know n to exist, and. the famous
1838-0, of w hich over a dozen are know n.

Pedigree (reiteration): H.O. Granbetg Collection. William H. Woodin.
Waldo C. Seturotner. Col. F. H.R. Green. Charles

.1/.

Williams Collection.

2. The Kliasberg Specimen. V(ii-8.

Numismatic Gallery (.\be Kosoff and .\hner Kretsherg). offered in the

• From the H.O. Cranberg Collection (one of his showpieces; exhibited,

'Wdolphe .Menjou Collection." Fought by Louis F. Fliasberg. Sr. at the

among other places, at the 1911 ANA Convention).

Menjou .sale. 1950, Lot lOSJ.

• William H. Woodin.
• Waldo C. Newcomer.

1853-0 Without Arrows Rarities

• B. Max .Mehl.
• Col. F.H.R. Creen.
• Charles M. Williams Collection, direct sale to Numismatic Callery (.Abe
Kosoff and Abner Kreisberg).
• Offered at auction as part of the “Adolphe Menjou Collection.”
• Bought by Louis F. Fliasberg, Sr., at the Menjou sale, 1950, Lot 1084. I he

jOWKKS AND .MEKKNA

Phe Philadelphia Mint die shop shipped six 1853-datcd hall dollar obverse
dies (without arrows) to New Orleans in anticipation of an extensive coinage, or
at least to have the dies on hand should such materialize. \t the time there
were already 19 reverse dies on hand from earlier use. Bv June 9. 1853. certain
of these dies were defaced at the Mint and others were returned to Philadcl

I'he Louts L. Ehusher-^, Sr., Collection

noted above, these dies were useless after the Act of February 21,

for much of the time. I'nder Woodin’s watch (with Morgenthau as surrogate)

1S53. Fo designate 18.S3 half dollars of the new light weight, arrow heads were

there were vast changes in 'Ireasury procedures involving gold coins and bul¬

phia.

placed alongside the date, and resplendent rays were added around the eagle

lion. It is also worth noting that in 1933 the I'nited States coinage included $20

on the reverse.

gold coins that would later become quite prized and, in still later years, quite

In very early lh53, coinage of silver denominations at the New Orleans Mint,
to the old heavy-weight standard, was as follows;

controversial. Woodin passed away on May 4, 1934.
Waldo C. Newcomer, a famous Baltimore numismatist, was discussed by

l«53-0 Half dime. No arrows at date. 160,000 coins, all from a single pair of

Dr. Joel J. Orosz in our May 19%catalogueofFdiasberg Collection coins. Newcximer

dies, date weakly impressed. Many if not most were melted at the Mint. Prob¬

was a banker and businessman w ho began his collection at the turn of the centurv;

ably, several thousand were put into circulation, perhaps on the theory that it

approached his hobby with vigor and connoisseurship, and assembled a truly

would not pay speculators to trifle with or melt such a small coin. Rare today.
lS53-() Half dollar. .No arrows at date, no rays on reverse. .Mintage not re¬

memorable cabinet. Many of his pieces were later sold by B. Max .Mehl, but
enough coins, primarily of the issues of South America, remained after his

corded, but probably very small. Only three specimens are known to exist to¬

death (in 19.34 in Hawaii) that a string of later sales bore his name, these being

day.

catalogued by Wayte Raymond and James G. Macallister through J.C.
.Morgenthau & Co., New York City. 'Today the Newcomer name is occasionally

Focus on the F^liasberg Specimen’s Owners

seen on pedigrees and is usually an indication of quality.
(2ol. Kdward H.R. Green (1868-1936) had a collecting life that would

I'he roster of the owners of the F-liasberg specimen of the 1853-0 Without
.Arrows and Rays half dollar reads like a Who's Who in Sumismatifs:

make a book in itself Notably in the present context, he is the only person
known to have had two specimens of the 1853-0 Without Arrows and Rays half

Henry (). ( jranberg, of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, was one of the great collectors

dollar at the same time. Green is remembered as a wealthy heir, collector, and

of the first two decades of the 20th century. His cabinet grew to include not

businessman, the son of Hetty Green, “'The Witch of Wall .Street.” Director of

only the 1853-0 Without .Arrows and Rays half dollar, but also the 1804 silver

the 'Texas Midland and other railroads, he owned seven of the known 1838-0

dollar, the 1884 and 1885 trade dollars, and other coins. Certain of these were

half dollars and all five 1913 Liberty Head nickels along with other numismatic

loaned for the Fixhibition of L’nited States and Colonial Coins, American Nu¬

treasures. He also owned the original sheet of 100 1918 “Jenny” inverted 24e

mismatic Society, New York City, January 17 to February 18, 1914. Messrs.

airmail stamps. After his death in 1936 it took eight armored trucks to haul his

Woodin and Newcomer, discussed in the following paragraphs, also furnished

valuables to safekeeping. F.C.C. Boyd was an appraiser of the coin part of the

coins for the display.

estate and evaluated the Green holdings in 1937 and 1938. 'The estate re¬

William H. WtHKlin is one of the best-known figures of early 20th-century

mained intact until a contact was made by F^ric R Newman, of-St. Louis, after

numismatics. It was he who first studied gold coins intently by die varieties,

which many pieces were sold to Newman in association with Burdette G.

and along the way he acquired a fantastic collection of this specialty (including

Johnson (of the St. Louis Stamp & Coin Co.). Through Newman and Johnson

the unique 1870-S $3 which went into the F^liasberg Collection). He made

passed all five of the famous 1913 Liberty Head nickels, the finest example of

headlines on numerous occasions including in 1909 when he purchased a pair

which went to Louis FL F^liasberg, Sr., and made auction history in .May 1996.

of gold $50 patterns of 1877 from John W. Haseltine and Stephen K. Nagy, and

(Charles M. W'illiams of Cincinnati, Ohio, formed a large collection of coins

later returned them for transmittal to the I'.S. Mint Collection, receiving thou¬

in the 1930s and 194()s, buying from

sands of the Mint’s long-stored patterns in exchange. 'Fhese duplicates were

Kosoff and others, but keeping his activities (|uiet. In 1941 when the William

Thomas G. .Melish, .Sol Kaplan, Abe

sold off during a long period of years, with an early offering being via his friend

F'orrester Dunham Collection was sold by B. Max Mehl, many of the items had

and advisor, FMgar H. .Adams, in the February 10, 1911, sale titled Catalogue of

been secretly sold beforehand. Williams made a private deal to buy for cash the

the Auction Sale of Rare Pattern Coins Comprising many pattern duplicates, in differ¬

1822 $5 gold coin, and took it home to Cincinnati, where it remained until

ent metals, and of many denominations, belonging to Mr. William //. Woodin of Sene

1950. In that year Williams sold his collection intact to the Numismatic Gallery

York City. .Not long thereafter, on .March 2-4, 1911, 'I'homas L. Fdder offered at

(Abe Kosoff and Abner Kreisberg). Kosoff and Kreisberg then sold the 1822 $5

auction more coins via a catalogue titled .Magnificent Collection of Rare .American

to B. Max Mehl, who then sold it to Amon G. Carter, .Sr. Included in the same

Coins of William H. Woodin, F.sq. of Sew York City. .Many notable rarities in other

package was an 1875 $3.

series were included as well. Fhis sale included the aforementioned 1870-.S $3.
In 1913 he published his book. United States Pattern, Trial, and Experimental
Pieces. Remg a List of the Pattern. Trial, and Experimental Pieces Which Hat’e Reen
Issued by the United States .Mint from 179’ Up to the Present lime. .A little-known
fact is that Wrxidin wrote the text and .Adams (although known as an excellent
author) was the photographer. Woodin, an industrialist (with the .American Car
& Foundry Co.), was named by Franklin I). Roosevelt as his first secretary of
the Treasury, 1933. He was in office from March 5, 1933, to December 31 of the
same year, when he resigned in poor health, having been ill for most of his term

Numismatic Clallery then took Williams Collection sans a few pieces that
had been plucked out, catalogued the coins, and offered it to the world as “'The
Adolphe Menjou Collection” in 1950. Menjoii, a Hollywood actor, was a minor

|

collector of coins and, no doubt, enjoyed the publicity involved, especially as
some of his coins were included in “his” sale as well. 'The 1853-0 Without Arrows
and Rays half dollar was offered as Lot 1084. 'The buyer was Louis F^.
Flliasberg, .Sr., who had come to California from Baltimore especially to buy this
coin and the unique 1873-CC Without Arrows dime. Further information appears
in the book, Louis E. Eliasberg, ,^r.. King of Coins.

^

to that point. .Meantime, Henry Morgenthau, Jr., had served as acting secretary

I
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The Louis E. E.liasherg, Sr., Collection

Spectacular Proof 1853 Half Dollar

irregularities. I he right arrowhead slants slightly downward. On the left there
is a tiny die crack or flaw extending into the field from the dentil opposite the

With Arrows and Rays

outermost point of star 1. .Some slight doubling is seen at stars S-4 and to a
lesser extent .5, 6, and 7. I here are no artifacts opposite stars .S and 7, a depar¬
ture from the previous era. Stars 10-1,^ show very slight doubling. Near the hem
of the drapery far above and slightly to the right of the upper right tip of the .S in
the date are two raised die lumps. Other lumps appear higher in the drapery
and to the right, and in the folds of the drapery covering .Miss Liberty’s leg
there are some horizontal die scratches.
On the reverse in the white stripes there are some nearly vertical die finish
lines coming down from the horizontal stripes above, these uniformly slanting
slightly toward the left. A prominent die scratch extends from the dentil diago¬
nally through the first A in AMERK'A to a tip of a ray. Other die scratches are
prominent at 1 KD .S I. .Some die irregularities are present below .A'l'K.
It is likely the case that this die was also used to create business strikes, and
so few Proofs were made that it would not have been economical to have used a
die for this purpose, then to have discarded it. However, the notes do identify
at least one striking of an authentic Proof The 1853 half dollar with Arrows and
Rays was produced under the Act of hebruary 21, 1853, and is of lighter weight
than the preceding pieces in the series. The arrows at date and rays at the re¬
verse designate this. .Silver coins of this denomination had become very scarce
in circulation, the mintage of business strikes was very generous—3,532,708.
As noted. Proofs were virtually neglected, and no complete sets appear to have
been made this year.
Note: Our sale of the Norweb Collection, November 1988, Lot 3159, offered
a one-sided Proof of this issue, a curious hybrid.
See note under Lot 1454 of the present sale for related information; under our
description of a prooflike, not Proof^, 1853 with arrows and rays tjuarter dollar.

1957

1853-0 Arrows and Rays. IVIS-63/64. Lustrous and satiny sur¬
faces. The obverse is mostly brilliant with a few splashes of gray ton¬
ing, while the reverse is brilliant with mottled gray and lilac toning. A
very attractive example with lots of “sparkle.”

I

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

il956

1853 Arrows at Date, Rays on Reverse. Proof-63. A spectacular

|j

specimen. Champagne and light golden toning over deeply mirrored

Pedigree: E.S. Norris Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, May 17, 1894;
J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with die crack from rim extending between stars 11 and
12, branching to star 11. .Star 11 has a particularly bold cusp or artifact opposite

surfaces. Exceedingly rare, incredibly so. This s one of just two or
j
[
'

.

its outside point, a rather unusual circumstance (but we will not note further

three we have seen over a period spanning many years. Here, indeed,

concerning this aspect on the present coin). I'he reverse die is broken through

is one of the most awesome, one of the greatest Proof rarities in the

TED .S'l’A'l’E. Numerous raised die finish lines are seen, as are outlines to

half dollar series. In his Proof E.ncyclopedia, Walter Breen offers very

some of the letters. Obviously, the .Mint in its haste to turn out a large number

little in the way of information concerning characteristics of Proof

of coins under the new' weight standard, prepared its dies quickly this year.

specimens, mentioning in passing five examples, some of which may

We herewith discontinue minute descriptions, pointing out only major items
such as cracks or particularly egregious die lines or characteristics or other items

be duplicate listings, one of which we offered a few years ago in the

that seem to be of importance or more than passing interest. .Star doubling, arti¬

Norweb Collection. One piece he cited seemed to have a question as

facts, etc., will not be noted, as dies became so numerous and are so lightly-

to whether it was a Proof or a business strike. Proof half dollars of this

documented in the literature, that collector interest is not great. For example,
in the Wiley-Bugert text it is noted that at least 11 different obverses and re¬

date are very lightly documented. The Wiley-Bugert reference vol¬

verses are known, but these are grouped under a single number, WB-lOl.

ume does not treat them exeept to mention in passing, “less than 6
known,” which, when stated differently, reflects that to their knowl¬
edge no more than five are known. Certification service reports are of
little help, as duplicate listings may occur, and it is not known what

1854 Proof Half Dollar Rarity

criteria were used to determine Proof status (which for the year 1853

About a Half Dozen Known

in particular can be a matter of widely differing opinions).
In 1853 there were very few Proof coins struck of any denomina)

tion. Apparently, no original Proof sets were produced. Later, circa
1860, pioneer collector George Jones commented that there were no
Proof 1853 Liberty Seated silver dollars known to exist, and, accord¬
ingly, around this time the Mint obligingly restruck 12 Proofs.
Notwithstanding the preceding, there are a few authentic instances
of scattered Proofs in existence among the denominations. The
present piece is herewith described in detail to add to the fund of
knowledge (such as it is) on the issue.
I )ie notes: ()n the obverse the date is high as are the arrowheads. The base of
the shaft t)f the left arrowhead is about in line with the underside of the flag or

1958

1854 Arrows at Date. Proof-64. .\ splendid specimen w ith deli-

upper left serif of the 1. On the digit 1 there are some raised die lumps toward

eate gold toning at the centers changing to magenta and bine. .-Vbso-

the upper right, down frt)m the top. On the digit H there is a die lump at the

Intely superb in its aspect.

|t)wer left curve. Above the .5 there are some die finish marks and some minor

OVVKkS AND MKRKNA

Ike l.uuti h

h liusberx, Sr., Collection

Fascinatin^ 1854-0 Half Dollar

HcninniriK this \ear, PriMit silver coins were issued continuously in
sets through 141h, although distribution was very occasional from
IiS54-1 S.SH, becoming a routine only beginning in 1858. The number
ol different specimens of tbe Proof 1854 half dollar is not known. The
\\ iley-Bu^ert text su^KC'ts no more than five, while Walter Breen
delineates three different specimens know n to him, noting that these
might involve some duplicate listings (in other words, perhaps not as
many as three different were traced). FKXkS recently published that
It

has

seen

Proofs

on

eight

occasions;

the

duplication

and

resubmission (actor is not known.
In our experience the Proof 1854 half dollar is, indeed, a major rar¬
ity, far more so than the half dime, dime, and, especially the silver
dollar, the latter turning up with some frequency, although still a

1961 1854-0 MS-62. Primarily silver gray surfaces w ith some splashes of

landmark rarity. While silver coins appear to have been offered in

magenta and blue at the rims. With curious, indeed fascinating, ob¬

sets, as mentioned, the survival rates are very unusual, and perhaps

verse die characteristics (as delineated in the notes below).
Pedigree: Mumford Collection, Setc York Coin & Stamp Co., April 9-10,

only a few sets were issued, plus single pieces on order (such as to sil¬

1896; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K.

ver dollar specialists).

EJiasberg, Sr.

Pedigree: J.. M. Clapp Collection ; acquired at an early time, probably before

Die notes: Pnder magnification this is one of the most curious Liberty

1894. Later, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

Seated half dollar obverse dies we have ever seen, or hope to see. I'nprecedented

Die notes: I'nder magnification the date shows a couple of interesting char¬

on any other die in the present cabinet described up to this point, the date region

acteristics which are worthy of mention. I'nlike the 1853, the arrowheads are

below the base of I^iberty has numerous raised and cross-hatched die finish

distant from the date to left and right. On the present coins there is a small

lines, giving the entire area a virtually three-dimensional background rather

notch in the 8 logotype at its lower inside right, a curious feature. A small spine

than usual plane surface. Again, the specialist will really enjoy examining this

or projection is seen at the corner of the 4 between the outside part of the verti¬

under high magnification. All peripheral features (date, stars. Liberty cap)

cal element and the upper part of the crossbar. (This was in the logotype and is

show double outlines. On the reverse there are a few horizontal die finish lines

seen on other half dollars of this date as well.)

near the top of the white stripes. Die cracks are seen through STATK.S O, and
elsewhere, including through AM and into the field, and a large crack irom the
rim through C and to the eagle’s wing, and another from OI. to the border.

Gem Mint State 1854 Half Dollar

Randy Wiley and Bill Bugert note that 55 obverse dies and 33 reverse dies
were employed for the 1854-0 coinage, so one could literally make a career out
of studying pieces of this particular issue. Among such pieces, the present ob¬
verse has to be one of the most interesting.

Beautiful Proof 1855/4 Overdate
Notable Rarity'

1959 1854 Arrows at Date. MS-65. A splendid gem with light gray and
lilac toning, changing to brown and gunmetal-blue at the rims.
Nicely struck and very attractive. Ever popular as a “type” coin.
Pedigree: Richard L. .\shhurst Collection, S.H. Chapman , .May 1908;
John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E. EJiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: The last three date numerals are double punched. On the reverse
the three rightmost white shield stripes have large bulges at their bottoms,
more so than typically seen on coins of this era.

1

I(

Splendid Gem 1854-0 Half Dollar
rvvvwvi

1960 18.54-0 .Arrows at Date. MS-66. .Some prooflike surfaces. Deli¬
cate heather, magenta, and blue toning. .A special coin for the con¬
noisseur, this piece has it all from the standpoint of (|uality. Finer
than any other seen.
Pedntree Henry lilair Collection sale, Charles Steiger%ralt, October 14,
1896,

I M

Clapp. John //

(Japp. (Japp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

h.liaJierg, Sr
Di - fi'.'
«; -rr |.'.
•

.

\ die

ratk i« »ccn from the rim through star II. On the reverse

oonric*-*. ihnmiitn nc.irlv hori/onial r.iiscd die finish lines in the

!photo enhirgeil to rv ur iii tuol awl

< Ilf 'he shield, in effcit the speiialist will cn)ov ex.imining in de-

|9f)2

18.5,5/4 ()vcriliitc, .Arrows nt Dntc. l’rool-64. Boiiglit

.1 rcgnl-'f

PriHif 1855. now identified .is the nvetd.ite Onlv a few PtiMifs exi'f.
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The Louis E. E. Hasher^, Sr., do I lection
“at least three,” aeeortling to the W'iley-Biigert referenee. As noted
by Walter Breen in his Encyclopedia, I’roofs were first diseovered by
the present writer (QDB).
I he overdate feature is very bold, with the crossbar of the 4 being
prominent within the lower part of the 5, and with some traces of the
vertical element as well. 'This same die was later used for business
strikes. Randy W iley reports that three different business strike dies
are known of the 1855/4.
The fund of information on Proofs of the 1855 year, overdate as
well as perfect date, is very sparse. The cataloguer suspects that a
careful examination of Proof 1855 half dollars may yield a few more
overdates. In any event, the issue in its entirety is extremely rare, and
taken as a group, the 1855/4 as well as 1855 Proofs are seldom seen,
and years can pass between offerings.
The previously-offered 1854 Proof half dollar seems to be rarer as a
date than 1855 (and 1855/4 combined), but without a doubt the is¬
sues of 1855 are far more elusive than 185b or any later date. The
Norw'eb Collection, November 1988, Lot 3155, offered a Proof 64/65

28, 1899, to J..\1. Clapp; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: The si/.e of mintmarks on half dollars of the IH.SOs and IMOOs w as
noticed at length by Augustus (1. Heaton in his

treatise. .Mini .Murks. (Con¬

cerning the San l-rancisco coinage of the Liberty .Seated type, Heaton noted
the rare nature of the 18.55-S, 1H.57-.S, and, especially, the 1K7H-S.
for additional reading on mintmark sizes, David A. Brase, PhD., ".Some \arieties of .San V rancisco .Mint Marks on Liberty Seated I lalves." in the Gohrechl
Journal. March 1977, is recommended. In the same vein, Randall H. Wiley's
exposition, “Mint Mark Varieties of .San Kranci.sco Half Dollars (1K.S.5-1H78),"
in the July 1979 number, is worth reviewing as is the same writer's article on
mintmark sizes presented in the 1987 (Coinage of the Americas (Conference
publication. Both of these authors provide excellent information.
Although the ,San l-rancisco Mint opened in 18.S4 using the building and fa¬
cilities of the former Curtis, Perry & Ward partnership (which earlier had made
Moffat coins), it was not until 18.S5 that silver issues were produced for the first
time (these being quarters and half dollars).
In contrast to usual practice, a special striking of the 18.S,S-.S half dollar was
sent to Philadelphia and incorporated in the Mint Cabinet. With relatively few
exceptions, mintmarked coins were ignored by the curators in Philadelphia.

of the overdate.
Pedigree: E.W. Ropes Collection sale (as a regular 1855 Proof, the over¬
date not being known at that time). New York Coin & Stamp Co., February

1856 Proof 500 Rarity

28, 1899; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

Curious Reverse Die

Eliasberg, Sr.

Only About 20 to 30 Proofs Known

Gem 1855-0 Half Dollar
Remarkable Quality

1965 1856 Proof-63. Brilliant surfaces with a wisp of golden toning
around the borders. An exceedingly rare issue. Probably only about
20 to 30 are known to exist. Issued as part of the silver Proof sets of
this year, although, surely, pieces could have been ordered separately
1963

1855-0 Arrows at Date. MS-65. .Satiny, lustrous surfaces with a
hint of lilac toning. .Some blush of darker toning or carbon spots at the
lower right of the obverse. A very pleasing coin from all aspects.
Pedigree: Mumford Collection, New York Coin & Stamp Co., April 9-10,
1896; J..\l. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.

if desired.
Pedigree: Dixie Land Collection sold by Geoffrey Charlton Adams, November
15-16,1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: The date is fairly well centered. Last digit shows traces of double
punching at the bottom. Below the date are some diagonal die lines extending
upward to the left, these being particularly notable at the first digit.
On the reverse the leftmost set of vertical stripes has been somewhat ama¬

Die notes: The last two date digits are double punched. While we have refrained

teurishly strengthened in the die, a curious situation. This identical reverse die

from discussing star doubling or artifacts of issues after the early 1850s, we

was used to coin 1857 Proof half dollars as well. Apparently, this is an altered,

mention in passing that half dollars of the With-Arrows style, 1853-1855, are
laden with these, probably from hasty die preparation. On the reverse of the

later state of the second variety of 1856 Proof half dollars described by Walter
Breen in the appendix of his 1989 revision of his k.ncyclopedia of ( nited States

present coin there is a prominent die lump just above the center of the fifth

and Colonial Proof Coins. A prominent attribution point for the variety noted by-

white stripe from the left.

Breen is a hollow area at the top of the left vertical stripe in the reverse shield
(prominently illustrated as Lot .^44 of our (jarrett Collection sale, November
1979). Apparently, this area was later filled in to show the strengthening men¬

Rare 1855-S Half Dollar
Arrows at Date
First San Francisco Issue

tioned.

Gem 1856-0 Half Dollar
Among the Finest Known
Notable Condition Rarity

1964 1855-S Large S. WB-lOl. KL'-40. Light gray toning. Well struck
and somewhat prooflike, especially on the reverse. A nice example at
this grade level of the first .San Francisco half dollar variety. Large S
mintmark as always on 1855-S.
Pedigree: E.W. Ropes Collection, Nev' York Coin & Stamp Co., Eebniary

OWFkS AND MFRKNA

1966 1856-0 WH-lOl. MS-65. Mottlcil light gray with goKIcn tuning
over satiny, lustrous surfaces. .\ \ ery pleasing example of this issue.

I

iht l.ouis h. h.iiusberx, Sr., Collection

One ot the hnest to ever be ottered in a specialized collection, far ex¬

-

ceeding' just about everv other high level piece in existence.

Incredible Quality 18S6-S Half Dollar

Die notc^: Obverse with crack from rim through first star to Miss Liberty’s

|i

Superb (Jem Mint State

hand to shield; another crack connects stars 10-12. Reverse vsith hairline crack
connectin)' bottom of OL.

Finest Seen

In IS.SO New Orleans was an extremely busy trading port on several accounts,

'

with coastwise traffic from .Savannah, (Charleston, Philadelphia, Boston, New

About as Rare as 1855-S!

^ork, and other eastern ports, with ships arriving and departing from Havana
and Aspinwall (Panama), and with a steady stream of steamer traffic on the
Mississippi. These were heady times in the economy of New Orleans, and sub¬
stantial quantities of many coins were made to fill needs in commerce. In the
year 18,S6 more than twice as many half dollars w ere made at New (Orleans than
at Philadelphia and .San Krancisco combined.

1967 1856-0 W B-l()3. .\tS-64. Light lilac and gray toning over lustrous,
frosty surfaces. Some tinges of blue at the borders.
Pedigree: Matthew' .4. Stickney Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,
1901; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. F.liasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse date sharply repunched in the last two digits, with the fi¬
nal digit, 6, being dramatically so; Breen-4868. Small die crack begins above
the 6 and continues into the base of Miss Liberty.

!photo enlarged to ttn'ice actual size)

1969 1856-S WB-101. MS-65. Brilliant and somewhat prooflike with
delicate champagne toning. Virtually unheard of in this lofty grade.
“Only a couple of Mint State specimens are known,” the WilcyBugert text notes, further stating that this issue is “underrated when
compared to 1855-S” since the 1856-S in Mint State is about as rare as
the 1855-S. Here, indeed, is a great sleeper—an issue which is elu¬
sive in all grades, but at the gem level is a formidable world-class rar¬
ity. One of the great opportunities in the present catalogue. Quite
possibly, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for the connoisseur and
1968 1856-0 WB-1()2. .MS-64. Dramatically doubled date. (Jorgeous
light lilac and magenta toning changes to patches of blue and gold at
the rims. ,\ stunning piece from a visual viewpoint.

specialist.

J'

At the time of coinage, v irtually all 18.56-S half dollars w ere placed j
into circulation, with many going to (>hina w here they were melted. ,

Pedigree: Richard li. W insor Collection, S.li. and //. Chapman, December

(Also see note under Lot 1980.) Lnlike the 185.5-S, no example was

IH95, Lot 59H;J.M. Clapp; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

sent to the Mint Cabinet. All 18.56-.S halves have large S mintmarks.

Eliaiberg, Sr.
Die notes: Date doubled; Breen-4869. The under-date slants noticeably up

1

;

It is relevant to note that both the N'orweb Collection and the I’rvor ;
coins were .'\l ; the finest that each ow ner could locate over a long

to the right and is sharply visible (except for the second digit) under the final

period of years, despite having a v irtually unlimited chcckbiMik and :

b«ild impression. ()ne of the most dramatically doubled dates of its era, significant

unbounded acejuisition desire.

enough that even the casual collector by date and mintmark may wish to add
this as a second variety of 18S6-().

bOWl'kS
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The Louis E. EJiasher'g, Sr., (iollerfion

Proof 1857 Rarity

Rare Proof 1858 Half Dollar

Exceedingly Rare

First Year of Publie Issue

Fewer than 20 Known

1974 1858 Proof-63/64. A superb specimen from an aesthetic viewpoint.
1970

1857 Proof-64. Delicate golden and lilac toning over deeply mir¬
rored surfaces. A tiny fleck or piece of debris is seen near the third
star.
Fewer than 20 Proof 1857 half dollars are known to exist, making
this date more elusive than the 1856, and far, far scarcer than the
1858. Another highly important opportunity for the connoisseur and
specialist.
This represents the last year of non-public Proof coin issuance,

j

While a dedicated collector could, upon application, obtain Proofs at
the Mint in 1857, their availability was not generally known, and dis¬
tribution was irregular. Beginning in the next year, 1858, sets were
widely sold. The number of 1857 silver Proof sets minted is not re¬
corded, but probably was on the order of two or three dozen, plus

One of the finest to come on the market from an old-time collection.
Delicate golden toning at the center changes to deeper gold, magenta,
then blue at the edges. It would be difficult to imagine a more aestheti¬
cally pleasing coin no matter what its technical grade might be.
1858 represents the first year in which silver Proof sets were widely
sold to the public. Although the mintage was not recorded, years ago it
was estimated by the Chapman brothers as being just 80 sets. However,
the number may have been more than that. Probably, more silver dollars
were minted than of other silver denominations that year. Ibday in 1997,
Proof 1858 half dollars are rarer than silver dollars, and Proof trimes are
rarer yet (see discussion of 1858 Proof coinage under Lot 1468).
• Pedigree: Bought by J.M. Clapp from the Chapman brothers, no date re¬
corded; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
From a new Proof reverse die (not the 1856-1857 die described earlier).

possibly a few extra of the silver dollar denomination. The survival of
the 1857 silver Proof denominations seems to be erratic, and certain
issues are scarcer than others, and the three-cent silver piece being

Gem 1858-0 Half Dollar

especially elusive.

Among the Finest Known

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 811, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.
From the identical reverse die (with interesting characteristics within the
shield) used to coin the Proof 1856 half dollar offered as Lot 1%5.
Proof set note: I'he contents of Proof sets issued prior to 1858 varied consid¬
erably. It seems to have been the practice to have sold silver sets plus, as or¬
dered, individual examples of the half cent, large cent, silver denominations
(the dollar being particularly popular), and gold coins. Apparently, only a few
sets were sold complete from the half cent to the dollar, some of these being
fitted in special cases.

971

1857-0 MS-60. Mottled light golden toning over silvery surfaces.
Gunmetal-blue at the rims. Somewhat scarcer than generally real¬
ized, and certainly more elusive in various grades than the 1856-0.
Pedigree: Henry Blair Collection sale, Charles Steigerwalt, October 14,
1896; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.

1975 1858-0 MS-65 or finer. Champagne toning over satiny, lustrous sur¬
faces. A superb example, not rare in lower grades, but certainly a notable
coin in the present combination of high grade and aesthetic tiualiry^ The
finest graded by PCGS and NGC is in each instance M.S-65, with a total
combined population of three. If we were playing the grading game
competition, we could just as easily call this MS-66, and probably few

972

1857-S Medium S. WB-103. F-12. Light gray toning. Scarcer than the

-

Large Mintmark size.
. Pedigree: .M.A. Brown Collection, Chapman brothers, April 16-17, 1897;
J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

observers w'ould disagree. An early strike from new dies.
Pedigree: Mumford Collection, New York Coin & Stamp Co., .\pril 9-10,
1896; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.

'I'he Eliasberg-Olapp family combination represented one of the first entities
to collect Liberty Seated silver coins by mintmark and size differences, per¬
haps following some of the suggestions forwarded by Augustus (J. Heaton in
his 1893 monograph,

Heaton’s enthusiasm notwithstanding, most

numismatists desired just one of each date, a few wanted mintmarks as well,

Superb Mint State 1858-S Half Dollar
Exceedingly Rare So Choice

and probably only a handful of collectors went further and desired varieties of
mintmark sizes within a given date. Contrary to the trend, J.M. Clapp was collecting
mintmarks by size differences in the 19th century.

973

1857-S Large .S. BB-IOL F-15.
Pedigree: .M.A. Brown Collection, Chapman brothers, April 16-17, 1897;
J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

1976 1858-S Medium S. \VH-1()2. MS-64. Mottled light gray and lilac
toning over satiny, partially prootlikc surfaces, .\n outstanding ex¬
ample of an issue w hich is verv rare in Mint .State, and rarer \ct in
MS-64. I lalf tiollars of this era w cre put into circulation after coming.

)WKKS AND MFUFNA

I he / tut:, h. h-liushfr)!^, Sr., Collection

no thtaik^ht v\jn j»ncn to preserving them tor niimisinacic purposes, and

incredible coin (but wait until the next lot also!), head and shouldcrt

the survival ot hij^h-nrade pieces is strictly a matter of chance. This

above any known certified examples. .\ connoisseur’s delight. 1 he

sjvccimen ranks amon^ the finest vve have ev er seen.

fields are lustrous and satiny with virtually full brilliance and just a
nuance of champagne toning. The striking is exijiiisite.

1^77

IS.StS-.S Lar^e S. W B-lOl. KF-40. lught gray toning, "rsually in low

.•\ delight to behold, and even a greater delight to ow n. One of the

grades,” comments Walter Breen.

foremost gems in the present auction, a coin which handily eclipses

Fedigne: Xcquired by J..\t. Clapp at an early date, probably before 1894;

any other IH.SM-S half dollar we have ever seen or of w hich we have

John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.liasberg, Sr.

knowledge, except for the foUotcing lot! Viken as a “Medium .S”
the present coin stands alone. I'aken among 18.S9-.S halves in general,

1^78

IHSy PnM)f-63. Delicate champagne toning over silver surfaces. .A

it shares finest known honors w ith Lot 1981.

nice example of this issue.
Pedigree:

A . If

Pedigree: John C. .Mills Collection, S.ll. and 11. Chapman, .\pril21-29,

Ropes Collet Eton, Sesn' York Coin & Stamp Co., February

1904; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louts A.

28, 1899; J..\L Clapp, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K.

Eliasberg, Sr.

Eliasberg, Sr.

Die notes; Type I reverse.

The digit 1 on this date logotype is unlike any to this point, with the upper

.As noted under 18.S6-.S it is probable that most .San Francisco half dollars of

left serif or flag being positioned significantly down from the top of the coin,

this era were used in the (Ihina trade. I'he merchants of San Franci.sco peti¬

curv ing outward and dow nward.

tioned the government to produce a “trade dollar,” and in this year some 2(),(K)0

Walter Breen’s 19SB Kntyilopedia, page 400, describes a minor change in the

18.S9-S Liberty Seated silver dollars were made for this purpose. I lowever, this

hub (x;curring in the half dollar series about this time, w hich he calls Type 1 (early

did not nearly fill the demand, and those seeking to trade with the Orient had

style) and Type II (late), .-ymong Proofs, the delineation is 18.S9 for the end of the

to buy Mexican silver dollars (8-real pieces) from bullion brokers or use smaller

early style and 1860 for the beginning of the new. .Among business strikes, both

denomination United States coins. When .American half dollars and other coins

reverses (X'cur for several varieties of the era. The differences are not particularly

reached China they were usually melted down for their bullion. This partially

dramatic and can thus be described as having the new letters appearing lighter in

explains the great rarity of Mint State coins today.

the die, more delicate, and slightly more open in their spacing.

1979

1859-0 MS-61. Splashes of delicate golden toning over brilliant,

Amazing Gem 1859-S Half Dollar

lustrous surfaces.

Large S Mintmark

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, .May 811, 1906, Lot 704; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A.

Believed Finest Known by Far!

Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Type I reverse.

Remarkable Gem 1859-S Half Dollar
Medium S Mintmark
Believed Finest Known by Far!

irvruxijn,

(photo enlarged to netee actual .tizel

1981

1859-,S Large S. \\ 11-101. MS-66 or finer. An .im.i/mg gem speci¬
men, a fitting companion to the prccciiing, .mil of the s.imc lustre and
appearance. W hat an incredible fmil! As a “Large .8“ 18,S‘)-S this (ueec
reigns supreme in the (lomlition (Icnsiis ilerbv \s an IHS‘»..S m generil
It

19H0

18.59-S
' f

>

VJfdinrn
Did pisr

W
IS f

11-102.

1 ills

66.

M.S-

be I ailed MS

A rcm.irk.ibic gem specimen

67—or

shares highest honors with the e<|u.illv rem.irk.ible 1 .ot

l'*,S))

Pedigree Harlan P. .Smith Collection, S H and Heniy Chiipm,in, M,n 8

iphiiln fnliirged!» tvnr intuiil azr)

you name it.

A simply

//,

I90t), Lot 70S, John H

Clapp

(Japp edate. 1942, to I out^ L

l:liad>erg, Sr

MOWI* ILS AM) \I1'.KI‘\’

The Louis E. EJiashery^, Sr., dollertiou
1982

1860 I‘r()()f-63. (Champagne toning over mirrorlike siirfaees. A niee
example of the year.
Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .March 67, 1894; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E.
E.liasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Type II reverse as used on Proofs from this year forward (and are
not further noted among Proofs in the present text).

Gem 1860-0 Half Dollar
Kquivalent to Proof

1988 1861-S Medium S. WB-102. MS-62. Light gray and gold toning
over satiny, frosty surfaces. .Somewhat scarce in higher grades, al¬
though hardly a rarity.

A Numismatic Showpiece

Pedigree: W.E Greany, January 1904;J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp
estate, 1942, to Louis A'. E.liasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Type I reverse. At the time the .San Francisco Mint was using up
earlier reverses still on hand.
Virtually nothing about \V.I-. Greany appears in numismatic references.
I hus, it may be of interest to present readers to note that he was a numismatist
in the 1870s, and by 1881 was operating a coin and curiosity shop in San Fran¬
cisco. For much of the late 19th century he did business at 827 Brannan .Street
in that city. In February 1887 he advertised in The Curiosity HW/^that “My 4th
edition catalogue has just been published and contains selling prices of all the
U.S. dollars, halves, quarters, 20? pieces, dimes, half dimes, nickel fives and

983

threes, and two and one-cent pieces. A fine line of electrotypes, a complete list
of all the Confederate notes issued, a complete list of L.S. Fractional Cur¬

1860-0 MS-65 or finer. Mostly prooflike. Struck from highly pol¬
ished dies and, perhaps, on a special planchet. That done, the coin

rency.... The best catalogue published. It contains 32 pages of useful informa¬

was carefully preserved by succeeding generations of owners. Quite

tion.” In the 1890s he was one of the few American dealers to have an inven¬

possibly this remarkable coin was a presentation coin. Alternatively it

tory of coins by mintmark varieties, at which time he furnished Carson City

could be another interesting inadvertent Proof Mqxx\ this particular

and .San Francisco issues to specialists. By 1900 Greany had relocated to 838
Guerrere Street, San Francisco.

mint. No matter, it is a fantastic coin, a numismatic showpiece. Me¬
dium lilac toning over splendid surfaces.
Die notes: Obverse with crack through date, along the bottom of Miss Liberty,
extending upward to the left to star 1. Reverse is of the Type II style with thin
letters, d'he mintmark touches the branch. A light crack is seen through the
bottom of HALF DOL, extending far to the right through A.MKRICA and lettering
to its left along the border to U.

984

1860-S Medium S. WB-102. AU-58 or finer. Lilac and gold toning
over lustrous surfaces.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, .May 811, 1906, Lot 111; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Elias berg, Sr.

1989 1861-S Large S. WB-101. MS-64. Ibning similar to the preceding.
In addition a small spot is between the T and H on reverse.

Die notes: Type I reverse.

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, .May 8985

11, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

1860-S Large S. WB-lOl. MS-60. I'oning about as preceding.

Die notes: Obverse w ith crack from first digit of the date extending left

.Some claims to a slightly higher grade. A very attractive specimen.

through the base of Liberty and further left to the rim. Another crack continues

Pedigree: Acquired by J..M. Clapp at an early date, probably before 1894;

from the right of .Miss Liberty at about her ankle to star 13, subliminally and

John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.. EJiasberg, Sr.

intermittently upward to encompass stars 12, 11, and 10.

Die notes: d’ype I reverse.

986

1861 Proof-63/64. Champagne toning over mirror surfaces. Wire

Fhe reverse is of the Fype I style.

1990 1861-S Large S. W’B-lOl. MS-6L Ibning generally similar to the

rim around part of obverse and reverse.
'

preceding.

Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .March 6-

Die notes: Obverse from a different die w ith only partial drapery due to cither

7, 1894; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

lightiv impressing the master die into the working die or (most likely) by

EJiasberg, Sr.

relapping the working die. 'Fhis die has evidence of an extensive amount of use
and shows some stress or flow lines upon close examination. The rc\ crsc is of

Although 1,000 Proofs were struck, many remained unsold, with perhaps 400

the same configuration (Type 1) as the preceding, but from a different die, in

or so actually reaching numismatic channels. A discussion of Proof production

the present instance the .S touching the branch, and in the preceding the .S being

of this era is found earlier under (juarter dollars, Lot 1474.

away from it. Again there are extensive flow lines on the reverse, indicating
use. .Some cracks arc seen around the periphery.

987

1861-0 MS-62. Light golden toning over lustrous surfaces. A few
handling marks.
Pedigree: Acquired by J..M. Clapp at an early date, probably before 1894;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.Uasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Fype II reverse. .Some delicate peripheral cracks seen.
'Fhe coinage of the 1861-0 half dollar is historically interesting and is de¬
tailed in Walter Breen’s E.ncyclopedia, pp. 400-401. In essence, 330,000 pieces
were minted under Union auspices, 1,240,000 additional pieces were struck
when the facility was controlled by the State of Louisiana, and a final produc¬
tion of 962,f)63 when under control of the Confederate States of America (some
t)f the latter having a distinctive die crack on the obverse to the bridge of Miss
Liberty’s nose).

1991

1862 Proof-64. Mottled champagne and gold toningover mirror sur¬
faces. A splendid example. .V coin of such high (jualits is not often

)\VKI<S AND .\IKRKNA

ihir l outs h.. hJiitslk'f'i', >SV., Collectwn

(jem Proof 1863 Half Dollar

Nccn in tinJay’s market. One of just 550 Proofs struck during this Cavil
War sear.

Lowest l^roof .Mintaj^e of Deeade

l^edtgrte: Acquirtd by J.M. Clapp at an early date, probably before 1894;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.
[)ic notes: I ndcr magnification the last two date digits on the present coin
arc vers curious and show raised ridges and other abnormalities, probably indicating
damage before the die was punched.

IWZ

IH62-S Small S. W B-103. MS-62. Ohampagne toning over lus¬
trous, satiny surfaces. .An outstanding example of this issue.
Die notes: Obverse from a broken date logotype punch with the top part of
the inner curve of the 6 missing, and the left part of it quite irregular. Obvi¬
ously, there were logotype problems this year. Multiple cracks are seen nearly
everywhere on the coin except at the top and upper left.
Reverse is of the Type II configuration, the first seen on .San Francisco coin¬

1995

age. .Small -S mintmark, imperfectly punched into the die (at the Flngraving De¬

aesthetic viewpoint. (Champagne toning gives way to electric blue at

partment in Philadelphia w here punching occurred), and with most of the top
part missing. Multiple cracks are seen around the periphery and will be of in¬

the borders. It cannot be overemphasized that aesthetic appeal is ex- ,

terest to the specialist.

tremely important as a determinant of value. A coin such as this stel¬

John \V. McOloskey in The Gobrecht Journal, March 1976, published “Mint-

lar example offers a tremendous opportunity for anyone with a highly

mark Varieties of the 1862-S,” which described the large, medium, and small S

developed sense of art and aesthetics.

differences of this year.

1993

1863 Proof-65. .An especially nice specimen from a technical and

Only 460 Proofs were minted this year, the low point for the decade. ,
This was due in part to the great difficulty with which Proofs had to be

1862-S Medium S. W B-102. MS-60. Ibning similar to the preced¬

ordered, involving buying silver coins at bullion exchanges at a pre- ;

ing.

mium in terms of paper money, remitting silver to the Mint, etc.

Pedigree: John G. .Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 27-29,

Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .March 6- '

1904; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E.

7, 1894; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

EJiasberg, Sr.

EJiasberg, Sr.

Die notes: Obverse with shallowly punched date in die. Date logotype shows

Die notes: It is interesting to note the dift'erence in date logotypes, by comparing,

signs of failure at the center of the 6; this logotype peculiarity is seen on certain

for example, the digit 6 in the present 1863 half dollar with the much diflerently

other 1H62 obverses as well. This particular obverse die was well used and

styled 6 u.sed in 1862.' I he present 1863 has a very large bottom area and a relatively

shows flow lines around the border.

small top area.

Reverse is of the ’I'ype 1 or early style. Within the shield the sixth group of
vertical stripes is imperfect at its bottom, and the seventh group is largely miss¬
ing, apparently die damage. Flow lines are seen indicating that this die saw ex¬

1996

1H6,3-S Small S. WB-lOl. AlI-58 or a bit finer. Satiny surfaces. Light
lilac toning.

tensive u.se.

Pedigree: Henry lilair Collection sale, Charles Steigemcalt, October 14,
1896; J..M. Clapp; John IL Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

Memorable 1862-S Half Dollar

EJiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Reverse is the type II style with tiny mintmark, apparently the

Superb Gem Mint State

only mintmark size used this year. 1 lowever, varieties exist w ith either a “bro¬
ken” (top of .S partly missing) or a perfect .S.

Probably the Finest Known

Superb Gem Proof 1864 Half Dollar
Only 470 Struck
One of the b inest Known

1994

1862-S Large S. WB-101. MS-66. Satiny, creamy lustre with deli¬
cate toning. .A memorable specimen, a gem, a world-class coin the
likes of w hich has few counterparts anywhere in the Liberty .Seated
scries. In fact, we are tempted to designate this MS-67 or \IS-68, and
wouldn’t be surprised if one of the grading services were to do so (nor
would we argue the point). .Most probably, the finest known.
Pedigree: Acquired by J.M. Clapp at an early date, probably before 1894;

1997

1864 I*r()<)f-66. A splendid gem. Mtistly brilliant surfaces with
splashes of light gray toning. Absolutely marv elous in both ([uality and

John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr
I )ic notes: I )atc logotype shows signs of failure at the center of the 6.

appearance, certainly among the very finest known. One of only 470

Reverse is of the I'ype I style, as always seen with this mintmark size. Both

Proofs struck this year, the second lowest mintage of the era (due to

obverse and reverse seem to be from a fairly early impression of the dies.

Prtiof ordering difficulties as noted earlier). 'I'aken as a run or set|uencc.

\s reiterated under (piarter dollars (l.ot 1480), by 1862 there was a dichotomy

the PrtMifs in the FdiasbergOollection ofTer extraordinan v isual appeal.

in the distribution of toms. In the Fiast, freshly minted half dollars and other

Pedigree: J ..M. Clapp Collection; acquired at an early time, probably before

pieces at the Philadelphia Mint were put into Treasury storage or sold at a pre¬

1894; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. hJtasbetg. Sr

mium. while on the West (ioast the pieces produced by the .San Francisco Mint
were put into the channels of commerce where they circulated at par, there
)»emg no currency equivalent Many San I rantisto coins produced during this
eri were shipped to the Orient for use in commerce, as the merchants there
preferred silver to any other tvpc of payment. This general situation was to last
through IH7V at which time trade dollars liccame available and were the prefertril >..» duim of exi hangc

1998

1864-S Small Wide S. \VB-103. MS-6(). Light vellow toning over
satiny fields. ,A very attractive example m every respect.
Pedigree: Henry Hlair Collection sale, Charles .Strigeriiralt. Oitober IL
1896; J M

( Japp; John H

( Japp

( Japp estate, 1942, to

/ «*/'

E

T ha J>erg. Sr
Die notes

IV pc 11 reverse Small w ide S mmim.irk is broken .it the lop IhF

fereni die Irom ih.il used to strike I ot l'*‘*2. .is this the and that Ixuh hi'*
ci.ii ks but

mm

e

*

111

dillereni positions
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The Lotus E. Eltasherg, Sr., Collection
In The Gohrecht Journal. March 1979, John \V. McCloskey published “Mintmark \arieties of the 1H64-S" which describes large, medium and small mintmark varieties of the year.

variety which when seen is typically well worn. Kxquisitely struck
and very beautiful, apparently from a relatively early state of the dies
without clash marks. We know of only one finer example, thus rank¬

1999

1864-S Large S. VVB-101. MS-60. Ibning similar to the preceding.
Frosty and attractive.

ing this as second finest known. Of course, others may exist outside
of our knowledge, but generations of collectors have formed and dis¬

Pedigree: Harlan R Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 8-

persed Liberty Seated half dollar collections without having the
equivalent of the Kliasberg Cilollection coin.

ll, 1906, Lot 723; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse probably resurfaced, as only partial drapery is visible, and

Pedigree: Elmer S. Sears, November 1907; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate,
1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

most elements are light. Reverse is of the Type I or early style. A die break or
defect emerges from the upper left of the I) in DOL.

Die notes: Reverse with a small, thin, “squat" .S mintmark. .No motto as
noted. Crack through D S I'A.
I he mintage of this issue is not known, so far as we are aware, but Walter
Breen has estimated it at 60,000—which is probably as good a guess as any. By

Gem Proof 1865 Half Dollar

contrast, the with-motto production this year has been estimated by the same
writer at 994,000. I he 1H66-S Without Motto issues occur in the half dollar
(only silver issue), $.S, $10, and $20 series. We have always thought that these

Only 500 Struck

would furnish a good subject for an essay or study, as they have the common

Last Year of Type

characteristic that they are all scarce, and that .Mint .State coins are especially
so. As strange as it may seem today in 1997, in 1866 no numismatist paid any
attention at all as to the existence of the variety. Thus, virtually all slipped into
circulation and became well worn.
Elmer S. Sears, of Swansea, MA, later became a partner with Wayte
Raymond in the LI.S. Coin Co., with Sears furnishing the financial backing.
.Sears was highly regarded at the time for his business ethics and knowledge.

2003 1866 With Motto. Proof-60. Mostly brilliant surfaces with delicate
toning. First year with IN GOD WTi TRUST.
.

Pedigree: J.M. Clapp Collection; acquired at an early time, probably before
1894; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
'I'he regular Liberty Seated design, which had been in use since 18.t9, was

2000

1865 Proof-65. A glittering gem of the superb quality one has come

modified in 1866 by the addition of IN GOD W'E TRL.ST to the reverse. I'he

to expect from the present collection. Delicate gray and champagne

motto appears on a scroll or ribbon above the eagle. A similar change was ef¬

toning over deep mirror surfaces. One of just 500 Proofs struck, an¬

fected in the quarter and dollar denominations as well as in the higher gold values.

other low-mintage year. Last year of the no-motto type.
Pedigree: J.M. Clapp Collection; acquired at an early time, probably before
1894; later, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: The first digit of the date logotype, the 1, is quite unusually configured

The addition of a motto reflecting belief in the Deity was proposed as early
as 1861, and during the next several years several phrases were proposed in¬
cluding GOD AND COUNTRY, GOD OUR TRU.ST, and the adopted IN
GOD WE TRUS'L. The forms are reminiscent of the lines in the Star Spangled
Banner, “And let this be our motto. In God is our trust.”

at its base, with the left serif of the base about two or three times as heavy and
long as the right serif 'I'his is common to all half dollars from both mints and all
dies observed by the writer.

2004 1866-S With Motto, Very Small S. WB-102. MS-64/65. Brilliant
and lustrous. A very attractive example of the second major design
type of the year.
boOl

1865-S Small Thin S. WB-102. MS-61. Satiny, creamy lustre with

{

delicate toning, in conformity with most of the other San Francisco

I

half dollars of this era in the present collection. A very attractive coin
overall, despite some contact marks.
Die notes: The reverse is of the Type II style, as used this point forward, the

Pedigree: John G. Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 27-29,
1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with delicate crack in and near the base of Miss Liberty,
not extending to the left or right, a rather unusual location and configuration for

Type I dies apparently having worn out. A few scattered cracks are seen on the

a crack. Reverse with a very small mintmark lightly impressed to the die and

obverse, on the reverse there are multiple cracks. Small S mintmark as always;

close to but not touching the branch. A small crack is directly above, and other

however, one die, \VB-1()1, has a small wide “broken” S.

cracks are seen, particularly toward the top of the coin. Fairly elusive in all
Mint .State grades, quite rare in the condition presented here.
Randy Wiley and Bill Bugert were not aware of any differences in mintmark

Notable 1866-S No Motto Half Dollar

sizes among with-motto half dollars of 1866-.S through and including 187()-,S,
although positional differences occur.

Among Top Two or Three Finest

2005 1867 Pro()f-64. Light gray aiul golden toning.
?002

1866-S No Motto, Small Thin S. MS-62. Light champagne and
gray toning over lustrous, frosty surfaces. A notably fine example of a

OWlYkS AND MKkFNA

Pedigree: J ..M. Clapp Collection; acquired at an early time, probably before
1894; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1^42, to l.ouis h. h.liasbetg. Sr.

I he louts h

Sr, Collection

Mcautiful (Jem 1867-S Half Dollar

2011

1870 Proof-64. Pale golden and champagne toning at the center
changes to electric blue around the rims. A ver\ nice example of the

Amonji the h'inest Known

,

issue. The Proof mintage this year of 1,000, a high figure, of w hich
probably many remained unsold.
Pedigree: Edouard Erossard's sale of .March 22, 1894; J.M. Clapp, John

|

//. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes; The obverse die is very interesting to observe under high-pow¬
ered magnification. 'I'he lower areas of the fold of Miss Liberty’s skirt have
numerous raised die lines which may be lathe marks from the die making pro¬
cess, although this is not certain. For a somewhat related discussion, sec the
writer’s book, .-1 Buyer’s and Enthusiast's Guide to Flying Eagle and Indian Cents,
page 6.S, w here an 1864 bronze Indian cent, the property of Craig .Sholley, is
show n with prominent lathe marks; such features have been seen on a number
of other issues as well and are just beginning to be discussed in numismatic literature.
Also compare descriptions among Lots 2011 (present lot), 2014, 20,(4, 2037,

2006 1867-S \’er> Small S. WB-lOl. MS-65 or finer. A beautiful coin

2039, and 2348 in this catalogue.

w ith bright satiny lustre. One of the finest know n. Quite possibly the
variety that Walter Breen says has the mintmark leaning “crazily” to
the right; in any event, the mintmark is tipped to the right.

Scarce 1870-GG Half Dollar

Pedigree: Henry Blair Collection sale, Charles Steigerwalt, October 14,
1896; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
EJiasberg, Sr
.See note under Lot 2(K)4 concerning mintmark size.

2012

1870-CC VF'-20. A scarce coin in all grades, an issue which is sel¬
dom seen in any condition. I'he present piece has light gray toning
over evenly worn surfaces. None have been certified in any high cir¬
culated grades (such as All or finer), and none in Mint State.

2007 1868 Proof-64. A splendid coin with silver surfaces changing to ma¬
genta and blue at the borders. A few contact marks keep this from a
higher grade, but perhaps what it lacks in numerical designation, is

Pedigree: P.douard Erossard's sale of November 1894; J.M. Clapp; John
11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis hi. EJiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse without drapery. Reverse with large CC mintmark as normally

compensated for by stunning artistic appeal. The overall combina¬

associated with coins from the middle years of the decade. I'he norm for this

tion is excellent.

era seems to be small or very small mintmarks, individually punched, as seen

Pedigree: J.. M. Clapp Collection; acquired at an early time, probably before
1894; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

on numerous issues including the dime, quarter, silver dollar, and other issues,
including the later trade dollars (beginning in 1873). Small mintmarks do appear
on the reverse of Carson City half dollars but not until 1873.

2008

1868-S Very Small S. WB-101. MS-61. Light gray and golden
toning over somewhat smooth surfaces. Some handling marks are
evident and are consistent with the grade.
.See note under Lot 2004 concerning mintmark size.

Discussion of the 1870-CC Half Dollar
The mintage of the first year of the Liberty .Seated half dollar coinage at the
Carson City Mint amounted to just .34,617 pieces. Virtually all coins were put
into circulation at the time.
David VV. Lange in The Gobrecht Journal, 1983, published “The 187()-CC Half

2009

1869 Pr()<)f-64. Pale golden toning at the center changes to splashes

Dollar, Close Examination,” noted that the mintage indicated this was the

of magenta and blue at the rims. Proof mintage: 600, the last of the

third rarest in the entire Liberty Seated half dollar series, exceeded only by the

reduced figures of the era.
Pedigree: E.douard Erossard's sale of .March 22, 1894; J.M. Clapp; John
H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

18.S3-D Without Arrows (just three known) and the 1878-S. The writer dc- •
scribes two obverse dies and two reverse dies, giving the characteristics of both
and an interesting accompanying narrative. No sexmer had this been done than
a new die variety was turned up by Duwayne .Statzer, and published in the *
March 1985 issue.

Cjem 1869-S Half Dollar

A detailed study of the 1870-CC half dollar is found in The Gobrecht Journal. <
November 1987, “The 1870-CC Half Dollar—The Louisiana Hoard," by i
Randall E. Wiley. This is a group of pieces in worn grades assembled by a nu- ^

Kemarkable Quality

mismatist in that state.

j
I

Among the Finest Known

The Carson City Mint
Following the discovery of the ComstiK’k Lode in 1859, the Ferritory of Ne¬
vada became a Mecca for fortune seekers. In the 186()s Virginia City, Nevada,
was one of the most thriving mining towns on the face of the earth. In the same
decade the call came for the erection of a federal mint, and Carson Cits, liK ated
about 15 miles from the Comstock Lode, was selected. In 1870 it opened it'
dcKirs for coinage, and from then until 1885 it produced silver and gold coin'
with “CC” mintmarks. Coinage was suspended in the latter sear and was nt>t
resumed until 1889, after which production continued to 18S3 I lowc'cr. in the
half dollar series Carson City produced issues onlv fiom 1870 through 1878 in¬
clusive. The earlier issues in particular are vers dilficult to foul tinlas and m
Mint .State are exceedingly rare.

2010

18/»9.,S Very Sm-.ill S. WB-101. M.S-65. Satiny lustre with delicate
IiIk toning

\ splendid tom in every respect. Indeed, this is one of

the finrst in inv spet i.ili/cd tollection, not.ibly edging out any others
that h-ivc ippe ired on the rn.irkct in retent times.
Srr ut.fr

ifi'lcr I .of JOO't ( on< cmmg minfrii.ifk tt/c

Mowi-ks \M) \ii-:ki’:\/*

The Louis L. h.liasher^, Sr., (iollection

Marvelous 1870-S Half Dollar

some of the strangest raised die marks we have ever seen. They arc so exten¬
sive as to appear, in effect, like a scattering of straw or hay all across her fea¬

Incredible Gem Quality

tures. Without doubt, someone spending a few minutes and taking notes could
use this single coin as the centerpiece for an entire article in The (tobrrrht Jour¬
nal. We have never seen anything like it in the Liberty .Seated half dollar scries.

Among the Finest Known

While some of the marks might at first appear to be lathe marks, this docs not
seem to be the case, as they do not follow an arc-like pattern but, instead, arc
oriented every which way, although sometimes parallel in groups, and pairs—
almost like pick-up sticks when thrown on the floor. For the numismatist seek¬
ing something different, notw ithstanding the desirability of this piece as a gem
in its own right, this feature adds a significant extra appeal.
.See note under Lot 2004 concerning mintmark size.

2014

1871 Proof-64. Light gold toning changes to gold and blue at the
borders.
Pedigree: Edouard Frossard's sale of March 22, I894;J.M. Clapp: John
H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis ¥.. EJiasherg, Sr.

2013

1870-S Ver^ Small S. WB-101. MS-65, prooflike. A marvelous

Die notes: Under high-powered magnification Miss Liberty shows some
lathe lines in the folds of her drapery covering her bosom. In addition, there are

specimen with the appearance of a presentation coin. For the special¬
ist this coin represents a marvelous opportunity to acquire one of the

some stray raised marks, but not many, and not at all related to those earlier
described under the 1870-.S. .Mso compare descriptions among Lots 2011,2014
{present lot), 20,L4, 20,L7, 2030, and 2348 in this catalogue.

verv’ finest examples extant.
Die notes: Linder high-powered magnification the figure of Miss Liberty has

Mint State 1871-CC 500
Among the Finest Known
Famous Rarity
2015

1871-CG

MS-61/63,

prooflike.

Brilliant.

Brushed long ago, and now wdth some lines in
the field. A dark streak of toning is seen at the
lower left of Miss Liberty and another at the

of

AMERICA. Highly reflective fields in all areas,
including wdthin the shield stripes.
The 1871 stands as one of the prime issues of
its era, the “rarest of the rare” among Carson
City half dollars of the early part of the decade.
Certainly, this is one of the finest to have ever
appeared on the market.
Pedigree: Harlan P Smith Collection, S.H. and H.
Chapman, June 29, 1906; J.M. Clapp; John H.
Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K. F.liashetg, Sr.
Die notes: The reverse shows a crack through MKR.
The mintmark (IC is large as used in 1870 and contin¬
ued in 1872.

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

016

1871-S Very Small S. \VB-1()2. All-,58. Most original mint lustre is

2018

1872 Proof-64. Champagne toning at the center changing to electric

still present. Silvery, lustrous fields with some gray and gold irides¬

blue at the rims. A very nice example of this issue. From a Proof

cence.
Pedigree: William M. Friesner Collection, Edouard Frossard, June 7-8,

mintage of just 950 coins.
Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sede. Chapman brothers, March 6-

1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.

7, 1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.

Fliasherg, Sr.

Fliasherg, Sr.

Die notes: The obverse shows a crack from below the left side of the first digit
of the date, through the base of Liberty, extending through star 3 on the left.
Another crack commences at star 8, goes through the top of the Liberty cap,
and connects to star 9, while still another crack is seen to the right of star 10,
connecting to star 11.
The figure of Miss Liberty is very “smooth” on the present example and
i

shows none of the stray marks discussed on other varieties earlier. As all dies
were made at the Philadelphia .Mint, there must be some explanation as to the
anomalies earlier discussed.

017

1871-.S .Small Wide S. \VB-1()L AlI-55.
Die notes: Mintmark slightly larger and w ider than the preceding. Light gray
and gold surfaces.

)WKk,S AND MKKKNA

:4i

ihe l outs A. h.luisdtr'^, Sr., Colleitwn

I--

I’rootlike 1872-S Half Dollar

I

l.andmark 1872-CC Half Dollar

Medium-Small Mintmark

('hoice Mint State

Fxtraordinary (jem

Possibly the Finest Known

Among the Mnest Known

2020

1872-S Medium-Small S. VVB-102. Net MS-65, but technically
MS-66, prooflike. A splendid gem specimen struck from highly pol¬
ished dies. I'he planchet shows striations on obverse and reverse,
most obvious on the reverse, w here under magnification they take on
the aspect of tiny stripes among some of the letters—a very unusual
feature (but one that does not affect value). I’he obverse closely re¬
sembles a Proof, but the fields are more basined than usually seen.
Phis is a very special striking, an extraordinary impression of a coin
very rare even at the MS-63 or MS-64 level. An exceptional opportu¬
nity for the alert connoisseur and specialist.
Pedigree: Lyman H. Low's sale of the Muma, Adam, Ciffen, et al. Collec¬
tions, July 15-16, 1903; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis K. Ediasberg, Sr.
The mintmark is taller than on the coin to follow, but narrower and smaller
overall, and is slightly lower in position.

Marvelous 1872-S Half Dollar
Large S Mintmark
Probably the Finest Known

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

2019

1S72-(X] MS-63. A landmark specimen of this great rarity, a coin
which is infrequently seen at any Mint State level. 'The present coin
is exceedingly attractive and combines light heather toning over sat¬
iny, lustrous surfaces—a coin combining great rarity, desirability, and
aesthetic appeal. .A prize for the advanced specialist and connoisseur.
Where can you find another?
Randy Wiley and Bill Bugert note that most features are somewhat
softly struck, but this is not true of the coin offered here—which is

2021

1872-S Small Wide S. W'B-lOl. MS-66. .Another marvelous speci-j

I

sharp in all details. Moreover, the same writers noted that this issue is

men of this issue. Struck from lustrous, satiny dies (not prtMiflikc), and

“extremely rare KF or above; only one .Mint State specimen is certi¬

worth more than the preceding as the present coin does not have!
planchet striations. Delicate lilac and gold toning. Simply marvelous. 1

fied."

Quite possibly the finest known 1872-S half dollar of any variety.

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and //. Chapman, June 29,
1906, J.M. Clapp: John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

Die notes: Lnder magnification a light die crack is seen through the bottom
of the date. On the reverse, the mintmark is slightly dilTerent in size and

Eliasherg, Sr.

|H)si-

tion than that offered in the preceding lot. As noted earlier, J.M, Clapp was one

Die notes: I he obverse shows very- light evidence of die clashing near Miss

of the first to collect branch mint coins by mintmark positions.

Liberty’s elbow, above and below. On the reverse the mintmark letters are

As a pair, these two half dollars are simply marvelous.

large in keeping with the style used thus far in the half dollar scries. Both obverse
and reverse arc fairly early impressions of the die pair.
Walter Breen notes that ot the 2.S7.(KK) minted, there were many melted after
\pril IM7 V Although that particular writer docs not expand on the subject, he
probablv thcori/cd that the (aiinagc .\ct of lh7.L which specified a slightly
heavier weight, was responsible.

2022

1873 Without .Arrows. I’roof-64/6.5. Light silver .mil magenti
ch.mgcs to lavender at the runs. A verv nice ex.imple ot the first sivic
of the vear. ()ne of pist t>()0 Prools strui k

MOWICK.S AM) \11-:KI‘Ni

The Louis
Pedigree: h.douard h'rossord's sale of .March 22, 1IS94;JM. Clapp-John

A.

Eliasher^, Sr., (io/lerfion

Spectacular 1873-CG Half Dollar

H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K. Lliasherg, Sr.

With Arrows

Die notes: Obverse with (Closet) 3 in date.
\ number of I’roofs of this year were struck from a common reverse die iden¬
tifiable by a small raised arc extending to the bottom of the S in I'RlIS'l',

(jlem Mint State

dow nward to the edge of the label, and back upward to the left side of the 'I'.

Probably the Finest Known

Rare 1873-CC Half Dollar
Without Arrows

2023

1873-GC Without Arrows. WB-101. ALI-50. Silver surfaces with
light toning. Most original mint lustre still remains. A splendid ex¬
ample of this very elusive issue. Mintage not known, but estimated
by Walter Breen as being 122,500, as compared to the With Arrows
coinage of 214,560.
Pedigree: Acquired by J..M. Clapp at an early date, probably before 1894;
John H. Clapp. Ctdpp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with Closed 3 in date. Reverse with small CC mintmark,
individually punched, and more typical of Carson City dies of the era than have
been the 1870-1872 issues previously offered.
The obverse of the 1873-CC is one of the most curious we have ever seen in
the Liberty Seated series. Several irregular, fairly large ra/W lines are seen in
different areas, including one above the shield, several in the area of Miss
Liberty’s foot, and a particularly interesting one down the right side of the
incuse letter R in LIBERTY, this being but a short list. Obviously, something
very unusual was going on with this die.

Gem 1873 Proof Half Dollar
With Arrows

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

2025

Among the Finest Known

1873-CC Arrows at Date, Small CC. W'B-102. MS-65. A spectacu¬
lar gem coin with satiny, lustrous surfaces. Y'irtually fully brilliant with a
whisper of champagne toning. A coin of extraordinary rarity at this grade
level and of extraordinary beauty. Another prize for the connoisseur.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, June 29,
1906; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Flow lines on obverse and reverse, indicating that this was not an early
strike from the die. Indeed, perhaps this is what gave the die its satiny surface.
I'he following account appeared in the Carson Daily .\ppeal, Oarson (.ity, July
23, 1873: “Dies for the stamping of half dollars and a new set of test weights
came to the Mint yesterday. The new regulation half dollar is to be something
heavier than the old one; and it is to have a device indicating its weight—re¬
versed arrow heads each side ot the date.

^2024

1873 Arrows at Date. Proof-65. A splendid gem striking of the
new style reflecting a slightly increased weight from its predecessor.
Champagne toning at the centers changing to electric blue and ma¬
genta at the borders. Certainly one of the very finest in existence

Another Notable 1873-GG Half Dollar
Arrows at Date

from both an aesthetic and a technical viewpoint. A find for the spe¬
cialist and the connoisseur.

Among the Finest Known

Pedigree: William M. Eriesner Collection, E.douard Erossard, June 7-8,
1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A'.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with Open 3 in date (as on all with-arrows issues).

2026

1873-CC .Arrows at Date, Large i'A'. \\B-103. MS-62/64.
I’roollike ob\erse. .Another notahic specimen ot an issue that is a sig-

'.OWFkS AND MKKKNA

I

l.uui.\ h.. h/ias/ff/x, Sr., Collection

nititant rarit> in all levels otMint State. .Some contaet marks are seen
m the obverse consistent with the KfjJc- I'i^ht golden toningDie mites; Reverse with large heavy V.V. mintmark quite unlike the preced¬
ing; this same die was also used on certain issues of 1X71 and 1876. .X small die
crack is seen in the left of H in H.-XLF passing through the olive branches and
extending to the I

.Some traces of die rust are seen under magnification—

those damp (Parson (iity vaults again (noted in earlier descriptions in the quarter
dollar series. Lots LSIO, 1.S22).

Breathtaking 1873-S Half Dollar
\V ith Arrows
“Minute S Mintmark”
(jem Mint State

2028 1874 Arrows at Date. Pro()f-63. Light champagne toning over
mirror surfaces. Iridescent and blue at the rims. .X pleasing example
of this popular design type. One of just 700 Proofs struck.
Pedigree: J ..M. Clapp Collection; acquired at an early time, probably before
1894; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

Possibly the F inest Known

Landmark 1874-GG Half Dollar
Arrows at Date
Superb Prooflike Quality
Possibly Finest Known
Lowest Mintage of Type

lphoto enlarged to tneire actual size)

2027 1873-S Arrows at Date, Minute S. MS-65. A breathtakingly
beautiful specimen, brilliant and lustrous, with delicate toning just
beginning to form. .\ superb coin in every aspect, combining great
rarity with high grade and fantastic aesthetic appeal—a coin that has
It all.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.ll. and //. Chapman, June 29,
1906; 7 ,1/ Clapp; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K.
J.hasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with some planchet striations visible under magnifica¬
tion. particularly in the lower part of the shield stripes and the raised areas of
Miss Libertv's gtiwn

process

I hese were caused by the drawing mill during the strip

Reverse with very small mintmark as always, called “minute” by

Wiley and Biigcrt to distinguish it from other very small mintmarks.
228.UOO examples were struck of the 1871-S with arrows at date, of w hich virtuallv all were plated into tin illation

X few Mint State pieces have survived,

no dtiubt primarilv as a m.itter of ihancc, as numismatic activity in mintmarks
wts nor at rive at the time anti, intleed. woiilil await the piiblit ation of .Mint
Marti bv Xiigiistus (> I Icaton nearlv two det atics hcnic.

ill

(photo enlarged to ncice actual size)

2029 1874-f7C Arrows at Date. MS-63/64. Highly prooflike, especiallv
on the obverse. Delicate golden toning seen over silver surfaces,
changing to mottled deeper gold at the rims anil some splashes ol
blue. A superb specimen which stands far above the nualitv tvpicallv
seen even in the finest speciali/eil collections. In f.ict, no piece finer
than \I.S-6.X has been certified by either scrv ice. ('arson ('itv half dol¬
lars are the errme tie la creme of this l.ibcrtv Seated era, and this cer¬
tainly is one of the finest in that category.
I he mintage of the 1874-(;(l amounted to onlv ,S‘>.(K)(I pieces, a
tiny fraction of the next lowest (187.1-(l(l XXith Xrrowx .u J14,X(>dl.
I he siirv IV.il of high-gr.ide pieics w.is strictly .i matter of r.ire i hamc.

MOWI-ILS.WI) MIxUF.VA

I'he 1.outs E. Eliasfferfr, Sr., ('.ollection
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.ll. and ll. Chapman, June 29,

Another Remarkable 1874-S S()0

1906;
Clapp; John ll. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliashet'p,, Sr.

Arrows at Date

Die notes; On the obverse the arrow heads are tilted up sharply at each side of

Superb Gem Mint State

the date, more so than on the 1874 Philadelphia Proof just offered or either of
the two 1H74-.S pieces that follow. I'he effect is really cpiite dramatic when

Possibly the Finest Known

studied closely. Within the deepest recesses of the word LIBHR'I'Y there are
some interesting raised die finish marks, these being seen also to the right, par¬
ticularly at R
The entire subject of die finish marks is one that invites ex¬
ploration as it has been only lightly treated in the literature.
On the reverse there is a diagonal die line through K.S of .STATK.S, disap¬
pearing for a moment in the field, then reappearing at the upper part of the
motto label. 'Phis is the equivalent to WB-lOl, which later becomes damaged
to create WB-102.
Writing in The Gobrecht Journal. July 198,Y William B. Bugert in “The 1874OC Half Dollar” noted that over a period of years he had seen perhaps 10 speci¬
mens of the 1874-CO, all from the single die pair, and in grades from About
Good to AT.

Marvelous 1874-S Half Dollar
Arrows at Date
Highly Attractive Gem
Among the Finest Known

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1874-S Arrows at Date, Small Wide S. WB-101. MS-66.

Larger

S mintmark than on the preceding. A splendid gem, brilliant and
frosty w ith delicate lilac toning just beginning to form. A truly superb
specimen, a coin of incredible quality, and not matched by any other
to ever come under our view. Only a few Mint State pieces are
known, and even a MS-64 or MS-6.S coin would make an advanced
specialist sit up and take notice. The Fliasberg CJollection coin has it
all—great rarity, high numerical grade, and superb aesthetic' appeal.
Die notes: Obverse is from a carefully prepared die. A tiny crack within the
white shield stripe is seen diagonally above the upper right of the K in LIB¬
ER I'^'. .Some planchet marks (from the planchet preparation process) are seen
on Miss Liberty’s knee if one looks very closely.
On the reverse under high-powered magnification a minute crack is seen
connecting the tops of AMERICA, two or po.ssibly three cracks involving the
three arrowheads, and a crack joining EE DO. Only a high condition piece
would show these characteristics. In the motto there is a dot or raised area be¬
tween the R and the U.

j

J
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(photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1874-S Arrows at Date, Minute S. WB-103. MS-65/66.

A gem

specimen of this scarce .San Francisco issue. Light gray and gold ton¬
ing over highly lustrous surfaces. Very attractive in all respects. A
truly marvelous specimen. Mintmark slightly smaller than the fol¬
lowing.
Die notes: On the obverse a long crack is hidden in the rim, away from the
dentils, below 187 of the date and would be visible only on higher grade pieces
such as this. Opposite the tip of the right-side arrowhead a small crack rises
from a dentil and extends about half of the short distance across the field to¬
ward the tip. The coin is struck from an early state of the dies.

1875

Pr()of-64. A superb specimen in keeping w ith what we have

come to expect from the Ediasberg (Collection I’roofs of this era.
Golden toning at the center changes to splashes of bright electric
blue at the rims. No matter what the numerical designation might be,
it is highly doubtful if a more aesthetically pleasing Proof 1S7.S half
dollar exists anywhere.
Pedigree: J.. M. Clapp Collection; acquired at an early time, ptvbahly before
lS94;John ll. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasbetg, Sr

Ikt Louts L. h.liushfrv^ Sr., Collection

lMcasin!s 1S75-C(: Half Dollar

On the reverse a delicate crack is seen at Ni l and another crack at f l), the
letter .S is v irtiially faded away from the die (probably by the original manutacturing prcK'ess) not by relapping. A die scratch is seen to the left and right of
\4 K. .-\ light crack is seen through the top of I-IKI continuing to the border
above G.
During the die preparation process, the reverse was lightly impressed ((>crhaps not noticeable to the casual observer, but readily identifiable under mag¬
nification) at the top. Parts of the motto ribbon on the border are missing, and
the second .S in .S'l'.ATK.S is largely absent (as noted), in contrast, the bottom
part of the coin, w hile not boldly impressed in the die, is about normal. The
mintmark is very strong. 1 lad the lightness been caused by relapping, the mintmark would have been weakened as well.
Liberty .Seated half dollars are very fascinating to examine in detail and have
furnished the basis for many significant articles in The Cobrecht Journal. The

20v\^

Kliasberg Gollection, containing as it does so many superb high-grade pieces,

1H75-(X] Medium (2(>. W B-101. MS-62/64. I'he obverse is some¬

permits the researcher to observe nuances not normally visible.

what prootlike, especially near the Liberty Seated figure. .A breathtakingly beautiful, stunning, gorgeous—supply whatever superla¬

2035

tives you wish—example. Delicate golden toning at the center

1875-S Small W ide S. WB-104. .MS-63. Larger .S than preceding,
called “Large S” years ago. Light silver and brown surfaces with

changes to richer gold at the borders and is enhanced by splashes of

some splashes of blue. .A darker area is seen at the lower right rim.

blue around the rims. .Seeing a coin such as this can spoil prospective

Pedigree: Chapman brothers, Sovember 1895; J..M. Clapp; John H.

buyers for w hat is available in the rest of the numismatic market!

Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediasberg, Sr

Pedigree: Matthe-ee .4. Stickney Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,

Die notes: The obverse is from a well-used die and shows flow marks as well

1907, Lot 1116; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.

as some cracks, the latter being at the left side of the seated Liberty figure, and

Die notes: The obverse is from a die with a very lightly stippled effect to the

intermittently through the bottom of the date numerals. The reverse is also

center part of .Miss liberty, due no doubt to light die ru.a, which translates into

from a well-used die with numerous cracks around the periphery.

a very attractive surface from a numismatic viewpoint (it might be appropriate
at this juncture to note that in the early 2()th centurv- Matte Proofs were made

2036

by disturbing the die finish by sandblasting or pickling with acid). No doubt

1876 Proof-64. Mostly brilliant with a few gray flecks amid tinges of
gold. Very attractive. From a large Proof mintage of 1,LS(), doubtless

the field had a somewhat similar stippled effect, probably from being stored in
a damp vault, and was lightly polished at the (Parson (jty Mint, thereby show¬

made in anticipation of sales to visitors to the International Exhibi¬

casing the stippled motifs in contrast.

tion held in nearby Fairmount Park.

Dn the reverse the first letter of the mintmark is slightly double punched.

Pedigree: J ..M. Clapp Collection; acquired at an early time, probably before

.Some interesting raised die lines are seen here and there, indicating that this is

1894; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediasberg, Sr.

an early impression. At the top of the second w hite shield stripe from the left is
a stray somewhat horizontal raised element. I'he three rightmost shield stripes
have raised blobs in them, seen on numerous other dies of this era. Other inter¬
esting details are revealed under high magnification.

Gem 1875-S Half Dollar
Interesting Transfer Lathe Marks

2037 1876-CC Small CC. WB-lOl. MS-61, prooHike. .Somewhat ir¬
regularly toned. .Splashes of blue and magenta are seen at the rims.
Struck from highly polished dies. Some marks are seen, accounting

|

for the grade.
Pedigree: .\cquiredas ".Minute CC" by ./..I/. Clapp at an early date, probably
before 1894; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediast>erg, Sr.
Die notes: Dn the obverse under very high magnification some minute traces

20.44

j|

of lathe marks can be seen, an interesting lagniappe for the buyer. On the reverse

'

the mint letters are smaller than on the following and are more closely spaced.

(

(in contrast to the ftillowing lot in which the mintmark is squat).

•Also compare descriptions for Lots 2011, 2014, 20,44, 20,47 (present lot), 20.40,

I

“.Small mintmark” in Kliasberg inventory. .Satiny silver surfaces with

and 2.448 in this catalogue.

1H7.S-.S Very Small S. W li-101. .MS-6.S. Mintmark small and thin

I

hints of lilac and gold toning, accented w ith some scarcely visible

i

splashes of blue. A superb specimen that will delight the connoisseur

Splendid Gem 1876-GC S()0 Piece

and specialist. While 1H7.S-.S is not regarded as a rare date, a coin of
this (piality is indeed hard to find.

I

Prooflike Obverse

Pedigree: .\rquiredby J..M. Clapp at an early date, probably before 1894;

One of the Linest known

John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediasberg, Sr.
I )ic notes: I nder high magnification some arcs are seen in the figure of Miss
I .ibcrty, particularly in the top part of the shield stripes and in the lower folds of
her gown, as well as the upper reaches of her gown, and near her elbow. These
are fairly well defined luthr murks, are (|uitc rare on .American coinage in general,
and have been seen only a few times in the 1 .ibcrty .Seated half dollar scries. To
the adv anied specialist this com is worth a second look and an cspcciallv strong
bid

I hesc were taiiscd bv the transfer or pantograph lathe used during the die

preparation process. Alsti compare descriptions for Lots 2011. 2014, 20.44 (the
present lor). 2047. 2040, and 2.44H in this catalogue.
I he obverse under magnification shows a crack through the entire base of
Vlisi I .ilierry, with anc illarv c rai ks above and Iielow, the mam crack being most
prominent on the right side of the com where it extends to the border. \ crack
i> .een at the left mtermirtentiv among and connecting most of the stars. An■ah-r rule i.se^nfrom ibove crar H tonrmiimg through the tip of the cap and
ir ir<. 0 ; I T r another ( rac k (onnee ts star I 4 w ith st ir I 2 and extends to the
i,..f • t past di' np of .1

MG

li

It

II > ndmg at i dentil

20.38

1876-(:(: Medium CC. \VB-102. MS-bb. A splendid gem spcvimen which r.inks amnng the rinest known

I he obverse is highiv

prootlike .mil is trom .i IkmviIv (lolished ilie (tr.iies ol stn.ie v.in l>e

MOWl'kS \M) \ii-:ki-\a

The Louis E. EJiasher^, Sr., do!tertian
seen under high magnifieation). 'I'he reverse is frosty. The mintmark

another crack extends from the dentil through the letter itself and dow nward

on this piece is larger and the letters arc more widely spaced than on
the preceding.

into the field. All of these characteristic's are of a very delicate nature and likely
could not be seen on a worn specimen.

Pedigree: Richard R. Winsor Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, December
1895, Lot575;J..\l. Clapp, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942 to Louis R.
Rliasberg, Sr.

2042 1876-S Very Small S. MS-60, prooflike. .Some contact marks arc
noted. Delicate golden toning. .Struck from extremely highly pol¬
ished dies.

Die notes: Under magnification a fine crack can be seen beginning below the
delicate crack connects the ba.ses of 1 and 8. Prominent artifacts are seen opposite

Die notes: Reverse with mintmark of very small size, but somew hat thicker,
especially at the bottom, than the preceding. Hub style II. Similar to \VB-1()3,

stars 5 and 7, with some extra outlines at 8, and additional outlines particularly
at stars 10-12. 'Phis piece is apparently from an early state of the dies, highly

but not identical as the mintmark is not repunched (per Randy Wiley obsersation of the coin, January 16, 1997).

digit 8 and extending to the right to connect 7 and 6. Meanwhile an even more

polished as noted, and not basined or ground down to remove the doubling just
mentioned.
On the reverse the mint letters are larger than the preceding and from differ¬

Gem Proof 1877 Half Dollar

ent punches, quite thick at the left side. The J.M. Clapp notebook records this
as “Medium CC.” The reverse is also from a very early state of the dies and

Only 510 Proofs Struck

shows many interesting finish marks, these being especially visible at ITED,
in the form of cross-hatching above the eagle’s claw on the left, and elsewhere.

2043 1877 Proof-65. A gem specimen of this highly prized, low-mintage
date. Just 510 Proofs are said to have been struck, probably the same
?039

1876-CC Large GG. WB-103. MS-63/64, prooflike. Mintmark

mintage as for the Liberty Seated quarter dollar (but see earlier entry-

letters larger than on the preceding. Both obverse and reverse dies

in that section). Brilliant with delicate gray and champagne toning.

are highly polished. I'he obverse displays a mixture of gold and blue

Pedigree: Acquired by J.M. Clapp at an early date, probably before 1894;

toning, while the reverse is primarily gold. An exquisite coin.

John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Rliasberg, Sr.

Die notes: Under magnification there are many interesting idiosyncrasies on
the present die, not the least of which is a curved raised line reaching well into
the shield below' R'E, and some lathe arc lines. On the reverse the letters in the

Memorable 1877-GG Half Dollar

mintmark are taller than on the two preceding issues. A delicate crack is seen at
LF DOL. connecting to the lower two arrowheads, closely missing the top ar¬

Gem Mint State

rowhead, and impacting the A, at which point it continues through C, causing a
chip or cud to fall out of the die at the upper left of the C letter, continuing

Among the Finest Known

through the top of I to R and another die chip, then less prominently through
the rest of the word, extending intermittently to include OF and ES. Also com¬
pare descriptions among Lots 2011, 2014, 20.M, 20,^7, 2039 (present lot), and
2348 in this catalogue.
I'his same reverse die was used to coin certain half dollars in 1871 and 1872.

j

|?040

1876-S Micro S. WB-101. MS-63. Satiny surfaces, somewhat

[

prooflike on the obverse. Light gray toning. A splendid example.
Pedigree: Acquired by J.M. Clapp at an early date, probably before 1894, as
Uncirculated; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Rliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Reverse with “micro” and somewhat “boxy” S mintmark. .Some
planchet striations are seen, particularly at the letters on the bottom.
I'he Breen R.ncyclopedia, Wiley-Bugert, and other sources give information

2044

concerning a slight modification done to the reverse die in this era with open or
closed “bud” on the branch, but this has not proved to be a popular guideline
'

1877-GG Medium GG. WB-103. MS-66. Lustrous and frosty
overlaid with heather toning and splashes of gold. About as nice as
one could ever hope to see on a Carson City dollar of this era. .\

for collecting, and such are rarely seen on want lists.

splendid piece worthy of a strong premium bid. Although 1877-CC is
not a rare issue in lower ranges of Mint State, this gem is one of the
finest known.
Pedigree: Acquired by J.M. Clapp at an early date, probably before 1894;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis R. Rliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with some very minute cracks around the border, in¬
cluding through the first three date digits and most of the stars. A quite curi¬
ous raised arc is seen above the date digits 187. On the reverse the mintmark
letters are heavy and closely spaced, the left one being slightly higher. Some
delicate cracks are seen, particularly at the lower left and lower right. Reverse
hub style II.

J041

1876-S Very Small S. WB-1()2. MS-64, prooflike. Light lilac and

2045

gold toning. A superb coin, a piece very carefully conserved by the

Pedigree: Rrom an unspecified Chapman brothers sale, 19P5;J..U. Clapp;

Kliasberg family and remaining today in an extiuisite state of preser-

John IL Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis R. Rliasberg, ,Sr.

vatirin.
I )ic notes: On the obverse under very high magnification a scarcely discernible
crack is seen connecting star 8 with the cap. On the reverse (which is the variety

1877-S Micro S. WB-101. MS-62, prootlike. \cry tiny mintmark
deserving of the term “micro." Delicate golden toning.

2046

1877-S Very Small S. No Drapery at Pdbow. WB-104. MS-62.

I hub) the .S is very small with a thick diagonal stroke. Delicate cracks are seen

Partially prooflike. \'cry small mintmark. although significantly larger

to the tops of I K in IINFIT.D and through TILS OF. Another crack is at

than the preceding. Brilliant with a whispet of golden toning.

FRIUA, splitting and forking at the top arrowhead. Meanwhile, at the letter I

Pedigree: .l.t fc'ith the preceding, this /877-S is frvm an unspecified

I he

l.ouii

h.. f./ujs/k'f}', Sr., ColUrtion

C kapmun brothers sale, I^OH^JM. Clapp, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate,

prized date, and from an aesthetic viewpoint no doubt completely

C^JJ. to l.outs h. b.liasber}', .Sr.

unsurpassable.
Just 62,000 pieces were minted in an era in which little attention

Reverse hub stvic II.
(Juice a tew sears ano—m the l^.SOs—we kept notes on 1H77-.S halt'dollars,

was paid to Carson City coinage. \ irtually all slipped into circulation

whith at that time were Fairly plentiful in Mint .State in numismatic channels.

unnoticed, thus dramatically reducing the number of high-grade sur¬

\Se found that those without drapers at the elbow constituted about a third of

vivors. Kven a low-range Mint .State coin would be very important.

the population. There seemed to be multiple obverse dies lacking drapery.
Rather than beinn a design change, the lack of this feature seems on the

Randy Wiley and Bill Bugert note that after substantial research ef¬

present com to have been caused by not punching the master die deeply

forts they have documented just one die pair. They note that on late

enough into the working die, with the result that some features were omitted,

states the die is cracked from stars 2-4 and stars 8-13, and there arc |

including some details below Miss Liberty 's toes. However, certain other ex¬

heavy die lumps present. The present coin is an early striking and i

amples of the IH77-S Without Drapery seemed to have been caused by

does not display these features. The reverse is also from a very early |

relapping a die—regrinding it to permit further use, thereby giving it a proof-

state of the dies. While the circumstances of the coinage of this piece

like surface.

are not know n, it does not strain credulity to suggest that this may ,

Dies without drapery from the elbow exist for a number of other issues, most
particularly lK4,S-(), and have been noted in the literature. These later issues

have been a presentation piece of some kind. Indeed, the coin is ab¬

are matkertent inasmuch as no design change was complicated. In contrast, the

solutely fantastic, one of the highlights in the series.

1834 without drapers at the elbow was a hub difference.

Pedigree: William .M. Enesner Collection, Edouard Erossard, June 7-8, ;
1894; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
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1H7H Pro<)f-64. Champagne toning at the center changes to light

Ediasberg, Sr.

gold at the rims. .A superb specimen in every respect. (Certainly this is
one of the most pleasing e.xamples surviving from the original F’roof
mintage of 800 coins.

Classic 1878-S Half Dollar

Pedigree: Edouard Frossard's sale of .March 22, 1894; J..M. Clapp; John

Prooflike Surfaces

H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediasberg, Sr.

Famous Low-Minta^Je Issue

Incredible Gem 1878-GG Half Dollar

Heaton: “The Great Rarity”

Prooflike Rarity
LJnsurpassable Quality
Possible Presentation Specimen

tphoto enlarged to trs'ire actual size)
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I87S-S .\1S-61 or finer, prooflike. l iny scratch at stars 1 anil 2. Sil¬
ver gray surfaces with splashes of delicate goki and blue. Well struck
.\ very pleasing specimen of this landmark l.ibcrts .Scatcil rants, the

<photo enlnnted to tvor m tuul sizel

most elusive of all .San I rancisco Mint coins of the denomination.
Writing in 1893 in Mint Marts, \ugustus (!. Heaton lommcnted

2lf4H

IS7H-(X^ MS-f)S, or finer, ilighly prooflike. ,\ magnificent, inmliblr. memorable specimen Striii.k from highly (lolisheil dies, the
I ill.berg f.ollettion tom exhibits delit.ite golden toning with
,,.l I ,h' . Ill deeper gold anil, at die rims, mottled giinmetal blue. ()iie
if T.

MV,

■ rs finest known tethnii.illy (mimerii .illy) of tins highly

that while the I8S.S-,S and 18.S7-.S were r.ire, m the "1878 we have the
great rants of the San I rancisco h.ilf doll.ir com.ige." ()lten. even ad-

V .meed collections of Liberty Se.ited half doll.irs are .ipt to lai k a
specimen m ans gr.ide Indeed, even ,i specimen in )usi (iimhI or M'
gr.ide would be worths ol speii,il notice

IU)\VI-:R,S ,\M)

The Louis E. E.Hasher^, Sr., (iollerfiou
Only 12,()()() examples of the 1878-S half dollar were eoined, after

1 he number of silver Proof sets was increased along the way. as citi/cns

w hieh time the press involved was put into serviee to eoin the new

learned of the availability of other coins. Other popular speculations of the pe¬

Morgan silver dollars (first coined in San Francisco on March 11,

riod involved gold dollars ot the 1879-1881 years. Mint .State as well as PriKif In

1878). Over the long period of years, following Heaton’s “great rar¬

due course the interest faded, and the mintages retreated to a more normal
level.

ity” comment, the 1878-S, indeed, has secured its position as a land¬
mark in the Liberty .Seated half dollar series. Only a few dozen pieces
are known to exist, and most of these are in lower grades. Perhaps it is

2052

significant to mention that the 1878-S half dollars from the great

Proof output of 97.5 coins with only 1 (),()()() business strikes.

Dunham (Mehl, 1941) and Norweb (Bowers and Merena, 1988) col¬
lections were both AL.

1881 Pro<)f-63/65. Inning (]uitc similar to the preceding. .Another in
this long string of low-mintage dates, the present piece combining a
Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .March 6-

Fhe James Bennett Pryor (Bowers and

7, 1894; J.M. (dapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A.
EJiasherg, Sr.

Merena, 1996) Mint State coin is very memorable, but is not likely to
come on the market anytime soon.
Pedigree: Edouard Erossard's “New' Jersey Collection" sale, March 8-9,
1898; J.M. Clapp. John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis £.
EJiasherg, Sr.
\ery small S mintmark punched deeply into the die. As the Wiley-Bugert
text notes, “authentication of this rare variety can be readily identified by a die
chip (raised lump) high in the recessed area between the left edge of the re¬
verse shield and the first set of vertical stripes.”
In The Gobrecht Journal, 1976, P. .Scott Rubin in “Three Rare Half Dollars”
discussed auction appearances of the 1878-.S over a long period of time, locat¬
ing 61 listings of which 25 were described as Uncirculated. No effort was made
to eliminate duplicates.
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1882 Proof-64. Foning similar to the preceding. All of the pieces in
this set have been kept together for over a century, under similar cir¬

Gem Proof 1879 Half Dollar

cumstances, and are toned somewhat alike. On the present piece a
• few marks keep this out of the overall Proof-65 category. In 1882 the
mintage amounted to just 4,400 business strikes plus 1,100 Proofs.
Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .March 67, 1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Hidden in the dentils in two separate areas seem to be remnants
of stray 8 punches (noted by Wiley-Bugert as WB-IOZ, possibly made only in
Proof format).

2050

1879 Proof-65. A splendid gem Proof example of this highly prized
date. Only 4,800 business strikes were made, which would instantly
propel it into the rarity class, were it not for 1,100 Proofs—among
which is the present piece. Champagne toning is seen over mirror
surfaces, changing to gold at the rims.
I'he Liberty Seated half dollars of the 1879-1891 span have long
been favorites with numismatists. As discussed in the general intro¬
duction to the Liberty Seated half dollar section, were it not for
Proofs, any number of the issues in this range would be exceedingly

2054

1883 Proof-64/65. A splendid specimen, mostly brilliant with a nu¬

expensive today. Forming a set of Proofs makes an interesting collec¬

ance of golden toning. Clertainly among the top 100 or so finest sur¬

tion within a collection.

viving from a Proof mintage of 1,039 pieces.
Die notes: What might be traces of a stray 8 are seen in the dentils between
the two central figures (closer to the one on the right). Although this particular

Pedigree: E.S. Norris Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, May 17, 1894;
J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr.

coin was certainly struck as a Proof, the white spaces in the shield arc not pol¬
ished, except at their lower extremities.

Gem Proof 1880 Half Dollar
Gem Proof 1884 Half Dollar

2051

1880 Proof-65. A splendid specimen similar in appearance to the
preceding. Quite possibly, fewer than 100 equivalent gems exist, de¬
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1884 Pr()of-65. A splendid gem specimen of one of the searcer is¬

spite a mintage of 1,-L55 pieces (see note). A significant opportunity

sues of the era. Only 875 Proofs plus 4,400 business strikes were

for the discriminating buyer.

made. Light golden toning with some hint of gunmetal-blue. Superb.

Pedigree: E.S. Norris Collection, S.IL and 11. Chapman, May 17, 1894;
.L,M. Clapp; John IL Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr.
In 1879 and 1880 there was a brief flurry of interest on behalf of the public in
speculating in Proof trade dollars. Orders for Proofs were placed through local
banks, transmitted to the .Mint, and larger than usual (piantities were produced.

OWKKS AND mi:KKNA

Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, March 67, 1894: .L.M. Clapp; John IL Clapp. Clapp estate. 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.

iht Louts L. Llujs/ttnf, Sr., Collection

2056 1S.S5 l‘nH>t-6-4.

(lem 1890 Half Dollar

golden toninj^ v\ith blue at the borders. Sim-

pl\ marselous in appearance. 930 I’riMrfs were minted, together with
3,200 business strikes. .\s noted earlier in the catalogue under Lot
1323, the Mint was literally biting the hand that was feeding it—and
deliberately produced a small number of business strikes so that col¬
lectors would not have the priv ilege of ow ning a Proof-only issue.
Fedi^ree: W illiam Dukinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, March 67, lli94- J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis K.

Eliasberf', Sr.

2061

1890 MS-65, prooflike. Per the cataloguer’s eye; alternative attri¬
bution: Proof-65. Light golden toning, somew hat mottled, over mir¬
ror surfaces. Medium golden toning at the rims with some splashes of
blue.
Pedigree: .\cquiredby J..M. Clapp at an early date, probably before 1894,
as Uncirculated (ti.'ith xcchich we agree today); John H. Clapp. Clapp estate,
1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: 'Phis piece is believed by the cataloguer to be a business strike,
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1886 Proof-64/65. Light golden and gray toning with splashes of

not a Proof. Phe dies have clashed, and at the forearms of .Miss Liberty, left and

magenta and blue at the rims. .\n outstanding example of this issue,

right on the obverse, can be seen impressions of the reverse, while on the re¬

which, mintage-wise, saw only 880 Proofs and 5,000 business strikes.

verse there are transferred impressions of the obverse (including the branch

Pedigree:

William

Dickinson Collection sale (as

hand which is seen curved above the eagle’s claw on the right). Phe shield

"Uncirculated"),

stripes are not polished, and the central portion resembles more a business

Chapman brothers, .March 6-7, 1894; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp

strike than a Proof. However, there are ample Proof characteristics.

estate, 1942, to Louis A. EJiasberg, Sr.

Phe date is high on the coin and close to the base of Liberty, sloping down

The date on the 1886 half dollar is punched extremely deeply into the work¬

toward the right. A curved arc appears at 189 and is a clash from the ribbon out¬

ing die, and the figure of Miss Liberty is deeply impressed as well. According

line on the reverse.

to the VViley-Bugert reference only one pair of dies was used to produce Proofs

On the reverse the center of the shield stripes is not polished, was not in¬

as well as business strike issues.

tended to be, and, in fact, shows countless significant raised die lines, mostly in
a horizontal orientation. .Some doubling is seen in areas, including the olive

2058

leaves and letters, and should be compared with another example from this to

1887 Pr()<)f-63/65. I'oning about etjuivalent to the preceding. An¬

determine whether it is doubling in the die or machine doubling.

other lovely piece.

Walter Breen’s Proof F.ncyclopedia describes three different obverse dies for

Pedigree: E.S. Norris Collection, S.H. and //. Chapman, .May 17, 1894;

the /’z»o/issue, of which the presently-offered coin might be the follow ing:

J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.

“I ligh date slants down.” I le indicates, without describing business strike dies,
that there are numerous deceptive early business strikes.” 'Phe 1890 is noted as

The 1887 combines a Prtxif mintage of only 710 pieces—one of the low est of
the series—with only .3,000 business strikes. As mentioned under the 1879 half

having extra outlines on most of the legend, indicating a doubled die rather

dollar earlier, forming a collection within a collection is certainly an interesting

than machine doubling.

possibility and potentially fascinating pursuit.

Gem Proof 1891 Half Dollar

Gem Proof 1888 Half Dollar

Last Liberty Seated Issue

2059 1888 l’nH)f-65. Ghampagne toning over mirror surfaces. Light gold
and blue at the rims. It is brcathtakingly beautiful, as attractive as can
be imagined.
Clapp; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A.

J.liasberg, Sr.

toning with light gold and blue at the rims. .A simply gorgeous coin, a
fitting conclusion to the Kliasberg Gollection of Liberty .Seated issues.
Pedigree: Dixie I Jind Collection sold by Ceoffrey Charlton .\dams, Nm ember

Die notes: Date very subtly repunched, most evident at the bottom of the
last digit. Apparently, all examples were struck from a single pair of dies. 'I'herc
IS some reconciliation needed between the Breen Proof E.nnclopedta and the
Wiley ■ Biigcrt reference. Por example, Breen describes two different date posi¬
tions

1891 Proof-64/65. A tiny line on the obverse keeps this from the
overall Proof-65 classification, but certainly is beautiful. Ghampagne

Pedigree: William M. Enesner Collection, E.douard Erossard, June 7-8,
1894; J.M

2062

I he same divergence occurs in several other places in those texts.

18-16, 1906; John //. (Japp. (Japp estate, 1942, to Louis A. E.liasbetg, Sr.
Die notes: .Although this piece was, in our opinion, struck as a Prixif, the re¬
verse is not polished w ithin the w hite stripes of the shield, but is different from
the reverse die just noted.
(.oncerning the 1891 half dollar, Walter Breen describes two I’riHif dies, one
with the date low, the first one nearer the border than the last, but the present

20^4)

1889 Pn>of-6.3. Ponmg similar to the preceding. Another splendid

piece differs in the shield point. I’robablv the best wav to compare date ixisi-

com, alrhoiigh not in (|uitc so high a technical grade (some tiny hair¬

tions is with overlay negatives of two coins. The point is possible academic as

lines t an be seen).

most numismatists opt to ac<|uire just one example of each date among the
later Liberty Seated half dollars.

Pedigree A .V Norm Collection, S.ll. and //. Chapman, May 17, 1894;
/ M (lapp. lohn H (Japp (Japp estate, 1942, to l.ouis A. EJiasberg, Sr.
\ >ir norrs

r Ibvrrsc from one of two dies produced this year (per Wiley-

Hugrtt I fhf present with the ball of the 9 roiii hing the upper i iirvc, giving rise

nomerii I lOire

'■I

fi' 'iHiile Hunk n) !
,

'

ir

IHH'i/H" used in the past, mil even i ited at one point in
\

( nm;

lodis if is gcnerallv rc.ili/cti that this is not an
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SESSION FOUR
Tuesday Evening, April 8, 6:00 PM Sharp
United States Half Dollars: Lots 2063-2166
Silver Dollars: Lots 2167-2328; Trade Dollars: Lots 2329-2354
Silver and Gold Commemorative Goins: Lots 2355-2429

1892-1915 Barber Half Dollars

Historical Notes
4 he history of the Barber half dollar series is somew hat similar

The Eliasberg Collection
The Eliasberg Collection of Barber half dollars is a fitting
match to its cousins, the collection of Barber dimes offered in May
1996, and the collection of Barber quarters offered earlier in the
, present catalogue. From beginning to end the rule\s quality—this
being a combination of high technical or numerical grade with
. lovely aesthetic appeal. Taken as a group, no equal or finer
‘ holding of Barber half dollars has ever crossed the auction block,
■ nor, probably, will such an offering occur again.
‘

Adding to the desirability of the Barber half dollar issues is the
iquintessential aspect of direct-from-the-mint pedigrees for many
of the issues, beginning in the early 1890s and continuing through

I

:the mid-point of the first decade of the present century. Doubtdess, at the Philadelphia, New Orleans, and San Francisco mints,
jspecial care was taken when filling the requests of J.M. and John
H. Clapp, who were known to be connoisseurs, as the coins

I delivered proved to be of extraordinary quality.
]

Unlike the Barber dimes which have as a capstone the virtually

(unobtainable 1894-S; and the Barber quarter dollars with their
(landmark 1896-S, 1901-S, and 1913-S, the Barber half dollar
series has no obvious great rarities. That is, in ordinary or circuilated condition a set can be assembled without much difficulty,
lalthough certain low-mintage issues are elusive and cost more
(than the others.
[

The situation changes dramatically when gem coins are consid-

:ered. Often a coin can be common in worn grades, but at the
sextraordinary quality level of the Eliasberg Collection, can be
inearly impossible to obtain in gem status—with only a handful of
(■pieces existing in all of the numismatic world. It is quite surpris-

to that of the quarter dollars described earlier. Unlike the Barber
dime and Barber quarter, the half dollar series is a year shorter and
terminates at 1915 rather than 1916. Like the two other series.
Barber half dollars were produced regularly at the several mints,
in the beginning at Philadelphia, New Orleans, and San Fran¬
cisco, adding the Denver Mint in 1906 and dropping the New
Orleans Mint after 1909. In a curious turn of events, it is several
Philadelphia Mint corns toward the end of the series that have the
lowest registered mintages—a cachet typically reserved for San
Francisco or New^ Orleans issues. Proof coins answer the call for
high-grade pieces, as Mint State issues are virtually unobtainable.
Proofs of such dates as 1913,1914, and 1915 are still quite elusive.
As noted under quarter dollars, in 1891 the Mint decided to
revise the designs of the dime, quarter, and half dollar, replacing
the Liberty Seated motif that had been in use for decades, since
the late 1830s. By 1891 a young man or woman would have spent
his or her life without seeing anything other than the Liberty
Seated design in pocket change. A design competition was
announced, and submissions were invited, but none were found
to be satisfactory. It fell to Chief hmgraver (diaries E. Barber to
create a new motif, which was done in pattern form in 1891.
Barber w as directed to inspect the female portrait on French coins
to gain ideas as to what might be beautiful on American coinage.
4'here is no doubt that the nose, lips, and chin of Barber’s finished
product somcw'hat resembled the features found on the obverse
of certain French issues of the period, but they can also be said to
resemble those found on George 'F. Morgan’s United States
silver dollar (1878). 'Fhere are only so many ways that such a
profile can be translated to coinage form.
In 1892 the new Barbersilvercoin designs appeared.'Fhere w as

;ing and revelatory to examine inventories of great collections of

not much notice paid to them, as the popular newspapers were

iBarber half dollars auctioned in past decades and compare them

agog with news of the impendingW’orld’s Columbian Exposition

!to the Eliasberg presentation. No other offering even comes dose!

and, relevant to the half dollar series, the commemoratix es to be

ilssue by issue in the following offering such circumstances are

produced in connection with it. X'irtually no one wanted to sa\ e

[described.

an “ordinary 1892 half dollar,” even if of a new design, w hen a

[

As a useful adjunct to the present catalogue, and cited as

“rare” (k)lumbian half dollar w as in the offing. Because of this

ppropriate, is David Lawrence’s popular reference. The Complete

lack of interest, relatively few Barber half dollars w ere sa\ ed of

iutcle to Hadfer Halves. 'The Barber .lounial, edited by Russell

the 1892 yearcompared to the commemoratix es. Fhose that w ere

iasterbrooks, is published by the Barberfkiin (Collectors Society

set aside were saved on an erratic basis, w ith more being sa\ cd of

nd is of interest as well.

the New Orleans variety than of the San Francisco \arict\.

A
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despite the former hav

a v ery low mintage.

w ill be one of the great highlights in the Barber half dollar collection
of its next owner, just as it is in the Kliasberg Collection.

As time went on, production varied according to demand.

I'he mintage of the 1892-0 half dollar was just .590,()()() pieces,

Branch mint issues of 18% and 1897 were later found to be quite

which, as it developed, would prove to be the smallest Barber half

scarce, as were a number of others, particularly any branch mint

dollar business strike production of the decade. While the public did

issue with a mintage below the one million mark. In a recent

not pay much attention to the new Barber design when it was re¬

communication to the cataloguer, David Lawrence commented

leased, apparently some extra examples w ere saved of the 1892-0, as
they are occasionally seen today, although nearly always far below the

that even in .\tS-63 grade, assembling a set of choice Barber half

quality of the piece olTered here.

dollars will take\IS-64.^ V irtually impossible. MS-65. For¬

Pedigree: Fred Porter Collection sale, Charles Steigersicalt, December 16,

get it, unless a long-hidden collection of extraordinary' quality

1893; J..\l. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K.

comes on the market.

Kliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Reverse with regular-size mintmark, tilted slightly to the left, and

With regard to date ranges within the series, Lawrence consid¬

centered about over the right edge of the opening within the D. Very slight

ers the issues from the turn of the 20th century, extending to

double punching is evident. Elsewhere on the reverse die there is an interest¬
ing raised line—a die chip—above and slightly to the right of the H.-VEE

1904, to be particularly elusive, much more than generally real¬
ized. 4'he 1902-S and 1904-S are incredible rarities at the gem
level, but are not well know n except to specialists.

Incredible Gem 1892-0 “Micro O”

In 1915 the final Barber half dollars were minted, thus closing

Heaton: “Exceedingly Small O”

the book on a long-lived, continuously-minted series.

Rarity'-8 in Mint State
Finest Known

Gem Proof 1892 Half Dollar
First \ ear of the Design

2063

1892 Pr()of-65. C^hampagne toning at the centers changes to me¬
dium gold and splashes of blue at the rims. A superb specimen of the
first year of the Barber half dollar design.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K. PJiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Reverse with some slight doubling of the letters in certain areas
such as the bases of DOLL.-VR and NI T.
The large I’rtwf coinage this year of 1,245 examples would remain the record
for the entire Barber series through 1915. However, it is likely that hundreds of
these were not sold but were placed into circulation. Most probably, they were
minted in anticipation of sales to the public at the 'Ireasury exhibit at the
World’s (Columbian Exposition.

Prooflike Gem 1892-0 Half Dollar
Normal Mintmark

tphoto enlarged to trcice actual size)

2065

1892-0 Microscopic (). .MS-67. Mintmark significantly smaller
than normal; the punch intended for a (juartcr dollar was inadsertcntly used on the half dollar die.
Above average strike. \ irtually perfect frosty surfaces, brilliant and

20fi4

1892-f) M.S-6.S/67. A superb prooflikc gem, no doubt made for spet ijI

purposes f>r perhaps as a presentation coin. Delicate splashes of

hr.ithcr and gold tttmng over satiny motifs and mirrored fields, the
l.irrcr l>cing mirrored in all areas including among the letter spaces. It
r, not diffii lilt to envision a scenario in which on the first day of strik¬
ing rhr. new design at the New Orleans Mint some special pieces
r> rn ide for pre .'-ntation
h

i r

I. memorable

I he im|mrtancc is int rcdible, and the

mil the opportiinitv is likewise (icrtainlv this

lustrous, with delicate golden and iridescent toning of trulv outstand¬
ing aesthetic appeal. Overall it is a superb strike, but with sers slight
traces of lightness at upper right of shield. \o example has been seen
sharper or in a grade in this range, although David Lawrence (m re¬
cent corresponilencc) reports that he once sold an M,S-t>4 com with
imperfect reverse rims. The I’ryor Oolicction com was \l

s.S and

was highly an l.iimevl as such
The l8'>2-<) Miiro () is listed m the curtent Cutde Hoot of ( Hitcd
States Corns on .1 scpar.ite line, with the highest listing being MS t>0

MOWLk.S AM) MKKI'N

I'he Louis E. EliashetY,. Sr., (ioHection
(the same is true of the other business strikes). At this level it is the
highest prieed by far of all Barber half dollar rarities.

Splendid Proof 1893 Half Dollar

bor the specialist in leather half dollars, this coin may be a once-ina-litetime purchase opportunity.
Pedigree: Lyman H. Low's sale of the Muma, Adam, Giffen, et al. Collec¬
tions, July 15-16, 1903;J..M. Clapp: John H- Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis h. h.liasherg, Sr.
Numismatic notes: In .Mmt .Marks, published in 189.A when this variety was
scarcely a year old, Augustus G. Heaton commented: “After a long interval the
half dollar was struck in 1892 with new bust and Heraldic Eagle dies. The date
is small, and a small O [the regular 1892-0] is directly under the middle of the
eagle’s tail and over the O. 'Fhere is one rare variety of this piece with an ex¬
ceedingly small o, hardly larger than a period.”
Walter Breen overlooked Heaton’s work when compiling his 1988 Complete
Encyclopedia of U.S. and Colonial Coins, and credited Howard Newcomb with
discovering the variety. Indeed, one of the pioneer collectors of mintmark
variations was Howard Rounds Newcomb, of Detroit, who today is best known
for his 1944 book on late date 1816-1857 cents. One of the apples of his eye was
an 1892-0 Micro O which he shared with others at the American Numismatic
Society Exhibition of 1914, although he was hardly the first to discover the va¬
riety.

2067 1893 Proof-64/65. Silver at the center changing to delicate blue,
violet, and gray at the rims, from an aesthetic viewpoint it would be
difficult to envision a nicer piece existing anywhere. I’roof mintage of
just 792 pieces.
Pedigree: Purchased Iry J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint,
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.

Writing in The C.omplete Guide to Barker Halves, David Lawrence noted that
the Micro O is “Extremely .scarce in all grades.” In a survey, working with Larrs'
Briggs, he turned up some worn pieces, including five Mint State coins, one of
which was certified as M,S-61 by ANACS. The highest graded (as of the date
this description is written) by PCGS is MS-62, after which the survey falls away
to include an ALI-50 and two in Good or lower grade. Auction ’81 and Auction
’86 offered Mint State coins, the former nicked and the latter reported as quite
choice.
Die notes: Microscopic die crack on obverse begins below star 1 and contin¬
ues to the right through the bases of the date numerals.

Prooflike Gem 1892-S Half Dollar
Possible Presentation Piece
One of the Finest Known

2068 1893-0 MS-63/65. Silver gray surfaces at the center change to light
gold at the borders, then to electric blue. Some contact marks on the
obverse dictate the grade assigned, but overall the aspect of the piece
is very appealing. This is one of the nicest we have seen and one of
the finest to ever be auctioned as part of a specialized collection of
the series.
Die notes: The obverse and reverse dies are ver\' lightly clashed, notable on
several areas of the coin, but in particular below Miss Liberty’s chin on the obverse
and at the left side of the reverse. On the obverse there are some very delicate
cracks near the bottom of the neck truncation, extending to the right to include
stars 13 and 12. An almost subliminal crack goes from the I' through stars 7-10
(this would only be visible on a very high-grade piece such as the present coin).
Reverse with some interesting cracks around most of the reverse lettering, with
another crack at the lower part of the eagle’s tail. Again, these cracks are veiy
delicate and probably would not be seen on a lower grade piece.

2066 1892-S MS-64/66. Prooflike. A splendid gem specimen struck
from polished dies, quite possibly for presentation purposes. Deli¬
cate champagne and gold surfaces over frosty devices and mirror
fields. One of the most beautiful 1892-S half dollars we have ever
seen. Certainly this rounds out the most illustrious offering of Barber
half dollars of the 1892 date ever to be included in an auction cata'

logue!
In all grades the 1892-.S is considered to be a key issue in all grades,
with Mint State pieces being particularly desirable, although they do
come on the market now and then, especially when fine cabinets are

2069 1893-S MS-63. Light lilac and gray toning with .splashes of gold. .A

dispersed. More of these were saved, as the first year of issue, than

pleasing example of an issue whieh is not often seen significantly

were most later San Francisco varieties. Still, few are the equal of the

finer. A “sleeper” in choice Mint .State.

present coin from an aesthetic viewpoint.
Pedigree: J. Colvin Randall, March lS94;toJ..M. Clapp. John H. Clapp.
Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.
Die notes: 'I'he date logotype on this coin is placed higher than on the pieces

Die notes: Tnder strong magnification a delicate crack is seen through the
first two date digits, extending to the neck point on the left. .Some curious
raised ridges are on star 1 and, to a lesser extent, on stars 2-4. On the rev erse the
S is much closer to the eagle’s tail than to the letter below it.

offered thus far, the top of the 2 being much closer to the bottom of the neck
truncation than to the dentils. .Such differences are not particularly noticed in
the literature including in David Lawrence’s book. However, to the extent that
interesting “markers” can be described we do so as the Eliasberg (Collection,
once dispersed, will no longer permit such observations.
On the obverse star 9 has a tiny spine jirotruding from the top surface of the
outermost ray. On the reverse some very late doubling is seen on some of the
letters, particularly at the lower left.
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(iem IVoof 1894 Half Dollar

which is seldom seen at this lofty grade level and virtually never seen
w ith this aesthetic quality, .-ynothcr piece that w ill certainly be a focal
point in the cabinet of its next proud ow ner.
I'he importance of the pedigree of this and other Barber half dol¬
lars of the era cannot be overstated; direct from the issuing mint, to
the (dapp Cdillection, to the Kliasberg (lollection, and never on the
open market.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the San Erancisco .Mint
in Sovember 1894; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louts E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Reverse die w ith some slight doubling among the lower letters. S
mintmark slightly doubled as well, and with a thm-raised diagonal die line in
the upper opening.

2070 1894 Proof-65. A splendid gem, virtual perfection. Silver surfaces
blend to a delicate gold at the rims. One of the very finest still in ex¬
istence from an original mintage of 972 in this format.

Splendid Proof 1895 Half Dollar

Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr

Superb Gem 1894-0 Half Dollar
Incredible Quality
Possibly the Finest Known

2073

1895 Proof-66. (Champagne toning over mirror surfaces. Some light
gold and blue at the rims. A splendid example, certainly one of the
very finest known from both a numerical and aesthetic viewpoint.
Only 880 I’roofs were made.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia .Mint;
John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.

2071

1894-0 .\tS-66. Lustrous, frosty surfaces with delicate champagne
toning at the center changing to splashes of gold and blue at the rims.

Memorable Gem 1895-0 Half Dollar

t\. simply elegant example of an issue which is a major condition rarity

Among the Finest Known

at this grade level. The superb aesthetic quality makes it even more
so. We are not aware of its etjual anywhere. A very exciting piece that
will no doubt be constantly admired by its new ow ner.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.. M. Clapp directly from the Seze Orleans. Mint in No¬
vember 1894; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg. Sr.
Die notes: I'nder high-powered magnification some interesting cracks are
seen including through the left side of the neck from about the middle, con¬
tinuing to the lower ribbon, then almost invisibly to the left, intermittently
through star 6. .\nother crack is seen through OD, intermittently through WE,
and the top two laurel leaves. .Additional delicate cracks are seen at the base of
T continuing through stars 7-9. .Still another crack connects the 9 and the 4 of
the date with the lower right of the neck truncation and stars 10-13. These fea¬
tures are so delicate that they could not be seen on any but the finest preserved
pieces. On the reverse some peripheral cracks of an intermittent nature are
seen around the periphery, generally extending from DO to the left to the eagle’s
wing, and again at .S'f, another crack at the star below it, and another connect¬

2074

1895-0 MS-65 to MS-66. A splendid coin, a memorable specimen
of a quality that would be hard to improve upon. While some minor
marks are hidden in the toning on the head of Miss Liberty, overall

ing KS. These may be in the nature of stress cracks rather than cracks caused

the piece is one of the nicest seen, although choice pieces at lower

by coinage; if the former, coins could be produced from this pair for a long time.

levels (including MS-63 and M.S-M) come on the market with some
frequency. Light golden toning at the center changes to deeper gold
at the borders, then to iridescent blue. .\ coin that will nicely satisfy

Marvelous 1894-S Half Dollar
Among the Finest Known

the connoisseur, who will realize that even the most famous “name
collections” (James Bennett Pryor being but one of several ex¬
amples) were apt to lack a coin of this rpiality.
In connection with this entire offering of Barber half dollars, a re¬
view of past auction presentations w ill prove to be very instructive, as
was vividly reinforced when we were doing our ow n research for the
present catalogue. Virtually every Barber half dollar listing in the
Kliasberg (Collection could be expanded by several paragraphs if we
were to add, “Better than the —, —, —, etc., coins," Indeed, this and
our Kliasberg (Collection catalogue of PJOq probably couKI each l>e
doubled in size if wc were to list all of the “name" collections that did
not hat e equivalent coins!
Pedigree: PurxhtisedH J.M Clapp diirith fmm the Sn.~ Orlftin\ Mint m

2072 l89t..S VlS-6.5/f>f>. Heather tuning with spl.ishes nf gold over somewhif prooflikr •.iirf iics
b. ji)

Iff rn iinlv hidden in the toning, otherwise we would be

• ii., o ,1 o, < ,dl this MS

>

1

\n oiitst.inding piece. A few marks on the

October l8V8;John // Clapp Clapp ntate, 1^42, to I oui\ /• Llia^bfiy. .Sr.
I )ic notes I lulcr strong magmfit ation a tins ilic ciai k is seen Irom the nei k
tip on the right to star It I )n the reseise the mmtmaik () is notablv double sut,
partKiilarlv at the lowet lell

overall \ tmlv superb ex.ituple of ,m issue
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The Louis L. Lliasherg, Sr., ('.ollertion

Fantastic 1895-S Half Dollar
Superb Gem

Classic 1896-0 Rarity

Notable Rarity So Choice

Beautiful (jem

One of the Finest Known

Among the Finest Known
Lawrence: “Second Rarest Variety”

2075 1895-S MS-66. A coin of fantastic quality with

lustre and frost that is

almost three dimensional! Delicately mottled gold toning over lus¬
trous surfaees. An above-average strike, as is the rule for virtually all
of the Eliasberg eoins. A few stray marks are seen on the higher areas
of Miss Liberty but are minimal and are hidden by the toning. Cer¬
tainly this is one of the most beautiful, most desirable 1895-S half
dollars in any eollection today.

This issue, relatively available in

lower Mint State grades, is notably rare as offered here.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco Mint
in November 1895; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr. *'
Die notes; Obverse with delicate crack through the left side of the neck trun¬
cation, another crack from the last date digit through the right tip of the neck to
star 13. Still another crack connects T with stars 7-9. On the reverse delicate
cracks are seen through the bottoms of RIC and ALF, rising to the top of the F
and bridging the gap to connect with DO. As is typical, these cracks are so deli¬
cate that they are apt to be overlooked on all but the highest quality specimens.

Superb Gem Proof 1896 Half Dollar

2077 1896-0 MS-65/66. Delicate gold surfaces change to richer gold at
the rims, then to electric blue. A superb gem example of one of the
most highly prized issues of the series, a piece which ranks among
the finest we have ever seen, and could probably just as easily be
called full M.S-66 or even higher. Certainly the connoisseur will want

2076 1896 Proof-66.

Full mirror fields with a hint of gold and blue. Abso¬

to cast hesitation aside when competing for this piece, secure in the

lutely superb. We doubt if a finer specimen exists anyw here, and few

knowledge that the coin is truly world class. Few of even the greatest

are its peers. From a Proof mintage of 762 pieces.

of collections in the past have had an equivalent example.

Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint in
June 1896; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.

Years ago when Barber half dollars in high grades were more avail¬
able than they are now, the 1896 and 1897 mintmark issues were re¬
garded as great classics in the field. We recall circa 195.3-1954 when
Art and Paul Kagin were very proud of examples they ow ned, one
each of the 1896-0, 1896-S, 1897-0, and 1897-S halves. In the inter¬
vening years little attention has been paid to these and other highgrade rarities in the Barber scries, simply because specimens are in¬

Fax Us!

frequently offered, and w hen they are, the aesthetic appeal is apt to
fall short. Truly this is an outstanding opportunity.
In a recent letter, David Lawrence stated that in his experience the

Fax us your bid sheet. It will save time and effort on

1896-0 is second in rarity only to the 1904-8 at this grade le\ cl.

your part. And, when it comes to a tie bid, the bid sheet that

Pedigree: Purchased Iry J.M. Clapp directly from the Nev' Orleans .Mint in

arrives first wins the lot! Your bid can be just a “phone call”

August 1896; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Elia.ibefg. Sr.

away. Fax your bid sheet to us at (60.^) 569-5319.

Die notes: .An early striking from perfect dies.
Walter Breen mentions in his (Complete Kncyclopedta. page 410, that rolls exist
of virtually all of the Barber half dollars, these being the (iies-Pukall-Ravmond
group. However, this comment is not valid, as John J Ford, Jr., who worked
with the (lies and Raymond coins, explains in detail in a contribution to the
new book, .\merican (Pin I'reusum and Hoards. Moreover, the present cata¬
loguer (QDB) knew William I’ukall and also his son, both now deceased, dis¬
cussed with them the early activities of the firm, and learned that while cents
and nickels were set aside in tpiantits. Barber half dollars new er were
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I he I.outs h.. t./utshery, Sr., Collect ton

Prootlike (lem 1896-S Half Dollar
(Classic Rarity

Marvelous Gem 1897-0 Half Dollar

Amon^ the Finest Known

l^ossibly a Presentation (]oin
“Hraneh Mint Proof’
Considered to be the F inest Known

(photo enlarged to nstiee actual size)

2078

1896-S MS-64/66, prooflike. Champagne and light gray toning
over mirrored fields and frosty devices. One of the finest we have

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

ever seen of this classic rarity, another prize that will be enjoyed by its
next owner.
Pedigree: Purchased tty J.M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco Mint in
August 1896 .John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K. F.liasberg, Sr.
Die notes: From an early state of the dies. The obverse die under strong
magnification has some interesting characteristics. The F^ in \VF^ is separated

2080

1897-0 MS-66, prooflike. A marvelous gem specimen of this
highly prized classie rarity. The surfaces are so mirrorlike that, absent
the mintmark, this would easily pass as a Philadelphia Mint Proof! If
the term “branch Mint Proof’ is appropriate anywhere in the series,
it would certainly be appropriate here. (Certainly this was a special

from the olive leaf, instead of overlapping it slightly (as is normally seen). The

striking. Moreover, within our experience and notes, this is the finest

distance between the letters and stars and the dentils is larger than normal.

known specimen.

Quite possibly the die was probably slightly relapped, at the same time creat¬
ing the priMiflike surface.

I’he surfaces arc silver at the center changing to delicate magenta
and blue at the rims. 'The motifs arc frosty and satin-like, while the
fields, as noted, are deeply mirrored. The breathtaking image of this

Superb Ciem Proof 1897 Half Dollar

piece will remain for a long time in the cataloguer’s mind, and the
same is sure to be true for anyone viewing it.
Pedigree: Purchased hy J..M. Clapp directly from the Sew Orleans .Mint
in November 1897; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis L.
F.liasberg, Sr.

2079

1897 l’nK»f-66. Brilli.int surf.iccs changing to delicate gold and blue
at the borders. An absolutely breathtakingly beautiful, superb ex¬
ample of an issue of whuh just 711 Proofs were struck. .Still another
pri/c gem specimen for the connoisseur.
pedigree Punha^rd fet 4 M Clapp dimth fmm the Philadelphia Mint in SoI

ember 1897. hthn // Clapp ( Japp eOate, 1942, to Louts /• h hasberg. Sr.

The Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr., Collection

Notable 1897-S Half Dollar

Outstanding 1898-0 Half Dollar

Splendid Gem
A Highlight of the Series

2083

1898-0 MS-64/66. An outstanding example of this New Orleans
Mint issue. Highly lustrous surfaces with some marks on the obverse,
mostly hidden in the lustre and delicate toning. .Silver at the centers,
changing to mottled gold at the rims, and, finally, gunmetal-blue. A
very appealing piece from an aesthetic viewpoint, and an issue which
is quite difficult to obtain in higher grade levels. As is true of virtually
all of the Clapp-Eliasberg coins purchased directly from the mints,
the strike is above average.
In a recent letter David Lawrence commented: “Barber specialists
recognize the 1898-0 as one of the keys to the set, a coin that is gen¬
erally underestimated and underrated.”
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the New Orleans Mint
in November 1898; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis k.
kliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Under magnification a delicate crack is seen at the left from stars
1-4, intermittently continuing through the left of the neck truncation. Another
crack connects the last two digits of the date with the right truncation tip and
star 13, subliminally to star 12. On the reverse some delicate cracks are seen
around much of the periphery, and also at the leftmost star. High magnification
is required to see them.

Notable 1898-S Half Dollar
Rare at the Gem Level

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

''2081

1897-S MS-65/67. A splendid gem specimen with partial prooflike
surface on the obverse and more fully prooflike, although not com¬
plete, on the reverse. Delicate champagne toning changes to hints of
blue at the rims. A truly marvelous coin, incredible quality. Again,
this is one of the classic rarities of its era. Finer than the Pry'or Collec¬
tion example, itself a notable coin (at MS-64).
Pedigree: Purchased try J.M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco Mint
in November 1897; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis k.
Eliasberg, Sr

2084

1898-S MS-64/66. A very- attractive example of an issue which when
seen is apt to be in signifieantly lower grades. Light champagne toning
over very satiny, frosty surfaces. I'inges of blue are seen at the borders.
A splendid eoin from an aesthetic viewpoint, one that will certainly

Gem Proof 1898 Half Dollar

please the connoisseur. One ot the very finest to ever appear in a speeialized collection. The Pryor Collection coin was M.S-f>4.
David Lawrence, upon reviewing the present listing, commented
that the 1898-S is a true rarity at the Mint State level, as most of the
mintage was shipped to the Philippine Islands and circulated there.
Pedigree: Purchased try J .M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco Mint
in November 1898; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942. to Louis k.
kliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: From an early state of the dies.

!2082

1898 Pr()of-65. Another splendid specimen of a Proof quality similar
to the 1897 earlier offered, and an etiually important opportunity. Just
7.1.S Proofs were minted this year as part of silver sets, but only a few
could possibly survive today in the aesthetic and technical combina¬
tion of (piality and desirability here offered.
Pedigree: Purchased by J M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint
in November 1898; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis k.
kliasberg, Sr.

lOVVICk.S AND MKKLNA
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I hr 1.outs t.. h.ltaslh'f)', Sr., Cullecttun

(k-ni Proof 1899 Half Dollar

in Sovember 1899; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.oun L.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Inder magnification a series of cracks is seen from star I, promi¬
nently through near the edge of the neck truncation, connecting to star l.V On

the right side of the coin another crack begins in the field near the right base of
the r, and develops to connect stars 7-9, while yet another crack, possibly two,
are seen through the top of the head of Miss Liberty. On the left side, the afore¬
mentioned crack at star 1 branches and runs along the ridge of the lowest pan
of the ribbon, proceeds delicately through the field to star 4, where it lapses
into virtual invisibility, reappearing at star .S to connect w ith star 6. One could
spend several minutes studying this piece under magnification and not run out
of interesting things to see! On the other hand, the reverse is from a fairly early
state of the dies, although a minute crack connects the bottoms of RK;.\. David

2085 1899 FnK)f-65. Brilliant at the centers with delicate golden and blue

Law rence in his Complete Guide indicates that he has heard of a piece w ith ob¬
verse cracks, but, apparently, hasn’t seen one, as he specifically notes: "One

toning at the rims, a nice mate to the Proofs thus far offered. One of

obverse with two die breaks (Beistle),” noting that .M.L. Beistle reported this

846 Proofs minted this year.

in his 1929 book. 'The S mintmark is slightly double punched.

Pedigree: Purchased by J..M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia .Mint
tn December 1899; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

Gem Proof 1900 Half Dollar

Ediasberg, Sr.

Superb Gem 1899-0 Half Dollar
Great “Condition Rarity ”
Possibly the Finest Known

2088 1900 Pr(M)f-65. ^ct another gem in a marvelous lineup. (Champagne
toning with a hint of lilac. Virtual perfection. Only 912 were minted,
and few in any collection today could ecpial this.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.!M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia .Mint
in December 1900; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
E.liasberg, Sr.
2086 1899-0 .MS-66. One of the very finest in existence of an issue which
is relatively available in lower grades but which is a rarity so fine. Sil¬
ver and mottled light golden toning with splashes of deeper gold and

Unforgettable 1900-0 Half Dollar

magenta at the borders, changing to electric blue at the rims. Quite
attractive, indeed as expected in the Kliasberg (’ollection. fhe finest

Superb Gem Mint State

that James Bennett Pryor could locate in 20 years of seeking a combi¬

Peerless Quality

nation of high technical grade and, especially, excellent aesthetic ap¬

Believed to be the Finest Known

peal was MS-62.
Pedigree: Purchased by J..\l. Clapp directly from the Sew Orleans .Mint
in Sovember 1899; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
E.liasberg, Sr.
Die notes: .X very- delicate crack connects the last digit of the date with the
neck tip and star l.V

Lustrous 1899-S Half Dollar
\ ery Rare in (jem Preservation
2089 1900-0 MS-66. Light lilac and gray toning over satiny, lustrous sur¬
faces. A few flashes of gold are seen. This New Orleans Mint half
dollar is all one could ever hope to see, and within the population of
extant 19()()-0 halt dollars, probably without peer. Quality personi¬
fied.
.‘\ recent communication from David Lawrence puts it sueeinctiv:
“(ireat date! Rare in .M.S-f>4 and above. In .M.S-f>f) -.xgreat raritv!"
Pedigree: Purchased try J..M. Clapp directly fnan the Sew Orleans .Mint in
1900, John IL Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: f rom an early state of the dies.

2087 I899-.S

\IS-64/66. Lustrous surfaces, mostly silver, but with some

frc< kics rd gold. I he reverse is lightly champagne toned with some
prooflikc ih.ir.KteristHs. .\ splendid coin that, again, will satisfy the
< onnoisHciir \ rarity so fine. I he Prvor com was \|,S-M, renective of
fhr elusive ' h.ir.n ter of the IM'^>-S at higher levels. DavitI Lawrence
fr, cntl'( ' ornrnented th.it in Mint State the I
li .r,

is “on all the want

lod fh.it 'verv few exist MS-/>4 md .ibove "

Prdiejff I'uiihined Im 1 M ( lapp dnntli Imm the San !■ ninnito .Mint

The Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr., (iollection

2090

Superb Gem 1900-S Half Dollar

Splendid 1901-0 Half Dollar

Unsurpassed In Our Experience

Condition Rarity

Probably the Finest Known

Among the Finest Known

1900-S MS-66. A splendid coin similar in aspect and surface appear¬

2092

1901-0 MS-64. Light gray and gold toning over lustrous surfaces.

ance to the preceding piece, and a nice mate to it. Again, here is a

Strike about average on the reverse, for which we have deducted a

Barber half dollar which is of simply breathtaking quality. Far finer

point in the grading (although we fully realize that grading and strik¬

than usually seen, and unsurpassed by any example that has come

ing should be two separate and distinct considerations). Accordingly,

under our view. Simply irreplaceable!

no doubt this is equal to certain pieces certified at a higher grade.

Pedigree: Purchased dy J.M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco Mint
in 1900; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: On the reverse a thin raised die line is seen through the I’of IINITKD

Highly lustrous and quite attractive, although not the absolute match
for those that have gone before in this catalogue. Still, the piece is
finer than usually seen. The Pryor Collection coin, a notable speci¬

and serves to hallmark the die. As is true of so many delicate features described

men in a notable collection, was MS-6,L David Lawrence recently

in the present offering of Barber half dollars, this is probably noticeable only

commented that this was a

upon very high-grade specimens.
Many coins, if not the majority of the entire mintage, went to the Philippine

great date.

Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the blew Orleans .Mint

Islands, where thetoins were circulated. Mint State coins are elusive, gems es¬

in September 1901; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

pecially so (cf. David Lawrence, communication to cataloguer).

Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Early state of the obverse and reverse dies. Some strong doubling
is seen on the reverse, particularly at S I'A and the stars below, with related dou¬

Superb Gem Proof 1901 Half Dollar

bling on the other side of the coin at R and C and a few other places, probably
machine doubling.

New Orleans Mint Procedures
Silver coins of the New Orleans Mint are ver\' difficult to obtain with even a
decent strike. This situation comes to the fore in particular in the .Morgan silver
dollar series, but extends into the Barber coinage as well. The reason is that at
New Orleans the dies in the presses were spaced slightly farther apart than
they should have been, which facilitated long die life and reduced breakage,
but which at the same time caused lightness of impression in certain areas.
From reading various Annual Mint Reports it seems obvious that after its re¬
opening for coinage in 1879 (for silver dollars and gold coins; other silver coins
followed in later years) the New Orleans Mint was not in the forefront of inter¬
est or activity in Washington (where affairs of the various mints were managed)

2091

1901 Proof-66. Another splendid Proof coin, a fitting companion

or in Philadelphia (where dies were prepared). One can imagine that the work¬

to the illustrious run of Proofs thus far offered in the Barber series.

ers at New Orleans simply were functionaries who took little pride in their out¬

Light champagne and gold toning over brilliant silver surfaces. Cer¬

put, realizing that their main effort—that of striking Morgan dollars—was in

tainly this is one of the finest surviving from just 813 Proofs origi¬
nally struck. In keeping with the other Eliasberg Collection coins,

,

reality an exercise in futility. Nearly all New Orleans Morgan dollars of this era
were simply put into bags of 1,000 coins each and tossed in storage vaults,
hardly a situation to cause excitement or interest among those making them.

it should be further recalled that technical or numerical grade is one

By the late 19th century the New Orleans Mint had devised some way to

thing, and aesthetic quality can be something else entirely (and not

more carefully preserve its dies, as the extensive rust so often seen on early

reflected in grading service population reports). Fhe Eliasberg Col-

Liberty .Seated issues does not have a counterpart in the Barber series.
By way of expanded discu.ssion, as a general rule the .San Francisco Mint Bar¬

, lection in riearly ail instances brings together a beautiful combina¬
tion of both.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint
in September 1901; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
In 1901 a new hub die was used in the Barber half dollar series. 'Fhe differ¬
ences, not widely collected, are described in David Lawrence’s Complete Guide
to Barber Halves, page 6, and in Walter Breen’s Complete Encyclopedia of I IS. and
Colonial Coins. Walter Breen further notes that beginning in 1908 another new
hub die was introduced, used through at least 1911 but apparently the differences
are so subtle that David Lawrence was not able to make them out, and does not
chronicle them in his listing (nor will they be noted in the present catalogue).

R)WFkS AND MI’:KFNA

ber half dollars of this era are much better struck than are the New Orleans
counterparts, hut at the same time this was paid tor in terms of die fractures and
breaks, which on extant San Francisco issues are much more numerous. Such
considerations combine to make the study of the series all the more interesting.

I hr I MU IS A. h.ltushrrx, Sr., Collritwn

Amazing* 1901-S Half Dollar

Pedigree: Purchased by J..M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint n
May 1902; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis /*.. h.hasbetg, .Sr

Superb (jem Mint State
Famous Classic Karity

Gtm 1902-0 Half Dollar

One of the F inest Known

Among Finest Known

2095

1902-0 MS-65.

Mottled light brown and gray toning over surfaces

that retain most of the original brilliance. Striking commentary some-

w hat similar to the 1901-0 offered earlier; average, but that is par foi
the course.

In fact David Lawrence notes this: “Consistently one of the poor¬

est struck coins in the series. Well struck coins are worth the pre¬

mium and very few, i/any exist in Mint State. Lustre seems to be be¬

low average as a rule.” We added the italics to if any when (juotinp

Mr. Lawrence, to point out to those not familiar with the intricacies

of grading that certified services don’t take such things into consider¬

ation. Eor example, the population reports show a number of pieces

graded at such levels as MS-63, MS-64, .MS-65, and even MS-66, but

with no clue that, apparently, all of these are poor strikes. Thus, it is

important to the pre.sent coin, the Eliasberg Collection, and to bid¬
ding strategy in general to realize that, possibly, no finer strike exists.

Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the Hesx' Orleans .Mint in

October 1902; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis K. F.liasberg, Sr.

Gem 1902-S Half Dollar
A Numismatic Treasure
I photo enlarged to tntice actual size)

2093

1901-S MS-66.

Light champagne and freckled gold toning over

somewhat prooflike surfaces. The Eliasberg coin is an amazing speci¬
men of a variety which if in MS-63 or M.S-64 (as in the James Bennett
Pry or cabinet) would be notable, but which at this level is truly amaz¬
ing. Directly from the Mint to the Clapp Collection to the Eliasberg
(Collection to the new bidder, this specimen will forever be a land¬
mark in the Barber half dollar series.
Without even addressing higher grades, which are generally un¬
available, David l.awrence in his Complete Guide nox.c% that the 1901-S
“is on almost everyone’s want list from M.S-63.”
Phis coin, directly from the San Erancisco Mint, has it all.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly fwm the San Francisco Mint in
March 1901; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis K. F.liasherg, Sr

2096

19()2-S MS-65/66.

A superb specimen with champagne and freck¬

led gold toning over lustrous surfaces, a joy to behold and a treasure

for its next ow ner. A close contender to the remarkable coin (M.S-f>6)

in the James Bennett Pryor Collection. That cabinet, the finest spe¬

cialized collection of half dollars ever auctioned up to that point (our

Cjem Proof 1902 Half Dollar

sale was in January 1996), is in the Barber half dollar series exceeded
in quality only by the presently offered Eliasberg Collection coins,
which have the unparalleled competitive advantage that most were
purchased directly from the mints at the time of issue.

Pedigree: Purchased by J..M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco
.Mint in .March 1902; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis F.
F.liasberg, Sr.
I'rDm an early state of the obverse and reverse dies.
In a recent letter from David Lawrence he stated that this is one of his alltime favorite issues, is on just about everv w ant list, ami is esccedinuls ditl'iculi
to find \I.S-M or finer.

20')!

I‘X)2 l’rfK»f-6,5. .N splendid gem with ilelicate ch.impagne toning at
'hr renters th.inging tri light golil and blue at the rims. A superb
; irricn which ranks among the finest rern.lining from a low Proof
rrur.r.-gc of just 777 toms

MOWi:U,S \\l) Ml'KKN.*

The Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr., (ioHerfiou

Gem Proof 1903 Half Dollar

chine are seen on the obverse and reverse (“typical of P>().3-,S,” com¬
mented David Lawrence recently). Probably worth an “M.S-b5
price.” The 19()3-S has always been considered a key to the scries in
higher grades.
Pedigree: Purchased by J..\t. Clapp directly from the San Erancisco .Mint in
October 1903; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with crack through lower part of neck truncation, con¬
necting to stars 13-11 on the right. .Stars ,S-6 on the left are connected by a very
delicate crack. Reverse with delicate cracks through MK, intermittently con¬
tinuing through RIOA. The mintmark is sharply doubled.
In his Complete Encyclopedia, Walter Breen mentions in passing, "Part of the
demand for this date has been influenced by the fame of the dollar, quarter,
and dime.”

i 2097

1903 Proof-66. A splendid specimen virtually as nice as the day it
was struck. Delicate champagne and gold toning over mirror surfaces.

Splendid Gem 1904 Half Dollar

One of the finest remaining from a low mintage of just 755 Proofs.
Pedtgire: Purchased by J.M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia Mint in No¬
vember 1903; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
It is not generally known that all Proof denominations of the 1903 year have
Miss Liberty’s head slightly polished in the die, in contrast to the cameo or frost
seen on most other issues. (I'his is also noticed in the book, A Buyer’s and
Enthusiast's Guide to Flying Eagle and Indian Cents, page 436.)

I Elusive Mint State 1903-0 Half Dollar
I

Remarkable Strike

‘

Among Finest Known

1

2100

1904 Proof-66. A splendid gem specimen. Champagne toning with
some splashes of blue at the rims. An absolutely gorgeous coin that will
be a highlight to any connoisseur’s collection. Certainly one of the very
finest remaining today from an original Proof mintage of 670 pieces.
Pedigree: Purchased by J..M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia .Mint in
December 1904; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.. EJiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Reverse with some very light doubling in areas, particularly
TATES and several stars below.

Landmark 1904-0 Half Dollar
2098

Superb Gem

1903-0 MS-64/66. Light golden toning at the centers changes to
rich gold and blue at the borders. A few marks are noted on the ob¬

Tied for Finest Known

verse, accounting for the split grade. A far above average strike for a
New Orleans coin—in this instance someone at the Mint must have
been watching out! David Lawrence notes that most 1903-0 half
dollars are poorly struck. The same writer continues, “Like most
New Orleans Mint coins, scarcer than mintage indicates.” Indeed,
this is true. New Orleans half dollars were scarcely noticed in their
time, and relatively few survive today.
Pedigree: Purchased by J .M. Clapp directly from the New Orleans .Mint in
October 1903; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: A tiny crack is seen at star 6 extending to the border, then curving
down to connect IN. An almost invisible crack is seen at the neck tip connect*

ing star 13. Probably even a lower level Mint State coin would not show these
intricate traceries. The reverse has a delicate crack from below the period extending
to connect UN.

2101

1904-0 MS-66. The obverse is toned light hrown and gold at the
center, changing to brilliant electric blue at the rims. 1 he reverse is
mainly champagne with rich gold at the rims. .A very frosty, lustrous

I

example of an issue which is rarely seen at this lofty level. The coin,

Notable 1903-S Half Dollar

while not needle-sharp, is quite well struck and is a long departure

Incredibly Rare So Fine

Very few exist at this numerical level, and when aesthetic appeal is

One of the Finest Known

from the “often poorly struck” (per David Lawrence) cpiality seen.
added in, the present coin is tied for the finest known with, possibly,
one or two peers. As such, it is an especially rare and desirable find for
the advanced specialist. Likely, all hets will be off when this coin
comes up for sale!
Pedigree: Putrhased try J ..M. Clapp directly from the Nev' Orleans .Mint in Novemlrer 1904; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eha.tbetg. Sr
Die notes: On the obverse a very delicate crack connects star S-9 at the top.
and another delicate crack connects the neck tip to star 13. Not withstanding
this, the impression is from a very early state ot the dies, and some tmish marks
can be seen upon close study. The reverse mintmark is tilted to the left and
also is positioned slightly to the left. Not much attention was paid to mintmark
positions in this series, so the observation has no market value. .\ delicate craik

2099

1903-S MS-66. A notable specimen with delicate golden toning
over lustrous surfaces. Parallel planchet striae from the tirawing ma¬

unVKKS AND MKKKNA

connects the tops of 1(1 and another crack is seen at AR
Given the delivery dates of the various Eliasberg Collection coins ordered
directiv from the Mint in the years indicated, the present descriptions ol

1 it' 1 DUis h.. h./ias/>t'rx, Sr., Collection

minute die states m the i.atjlot'iie will, somedaN, be iil value to anyone who

Amazing 19()S-() Half Dollar

vefN ‘,are>ull\ vtudiev the senes. We do not know of any other recorded in¬
stance in a collection or auction catalogue in which monthly numismatic deliv¬

Superb (jeni

ers times are consistentK known.

Sharply Struck
l\)sslbly the Finest Known

Highly Important 19()4-S Half Dollar
A I^eautlful (iem
Lawrence: “Rarest Mint State Barber SO^”

2104

1905-0 MS-66. .Sharply struck, very frosty, and exceedingly beauti¬
ful. Silvery, lustrous surfaces with delicate gold and iridescent toning.

.A truly amaz-ing coin, particularly in view of David Lawrence’s com¬

ments concerning the 190.5-0, stating that the normally seen piece is
2102

1004-S MS-65/66. .A beautiful gem specimen with delicate cham¬

a “poor strike” and with poor lustre (the Pryor coin, although a gem,

pagne toning over satiny, lustrous surfaces. One of the finest seen of

had “mumps”).

this highly important date, one of the landmarks of the Barber half
dollar series.

Specialists everyw here will recognize that the combination of high
numerical grade and, especially in this case, the superb aesthetic ap¬

David Lawrence’s comment in his book is indeed appropriate,

peal, may make this a once-in-a-lifetime acquisition opportunity.

“ I he 16()4-.S has the lowest certified population in Mint .State and

Whatever price is paid, here is a numismatic landmark, a treasure for

often commands a large premium.” .Moreover, the same writer noted

all time.

that Mint State pieces, when seen, are apt to be deeply toned and

Pedigree: Purchased by J..M. Clapp directly from the Sevc Orleans .Mint

without much lustre. Recently, upon reviewing the present listing,

in Sovember 1905; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.
Fliasberg, Sr.

Lawrence reiterated that this is the rarity of rarities among gem Bar¬
ber halves.

Die notes: .Struck from an early state of the dies, although a barely percep¬

This Kliasberg Oollection coin will no doubt attract nationwide at¬

tible crack can be seen at the right tip of the neck. I'his is so delicate that one

tention among specialists who realize that it may be many years, if

needs to look tw ice to observe it, and it probably is not as visible on anything

ever, until a comparable opportunity presents itself .Add in the di-

except a high-level piece.

rect-from-the-mint pedigree, and this coin is uni(|ue.
Pedigree: Purchased hy J..M. Clapp directly from the San Francisco .Mint

Superb Gem 1905-S Half Dollar

tn Sovember 1904: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.
Fliasberg, Sr.

Possibly the F inest Known

Die notes; Struck from an early state of the dies.

Gem Proof 1905 Half Dollar

2105

1905-S .MS-66. A gorgeous gem specimen of an issue w hich is ex¬
ceedingly rare at this level. Delicate champagne toning at the centers
changes to light gold at the borders, creating a visual and artistic treat.
.Some very light planchet striae are on the obverse (from the planchet

210.^

1905 l’roof-65. A splendid gem example. Brilliant at the centers
with delicate champagne toning on the rims. Darker toning spot on
the upper right reverse rim. One of just 72.S Proofs minted.
Pedigree: Purchased h J..M. Clapp directly from the Philadelphia .Mint
tn December 190S: John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.
h.hasberg, .Sr
I he rel.itcd business strike production of the l‘X).S half dollar was below one
million (trfi’.tMHl), onK the second Philadelphia Mint Barber half dollar in the
senes so f.ir to go below this figure (and even lower than the lh‘>2. of which
'»t4,()00 business strikes were minted). I hiis, PriKifs are in additional demand.

strip preparation process.
“\'ery tough in grades from .AlJ-55 through Mint State,” David
Lawrence w rote in his Complete Cuide, continuing: “.A sleeper in Mint
.State (like the 191()-,S) and underrated.”
far liner than the James Bennett Pryor coin, that MS-M being the
finest he located in two decades of extensive searching.

The

Kliasberg Gollection coin may well be the finest known in anv cabi¬
net. As such, it is a highly imivortant find for the connoisseur aiul spe¬
cialist.
Pedigree: Purchased by J.M. Clapp dim th from the .San Framtsm Mint
tn Sovember 1905; John It. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to I ouis F.
Fliasberg, .Sr
Die notes Break through the bottom of the net k truiu.ition. contmiimg m
the field part wav to .Star I t Deliiate intermittent ir.uks thtoiigh stats ' '*
I wo [i.irallel die lines exteiul downward from Slat 7 Reverse from an earlv
st.ite of the dies

DC

iu)\vi-:k,s.\m) \iI‘:ui:n;

I'he Louis E. L.liasherg, Sr., ('.ollection

Superb Gem Proof 1906

“poorly struck, some with mumps.” The present piece, while not
needle sharp, comes very close to that measure and is indeed extraor¬
dinary for its aesthetic appeal. .As such, the piece w ill attract the w ide
attention of connoisseurs.
Die notes: David Lawrence in his book notes that the obverse has a “die
crack from edge through last star on right and along truncation of bust; reverse
with die crack from lower part of D and along the base of HALF.” quoting M L.
Beistle (1929) in this regard, apparently not having seen an actual example
himself If David Lawrence puts out a revised edition of his book, the present
Eliasberg catalogue is available to him for quoting and will vastly expand his
commentaries in this areas!

2106 1906 Proof-66. A superb gem example. Brilliant surfaces with
barely perceptible light toning. Probably about as it was struck. Only
675 Proofs were made.
Pedigree: This 1906 Proof and various later Barber half dollars. Proofs
as well as branch mint issues, were probably purchased directly from the issu¬
ing mints by John H. Cdapp, although the Clapp family notebook annotations
taper off after about 1905.

Meanwhile, the present 1906-0 half dollar seems to be earlier state of the
obverse die noted by Beistle, a crack being at the right side of the neck trunca¬
tion, delicately extending in the field to star 1.5. The reverse is a very early state
of the die, w ithout the cracks noted by Beistle (indeed assuming it is from the
same die). 'I'aken by itself the reverse on this coin is among the top several fin¬
est we have ever seen on any Barber half dollar, regardless of date or mint, and
especially significant as being a New Orleans Mint coin. For sheer purposes of
numismatic enjoyment we invite in-person inspection of this piece at lot view ¬
ing.
The only finer specimen we have seen is the Pryor (Collection M.S-65 which
was finer numerically, but not aesthetically.

Gem 1906-D Half Dollar

Gem 1906-S Half Dollar

Possible Presentation Coin

Memorable Quality

2107 1906-D MS-65. A superb coin, splendid in all aspects. 'I'he obverse

2109 1906-S MS-65/66. A splendid piece but with some die striation

is bighly prooflike and may have been struck for presentation pur¬

marks on the cheek (this being characteristic of certain issues, espe¬

poses. 'Fhe reverse is mostly frosty but with some prooflike character¬

cially of 1906-.S, and is specifically noted by David Lawrence) and

istics as well. Light lilac toning is seen with splashes of gold, ma¬

with some die flakes on Miss Liberty’s chin. Lustrous, frosty surfaces

genta, and blue. A few contact marks on the head of Miss Liberty are

with light gold toning on obverse and reverse. A very pleasing coin

noted, otherwise this would be an easy call as a M.S-66. As is so often

from a visual and aesthetic viewpoint, certainly one of the finest re¬

true with the Eliasberg Collection coins, the quality is simply extraor¬

maining from this date and mint.

dinary. Piclipses the James Bennett Pryor MS-64 coin, itself a notable

Die notes: FCarly state of obverse and reverse dies.

piece.
Die notes: On the reverse a delicate crack connects the tops of LINI'I'.
.Several examples with prooflike characteristics are noticed in the literature,
including a piece which David Lawrence in his book calls a Proof or presenta¬

Gem Proof 1907 Half Dollar

tion example, also noting that in his Golden Jubilee .Sale, 1950, B. Max Mehl
offered a 1906-D having a brilliant Proof obverse and a brilliant Uncirculated
reverse. Quite possibly during the initial coinage of the Denver Mint—this be¬
ing the first year of extensive operations there—some 1906-D half dollars were
struck off and used for presentation. The logic is further suggested by this be• ing the largest silver denomination at the time.

Extraordinary 1906-0 Half Dollar
Among the Finest Known
2110 1907 Pr()()f-66. Delicately mottled gold and brown toning over
deeply mirrored Proof surfaces. A gorgeous coin from an aesthetic
viewpoint, and a first-class piece from a numerical grade as well—cer¬
tainly one of the finest extant from an original low mintage of just 545
Proof examples (it being the smallest Proof mintage in the scries to
this point in time).

2108 1906-0 MS-6.V65. Lustrous surfaces on both sides. 'Phe obverse is
overlaid with freckled heather toning changing to sea green and gold
at the rims, while the reverse is satiny lustrous with delicate chamjiagne toning, accented by nuances of blue and gold at the rims. A
superb specimen of an issue which David Lawrence characterizes as

lunvKks AND mI’:kI’:na

Ikt l.uuIS h. h/ius/k'/}', Sr., Collection

Connoisseur’s 1907-1) Half'Dollar

technical grade and aesthetic appeal.
.Among half dollar specialists the 19()7-.S has long been known as

Exceptional Ouality Gem

formidable rarity. .Although the mintage isn’t high, it is not low ci

ther—1,25(),U()() pieces. Apparently the variety was virtually com

pletely overlooked at the time it was released, and, today, the terr
rarity could be applied to a piece even at the AT level. Davi

Law rence says that the 19()7-S “is the scarcest late date of the seric
in Mint State.”

Die notes: On the obverse a crack and small cuds are seen in the neck truncs

tion above the numerals 190 and extending toward the 7. .A delicate crack at th

lower right extends to the l.kh star. The reverse show s no cracks but docs shoi

stress lines, indicating that it had been in use for many impressions. .Such tech

nicalities, ot course, are mainly of interest to the specialist and arc scarce!
noted in most descriptions.

2111

1907-1) MS-65. A lustrous, frosty specimen w ith delicate splashes of

The James Bennett F'ryor coin. Lot .M)4, sold by us in January 1906 was MS

magenta and blue, an artistic and aesthetic delight! If one could find

65 (POOS), with some planchet striae and w as one of the landmarks of that poi
tion of the Pryor sale.

50 1907-1) half dollars graded MS-65 and line them up in a row, rank¬
ing them for quality, we would bet that this piece would be number
one! I hat said, here is a “common ’ variety in a verv uncommon state

Superb Gem 1908 Half Dollar

of preservation. A prize for the specialist as well as the type collector.
Die notes; Obverse and reverse from an early state of the dies.

Magnificent Proof

Centerpiece 1907-0 Half Dollar
Exceptional Strike
A Connoisseur’s Dream
Einest Seen

2114

1908 Pr()()f-66. Brilliant with a whisper of champagne and lilac ton
ing. Virtually as nice as the time it was minted. One of the very fines

remaining from a very small mintage of only 545 Proofs, a new low tt
this point for Proof mintage within the Barber half dollar scries.

Die notes: On the reverse die there are some very interesting diagonal dit

finish marks, mostly hidden in the dentils below DO. 1 his is a very distinctive
trademark.

2112

1907-0 .\lS-66. Mottled light magenta and golden toning on the
obverse. Brilliant reverse with some hints of magenta at the rim. Far

Gem 1908-D Half Dollar

above average in stnke, excellent quality on obverse and reverse, and in
sharp contrast with what the rest ot the world must be satisfied with,
per David Lawrence’s book. The Complete Guide to Barber Halves:
“Probably the worst struck coin in the Barber half dollar series.”
bar finer than any other we have ever handled, a remarkable state¬
ment.
Die notes: From an early state of the obverse and reverse dies.

Superb Gem 1907-S Half Dollar
Lawrence: “Scarcest Late Date in Mint State”
Eamous “Sleeper”
Possibly the Einest Known

2115

1908-1) MS-65. .Medium gold toning on the obverse changes to

splashes of deeper gold, magenta, and blue at the rim and border.

I he reverse is mainly brilliant with splashes of lilac toning accented

with nuances of blue and gold. .A far above average strike, as is the
rule with F.liasberg (.ollection coins. Scarce with this combination ot
high grade and superb eye appeal.
Die notes: Obverse and reverse from an early state of the dies.

21 1.1

1907-.S M.S-66. Nicely struck and very beautiful, another gem of
iw ird winning tpiality. Delicate champagne toning at the center
‘ hinges to gold .it the borders and then blue. A few scattcrcti trivial
o ifli , irr seen lonsistcnt with the gr.ide

\ very attrac tive example,

j jio possiblv the finest m existence due to the combination of a

lA

IU)\\ I-:KS .\\I) MEKI’.Nf

I'he l.ouis E. E.liasherg, Sr., C.ollection

Remarkable 1908-0 Half Dollar

Gem 1909-0 Half Dollar

Sharp Strike

Last New Orleans Issue
One of the Finest Known

2116 1908-0 MS-65, Another remarkable half dollar, sharply struck, a va¬
riety which David Lawrence describes as “often a bit softly struck.”
Obviously, the present piece was hand-selected for its quality, prob¬

2119

1909-0 MS-64/66. Last issue of the New Orleans Mint. Seeminglv
an average strike, especially on the reverse. Some obverse “mumps”

ably to the credit of John H. Clapp (although the Clapp notebook

and irregularities are visible, not to overlook some contact marks.

annotations run out about 1906-1907 and were not continued past

The reverse is very well struck hut, seemingly, from a die that has

that time). Delicate golden toning over brilliant, lustrous surfaces.

seen extensive use. The issue is typically “somewhat softly struck,”

Still another prize for the advanced specialist and connoisseur. In or¬

sometimes with slight “mumps,” comments David Lawrence, fur¬

dinary grades the 1908-0 is readily available, indeed common. How¬

ther noting that the “obverse weakness is manifested by a lack of hair

ever, in this gem preservation it is a rarity.

detail over the forehead,” this being particular visible on AH and

Die notes: Early state of obverse and reverse dies.

Mint State coins. The toning is mottled light gray on the obverse
.

“Underrated” 1908-S Half Dollar

over lustrous surfaces, while the reverse is mainly silver with splashes
of gold.
At last here is a coin which is “average” or perhaps slightly above av¬
erage—an exception to the Eliasberg Collection rule, perhaps ex¬

Among the Finest Known

plained by this being the very last production of the New Orleans

Extraordinary' Quality

Mint. At this point the facility was poised to shut down its coining op¬
erations, mintages were restricted, and one can not help but wonder if
workmen on the presses and elsewhere had one eye open for other
employment. Certainly there was little or no pride of workmanship
present. With this background, the 1909-0 in its present die state be¬
comes a bit more interesting than might otherwise be the case.
Die notes: Struck from a die with a massive crack extending from the right
side of the last digit through the bust point and into the field toward star 13,
intermittent, picking up at star 13 and continuing through it. .Another crack,
perhaps related, outlines the lower part of the neck truncation, with a sizable
“cud” right above the engraver’s initials. 'I'he reverse die, while not exhibiting
cracks, has flow marks (particularly between the arrowheads and the eagle’s
body). Quite reminiscent of some of the high-mintage issues of New Orleans

2117 1908-S MS-65. Champagne toning over lustrous, satiny surfaces. A
beautiful strike and with beautiful aesthetic appeal—every'thing one

dollars—mute testimony to the die having been used for a long time.
With this year the curtain rings down on the New Orleans Mint coinage. The

could hope for and e.xpect.

facility was used as a storage depot for many years afterward, then shuttered. In

'I'he 1908-S has a mintage of 1,764,000 pieces, and ostensibly

recent decades there have been movements to restore it, open it as a museum,

should be easy to find, but, as David Lawrence mentions, it is “un¬

and to do other things to preserve it. Meanw hile, during most of its recent ex¬

derrated because of fairly high mintage.” In other words, its true scar¬

istence it has remained as a landmark in downtown New Orleans, but one
which has not attracted much attention on the part of visitors. Perhaps this will

city is overlooked. Far finer than normally seen, even in the most ex¬

change.

ceptional cabinets. Certainly, this will attract much attention.
Die notes: Under very high-powered magnification a very delicate crack can
be seen from the bust tip to star l.V Both obverse and reverse are from early
'

Breathtaking 1909-S Half Dollar

■ states of theYespectivc dies.

Incredible Gem Mint State

Superb Gem Proof 1909 Half Dollar

2120

1909-S MS-66. A marvelous example, one of the finest seen. U.hampagne toning over lustrous surfaces with some mottled gold near the

2118 1909 Pro<)f-66. Delicate light gold toning on the obverse, medium

rims. A few stray marks keep this from an even higher grade, but if

gold and iridescent on the reverse. A superb specimen from an origi¬

someone called it MS-67 they probably would receive no argument.

nal production of 7.S() Proof strikings. Still another piece the connois¬

If only aesthetic appeal w ere a vital part of numbers this would chal¬

seur will really enjoy owning.

lenge the limits of the system!
The 19()9-.S is available in lower grades but is somewhat scarce at
the Mint State level, especiallv so as a gem, and ev en more especialK

IGWi: ks AND mi: KEN A

ihel /uts h.. h.ltus^rv^ Sr., Collection

Marvelous Proof 1911 1 lalf Dollar

with the i|uahtv mentioned. “I nderrated and overlooked,” com¬
mented David Lawrence in a recent letter.

Superb (jcm

I his represents the first vear in which mintmark collecting became w idespread,
with the l^tW-S \.1).B. cent (released August 2, 1‘XW) providing the catalyst.
I he halt dollar represented large purchasing power at the time—a lunch or dinner
could be bought for one of these coins—and. thus, v irtually none were saved
tor speculation or investment purposes. However, numismatic interest did
perk up. and B. Max Mehl years later was to recall that beginning around this
time he received want lists for date and mintmark sequences.
Still, there was relatively little information available in print in a single source
as to what mintmark varieties existed, how many were made, and so on. Lack¬
ing an early-day equivalent of the Standard Catalogue of V.S. Coins (which
makes it debut in 19,^4) or the Guide Hook (1946), collectors had to piece to¬
gether information from items published in The Sumismatist. scraps of informa¬
tion from dealers’ fixed price lists, and from auction catalogues, especially the
prices realized. There were no grading standards in effect at the time, and one
person's “Lncirculated” could be another’s .About I’ncirculated or, as strange

2123

1911 Proof-66. A marvelous coin, a gorgeous gem example from a
low production of just 543 Proofs. The obverse is a light gold of inde¬

as It may seem, even "Proof” 'I'hus, being a dedicated collector of dates and
mints retpiired much more effort than it would in a later generation. In 1909

scribable beauty, while the reverse is lightly freckled brown and gray

the prime person attending to want lists for such things was probably Henry

over mirror surfaces with a dash or two of iridescence at the rims. One

Lhapman in I’hiladelphia, although Mehl, who had hung out his shingle as a

of the finest seen; one of the finest known.

rare coin dealer in 1900 or 1903 (accounts differ), was certainly coming on
strong and by this time was recognized for his enthusiasm and, to a lesser de¬
gree, the important coins he had handled. However, Mehl’s glory years were to

Marvelous 1911-D Half Dollar

come, w hile it can be said that Henry Chapman’s had largely passed (but some
notable cabinets would still come his way).

Equivalent to Gem Proof!
2121

1910 Pr(M)f-64/62. Mottled gold and gray toning. Some hairlines on

Possibly the F'inest Known

the reverse. One of only 551 Proofs struck this year, the 1910 has al¬
ways been popular.
•Adding to the desirability of this issue as a date is the related lowbusiness strike production of 418,()()() coins, the smallest Philadelphia
Mint production to this point in the Barber series (although lower fig¬
ures were to come in 1913-1915).

Notable 1910-S Half Dollar
h'amous “Condition Rarity’’
One of the Finest Known

2124

1911-1) MS-67, prooflike. Delicate champagne toning over proof¬
like surfaces. A possible presentation coin of a (juality vve have not seen
described in the literature, and (|uite possibly unknow n. If this were
to be certified as a branch mint Proof we doubt if anyone would cast a
dissenting comment.
We believe this extraordinary speeimen to be the finest known
1911-D Barber half dollar.
David Lawrence recently commented: “Most certified 1911-1) half dollars
are lacking in eye appeal.”

2122

Exceptional 1911-S Half Dollar

1910-S MS-66. Champagne toning over lustrous, satiny surfaces—a

Remarkable Quality Ciem

simply gorgeous coin.
.Although the 191()-.S has a generous mintage, specialists have

Possibly the Finest Known

found that in higher grades, including even at the .AT level (but espe¬
cially true in any grade above the low Mint .State range), the issue is
very elusive. It is. indeed, one of the most famous “condition rari¬
ties" in the series. The present combination of gem quality and su¬
perb appearance fits in nicely with the tone and tenor of the
Kliasberg set of Barber half dollars and will be an object of intense
desire to know ing specialists.
I )ic notes: A ticlicjtc crack is seen along the base of the neck truncation, including
a small "cud” far above the iligit 9. The crack extends to star 13 at the right.
I he reverse is trom an earlv state of the the. The .S mintmark this year is unusually
■’large .ind open. ”
In a recent letter I ).iv id I ,aw rente commented that in this grade the 19I()-.S is
as nr' i-. the better-known l‘k)S-,S

212.S

191 1-S M.S-66. Delicately mottled gray toning over lustrous sur¬
faces on the obverse. Reverse a lighter shade with ilclicatc toning \
splcnilid example of an issue which is fairlv h.inl to find m .ill high
grades, incluiling A1 . A review of the literature, iiu hiding the fine
cabinets ot half dollars we have offered In the p.ist, will reveal the
exceptional opportimltv here presented. I’ossiblv the finest know not
tied for th.it honor.
Die notes

I he obverse die under m.ignilu .ition is <|uile curious .ind l.uks

sharp outlines to the d.ite numer.ils w Im h seem lo blend into the field, almost
as it the die had been given a malic like lieaiment prioi lo this com Itemg
«irm k

'(d)

I he cllei l is quiie unusual, and allhough il must cvisl among others ol

BOW !•:RS \\1) MF.UFN \

The Louis L. liliasher^, Sr., do!lection
this variety, wc do not recall having noticed it earlier. The reverse die shows
some interesting “stretch marks” in areas, particularly along the tops of the let¬

Key 1913 Proof Half Dollar

ters H.M.F I). Perhaps this die combination saw protracted use and then was
resurfaced. It does merit a second look from the specialist who has an interest
in technical matters.

Gem Proof 1912 Half Dollar

2129 1913 Proof-64 /65. A very attractive example with delicate cham¬
pagne toning. A few scarcely visible marks on the check keep this
from the Fboof-65 category overall, but it probably can stand easily
with some in that level.
I he 1913 is a key issue in the series due to the low-mintage busi¬
ness strike production of 188,000. 'The telative unavailability of this
2126

1912 Proof-65. Champagne toning on the obverse. I'he reverse is
similar but with a delicate area of mottled light brown toward the left
side of the coin. A splendid piece overall, and certainly one of the fin¬
est surviving from a Proof production of 700 coins.

date in Mint State puts additional pressure upon the pieces remain¬
ing from the 627 Proofs originally struck.
Die notes: The head of Miss Liberty has many microscopic die swirl finish
marks, somewhat reminiscent of the Proof strikings of the ,Saint-(laudens $10
and $20 pieces made in the autumn of 1007. Quite possibly these lines can be
seen only on earlier strikings from the Proof dies.

Gem 1913-D Half Dollar
Possibly the Finest Known

1 2127

1912-D MS-65. Light heather toning on the obverse, same for the
reverse but lighter. An above average strike, but with some weakness
at the junction of the eagle’s wing on the right—this being par for the
variety. 'Phis 1912-D offers the opportunity for the “type” collector to
acquire a gem level Barber half dollar w'ith the Eliasberg Collection
pedigree at a cost less than would be the case for one of the scarcer or
rarer dates.

2130 1913-D MS-66. Light heather toning ovet creamy, frosty surfaces,
nicely matched on the obverse and reverse. Among the finest know n,

Die notes: Struck from an early state of the dies.

possibly the very finest known, of a date which is not considered rare,
but in this aesthetic (]uality and high grade certainly is not easy to

Superb Gem 1912-S Half Dollar

find. Just S-HOOO were minted, one of the lower figures in the scries.
Perhaps its availability should be re-examined in this context. The

Possibly a Presentation Specimen

connoisseur seeking to combine high numerical grade with excellent

A Great Rarity So Fine

quality to appear. In fact, even at the MS-63 level this is a key issue.

Believed to be the Finest Known

aesthetic quality may have to wait tranr for a coin of close comparable
Die note.s: Under magnification some delicate cracks can be seen including
on the cap of Miss Liberty and tow atd the left of the neck ttuncation. Both ob¬
verse and reverse seem to be from fairly early states of the dies.

Key 1913-S Half Dollar
Among Finest Known

2128

1912-S MS-67. 'Ibning similar to the preceding. Phe obverse is par¬
tially prooflike and the reverse is more so, quite possibly indicating a
presentation coin of some type. Many orders rarer than the 1912-D at
this level. Believed to be the finest known of all 1912-S Barber half
dollars remaining.
Die notes: Struck from an early state of the dies. Under high magnification
several interesting raised die finish lines can be seen through the bases of
DEL.

2131 1913-S MS-65/66, \ irtually fully brilliant gem. appearing little dif¬
ferent than it did on the day it was minted. Lustrous and frostv. One
of the very finest to ever be olYered in a specialized collection.
The 1913-.S has been recognized for a long time as one ot the kc\
issties in the scries, not only in choice Mint State btit in gratics stich
as EE and All as well. The catalogtier tecalls h.t\ ing an I ncitctilatcd

iht 1.outs A. b.iiasbfrg, Sr., Colltitwn

example tor sale in the l^-SUs, advertising it, and beinf» overwhelmed

piece for the buyer who enjoys beautiful toning and will appreciate

with dozens ot orders—retlective of a tremendous pent-up demand!

how truly stunning this piece is.

Die notes: Obverse with die traek, a variety also known to David Lawrence

In addition, the 1915 registers the second lowest I’roof mintage of

who describes it. A crack e.xtends from near the digit 3 across the bust point,

the Barber series—only 450 coins. It this were not enough, it also

star 13, to the rim. Not described in the literature is a further crack from star 6

2132

down to the rim near star 5. .Still another crack is seen through the cap of Miss

checks in w ith the second lowest business strike mintage, 1.38,(MK).

Liberty, extending upward to the K. On the reverse the mintmark is large and

I ligh-grade business strikes are tor all intents and purposes unobtain¬

open. 1 he reverse is from a fairly medium state of the dies, but w ith a hairline
crack through the bottom of 1I.\L.

able, thus placing additional market demand upon the few remaining
Proofs.

Famous 1914 Proof Rarity

Attractive Gem 1915-D Half Dollar

Mintage Nadir: 380 Coined

A Rarity So Choice

1914 Proof-64.

Light champagne and gray toning over mirror sur¬

faces. .Some hairlines keep this from the Proof-65 category, but over¬

2135

1915-D MS-65/66.

Light toning over lustrous, frosty surfaces. Quite

attractive. Not a rarity in a broad sense, as the high mintage plus a

all it is quite attractive. I he fame ot the 1914 is derived from the

fairly decent saving rate combined to make pieces readily available in

multiple consideration of the lowest Proof production in the entire

grades such as M.S-63 and M.S-64 (as in the F’ryor Gollection). How¬

Barber half dollar series (just 380 coins) with the lowest business

ever, .M.S-65 coins can be very elusive. Aesthetic quality is something

strike production as well (just 124,230).

else entirely, and among those that survive in higher levels, few can
match the beauty ot the coin ottered here, thus in combination creat¬
ing a rarity.

Gem 1914-S Half Dollar

It is our prediction that the coming several years will see a new
awareness ot connoisseurship. If and when this happens, aesthetic

Incredible Quality

(piality will really come to the fore and coins such as this, while

Among the Finest Known

hardly overlooked now, will be the subject of great demand and com¬
petition.
Die notes: On the obverse a very delicate crack is seen connecting stars 8-9.
Apparently, this is not recorded in the literature. On the reverse an cquallv delicate
crack can be .seen connecting ALL and another at the R extending toward the
period at the right, intermittently to OA. Yet another delicate crack connects
AM.

Gem 1915-S Half Dollar
2133

1914-S .MS-65/66.

.A splendid gem example which ranks as among

the very finest known to exist of this issue. Beautifully struck and
highly lustrous with delicate toning on obverse and reverse. .Simply
breathtaking to behold!
While the 1914-.S is fairly elusive in any Mint State level, this is an
easy call as a rarity in the marvelous state offered here. .Another piece
which the connoisseur w ill want to consider very carefully. Years may
pass before another of this (juality crosses the block.
Die notes: from an early state of the dies.
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1915-S .MS-6.5.

.A gem specimen with toning a v irtual match to the

preceding. Not scarce or rare in Mint State, but a bit more elusive

Picturesque 1915 Proof Rarity

than the 1915-1) and, in any event, not easy to find with the beautiful
aesthetic appeal ottered here. Gertainly, gem-level coins of this (|ual-

Only 4S() Proofs Struck

ity are rare. We point to the Pryor Gollection M.S-63/b5 coin as evi¬
dence that M.S-65 coins are hard to find.
Die notes: Obverse and reverse from an early state of the dies.
It is w ith a tinge ot nostalgia that we leave the BarlKr half dollar senes Ikhinil and proceed to the admittedly beautiful Libertv Walking senes

I'he

Kliasberg (.ollection of Barber half dollars has been a pleasure to catalogue, in¬
deed exciting and stimulating. It is not likclv that this extraonimarv comtuna
tion of high numerical gr.ule anil fabulous aesthetic ap|<cal will ever iKiur
again.

21.31

191.5 l’rfKif-64/6.5.
•be

•’G-'

A triilv pit turcv|uc com witli golilcri toning at

-nt! rth mging to m.igcnt.i ind clcitru blue
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1916-1947 Liber TV Walking
Half Dollars
The Eliasberg Collection
'The Eliasberg Collection comprises a complete date and mintmark series of Liberty Walking half dollars, among which will be
found many splendid gems and other notable pieces. Particular
important arc the early dates. The rarities are all here—1917-S on
obverse, 1921, 1921-D, 1921-S, and other delicacies. Adding
special interest is Lot 2144, quite possibly a major numismatic
discovery.
Among Liberty Walking half dollars, the most elusive are those
minted early in the series, from 1916 through the 1920s. Among
the Eliasberg coins will be found some of the very finest to cross
the auction block in our time.

Historical Notes
In 1916 the Treasury Department decided to redesign the
current American silver coinage, which consisted of the dime,
quarter dollar, and half dollar (the silver dollar not having been
coined since 1904). Instead of relying upon the Mint’s engraving
staff, invitations were set out to leading sculptors and artists,
[following a trend that had been initiated by President Theodore
Roosevelt in 1905 when he arranged with Augustus Saint-Gaudens
10 re-design the coinage. After that time, private artists produced
a variety ofissues, includingthe 1908 quarter eagle and halfeagle
(Bela Lyon Pratt), the 1909 Lincoln cent (Victor David Brenner),
and the 1913 “Buffalo” nickel (James Earle Fraser). By 1916 the
Mint also had utilized artists from the private sector to do certain
Panama-Pacific International Exposition coins, most notably
Robert Aitken’s work on the immense $50 octagonal and round
pieces.
In 1916 two artists were finalists in the silver coin competition:
Hermon A. MacNeil—whose 1916 Standing Liberty quarter
dollar has been discussed earlier in the present catalogue—and
Adolph A. Weinman. 4'he latter artist designed the “Mercury”
dime (the Eliasberg pieces of which series were auctioned last
May) and the present Liberty Walking half dollar.
[ ;rhe result wjis a design which today is still acclaimed for its
beauty and is high on the list of numismatic favorites. In fact, in
4986 when the Treasury Department sought a motif for its silver
“eagle” bullion coins it reached back to the 1916 Liberty Walking
half dollar as the best motif in its repertoire.
' 'The obverse motif shows Miss Liberty walking according to
popular nomenclature, or striding, 'fhe 1916 Mint Report com¬
mented as follows concerning the motif:
“'I'hc design of the half dollar bears a full-length figure of Liberty, the
folds of the .Stars and Stripes flying to the bree/e as a background, pro¬
gressing in full stride toward the dawn of a new day, carrying branches of
laurel and oak, symbolic of civil and military glory, 'fhe hand of the fig¬
ure is outstretched in bestowal of the spirit of Liberty. 'I'hc reverse of the
half dollar shows an eagle perched high upon a mountain crag, his wings
unfolded, fearless in spirit and conscious of his power. Springing from a
rift in the rock is a sapling of mountain pine, symbolic of America.”

Coinage of half dollars in 1916 took place at all three active
piints: Philadelphia, Denver, and ,San Francisco. 'I'hc branch
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mint issues bore the letters D or S on the obverse, a mintmark
position not seen in the half dollar scries since the illustrious New
Orleans coins of 1838 and 1839. In 1917 the same procedure was
followed for a time, after which, part way through the year, the
mintmarks were relegated to the reverse, where they remained
for the duration of the series. Lot 2144 in the present sale, a very
interesting coin as mentioned earlier, might have been caught
betwixt and between the changeover.
from 1916 through 1921 half dollars were issued with great
regularity, at each mint in each year. In the last named year the
mintages were very low, due to prevailing economic conditions in
America.
The year 1922 was skipped entirely for business strike mint¬
age, with the next production being the 1923-S. After that there
was no Liberty Walking half dollar coinage in 1925 or 1926,
production only at the San Francisco Mint in 1927 and 1928, only
at the Denver and San Francisco mints in 1929, and no mintage
at all from 1930 to 1932. It is interesting from a technical view¬
point that certain dates of the 1920s, for which business strike
circulating half dollars were not made, did, however, see some
comrnemoratives.
In 1933, Liberty Walking half dollars were made only at San
Francisco. Then, beginning in 1934, production became regular
once again, at all three mints, a procedure kept up through 1938,
when the San Francisco issue was omitted. P'rom 1939 onward
coinage was continuous more or less, except there was no 1940D nor was there a 1947-S.
Numismatic interest in Liberty Walking half dollars began in
a big way in the mid-193()s, coincident with Wayte Raymond’s
offering of his “National” coin albums, which made such coins
interesting to collect and display. By this time most of the earlier
issues had long since slipped into circulation. Today, numisma¬
tists recognize that the majority of issues from 1917 through 1929
are indeed elusive in Mint State. Issues of 1916 are by no means
plentiful, but more seem to have been saved due to it being the
first year of issue.
While the design of the 1916 half dollar was at once elegant and
appealing, and garnered many paragraphs of praise from coin
collectors and artists, at the Mint there were great difficulties
experienced in striking the pieces up fully. As a result, the vast
majority of all Liberty Walking half dollars have some lightness
of strike in the higher parts, particularly the center of the obverse
in the highest relief, including the skirt lines. I oday, the astute
buyer of Liberty Walking halt dollars has at least four consider¬
ations determining the value of one of these pieces:
1. Numerical or technical grade, expressed as M.S-fiO, M.S-61,
and so on.
2. Striking (juality, typically expressed as “average,
better
than average,” or “sharp.” However, the latter categors is rareK
needle-sharp, as such pieces simply weren t made tor certain ot
the issues.
3. Aesthetic (piality—attractiveness ot toning, lustre, and o\ erall visual appeal.
4. Rarity (fre(|uencv of appearance) at a gi\ en grade, sharpness,
and aesthetic appeal.
In general, Philadelphia Mint pieces are more sharplv struck
than arc those from the bran<'h mints. I his w as due to spai ing ot
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the dies in the etiinaj^e press, a situation that has a counterpart in
other denoniinations, most notably the Buffalo nickel series (in
which Philadelphia pieces are generally decently struck, and
Denver and San Francisco mint issues vary considerably). Don
i a\ay in I .S. Mint and Coinage notes: “Most specimens issued
prior to World War II are too weak to show the striated (for red)
stripes, the branch hand, or Miss Liberty’s headgear.” Similarly
and more dramatically, Walter Breen has written that the onh
issues that are really sharp strikes are certain 1916 and 1917
Philadelphia Mint coins and Proofs minted from 1936 and 1942
(and, note that he did not say these were fully struck). 'Thus,
business strikes w ithin the entire series exist in vary ing degrees
of sharpness to mount a challenge to the discerning specialist,
w ith the completion of a completely sharply struck set an impos¬
sibility. do paraphrase Dr. William H. Sheldon, this is like
playing a round of golf in 18 strokes; in theory- it is possible, but
no one has ever come close to doing it.

Lustrous (jem 1916-1) Half Dollar

2138 1916-D MS-65. Mintmark on obverse, as for all this year. Final
mintmark over earlier, seemingly smaller 1) mintmark positioned low
and to the left ot the final 1) (Breen-.S13(), “presently very

rare”).

.4 beautiful piece with matte-like satin fields. Brilliant and frosty
with just a whisper of toning. .Strike finer than the preceding, indeed
above average, but w ith some lightness. Bruce Fox notes that “ I'his
issue exhibits slight flatness on the eagle’s breast, more so than on
the 1916 Philadelphia .Mint.” However, the present coin is very well
struck on the eagle’s breast.

Fliasberg C^ollection auction participants desiring information
on the series issue by issue would do well to consult Bruce Fox’s

.^11 in all the piece is an outstanding example, probably in the top
10% quality-wise, of the first Denver .Mint issue of the new design.
It is worth noting that certified population data, while interesting, are not
particularly relevant to the true population of known pieces. The reason is that
high-grade, high-value pieces arc proportionately certified in larger numbers
than lower value specimens. Thus, just about every 192.1-.S with a claim to a
middle or high Mint .State grade has been submitted for certification, but there
is no particular financial incentive to submit a VF, KF, or AU.
Further, population reports give no clues as to whether a given coin is as flat
as a pancake or fairly well struck,
As much of the “scientific research” published on rarity these days has to do
with reading certification reports (but not combining it with actual hands-on
experience in the marketplace), this caveat should be remembered.

1993 volume. The Complete Guide to Walking Liberty Half Dollars.
1 he title of this book reflects non-standard nomenclature, d'he
Guide Hook of United States Coins calls these Liberty W-alking half
dollars, but Walkingl.iberty is found in several other places includ¬
ing in Walter Breen’s Complete Encyclopedia. \’ears ago such also
were called Liberty Standing, so one has many choices! As noted
earlier, the .Mint Report had her striding.

Remarkable 1916-S Half Dollar
Notable Quality

21.37

1916 MS-64. The first year of issue. Brilliant surfaces with some
very light gray toning. Strike somewhat above average, but with
some lightness at the centers.
Certain issues of 1916 and certain issues of 1917 (and a few later issues) have
a particular w ide, flat obverse rim measuring about 1.1 mm. w hile on later issues
the rim is rounded and about O.Hmm.
Concerning the striking. Bruce Fo.x in his Complete Guttle to Walking, l.iherpi
Half Hollars notes that “This date and mint usually comes w ith a nearly full
strike." but goes on to explain that nearly full stake means; “'lypical with all is¬
sues through 1921. Miss Liberty’s gown lines are weak. This was most likely
caused by lack of engraving details on the working dies and/or weaker than
needed striking force in the presses."
\ctualK. the force on the presses remained the same, but when the dies were
spaced ever so slightly farther apart than they should have been for sharpness,
some detail was lost. Bruce Fox’s comments are worth keeping in mind for
l.ibertv Walking half dollars of the early years as one cannot expect what does
not exist (as commented upon in the introduction to this section as well).
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1916-S MS-65. .Mintmark on obverse, as for all this year. Brilliant,
somewhat matte-like satiny surfaces, with very delicate toning just
beginning to appear, especially on the reverse. Fhe striking, while
not needle-sharp (nor is it ever, to our knowledge), is far above the
average seen for this date. Here, indeed, is a pri/.e piece, the scarcest
issue of the three varieties of this year—a piece the connoisseur will
truly appreciate. One of the finest to come on the market in our time.
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1917 .MS-64. A splendid specimen from a visual viewpoint, exhibit¬
ing delicate toning over lustrous, frosty surfaces. I lowever, there are
some contact marks on the higher parts, particularly on the obverse,
that suggest the grade assigned. .A far above average strike for the
year. Within the grade parameters, one of the finest we ha\e seen.
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Splendid 1917-D Half Dollar

!

I

for a long time the 017-,S Liberty Walking half dollar with mintmark on ob¬
verse has been considered one of the keys in the series. I'oday in 1^7, much

Mintmark On Obverse

attention is paid to population reports, investment predictions, dealer listings,
and the like, and often true rarity is overlooked in the process. I lowever. in the
context of the present piece it is important to know that decades ago when Lib¬
erty Walking half dollars were able to be picked from circulation, and coins in
such grades as V(L Fine, and VF could be selected, the great key issues among
the early dates were the 1917-.S on obverse and the three varieties of 1921. I'o
our mind, this gives a “foundational” or “basic" rarity aspect to the piece. (Cer¬
tainly, the present 1917-S will stand on its own with any population report, in¬
vestment prediction, or commentary, but in addition to that, the piece has an
underlying worth that should be considered.
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Beautiful 1917-S Half Dollar

1917-D Mintmark on Obverse. MS-64. A splendid piece with
delicate lilac and gray toning, somewhat mottled on the reverse, over
lustrous surfaces. An above-average strike. Somewhat scarce, but

Mintmark on Reverse

hardly rare, at this level. However, some of the finer specialized col¬

Potential Major Numismatic Discovery’

lections of this series have lacked an equivalent specimen.

With Two Mintmarks (Almost, but Not Quite)

When considering rarity of Liberty Walking half dollars it is relevant to note
that the demand for the 1916-1947 series is far greater than earlier series such
as the Liberty Seated or Barber pieces. Thus, if 100 pieces are known today in,
say, M.S-64 grade of a Liberty Walking half dollar, it can be very scarce and
highly prized, whereas in the Liberty Seated series, and, to a lesser extent, the
Barber series, such a population would be somewhat generous in proportion to
the demand.

Splendid 1917-D Half Dollar
Mintmark on Reverse
Gem Mint State

2142

1917-D Mintmark on Reverse. MS-65. A splendid specimen with
blazing mint lustre and brilliance on the obverse, overlaid with a deli-

1

t

some may wish to designate it at a higher level.

cate nuance of heather. 'I'he reverse is very finely grained heather
toning over beautiful surfaces. All in all this is one of the nicest we

2144

1917-S Mintmark on Reverse. MS-64/65. Possibly struck from

have seen. 'I'he striking, while exhibiting some lightness at the cen¬

a mint-altered 1917-S Mintmark on Obverse die! Mostly brilliant

ters, is above average. In this grade the piece is exceedingly impor¬

with a hint of champagne toning. Highly lustrous with somewhat sat¬

tant, and no doubt specialists will compete strongly for the unusual

iny obverse fields. A few scattered marks can be seen, but without

opportunity to acquire it.

doubt some would classify this as a full MS-65. I he striking, while
not needle-sharp, is certainly above average—and as such it is worth

Key 1917-S Half Dollar

special attention from the discriminating buyer.
Quite possibly a major new discovery, a 1917-.S mintmark on obverse
die altered by removing the S, so it could be combined with an .S-

Mintmark on Obverse

mintmark reverse and create coins with just one (instead of two)
mintmarks.
I'nder high-powered magnification the obverse of this piece is very unusual.
I’here are many raised

lines under the line \\ K I Rl .S 1, w hich is in stark

contrast to most of the rest of the surface of the die w hich seems to have been
somewhat polished. I’he countless raised lines in that area of the coin indicate
that the die was .scraped and tooled. 1 hese lines are not parallel to each other,
although they are oriented more or less in the same direction, although some
arc in random directions and some others take the form of cross-hatching.
I'his suggests a hypothetical scenario which, if accurate, would position the
pre.scnt piece as being of absolutely extraordinary' importante.
Fhe follow ing is suggested for the numismatic world to consider. Comments
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1917-S Mintmark on Obverse. MS-64/65.

A beautiful example,

one of the finest seen, of a long recognized key issue in the scries.
I'he obverse and reverse display nearly full original brilliance with
just a few tr)ning flecks. The strike, while above average, is some¬

are invited from readers:
It is part way through 1917, and at the .San I rancisco Mint a die is on hand
with the S mintmark on the obverse, below the R in \( I'. IRIS
^
die used earlv in the year for the 1917-,S coinage. Now, new dies from 'he I h,ladelphia Mint sent to San Francisco have the mintmark on the reverse W hat to
do with the now redundant die with the obverse mintmark.- Certainiv. it is not

what light at the centers—about as expected. .Some contact marks are

desired to strike coins with two mintmarks—one on each side of the com. \n

seen on the obverse field, and suggest the MS-b4 grade, although

obvious answer vvotild be to take the earlier die and file and scrape and file it so

I MOVVKRS AND MKKI^NA

as to remove the S mintmark on the obverse and to make the surrounding area

:7i
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more or lcs> on the \anre le\el. I )one m the mathmc shop or die shop at the San

Choice 1918-S Half Dollar

h raneisso Mint (instead ot'the Kn^rasinK Department at the I’hiladelphia Mint
where dies are prepared), the work is not of a particularK high order of excellence

Seldom Seen So I^'iiie

and, in tact, is a bit amateurish—perhaps on the same order as the 19,?7-D
nickel reverse filed down with an emerv board at the Denver Mint, creating
the well-known “,^-l.cgged” variety.
1 hus changed, the new “plain” obverse die lacking its former .S mintmark is
combined with a new S-mintmark reverse die. and 19I7-.S “mintmark on re¬
verse" coins are made.
There is a fxrssibility that if this scenario is correct, the obverse die w ith the .S
mintmark, prior to alteration, had not been used for coinage and was simply
stored in a vault awaiting use. flowever, if this ,S-mintmark obverse die had
been used for coinage before it w as filed, it would be useful to see if there are
any markers elsewhere on the coin that might be found on a I917-.S obverse
mintmark half dollar in a collection. 'Thus, it is relevant to note that to the lower
right of the date are a series of parallel diagonal raised lines, little griMives in the
die, with a cluster of them being about as far from the left base of the 7 digit is
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from the nearby I.

1918-S MS-64/66. A choice specimen of exquisite appearance and
quality. A tiny line in the obverse field above the sun suggests the

The cataloguer ((JDB) feels that the probability of the preceding scenario
being accurate is quite high, say on the order of better than a .SO-.SO chance.

M.S-64 grade for the obverse, but were it not for this, it would be a

Once this catalogue is distributed and pieces are studied by others, a follow-up

clear call as .MS-65 and even a candidate for .\l.S-66! 'The strike, w hile

w ill be given in the Rare Coin Rei imrox other appropriate forum. This discovery
(if it is one) was made on December 20, 1996.

not needle-sharp, is significantly above average (and is far nicer than
that typically described in Bruce Fox’s book). Lustrous surfaces are

Question; Oan a comparable 1917-D mintmark on reverse half dollar be

delicately toned gold on the obverse, and on the reverse an indescrib¬

found from a retooled 1917-D mintmark on obverse die.’

ably attractive heather hue adds to the appeal of the eoin. In this
grade the 1918-S is one of the foremost keys of its era. Again, strong
bidding competition is deserved and expected.
Die notes: On the reverse a die crack is seen at the lower left through H.\,
branching and extending toward but not touching the S mintmark. .Suggestions
of some other cracks, somew hat subliminal, are in the high areas of the eagle’s
w ing under .\M. Still another crack is seen at the left through the pine branches
extending upward through I' of I’NUM to the rim. An interesting bright
“Proof’ patch (from polishing the die) is seen in the field below AT and the
eagle’s w ing, the result of die polish, precisely the same situation so familiar to
commemorative specialists as occurring on the reverse of the 1924 HuguenotWalloon half dollar.

214.S

1918 MS-64. Brilliant and highly frosty surfaces. Virtually as struck.
.A few contact marks in the obverse field suggest the MS-64 grading,

Gem 1919 Half Dollar

but some might call it M,S-65. Significantly above average in strike,
although not needle-sharp (are they ever.^).

Elusive So Fine

Remarkable 1918-D Half Dollar
Exeeptional Strike
Among the Finest Known
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1919 MS-65. Intense magenta and gunmetal-blue toning over sat¬
iny, lustrous surfaces. A better than average strike. ,An important
piece by any standard, the 1919 Philadelphia issue has the lowest
mintage of any of the three varieties of the year, but, interestingly, is
more available at the gem level.
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1918-1) .MS-65. A remarkable, extpiisite gem specimen of this
highly prized issue. Indeed, one of the very finest we have ever seen
and one ot the finest in existence anywhere. A connoisseur’s dream
come true.
On obverse and reverse the coin is a far above average strike, al¬
though not needle-sharp. 'The surfaces are brilliant and lustrous with
a beautiful sheen, overlaid with a delicate champagne toning. Gonsidcring that Bruce Tox says “Mint .State 6.5 and above specimens are
rare and fully struck gems are practically unheard of,” here is a land¬
mark piece, a coin that w ill iiniloiibtctlly sec strong competition from
many areas, with the winner having a specimen that has few, if any,
peers.

/
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Increase Your Chances
Increase your chances of bitlcling success. Do you have
a certain amount in mincl.^ By means of our “Maximum
Expenditure” option—refer to the 'Terms of .Sale. No.
l“l—you can hid on coins up to eight times the amount you
want to spend, and we will bid on your behalf until that
limit is reached. This will vastly increase your chances of
success. It’s just like being at the sale in person!
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Marvelous 1919-D 500
A Key to the Series
Ciem Mint State
2149 1919-D MS-65. Lightly freckled gold toning
over satiny, semi-prootlike surfaces, almost as if
this piece had been made for presentation pur¬
poses. Further, the rims on obverse and reverse
are quite wide, reminiscent of those of 1916 and
early 1917, somewhat “framing” the motif. In
absolute terms the 1919-D is quite rare in gem
grade, and only a few have ever been certified.
However, if one were to gather those few into
the same area and look at them all at the same
time, it is an odds-on favorite that the Eliasberg
Collection would win hands down. It is truly
breathtaking to behold—truly exciting.
Die notes: Lnder high magnification on the reverse
there are some interesting die finish lines beneath the
inscription HALF DOLLAR.

(photo enlarged to ttii'ire actual size)

Gem 1919-S Half Dollar
Famous Rarity in Mint State
2150 1919-S MS-65. A gem specimen of
this popular date, fairly elusive in this
grade, but not in the class of the pre¬
ceding 1919-D which is a confirmed
rarity.
The present piece is brilliant with
delicate toning. It is a very early
striking from the die pair, with the
obverse still show ing a multitude of
raised striae vertical in the obverse
field. Fhe reverse is somevN hat satiny
and partially proollike, reminiscent
of the

1919-D just offered. The

strike is quite excellent for the vari¬
ety and is one of the nicest seen.

Attractive 1920-D Half Dollar
Rare at this Grade Level
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1920 .MS-64/65. Surfaces with light gray and gold toning over lus¬
trous fields and devices. Some contact marks are seen at the center of
the coin on the higher parts of Miss Liberty and dictate the MS-64
grade. A fairly decent strike overall, above average, but not far above

1920-1) MS-64/65, brilliant and lustrous on the obv erse, light gray

average_in this case we have seen nicer. Still, within the grade indi¬

toning on the reverse. Fhe obverse has some contact marks at the

cated it is an attractive piece.

center, suggesting the MS-64 grade, but the reverse is a clear call at
M.S-6.S. Fhe piece is above av erage in strike and is one of the nicest
seen, (Consider briice Fox s commentarv:

I he I9_()-1) is plagued

with strike problems.... Inadetpiate die spacing produced weaker
than average strikes. Fhis was tvpical of the Denver Mint up to thc
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Superb (iem 1920-S 1 ialf Dollar

that could be imagined.

I he fame of the 1921 half dollar is long enduring anil comes from

Among the Mnest known

its status as the lowest mintage Philadelphia coin of the design tspe;

only 246,()()() were struck—and this in a year of economic hardship,
w hen few people desired to set aside duplicates of anything.
At the \l.S-65 level there are, perhaps, several dozen 1921 Liberty

Walking half dollars in numismatic circles, and as .\1.S-W) the issue is

rarer yet. We dare say that no more than tw o or three 1921 half dollars
in existence today could match this gem for (piality and appearance.

.And, none besides this have the added appeal of the Kliasberg (lollection pedigree.
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Key 1921-D Half Dollar

1920-S MS-65. Brilliant surfaces with delicate golden toning in ar¬
eas (particularly the reverse), over satiny lustre. This lovely gem

Lowest Mintage in Series

1920-S has better than average strike and excellent eye appeal. Wide,
flat rims on obverse and reverse, reminiscent of the style typicallyseen in 1916 and a few scattered later times.
.\t this gem level the 192()-S is quite elusive. While the connoisseur
will separate numerical grade from aesthetic appeal and realize that
the two are different, grading services do not. Thus, population re¬
ports in no way reflect the availability of truly aesthetically appealing
pieces in many series. .And, this is especially true among LibertyWalking halt dollars of the earlier years, particularly circa 1917-1929.
Often much searching must be done to find a piece which has a com¬
bination of high grade and beautiful appearance. Look no further!
Die notes: The diameter remains constant at 30.4mm, but on the flat rim
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pieces the rim, rather than being slightly rounded, is plane or nearly so, some¬

1921-D MS-6L Brill iant with satiny lustre. Some contact marks
mandate the grade, but within that grade this is one of the nicest

times even with a wire rim (such as on the right obverse of the present piece).

seen. .Above average in striking, far eclipsing the Fox plate coin. Wor¬

1 his had nothing at all to do w ith the design, but simply the finishing of the die
and the adjustment of the collar.

thy of a close look by the interested buyer.
With a mintage of just 2()8,()()() pieces, the 1921-1) has the lowest
production figure in the entire series.

Superb Gem 1921 Half Dollar
Rarest Philadelphia Mint Issue

Gem 1921-S Half Dollar

Among the P'inest Known

Key Rarity in the Series

Ifihnli) rnliirxfil III tv nr iiiluiil uir)
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1921 MS-f»/». A Lindm.irk spetimen, lustrous with dcln .itc hc.ithcr
• roog. irid

1

vers riu e strike

\ (uct e with iiisf iboiit evers thing else

ifikiilit rnhiiyri/tn tvnr iiituiil \itfl

21.56

1921-,S MS-()6. \n .ibiive ,iver.igc strike Brilli.ini siirl.ucs wiih delic.itc toning pist bcgmmng to form

\n e.irls impicssion (rum the ub-
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verse die, with some die-fmish striae vertieally oriented, seen in the

1942-S MS-65 ☆ 194.3 Ar-58 ☆ 194.3-1) M.S-f>4 ☆ 194.3-.S AI -.S.S ☆

fields. A coin of incredible t|iiality.

1944 M.S-64 ☆ 1944-1) .MS-6.3 ☆ 1944-S MS-64 ☆ 1945 MS-M ☆
194.5-1) M.S-6.3 ☆ 1945-S .M,S-65 ☆ 1946 M,S-63 ☆ 1946-1) MS-M ix

Over the years only a few specialized collections, even considering

1946-S MS-64 ☆ 1947 MS-64 ☆ 1947-1) M,S-M. CFotal: 20 pieces)

the most famous ones, have had a 1421-S of this quality.
In his book Bruce fox commented: “ The l‘^21-.S is known as the ‘King of the
Walkers.’ I he mintage is fifth lowest in the series, but was the least saved in
Mint .State.... The end of the war saw a general decrease in business activity,
{'oinage was not in demand and, during the economic decline, few were interested

1948-1963 Franklin

in or able to save coins. This date comes with an average strike.” The same

Half Dollars_

w riter went on to say that one that was above average—he mentions the (rercentage
7.S% to S()% full—was worth a “significant premium.”

Splendid 1923-S Half Dollar
Gem Mint State
Far Above Average Strike

Franklin half dollars, minted from 1948 through 1963, arc a
compact and highly collectible scries, containing no rarities.
Somewhat reminiscent of the Standing Liberty ciuarter series
1916-1930, the life of the Franklin style was cut short when it was
decided to replace it with a presidential motif far sooner than the
25 years or more normally allowed for a coinage design to run its
course. I'he Kennedy half dollar appearing in 1964 took its place.
2165

Collection of Franklin half dollars. Attractive pieces, most w ith
delicate toning: ☆ 1948 M.S-63 ☆ 1948-1) MS-6,5 ☆ 1949 M.S-64 ☆
1949-D MS-63 ☆ 1949-S MS-64 ☆ 1950 Froof-65 (first year of I’roof is¬
suance since 1942) ix 1950-1) M.S-M ☆ 1951 Proof-M ☆ 1951-1) MS-

M

☆ 1951-S MS-63 ☆ 1952 Proof-65 ☆ 1952-1) MS-M ☆ 19.52-S MS-

65 ☆ 1953 Proof-65 ☆ 1953-1) MS-65 ☆ 1953-S MS-M ☆ 19.54 Pr<M)f•

66 ☆ 19.54-D M.S-M ☆ 1954-S MS-M ☆ 1955 Proof-65 ☆ 19.56 Proof65 ☆ 1957 Proof-65 ☆ 1957-D M.S-M ☆ 1958 Proof-65 ☆ 1958-1) MS-

2157

Far above average in strike, not needle-sharp (are

M ☆ 1959 Proof-65 ☆ 1959-1) MS-M ☆ 1960 Proof-65 ☆ 1960-1) MS-

any?), but much nicer than usually seen. At any Mint .State level not

M ☆ 1961 Proof-65 ☆ 1961-1) M.S-M ☆ 1962 Proof-66 ☆ 1962-D M.S-

more than one out of 50 examples of 1923-.S can match this for strik¬

63 ☆ 1963 Proof-6.5 ☆ 1963-1) M.S-M ☆ ('Fotal: 35 pieces)

ing quality.
'The obverse and reverse are toned a mottled gray and magenta.

a new design for the half dollar, to replace the Liberty Walking motif w hich had

1923-S MS-65.

In 1948 John R. .Sinnock, chief engraver of the Philadelphia Mint, produced
been in use since 1916. The Franklin half dollar depicts a head and shoulders

'Fhe fields are highly lustrous.

portrait of Benjamin Franklin on the obverse, facing right, with LIBKRI)

Bruce f ox in his commentary notes that the 192.^-S is a “stopper”—a key to

above and IN GOD WE FRLS'F below. Fhe date is to the right. 'Fhe reverse

the series, a piece that is very difllcult to obtain, going on to say that “investment

shows the Liberty Bell with UNI I ED .STAI E.S Of .“XMERIGA above and
HALE DOLLAR below. The motto E PLURIBUS UNUM is to the left while

potential is well above average for grades AU through M.S and excellent tor MS63 and higher.” While the present writer does not address investment potential

a small eagle is to the right.

at all, but will leave that up to the coin market and the coin itself, it is quite clear
that the 1923-.S at the presently offered grade is an exceptional find.

2158

1927-S MS-60.

Brilliant surfaces. Apparently cleaned long ago, and

since retoned with hints of magenta.

2159

1928-S MS-62.

Hale Dollars__

.Same comment as preceding—apparently cleaned

long ago and lightly retoned since that time. Quite sharply struck.

2160

1929-D MS-61.

Highly brilliant and lustrous, and an above average

strike. Some contact marks in the field are usual for the grade.

2161
2162

1929-S AlI-58. Much lustre remains.

1933-S MS-62

1964 TO Date Kennedy

or a bit finer. Mottled light magenta and gray toning

over lustrous surfaces. Nicely struck. First coinage after a hiatus since
1929.
Pefiigree: Lrederick IF Gens Collection, H. MaxMehl, Vebruary 18,1947 ■
I.ouis K. h'.liasherg, Sr.

FollowingtheassassinationofPresidentJohn b. Kennedy in 1963,
a decision was made almost immediately to replace the relatively
short-lived Franklin motif w ith Kennedy on the halt dollar. I his
denomination was selected as it was the largest circulatingcoin ot the
time, silver dollars not having been minted since 19.3,3.
Fhe motif embodied the work of Mint Fngraver Gilroy Rob¬
erts on the obverse, and the talent ot his assistant, b rank (Jasparro,
on the reverse. Fhe motif, highly acclaimed trom the outset, has
continued in use to the present day, w ith some revisions such as
alloy changes after 1964and 1971,and the useofthe Bicentennial
motifs in 1976.

2163

Collection of half dollars

1934-1940,

one of each date and mint-

mark from 1934 through 194()-S inclusive. 'Fhe Mint State pieces,

2166

Collection of Kennedy half dollars, v arious dates and mints:

constituting the vast majority, are nearly all above average strikes and

Flic Kennedy half dollars offered are mostly brilliant, some with

of nice (]uality. Kach piece is brilliant, some with delicate toning.

delicate toning: ☆ 1964 Proof-6.5 iX 1964-1) M.S-6.3 ☆ 1965 MS-65,

Specific grades are as follows; ☆ 19.34 MS-64 ☆ 1934-1) KF-4.S, with

prooflike. From the Special Mint set ☆ 1966 MS-65, proofiike. from

much lustre remaining

1934-S M.S-64 ix 1935 M.S-64 lir 1935-1)

the Special Mint .Set ☆ 1967 M.S-66. proofiike. From the .Special

MS-63 ☆ 19.35-S MS-64 ☆ 19.36 MS-63 ☆ 19.36-1) M.S-f)4 ☆ 19.36-S

Mint set ☆ 1968-1) M.S-64 ☆ 1968-S Proof-65 ☆ 1969-1) M.S-6.3 ☆

MS-65 ☆ 1937 MS-f)4 ☆ 1937-1) MS-64 ☆ 1937-S MS-64 ☆ 1938 AU-

1969-S Proof-6,5 ☆ 1970-1) M.S-65 ☆ 197()-S Proof-65 ☆ 1971 Pnaff-

50 ☆ 19.38-1) M,S-65 (a classic within its date range) ☆ 19.39 l'roof-64

62 ☆ 1971-1) MS-(i.3 ☆ 1971-S Proof-65 ☆ 1972 MS-6.3 ☆ 1972-D

☆ 1939-1) MS-64 ☆ 1939-S MS-64 ☆ 1940 l’r()of-65 ☆ 1940-S M.S-6.5.

M,S-63 ☆

('Fotal: 19 pieces)

☆ 1973-S Proof-65 ☆ 1074 M,S-6.3 ☆

1973 MS-64, somewhat proofiike ☆
1974-1)

197.3-D M8-6.3

MS-64 ☆ 1974-S Proot-

65 ☆ 1776-1976 Bicentennial. Nickel-clad issue. MS-64 ☆ 17762164

1941-1947. Above-average ipiality

1976-1) Bicentennial. Nickel-clad issue. MS-62 ☆ 1776-1976-S Bi¬

pieces, brilliant, some with suggestions of delicate toning. Includes:

centennial. Nickel-clad issue. Proof-65 A 1776-1076-S Bicentennial.

☆ 1941 (variety without engraver’s monogram on reverse) l’root-65 ☆

.Silver content issue, Proot-65. ( Fotal: 26 pieces)

Collection of half dollars

1941-1) MS-64 ☆ 1941-S MS-65 ☆ 1942 l’roof-6,5 ☆ 1942-1) MS-()4 ix
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siLVKR Dollars_

Stnick Within the Past (ientuiy, it illustrated an 1804-dated dollar'
much to the surprise of numismatists (as few as there were at thq
time), who had nev er heard of such a piece.

1794-1804 KaRLV DOLLARS_

.Accordingly, in the 183()s, as related in detail under Lot .^066 iq
the present catalogue, 1804 dollars were struck for the first time,

Fhe Hliasber^ Collection
i

he t'liasbcrfj; (Collection of early silver dollars 1794-1804 is
iinniatehed by any other auction offering in the annals of numis¬
matics. Its capstone is, of course, the Matthew A. Stickney
specimen of the 1804 silver dollar, (Class I or “original” format, the
very first piece known to have been in private hands, and docu¬
mented to the day that Stickney obtained it personally from the
curators of the Mint (Cabinet.
Beyond that, the offering is remarkable not only for its complete¬
ness as to date and major types, but for its outstanding quality. .Mint
State is the rule, not the exception, and within the .Mint State
category are to be found many gems, including pieces that are the
finest known or Condition (Census. 4'his section of the catalogue,
indeed, is a memorable one, offering opportunities that the silver
dollar specialist w ill never see again in his or her lifetime, (ienerations of collectors have come and gone without having had an
equivalent presentation for which to compete.
•Addinga special flavor is a unique die variety, the 179.S Flowing
1 lair BB-17, known to enthusiasts only through an article about it
published in The Sumi.^matist in 19,S3, and off the market for
nearly a century'.
'Faken as a group, the present offering of early silver dollars is
definitive.

Historical Notes
l nited States silver dollars became a reality in October 1794
w hen 1,758 pieces were delivered from a coinage estimated at
2,()()(). 'Fhere were difficulties due to the inadetjuacy of the press
size and, and after this small amount, no further dollars were
struck until .May 1795, by which time new equipment had been
secured.
.All silver dollars of 1794 and most of 1795 are of the Flowing
Hair type designed by Robert Scot. In the autumn of 1795 a new
motif was employed, the Draped Bust style, displaying on the
obverse the figure of Miss Liberty as designed by Stuart Gilbert,
a famous .American artist. 4 he reverse was redesigned as well, to
the so-called “Small Fagle” format. Later, in 1796, the same style
was used on other silver denominations.
•As a class, high-grade silver dollars of the Draped Bust obverse.
Small Fagle reverse are very elusive. Specimens typically show
light wear, and even an Al coin would be notable. Fxactly why
these arc so scarce has never been determined, but it probably
had something to do with the way they were released or circu¬
lated. 'I his style was continued through early 1798.
Beginning in 1 798 the I leraldic Ivagle reverse was employed in
' ombination w ith the I )raped Bust obverse to create a style which
would f fjntinue in use through the year 1804. In the latter year
19,570 were coined. However, these were not tiated 1804, but
wrre from c.irlier-d.ited dies, probably I801-180.L >'ears later, in
IH4J when j i( of) Reese I'Akfeldr and W illiam Iv. DiiBois [irod j' f ■! .1 f>«)ok, 1 Manual of (ddd and Sih er (,oins of AH Satmns,

thereby creating what became known as “'I'he King of .Americarl
.oms.

Silver dollars of the early years circulated far and wide, even t<l
the shores of Fngland, as is evidenced by the distance of a few!
scattered pieces bearing the counterstamp, applied in the latca
1790s or early 19th century, of the portrait of King (jcorge IIlJ
Other pieces were known to have been used as planchets for^

overstrikingSouth American silvercoinage, and still others reachedi
China. However, the tjuantity struck of United States silveil
dollars was not large enough for the coins to seriously compete^
with the worldwide trade piece of the era, the famous Spanish-*
American silver 8 reals.

Numismatic Notes

Early silver dollars were first studied in detail by Philadelphia!
numismatist J. Colvin Randall in the 1870s, and published byj
John W. Haseltine as his “4'ype "Fable” in 1881, actually part ofl
an auction catalogue. Randall wasn’t credited, and it was assumed!
that the two had some type of a falling out. After that there wass
a long hiatus until 1950 when Milferd H. Bolender’s book. The
United States Silver Dollars From 1794 to 1803, appeared. 'Phis,
went through several editions, later issues being produced by
Krause Publications, some including updated notes.
In 1993 the two-volume book set by Q. David Bovvers, Silver
Dollars and 'Trade Dollars of the United States: 71 Complete Emyclopedia, was published. Assistance for the 1794-1804 issues wasd
provided by Mark R. Borckardt and certain historical information
was obtained from R.W\ Julian. Walter Breen made his notes.,
available as well. Since that time, this work has been the state of
the art, with new' updates and finds being voiced now and then,<
occasionally in the pages of The John Reich Jounial, publication of
the John Reich Collectors Society. "Fhe (Condition (Census listing;
from this text is given in each de.scription, but as is true with all ’
such listings, there have been changes, some of which have been
noted. Other changes, now being studied, will be reflected in a
future edition of this work on early dollars 1794-1804 to be
published as a stand-alone book.

With regard to the availability of early business strike silver;
dollars 1794-1803 in numismatic circles today, the 1794 has.
always been the centerpiece, a classic .American rarity. It is i
believed that only about 125 to 135 are known. Fhe 179.5 Flowing \
I lair pieces of the same design are more plentiful and exist today i
in a wide variety of grades, including occasionally seen Mint State l
examples.
'

Among Draped Bust obverse silver dollars w ith Small Ikigle j
reverse, the two scarcest dates arc 1 796 aiul 1797. 'fhe latter has)
long been known in this context, and onlv in recent times has the [
true scarcity ot the 1 79q been a[ipreciateil as well. As noted
earlier, all years of this type are elusive in \l ’ or finer preserva¬
tion. (ioins of this type dateil 1798 arc at once rare and
numismatically curious, as expaiuled upon m the desi riptions of
the coins offered below.

17ie Louis l\. L.li(isher)i,, Sr., ('.ollatioti
Draped lUist obverse silv er dollars with 1 leraldic Kagle reverse,
minted for circulation with dates from 1798 through 1803, are the
most often seen of early dollars, with 1799 perhaps being the most
plentiful. These exist in a wide variety of grades, with the typical
being in the V ery Fine range, although Extremely Fine pieces are

seen with regularity, and All coins, although rare, occasionally
come on the market. Dates from 1801 through 1803 are consid¬
ered to be scarcer, h'or some curious reason, very few high-grade
examples exist of the 1801, although such can be found (but with
difficulty) for 1802.

Important 1794 Silver Dollar

were delivered by the coiner on October 15, 1 794. The remaining impressions,
possibly amounting to 242 coins, rejected as being too weak, probably were

Classic American Rarity

kept on hand for later use asplanchets. .Supporting this theory is the existence of
at least two (including one recently seen) 1795 silver dollars plainly ovcrstruck
on 1794 dollars.
As several die states exist, the striking could not have been continuous, but w as
interrupted by the removal of the dies from the press for resurfacing (relapping)
alter clash marks were sustained early in their life. The silver for striking these
came from ingot deposits made by Director Rittenhouse and Oharles (Jilchrist.
Rittenhouse personally received all the first coinage of dollars. ,'\t the time the
Mint delivered coins in direct response to deposits of silver (later, gold as well)
made by banks, merchants, etc. The Mint did not maintain its own inventory of
metal to strike coins for its own (the government's) account.
After the October 1794 effort at coining dollars, the project was abandoned as
a bad job, and a large supply of silver dollar planchets was put into chests for
storage until a larger, satisfactory press could be installed. I’hus, the mintage of
1794 dollars was much smaller than had been intended. Meanw hile, until silver
dollar production resumed on the new larger press in May 1795, a generous pro¬
duction of half dollars filled the need for large silver coins. .Specialists who en¬
joy studying the many fascinating die varieties of 1795 half dollars have the
Mint’s press inadequacy to thank.

Snowden and the 1794 Dollar
2167

1794 Flowing Hair. Bowers-Borckardt (BB)-l, Bolender (B)1. Rarity-4. EF-40. I iny mark in field behind head, opposite spaee

The Cabinet Collection of the .Mint of the United States, by Mint Director James
Ross Snowden and his staff, 1860, p. 107, told of the first coinage of dollars:

between stars 3 and 4. An above average strike, but with usual light¬
ness at lower left of the obverse and at the corresponding part of the
reverse (due to non-parallel die surfaces; characteristic of all known

The first deposit of silver bullion for coinage took place on the 18th
day of July 1794. The deposit was made by the Bank of Maryland, and
consisted of ‘coins of France,’ amounting to eighty thousand seven

examples), the latter section showing some mint-caused adjustment

hundred and fifteen dollars seventy-three cents and five-tenths

marks. The present coin exhibits better definition than usually seen

($80,715,735).
Ehe first return of silver coins from the (Ihiefdoiner to the Ireasurer

and is in the top 20% of known examples from this viewpoint. Light
gray and lilac surfaces. Very pleasing in all respects.

w as made on the fifteenth day of October, and comprised 1,758 dollars.
4'he second delivery was on the first day of December, and consisted

Over a long period of years, indeed virtually since day one ot

of 5,300 half dollars. This embraced the entire silver coinage of the

American numismatic interest, the 1794 silver dollar has been highly

year. There was a small coinage of half dimes, but they were only

prized. Research by the late Jack Collins indicates that the popula¬

struck as pattern pieces, for the purpose of trying the dies, and were
not regularly issued.” (1794-dated half dime dies were made, but were

tion of known pieces is somewhere between 125 and 135 specimens,
the precise number is indeterminable, as not all have appeared in

not used until calendar year 1795.]
The types were as follows: Obv. A head of Liberty, facing to the

auctions. .Moreover, some auction listings are undoubtedly dupli¬

right, with flowing hair. Above was the word ‘Liberty, and beneath the

cated, as many early descriptions are not precise enough to establish

date ‘1794.’ To the left of the effigy were eight stars, and to the right

pedigree links and were not photographed. The median grade for

seven, fifteen in all. On the reverse was an eagle w ith raised wings, en¬

known 1794 dollars is about VF-25.

circled by branches of laurel, crossed....

Pedigree: Probably Ex E.S. Norris Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman,

■Snowden was the first serious numismatist to occupy the director s office at

May 11, 1894;J.M. Clapp: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

the Mint. .Snowden served from June 3 or 4 (accounts differ) 1853, to ,\pril

EJiasberg, Sr.

1861. After he left office he continued his numismatic activities in the private
sector. Snowden had been a member ex offtcio of the N umismatic and .Antiquar¬

Edge: Hl'NDRED CENT.S ONE DOLLAR OR UNIT (this general style
continued through 1804).
■S. Hudson Chapman and 1 lenry Chapman, who conducted a retail coin busi¬
ness in partnership in Philadelphia from 1878 until 1906, and separately after
that time, actpiired in the course of their over-the-counter business just about
every variety of circulated American coin. However, for reasons they were

ian Society of Philadelphia w hen he was Mint director. .Alter spring 1861, he
became a dues-paying participant. He wrote two other books on coins, one ap¬
pearing in 1861 and the other in 1864.

Debut of the 1794 Dollar

never able to figure out, no 1794 dollar was ever brought by a member of the

So far as is known, the new 1794 silver dollars slipped into circulation and im¬

public to be offered for sale to them. Meanwhile, 1796 quarter dollars, 1796 and

mediately began doing their duty in the channels ot commerce. By early Decem¬

1797 half dollars, and other delicacies came in now and then.

ber 1794, a few' of the new dollars had traveled north to the (iranite .State, w here
the Sesis Hampshitr Gazette reported the follow ing on December 2nd:

Coinage Considerations

Some of the dollars now coining at the Mint ot the United States

In 179.V and 1794, the largest press at the Mint was intended for striking coins

have found their way to this town. .A correspondent put one into the

no larger than a half dollar. Surviving documents studied by R.W. Julian indi¬

editor’s hands yesterday. Its weight is C(|ual to that ot the .Spanish dol¬

cate that Mint officials lamented the lack of a press suitable for coining silver

lar but the metal appears finer. One side bears a head, with flowing

dollars and medals. It was not until spring 179.5 that a press of this capacity was

tresses, encircled by Fifteen .Stars, and has the word LIBER 11 at the

installed.
,,,,,,,
In the meantime, a screw press suitable tor coming cents and halt dollars was

top, and the date, 1794, at the bottom. On the reverse, is the Bald
F’.agle, enclosed in an Olive Branch, roumi which are the words ()ne

put into service to make silver dollars. The initial coinage of the new denomi¬

Dollar, or Unit, Hundred (lents.’ The tout ensemble has a pleasing elicit

nation was accomplished in the first part of October 1794. The effort was not

to a connoisseur; but the touches of the graver arc too delicate, and

completely successful, as evidenced by surviving coins which show areas ol

there is a want of that boldness of execution which is ncccssars to dura¬

weak striking. Apparently, just one blow of t he press was used (as evidenced by

bility and currency.

the lack of double struck features on surviving pieces).
Known silver dollars dated 1794 are from a single pair of dies and arc be¬

1,758 examples of the 1794 dollar arc behest d to base been used as currencs.

lieved to have been made to the extent of, perhaps, 2,()()() coins (Walter If

So far as is known, none were niailc for presentation or special purposes.

llrcen’s estimate), of which 1,758 pieces were considered to be satisfactory and

I MOWERS AND Mi:RENA

In the absence of anv indigenous numismatic interest at the time, all ot the

I'hr Louts L. L/iets/k'f}', Sr., Collection

Unique 1795 BB-17 Silver Dollar
I" irst Attributed Auction Appearance
The Harle (]oin

2I6M

I 7‘>5 Mowing F Fair. F'ypc of ‘‘U, Fwo Ixavcs reverse. FfFi-F 7,
Ff-F S. Fiarity-S, I niqiie. F''.F''-4S. Ihfonly 1795 Ik^o !.etjves reierse
with / / hrmrs on thr n^ht hmnt h.
F'o silver dollar specialists I,ot Z\hH will be one of the great high-

present and tpiite fortunate community of numismatists.
F'irst, a tiescription of the coin itself:

liglits of the F'.liasberg (.olicction. Here, indeed, is a storieil rarity—a

I he impression is well centereil on the planchc' with com('lete

piece which was describeil years ago by Walter Hreen in Tht Sumis-

bottler dentilation on both obverse and reverse. Although a few tie-

when he first discovered it as a new ilie variety, but which has

tails are obscured by wear, the original strike was tpiite strong

I he

nor Ficen t arefiilly examined since that time. .Silver dollar enthusiasts

stars are mostly Hat. .At this point we interiect the comment that all of

for a gener irion dreamed al>out this com, never realizing that the pos-

this narrative is more or less moot m terms of priie reali/etl, tiesirabif

sibilirv to f)wn It wiiiild ever ott iir l.nthusiastii die variety specialists

ity, etc., as it is the one and only example

of vr irs past, su< h as

fi f

27H

I'.arl .Spies, I'rank Stirling, II. Roland W illasch, and<ill othfn, ne'er
had a chance to ac(|uire this coin. Now, that time has come for the

I f. (,.

K I’

hovd,

irrer <m.i)or V iricties), Andre

I

\ustm,

11

)e(ioppct. \|

W Mlevins, Amon

()stheimer 111, U

it h.is no peers higher ot

lower m grade, no t inn tor t iimp.inson ot .iltern.itiv e pun h,ise ionsul
er.ition

M( )\\ l-US.WI) \li:UK\\

The Louis A. Kliasher^, Sr., C.ollertion

'The surfaces arc slightly reflective with minor handling marks vis¬
ible, primarily on the obverse, and light adjustment marks which are
mostly on the reverse. Pale champagne toning is blended with faint
blue and lavender. Miss Liberty’s check has a small area of light wear
surrounding very small nicks and mottled toning. A small patch of
discoloration is in the area of the digit 5 and star 15. The reverse has a
very tiny edge bruise over the second F in STA LKS.
Overall, this is an extremely attractive, lightly circulated 1795
Flowing Hair dollar. Indeed, if this were a common variety, it would
be highly desired as a “type” and would fit nicely into a high-grade
collection.
The importance of this offering is obvious. To the knowledge of
the cataloguer (Mark Borckardt), this is the unique survivor from this
pair of dies.
Lhe present coin traces its pedigree to Henry (chapman’s presenta¬
tion of the George H. Earle sale in 1912. However, the cataloguer,
probably Chapman himself, was not aware that it was a new die vari¬
ety. He described it as follows:
179.5 Head resembling that used on the 1794. R. Two leaves under
each wing of the eagle. Very fine. Many small nicks on obverse, and
around edge of reverse may be seen many of the fde marks in the

Description of the (jloin and Dies
Die notc.s: The obverse die is perfect, without clash marks, die cracks, or
other signs of die wear. The reverse die is also perfect.
Edge: Normal.
Weight: 415.8 grains.
Diameter: .59.Omni.
Die alignment: Normal (180°).
SKINIKILANUK: 'I'he obverse was struck from a die used for varieties BB16, BB-17, and BB-18. Of these, BB-18 is listed as Rarity-2+ with several hun¬
dred known including several Mint State examples such as in the next lot. The
other two varieties. BB-16 and this BB-17, are each currently thought to be
unique. The reverse used on BB-17 is from a die not known on any other vari¬
ety! This is the only known impression from the reverse die. Accordingly, the follow ing complete study of both dies is provided, along w ith enlarged photographs,
as the present Eliasberg Collection catalogue constitutes the first time it has
been described in detail;
OBVER.SE: Flowing hair in six curls. The lowest curl is very small and per¬
fect, and touches the innermost point of star 1, as it continues to nearly com¬
plete a loop. Curl end is close to and extends toward the innermost point on
star Z. 'I'he last star is partly under and near the bust. Wide date with the most
space between 1 and 7.
REV ER.SE; I'wo leaves under each w ing. 19 berries w ith 8 in the left branch
and 11 in the right. This is the only 1795 Two I .eaves reverse with II berries in the
right branch. 'Fhere are four berries on the right branch under the w ing, three
inside and one outside. Two berries appear, both inside the w reath, under the

planchet. Rare.

'Lhe obverse of this coin was plated in the Earle catalogue, thus
permitting positive pedigree linkage, d he description given by
Chapman was simply generic and could have applied to several dif¬
ferent varieties ot 1795 Mowing Hair dollars. A review of Chapman
(and nearly all other dealers’) catalogues of the time show that
Haseltine “Tvpe lable” attributions were virtually never used, possi¬
bly from professional jealousy, but more probably because there were

wing in the left branch. Other berries in the left branch, outside the wreath are
beneath the right side of E in I NFFED, midway between D and .S. and be¬
neath the right side of this .S. Inside the left branch, berries are beneath the
curve of 1), center of .S, and right foot of A. Berries outside the right branch are
right of E, below the left foot of A, and the upright of E. Inside the right branch,
berries are beneath the right side of O, left foot of A, and center of M. All letters
in the legend are perfectly formed. .Although a few have indistinct serifs due to
the adjustment marks, this is not a characteristic of the die. The letters are all
well spaced with L slightly low and the first .A in AMERICA tilted slightly left.

relatively few numismatists interested in minute die differences.

'I'he left foot of T in LNITED just misses touching the eagle’s wing, E in

Had Henry Chapman attributed this coin, the present variety would

AMERICA is free of the other wing, the left foot of R very lightly touches this

have been recognized in 1912.
It was a curious stroke of fate that only the obverse was pictured, as

wing, and a leaf just misses the right foot of I. A tiny crescent-shaped die chip is

the obverse w'as struck from a known die. It was the reverse that was

isolated in the field below the upright of E in S'FA'I'E.S.
Clarification: Many years ago Frank .Stirling, of Baton Rouge, LA, listed a
“1798 B-18” among his possessions, a coin graded VE I'o the best of our know l¬

entires unknown to specialists. When inspecting the Earle catalogue, a

edge the “open” B-18 number was assigned by him to what is better described

later generation of scholars, including M.H. Bolender who in 1950

as a 1795 Bolender-6, Die State I. 'T'his arises from an article, “New Variety of

published his book. The Uni ted States Early Silver Dollars from 1794 to

1795 .Silver Dollar,” by Bolender. in The Numismatist. 1952, p. 1176. I his die

180.1, had no clue that this coin w'as anything other than ordinary!

state was called a “new variety...to be known as Bolender No. 18.

I hus,

I'he first identification of this new, unique die combination ap¬

.Stirling’s B-18 is actually a die state of B-6 and differs from w hat Breen later
called B-18, This situation is expanded upon in Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars

peared m The Numismatist, July 195.5. At that time Walter Breen, re¬

of the United States: .4 Complete Encyclopedia, Bow ers, 199.5, p. 21.5. B-6 is cu r¬

cently graduated from I'he Johns Hopkins University (completing a
four-year course of study in just 10 months), and who had been doing
extensive research in the National Archives under the sponsorship of
Wayte Raymond, inspected the Eliasberg Collection, making exten¬
sive notes concerning things that interested him. Walter Breen was so
startled by this finding that he immediately wrote a detailed article
concerning it. “A New Variety ot 179.5 Silver Dollar

appeared in due

course, and was illustrated, but not w ith an enlargement.
In 1953 the text in general use in silver dollars was that by M.H.
Bolender,’ with pieces being given “B” numbers (tor Bolender).

rently also known as BB-25. From time to time, other “new varieties and die
states were assigned the “open ” B-18 designation, but have no relation to the
Eliasberg Collection BB-17 offered here. ( I hanks also to V\. David Perkins,
who has correspondence from .Stirling and other information concerning
■Stirling’s “B-18” dollar.)

Potential Value
In recent times, the collecting of early business strike silver dollars of the
1794.1803 years has come of age, catching up with certain of the smaller silver

denominations, although far short of the interest demonstrated in the much

Breen, interested in early dollars, recognized that the piece listed as

more available early half dollars (particularly those dated 1801 and later).
Bv far the most popular of all early collecting specialties is the field of large

“B-18” by Bolender was, in fact, not a distinct die combination at all

cents 179.5-1814, producing the curious situation that a rare silver dollar of the

but, instead, was simply a die state ot Bolender’s B-6. I his left the B18 number vacant, and thus Walter reassigned it to the new discovery.

1794-180.5 era, representing the largest I nited .States coins of the realm at the
time, is apt to be valued on the market at just a tiny fraction ot the price of a

Years later in 1982, when Krause Publications put out the fourth re¬

eomparablv rare large cent from the same time period.
In time, the scenario will probably change and the gap w ill narrow, especially

vised edition of the Bolender book, this piece was described as “B-

as greater awareness spreads, thus giving the presently offered uni(|uc die van

18” with the notation, “Specimen know n in Eliasberg Collection.

cty a good measure of potential value.
Relevant to the importance and potential value ol the present Eliasberg .o -

We expect many serious collectors to have a strong interest in Lot
2168 as it crosses the block. 'Lhe successful bidder will be the only
person in the world who has the possibility, per current conventional
wisdom and know ledge of availability, to complete a variety collec¬
tion of these interesting silver dollars of our first Mint!
Pedigree: (ieorpe //. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912,
Tot 2671; John IT Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Touis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

KOWKKS AND MlvKIvNA

lection coin is this comment written by Walter Breen in 1988:

Only in recent

years have early silver dollars begun to attract collector ata-ntion as intense as
the smaller denominations—despite the shortcomings ot available rctcrenic
books. Were some researcher to produce a book on this series in a class wit
Sheldon (1958) on 179.5-1814 cents, doubtless earlv dollars would eventiiallv
rival the cents’ popularity.”

I ht I uuiy h. hJiusder-^, Sr., Co I lection

Mint State 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar
Peter Mousey’s (^oin
Among the Finest Known

(photo enlarged to tirire ai tua! size)
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1795 Flowing Hair. Type of‘94, Three Leaves reverse. BB-18,

was later in the Jimmy Hayes (Collection (Stack’s, 1983) today that

B-7. l<arity-2+. MS-63. For the connoisseur, we are delighted to

same coin is certified as “.Specimen-6.5.”

present one of the most beautiful 1795 silver dollars ever to be of¬

'Fhe presently-offered Hliasberg (Collection coin derives its appeal

fered for public competition. While we assign the grade of MS-63, we

not only from being high in the (Condition (Census, but also from this

wouldn’t be surprised if others found the classification to be conser¬

widespread popularity as a “type” issue. 'Fhe connoisseur who de¬

vative. 1 he piece not only is ot an excellent technical grade, but pos¬

sires a truly superb, really outstanding Flowing Hair dollar to illus¬

sesses a simply stunning, absolutely gorgeous aesthetic appeal. The

trate the design motif would do well to bid very liberally on the

specimen displays delicate lilac and gold toning over lustrous sur¬

present piece. Not only is it in a very desirable numerical grade, but
its aesthetic appeal is stunning.

faces. The piece is very well struck except for the central portions,
with nicely developed stars, dentils, lower hair tresses, leaves, eagle’s
wing feathers, and more. .Some Mint-caused adjustment marks are
seen at the center of the reverse.

Pedigree: Peter .Mougey Collection, Thomas L. Elder, September I-.1, 1910;
John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.liasherg, Sr.
This variety is from an early state of the dies, called Die .State 1 in our 199,5

In the overall panorama of 1795 Flowing Hair dollar varieties, the

study. On the reverse at the left ribbon end there are two “ghost” artifacts, both

BB-1« is one of the most often seen, although nearly always in a

sharply visible (on Die .State II the smaller of the two artifacts disappears from

lower grade than the Hliasberg (lollection coin. .Among the finer
high-grade examples known to us are the present Mougey (Collection
specimen and the so-called “Lord .St. Oswald” example (which
Walter Breen stated was struck circa May 6-16, 179.5; the Breen com¬

relapping). .Some other curious extra raised metal outlines appear in the same
area along the top outline of the ribbon. The condition of the Hliasberg (Collec¬
tion coin is so outstanding, and the strike so excellent, that certain features not
observable on most other pieces or even on fine photographic plates can be
studied in detail here. It is an absolute delight to study this specimen under

mentary is now largely discredited per a later study by .Michael

magnification and see, for example, minutely separated hair strands in the low ¬

Hodder), both of w hich were called M.S-6.^ in our 199.5 study of early

est curl of Miss Liberty’s hair, preparation marks on the outlines of the stars,
and other minutia.

dollars, there being no others at this numerical level; 'Fhe St. Oswald
com was later offered by Lester Merkin (October 1973, Lot 451) and

Condition Census per HH (as of early 1995): 64-65-65-65-95-()(); as noted
above, the ,St. Oswald coin is now certified as .Specimen-b.S.
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I'he Louis E. EJiusher^, Sr., Collection

Gem 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar

Offered is the (jcorge H. Karle specimen of the 1795 f low ing I lair
dollar, a fantastic piece, which is incredibly struck, brilliant surfaces

lielleved to be Finest Known

have prooflike characteristics. While conventional wisdom has it that

The Karle Collection Coin

Proofs as we know them today were not struck at the Philadelphia
Mint in 1795, this piece certainly is very special. .Seemingly struck

Breen: “Possible Proof Presentation Piece”

from dies that were polished, and on a specially prepared planchet.
Brilliant surfaces have just a whisper of golden toning. One of the
most beautiful early dollars in existence. Quite possibly this was a
presentation piece. If any 1795 Flow ing Hair dollar is worthy of being
designated a Proof, here it is! In his 19X9 book on Proof coins, p. .5.5,
Walter Breen specifically named the Kliasberg (Collection coin as pos¬
sibly being a Proof presentation piece.
'Phe prospective bidder has an opportunity that may never be re¬
peated again. Phis coin is a combination of being not only w hat we
consider to be the finest known of the 1795 Flowing Hair BB-2() die
variety, but may well be the finest known 1795 Flowing Hair silver
dollar of any die variety. Here, indeed, is a coin that rises to the very
front rank in the annals of important American silver dollars.
Pedigree: George H. Earle Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,1912:
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediasherg, Sr.
Die notes: .Star 1 punctures the subliminal outline of a bottom curl, on this
die not deeply impressed.
(Condition Census per BB; 65-65-64-64-6.V63.

Lovely 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar
Condition Census Challenger
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1795 Flowing Hair. Type of ‘95, Two Leaves reverse. BB-21,
B-l. Rarity-1. AU-58. A lovely specimen, prooflike on obverse and
reverse, and quite possibly struck from lightly polished dies. .Some
light evidence of contact on obverse and reverse, and is mostly cov¬
ered by delightful lilac, gold, and delicate blue toning—creating a
coin which is a visual and aesthetic delight. 1 he strike is (|uite fine,
with excellent higher detail on the obverse (considering the variety),
and with the reverse well defined in all areas, except the very highest
part of the eagle.
'Phe record shows that several pieces are known in Mint State.
However, from an overall aesthetic viewpoint, it may well be the case
that this piece w'ill stand on its own among these. All in all this is cer¬
tainly one of the finest examples of the 1795 P lowing 1 lair dollar, BB21, to exist. At the very least the Fdiasberg Collection coin challenges
the Condition (Census.
Die notes: Under magnification the striking shows .some bifurcation, notable
around the periphery, giving the letters an especially ornate appearance. 1 his is
an artifact of striking, not of die preparation.
Condition Census per BB (as ot early 1W5): (i4-f>4-b5-b5-b.3-65.

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1795
B-2.

Flowing Hair. Type of
Karity-3.

MS-65.

‘95,

Two Leaves reverse.

BB-2(),

Full prooflike surfaces on both sides.

Possible Proof presentation piece. A very nice strike overall. Very
sharp on the obverse. The reverse has some lightness at the center, as
is true of virtually all 1795 silver dollars, but is still a notably above
average strike. Superb, delicate golden toning on obverse and reverse.
There arc many amazing coins in the Kliasberg Collection, and it is
a tremendous experience to consider them all. Within the present
catalogue any

of many dozens of coins would, if offered m an “or¬

dinary” sale, elevate that collection to “name” status.
I lere is such a coin.

:si
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I he Louts A. b.hashetx, Sr., Collet tion

Mint State 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar
Aesthetically Superb
Potential (Condition (Census

(photo enldfXfd to n^tce actual tize)
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1795 Mowing Hair. Type of’95, Three Leaves reverse. HB-27,

somewhat flat on the dentils opposite stars .5-8.

B-5. Rarity-1. MS-62 or finer. Notwithstanding whatever numeri-

Pedigree: E.W. Ropes Collection, New York Coin & Stamp Co., February

eal grade is assigned—and eertainly a liberal Mint State number is in

28, 1899; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F..
FJiasherg, Sr.

order—the coin ranks extremely high on the scale for aesthetic ap¬
peal. The surfaces are a delightful mixture of light lilac and gold, an¬
other Hliasberg coin that is absolutely incredible in its beauty.

Die notes: Die State III. 'I'he reverse has a delicate crack from the end of the
left stem to the border. The dies have not yet clashed (as they will subset|uently

The striking is above average, with good detail (considering the va¬

do, creating Die State IV). 'I'he obverse of all strikings from this die have an in¬

riety) at the centers, even at the high part of the eagle’s body, al¬

teresting marker—a small raised line or “bar” over 2mm long extending diago¬

though not with full feather definition. The dentils frame the coin
nicely, as is the case with a number of varieties of this vear. The rim is

nally from close to the top curl toward the point of the fifth star. Interestingly, the
earlier offered BB-2(), also has a bar, but in a slightly different l(K-ation.
(condition (Census per BB (as of early 1W.^): 6.S-64-64-64-6,V63.
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The Louis L. h.li/ishe/)', Sr., ('.oUection

Memorable Gem 1795 Silver Dollar
Draped Bust Obverse, Small Eagle Reverse
Finest Known
The Earle Specimen
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1795 Draped Bust Left obverse. Small Ivagle, Small Letters re¬
verse. BB-5L B-14. Rarity-1. MS-67, prooflike. .Superbly, indeed,
incredibly sharply struck, the very definition of the design. Brilliant sur¬
faces with just a w'hisper ot golden toning. 1 his piece is certainly one
of the very finest in existence of any issue in the entire Draped Bust
series. Believed to be the very finest known specimen of 1795 BB-51,
an incredibly important coin from the aspect ot its preservation and

(BB-52) is well centered. I'his suggests that the BB-.Sl die. being the fmt use of
the Draped Hast obverse in Amenran coinage, was "tested” with this die. found to
be too far left, and corrected on later dies.
The reverse die. probably the verv first made with the so-called Small hagle
motif, has its own distinctive (pialities. 1 he eagle is differently styled than on
the reverse of the 17% flowing 1 lair dollars, and in the present incarnation is
more substantial in build and is standing on clouds (on the earlier stsic the
eagle was on a rock). 'The wreath is composed of an olive branch to the left and
a palm branch to the right, tpiite unlike the style used earlier. 1 he letters are

also its numismatic and historical significance. Quite possibly the

much smaller than generally seen elsewhere; thus the Small Kagle. Small Let¬

Kliasberg Lollcction specimen is a presentation coin to illustrate the

ters reverse, as it is know n. (lompletely apart from its being the first example of
the new design, the reverse die used on BB-.Sl is one of the most remarkable in

first use of the Draped Bust obverse style. If any 1795 Draped Bust
dollar is deserving of the /Vw/appellation, this is such a coin!

all of .American numismatics, and was cw entiially mated w ith obverse dies bear¬
ing/oz/f r/r/'/'w;;/rfr/zw (known today as varieties 17d.S BB-.‘sl as here offerci,

This is the very first variety of the Draped Bust motif to be issued

plus 17% BB-b2, BB-b,Land BB-b(i(now relapped); I7‘)7 BB-72;.ind 17% BB-

in the American coinage series (the design was not employed else¬

8l). The features are cut in shallow relief, and the rim is low. I hus. all impres¬

where until 1796) and the first variety of the .Small Kagle reverse

sions from the die appear somewhat flat, a situation particularlv evident on
coins in VL or lower grades. The shallow relief does not m.iteriallv affect the

employed. Moreover, this is believed to be the first (earlier) struck ot
the two Draped Bust die varieties of 1795. fhe significance of the is¬
sue is given in the notes to this lot. Accordingly, the production ot
coins for presentation would hav'e been logical.
In a sale with many superlatives, the present specimen is one of the
most memorable, a “dream coin” of the highest order.
Pedigree: George //. pMile, Henry Chapman, .lune

1012:.lohn //.

(dapp. Clapp estate, 1042, to Loins K. Pduishetg, Sr.
Historical and numismatic notes: Both the obv erse and reverse die of this com

appearance of higher grade coins such as the present piece, w Inch has extpiisite
detail, including a full complement of eagle feathers. .\s with the obverse, the
reverse die "tested" the design, the .Small Laglc motif, and was corrected in
later versions by having larger letters with better spacing, with higher relict,
and with a higher rim.
All in all. 17% BB-.Sl is a most fascinating, historical, and numismaiicallv im¬
portant variety.
,
i j
i c
I )ic notes: Some interesting, raised small "islaiuls oi rifts near stars... aiu .
I'inv crack, almost microscopit , extciiils slightlv upward ami to the kti tmm t ic
top of the vertical element of B in I IBf K LV I he incredible (,ualitv of this com

were the first of their design, and each was "experimental” in the sense that later

ami its surfaces permit microscopic examination not norm.illv possi i c

versions were different, based upon the experience gained from these two.
On the obverse the bust of .Miss Liberty faces right. I ler hair is ticvl up m a

for example, that the clouds upon which the eagle stamls arc
\ tinv ritiscil iUn is seen uitliin tlie s[f.ue at tlie lopot the tinal
in
(londilion (Icnsiis pci BB (as of c.irlv 1’*')(i nS nS-tis t)‘' f> ■ ('-f

ribbon at bar k. The bust tras not properly centered in the die work, being plai eil

c

slightly to the left. In tontrast, the second I )raped Bust obverse die ol this year

:ss
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Ihir l.uuis h.. hiu/s/ft'/)', Sr., Colleition
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ni^h-(]rade 1796 Dollar

Desirable 1796 Dollar

Small Date, I.ar^e Letters

LarjJe Date, Small Letters

1 he ILJ I. (Jollins Specimen

"I'he Mills Specimen

1796 Small Date, Large Letters. HB-6L B-4. Karity-l. Ali-55.
Light golden toning over somewhat prooflike surfaces. Some

2176

1796 Large Date, Small Letters. BB-65, B-5. Rarity-2-. All-

splashes of blue are around the rims. Quite well struck and well de¬

50. Lilac and gray toning, mottled with areas of silver and gold.

fined in all areas except the very- highest points at the center. A splen¬

Somewhat proofiike, especially when held at a certain angle to the

did specimen of this issue. Ideal for the variety specialist as well as
the type collector.

strike. Details are excellent for the grade level. A very pleasing ex¬

Pedigree: Henjamtn H. Collins, .March 1896 lor Frossard’s sale of
C.ollins' coins, .March 2-3,1897), the records are not clear; J ..M. Clapp; John
H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. F.liasberg, Sr.
Die Notes: Die .State 1, prior to relapping, and with full details present. The

light. The piece is well centered, attractive, and exhibits a nice
ample that is comfortably within the Condition Census.
Pedigree: John G. .Mills Collection, S.H. and ll. Chapman, April 27-29,
1904; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K.
F.liasberg, Sr.

condition and die state of this piece are such that some detailed observations

Die notes: Die .State II. Obverse lightly relapped, with the highest wave of

can be made. On the right side of the coin, several stars seem to have been

the hair incomplete. Tiny crack, exceedingly delicate and visible only when

punched in mis-oriented positions, then corrected, these later becoming “die

the coin is examined under magnification, extends from the sixth dentil right

flaws” in the literature (including our 199.^ Encyclopedia). Star 10 has an extra,

of the 6, extending vertically toward the bust. Reverse w ith hallmark crack at I
in .A.MKRICA, in a somewhat earlier stage.

earlier ray in the notch facing toward the bottom of the coin. Star 11 is (juite ir¬
regular, has die flaws, and may have had an earlier punching error. .Star 12
shows remnants of two earlier star rays at its upper portion, possibly even from

Condition Census per BB (as of early 199.3): 6()-6()-6()-.S()-.S()-.S(). To this can
be added the Mack Pogue Collection M.S-6,3.

a smaller star punch than finally used, although this is conjecture and is compli¬
cated by a number of other irregularities in the area. .\t the very least, the stars
on the right border are (juitc curious among dies of this era.
Concerning a former ow ner of this coin, in the January lh9.S issue of'/iir-.V«mismafist, .Augustus (1. Heaton, of Washington, DC, described his friend
(.ollins, also of Washington, noting that he was a long-time government official
w ho under the current administration, that of {'resident Grover Cleveland, was
away from officialdom and was devoting himself to dealing in coins, curios, an-

Bowers and Merena Tradition

ti(|ue jewelry, paintings, and other artistic objects. “Mr. Collins is prematurely
gray,

Heaton noted, “but of animated and very s(K.ial disposition, and his ex¬

perience, remarkable memory and great enthusiasm make his coin chat very
interesting. His private collection of cents is doubtless the best that exists.”
Condition Census per BB (as of early 1993): 6.3-60 several.

We’ve been supplying choice, rare, and desirable coins
to collectors, museums, dealers, and others ever since
Dave Bowers began his dealership back in 1953. Along the
way we have handled our share—and more—of the world’s
great collections and rarities. Thousands of properties
have come our way, and we’ve helped tens of thousands,
probably hundreds of thousands, of collectors enrich their
holdings. If you arc a past Bowers and .Merena client, we
look forward to having you participate in this sale as well.
If you are new to us, welcome, and use this auction as an
ideal way to get started.
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I 796 .Small Daft, .Small Letters. BB-6.T B-2. Rarity-.^+. VF-.K).
\lcilmm gray toning w ith splashes of gold. Reverse from the famous
■first ilie of Its type” used first on the earlier-offered 179.S BB-.Sl and
continued in intermittent use until 179R. Kver popular .Small Date,
Small Letters tvpc of this year. Much scarcer as a major variety than
the other Guide
Pedigree lohn G
I9i’4. I M

listed issues of 1796.
Mills (.ollection, S ll and It. Chapman, .\pril 27-29,

(lapp. lohn ll. (.lapp. (Japp estate. 1942, to Louis F.

h.llil J>erx. Sr
■' !,fn!iri*iri ' cr:.11'. per BB I I-, of c.irlv I'rit): rai-SS-SS-SS-SO-SO,

BOW Kks .\\i) \ii:ki:\a

I'he Louis E. EJiasher'^, Sr., Collect ton

Choice Mint State 1797 Dollar

arrangement, (dearly, the Mint’s idea of adding a star each time a
new state joined the luiion ( I'ennessee in 1796 being the latest) was

Stars 10X6

getting out of hand. Dies later reverted to the original 1.^ stars.

Among Finest Known

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Colleetion, S./I. and //. Chapman, .May H-l/,
1906; J..M. Clapp; John //. Cdapp. Clapp estate, 1942. to Louis /•..

An Fliasberg Collection Highlight

h'diasherg, Sr.
Die notes: Die .State III. Obverse and reverse dies relapped. Break not yet
seen at first A in AMKRIOA.
The dies, the obverse in particular, were subjected to extensive rustinK- No
doubt the relapping was done to remove the rust, which, indeed, was largely
(but not completely) ground away from the fields, but which is still abundantly
evident among the design details. I'his is now here more evident than on the
left side of the obverse below the ribbon end.
Oondition Oensus per BB (as of early 1W3): f>4-6.Vb.V6,Vf).VW). I'he Mack
Pogue Collection coin is certified as M,S-64.

Famous 1797 Dollar Variety
Stars 9X7, Small Letters
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1797 Stars 9X7, Small Letters. BB-72, B-2. Rarity-3+. VF-3().
Medium grav toning with splashes of gold and some hints of blue. A
nice example, about on par with what is normally seen, of this ex¬
ceedingly popular, very distinctive, and somewhat scarce variety.
Pedigree: From J. Colvin Randall, .May 1894; J..M. Cdapp; John H.
Clapp. Clapp est(2te, 1942, to Louis K. Fliasberg, Sr.
Die notes; The reverse is the long-lived die first used in 179.S to strike BB-.Sl
and finally used in 1798 to make BB-81, with several marriages in between.
■Silver dollars of the year 1797 have always been especially popular with nu¬
mismatists. I'here are three die varieties each reflecting different combinations
of star arrangements and letter sizes. While all three are collectible, the pres¬
ently offered BB-72 Small Letters reverse style is the most elusive. Over the
years many different estimates of rarity have reached print. 1 he catalopicrs
feel that about 200 to 300 exist totally, with several well-know n past numisma¬
tists suggesting just 20 to 30.
Condition Census per BB (as of early 1993): 62-.S0-4.S-4.S-4.S-40. 'I'o this an
emendation has been recently provided by W. David Perkins, who commented

i

that on p. 2S4 of that text the Kbsen and Chalkley citations (both Pd- -4S) actually
represent the same coin, and the .Austin and Aspen coins (two of the P.l -40)

i

likely also represent but a single specimen.

Mint State 1797 Silver Dollar
Stars 9X7, Large Letters
Condition Census
ff>^oto enlarged to tutke artual size)
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1797 Stars 10X6. BB-71, B-3. Rarity-1. MS-63. A superb speci¬
men, a highlight of the present sale, a coin of an unbelievable (piality.
'I hc strike is excellent, with the features in all areas (including the
hairstrands and each feather in the eagle’s breast) visible cither in
outline or detailed form, except for a very small part on the neck. Sil¬
very, highly lustrous fields with delicate champagne toning at the
center changes to light gold at the rims with splashes of electric blue.
Another marvelous opportunity for the connoisseur and specialist.
As a (late the 1797 dollar is virtually unknown in choice Mint State, l-'or
some reason, dollars of this year (and also 179b) simply were not saved.
Kven the greatest specialized silver dollar collections of the past century
typically had a 1797 Bb-71 in a much lower state of preservation.
Adding further interest is the curious star configuration on the ob¬

»179

1797 Stars 9X7. l.arge Letters. BB-73. B-1. RaHty-l

MS-60. \

d,-l...brf„l coin with bc.ithcrand gold toning (u er siK erx. lustrous sur-

verse, 16 stars on the left and six on the right, seemingly an awkward

JS.S
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A’/., Collection

fates. Well struck and well centered, with both obserse and reserse

Splendid 1798 Small Iva^le Dollar

framed b\ prominent dentils. Details are excellent in all areas except

13 Obverse Stars

the cer\ highest points of'the oficerse and reserse. Indeed, probably
no finer striking; exists.

b rom the Mills (arlleetioii

\s IS true of other \arieties of'this date, this issue is exceedingly
rare at the Mint .State le\el. Several have appeared at auction over the
vears, but have never been gathereii together at one time and place
as to permit consistent grading. The present coin is believed to be
comfortably w ithin the ('ondition (iensus.
Pedi^rri’: John

Mills Collection, S.ll. and //. Chapman, April J7-J9,

1‘^dJ; J.M. Clapp; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, IVJJ, to Louis h..
b.ltashetx, Sr.
Die State I, prior to relapping. Tiny raised pellet in field opposite ninth star.
On the reverse under high magnification the K in S'l'.A'I'K.S is double punched
at the center. I'he lower right serif of' I' in OF is lightly doubled as well. Slight
doubling IS at the left side of the I in I Nri'KI), and within the K of the same
word are some stray raised lines.
(Condition (Census per BB (as of early I W.M; 6.V6()-6()-6()-6()-.S,S.

2181

1798 13 Stars on Obverse, Small Kagle. BB-82, B-l. Rarity-2-.
Al 1-50. Light silver and heather surfaces w ith splashes of sea green,

Remarkable Quality 1798 BB-81 Dollar

gold, and electric blue. .A splendid specimen of the second of just two
1798 silver dollars with the -Small Fagle reverse, the present piece

IS Obverse Stars

being from different dies than the preceding, with the standard 1.?

Small Ka^Ie, Small Letters Reverse

star count on the obverse and with large letters on the reverse. .A
splendid example of this scarce type. 1798 dollars with Small Fagle
reverse constitute but a traction of the pieces surviving from this
year.
Pedigree: John G. .Mills Collection, S.H. and ll. Chapman, April J7-J9,
1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
h.liashery., Sr.
I )ic notes: I)ic .State III, advanced cracks on the reverse, almost to theshattend
state.
Condition (leiisus per BB (as of early 199.M: 64-5.5-.S.S-,5()-.S()-,S().

Mint State 1798 Dollar
21H0

I leraldic Ka^le Reverse

1798 15 Stars on Obverse, Small Isa^jle, Small Letters. BB-Hl,

(condition (Census

B-2. Karity-2 + . Al -58. .Another delightful specimen. From a con¬
dition viewpoint, the piece challenges Mint State and is perhaps con¬
servatively designated Al '-.SH. The fields are light gray with splashes
of gold and, toward the rims, electric blue. From an aesthetic view¬
point it is a V isual treat.
This is the only 179S siker dollar tirith 15 olK'erse stars; all others have
l.V It seems likely that the die was made in 1795 or before June 1796,
when 15 stars were standard. C.ompleted except tor punching in the
date, under this scenario the die remained unfinished and was stored
in a Mint vault. In 1798 the incomplete die had the date added and
was at that time used to coin this particular v ariety.
The reverse is the final hurrah of the long-lived .Small Letters die
first used to strike 1795 BB-51, then 1796 BB-62, BB-6.L and BB-66
(now relappcd), and 1797 BB-72.
Die notes: Die .State II. 'I bis is the only die state seen by the cataloguer. Die
State I (perfect, without relapping) may not exist. Warren Miller and W. David
Ferkins have reported a later die state, treyond State II. with a break from the
chin of Miss l.ifrcrty to the border below star I.f; several pieces are now known.
(iondition (iensus per BB (as of earlv I W.M: 60 (multiples).

2182

1798 Heraldic Kagle, Knobbed 9. BB-96, B-6. Rarity-2+. MS60. A tevv tiny adjustment marks, as made, are hidden in the tiesign
features. Light champagne anti lilac toning over glossy, lustrous sur¬
faces. \ery well struck. Obverse framed with a particularly high rim,
reverse very slightly misalignetl (not unusual for BB-96; \V. David
Perkins reports having seen five thus, and others probablv exist), and
while there are tientils completely surrotiiuling, thev arc boltler on
the left than on the right.
Die notes: Die State I\, Relapping has not yet occurred on the reverse, and
there are beginning traces of a crack at the top of I m AMI- RICV
Condition (iensus per BB (as of earlv IWt):
O-rai-'iS.SO-SO

H/,

H()\vi*:us \\i) Mb:ui:\A

ihe Louis E. E.liasher^, Sr., (Collection

Important 1798 BB-104 Dollar

Mint State 1798 Dollar

Finest Known

Heraldic Hagle Keverse
(Condition (Census

2183 1798 Heraldic Eagle, Wide Date, 13 Arrows. BB-104, B-22.
Karit\’-3+. AU-58. A very pleasing coin that will at once attract the
specialist and delight the connoisseur. 'I'his is believed to be the very
finest known example of BB-104, several orders nicer than the clos¬
est competitor known to the cataloguer, All-50.
Moreover, not only does the coin approach full Mint State, it is well
struck, possesses much original mint lustre, and is delightful to be¬
hold. 'fhe toning is a mixture of delicate gray and gold with some

2184 1798 Heraldic Eagle, Close Date. BB-113, B-27. Rarity-2+.
MS-61. Light golden and gray toning on the obverse changes to
splashes of blue at the rims. The reverse is gunmetal-bliie with hints
of iridescence. A Condition Census piece in a class w ith several oth¬
ers graded as MS-60 or so in the Bowers Encyclopedia, and probably
better than most.

hints of blue, particularly around the borders. Prominent dentils

Die notes: Die State 11. \^ry early state without faint crack from dentils to 9,
but with reverse crack developed as noted. 'Fhe piece is quite curiously struck,

frame both obverse and reverse.
Pedigree: Harte^n P. Smith Collection. S.H. and H. Chapman. May 8-11.

• with the face of Miss Liberty having a sharp drop-off from the plane area to the
field, almost a slanting wall or ridge outlining the profile from the neck to the

1906; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate. 1942. to Louis K.

curls, dramatically evident under close examination, probably due to striking,
possibly with two blows of the press. Elsewhere on the coin there are begin¬

h'Jiasberg. Sr.
Die notes: Die State IV, quite advanced. Rare as such and not hitherto de¬

ning evidences of bifurcation, also a striking artifact.
(Condition Census per BB (as of early 1993): 6,5-64-63-60 several.

tailed in print. For the record, a detailed description follows: The crack (famil¬
iar to specialists) is large and extends through the right side of the FI in
STATKS, going between two clouds, and ending in the field. Meanwhile, two
branches split off to the right, one going to the top of the lower left serif in S,
and continuing to the cloud below, bisecting it. The second crack from the
right side of the E is more delicate, irregular, goes to the same cloud, splits

Condition Census 1798 Dollar
Pleasing ALJ-55

within the cloud to extend to the left of the star below it, and to pierce the up¬
per right tip of the star below it, in the second row. 'Fhe right side of the split
bisects a star, continues to the star below (in the second row), splits and frac¬
tures in the area of the star right above second U in LlNl’M, continues through
the motto, and proceeds through all of the horizontal shield stripes, stopping
where the vertical stripes end. .Still another crack begins at a dentil above the
final 8 in .STA'FES, goes diagonally through the top of the letter, a cloud to the
right, then continuing right to the star below the adjacent cloud. At that star the
crack splits, with the rightmost branch of the split being very delicate, and the
left piercing a star in the second row, and continuing to the ribbon just above
the right side of N1 m EWf'Nl. Another crack begins m the dentils above the 11
in I’NITED, proceeds downward on a shallow slant through the upper right
serif of the letter, through the 1 above center, through the T at its center, but
through the bottom part of the E, and the base of the D, where it becomes very
delicate and extends to the eagle’s wing, at which point shattering occurs, and
two additional cracks are seen downward to the left of the ribbon end. A crack
continues through the w ing, up to the bottom of the first ,S in STA'FE.S, to the
center of the 'F, piercing the upright. On this specimen it is seen that the
■

2185 1798 Heraldic Eagle, Close Date. BB-125, B-8. Karit\-2-. AC55. A very pleasing specimen, (Condition (.ensus, of the variety

“crack” above OF is not a crack at all but is a clash mark showing the curved

Light silver gray surfaces with ample splashes of blue.

outline of th'e bust on the obverse. Fhus, it could be that a crack TaZrr develops

are seen in the obverse field, and on the reverse below 1 1 F.D, an area

at this point (we will ponder this in the course of further research), but on the

of somewhat light striking. What seem to be original planchet marks

present piece there is no crack, just a clash mark.
Condition Census per BB (as of early 199,5): .50-4,5 several. Note (courtesy of

few marks

\V David Perkins): Fhe BB-1()4 credited in the Bowers-Borckardt study as the

are visible.
'The presently offered coin seems to be tied with three others as the

“llerdegen specimen, AC-.5(),” is now known to have been misattributed in

second finest known.

the llerdegen sale by the cataloguer, Hans M.F. Schulman; that coin is a BB105 (earlier known as Bolender-23).

Die notes: Die State 11.
r rc n zi
Condition Census per BB (as of early 1993): OriginalK as ,5,5-.5,
to which should be added the PCCS MS-64 coin in the Boys' Fown Sale. Supe¬
rior, May 1990, Lot 3877.
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(choice 1799/8 Overdate Dollar

Notable 1799 HH-1.S9 Dollar

('hoice Mint State

Only Mve Stars on KiMlu

Incredible Quality
inest Known

2188

1799 8X5 Stars. BB-159, B-23. Rdrity-2+. Al ’-.SS. A splendid
specimen with light gray toning on the obverse, accented with
splashes ot gold and sea green. 'I'he reverse is a delightful mixture of

2186

1 799/8 Overdate. 13 Stars on Reverse. BB-142, B-1. Rarit>-2+.

lilac, gray, and gold. Nicely struck and verv appealing.

MS-63. A lovely specimen, believed to be the finest known. Deli¬

I his particular variety stands alone in the earlv dollar series as the

cate gold and champagne toning mottled with splashes of heather

only style with iwix. five stars to the right of the bust, the arrangement

and lilac on the obverse, accented here and there with magenta and

being 8 to the left and 5 to the right. 1 he reason for this configuration

blue. 'I'he reverse is a mixture of light gray and gold with some gun-

is unknown. The engraver may have accidentally punched the eight

metal-blue at the rims. \ delightful example both technically (nu¬

stars on the left after ju.st having cut a die fora 1799 $10 gold coin (all

merically) and visually, a splendid coin that is bound to be a show¬
piece in the cabinet of its next owner.

ot which have stars arranged 8X.S this year). Me would then have
been forced to complete the die using only five stars on the right.

Die notes: Die .State II. The cracks in the die at 1 of AMKRICA are quite in¬

Ciiven the fact that all other 1799 dollar obverse dies ha\e 7X6 ar¬

credible and are unlike what are typically seen on a coin of this area. Appar¬

rangements, the 8X5 stars die is cjuite remarkable.

ently, a large piece of the die fell away, or small sections cracked away, probably
the result of the (juality of the steel employed. A somewhat similar situation,

The present piece flirts with the lower end of the Condition Cen¬

but in its beginning stages, is at the border to the right of the first 'I' in
.S'l'.VIHS.

sus and from an aesthetic viewpoint might well challenge some of the
pieces in the Condition Census that are listed as M.S-6().

Condition C;ensus per BB (as of early IW.S): 6.V62-6()-6()-b()-.S.S. I'he Carter

Pedigree: John G. Mills Collection, S.IL and li. Chapman, April J7-29,

Collection coin. Stack’s, 1984, is now graded as PCCS M.S-61 (this was esti¬

1904; J.M. Clapp; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Ediasberg, Sr.

mated by us to be M.S-6.? in the Condition Census). The .Aspen and Chalkley
coins, both M.S-6() in the preceding, arc the same coin. Thus, the revised Con¬

Die notes: Die .State II.

dition Census is: 6.^ (Kliasberg Collection coin)-62-61 (Carter coin)-b()-6()-.S,S.

Condition Census per BB (as of early 199.1): 6,V6,1-6.V6.V6()-W).

Mint State 1799 Dollar

Splendid Mint State 1799 Dollar

Beauty and Quality Combined

High Condition Census
Spectacular Obverse Clash Marks

218/

1/99 BB-I57, B-S. Rarity-2. .\IS-62. .\ delightful combination of
high grade and gorgeous aesthetic appeal. Condition Census from a
numerical viewpoint, and (jiiite possibly unsurpassed by any other
example. Delicate golden and lavender toning on the obverse, over
somew hat prooflike surfaces. The reverse is a mixture of gold, ma¬
genta, and blue. I he striking is (piite excellent, with superb defini¬
tion ,ind detail. ,\ flat spot, as made, appears at the outer rim over T^
of LIMK8 I

\ breathtaking coin to behold, a conclusion that will

siir'-ly be shared by its next ow ner anil all others w ho have occasion to
see It.
Die noff-. Die Sr.ifc III
(.ondioiin ' >-niio per BB i.is of carls Pi'll): hS-M-M-bl-lil-O.V

2189

1799 Without Berries in Reverse Wreath. BB-161. B-1 la. Rarity-2. .MS-61. .A gorgeous piece, comfortably within the Condition
(.ensus and among the top two or three finest known. 'I'he oinerse is
a mixture of lilac and gold w ith sjrlashcs of magenta and. in particular,
blue at the rims. I he striking is exijuisite. fhe reserse is a blend of
light blue, gray, and gold, again nicely struck, fhe entire piece has a
scry appealing aspect, a ijuality the connoisseur will appreiiate.
The Harold Rareford coin (.Stack’s, 1981) was described as "lUilliant I ncirciilated, frosty mint bloom, with pist the b.irest tom h of
friction on the high points." and was graded b\ the cataloguer as \|S.
6.1 for the I*8>1 /• .nn'ilopedia on the siibjci t

\p.irt from th.it, the I

dition (.ensus, not including the I'.li.isberg (ailleition loin, ilrops
dow n to \IS-(»(I,
Die notes f lbt rr\r 4if ven pniminrHtly I hldal in rhf ilatr .ara ,it4 to rt,
ani;hr. with leilering, p.iris ol i |oii(l>. .mil oiliei le.iiiites \ isible Slinlieil i .iie

HH
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The Louis F.. F.licisherg, Sr., (ioUertion

fully, much of the word S'l’A'l'ES can be made out, reversed. 'The die has
clashed twice, possibly three times, and is ()uite spectacular. Not described as
such in the 1993 Encyclopedia on the subject. This is the obverse die state (with

Choice Mint State 1800 Dollar
Finest Known HH-188

clash marks) of BB-156 and 157; now we know that before relapping the dies
were mated to create BB-161.
Condition Census per BB (as of early 1993): 63-60-60-60-60-55.

Gem 1799 BB-163 Dollar
Finest Known

2191 1800 BB-188, B-8. Rarity -S-t-. MS-63. Vet another lovely coin, this
example exhibits delicate golden toning with nuances of magenta.
Lustrous.
Far and away the finest known to us, head and shoulders above the
closest competition from a numerical viewpoint and, it goes without
saying, from an aesthetic viewpoint as well. Still another marvelous
opportunity for the connoisseur and specialist.
Die State 11. A tiny raised line is seen above the topmost star on the left and
the upper left of the L. Raised die flaw within the lower part of R on obverse, a
_ hallmark and quick identification marker.
Condition Census per BB (as of early 1993): 6()-6()-6()-55-55-55.

Mint State 1800 Dollar
“AMERICAI” Reverse
Earliest Die State Seen
Condition Census

2192 1800 AMERICAI. BB-192, B-I9. Rarit\-2. MS-62. A pleasing
mixture of lilac and gold toning with splashes of blue at the rims.
Well struck and nicely detailed. Kver popular due to the die flaw on
the reverse which bears a fanciful resemblance to the letter 1 (not re¬
ally, but it is firmly entrenched in the literature).
Condition Census. A find for the die specialist as well as the collec¬
tor of Guide ^oo^-listed major varieties.
Pedigree: S.H. and H. Chapman. January 1900; J..M. Clapp; John //.
Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis h.. h.liasherg. Sr.
Die notes: Die .State I, earlier not seen, without clash marks at date, and. in¬
deed, with raised die finish lines around the borders, indicating an extremcK
early striking before these lines wore away.
The reverse is an interesting study under high magnification and shows a
!photo enlarged to twice actual size)

2190 1799 BB-163, B-10. Rarity-1+. IVIS-64. A superb specimen of al¬

combination of die rust (betw een the arrow feathers and the shield) and crosshatching from die finish lines (below Nil of UNFM). As is true with s irtiialls
any silver dollar of this era. one could spend a long time studs ing its features

most unbelievable (juality, a pieee which must have been very care¬

under magnification and still not sec eserything, so different are the sarious

fully preserved since the day of issue!
'I'he piece is exquisitely struck and somewhat prooOike, with ex¬

hand-cut dies.
iqqy): (,4-63-63-6()-h()-h().
Condition Census per BB (as of earls

cellent detail. 'I’he fields are delicate champagne over lustrous, frosty
surfaces, with some splashes of blue and gold. A technical delight and
an artistic gem combined in one coin. Far and away the finest quality
piece known to us, handily eclipsing its competitors.
Die notes- Die State 11, the reverse (piitc early.
Condition Census per BB (as of early 1993): 63-60 several.

UlWEKS AND MEKI'NA

I he Louis L. Lluisde/}', Sr., Colleit'wn

(Choice Mint State 1800 Dollar
Dotted Date \ ariety
Superb Cotidltlon (Census Quality

H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A . E.haslwrg, Sr.
Die notes: Die State 11.
The IBOl BB-214 is fairly plentiful in lower grades, with an estimated several
hundred known from (i-4 through KK .-Xs research progresses and interest in¬
tensifies in early dollars, it would be interesting to explore the situation of </«trihution. .\mong early dollars—and other coins as well—the survival of .Mint
State pieces is not necessarily a fixed proportion of the total number of s()ecimens in existence across all grades. Thus, certain batches of dollars must have
been put into the channels of commerce and used intensely, while other
batches may have been stored in banks or subjected to less use. 'This aspect has
been barely touched upon in investigations to this point.
C^ondition Census per BB (as of early 1993): b0-58-.S8-.S8-55-.S.S. However, a
revision is in order; the Carter coin is listed as MS-60 in the Condition Census
and attributed to the Buddy Kbsen Collection; in fact, the two specimens are
different. The Carter coin has been certified as .M.S-64.

Desirable 1802 Overdate Dollar
2193

Finest BB-233 Auctioned

1800 Dotted Date. BB-194, B-14. Rarity-2+. MS-63. Medium
gold, gray, and magenta toning over lustrous, frosty surfaces. Hints of
electric blue and magenta at the rims. Another very pleasing coin
from an aesthetic viewpoint. High Condition Census, tied with the
finest known to us, the other being the MS-63 piece once in the
f.C.C. Boyd Collection, “an Uncirculated gem, with brilliance of
original mint lustre. Nick on chin.” Of course, all such comparisons
are highly subjective, but this seems to be the only close contender
from the literature surveyed; the next best falls away to AU-50.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, May 8-11,
1906:
Clapp: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
E.liasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Die .State I\.

I'his obverse die seems to have progressively

chipped away, no doubt due to imperfections in the die steel. Whether tiny air
bubbles were revealed as the die wore, or whether carbon inclusions fell away

2195 1802/1 Wide Overdate. BB-233, B-2. Rarity-4. AU-58 or finer. A

during the same process, is not determined, but the result is quite interesting,

dose challenge to Mint State, with the reverse easily attributable to

including creation of the “Dotted Date” famous to even a casual reader of
books on early dollars. ( I he raised features were not caused by rust, as they are
different from rust pits in form, and there is no evidence of rust elsew here on
the die.)
Condition Census per BB (as of early 199.^): 6,V.S5-.S0-.S()-.S()-4.S.

that level. Another splendid coin with delicate lilac toning at the cen¬
ter changing to gold and blue at the rims. Well struck and nicely
framed by the dentils. 4'his is the finest BB-233 known to us in auc¬
tion citations.
Add the high technical grade of the Eliasberg Collection coin to its
excellent aesthetic appeal, and here is an acquisition opportunity that

Rare Mint State 1801 Dollar

may never be repeated.
Pedigree: S.H. and H. Chapman, January 1900: J.M. Clapp: John H.

High Condition Census
Among Finest Known of Date

2194

Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EAiasherg, Sr.
Condition Census per BB (as of early 1993): .S()-4.S several; one higher grade
coin reported but not seen.

1801 BB-214, B-4. Rarity-2+. .MS-62. A superb specimen, the
second finest know n to us of the variety BB-214, and (juite possibly
among the very finest 1801 silver dollars of any variety. Lustrous, silver
surfaces at the center have delicate gold toning, changing to medium
gold toward the borders, then electric blue and iridescent hues.
\s a date, the IKOl is remarkable tor its rarity in higher grades, be¬
ing far more elusive than the years immediately preceding and fol¬
lowing

It.

Pedigree hand S Wilson Collection, 1906 prkately: J..M Clapp: John

m()\vi-:ks.\m)\ikkkn.v

The Touts E. EJiasberg, Sr., ('.ollection

Gem Mint State 1802 Dollar

('ondition ('ensus per BB (as of early 1993): 63 several. However, since that
time we have learned that in 19S8 I’dfi.S certified the darter dolicction coin as

High Condition Census

M.S-65.

Mint State 1803 Dollar
Finest Known BB-254

2197 1803 Small 3. BB-254, B-4. Rarity'-3-. MS-62. Medium golden
toning with hints of light gray, magenta around the rims, and among
the dentils some splashes of gunmetal-blue. The finest known speci¬
men of the BB-254 variety, an incredible opportunity for the special¬
ist and connoisseur.
Pedigree: William M. Friesner Collection, E.douard Frossard, June 7-8,
1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.
Eltasberg, Sr
Die notes: The reverse die used to strike this piece is a later equivalent of the
Small Letters die used in 1795-1798 from the standpoint of plural marriages.
'I'he same die is found not only on the present BB-254, but in varying states on
1801 BB-212, 1802/1 BB-231, 1802/1 BB-232, 1802 BB-241, and possibly 1803
BB-253 (no examples seen by the cataloguer, but noted in the literature), the
presently noted BB-254, and, finally, BB-255 of this same date.
Condition Census per BB (as of early 1993): 58-55 several. The Worrell Col¬
lection coin, sold by Superior in 1993, was graded NGC .\1S-61 and will be
added to the revised CC.

Mint State 1803 Dollar
Believed Second Finest Known

2198 1803 Large 3. BB-255, B-6. Rarity-1. MS-62. Somewhat proof¬
(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

like. Another delightful early dollar, the last in the business strike se¬

2196 1802 Narrow Date. BB-241, B-6. Rarity-1. MS-64. A .superb

ries here offered. Light golden toning with splashes of lilac and, at

specimen with light lilac and gray toning over lustrous and somewhat

the rim, sea green and gunmetal-blue. A simply outstanding coin

golden surfaces. Satiny and smooth, a gem piece of simply exquisite

which, to our knowledge, is the second finest known to exist.

character.
While the 1802 as a date is ((uite rare—far more st) than, for ex¬

Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F. Fliasberg, Sr.

Pedigree: S.H. and IL Chapman, January 1900; J.M. Clapp; John H.

ample, a 1798 or 1799—for some reason a fair number of pieces have

Condition Census per BB (as of early 1993): 60 several. To these can be added

been recorded in Mint State. The Hliasbcrg (Collection coin ranks

the M.S-63 specimen sold in our May 1994 sale of the Burke and Clemente

very high among the finer known specimens.
'This lot answers the call of the specialist for a gem of the variety,
and also the type and date collector’s (juest for a memorable coin of
the Draped Bust obverse. Heraldic Kagle reverse design. Another
extremely elusive “find.”
Pedigree: Matthrw: A. Stickney Collection, Henry Chapman, June J5-29,
1907, Lot 1116; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eltasberg,
Sr.

BOWFkS AND MFKFNA

Collections, Lot 1310. Today, the revised CC, including the Kliasberg Collec¬
tion coin, would be: 63-62-60-60-60-60.
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**The King of American Coins''

1804
“ORIGINAL”
SILVER DOLLAR
Class I
Choice Proof
The Stickney Specimen
First in a Collector's Hands

I He l outs h. h.ltusher^, Sr., Collection

The Celebrated 1804 Dollar

O/rcerse of Lot 2199

IK mi'KS AM) \II‘UI‘N.>

‘'The King of American Coins:

The United States Silver
Dollar oe 1804
hi all the history of numismatics of the entire world, there is
not today and there never has been a single coin which was and
is the subject of so much romance, interest, comment, and upon
which so much has been written and so much talked about and
discussed as the United States silver dollar of 1804.
While there may be coins of greater rarity (based upon the
number of specimens known), none are so famous as the dollar
of 1804! This is due to the fact that this great coin was the first
coin of United States mintage to have been recognized as the
rarest coin of the United States, from the very beginning of
American numismatics, more than one hundred years ago. And
it is today, as it always has been, the best known and most
sought-after coin, not only among collectors, but among the pub¬
lic in general as well.
B. Max Mehl
1941
(in his description of the Dunham 1804 Class I dollar)

iht l.uuts h. h.ituslh'r'^, Sr., Collection

Most Celebrated of the 1804 Dollars
"Fhe King of American Goins
Choice Proof
Class I “Original”
The Stickney Specimen
Obtained from the Mint in 1843
l^aymond: “The Most Famous Pedigreed Coin in America”

21W

IS04 tJIass I "Original.” l*ro<if-63. BH-304. Rarity-7. “'Fhe
king of American (..nins.” I he Stickney specimen, the most
celebrated example and the very first to be in a private collec¬
tion. Redigreed contimioiisly back to the day it was acquired at
the Mint in IH4.t!
Medium gfjs jnd lil.ii tonmK Kxtrcmcly well struck in all areas. ,\
vwu.il masterpiece, splendid m every reKard. 'The edge lettering was
nittencd bv striking m a closed, plain collar, as is true of all examples.
()n the obverse i fine die i r.ii k begins at the outermost tip of st.ir b
irxl . onfiniics upward, through the tops of MMI.K I V ending at the

left side of the last letter. Reverse w ith a tiny crack beginning at the
left top side of I in lINri'KI), continuing across the body of that let¬
ter, through the tops of 'I'KI) anti ending in the field to the right tif
the I).
,\s is true of certain other dollars, the veins in the lowest right leaf
pair are raisctl; other leaves have incuse veins.
.'\ superb, memorable specimen of Xmerica’s most famous rare
coin, an issue w hit h stands at the verv forefront of American numis
matii and public interest, a l.mdmatk issue over ISO years

The story

of this IS04 tlollar, ami of all 1M04 dollars, follows:

M()\vi<:us AM) \ib:Ki-:\/

The Louis E. E.liasberg, Sr., (Collection

The Eliasberg Specimen
1 he Eliasberg Collection 1804 dollar, an attractively toned Proof, is
one of the finest known examples of this classic American rarity. It is
of the Class I type, earlier called “originals,” which is the variety pro¬
duced openly at the Philadelphia Mint and used for diplomatic pre¬
sentation or exchange.
Phis specimen was obtained by Matthew A. Stickney, of Salem,
Massachusetts, on May 9, 1843, in exchange for coins the curators
desired for the Mint Cabinet. Later, the dollar went to Col. James W.
Ellsworth, then to Wayte Raymond, and in early March 1923, to Wil¬
liam Cutler Atwater, from the sale of whose collection Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr., obtained it in 1946.
Stickney on July 2, 1867 wrote to Edward Cogan, Esq., of New
York, a letter which was published in the American Journal of Numis¬
matics for August 1867. This letter detailed his decline of a $1,000 of¬
fer for his 1804 dollar and provided information regarding his acquisi¬
tion of this coin at the Mint in 1843. Stickney also discussed various
other collecting matters and spoke of his numismatic interests which
had taken place for nearly 50 years.
In describing this 1804 dollar for sale in the Stickney collection,

prime showpiece and, in fact, was the cover coin on the brochure Louis
E. Pdiasberg, Sr., prepared in connection with displays of his collection.
The following was written by Louis PP Eliasberg, .Sr. in 1956:
The dollar on exhibit is the only coin of this rare date that can be
traced back to the United .States Mint, where it was acquired by Mr.
Stickney in 1843 in exchange for a gold |178.S| IMMUNE COLl MBIA
cent and several other pieces. There are six original 1804 dollars
known to exist of which three, including this specimen, are in private
collections. It is the most famous pedigreed coin in America and has
only been in four collections in the past 113 years.
What happened to the 19,570 standard silver dollars of 1804 (indi¬
cated by Mint records to have been coined) has been for many years a
subject of speculation. One theory is that they were lost when the ship
sank which was transporting them to France in payment for the terri¬
tory then known as Louisiana. The more generally accepted theory is
based on the known fact that the bullion value of the silver dollar at
that time exceeded the face value, for which reason the silver dollars
which were coined were melted into bullion almost as fast as they were
minted. In 1806, James Madison, then of the Department of .State,
wrote to the Mint director instructing him to discontinue striking silver
dollars, stating that they were being exported almost as fast as they
could be minted. Whether they were exported as bullion or as coined
pieces is not known. None were issued again until 1836.

Henry Chapman wrote, in part: “This 1804 dollar has never been out
of Mr. Stickney’s possession and is so carefully guarded by him that

Matthew A. Stickney

few persons were ever even allowed to see it. He always considered
the 1787 New York Brasher doubloon and this coin his greatest nu¬
mismatic treasures.”
Wayte Raymortd published, in June 1931, a pamphlet describing
the history of this specimen, later reprinted by B. Max Mehl in the
Atwater Collection catalogue. Raymond’s foreword notes:
Ownership and pride of possession contribute a large part of the
pleasure of collecting, and Mr. William C. Atwater of New York is
justly proud of owning the celebrated Stickney 1804 dollar. This is by
far the most famous pedigreed coin in America and is one of the out¬
standing pieces in his remarkable collection of United States coins.
The pedigree of this splendid coin dates back to May 9th, 1843,
when it was purchased from the cabinet of the U. S. Mint by Mr. Mat¬
thew Stickney of Salem, Mass. It remained in the Stickney Collection
until after his death in 1894, and was finally sold at auction for his es¬
tate by Henry Chapman of Philadelphia in 1907. It thus remained in
the possession of Mr. Stickney and his daughter for 64 years. It was
purchased at the Chapman auction for $3,600.00 by Col. James W.
Ellsworth of New York. In 1923 1 bought the entire collection of Col.
Ellsworth and Mr. Atwater acquired the Stickney Dollar, as well as
many other rare pieces, from me. Ehe letters reproduced in this pam¬
phlet speak for themselves and confirm the pedigree of this famous
coin from the time it left the United States Mint 88 years ago.
Several letters followed providing additional evidence of the pedi¬
gree of this “celebrated 1804 dollar.”
In the history of numismatics in America, more has been written
about, more has been discussed concerning the 1804 silver dollar
than any other coin. Feature articles, columns of print, and even a
book have been written about this rarity. When the King term was
first used is not known, but it was at an early date. In 1885 when S.H.
and H. Chapman offered the Chapman Collection 1804, Lot 354 of
that sale, the introduction to the catalogue noted “the great rarity, the
King of the H.S. Series, the genuine 1804 dollar.” In his June 1907
catalogue of the Matthew A. Stickney Collection, Henry Chapman
titled the Stickney 1804 dollar a bit more boldly and with an exclama¬
tion mark, “ LHE KING OF UNi rED STAPES COINS!”
The King lived on, with his crown shining more brilliantly than
ever, especially in the prose of B. Max Mehl, who in the early 20th
century handled more rarities than any other professional numisma¬
tist. His “kingly” admiration of an 1804 dollar is quoted in the pref¬
ace to the present offering.
And, of the known examples of the King of American Coins the
Eliasberg Collection coin is at once the first example privately held

Upon the collector’s passing, the American Journal of Numismatics
prepared this obituary and biography, published in October 1894:
Mr. Matthew Adams Stickney, the well-known numismatist of Sa¬
lem, Mass., died at his late residence in that city, Saturday evening,
August 11. He was born in Rowley, Mass., September 23, 1805, and
was a descendant of William Stickney, an early settler in that town. His
education was gained in the public schools of his native place, supple¬
mented by a sufficient study of Latin to be useful in the reading of the
inscriptions, etc., on ancient coins and medals. At the age of 22 he
settled in what is now Peabody (then South Danvers), where he began
his business life in the counting-room of Sawyer & Pierce, dealers in
West India goods; two years later he established himself in the same
business, which he carried on there and later in Salem for nearly 30
years, retiring in 1854. His residence for half a century or more was in
the city of Salem, and his home there was the constant resort of friends
of similar tastes to his own.
As a boy he was greatly interested in ornithology, and it is said that
before he was 10 years old he had gathered a collection of nearly two
thousand eggs—thus early giving evidence of “the collector’s in¬
stinct.” As he grew older, his love of antiquarian pursuits developed,
and inheriting from his grandfather a large amount of Continental cur¬
rency, which had been paid him for services in the Revolution, he was
led to make a collection of colonial and Continental coins and money.
In this he was eminently successful; he has left several valuable cabi¬
nets filled with ancient and modern coins, but especially rich in early
American issues, and those of Great Britain which relate more or less
closely to this country. Among his choice pieces are a fine impression of
the 1804 dollar. Proof sets complete from 1845, and many of the rarer
issues of the United .States Mint.
He did not confine himself to numismatic collections, however; he
acquired ancient furniture, and old almanacs, of w hich he had what is
believed to be the most complete set ever brought together in this
country, autographs, also, including those of the Signers of the Declara¬
tion, American statesmen, and many prominent men of the present
century, and other interesting relics of days gone by, found appropriate
places in his cabinets.
He was a frequent contributor to the Proceedings of the Essex Institute.
of which he was an honored member, having served it as librarian and
curator, and he also published several works on numismatic, historic,
and genealogical subjects, including “Notes on American Gurrency,"
“Almanacs and their Authors,” Genealogies of the .Stickney and
Fowler families, and left others in manuscript. He was a Gorresponding Member of the American Numismatic and Archaeological .Society;
and he held honorary or active membership in the Vermont Historical
.Society, the American Statistical .StK'iety, and several other bodies of a
similar character. Mr. Stickney was twice married, and leaves three un¬
married daughters.

in the numismatic community, a Class I or “Original” striking, the
most famous of all specimens, and among the three or four finest of

History and Appreciation of the 1804 Dollar

any class. From the day it was obtained directly from the Philadel¬

The Mint in the 183()s

phia Mint by Matthew A. .Stickney on May 9, 1843, it has been cher¬
ished and carefully preserved by several generations of numismatists.
In the Eliasberg Collection this famous classic rarity has been a

UJWKKS AND MKKKNA

Much of what is known today about 1804 sib er tlollars w as not rec¬
ognized when Louis E. Eliasberg, .Sr., wrote his brochure m 1956.

I he I .outs h. h.liasber^, Sr., Collection

1 hese coins later became the subject of a book of their own. The b'antashi If(04 Dollar, by Kric P. Newman and Kenneth K. Bressett, 1%2,

w ithin the Mint.

from which certain of the present summarized account is derived,

cial sets of I'nited States coinage to be made up by the Philadelphia

and “I’pdatinK the Fantastic 1B()4 Dollar,” Newman, The Whitman

Mint for presentation to the King of Siam and the Imam of Muscat.

Sumismattc Journal, September 1964. Also see Q. David Bowers’
1992 work. Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars of the United States: A Com¬
plete Kncyclopedta. The most recent essay is “A Restated Opinion on

each denomination currently in use, to form a complete set. I wo

the Origin of the 1804 Dollar and the 1804 Eagle Proofs,” by fclric P.

.At the time the currently-produced denominations included the

On November 11, 1834, the Department of .State ordered tw o spe¬

Fhese were to be fitted in special cases and to contain an example of
other presentation sets were subsequently ordered early in 1835.

Newman, from a presentation given at the Coinage of the Americas

half cent, cent, half dime, dime, quarter, half dollar, gold quarter

(Conference, American Numismatic Society, October 30, 1993.

eagle, and gold half eagle. Proofs dated 1834 were made of each of

■Although Mint records state that 19,570 silver dollars were minted

these. A search of Mint records revealed that two other denomina¬

in calendar year 1804, nowhere is it stated that those coins actually

tions were authorized, but had not been struck for many years. Silver

bore the 1804 date. At the time it was .Mint practice to keep using

dollars had been last struck in 1804 (but terminated by order of May

dies of earlier dates until they broke or wore out. Sometimes these

1, 1806; authority for the denomination was resumed on April 18,

older dies were overdated (the 1802/1 dollar is an example), but often

1831) and $10 gold eagles were last struck in 1804 as well. Although

the original dates were retained as made, quite probably because the

the coiners of the .Mint had on hand an 1804 $10 gold coin (which

dies had already been hardened for use, and the overpunching

would later become a part of the Mint Cabinet), they had no way of

(overdating) procedure required that the dies be heated to a high

knowing, as no numismatic check list had ever been printed, that the

temperature, cooled, and cleaned, a painstaking process. Thus, it is

silver dollars minted in 1804 were of earlier dates.

believed that the “1804” dollars struck in 1804 bore earlier dates.

Seeking to present coins that were historically accurate, the en¬

Numismatic knowledge was scarce in America in the early 1830s.

graver and coiner at the Mint simply made up new silver dollar and

The first specialized book on United States coins had yet to be

$10 gold dies bearing the 1804 date. I'he dollar was believed to have

written, and the .Mint’s own collection, the Mint Cabinet, would

been made, but no specimen had been located. Business strike ex¬

not be formed until June 1838, although “master coins” (Proofs) as

amples of the 1804 $10 were known. For the first time, 18()4-dated

well as business strikes of certain issues had been saved for a num¬

silver dollars were struck. It is not known today whether in 1834-

ber of years in anticipation of the establishment of a collection

1835 there was an intent to deceive or misrepresent. Some be-
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Stickney Describes His 1804 Dollar
'['his letter (photographed above and reprinted on page 299) accompanies the Kliasberg Collection specimen of the 1804 Class I silver
dollar. For the first time, in Q. David Bowers’ book. Touts E. Eliasher^, Sr, King of Coins, 1996, a complete transcript of the letter was re¬
printed in a numismatic publication, this from a typed version in the Kliasberg records. Hoxener, with the letter now in our possession, the
present trfjnsrnpt is presented as being a 100% faithful version as examined and reprinted below (the ditTerences between this transcription
anri the rme in the King of Corns brnik are minor; such as the last word in the letter being “prevents.” but earlier given as “prcNcnt”) incluiling original spelling and punctuation. I he letter has been (|noted widely, but all known earlier copies (beginning with the .\nirntan Journtil
of Sumt\maltfs, July IHf)7) have cither changed certain spellings, added punctuation, or have omitted sections. Mans piinctu.ition marks
in< lulling (nlons, commas, and semit olons, added in pencil after the fact, are still seen lightiv on the* letter .ind .ire not i|iioteil below.
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The Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr., Collection

Salem,

July 2,

1867.

Edward Cogan Esq.
New-Vork.
Dear Sir:
I have received from some friendly hand perhaps yours, the June number of the “American Journal of Numismatics” in
which you notice a paragraph from a California paper, and say truly, that I would not have parted with the dollar of 1804 for
twice what was stated I was offered for it.
I was applied to by letter June 4, 1866 by Mr. T.A. Andrews of Charlestown, Mass, for the dollar 1804, which he understood 1 had
in my possession, and wished to obtain by purchase, for a friend in California, or information where he could get another. In reply, I
stated that; “1 have a genuine proof dollar of the United States Coinage of 1804; I do not dispose of any coins not duplicates, at any
price. It is not likely that if I parted with this dollar, I could ever obtain another, as I have been told by a gentleman (\V. Elliot
Woodward Esq.) largely engaged in selling Coins at Auction, that he thought that it might bring one thousand dollars.” On the 18th
of Nov. ’66 Mr. Andrews wrote me again, offering in the name of his friend “$1,000. in currency or the value in Gold coin”, saying; “1
merely make the offer as requested to do, being aware that you stated that you did not dispose of coins except duplicates.” 1 de¬
clined the offer on the 23rd of the same month.
No mention was made of this offer to any one afterwards, and the first notice I received of the California paragraph was from Mr.
Poole a Professor in a College at Mexico, who supposed I was the gentleman meant in the notice he had seen in California when
returning to his native place. South Danvers; and who called me soon after. Of the genuineness of my U.S. Dollar of 1804,1 think
there cannot be entertained a doubt, as it was handed me directly from the Cabinet of the U.S. Mint in Philadelphia on the 9th of
May 1843 by one of its officers, who still holds the same situation there and can testify to it. It was not then considered any more
valuable than any other of the series, and I only desired it to help make up the Chronological series which I perhaps was the first
to attempt to make of U.S. Coins.
Jacob G. Morris Esq. of Phila. (lost on board of the “Arctic” on his return from Europe in 18.S4) whom I visited at the same time,
in a letter received from him soon after, writes “I have never cared for making a collection of American Coins of each years coin¬
age, it is only where the style has been altered, or where there is any peculiarity in the Coin, differing from those in general circu¬
lation that 1 have cared for them, nor do I see the utility of it to a Collector.” Dr. Roper & others were of the same opinion.
This Dollar has never been out of my house since or even handled by those who called to see it, and I was very careful that
Monsieur Vattemare when at my house should not by some sleight of hand exchange it.
It is a perfect specimen and I was not aware that there was any other original one existing, save the one I left in the Cabinet
of the Mint. It was obtained with other coins, by an honorable exchange of Pine-Tree money and rareities [.«>■] not in their col¬
lection, one piece of which, has since proved to be of exceeding rarity the “Immune Columbia” in gold, 1783 which Mr. Du
Bois notices as a guinea re-struck and bearing the date of 1783, pg. 129 of his work on the Collection of Coins belonging to the
U.S. Mint, 1846 and which I had obtained the day before, of Beebee and Parshells lsic\ in N.Y.
As regards the authenticity of other specimens of the U.S. Dollar of 1804, I have no knowledge. Those having dollars of that
date (Cohen and Mickley) were not then known at the Mint as collectors, as appears by the list of which I send you a copy,
then obtained 1843 from Mr. Du Bois, which remains in his handwriting in my possession, with the addition of the names of
Philip Hone of New York and Robert Gilmour \sic; Gilmor is correct] of Baltimore, which were added in the handwriting of the
late John Allan of N.Y. who was also a distinguished collector.
“Amateurs of Coins- Dr. Roper, J.G. Morris Esq. Mr. David, (nephew of Mr. Morris) Mr. W.G. Mason; C.C. Ashmead; John
Reeve; Mr. Cooper, Camden [NJ] H.A. Muhlenberg, Reading- Rev. Dr. Robbins of Hartford (my uncle) Edward B. Wynn
Hamilton.”
1 have been for nearly fifty years a systematic collector of Coins, and for a very long period almost without a competitor, and verymany of the rare coins which now enrich other Cabinets were by great solicitation obtained from me. My facilities for collecting
coins were remarkably good, through the friendship of Beebee & Parshall’s [Parshell’s corrected in ink by Stickney to read
Parshall’s] Bullion Exchange 22_ Wall St N.\'. 1 rec. from them quarterly from 1843, rare coins I was in search of, at par, and under
all the changes of the firm they continued to favor me till 1854, when in consequence of ill health, I gave up my business, and
ceased to make active efforts for additions to my cabinet, only obtaining the regular series of Proof coins from the Mint, which 1
have received from them for twenty five years.
You are at liberty to make what use you may please of my letter if 1 have communicated anything that may be of interest to
the American Num. & Arch. Society, of which 1 should be glad to be a member but age and distance prevents.
1 am with esteem
Yours 'Eruly
Matthew A. Stickney
119 Boston St.
Uowrn and Mrnna note: Should the neiie purrhaser of the row and letter msh us to do so. we will fumtsh biographical details concerning the various individuals ( Messrs
Morns. Vattemare. et all mentioned within the letter.
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lic\c that there was. Others think differently. The cataloguer is in¬
clined toward the view that 1804 dollars were struck in 1834 as a mat¬
ter ot Mint business, but in later years (circa 1858 onward) became
the subject of deception by Mint officials; the so-called Class H and
III pieces, of which more will be said, are surely in this category.
It can be argued that in 1834 the Mint received authorization from
the executive branch of the government to make complete coinage
sets, and thus the $1 and $10 dies were officially authorized and
made as were the coins struck from the dies.

The Mint Cabinet
.\s years went on. Mint officials such as Jacob R. Eckfeldt and Wil¬
liam K. DuBois became more numismatically knowledgeable. In¬
deed, Kckfeldt had been interested in coins for a long time and had
kept on hand an assortment of earlier issues, primarily copper cents,
to give, exchange, or sell to interested collectors.
In time, the Mint Cabinet became a reality, and an invitation was
extended to coin collectors to make exchanges with the Mint. This
cordial, open-handed practice was continued until at least the late
1850s, as evidenced by Mint Director (1853-1861) James Ross
Snowden issuing a printed circular inviting trades.
On .May 9, 1843, Matthew A. Stickney visited the Mint and ob¬
tained an 1804 silver dollar in an open exchange documented by let¬
ters. I’his is the presently offered Eliasberg Collection specimen.

examples and sell them privately, rather than in open exchange for
the benefit for the .Mint Cabinet.
It seems that at this time, circa the 1850s, the reverse die used be¬
ginning in 1834 to produce earlier versions of the 1804-datcd dollar
and a hitherto unused reverse die of the same design (also made in
1834), were on hand. The previously unused reverse die was picked.
Coins from this new combination were made and sold secretly, al¬
though on occasion various Mint officials were all too happy to pro¬
nounce them to be genuine original coins actually made in the year
1804, if pressed on the subject.
In time, various stories were devised by collectors and romanticists to
explain w hy only a dozen or so examples w ere known of the 1804 silver
dollar, in spite of the Mint report that 19,570 were made. The know l¬
edge of the diplomatic gift sets ordered in 1834 was completely lost
(Woodward’s words of 1867 had been overlooked or ignored) as was
knowledge of the legitimate method of distributing the earliest-made
coins (also per Woodward), until James C. Risk startled visitors to the
1962 AN.A convention by exhibiting the original 1834-made King of
Siam presentation set (missing the half dime and the $5 with motto),
including an 18()4-dated silver dollar, owned by David Spink of Lon¬
don. The Newman-Bressett book was in press at the time. What hap¬
pened next is related by W'alter Breen in his 1988 Encyclopedia:
I'he true first edition was being run off during the 1962 ANA con¬
vention when James C. Risk revealed the story of the King of Siam's
1834 Proof set containing an original 1804 dollar. Bressett phoned a
stop press order to Racine [home of Whitman Publishing Company) so

Woodward’s History (1867)
An early account by W. Elliot Woodward, of Roxbury, MA, was
printed in the American Journal of Numismatics, June 1867, and gave
the opinion of one of America’s leading numismatists of that era:
I'hc dollar of 1804 is quite as rare and valuable as stated; so rare, in¬
deed, and the few specimens existing so well known, as to make it
highly improbable that a genuine one is to be found in California |a ref¬
erence to a popular newspaper clipping suggesting that a .Mr. Repiton,
having “made an unsuccessful tender of $1,.500 for one in possession of
a gentleman residing in Salem, Massachusetts,” had located a speci¬
men elsewhere). Very few of these dollars were struck in 1804, and
probably only one or two originals remain.
■Sometime during the administration of President Jackson, a present
was received from the Imaun [«'f| of Muscat, and our government,
wishing to make a proper return to that magnate, caused, amongst
other things, a set of coins to be made for him, and the only dollar dies
existing being those of 1804, a few pieces were struck from them, one
of which was used as intended, one was retained in the Mint, and one
found its way to a private cabinet.
It may interest numismatists to know that the one sent to Muscat is
no longer to be found. I'he enthusiasm with which coin collecting is
pursued may be illustrated by stating the fact that a gentleman of New
York City caused an investigation to be made in the palace of the
Imaun in 1865, and learned that the dollar was not there, and had not
been for a long time.
Of the two others known, one is in the possession of Col. M.I.
Cohen, of Baltimore, and the other is in the well-known Mickley Col¬
lection. The last was obtained many years ago from the Bank of Penn¬
sylvania and is, no doubt, one of the genuine issues of 1804.

The preceding account is of special interest for several reasons. As
later commentaries in the present Eliasberg Collection offering re¬
veal, the “gentleman residing in -Salem, .Massachusetts,” was none
other than Matthew A. Stickney, and the coin referred to is the coin
now being offered for sale.
In later years. Woodward’s comments, quite sage for the time,
served as a basis for the fund of information on the 1804 dollar. A later
generation of scholars discounted the possibility that any 1804 dollars
were indeed struck in the year 1804, and the diplomatic gift to .Mus■ at episode was dismissed as well. As it turned out, some of
VVfKxlward’s account was, in fact, quite true....

I'hc 185()s to the 1870s
Apparent ly, an clement of cupidity entered the equation by the late
|H50s during a rapid growth stage in numismatic interest. Certain
Mint employees realized that the 1804-datcil dollar was a rare anil
V iliiabic torn indeed, and that it would be profitable to strike more

that corrections could be made.... The rare first edition has a chapter
titled 'The Diplomatic Gift Delusion,’ which was necessarily replaced.

Varieties of 1804 Dollars
In due course, alert numismatists noted that the 1804 silver dollar
occurred with two reverse die varieties. 'Fhe variety now known as
Class I, and described below, was found to be identical to that in the
Mint Cabinet and in Stickney’s collection and thus was known as the
“original.” Those of the other variety (Class II and III below) were
called “restrikes.”
'I'he supposition was that the originals had been struck in 1804
plus, if someone remembered Woodward’s account, a few' in 1834.
The others, which first came on the market at a later date, were sup¬
posed to be restrikes, but little was said as to their maker or time of
striking. The Mint took the official position (having also forgotten its
own history) that all 1804 dollars were made in 1804.
Today, the varieties of 1804 silver dollars are classified as follows:
Class I 1804-dated dollars: Reverse die with E in S FA I'E-S over a
cloud. “Original” dollars of the first type, first officially coined in
1834 for diplomatic presentation purposes, and perhaps even coined
continuing through the mid-185()s. Eight specimens are known to
exist, several of which are in museums. The presently offered
Eliasberg Collection coin is a Class 1 “original.”
Class II 1804-dated dollars: Reverse die with E in .S l A l'E-Sover
junction between two clouds. Plain edge. “Restrike.” Made in 1858.
Five said to have been made, three melted, one unaccounted for.
Dnly one is known, struck over a .Swiss dollar-sized silver coin. In the
National Coin Collection in the .Smithsonian Institution.
Class III 1804-dated dollars: Reverse die as preceding. “Rcstrike.” Lettered edge. Made circa late 1850s onward, last date of
manufacture unknown, but possibly into the late 186()s or early
187()s. .Six specimens are known to exist. Kenneth E. Bressett holds
the opinion that all were made in 1858 (letter, January 22, 1997).

Numismatic Significance
Prom the mid-19th century to the present time, more columns of print
have been devoted to the 1804 silver dollar in the pages of The Sumisma
list than to any other single I mited .States rarity. The (luuie Hoot of I 'mtni
States Coins currently gives more space to the 1804 dollar than to anv
other coin and has done so for many editions. Walter Breen's 1988 f-niy
clopedui devotes three pages to it. Noted scholars E.ric P Newman and
Kenneth E. Bressett wrote a Ixxik, The Eanttistu tSOJ liolltn. piiblisheil
in Plf)2. anil on several later iki .isioiis have written articles anil u|Hlaies
and have given presentations alxnit this com.

KOWl-:US AND Ml-:UI''.N

The Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr., (iollertion

For well o%'er a century the possession of an 1804 silver dollar in a col¬
lection has bestowed an aura of glory upon its owner. More than any
other single coin (although the rarer 1913 Liberty Head nickel is a close
second), the 1804 dollar has attracted a lot of attention in numismatic
circles. A book has been written about it, posters have been printed
showing it, and from time to time specimens on display at museums
such the Smithsonian Institution, the American Numismatic Associa¬
tion, the American Numismatic Society and the Western Heritage
Museum have been viewed by thousands of visitors.
Often, the significance and excellence of an old-time collection or
catalogue of that collection has been judged (wrongly in some in¬
stances) by whether or not it contained a specimen of the hallowed
1804. The 1804 dollar and its lore are the stuff of which numismatic
dreams are made. Q. David Bowers recalls offering the Garrett Col¬
lection example of an 1804 dollar, a Class III variety, at auction in
1979. Prior to the sale a well-known dealer approached Dave and
stated that he had made a fortune in the coin market recently and had
profited handsomely from the run-up in the price of silver. To crown
his success he was going to buy for any price the Garrett 1804. At the
sale it developed that one price record fell after another, and the 1804
soared into territory not envisioned by the enthusiastic dealer who
wanted to be enshrined in the roster of “King of American Coins”
owners. Years passed, and to this day he still does not own an 1804.
Ever since the true history of the “King of American Coins” has
been recorded in the Newman-Bressett book, this coin has been in
greater demand ar>d has brought higher prices than ever before.

Registry of the 1804 Silver Dollars
This registry is summarized from Q. David Bowers’ 1992 Silver Dol¬
lars & Trade Dollars of the United States: A Complete Encyclopedia. Sixtythree pages of this reference discuss the 1804 dollar along with the
related 1801, 1802, and 1803 Proof Novodels. Much information
which appeared in the 1992 registry was based on the extensive re¬
search efforts of Eric P. Newman and Kenneth E. Bressett in their
aforementioned reference. The Fantastic 1804 Dollar, these authors’
follow-up paper presented at the American Numismatic Society’s
Coinage of the Americas Conference in 1987; and Walter Breen’s
1988 Complete Encyclopedia of United States and Colonial Coins.

• Henry Chapman, Stickney Collection, June 25-29, 1907, Lot 849.
• Col. James W, Ellsworth (1907-1923). Exhibited at the American Numis¬
matic .Society, 1914, and illustrated on Plate 17 of the catalogue titled h.xhthttwn
of United States and Colonial Coins. January / 7 th to hehruary IS, 1914. Ellsworth's
1804 dollar and selected other coins were part of a spectacular loan and refer¬
ence display that included three other specimens of the 1804 dollar. (Also see
note under Lot 1408 of the present Eliasberg Collection catalogue.)
• Wayte Raymond and John Work Garrett via Knoedler & Co. (1923).
• William Cutler Atwater (1923-1946).
• B. Max Mehl, Atwater Collection, June 11, 1946, Lot 213.
• Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. (1946-1976).
• Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. estate (1976 to 1997).
• The coin here offered.
Proof-63. 415.3 grains. Edge lettering crushed.

3. King of Siam Specimen
1 his 1804 dollar is part of a cased Proof set struck in 1834 and presented by
the State Department to King Ph’ra Naga Klao of Siam in 1836. The set also
contained the following: 1834 half cent; 1834 cent; 1834 dime; 1834 quarter
dollar; 1834 half dollar; 1834 Without-Motto $2.50 gold; 1834 With-Motto $5
gold; 1804 “restrike” $10 gold; and two other coins which are now missing. The
current owners (Spectrum Numismatics), upon displaying the set, included an
1834 half dime (ex Floyd Starr Collection) and a gold Andrew Jackson inaugu¬
ral medalet, believed to represent the missing items from the .set (it was Carl
W.A. Carlson who suggested the medalet; this has not been seconded by others
who have studied the 1804). The early pedigree of this set is based upon cur¬
rent belief; many ownership dates are unknown.
• Adam Eckfeldt, U.S. Mint, November 1834. Given to the U.S. State De¬
partment.
• State Department, April 4, 1836, gift to King Ph’ra Naga Klao of Siam (ac¬
quired 1836).
• King Mongkut, who died in 1868.
• King Mongkut’s 15-year-old son.
• King Chulalongkorn (dates unknown).
• Anna Leonowens, who was known as Anna of Siam (memorialized in the
musical. The King and J).
• Believed to have descended through the Leonowens family.
• Two older ladies who were believed to have been descendants of Anna
Leonowens, brought the set to Spink & Son of London. The half dime and $5
gold coin were missing from the set by this time.
• David Spink, personally (1950s-1979).
• Lester Merkin, agent for David Spink (1979).
• Elvin 1. Unterman, Garrison, NY (1979-1989).

Exhibited

at

the

Smithsonian Institution, 1983.
• Bowers and Merena, King of Siam Sale, October 14, 1987, Lot 2209. The
set was reserved by the consignor; reserve not met.

CLASS I 1804 DOLLARS
“Originals” Early Sinkings
I
’

1. Mint Cabinet Specimen
Smithsonian Institution

I

This coin was illustrated in the 1842 book by Jacob R. Eckfeldt and William
E. DuBois, A Manual of Gold and Silver Coins of All Nations, Struck Withm the Past

1

Century, providing the first notice collectors saw in print that an 1804-dated dol-

'

lar existed, although fanciful pictures of such pieces had been published in
cambists (exchange rate publications) earlier. It was the engraving of this coin

I

that attracted the notice of Matthew A. Stickney and led to his acquisition of

I
i

No. 2 below.
• Chief Coiner Adam Eckfeldt, circa 1834-1838.

• Stack’s, agent for the owner. Sold on October 18, 1989.
• The Rarities Group (Martin Paul) and Continental Rarity Coin Fund (Greg
Holloway) (1989-1990-).
• Superior Galleries. Included in the catalogue titled as the Father Flanagan
Boys’ Town Sale, May 27-29, 1990, Lot 3364, (1990).
• Iraj Sayeh (Los Angeles investor and coin dealer) and Terry Brand (Los
Angeles industrialist) (1990-1993).
• Superior Galleries, auction of January 31 and February' 1, 1993, Lot 1196,
Sold to Dwight Manley, who at the time was on the staff of Spectrum Numis¬
matics.
• Spectrum Numismatics, Newport Beach, California. Greg Roberts, presi¬
dent. (1993 to the present).
Proof-65. 415.5 grains. Edge lettering crushed.

4. The Watters Specimen
Ebenezer Locke Ma.son, Jr., American coin dealer, claimed that C. A. Watters

• Mint Cabinet, formed beginning in June 1838.
• National Coin Collection (Mint Cabinet), Smithsonian Institution., earlier

saw this coin in the window of a pawnshop and bought it for 12 shillings; this

on display at the Second and Third Philadelphia mints. On display in 1893 in

and several other comments, some contradictory, have since been discredited.

Chicago as part of the Treasury Department exhibit at the World’s Columbian

Later this coin found its way to the Virgil M, Brand collection and, after his

Exposition.
Impaired Proof 415.2 grains. Edge lettering crushed, as on two of the 1802

death, was apparently owned by both Armin Brand and Horace Brand. The

Proof novodels. Cleaned on several occasions. Nicks and friction spots.

2. The Stickney Specimen
The Eliasberg Collection Coin
(presently offered)
i n
Matthew Adams Stickney was the first numismatist to acquire an 1804 dollar.
On May 9, 1843 he went to the Mint in Philadelphia and received this com in
exchange for an IMMUNE COLUMBIA coin struck in gold and, possibly,
other items as well.
• Adam Eckfeldt (circa 18.34-1838).
• Mint Cabinet Collection duplicate (1838-1843).
• Matthew Adams Stickney Collection (1843-1894). Widely cited during his
ownership, with numerous mentions in the American Journal of Numi.smattcs,

early pedigree is uncertain with ownership dates approximate.
• Adam Eckfeldt, November 1834, in cased Proof set of 18.34 (1834-1835).
• State Department, October 1, 1835.
• Ima, .Sayyid Sa’id of Muscat, in cased Proof set of 18.34 (acquired 1835). .Xt
the time the Imam (or Imaum) of Muscat was aggressively trading merchandise
with American commercial interests through the port of New '^'ork Gity, and the
government sought to curry his favor. (Attribution speculative.)
• Private collections, in cased Proof set of 18.34 (dates unknown).
• G.A. Watters. Liverpool, England. By this time the coins were no longer in
their original presentation case (before 1879-1917).
• Glendining & Go. sale of the Watters estate. June 14, 1917, Lot 227 (oftcred
with a partial Proof set of 18,34).
• Henry Ghapman. Displayed at the 1917 ANA Gonvention in Rochester,
NY. .Sold by Ghapman on June 20, 1918 (1917-1918).
• Virgil M. Brand (1918-1926).

auction catalogues, and other printed material. This was the focal-point 1804

• N'irgil M. Brand estate (1926-19.33).

dollar for many years.
• Stickncy’s daughter (1894-1907).

• Armin W. Brand (193.3-.^).

1---
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I'ht 1.out.s t.. hliijsdt'f)', Sr., Collection

• Horace l,oui> Philip Brand (?).

Omaha, this specimen was included in the Byron Reed collection. Its most fa¬

• C'harlo K. (irccn. Ottered in Ike Sumtsmattst, April 1442, p. 348, by K.

mous owner, of course, was Lorin G. Parmelcc of Boston baked bean fame In

tireen (trade style of C^harles K. (ireen; Ruth was his wife); again in September

1874, Kdward Cogan wrote, regarding this piece: “ Fhis dollar 1 guarantee is

1445, p. 4‘t)S (illustrated); again in November 1445, p. 1241, Green probably

original and a remarkably fine impression, and is known to be one of, if not the

had It on consignment from Horace Brand. Sold in November 1445 (14421445).

most rare piece in the .American scries, not more than four or five being known

•G.K Childs (1445-1455).
• C.K. C:hilds estate, Clhicago (1455 to date).
Choice Prixsf. 416.7 grains. Kdge lettering crushed. Blue-toned.

to collectors in the United .States.”
• .Adam Kckfcldt/Mint (18.54-1835 to circa 1845-1844).
• linknown “aged lady,” allegedly bought from the Mint for face value dur¬
ing the administration of James Knox Polk, 1845-1844 (circa 1845-1844 to
1868).

5. Dexter Specimen
This dark bluish steel toned Proof, known as the Dexter Specimen, and
which just as easily could be called the Dunham specimen or the Bareford
specimen, set a then world record price for a coin sold at public auction in 1484
when it just missed realising a seven-figure price, a barrier which would not be
broken until 1446 with the sale of the Kliasberg 1413 Liberty nickel.

• K. Harrison Sanford (1868-1874).
• Kdward Cogan, Sanford Collection, November 27, 1874, l>ot 44.
• Lorin G. Parmelee. During this time he also bought and sold the Cohen
coin (No. 8 below). (1874-1840).
• New York Coin & Stamp Company, Parmelee Collection, June 25-27, 1840,
Lot 817.

• .Adam Kckfeldt (1834-?).

• Byron Reed (1840-1841).

• Cnknown intermediaries.

• Omaha City Library, Omaha, Nebraska (1841 to 1480s).

• S. Hudson Chapman and Henry Chapman, Jr., known as the Chapman
brothers, Philadelphia coin dealers.
• .Adolph VVeyl sale, Berlin, Germany, (X-tober 13, 1884, Lot 154.
• Chapman brothers (1884-1885).
• Chapman brothers. May 14-15, 1885, Lot 354. Described by the Chapmans
as a “great gem.” Further: “We have written to Mr. Weyl, the cataloguer, for

• I'ransferred in the 1480s for display to Western Heritage Museum, Omaha.
On view intermittently since that time. (1480s to date).
Proof-63, flat stars. 412 grains (reported). FMge lettering crushed.

7. Mickley Specimen
Joseph J. Mickley was one of our country’s earliest collectors along with Mat¬

information as to its previous ownership, but have not yet received his reply.”

thew Adams Stickney. Mickley’s numismatic interests were varied, including

• J.W. Scott, Scott Stamp & Coin Company, Agent for the following (1885).

the acquisition of early coinage dies of the United States Mint. For many years

• James V'ila Dexter (life dates: 1834-1894), Denver, Colorado. (1885-1849).

this specimen was in the collection of the Massachusetts Historical .Society.

• Dexter estate (1894-1403).
• Roland G. Parvin, Union Deposit & I'rust Co., Denver, executor of the
Dexter estate. .Sold on November 5, 1403 (1403).

• .Adam Eckfeldt/Mint (18,54-?).
• Henry C. Young, a teller for the Bank of Pennsylvania, c.18.50, supposedly
retrieved from a deposit at face value (1850s).

• H.(L Brown, Portland, Oregon (1403-1404).

•Joseph J. Mickley (before 1854-1867).

• Lyman H. Low, Part I of the Brown Collection, October 11, 1404, Lot 431.

• W. Fdliot Woodward, Mickley Collection, October 28, 1867, Lot 1646.

• William Forrester Dunham, Chicago. Kxhibited by Dunham including at

• William A. I^illiendahl (1867-1868).

the February 4, 1410, meeting of the Chicago Numismatic Society, a group

• Kdward D. Cogan (1868).

which at that time was one of America’s most active numismatic clubs. The Nu¬

• William Sumner Appleton (1868-1405).

mismatist, February 1405, commented that the Dexter specimen of the 1804 sil¬

• Massachusetts Historical .Society (1405-1470).

ver dollar, recently purchased by William F. Dunham of Chicago, “will remain
forever” in that city, according to a four- page article which designated the

• .Stack’s, Massachusetts Historical .Society (Collection, October 23-24, 1470,
I ,ot 625.

piece as the “King of Rarities.” The narrative continued: “For a century it has

• Chicago private collection (1470-1474).

remained wrapped in silk and tissue paper, waiting all the time, says the

• Stack’s, agent for the following.

present owner, to come into the possession of someone who never would part

• Reed Hawn (1474 to 1443).

with it again. In a way the action of the present owner in buying the coin was a

• .Stack’s, Reed Hawn (Collection, October 13-14, 1443, Lot 735.

patriotic deed. He bought it for the city and says it shall never leave here.

• David Queller (Collection (1443 to date).

When the Field Columbian Museum is housed downtown he will give his col¬

Proof-50. 416.4 grains. FCdge lettering crushed.

lection to that institution. It will never again be for sale.” (1404-1434).
• B. Max Mehl, who purchased the Dunham collection for his inventory
(1434-1441). The reaction of the Field Museum was not recorded.

8. Cohen Specimen
ANA Museum

• B. Max Mehl, Dunham Collection, June 3, 1441, Lot 1058. Probably sold
privately to the following, before the “auction” took place; Williams bought the
1822 $5 from the Dunham sale privately beforehand, and had his pick of any¬
thing else he wanted. (.See additional information about Williams under Lot
1455 of the present Fdiasberg Collection catalogue.) Although an “auction cata¬
logue” was published, .Mehl sold many things before the sale, often long before,
but listed them in the catalogue anyway, along with later “prices realized.” The
numismatic community was none the wiser until in later years the story came
to light through several channels. The present cataloguer (in a study of the
John Work (Jarrett papers), Donald M. Miller (of Indiana, PA, who noticed the
curious situation that multiple tokens were pedigreed to the same single
Dunham sale lots, and in addition to this unusual situation, some had been in¬
voiced prior to the Dunham sale), and Abe Kosoff (who told of Charles M. Wil¬
liams having had his pick of the Dunham delicacies before the auction), were
among those piecing together the story.

This specimen was lost in the robbery of the Willis H. duPont collection in
October 1467 and was recovered in April 1443. DuPont also owned a Class 111
specimen which was recovered in the 148()s. Both specimens have since been
donated to institutional collections.
• Adam FCckfeldt/Mint (1834-5-?).
• Unknown intermediaries.
• Purchased “over the counter” at the exchange office of Kdward (Cohen,
Richmond, VA (circa 1865).
• Col. Mendes 1. (Cohen, Baltimore, Maryland (1865-1875).
• Kdward Cogan, Cohen Collection, October 15, 1875, Lot 535.
• Henry S. Adams, Boston, Massachusetts (1875-1876).
• FCdward Cogan, Adams (Collection, November 1, 1876, Lot 356.
• Lorin (J. F’armelee (1876-1878). According to an account by Parmelee CTAe
Numismatist, July 1846), he sold this piece after he bought the .Sanford (Collec¬

• Charles M. Williams, (uncinnati, Ohio (1441-1450).

tion coin. No. 6 in the above list. However, as Parmelee already owned the

• Abe KosotT and .Sol Kaplan, agents for Williams (1450).

.Sanford coin when he bought the (Cohen coin, he must have desired the (Cohen
piece as a duplicate.

• Harold Bareford (14,50-1481).
• Stack’s, Bareford Collection, (ktober 22-23, 1481, Lot 424.
• RarcoalKd Milas), Chicago, Illinois (1481-1485).

• H.(j. Sampson, dealer intermediary.
• .Major William Boerum Wetmore, New York (City, New York (1878-|4()t>).

• Leon Hendrickson and (ieorge Weingart (1485-1484).

• (Chapman brothers, Wetmore (Collection, June 27-28, 1406, Lot 208.

• Rarcoa, Auction '84. July 7, 1484, Lot 247.

• (Chapman brothers (bought for inventory).

• American Rare (aiin Fund, L.P., Hugh .Sconyers, manager.
• Northern California collector.

• Fhomas L. FCIder (bought for inventory from one of the (Chapman brothers,
who had dissolved their partnership).

• Superior Galleries sale of July 1443. Not sold.

• James L. Manning, .Albany, New York (1406-1421).

• Superior (iaileries sale of .August 1444.

• B. Max Mehl, Manning (Collection, May 17, 1421, Lot 778.

• 1 larlan White.

• KImer S. .Sears (1421-1422).

• Private collection

• B. Max Mehl, who sold it in 1422 to the follow ing (1422).

Proof 6 5 415 M grains Kdge lettering crushed. 1) coiintermarked on a cloud
on the reverse

• 1 .ammot duPont (1422-1452).
• Willis H. duPont (1452-1404). Included m the armed robl>crv of the duPont
coins, October I4()7. Recovered on .April 23, 1'***.5, m /.iirich, .Sw ii/erlaiul

ft. I'lirmclee Specimen
Western Herit;n{e Museum
(-iirrentlv resuling in a sper lal showi asc in the Western I Icritagc Vliisciim in

V:)L

• Donated to the .American Numismatic .AssiHiation where it is one of the
foremost attractions ot the ,AN,A Museum. Roliert I loge, curator (l'>**4 to date'
VI'-AO 410.2 grams Manv nicks and scratches F.ilge letteriirg crushed ()l
the various 1H04 (Class I dollars, this com has the greatest es idcnce of wear
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The Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr., Collection

Class II 1804 DOLLARS

• Amon G. Carter, Sr. (1950-.^).
• .Amon G. Carter, Jr. (.’-1982).

“Restrike” Circa 1858

• Amon G. Carter, Jr. family.

1. Mint Cabinet Specimen
Smithsonian Institution

•Stack’s, Carter Collection, January 18-21, 1984, Lot 241.
• John Nelson Rowe III, agent for the following.
• L.R. French, Jr.,'Texas numismatist (1984-1989).

This unique specimen of the Class 11 1804 dollar was struck circa 1858, over

• Stack’s, L.R. F rench, Jr. Family Collection, January 18, 1989, Lot 15.
• Rarities Group, Inc. (.Martin Paul) (1989).

an 1857-dated Bern (Switzerland) shooting taler.

.\merican Journal of

Numismatics, April 1878, stated that five of these were made in 1858, and that
four had been sold to numismatists; these were retrieved later by the Mint.
Three are said to have been melted, and one is unaccounted for.
• Mint Cabinet Collection (circa 1858-9 to date).
• National Coin Collection (.Mint Cabinet Collection), Smithsonian Institu¬
tion.
Proof. 381.5 grains. Plain edge; high wire rim. Reverse slightly misaligned; 0
in date aligned with the second T in STA'TES.

• National Gold Flxchange, 'Tampa, F'lorida (Mark Yaffe) (1989).
• Heritage Rare Coin Galleries (Jim Halperin and Steve Ivy), Dallas, 'Texas
(1989).
• Midwest collection.
F'F-45 (PCGS). 416.25 grains. F-dge lettering fairly sharp. 0 in date aligned
with the second 'T in S'TA'TFIS,

3. Davis Specimen
1 his is the once controversial specimen which was proclaimed an “original.”

Class III 1804 DOLLARS
“Restrike” Circa 1858 or Later
1. Berg Specimen
The name of John W. Haseltine repeatedly occurs in connection with the
Class 111 1804 dollars along with the 1801, 1802, and 1803 Proof novodels. Ap¬

Robert Coulton Davis obtained a letter from Mint Cabinet curator William FT
DuBois, dated .September 17, 1878, in which DuBois stated: “I have no doubt
that this dollar is one of the original issue-and not a ‘restrike’ from Mint dies.”
DuBois, a highly competent numismatist and well regarded fellow, deliber¬
ately lied.
Later, W'. Elliot Woodward offered the coin for sale at auction, stating; “Flxtremely F ine, the finest original dollar of this date ever offered at auction;
struck on a lustrous planchet as occasionally met with in the coinage of the

ployees who made them. Haseltine devised several intriguing circumstances to

years 1795-1803, entirely different in appearance from the brilliant Proof re¬
strikes of which several specimens have within a few years made their appear¬

distribute these coins. This specimen was part of the famed Garrett Collection

ance in the market.”

parently Haseltine was the chosen agent to distribute these for the Mint em¬

since its acquisition by Thomas Harrison Garrett in 1883.

• U.S. Mint, (struck circa 1858-1875).

• I'.S. Mint (struck circa 1858-1875).

• Capt. John W. Haseltine (1875-1877).

• Captain John Vtl Haseltine (1875).

• Robert Coulton Davis, Philadelphia (1877-1883).

• Koch & Co., Vienna (1875).

• Capt. John W. Haseltine (1883).

• O.H. Berg, Baltimore, Maryland (1875-1883).

• George M. Klein, Vicksburg, Mississippi (1883-1888).
• W'. Elliot Woodward, 95th sale, Vicksburg Collection Part 1, May 21-25,

• J.W. Haseltine, Berg Collection, May 23-24, 1883, Lot 568.
• George D. Cogan, agent for Thomas Harrison Garrett.
• Thomas Harrison Garrett. Baltimore, Maryland (1883-1888).

1888, Lot 1940.
• J. Colvin Randall, agent for Robert Coulton Davis.

• Thomas Harrison Garrett estate and Robert Garrett (1888-1919).

• Robert Coulton Davis (1888).

• John Work Garrett (1919-1942).

• Robert Coulton Davis estate (1888-1890).

• The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland (1942-1980).

• Capt. John W. Haseltine (1890).

• Bowers and Ruddy Galleries, Garrett Collection, March 27-28, 1980, Lot

• John M. Hale, Philipsburg, Pennsylvania (1890-1897).

698,
• Larry Hanks (Pullen & Hanks) (1980).

• John M. Hale family and R.H. Hull (1897-1950).
• Parke-Bernet Galleries, Hull Collection, May 11, 1950, Lot 221.

• Sam Colavita, New Jersey rare coin dealer (1980-1982).

• Mrs. Fullerton, agent for her father, Henry P. Graves.

• Pullen & Hanks, Long Beach Collector Series 1 Sale, Long Beach, Febru¬

• Henry P. Graves (1950-1952).

ary 6, 1982, Lot 1076, possibly not sold.
• Mike Levinson Collection, Texas (1982-1984).
• Pennsylvania private collection (1984-1986).
• Harry Einstein Sale, Bowers and Merena, June 24-25, 1986, Lot 1736.

• Henry P. Graves estate (1952-1954).
• Stack’s, Davis-Graves Sale, April 8-10, 1954, Lot 1333.
• Ben H. Koenig, New York numismatist (1954-1960).
• Stack’s, F'airbanks (Koenig) Collection, Decembet 10, 1960, Lot 576.

• Rarities Group, Inc. (Martin Paul) (1986).
• American Coin Portfolios (Dan Drykerman), agent for the following.

• .Samuel Wolfson, Jacksonville, F'lorida (1960-1963).

• Private New York state collector (1986 to date).

• Norton Simon, California entrepreneur (1963-1971).

EE-40. 402.8 grains. Edge lettering blundered and doubled in areas. Double

• James H.'T. McConnell, Jr. (1971 onward).
FT'-40, cleaned. 415.9 grains. FMge lettering doubled and blundered in

struck on reverse. Reverse slightly rotated (0 in date is aligned with the second
'T in .S'TA'TES).

2. Adams Specimen
John W. Haseltine was the first person to exhibit this specimen, early in 1876,
with the story that it had been located by a private English source. This coin

• Stack’s, Wolfson Collection .Sale, May 3, 1963, Lot 1394.

places. 0 in date aligned with the second 'T in S'TA'TFIS.

4. Linderman Specimen
Smithsonian Institution
This is the Class III example which was stolen from W'illis H. duPont in Oc¬

• U..S. Mint (struck circa 1858-1875).

tober 1967 along with other coins including a Class I dollar. Authenticators for
the American Numismatic Association assisted in the recovery of this coin in

• Capt. John VV. Haseltine (1875-1876).
• J.W. Haseltine, “Centennial .Sale” I, March 30, 1876, I>ot 194.

1982, and DuPont allowed the coin to remain, on loan, at the ANA Museum.
.After the recovery of the Cohen 1804 Class 1 specimen in 1993, duPont do¬

• Capt. John W. Haseltine (1876).
• Phineas Adams, Manchester, New Hampshire (1876-circa 1880).
• Henry Ahiborn, Boston coin dealer and publisher of coin premium lists

and gave it to the .Smithsonian Institution. These donations allowed the
Smithsonian Institution to complete their “collection” of all three classes of

was purchased by Phineas Adams of Manchester, New Hampshire.

(circa 1880).
• John P. I>yman, Boston, Massachusetts (circa 1880-1913).
• S, Hudson Chapman, layman Collection, November 7, 1913, Lot 16.

nated that coin to the ANA, and retrieved the present Linderman Class 111 coin

18()4-dated silver dollars and provided the ANA with both Class 1 and Class 111
examples. Thanks to the generosity of duPont, collectors and other enthusiasts
are able to view five of the 15 known 1804 dollars at these two locations, or six

• Waldo C, Newcomer, Baltimore, Maryland (1913-1932).

of the 15 known coins if a third location (the .American Numismatic .SrK'iety) is

• B. .Max Mehl, on consignment from Newcomer (1932).

included.
• U.S. Mint (struck circa 1858-1875).

• Col. Edward H.R. Green and Green estate (1932-1936).
• Col. Green estate (1936-1940).
• A.J. Allen, Plainfield, New Jersey. (1940-1946).

• Mint Director Henry R. Linderman (circa 187()s-1887).

• Frederick C.C. Boyd, East Orange, New Jersey (1946).
• Numismatic Gallery (Abe Kosoff and Abner Kreisberg), on consignment

• Lyman 11. Low, Linderman Collection, June 28, 1887.

from Boyd.
• Percy A. Smith, Portland, Oregon, Displayed by Smith on .September 14,

• I .inderman estate (1887-1888).
• J.W. Scott, Linderman Collection, February' 28, 1888, Lot 40.
• James 'Ten Fiyck. Albany, New York (1888-1910).
• James 'Ten Flyck estate (1910-1922).

1946, at the Oregon Numismatic .Society meeting. Later sold to the following.

• B. Max Mehl, 'Ten Fiyck Collection, May 2, 1922, Lot 394.

(1946-1949)
• B. Max Mehl, who had it in his inventory by October 1949 (1949-19.50).

• Lammot duPont, Wilmington, Delaware (1922-1952).
• Willis 11. duPont (1952-1982) although for half of this period the coin was

• B. Max Mehl, Golden Jubilee Sale (Jerome Kern and other collections).
May 23, 1950, Lot 804.

not in duPont’s possession, having been stolen in October 19()7.
• On loan and exhibited at the ,AN.A Museum, (lolorado Springs (1982-1904).

I he Louis h.. t.liasderg, Sr., Collection

• IXjnatcil to the Smithsonian Institution (1994 to date).

3. king of Siam Specimen. Part of the King of .Siam cased PriKif set of 1804/

Proof-tvV 413.52 grains. Blundered edge lettering.

1834 currently ow ned by .Spectrum Numismatics. Pr()of-65.

5. Driefus-Kosenthal Specimen

resided since 1955. (Considered Pr(X)f-65 although not seen recently enough to

.American Numismatic Society’

be certain of the grade.

4. Watters Specimen. Held in the (C.E. (Childs estate of (Chicago where it has

The early history of this specimen suggests that it belonged to a former slave
who, along with his son, had held the coin for over 40 years before selling it to
\V. Julius Driefus in 1893. 'I'his is a very nice story but likely is not true, given
these (Mass III dollars were not struck until about 1858 and probably not re¬
leased by the producers until the mid-1870s.
• l'..S. Mint (struck circa 1858-1875).
• Freed slave and his son, probably just a nice story.

5.

Dexter Specimen. Private collection via Harlan White. Proof-63

(countermarked).
6. Parmelee Specimen. Retained by the Western Heritage Museum,
Omaha, as part of the Byron Reed collection. Proof-63, flat stars.
7. .Mickley Specimen. David Queller Collection. Proof-50.
8. Cohen Specimen. Donated by Willis H. duPont to the American Numis¬
matic Association in 1994. Very Eine-30.

• VV. Julius Driefus, .\lexandria, \’A (1893).

Class II

• Isaac Rosenthal, Philadelphia scrap iron dealer (1893-1894).
• Philadelphia Mint Superintendent Oliver C. Bosbyshell, agent for Col.
Ellsworth.

1. Mint Cabinet Specimen. Permanently in the .Smithsonian Institution.
Proof?

• Col. James \V. Ellsworth (1894-1923).
• W'ayte Raymond and John Work Garrett (1923-1924).

Glass III

• Guttag Brothers, agent for Earran Zerbe (1924).
• Earran Zerbe, .Money of the World exhibit (1924-1929).

1. Berg Spiecimen. Currently in a private New A'ork state collection. ECE-40.

• Chase Manhattan Bank Money Museum (1929-1979).

2. Adams Specimen. Currently in a Midwest collection. EJE-45.

• .American Numismatic Society (1979 to date).
E'E, nicked. Edge lettering blundered and doubled in places. 0 in date
aligned with the second T in .STATES.

3. Davis Specimen. Owned by James H. T. McConnell, Jr. since 1971. EE,
cleaned.
4. Linderman Specimen. Donated to the .Smithsonian Institution in 1994
by Willis H. duPont. Proof-63.

6. Idler Specimen

5. Driefus-Rosenthal Specimen. American Numismatic .Society collection.

American Numismatic Association
William K. Idler was Captain Haseltine’s father-in-law. He was active in nu¬

FT', nicked.
6. Idler Specimen. American Numismatic Association collection. Proof-62.

mismatic circles from the 1850s to about 1870. Idler may have been a silent
partner with Ila.seltine in the distribution of the Class III dollars. This speci¬
men most likely was Ha.seltine’s personal coin which he retained until after the
beginning of the 20th century.
• ILS. .Mint (struck circa 1858-1875).
• (]apt. John W. Ila.seltine (circa mid-187()s-19()7).
• Capt. John W. Ilaseltine and Stephen K. Nagy (1907-1908).
• Henry O. Granberg (1908-.^).
• William Cutler Atwater (.’-1940).
• William Cutler Atwater estate (1940-1946).
• B. Max .Mehl, .Atwater Collection, June 11, 1946, Lot 214.
• Will W. .Neil (1946-1947).
• B. Max Mehl, Neil (Collection, June 17, 1947, Lot 31.
• ECdwin Hydeman, York, PA, merchant; owner of Wiest’s Department Store
(1947-1972).
• Abe Kosoff, Edwin Hydeman Collection, .March 3-4, 1961, Lot 994; bought
back by the consignor.
• Abe Kosoff, Illustrated History of U.S. Coinage, 1962, fixed price list. Lot 45b.
Advertised by Ko.soff in The Numismatist, January 1972. 'I'his offering consisted
of items from the Dr. J. Hewitt Judd Collection plus recent additions from
other sources.
• World-Wide Coin Investments, Atlanta, John Hamrick and Warren Tucker
(1972-1973).
• Bowers and Ruddy (Jalleries, Inc. First offered for sale in Rare Coin Review
No. 19(197.3-1974).
• (Continental (Coin Galleries (1974).
• .Mark Blackburn (1974-1979). Subsequently offered for sale by Continental
Coin Galleries.
• Larry Demerer, professional numismatist (1979).
• Superior Galleries, agent for Dr. Jerry Buss, Los Angeles sports team owner.
• Dr. Jerry Buss (1979-1985).
• .Superior (Jalleries, Buss Collection, January 28-30, 1985, Lot 1337.
• .Aubrey and Adeline Bebee (1985-1991).
• On loan to the American Numismatic Association. .Subsequently donated
by Mr. and Mrs. Bebee. (1985-1991).

The Ellasberg Collection 1804 Dollar
'I'he “King of American Coins” is a title befitting the 1804 dollar.
And, w ithin the scope of the know'n specimens, no other has been so
famous for such a long period of time as has been the liliasberg Col¬
lection coin. With the exception of the 1804 Class I dollar retained in
the Mint (Cabinet, no other coin has an unbroken pedigree.
The past roster of ow'ners of the Kliasberg Collection 1804 Class 1
silver dollar reads like a Who's Who In Numismatics. In turn, Adam
ETkfeldt, Jacob Reese ETkfeldt, Matthew .Stickney, Henry
Chapman, Col. James W. Ellsworth, Wayte Raymond, John Work
Garrett, William Cutler Atwater, B. Max Mehl, and Louis
Eliasberg, .Sr., have admired this coin and have relished its aura.
This coin, exhibited by Louis E. Eliasberg, .Sr., and, later, the
Eliasberg family at the Smithsonian Institution, the Philadelphia
.Mint, and elsewhere has been viewed by over 1,-S00,0()() people at
the Smithsonian alone, and by countless others elsewhere.
The coin is, indeed, legendary in its importance.
The world awaits the news of the sale of the Eliasberg Collection
specimen of The King of American Coins and the identity of its next
owner. Included with the coin will be one of the most historic of all
American numismatic documents, the Matthew A. .Stickney letter to
Edward Cogan, July 2, 1867, reproduced in the present catalogue. In
addition, a small white leather case used to store and display the coin
will be included (this case was undoubtedly furnished by Henry
Chapman and is similar to another case the Chapman brothers in¬
cluded with their 188.5 (Jhapman (Collection 1804 dollar, that being
described as “in white vellum and gold, plush lined case.”
Pedigree: Adam h.ckfeldt (circa 1834-1838) • .Mint Cabinet Collection, as

• American Numismatic A.ssociation Museum, Colorado .Springs (1991 to date).

a duplicate (1838-1843) • Matthesr Adams Stickney who acquired this coin

Prr)of-62. 411 grains. Rust on eagle’s head. Weakly struck at centers. .Sharpest

from the Mint on .May 9, 1843, in exchange for a gold I.M.MUNF. COl.C.M-

edge lettering of any 1804 dollar (per Newman-Bressett). 0 in date aligned with
the sectrnd I' in .STATEC.S.

RIA “colonial" coin. Stickney kept it from .May 9, 1843, until his death in
1894, after which it descended to his daughter • Stickney's daughter (18941907) • Henry Chapman's sale of the Stickney Collection, June 25-39,

Summary of 1804 Dollars
Present Locations

1907, Lot 849, $3,600.00 • Sold to Col. James Hi Ellsworth (1907-1923)

• Wayte Raymond and John Work Garrett (who bought the Ellsworth Collec¬
tion privately: Garrett kept the coins he needed, not including the 1804 dol¬

(>lass I
L Vtint (Cabinet .Specimen National (Com (Collection (Mint (Cabinet),
Smithsonian Institution Impaired PrcKif
2. Sticknev .Specimen

The presently-offered com Pr(H)f-63.

lar) • Raymond sold the 1804 dollar in March 1923 to William Cutlet
Atwater (1923-1946) • R. Max Mehl's sale of the :\twatrr Collection, June
11, 1946, Lot 213, $ 10,500.00 (1946) • Louis E. E.liasbrrg, ,Sr. il9461976) • Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. estate (1976 to 1997).
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The Celebrated 1804 Dollar

Reverse of Lot 2199
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1836-1839 CJOHRHCirr
SllA HR 1)01,l ARS_
riie Hliasberg Collection
I he illustrious silver dollars of 1836-1839 form an interesting
chapter in the history- and collecting of the denomination. Long
considered as pattern issues, recent scholarship suggests that two
ot the issues—the 1836 with name on base and the 1839 with
reeded edge—qualify as regular issues. Most strikings of these
two issues were placed into circulation at face value, after which
they did their duty in the channels of commerce. Surrounding
these are other patterns, mulings, and off-metal strikes which are,
indeed, part of the pattern series.
1 he Kliasberg Collection contains notable specimens of the
major issues of the series: the 1836 pattern with C. GOBRECHd'
h. below base—one of America’s most storied pattern issues; a
“regular” 1836 with name on the base, the pattern 1838 which has
long been collected in conjunction with the series, and the
“regular” 1839.

It is said that one or more newspaper accounts called unfavor¬
able attention to the prominence of his signature, and Gobrechi
subsequently removed it. On other dies his name was placed
inconspicuously on the base of Liberty. On the later Gobrechi
dollars of 1838 and 1839 his name is omitted entirely.

'The following account by Edward D. (k)gan, dean of .American

rare coin dealers, was published in \\\c American Jounuitof Sumismatics, June 1867, and may shed some light upon the subject:
One variety of this dollar...has the name of (iobrecht in the field oi
the dollar, the ordinary one having it on the base of the figure of Lib¬
erty. Of this latter variety there were one thousand struck; now how¬
ever they are difficult to find in a very fine state of preservation, and
are valuable. I'hese dollars seem to have been pretty freely circu¬
lated, at least for some time, as they are frequently found in poor con¬
dition.
.As the history of these dollars is not known to more than a few col¬
lectors, I will relate the facts connected with them, w hich may be re¬
lied upon, and possess considerable interest:
In the year 1836, during which Mr. Patterson was director of the
.Mint, instructions were given to make a die for a pattern dollar for
that year, and upon the production of the one first issued of the two
referred to, Mr. Patterson was .so highly pleased with the workman¬
ship of it, that he insisted that Mr. Gobrecht should have his name
upon it, and in accordance with the request, Mr. (J. inserted it be¬

Historical Notes
A new coinage of silver dollars was advocated for purely prac¬
tical reasons by .Mint Director Robert Maskell Patterson in a
letter to 'Preasury Secretary Woodbury dated April 14, 1836:

tween the date and the base of the dollar, by which circumstance it is
distinguished from the other variety as the ‘Gobrecht in the field’
dollar.
The press, in discussing the merits of this pattern piece, made
some uncalled for remarks about the conceited German putting his
name so conspicuously on the coin, and it hurt the old gentleman’s

I have...ordered the engraver to proceed immediately with the dol¬

leelings so much, that he, immediately after reading the criticism,

lar die. Our chief coinage of silver, destined perhaps rather for the

took his name off the die. Mr. Patterson, however, still insisted that it

vaults of the banks than for general circulation.

should be on the dollar, and it was then put on the base of the figure

Now, with the same labor, we can coin nearly twice the amount in

of Liberty, but in such small letters as to be scarcely discernible to the

dollars than we can coin in half dollars, and thus the ability of the

naked eye. 'There were only 18 of the original variety struck, and

Mint will be much increased....

they are consequently very rare and highly esteemed by collectors,

.-\t the time the Chapped Bust half dollar was the largest silver
coin of the American realm, had been minted in fairly large
(juantities, and was popular for specie reserves of private and
state-chartered banks.
C^hristian Gobrecht, recently hired as an assistant to Chief
Engraver William Kneass (who was incapacitated by a stroke),
was directed to prepare an obverse design of the figure of Miss
liberty seated, based upon paintings and sketches by artists
I itian Peale and Thomas Sully, following the request of Director
l*atterson and C^hief Engraver Kneass. The inspiration for this
motif seems to have been rooted in the neoclassicism movement
of the era. Gods, goddesses, and other allegorical figures were
often portrayed in long flowing robes with such accouterments as
birds, wreaths, shields, weapons, and other objects. 'The reverse
design portrayed a flying eagle said to have been modeled after
Peter, an eagle which in the 1830s was a mascot at the Mint (and
which, in stuffed form, presided on a perch over the 'Treasury
Department exhibit at the (]olumbian Exposition in 1893).
In 1836 pattern silver dollars were struck following these
designs. In one version of the story. Director Patterson, viewing
initial impressions of the die, was so delighted with the new
design that he directed (Tristian Gobrecht to place his name on
It. f»r»brccht, employing the signature used on certain of his
medals, boldly signed it (>. GDBR I'X III T I-'. (the I' being for fecit,
in Latin, mtifle //) m the field alxive the date. .Mternatively,
(/obrcchf, follow ing his traditional (iractice, sinqdy signed the die
in this manner 'see notes fielow ).
Vi#)

bringing generally from $50 to $60. I was offered one within the past
few weeks, but could not purchase it for under $70.

Two reverse die styles were used to coin (iobrecht dollars of
1836-1839. The first used in 1836, illustrated an eagle dying to
the left in a field of 26 stars (by this year, the Union had increased
in size from the original 13 colonies to 26 states), comprised of 13
small stars and 13 large ones. Dollars of 1836 thus had the stars on
the reverse and none on the obverse. 'The second style, with an
eagle in a plain field on the reverse, was used on dollars dated
1838 and 1839 which had 13 stars on the obverse.
I he two styles of (iobrecht silver dollars struck and then placed
into circulation for face value are these:
1836: Name G. GOBRKCFrT K on base. No stars on obverse. IMain
edge. Reverse with eagle surrounded by 13 large and 13 small stars.
1,000 coined in 1836 and 600 in 1837 (with the 1836 date), for a total
mintage of 1,600.
1839: No engraver’s name. 13 stars on obverse. Reeded edge. Re¬
verse with eagle in plain field. .300 coined.

In addition, a number of patterns and mulings were struck in the
1836-1839 era, but mostly at the Mint at a later time, probably circa
1858-186()s. 1 he Eliasberg (]ollection contains the historical and
rare 18.^6pattern with(:.(i()BRE(d TTT. below the base of LilK-rty
and above the date; and a [Pattern 1838, to illustrate the tlate, this in
addition to the “regular” issues of 18.36 and 1839.
Go[>recht dollarscoinetl in 1836and laterye;irs,are fouiul w ith four
different ilie alignments or orientations. In the listings 1k*1o\v wc
follow the system employeil by \\ alter Breen m \\\\(Hmfleteh twyilm
fyedta of ( .S. and(iolonial(iotns .mil \\ ideK adopted elsew here:

IU)\Vh:R.S .\\I) Ml'.Rl-N \

The Louis E. Eliusherg, Sr., (Collection

• Alignment 1: Coin turn (dies oriented 180° apart; obverse and re¬

Carboneau, and I have found that Gobrecht dollars dated 1836, vari¬

verse in opposite directions), with the eagle flying upward with re¬

ety with name on base, medal-turn orientation, actually exist in at

spect to the horizontal axis of the obverse.

least four die alignment variations (II, II-A which is a little short of

• Alignment 11: Medal turn (dies oriented in the same direction),

upward and onward, IV, and IV-A which is not quite with the eagle

with the eagle flying upward with respect to the horizontal axis of the

horizontal). We feel that all four of these are from the delivery of

obverse.

March 1837 and have found all four of these struck on both 416-grain

• Alignment III: Coin turn (nearly) with the eagle flying level with
respect to the horizontal axis of the obverse.

planchets and 412.5-grain planchets. We believe that these 416-grain
coins are on planchets left over from the December 1836 original

• Alignment IV: .Medal turn (nearly), with the eagle flying level
with respect to the horizontal axis of the obverse.

striking of Alignment I. This to us is strong evidence that both die
alignments II and IV, as well as the two intermediate II-A and I\’-A

Per what seems to be a combination of logic and conventional
wisdom, Gobrecht dollars should have been minted under the
following authorized weights (which in practice often varied by a

alignments, were all the issue of March 1837).

^rain or two):

tion, restrikes made circa 1858 or any other later time would have

Standard in effect January 18, 1837 and later: 412.5 grains. Goins,
including some dated 1836, weighing close to this amount were prob¬
ably struck soon after the authorization of the new standard. In addi¬
been on planchets of this standard.

Standard in effect before January 18, 1837: 416 grains. Although it
seems logical to suggest that coins weighing close to this amount

In practice, weights vary slightly.

were probably struck before January 18, 1837, or in any event, not for

For additional information see Walter Breen's Complete Encyclopedia of U.S. and

very long thereafter, in practice there are variations. James C. Gray

Colonial Coins (1988), Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars of the United States: A Com¬

(letter, January 8, 1997) commented: “My fellow researcher, Mike

plete Encyclopedia (Bowers, 1994), and United States Patterns and Related Issues
(Andrew W. Pollock III, 1994).

Famous 1836 Gobrecht $1 Rarity
C. GOBRECHT F. Below Base

(photo enlarged to twice actual size}

2200

In any event, this design was so historically important and so popu¬

1836 C. GOBRECHT F. below base. Reverse with flying eagle
amid 26 stars. Plain edge. Pollock-61, Judd-58. Die Alignment
III. 413.5 grains. Proof-64. Brilliant silver surfaces with just a hint

pieces were made for trading and resale, these on lighter planchets of

of gold and iridescent toning. A very attractive specimen of this leg¬

the January 18, 1837 standard set at 412 grains. 1 he die alignment

endary rarity.
Struck with two blows of the Proof press, thus creating some slight

and weight suggest that the Fliasberg coin is among these later is-

doubling visible under magnification, particularly at the date and the
engraver’s signature.
According to Mint records, just 18 initial impressions were struck in

lar with collectors that in later years, especially 1858-1860, additional

sues.
Ibday the 1836 Gobrecht dollar with G. (JOBRKC.H I f. below
ba.se is an extreme rarity, and it is doubtful if more than a few dozen
arc known to exist. No originals (Die .Mignmcnt 1; 416-grain

silver with G. GOBRKGirF F. in the field. Presumably, these were

planchct) have come on the market for years to our knowledge, and

on 416-grain planchets with Die Alignment 1. However, the lack of

all known to us in major collections ha\e been on lighter weight

extant specimens in this format has cast doubt in the minds of some

planchets, the Norweb Gollection coin (19,S8) being but one ex¬

scholars (Andrew W. Pollock 111 for one) that Alignment I was used.

ample. Indeed, Andrew W. Pollock has not been able to locate even a
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single auction appearance, ever, of Alignment 1! In reviewing the
present text he noted that such a coin might not even exist. I'hus, for

(Christian (jobrecht (Hioj^raphical Notes)
Gobrecht, born m Hanover, \'ork Gounty, I’.A, December 1.1, 17H.S, was ap¬

all practical purposes, 416-grain specimens must be regarded as non¬

prenticed at an early age to a cl(K'k maker, where he engaged in the engraving

collectible, thus thrusting the present available, albeit extremely

of designs on clock faces and cases. He subsec|uently moved to Baltimore. He

rare. Alignment III piece even more into the limelight.
(Concerning the 1836 here offered. Alignment III, .Andrew W. Pol¬

then prepared illustrations for various publications, for which he engraved por¬
traits of George Washington, David Rittenhouse, Benjamin Eranklin, Ben¬
jamin Rush, and others.

lock III noted that “we record three auction appearances of this

In 1811 he moved to Philadelphia and set up trade as a portrait engraver,

alignment, but believe that several others exist.” In his 1954 work.

medal engraver, and die cutter. In 1825, follow ing a design by Thomas .Sully,

The Secret History of the Gobrecht Coinages 1836-1840, Walter Breen

Gobrecht engraved a medal for the Franklin Institute. Many other medals,

stated that the name-below-base 1836 dollars were struck in Decem¬
ber 1836, “plain edge only, silver, 18 struck.” Interestingly (and re¬

some of which were struck by the Philadelphia Mint, were prepared during the
1820s and 183()s. Typically, these were boldly signed C. GOBREC’HT K In
•September 1835 Gobrecht joined the Mint staff. His first task at the Mint was

calling today that this was in the sunrise era of research on the matter;

to create the Liberty Seated design for the dollar as discussed above, and to

Breen and others learned much later), he also commented: “Re¬

prepare a reverse motif as well.

strikes exist and are rarer than the originals; they can be diagnosed by
high unnatural polish, wire edges, and reverse die breaks....”

Another Commentary

Today, as noted, originals are considered rarer than restrikes. As

The following citation is from F.arly Engineering Reminiscences i 1815-40) of

noted above, originals may not even exist (thus achieving the ulti¬

George F.scolSellers, edited by Eugene S. Ferguson, 1965, page 77. .Sellers, who
had connections to the Mint in the early 19th century, was an old man when he

mate degree of rarity!).

first penned his recollections. Thus there are a number of errors, inaccuracies

Pedigree: William M. Friesner Collection, Edouard Frossard, June 7-8,
1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
F.Uasberg, Sr

expanded upon from other sources, and the like. What he noted concerning the
1836 Gobrecht dollar bears repeating, if only for the record:
“Although the die-sinking lathe [imported from France and installed in early

Die notes: Reverse with hairline crack through bottoms of OLLA. Almost

1837] was a labor-saving tool in the rougher portions of the die sinking, it did

subliminal crack through NITED .STA'l'E-S O, this being so delicate that on a

not dispense with the final delicate hand finish, yet Mr. CTarles [5/r| Gobrecht,

toned coin it probably would not be visible. The literature in the vast majority

who was then the diesinker, was much opposed to its use. When the first few

of auction listings does not reflect die states of Gobrecht dollars of this style;

dollar coins were struck, it was found that Gobrecht had taken the inexcusable

this present description is an effort in that direction.
Design notes: On her left hand Miss Liberty’s four fingers are seen, but her

liberty of placing his name on the die, which became conspicuous on the coin,
and the coinage had to be stopped until it could be obliterated.”

thumb is on the other side of the pole and is not shown. On her right hand are

Actually, it seems unlikely that any extensive production from this obverse die

three fingers plus a thumb; apparently, one finger was omitted in error (on the

was anticipated. Most probably, the early strikings from the die were simply to

revised figure of Miss Liberty used in 1840, her right hand was redesigned to

illustrate the design and to provide examples for distribution among officials and

show just thumb and forefinger).

others concerned with the project. It .seems highly unlikely that .Sellers had first¬
hand knowledge of the signature question, and simply gave his own theory.

Classic 1836 Gobrecht Dollar

Die notes: Obverse with last three digits of the date repunched, the most
notable being an extra line below the right side of the 8. At the left side of the
knob of the 3 there are traces of double or even triple punching. Apparently the

Name on Base

date was punched in one numeral at a time, not from a four-digit logotype. On
the reverse there is a minute die crack, as always seen (on coins of Alignment
III; not 1, II, or IV), beginning near or touching the lower right of the I), continuing
through the base of OLLA, terminating the left foot of the last mentioned letter.
This crack developed at an early time in the coinage of Alignment III issues
and is seen on virtually every Gobrecht dollar of this orientation. On the
present coin another crack is seen delicately connecting the tops of Nl, then
increasing in size as it joins the T, becoming fairly prominent at FD and its con¬
nection across the space to .STATF.S, becoming lighter, continuing to the top of
the O, and almost imperceptibly to the F Another crack is seen among the dentils
beginning above the F in .S'rA'I'F.S and becoming fairly prominent as it progresses
to the right, fading above the F in .A.MFRIGA. It would be interesting to record
the die progressions on other coins so as to determine an emission sequence.
Andrew Pollock, .Saul 'Icichman, and others believe that Alignment III was the
last of the four alignment styles struck and, indeed, the die cracks suggest this.
A quantity of 600 1836 (Jobrecht silver dollars, presumably all of the 416-
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1836 (]. (j()BRK(]!HT F. on base. Reverse with ea^le flying left

grain standard and 180° die alignment, were paid at face value into the Bank of

amid stars. Plain edge. Coin turn (nearly), but with eagle hori¬

the United .States in December 1836, almost immediately after coining; de¬

zontal:

.-Alignment

III. 411.8 grains.

Pollock-65, Judd-60.

Proof-62. (Champagne toning changes to w isps of gold at the rim
with tinges of blue. Die alignment with dies inverted, eagle flying

posit was through Warrant 1473. By March 31, 1837, 1,0(K) more, of varying die
alignments and, presumably, mostly of the new 412-grain standard (adopted
January 18, 1837), had been struck, many of which were deposited into circula¬
tion. .Some were kept on hand at the Mint, the director having enough on hand

level. .Some occasional hairlines and marks in the field account for

by July 1838 to send 50 examples to the secretary of the Treasury, as new (1838-

the I’roof-60 grade, and a mark on the left obverse rim is also noted.

dated) (Jobrecht dollars had not been struck by that time.

■\mong (Jobrecht dollars in this grade category, this coin certainly has
tremendous visual appeal and its beauty will be immediately obvious

In recent times there has been a renaissance of interest in the Gobrecht sc¬
ries, and a number of scholars in the area have explored the matter in detail—
with more yet to be done. ,\ veritable forum on the subject appeared in the

trr anyone who views it. The obverse has a high wire rim around all of

writer’s brxik. Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars of the t 'nited States: .1 Complete h n

the periphery except the lower left. Probably struck circa 1858-carly

cyclopedia. The present information is not complete, as striking orders are not

|H(4)s.

known, die progressions have not been studieti in ilctail. anil there is much

pedigree Lern itt sale of February 1893; J.M Clapp; John H. Clapp.

more to be learned. Perhaps this description will be a step in that direction

(Japp estate, 1942, to Louts E Ehatberg, Sr.
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Famous 1838 Gobrecht Rarity

the 1839) the 1838 is the rarest. Although all pieces were made as pat¬
terns, the date has been adopted into many collections and cata¬

Rarest Gobrecht Dollar Date

logues of the regular series, much as the 1879 and 1880 $4 gold Stellas

Splendid Proof

have been adopted. Such pieces are listed in A Guide Hoot of United

States Coins and other popular references.

such, the demand for

the 1838 (jobrecht dollar is long lasting and very intense.

Pedigree: William M. Uriesner Collection, Edouard Erossard, June 7-<V,
1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
EAiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse date with numerals arranged in a slight arc, quite pleas¬
ing. 'I'he 8 digit seems to tilt slightly to the left. The obverse field has 13 stars
around the border. Miss Liberty has no drapery at her elbow (nor does she on
any Oobrecht dollar). The word LIBKR TY is in relief, as also on 1836 and 18.39
(beginning with the 1840 regular issue dollar the word is incu.se). Certain dentils
around the border are unusual—for example certain dentils at the upper left —
as they appear as near ellipses, becoming slightly smaller at the point at which
they join the rim. In other words, the thickness of each dentil becomes larger
the greater the distance from the rim.
The reverse die is perfect (without cracks). The reverse die is the same as
used on the following lot. Markers are mostly microscopic, but we do note that
the 1 in lINlTh'D is doubled, particularly at the top of part of the lower left
serif.
The present 1838 Gobrecht dollar (and nearly all others in collections today)
was probably struck circa 1858-1860 under the aegis of Mint Director James
Ross Snowden, who indicated willingness to make restrikes for collectors, par¬
ticularly in exchange for items needed for the Mint Collection.

Rare 1839 Gobrecht Dollar
Original Issue

2203

1839 Stars on obverse (as on all varieties tbis year). Reverse
with eagle in plain field. Reeded edge. Medal turn (nearly);
Alignment IV. Pollock-116, Judd-104. 411.6 grains. Proof-61.
Believed to be one of 300 original strikings made in 1839. Light
lilac and golden toning in the field changes to splashes of blue at the
rims. A pleasing example of an issue which is highly desired and is be¬
ginning to be collected as part of the regular series.
Until relatively recently, the time of striking of the .-Mignment l\
pieces was not known. In a January 8, 1997 letter to the cataloguer,
James C. Gray remarked: “It is my feeling that all of the issue ot De¬
cember 1839 were made in Alignment IV, and these can be differen¬
tiated from the restrikes by the presence of a cracked reverse die on
the restrikes.”

{photu enlarged to twice actual size)
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Phis is a change from the earlier conventional wisdom that .Vlign-

1838 Designer’s name omitted, stars added around obverse bor¬

ment I\’ pieces were made circa 1858-1860 and that originals were of

der. Reverse with eagle flying in plain field; perfect die, without

Alignment 1. The change in opinion came about due to a number ot

cracks. Reeded edge. Coin turn (almost); Alignment III. 412.3

factors, including the observation that many if not most 1839 dollars

grains. Pollock-93, Judd-84. Proof-64. A splendid impression of

of Alignment IV, from an unbroken reverse die, show some

the pattern issue (none of this date having been made for circulation

contact marks. Apparently, these constituted the entire 1839 original

purposes). An early striking from this die combination, the reverse

issue comprising a total coinage of 300 pieces. Many ot these were

not having yet cracked. 'Fimc of striking not known; 1838 or later.

placed into circulation at face value. It is relevant to note that m nine

Conventional wisdom is changing relating die alignments to “origi¬

years of inspecting 18,39 Gobrecht dollars ot this die combination,

nal” and “rcstrike” times of issue (see notes for the following lot).

Andrew W. Pollock has never seen even a single example ot Align¬

Lilac toning over deep mirror surfaces changes to splashes of ma¬

ment 1, nor has James G. Gray, nor has or any other authoritative ob¬

genta and blue on the obverse, while on the reverse a delicate gun-

server reported inspecting one in recent decades. 1 hus, it is reason

mctal-blue toning prevails throughout, with some splashes of ma¬

able to assume that for the 1839 Gobrecht dollar. Alignment I does

genta and lighter blue. The striking is exciuisite, and the appearance

not exist (James C. Gray has posted a $.500 reward for the tirst person

is beautiful, (iertainly, this is one of the finest pieces to ever come on
the market of the key 1838 Cobrecht dollar.
f)f the three dates of Cobrecht silver dollars (the 1836, 1838, and

lUnVKkS AND MIvKI’>NA

producing one for inspection!), and that originals are ot Alignment 1\
from an unbroken reverse die.

Pedigree: Erom the Chapman hrothets. lieiemhet 189.1../. 1/, (. app,

o n

.M)')

mi .outs h. h.Hasher^, Sr., Collection

H Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.outs E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: I nder maKnification star 3 is slightly doubled at the top, and star 5
has been punched twice, with the rotational difference being such that it now
has multiple rays, particularly at the upper left. 'This indicates that the stars
were punched into the die one at a time. Star 8 also has rotational doubling.
C ertain ot the dentils are truncated ellipses somewhat similar to that described
under the preceding coin. .Same reverse die as preceding, doubled I in rNI'l'KI),
but now with an additional feature, a raised hairpin-like ridge below the left
side of the right fixn of the final .3 in .A.MKRICA.

1840-1873 LlBHR'l'Y SEATED
SllAER DOEI.ARS_
The Eliasberg Collection
I he Kliasberg Collection of Liberty Seated silver dollars is one
of relatively few complete collections of this denomination to
have crossed the auction block. Particularly notable is its quality,
replete with numerous seldom-seen Proofs of the 1840s, highcondition pieces, and other delicacies. 4"he famous 1870-S is one
of the finest of an exceptionally rare and desirable issue. The
1851, 1852, and 1858 will, of course, attract attention for the rare
dates they are. Phe (Jarson City Mint issues toward the end of the
series are incredible for their quality, and the 1872-S is particu¬
larly notable. All in all the offering is truly historical and of the
utmost numismatic significance.

Historical Notes
In 1840 the first Liberty Seated silver dollars were released into
circulation, this after the illustrious Gobrecht issues of 1836-1839.
Surprise! I'he Flying Kagle motif, so widely liked today and,
apparently, the focus of attention at the Mint, was nowhere to be
seen. Instead, the reverse depicted a perched eagle holding
arrows and an olive branch, similar to that used on the Libertv
Seated cjuarter since 1838 and the half dollar since 1839 (with
traditions dating back to 1807 when John Reich first devised the
motiO.
In the first year of Liberty Seated dollar coinage, 1840, 61,005
pieces were coined. From that point onward, production was
continuous, although certain years—such as 1844, 1845, 1848,
and 1850—were produced in reduced numbers. "Fhese silver
dollars entered the channels of circulation where they saw wide¬
spread popular use, the average piece wearing down to what
numismatists would later call the \ ery Fine, or, occasionally, the
Lxtremely Fine grade designation.
After 1850, the price of silver rose on domestic and interna¬
tional markets, as large (piantities of gold found in (>alifornia and,
soon thereafter, Australia, made gold “common” in relation to
silver. By the early 1850s, a I liberty Seated silver dollar contained
mf)re value in silver metal than its face value. 'Fhe same was true
with other silver denominations from the half dime through the
half dollar.
'I he Mint Act of I'cbruary- 21, 1853, remedied the situation for
the smaller silver coins by lowering the authorized weight. Fo
distinguish the new standard, arrows were placed at the date of
the half rlimc through the half dollar denominations. I lowevcr,
rhr I jberrv Seated silver dollar was left untouched. 'I'he weight
w not ■ h inged, and as before, it remained at 412 grains standard
<< inq-;.' d of 'tO'/ silver and 109? (Ofipcr). (fbvioiisly, there

DO

would have been no point in 1853 to have taken over$l worth of
silver bullion to the Mint to receive in exchange Liberty .Seated
dollars, then pass them out at face value. 'Thus, this was not done.
'Fherefore, Liberty vSeated silver dollars did not circulate in
.American commerce after the early 1850s, continuing through
the early 1870s, a little-known fact.
From the early 1850s through the end of the series. Liberty
Seated dollars were produced only upon specific demand from
depositors of silver bullion, d'hose requesting them could receive
minted silver dollars in e.xchange. .As an e.xample, in the year
1859, to obtain a Liberty Seated silver dollar at the Mint, over
$1.05 w'orth of raw' silver w ould have been required.
Although at first glance this seems illogical, fairly large quanti¬
ties of Liberty Seated silv'er dollars were produced. 'Fhe answer
lies in the use of later pieces for export trade. Such coins were
tendered to merchants and bullion dealers who used them in
payments to the Orient (in particular) in the era before the silver
trade dollar became a reality (which did not occur until 1873).
Such pieces were received overseas by weight and fineness, not by
face value. Thus, the face value didn’t matter, f Fhe trade dollar
in 1873 boldly stated the w'eight and fineness as part of the
inscription on the reverse, and an aid to overseas merchants.)
If that were not reason enough for an explanation for Liberty
Seated dollars not circulating in America, beginning on Decem¬
ber 28, 1861, banks in the Fast and Midwest stopped paying out
silver coins. 'Fhe point was moot so far as Liberty Seated silver
dollars were concerned, as they were not in the channels of
commerce anyway. Specie payments did not resume until after
the last Liberty Seated silver dollar had been coined in 1873.
Fhat stated, a review of coinage figures shows that production
of silver dollars was continuous and, in fact, generous after 1853,
with high points achieved in 1871 and 1872. .Most of these were
used in overseas transactions, as noted, but some also circulated
in the American West, particularly in the mountain states, such as
Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and Llolorado. In those
locations they traded at values cietennineci Ity the market, which
meant that silver dollars w'ere exchanged for more than face value
in terms of certain other financial instruments. As curious as it
may seem today, if you had been on the scene in Nevada in 1876
you could have written checks denominated in United .States
silver dollars. United .States gold coins. United .States trade
dollars, or Mexican silver dollars—each trading at slightly differ¬
ent values in relation to the other! All of this makes a fascinating
study in financial histors'. It is relevant at this point to note that
one of Louis h.. Kliasberg’s main interests in conjunction with his
coin collecting was financial history, in w hich he was verv well
versed. Kliasberg was a pioneer in this aspect, for only in rela¬
tively recent times have others integrated contemporary finan¬
cial, mintage, social, and historical information into their appre¬
ciation of rare coins.
I he Liberty .Seated dollar was abolished by the (’oinage Act of
1873, which at the same time created the new trade ilollar. r\s
events would prove, trade dollars were struck in far larger annual
mintages than I dberty .Seated riollars c\cr were, thus pro\ iilmga
boon, at least for a time, to silver producers.

Bowi-R.s \Ni) \if:rfn\

The Louis K. LHasherg, Sr., Collertion

Attractive 1840 Dollar

lesser value. This has little in the way of market significance, how¬
ever, as today there are more than enough eager buyers to absorb
whatever few Proof dollars come on the market. In any event, the
1841 Proof dollar is one of the rarest Proof issues in the Liberty
Seated series and, as noted, the second rarest issue dated in the
184()s. We estimate that fewer than 10 authentic' Proofs arc know n in
total, this being three to six in the Proof-6() to 63 range and two or
three in higher grades.
Die notes: On the reverse in the leftmost group of vertical stripes, the first
stripe penetrates the lowest horizontal stripe, and the rightmost stripe in the
same group penetrates the bottom two. In the fifth group, the rightmost stripe
penetrates the bottom three horizontal stripes, and in the sixth group the
leftmost stripe penetrates the bottom horizontal stripe. (In the Floyd .Starr cata¬
logue, Stack’s October 1992, Michael Hodder suggested that this same feature
is from a huh used to make dollar dies 1849-1850.) On the right side of the final
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1840 MS-60, prooflike. Light golden toning over highly prooflike

A in AMFIRICA is a rough protuberance, a die flaw. This same Proof reverse
die was also used to coin various later dates in the series through at least 18,50.
So far as is known, this reverse die was created in 1840, given a high Proof fin¬

fields (including Proof surface within the shield stripes). A business
strike, not a Proof—but of a quality that must have closely ap¬

ish, and thereafter carefully preserved at the Mint, to be brought out on various
occasions through 1850 to strike Proof dollars. There is absolutely no evidence
that the die was used at a later date for restriking. It is the opinion of the cata¬

proached a Proof when it first came from the dies. Phe striking is ex¬
quisite, the appearance is beautiful. Some contact marks account for

loguer, and also of David W. Akers (who has been a consultant for certain early
Proof listings in the present catalogue) that any Proof dollar 1840-1850 struck

the technical grade, but the aesthetic appeal is considerable. This
piece must rank as one of the most pleasing business strikes to cross

from this die is an original Proof made within the span indicated. Moreover, the
Pittman Collection, which contains full (half cent to $10 gold) Proof sets of

the auction block in recent times.
,

When the Liberty Seated dollar was minted in 1840, there was vir-

I

tually no public interest or attention concerning it. So far as the cata-

1843, 1844, 1845, and 1846, includes Proof silver dollars from this die. The
Floyd Starr Collection catalogued by Michael Hodder (Stack’s, October 1992),

^

loguer has been able to determine, none were set aside as souvenirs

offered Proof dollars from this die, of the dates 1840, 1841, 1843, 1846, 1847,

I

at the time of issue, and no feature articles or accounts in contempo¬

1848, 1849, and 1850, and included an essay on Proofs of that era; that cata¬
loguer dismissed Breen’s (in the Proof coins F.nryclopedia) comment about an¬

rary’ newspapers were published. Business strikes were considered to
j

other reverse die existing and used in 1840 as, “appears to be imaginarv.”

be utilitarian workhorse coins. The few collectors who desired ex¬
amples for their cabinets opted for Proofs. Today, Mint State busi¬

Concerning the Rarity of Pre-1858 Proofs

ness strikes are rarities, much more so than generally realized.
I

It is worth noting that in the 1950s the cataloguer made an extensive investi¬

Pedigree: John G. Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 21-29,

gation of pre-1858 Proof coins in all series, examined many pieces called

j

1904: J.M. Clapp: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

“Proof’ in major collections and auctions, and otherwise studied the subject. It

I

Elias berg, Sr.

developed that considerably more than half of the Liberty .Seated dollars of the

I

strikes. It is clear that the historical auction record (as reflected by Lhapman,

Thus, so-called repunched stars, artifacts, etc., are infrequent in the dollar se¬

Mehl, et al. catalogues) is to a large extent inaccurate and unreliable. Of course,
no such problem exists with certain other dates, notably 1858 (struck only in

ries, while plentiful among the lower denominations. Similarly, dates seem to
have been punched in more carefully. The format of the dies was, or course,

;

larger, and no doubt it was easier for an engraver to work with the silver dollar

I

than a half dime.
On the present coin each of the three elements in the leftmost shield stripe

I

extend significantly into the horizontal stripes above, with the rightmost stripe

Proof finish) or 1851 and 1852 (high-grade pieces are nearly always Proofs, as
business strikes are rarer). The problem, however, is pervasive with the dates
1840-1849 and 1857, as noted. Unfortunately, the Breen Proof coin Encyclopedia
is not of much help in the numerous instances in which earlier auction listings
w'ere picked up and cited, but the coins were not seen (and this situation con¬

in the group penetrating to near the shield rim. On the fifth vertical group of

I

stitutes the majority of Breen entries of these dollar dates).
In contrast, much later data are, indeed, reliable. V\ith probably no excep¬

stripes the rightmost element protrudes through the bottom horizontal sttipe.

tions, anything called Proof in a New Netherlands (loin do. catalogue after
1850 w'as, indeed, a Proof; ditto for Lester Merkin auctions of later dates, ditto

Rare Proof 1841 Dollar

for modern (1986 onward) data concerning Proofs certified by .AN.XC.S, NCi(.,
and PdG.S. Recent correspondence between the cataloguer and David N\.

Fewer than 10 Known

Akers, who will be offering the John j. Pittman dollection later in 1997 and in
1998, indicates that he will also include technical information concerning vari¬
ous Proofs in his catalogues. Thus, in time the true rarity of early Proofs will be
more closely ascertained than can be presently learned from in-print literature.
.Specifically in reference to Proof Liberty .Seated dollars, the writer s 1993 ef¬
fort, Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars of the ('nited States: .I Complete Encyclopedia.
contains year-by-year notes and reflects scholarship as of that time, including
contributions by most other numismatists specializing in that series. .Xs of 1997.
no one has called our attention to any changes that need to be made in the
Proof rarity estimates therein.

Prooflike 1842 Dollar

2205

1841 Proof-61. A splendid piece struck from Proof dies. Fairly uni¬
form light golden toning over mirror surfaces. Some contact marks ac-

^

count for the grade. The aesthetic appeal is excellent. The 1841 Proof

I

dollar is believed to be the second rarest Proof issue of the 1840s, with

I

1849 coming first. Only a few specimens are known to exist.

'

toned business strikes that were polished at one time or prooflike business

ceived more attention in the die making process than other denominations.

I

I

1840-1849 dates, and also 1857 dollars, called “Proof’ were, in fact, deeply

Die notes; In general, the Liberty Seated dollar—the largest silver coin—re-

While some Proof dollars of this date were distributed as part of sil¬
ver Proof sets, additional pieces were probably made on application
from numismatists and others, as collecting dollars by date seems to
have been a more popular discipline than assembling runs of certain
other series. 'Thus, considering the various silver denominations of
the 1840s, as a group the dollars are more often seen than are those of

BOWKKS AND
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1S42 MS-61, prooflikc. Aiquircd vears ago as a I’root, Closclv rc
scmlilcs a I’roof in -.omc aspects

>1

The Louts L. t.liasl>er^y Sr., Collection

Accuallv, this specimen, a business strike, has some characteristics

ably would be catalogued as such by the majority of viewers. How¬

ot a business strike and some of a Proof. Both dies used to strike this

ever, the die characteristics do not match. .As a prootlike business

com were highly polished, but not as completely or as thoroughly as

strike, this coin is a great attraction, a memorable Liberty .Seated sil¬

Proof dies. .\s a result, some die striae are v isible under high magnifi¬

ver dollar.

cation. I he reverse die is different from the Proof die earlier de¬

Die notes: On the reverse on the leftmost set of vertical stripes, the first ele¬

scribed, has polish striations, and is probably best described asproof-

ment lightly pierces the 3 horizontal stripes above it, and the third element
pierces the two horizontal stripes above. .Many raised die finish lines are seen

Itke. 1 his mirror surface does not e.xtend within the shield stripes.

within the shield, primarily sloping from lower left to upper right. This reverse

\N hile the obverse has some claims to Proof status the reverse seems

die was also used to coin 1843 dollars.

to be a highly polished business strike die and, in fact, it is the same
die as used to strike the next lot, the unquestioned 1B43 business
strike. Phis, in our opinion, is conclusive evidence that this was not
intended as a Proof. .Moreover, while the striking is above average,
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1843 All-58, prootlike. Light gray and gold toning with ample
splashes of blue, particularly on the reverse.
Die clash mark at Miss Liberty’s left arm near her wrist.

the stars are not as sharp as usually seen on Proofs of this date. Some

Reverse die as used to strike the preceding lot. Tiny raised die lines and

planchet preparation striations are also seen, particularly at the center

other markers assure the identification. In the present use the die state is

of the reverse.

slightly advanced and among other things includes a raised area at the upper

The obverse is brilliant while the reverse has delicate golden ton¬

righto’ftheRin.XMKRICA.

ing. To the casual observ er the piece appears to be a Proof, and prob¬

Superb Gem Proof 1844 Dollar
None Finer Seen

<photo enlarged to na-ire actual size)
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1844 Pn)<)f-65/66. .A splendid gem. Deep mirror Proof surfaces are
accented with delicate champagne toning. Sharply struck. A pleasing
example in every respect, a landmark piece that will surely be re¬
membered and honored as among the very finest of its kind.

1904', J.M. Clapp; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis h..
F.liasherg, Sr
Die notes: Obverse date high on the coin, in contrast to business strikes on
w hich it is typically lower than center. The lower right serif of the final date-

I he low-mintage 1844 is highly prized as a date in any grade,

digit, 4, ends in a sharp point. I he vertical stripes in the obverse shield are all

thereby lending extra appeal to the Proof We estimate that only two

made of triple elements, as normal for the Liberty Seated series (in contrast, all

tri four PrtMifs ol this date are known above the Proof-6,3 level.
Pedigree: John (i. Mills (.oUection, S./I. and 11. Chapman, April 27-29,

business strike 1844 dollars seen have <|uadruple stripes due to die doubling).
The identical reverse die was used to produce Proofs in the present sale dated
1840, 1844, 184.S, 1846, 1847, 1848, 1840, and 18,S() (but not on any of the later
Proofs).
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The Louis E. E.Hasher^, Sr., Collection

Rare Proof 1845 Dollar
Fewer than 10 Known

2210 1845 Al,J-58 or slightly finer. Cray and gold toning on the obverse
with blue rims. The reverse is primarily gold and blue. A low-mint¬
age date, the 1845 is quite elusive in high business strike grades.
Pedigree: Henry Blair Collection sale, Charles Steigemralt, October 14,
1896; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Etiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse from a business strike die and different from the preceding.
Reverse is from a business strike die not seen earlier in the present collection.
Date somewhat lower in field. No repunching.

1846 Proof Rarity
Repunched Date
Sometimes Called “1846/44”

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

2209 1845 Pro()f-63. Delicate golden toning over mirror surfaces. A
splendid example of this very elusive issue, a piece which is doubly
desirable for its related low business strike production.
It has been our experience that very few Proofs exist of the 1845

2211

1846 Repunched Date. I’roof-63. Phe variety sometimes called

date. 'The number of different specimens is not known, but w'c

1846/44. Date markedly double cut, with the last two figures in their

would estimate it to be no more than 10, of which the majority of

final position about 50% higher than in their first impression on the

these few do not equal the combined numerical grade and aesthetic

die—the most dramatic- repunching of any Liberty .Seated dollar of

appeal of the Klia.sberg Collection specimen.

this era. One of two Proof obverse dies known tor this year (the other

In our Encyrlopedici, 1903, we estimated the population of Proofs of
this date as two or three graded Pr()of-64 or finer and three to six in

lacks repunching).
All four date figures repunched but the last two, the 4 and the 6, are

the Proof-60 to 63 range, an opinion which has not been challenged.

the most dramatic in appearance. A splendid specimen with light

Another great find for the connoisseur and specialist.

mottled golden and champagne toning splashed w ith hints of blue.

Die notes: The obverse die apparently is different from that described by

few minor scratches in the obverse field, dictate the numerical grade.

Breen in that the 8 of the date is boldly and heavily repunched w ith the earlier

However, the aesthetic (luality will easily rank among the finest of

8 being slightly lower and to the left, while the 4 on this particular piece, whileshowing very slight traces of repunching at the lower left, is only slightly so.
The digit ,S in the logotype is curious inasmuch as the right side is tapered in a
sharp point

The identical reverse die was used to produce Proofs in the

present sale dated 1840, 1844, 184.S, 1840, 1847, 1848, 1849, and 1850 (but not
any of the later Proofs).

MOVVKkS AND MKKICNA

this date.
Pedigree: Dctz id S. Wil.wn Collection, 1906 pnvately;J. M. (Japp; John
//. (Japp. (Japp estate, 1942, to Louis E. LIta.sberg. Sr.
I )ic notes, commentars: \arious pres lous descriptions of this die base included
these: 1846/184,5 (l.orin (I. Parmelee (lollection .Sale, 1890) and, more otten.

Al

Ihf Louts L. h.itds^r'i', Sr., Collection

1'<4«\1'<44 !l'+4S
John J

Bo\d "World’s (jreatcst (.’ollct'tion" sale and others).

hord, Jr., discussed the die in iht .Sumismatist, .\uKust 144^), pp. 4W-

1 he error is vers noticeable; and as Walter H. Breen (who calls it the
Blundered Date ’ i remarks, it is "surprising that this die would have been ap¬
proved tor use on t'riMits." This blundered die was used only on PriKifs, not on
business strikes. Apparently, it was retired after a few do/.en Proof impressions
were made.
1 he identical reverse die was used to produce PrtKifs in the present sale
dated 1H4(), 1H44. 1H4.S, 184h, IH47, 1H4H, 1H49, and 1H.S0 (but not on any of the
later PriMifs).
for some unexplained reason, more Proof dollars of the 184b date seem to
have been struck than of any other single issue of this denomination from the
inception of the Liberty .Seated design in 1840 to this point. It is the
cataloguer's experience that this is the most available of all Proof Liberty
Seated dollars of the 184()s, but this statement has to be qualified by the notice
that compared to many other coins in the later silver dollar series, it still is a

2212

1846 MS-60. Medium golden and gray toning w ith splashes of iri¬

great rarity. I'o a lesser extent, other 184b denominations seem to be more

descence. .A lovely example of an issue which is readily seen in circu¬

available than their Prixif brethren of nearby dates. 'Phis is fortunate in particu¬

lated grades but which in .Mint State is quite elusive.

lar m the half dime and dime series, for both of those are extremely rare in
high-grade business strike format; thus Prcxifs help fill the demand for quality
coins. On the other hand, w e have not noticed that [’roof half cents and cents of
the 18-fb date are any more numerous than others of the era. Perhaps there was

Pedigree: John G. .Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 27-29,
1904; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
FJiasberg, Sr.

some type of a celebration or ceremony in 184b for which additional silver

Die notes: On the obverse a light crack links stars 10-11. On the reverse a

PriHif coins were made. If so, it has not been recorded in numismatic literature.

crack begins at a dentil above D, continues through .S'r.A'PK.S while another
crack connects OK and continues to the border above the first .A. Meanwhile,
still another crack begins in the field opposite the upper part of the .A and links
the tops of MKRl.

Marvelous Gem 1846-0 Dollar
Prooflike Surfaces
Believed Finest Known

i

I

221.1

M \

1846-0 M.S-6.S, prrHiflikL-. A splendid specimen with (piahtics .ip-

overlaid with dehc.ite gold and ch.imp.igne toning, with splashes of

pro i< hing rh.if of .i I'hil.idelphi.i Mint I’rrxd I )eep mirror siirf.ices are

blue at the rims. ()ne of the linest I.ibertv Se.iteil silver dollars we

iu)\\i<:k.s \\1) \ii*ki:\\

I'he Louis E. Eliasher^, Sr., Collection

have ever seen of ntiy date or variety, a showpiece. Among 1846-0

such as MS-6(), MS-61, or MS-62. .Several are heasily toned, thus

dollars this coin is head and shoulders above any seen by or reported

masking friction or wear and making precise grading impossible;

to us. As such, for the connoisseur and specialist this is one of the

some “Uncirculated” pieces may actually be AU. 'Foday, even a MS-

great treasures of this section of the Kliasberg Collection.

63 coin is a major rarity, and anything finer is in the “incredible”
class.

The 1846-0 is the first branch mint issue of the silver dollar de¬
nomination and the only branch mint variety of the 184()s. Although

Pedigree: John G. .Mills Collection, S.H. and li. Chapman, .\pril 21-29,

some 1846-0 dollars may have been exported, and most likely many

1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
EJiasberg, Sr.

were melted after the run-up in silver prices of the early 185()s, the
majority saw extensive service for a long while in circulation. Today,

Die notes: Under magnification a very delicate matte-like surface is seen on
the motifs, probably indicating very light rust. The scenario for this branch
mint Proof (or however you wish to designate it) is familiar and no doubt de¬
rives from the New' Orleans Mint giving a high degree of polish to the fields to

it is not unusual to find examples in grades that are quite low for a
Liberty Seated dollar, such as VG and Fine. Coins at the EF level can
be termed rare, and AU examples are especially so. Mint State coins

remove the matte oxidation there. The result could not have been nicer than
on the present coin. On the reverse a verv delicate crack connects the tops of
RIO.

are very elusive, and it may be the case that fewer than 20 are known.
Of these, nearly all are in the lower numerical ranges of that category.

Very Rare Proof 1847 Dollar
Only About a Dozen Known

2214

1847 Proof-62. Champagne and pale gold toning. A milling mark is
seen on the reverse at the right. A splendid specimen of this major
rarity. So far as we can determine, about seven to 14 examples exist
today from a low Proof mintage estimated to have been about 20 to
30 pieces.
Walter Breen has written of “many deceptive business strikes”
masquerading as Proofs, and this may account for some writers not
appreciating true Proofs for the rarities that they really are. In our ex¬
perience, the 1847 Proof dollar is exceedingly rare, not quite in the
class of the 1841 and the 1843, but about on a par w ith the 1844.
Die notes: I'he identical reverse die was used to produce Proofs in the
present sale dated 1840, 1844, 1845, 1846, 1847, 1848, 1849, and 1850 (but not
on any of the later Proofs).

Splendid Proof 1848 Rarity
Fewer than 20 Known
Famous Rare Date
2215

1848 Proof-64/6S. .A splendid specimen of this
famous rare date. 'Fhe obverse is light gold and
champagne changing to gunmetal-blue at the
rims, while the reverse is somewhat similar hut
with splashes of blue near the centers. .An out¬
standing example of an issue which is highly
prized for its rarity in Proof finish but which as a
date is desired in all grades. 1 he rarity of the
vear’s business strikes focuses additional de¬
mand upon Proofs such as this.
'Fhe 1848 in Proof finish is an incredible rarity.
We estimate that about 2.5 to 35 w ere coined, ot
which, perhaps, 1.5 or so can be traced today.
Fhe majority of these are in \arious states ot
lesser preservation than this Fliasberg (.ollection gem.
Die notes: On the obverse stars I-.5 are very slightiv
doubled. The identical reverse die was used to pro¬
duce Proofs in the present sale dated 1840, 1844, 1845,
184(1, 1847, 1848, 1849, and 1850 (but not on anv of the
later Proofs),

!photo enlarged to tveice actual .uze)
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Ike l.uuis h.. E/u/sde/x, Sr., Collection

Memorable l^roof 1849 Dollar

Notable Proof 1850 Dollar

Karest l^roof Dollar of the 1840s

Famous Low-Mintage Date

One ot the Finest known of Only 8 to 12 Struck

(jem Quality

(photo enlarged to tt^ke actual size)

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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1849 Pr()<)f-64. ('hampagne toning on the obverse and reverse. A

2217

1850 Proof-64 or finer. A memorable specimen of this highly prized

memorable specimen of an issue which is very elusive in Proof for¬

date. Delicate champagne toning over deep mirror surfaces. One of

mat. .Stars not fully struck up on the obverse right, as seen on others

the nicest we have ever seen.

of this date.

The 18,S() is a great classic in the Liberty Seated series. Just 7,5(K)

I he IH49 Proof is rarity personified. More than any other date of

business strikes were made, many of which were probably melted.

the lH4()s, specimens are difficult to locate. The original mintage

After this year the Liberty .Seated dollar did not circulate during its

must have been smaller than for its earlier companions, perhaps on

lifetime, as subseciucnt pieces were worth more in melt-dow n value

the order ot just eight to 12 coins. Of that small number, we can lo¬

than face value.

cate only three existing today in Proof-64 (including the present
cfun) tjr finer grade and three to five in lesser Proof grades.

In Proof format probably about 40 to 60 were struck, thus indicating
that demand rose sharply from the low point of 1849. The reason for

In 1H49 at the Mint, production of Proof coins slowed, for reasons

the increased production is not known, but it may have been because

not known today. It is known, however, that original Proofs of any

numismatically knowledgeable people at the Mint (Juctib Reese

denomination of this date are extreme rarities. Within the dollar se¬

Kckfeldt, Will iam K. DuBois, to name two) realized that this would

nes of the IH40s, the 1H49 stands above its two closest competitors,

be a rare date ■i.s a business strike and, therefore, was destined to Ik in

alv( great rarities in their own right, the Prrwifs of 1841 and lH4.y

demand. Perhaps this is borne out by the fact that other cojipcr and

I)ie o*)fes ()bvcrse with date high and clo^c to base. Kxtensive die finish

silver denominations of this year are rarities as PriMifs. but, in general,

marks under the i hin of Miss I ,d>crtv arc seen on many Ldrcrty Seated dollars of

are plentiful as business strikes. Therefore, we must conclude that

rhr. date, bur those on the present the arc unusual as it is Proof finish (and arc

some extra dollars were m.ule.

tKrfcd f>\ Wdrer Breen in his Complete h nmlopedta as diagnostic ). The identical
die wa*. used to priKliice Proofs in the present sale dated 1X40, 1H44,
!h4S \n4t,, |H47. IMM |H4'». and IMSO (but not on any of the later PriMifs)

The dem.iiul for the Proof I8S() dollar is accented bv the general
scarcity of business strikes in all grailes. The numismatist desiring an

—4

M()\vi-:ks ,\m) Ml* ui:n.\

I'he l.ouis /*,. h.iiaaherg, Sr., Collection

especially attractive example of the 1850 Liberty Seated dollar would
do vN'cll to bid liberally for this coin.

Pedigree: (leorge H. Earle. Jr. Collection. Henry Chapman. June 25-29.
1912; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.. F.Hasherg. Sr.
Die notes: On the obverse the 0 of the date is sharply double-punched at the
base. The knob of the .S is distinctly separated from the element above it. A
raised line appears on Miss Liberty’s neck horizontally and located about 1/.^ of
the distance up from her bosom to her chin. The identical reverse die was used
to produce Proofs in the present sale dated 1840, 1844, 184,S, 1846, 1847, 1848,
1849, and 1850 (but not on any of the later Proofs seen by the cataloguer).

While business strike 1851

dollars have the date high in the

exergue and close to the base of Miss Liberty, the date on the re¬
strikes is centered, thus providing instant identification.
Probably about .50 to 60 specimens of the 1851 Proof dollar exist
today. As business strikes (from a mintage of just 1,500) arc generally
unavailable the Proofs, rarities in their own right, have served to pro¬
vide high-grade examples of this date. With the 1852, the 1851 dollar
is considered to be one of the two rarest dates in the Liberty .Seated
series (1858 is third); quite possibly, as a mintmark issue the 1875-(iG
(see subsequent offering) is even rarer. Of course, the famous 1870-.S
is rarest of all.

High Grade 1850-0 Dollar

Pedigree: E.S. Norris Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, May 17, 1894;
J .M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EUasherg, Sr.

Splendid Proof 1852 Dollar Rarity
One of Only 30 to 40 Known
Rarest Liberty Seated $1 Date

2218

1850-0 AU-50.

Light silver gray surfaces with some prooflike char¬

acteristics. A pleasing example of this popular variety. Walter Breen
suggests that the issue is rarer than the mintage of 40,000 suggests.

Pedigree: From Charles Steigerwalt in April 1897 as Uncirculated. J.M.
Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eiiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse date from logotype as preceding, but deeply punched
into the die and w'ith the ball of the 5 touching the element above it. No
repunching. Reverse with many distinctive die markers including cracks.
Many raised “islands” appear among the letters of UNi rED and between it
and the field near the eagle. A very delicate crack connects the bases of D
■S'l'ATES. The surfaces are somewhat prooflike, indicating that the die was
polished, probably to remove some of the rust marks, but not the deeper ones.
Very interesting to observe under magnification.

Classic 1851 Silver Dollar
Restrike, Centered Date

mnnnr

A Key to the Series

2219

1851 Restrike. Date Centered. Proof-60 or slightly finer. Light
gray toning with some medium toning around the stars and certain
other areas. Hints of light blue and magenta in areas. A very pleasing
specimen. Reverse with perfect shield stripes not extending above;
mirror fields between shield stripe areas.
So far as we have been able to determine, no original I’roof IH.Sl sil¬
ver dollars were struck (the several we have seen described as “Proof
have been, in our opinion, clashed die business strikes coins from dies
resurfaced to diminish the clash marks). Years later this non-availability
of Proof 18.51 dollars was recognized, as was the status of the dollar as a
rarity in business strike form, and an estimated .50 to 100 I’roofs were
restruck. This was probably sometime circa 1858 or slightly later, when
numismatics was just beginning to catch hold in America in a big way,
and publications were becoming available to the public (such as
Montrrwille W. Dickeson’s Amencan Sumismatica! .Manual, 1859, and
\\.( i. Prime's Coins, Medals and Seals, 1860).

UAVKKS AND MLKLNA

(photo enlarged to mice actual size)
1852 Pro()f-65/64. I leather toning over deep mirror surfaces. An ab¬
solutely splendid specimen. One of the great prizes of the senes. On
the obverse some marks arc seen under magmtication between stars
4 and 5; otherwise we would raise the grade bv a full point or two. Rcstrike from the same die used to com certain 1851 Proof rcstrikc dolI_ /1 a:.,

\.i.

ihr l.ouh t h.husber^f, Sr., Collection

1 he tame i)t che 1><52 is lonj; standing'. Although 1,100 were re¬

\\..A. Carlson called “roller striations”) are seen on the reverse in the

ported to have been struck tor circulation, and were probably used in

field and on the eagle’s wing, particularly visible under magnifica¬

this manner, mans were melted, with the result that just a handful of

tion. .Sharply struck and very attractive. One of the nicest I’riMifs wc

business strikes are known today. Filling the gap are Proofs to the

have seen of this rare year.

extent ot, perhaps, 30 to 40 pieces, a low population, and one that as a

We estimate that about 50 to 100 Proofs were struck in 18.54, with

date IS in a league w ith the 1851 Proof restrike. .So few pieces appear

some being included in silver Proof sets of the year, but most probably

on the market that rarity cannot be estimated clearly. .As a date, the

being made as additional pieces in view of the popularity of the dollar

1852 is king of the Liberty .Seated series.

denomination. Of that number, perhaps five to 10 exist at the l‘r(K)f-()4

1 he 1852 furnished the subject of a detailed discussion in the

or finer level and about 20 to 30 in grades from Proof-60 to 63.

cataloguer’s btxik, Siker Dollars and Trade Dollars of the I ’nited States:

In addition to the rarity of the 18.54 as a Proof, the date is quite elu¬

.3 C.omplete T.ncyclopedia, in w hich, draw ing from Breen, inspection of

sive as a business strike. Most were sent to (Ihina and melted. Kven

coins, and other sources, it is concluded that at least six minor varia¬

an KF or .AL example of this date would be notable.

tions are know n among Proofs, three of w hich may be restrikes. The

Pedigree: J.H. Wilson Collection, Thomas /.. Elder, October 5-7, 1908;

assigning ot a given specimen as to original or restrike is highly con¬

John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A. EJiasberg, Sr.

jectural and has been simply omitted in the vast majority of auction

Die notes: As is the case with all known authentic Proofs, there is a tiny

catalogue appearances. Definition awaits further study, with the

somew hat triangular raised “island” in the field at the upper right of the 5 in

writer’s 1993 Encyclopedia being a step in that direction. .See notes for

the date, an artifact from a stray punch. On the reverse the white spaces in the

further information.

vertical shield stripes are all w ell polished w ith the exception of slight rough¬
ness at the top of the fourth stripe (measuring from the left).

Pedigree: J.W. Scott, February 1894. J..M. Clapp; John ll. Clapp. Clapp
estate, 194J, to Louis E.. E.liasberg, Sr.
Die notes: 'I'he obverses of all pieces are struck from the same die. The date

Memorable 1855 Proof $1 Rarity

is fairly well centered between the base and the dentils.
1 he present piece is probably a restrike, and in any event does not have the

A Key Rarity’ in the Series

three vertical elements in the leftmost group of stripes tapering before it
reaches the lowest horizontal stripe. Rather, the top of the stripe remains at
about the same elevation. In the literature originals and restrikes have not been
well differentiated over the years, as virtually every numismatist has simply
desired an 1852 as a date.
The time of restriking is not known (if indeed it did occur), or whether it is
relevant to the present piece. Most probably the era was sometime between
1858 and 186.3. .At that time James Ross .Snowden (and his successor in .May
1861, James PolIcKk), were quite willing to make scarce and rare issues for ex¬
change to collectors. Snowden openly did this, whereas his successor or people
working under his successor did it privately.

Mint State 1853 Dollar
2223 1855 Proof-64. (Jhampagne toning over deep mirror surfaces. A
memorable specimen of this very elusive year, somewhat harder to
find, in our experience, than even the rare 18.54. As is true of all of the
dollars of this era, high-grade business strikes are virtually unheard
of, thus increasing demand for the few remaining Proofs.
We estimate that about 40 to 75 Proof dollars of this date were
made, some as part of sets, but most probably w-ere dispersed indi¬
vidually. Perhaps 20 to 30 or so exist today, of which no more than a
handful are Proof-64 or finer.
As noted, in high-grade business strike form the 1855 is incredibly
rare. A Mint .State coin is even rarer than a Proof Thus, great demand
has always been focused on the few Proof 1855 dollars known, as they
2221 1HS3 .MS-62. Light golden toning over lustrous surfaces. A nice busi¬

are offered for sale.

ness strike example of this issue. Although the 1853 is scarce by any

Pedigree: George H. E.arle, Jr., Collection, Henry Chapman, June 25-29,

standard, the later issues of this decade, through 1858, are rarer yet.

1912; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.Ttasberg, Sr.

Die notes; .A delicate crack begins below star 1 and continues upward to con¬

Die notes: The last two digits on the date are slanted or italic as always on

nect stars I -4. then fades, then re-emerges to connect stars 5-7.

this denomination. The reverse is from a different die than any of the preced¬
ing Proofs and shows intense raised die lines in all vertical w hite stripes of the
shield, except for stripe one w hich is mirror PriKif—this being a very distinctive
feature when viewed under magnification.

Magnificent 1854 Proof Dollar
lAxceedingly Hare

Splendid Proof 1856 Dollar

2222 IH.Vf l'r«Kif-6L l.ighf golden .ind he.irhcr toning over deep mirror
.or’11

.

Sorri

plant hi t idjnatment rn.irks (or posM()|\ wh.it (;.irl

2224

18,56 PnMil-6.3/64. A splendid PriM>t, ,iiiothei r,iritv m this veiv im

lU )\VI<:K,S ,\\I) MKKKW

I'he Louis L. liliasherg, Sr., (lollection
pressivc ottering of early Proof dollars. Light heather toning over

example of this great classic date.

deep mirror surfaees. Klectrie and giinmetal-blue at the rims. .Simply
gorgeous to behold.

struck only in Proof format, w ith no corresponding business strikes.

Of all Liberty .Seated dollars, the 1858 is remarkable for being

The 185b is virtually unobtainable in high-grade business strike

The number produced, long suggested as 80 pieces by the Ohapman

form, and thus a Proof such as this tills a special need for the buyer

brothers and even fewer by others (see note), is now considered to be

seeking a high quality example of this rare date. It is poignant to note

in the range of about 200 to .500. Whether or not any were restruck is

that the true rarity of silver dollars of the 185()s was well known to nu¬

not known, but the cataloguer tends to believe that they were not.

mismatists in the 1860 era (such as Montroville W. Dickeson, (leorge

Phus far, no contrary die indications have been found.

F. Jones, and W.C. Prime), but was largely forgotten by several later

All 1858 Proof dollars are from the same obverse die. Very faint

generations of collectors. Today in 1997, these coins, especially those

traces of repunching are seen at the rightmost digit of the date.

of the dates 1854-1856, are being recognized for the rarities they truly

Pedigree: Possibly Chapman brothers, date unknoxccn; another piece •mas

are.

bought from the St. Louis Stamp C? Coin Company in .\pril 1906, the latter

W e estimate that about 50 to 125 Proof dollars were struck, of which

described as “Uncirculated." J..\1. Clapp; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate,
1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

about half that number exist today, many of which are impaired.
Pedigree: J-R. Wilson Collection, Thomas L. Elder, October 5-7, 1908;

Die notes: I he reverse die is identical to that used to strike the 1856 and

John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr.

1857 Proofs just offered, indicating a continuous production. A straight die line
over 1 I K of UNI 1 FD is a hallmark linking the three; other die markers include
a raised irregularity at the lower left of L in DOL. and a raised irregular area on

Die notes: .Slanting or italic 5 in date as always. Reverse from different die
than preceding, with highly polished “white” spaces in the vertical stripes.

the flat rim opposite the third dentil to the left of the period after IX)L.
\V. Klliot Woodward, in his 1879 catalogue of the Robinson Oollection, Lot
865, offered an 1858 Proof set, noting this: “It is said that but 60 dollars of 1858

Prominent raised mass of metal at lower left of upright of L in DOL will serve
to readily identify this die. This same reverse die was used to strike Proof silver
dollars of 1857 and 1858 as subsequently offered.

were struck; the set is, consequently, of extreme rarity."

Seldom Seen Proof 1857 Dollar

2227 1859 MS-61, prooflike. With many indicia of a Proof, and easily
mistaken for one, but clearly originating from different dies. Delicate
golden toning over mostly mirrorlike surfaces, with some hints of sat¬
i 2225

1857 Proof-63. The obverse has champagne toning over deep mirror

iny frost.
Pedigree: Mumford Collection (entered in J..\L Clapp's notebook as

surface. The reverse is somewhat dusky gray on about 30% of its surface
and delicately toned in the rest. In-person examination is suggested.

“Proof, not brilliant"}, Nem.' York Coin & Stamp Co., .\pril 9-10, 1896;

This particular piece is well struck and is one of the nicest impres¬

J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

sions we have seen. Under magnification the higher points of the

Die notes: Obverse with date high in field, closer to the base than to the den¬

motif are somewhat matte, this being from light die rust, particularly

tils. No repunching.

visible on Miss Liberty’s left shin. The reverse is from the same
Proof die as the preceding.
An authentic Proof, not a prooflike business strike. Proofs were
coined only to the extent of an estimated 50 to 100 pieces, of which
only about half exist today.
Pedigree; J.R. Wilson Collection, Thomas L. Elder, October 5-7, 1908;
John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louts E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: 'Phis same reverse die was used to strike Proof silver dollars of
'

18.56 and 1858.

Classic 1858 Proof Rarity
Proof-Only Date

2228

1859-0 MS-61/63. .Satiny lustrous fields, mostly brilliant, with a
whisper of golden toning. .Some contact marks are seen, especially in
the obverse field, and seem to be a virtual trademark of this particular
date and mintmark. Apparently, coins were bagged and jostled subse¬
quent to their striking.
Pedigree; Charles Lathrop Collection. Charles Steigermtalt, June 9, 1896,
J.M. Clapp; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate. 1942. to Louts E. Elia.cberg. St:
Die notes: Date logotype slightly lower than the preceding. l.ightK punched
into the die.

2229

1859-S Al'-SO. Lilac with some splashes of gold. A patch of light
gray is to the lower right of the obverse. .\n attracti\ c cxamislc at this
date level of a very historic issue. .Actiuircd as I ncirculateil mans de¬

2226 1858 Pr()of-60. I.ight gold toning with blue rims. .Some scattered

cades ago.
The 1859-.S dollars were minted for the China trade upon express

marks including two small digs near IINI TKI). Overall, a pleasing

request of San h rancisco nu rchants, w ho othcrw ise h.ul to pax prcmi-

HOWKkS AND MKKI'^NA

I he l.vuis h.. K/iushe/)', Sr., CoUectton

Notable 1860-0 Dollar

urns ti) bullion dealers to buy Mexican silver “dollars.” Just 20,000
were minted. More should have been, including in subsetiuent years,
but the needs of .San Francisco merchants were not important to the
legislators in Washington, IX^. .See our notes which give further de¬
tails and which also help explain the general rarity of business strike
liberty Seated dollars of this era.
The present piece is the first silver dollar to be struck at the .San
Francisco Mint and the only .S-Mint silver dollar of the design type
(without motto on the reverse).
Pedigree: Probably from

Greany, San Francisco. February 1905. re¬

placing a piece purchased from Lyman H. Lots in 1903; J.M. Cdapp; John
H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1943, to l.ouis F. F.liasberg, Sr
Die notes; Obverse with notable repunching at the base of the shaft in the 1
(but not extending to the serifs; H repunched as well, quite noticeably). Reverse
with .S mmtmark high into the crotch formed by the arrow feather and the
branch, with the upper right serif very close to the branch but not quite touching.

2231

1H60-O MS-64. A notably fine example of an issue typically found
in lower grades. A small planchet rift is seen on the reverse, and is
scarcely noticeable—extending from the top of the eagle’s head to¬

Silver Dollars to China

ward the border.
John M. Willem, in The I'nitedStates Trade Dollar, 1%5, quoted a letter from

I'he surfaces are satiny and lustrous with delicate heather, gold,

(Charles H. Hempstead, superintendent of the .San Francisco .Mint, dated No¬

and blue toning—creating what from an aesthetic viewpoint must be,

vember IH, 18.S8, writing to Director James Ross Snowden that in San Fran¬
cisco:

one of the very finest 1860-0 dollars in existence. The connoisseur
will want to reach for this piece, so exceptional is its quality.

We are now attracting to our shores large quantities of silver, in bars,

Die notes: I'nder high-powered magnification some very interesting rust

from Mexico, for which we pay in silver coins. By reference to your let¬

marks can be seen on the reverse, mainly hidden in the letters FID .S'F.A'FFl.S.

ter of the fourth of .August last. I find that you say that single ‘silver

In the Treasury release of silver dollars of the 1962 era, some 18.S9-0 and

deposits may be received, but they are only payable in silver dollars or

1860-0 dollars were found, but virtually all were extensively bagmarked.

in fine silver hsis.' We have never received any dies for silver dollars,
nor am I aware of the reason why this branch has never made that de¬
nomination of coin. I would, therefore, suggest that the coinage of sil¬
ver dollars (if it be not contrary to the policy of government) would re¬

Elusive 1861 Proof Dollar

lieve us of just one-half of the labor now necessary in the coinage of
large tpiantities of Mexican silver.
On February 19, 18.S9 Snowden sent this reply:
.As the facts stated by you indicate the propriety of coinage of silver
dollars at your branch of the mint, I have caused four pairs of dies of
that denomination to be prepared and forwarded to you per express. .A
weight for the adjustment of the coin (from w hich others can be made)
will be found in the box containing the dies.
The .San Francisco Rutletm, as ijuoted by Willem, commented:
'I'he authority to coin silver dollars, received by mail yesterday, is
(|uite an object to the commerce of the Pacific Coast. Crude silver has
today been deposited for coinage to the amount of upward of $7,()()() by
one house in the .Mexican trade.
'Fhe same source noted that in .August 18.S9 Merchants .Magazine related that
“every vessel leaving San Francisco for (Chinese ports takes a large amount of
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Mexican dollars.”

1861 Proof-63 to 64. Champagne toning over deeply mirrored sur¬
faces. A splendid specimen of this elusive date, one of the finest in
existence, especially at this grade level. All Proof Liberty Seated dol¬
lars of the (uvil War years are especially important as corresponding

Proof 1860 Silver Dollar

high-grade business strikes are virtually impossible to find.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, .May S11, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1943, to l.ouis F.. F.Uasberg, Sr
Die notes: Obverse with date slightly below center. Reverse from difTereni
die than preceding, vertical “white” stripes show some areas of filling near
their bases, this being particularly evident beginning w ith the center stripe and
continuing through white stripes ,S and 6.

Beautiful Proof 1862 Dollar

22.^0

IH6() l*nK)f-6.S/6.^. ,\ small spot on the reverse below the final .A in
AM K klf - A prompts a split grade, otherw ise we would call it I’roof-b.S
overall. I he obverse is brilliant, mirrored, and with delicate cham¬
pagne toning. I he reverse is similar, but w ith a blend of blue and
gold An artr.ictive example overall.
Pedigree Harlan P. Smith (.ollection, S IT and Henry Chapman, .May <V//. !906, John H (lapp (Japp estate, 1943. to l.outs F. h.liasberg, Sr.
()i'’ note . Reverse from Pr<H>f die not seen thus f.ir in the present collection.
In the leftmost group of three verti« al shield strqK- elements, the left two elements
p.'ti. th

if

bottom iwfi hori/onf.d lines, ,ind the right element (uertes the line

22.L1

1862 Prool-6,^ to bl. lic.ithcr .iml vtuimp.ignc toning over deep
mirror surt,K es. A be.iutiful .ind import.inl ex.imple ot .in issue w hu h
IS elusive .It .ill gr.ide levels

^^0
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The Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr., ('.nllertion

Gem Proof 1865 Dollar

Pedigree: M.A. Brom^n Collection, Chapman brothers, .\pril 16-17, 1897;
J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.

Last Year of Type

Die notes: Obverse with 6 in date having an interesting thorn or spine in the
upper opening extending from the left inside part. Reverse from a different die
than any described thus far, the left element of the leftmost group of vertical
shield stripes piercing the horizontal line above it.

Rare 1863 Proof Dollar

2236

1865 Proof-65. Champagne and light golden toning over deep mir¬
ror surfaces. A fantastic specimen combining overall scarcity as a date
with notable aesthetic quality and rarity as a Proof. Here is a winner
in every sense. This represents the last year of the type without the
motto on the reverse.
Pedigree: Edm. R. Wolcott Collection, Edouard Erossard, .May 17, 1901;

2234

possibly replacing a coin bought from the Chapman brothers in November

1863 Proof-62/65. A splendid specimen of one of the more elusive
dates in the series. Most known high-grade examples are Proofs,

1893; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

business strikes being for all practical purposes unobtainable. Some

Eliasberg, Sr.

light friction or rubbing at the lower left of the obverse and some

Die notes: Reverse with a Proof die not hitherto described, distinguished by

marks on the leg^of Miss Liberty mandate the split grade. Overall the

having a very finely stippled or matte surface over all of the higher areas, giving
the piece a very elegant appearance. Imder magnification this does not seem to

piece is quite attractive, however, with light golden toning changing

be in evidence of rust but, instead, possibly some type of a special die finish,

to iridescent blue at the rims.

among the shield stripes, the three elements in the leftmost group of stripes all

Pedigree: C. T. Whitman Collection, August 10-11,1893, Chapman brothers;

taper to a point before joining the horizontal stripe above, a characteristic not
seen with any of the other groups. .Some slight doubling is seen at the base of

J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

DOL and the last letter of AMERICA.

Die notes: Date logotype lower than on business strikes. The reverse seems
to be from yet another Proof die not hitherto described in the present cata¬
logue. The three elements in the leftmost group of vertical shield stripes very

1866 Proof Silver Dollar

delieately pierce the horizontal stripe above, but this feature is so light that it
probably would not be visible on a heavily toned coin.

First Year With Motto

The reverse die is from the same used to strike the 1864 Proof dollar in the
following lot.

Highly Desired 1864 Proof Dollar

2237

1866 With Motto IN GOD WE TRUST. Proof-63. Light cham¬
pagne toning over mirror fields. .Slightly golden and blue at the rims.
A very nice example.
Pedigree: E.S. Norris Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .May 17, 1894;

1 2235

1864 Proof-62/64. A very attractive example of this highly desirable

J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. h.liasberg, Sr.

date. Some light marks in the right obverse field dictate the split

Die notes: Obverse with date logotype slightly low, sloping up gently to the

grade, but these are mostly hidden by toning and can only be seen

right. Reverse with prominent raised die line from right side of N extending

when the coin is held at a certain angle to the light. Aesthetically this

through the base of (!0 and just missing the bottom of the D. .Some light re¬

coin will eclipse some certified as Proof-64 or 65. Examine it in per¬

doubling, the latter tpiite probably in the master die. \\ ithin the w hire shield
lines are many raised die finish lines, but delicate enough that the mirror sur¬

son and you will undoubtedly agree.
'Phe 1864 is yet another date that is doubly rare—business strikes

olive leaves are filled in with frost and are not mirrorlike. I'he same reverse

are very elusive and Proofs were made in small numbers, thus creat¬

die was used to coin the 1867 in the following lot.

face is still evident, particularly to the unaided eye. 1 he spaces around the

ing an issue that has been a major attraction for many years.
Pedigree: Nicholas Petry Collection, S.IL and H. Chapman, May 10,
1893; J.M. Clapp; John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die note.s: A very curious feature concerning the 1864 I’roof dollar is that
three different obverse dies were used. This is obverse B-l in Breen’s Encyclopedia
of United States and Colonial Proof Coins 1722-1989, more expansively described
as having the date well to the right and the shield point far to the left of the first
date digit. 'I'he same writer speculates that these may have been the .^70 Proofs
delivered early in the year, I'ebruary and March 1864, The reverse die is the
samc used to strike the 186.^ Proof dollar just described.

iOWLKS AND MFKKNA
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I he I .outs

A.

Eiiusbtf'g, Sr., Collection

Splendid Proof 1867 Dollar

Pedigree; William Dukinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .Manh 67, 1894; J..SI, Clapp, John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: On the obverse the date is about centered, a bit low to the left,
sloping up toward the right. Reverse from a dilTcrent die than the preceding,
w ith some double punching as seems to be normal on the issue (from the mas¬
ter die), but on this particular piece the upper right serif of (i at least triplcpunched. The same die was used on the following coin.
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1867 Proof-64. A splendid specimen with lilac surfaces changing to
gunmetal-blue at the rims. Some light cloudiness.
Pedigree: William M. Friesner Collection, Edouard Frossard, June 7-8,
1894; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
F.liasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with perfect date, about centered. Reverse from identical
die used to coin the preceding.

2241

1870 Proof-62. Light golden toning. Some marks in the fields are
mostly concealed with the patina.
Pedigree: George Crawford Collection, Charles Steigerwalt, July 13, 1895;

Proof 1868 Dollar

J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.liasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with date high. Reverse die as preceding.

Mint State 1870-CC Dollar
Among the Finest Known

2239

1868 Proof-63. Another splendid dollar from an appearance view¬
point. Delicate champagne toning over mirror surfaces on the ob¬
verse, changing to electric blue at the rims. Reverse with delicate li¬
lac changing to blue. Some marks dictate the grade, although the vi¬
sual appeal is what would be expected on an even higher grade piece.
Pedigree: William .M. Friesner Collection, Edouard Frossard, June 7-8,
1894; J..\f. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F..
F.liasberg, Sr.

2242

1870-CC MS-62, prooflike. A splendid specimen struck from a
highly polished obverse die, the reverse die less so, but still proof¬

Die notes: Obverse with date high, slanting down to the right, and re-

like. Delicate golden toning on obverse and reverse, the latter with a

punched on the first and last digits, notably so when viewed under magnifica¬

splash of lilac and gray. One of the nicest we have seen of this ex¬

tion, Reverse from same die as preceding. The reverse was maintained in the
same state used to produce the earlier two pieces, without die polish among the
olive leaves.

tremely popular issue. High aesthetic appeal plus a high-end Mint
State numerical grade combine to make this one of the finest known.
Die notes: I his is obverse die 2, with date to the right, numerals somewhat
light in the die (see the writer’s 199.f b.ncyclopedia, page 821). On the reverse

Outstanding Proof 1869 Dollar

the right C in the (X) mintmark is sharply double punched, particularly evident
at the upper right. 1 he second O is directly below the crotch and in this respect
is similar to that described by Joseph 1. Jaffe in I he Gohrecht Journal, November
1984, the die known as Reverse K. On the reverse a raised ridge is seen from
the upper right of the O (which is at least triple-punched) fading at the O, ex¬
tending at the lower right of the O and missing the bottom of the D, from the
master die, and somewhat reminiscent of a Proof die described earlier.
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1869 f’rtH»f-64/6.S. ,\n especially high (piality coin with delicate
golden toning t hanging to blue at the rims. ()nc of the nicest we have
seen from a visual aspect. Some contact marks dictate the grade, in¬
cluding fri< non on the knee of Miss Liberty 1 lowever, from an acsrhtru sicw|iomr this piece is nicer than most seen

IU)\VI:K,S AM) Ml’KI'NAi
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The Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr., Collection

Remarkable 1870-S Dollar
Beautiful EF to AU
Rarest Liberty Seated Dollar
Among Finest of 10 Known

2243

1870-S EF-45 to AU-50. Light golden toning with hints of irides¬

cisco Mint in 1870. Fhe silver dollar was the largest silver coin of the

cence over light silver surfaces. Well struck and detailed in all areas.

era, and it would have been a logical choice for a presentation piece.

Much of the interior surface within the reverse shield lines is proof¬

'Fhe coinage of various 1870-S issues is somewhat of a mystery,

like, indicating that when first struck this coin (and, presumably, oth¬

with little or nothing existing in the way ot tactual information about

ers) had a full prooflike surface. Sharp S mintmark. One of the finer

the half dime, silver dollar, and $3 gold of this date and mintmark.

known specimens of this great rarity. From every aspect, this is an

Apparently, Mint records were not complete, not an unusual situation

especially pleasing example and one that the owner will be proud to

in that era. Fhere are a number of late 19th century San francisco

have as part of a great collection.
'The reverse die has the all-important “S” in the form of a tiny mint-

coins which arc enigmatic concerning coinage and/or distribution de¬

mark close to the eagle, just below the extreme arrow feather tip.

etc.
I' rom the grades of extant examples, it seems likely that no 1870-S

Just nine examples of the 187()-S dollar have been confirmed to ex¬
ist, with a lOth specimen being a possibility.

tails, including the 1873-S without arrows issues, the 1894-.S dime,

silver dollars were saved for assay or specifically set aside tor posterits

The number of 1870-8 dollars struck was not recorded, but it could

at the time of issue. None ot the known pieces matches the cpialits ot

not have been many. As a generous estimate, the production may

a typical Assay (Commission piece (high Mint State).
i'he 1870-S is well recognized within numismatic circles as being

have been on the order of several hundred in total. Alternatively, just
a few could have been struck for ceremonial purposes, such as for

the rarest silver dollar. It is e%en rarer than the famous 1804 dollar (of

those attending the cornerstone-laying ceremonies at the San Fran¬

which l.S examples arc known), and is tar and a\xa\ rarer than an\

BOWKKS AND MKRKNA

Vhe Louts E. Eliusfter^, Sr., Collection

other contender. Within the Liberty Seated series it is in a different

• .Manfra, Tordella & Brookes, New York City bankers, foreign exchange

league trom other rarities, being multiples rarer than the next rarest,

dealers, and numismatists (today known as the M'EB Banking Corporation!.

the 1852 (or, possibly, the 1873-(X>; see that listing).

• .Auction ’85, a joint sale held by Paramount International Coin Company,
Rarcoa, -Stack’s, and -Superior. Paramount’s Lot 1270.

Here is one of the finest known examples of the rarest l^ibertv
-Seated silver dollar variety, a coin that will be a prized possession of
its next owner, just as it has been a great attraction in the Eliasberg
Collection for just a few weeks shy of a half century.
Pedigree: Will H’ Seil Collection, B. Max Mehl, June 17, 1947; Morton
and Joseph .Stack; Louis K. h'.liasberg, Sr.

6. Stickney Specimen. \'F'
• Matthew .Adams Stickney (per Walter 11. Breen). .Apparently, sold privately,
for it did not appear in the Stickney Collection sale conducted by Henry
Chapman in June 1907. Rim spot below 7, below foot, and above -S'E.A. “May
have been cleaned to avoid identification,” Walter 11. Breen notes.
• Col. EMward ll.R. Green (not certain).

Registry of the 1870-S Dollars
I'he following roster is adapted, updated and condensed from Sil¬
ver Dollars and Trade Dollars of the United States: .-1 Complete Encyclope¬
dia, 1993, pp. 827 ff. (which credits sources).

1. (iranberg Specimen. AL’ or Finer
• llcnrv’ O. Granberg, of Oshkosh, Wisconsin. Illustrated in the catalogue
prepared for the Exhibition of I’nited States Coinage held by the American
Numismatic -Society in 1914.
• Waldo C. Newcomer, who exhibited it at the 1916 AN.A Convention. One
of two ow ned by Newcomer; see No. 7.
• William H. Woodin.
• Col. Edward ll.R. Green.
• Col. Green estate.
• Burdette G. Johnson (owner of the -St. Louis Stamp & Coin Co.). Sale took
place circa 1944.
• .Anderson-Dupont Collection, Stack’s, 19.S4, catalogued as Uncirculated.
• .Arthur M. Kagin, w ho purchased it on behalf of the following.
• .Ambassador and Mrs. R. Henry Norweb.
• Norweb III sale by Bowers and Merena, Inc., 1988, Lot 382.S. Described as
.About Uncirculated.
• Jim Jessen Collection.

2. James A. Stack Specimen. Mint State
• Col. Edward ll.R. Green (probably).
• Morton and Joseph .Stack (.Stack’s).
• James .A. Stack (no kin to the rare coin firm) in 1944. Later in the James A.
Stack estate. During this time the coin was not examined by researchers, and
published estimates of its grade typically listed it as VE or EE
• Stack Collection, Stack’s, March l.S-16, 199.S, Lot 212, there described as
Mint State, “the finest know n,” with some lightness of strike (characteristic of
others as well).

3. Kliasberg Specimen. KF-45 to AlI-50
• George 11. Hall Collection. Stack’s, May 194.S, Lot 1576. (.Attribution tenta¬
tive; by Carl W..A. Carlson)
• Will W. Neil Collection, B. Max Mehl sale, 1947, Lot 202.
• -Stack’s.
• Louis E. Ediasberg, 1947.
• The coin here offered.

4. Ostheimer Specimen. \’F (test mark)
• Compton Collection, sold by Milferd 11. Bolender. Test mark near 7th star.
• M il. Bolender (apparently, the purchaser from his own sale).
• Mr. and Mrs. .Alfred J. Ostheimer III.
• Lester Merkin sale of the Ostheimer Collection, .September 18-19, 1968;
apparently bought in.
• Gilhousen Sale, Superior, October 197-3. Lot 13.39. Many Ostheimer Col¬
lection coins were included in this sale (information courtesy of Ira Goldberg).
• 1975 .AN.A Convention sale by .Superior, Lot 1125. “Overall .About EE,
traces of original prwiflike surface as on all the best-preserved ones, many mi¬
nor pins scratches and other handling marks; small rim test mark above 7th
star"
• Julian M. Leidman, Mary land rare coin dealer.
• House of Stuart (Garv Sturtridge; fonganoxie, K.S, dealer).
• Bowers and Ruddy flallcries, 1978 ANA Convention sale. Lot 1160.
• James Ei. I’ohrer.
• 1983 ANA sale. Kagin’s Numismatic Auctions, Lot 2707.
• I .eon Hendrickvin and Sal Eiisco.
• I’rivate tollettitin.
• Ndvcrtiscd for sale by I’hoenix Rare Com Galleries in July 1W2.
5. L.iireka Specimen. F-\'l* (scratched)
• Reportcillv fi>und in < irt illation bv an 18-vear-old bov in 1922. in Eureka, a

• James Kelly, Dayton, Ohio.
• Jack

Roe, 'Eexas collector. Not included in the sale of Roe’s collection

sold by B. .Max Mehl, June 1945, an offering of silver dollars which lacked the
1804 and 1870-S to be complete. Resold to the following.
• James Kelly.
• Clint Hester or Charles M. Williams.
• Numismatic Gallery sale of the “Menjou Collection” in 1950, Lot 2181. It
is uncertain if Clint Hester was the actual owner or whether it even sold at all.
Most of the coins in the sale were ow ned by .Abe Kosoff and Abner Kreisberg,
who had recently purchased them from Charles .M. Williams
• Abe Kosoff inventory; fixed price list, 1955.
• E'airbanks Collection (Ben Koenig), Stack’s, 1960, Lot 617.
• Samuel Wolfson Collection sale. Stack’s, 1963, Lot 14.31.
• R.L. Miles, Jr.
• -Stack’s, Miles Collection -Sale, 1969, Lot 1612.
• Stack’s 1978 Autumn Sale. Lot 345. .Sold into the following.
• David Queller Collection.

7. Carter Specimen. VF
• Waldo C. Newcomer. One of two owned by Newcomer; also see No. 1.
• B. Max .Mehl.
• Col. Eidward I I.R. Green. One of several owned by Green.
• Burdette G. Johnson.
• Jerome Kern Collection, B. Max Mehl sale, 1950, Lot 941.
• .Amon Gamaliel Carter, E'ort Worth, 'EX.
• .Amon Carter, Jr.
• -Stack’s sale of the Carter silver dollars, January 1984, Lot 285.
• L.R. Erench,Jr. E'amily Collection, Stack’s, January 18, 1989, Lot 56.
• Stack’s, November 1989, Lot 546.

8. Shultz Specimen. Fine
• Norman Shultz, sale of December 4, 1935, Lot 1.302.
• B. .Max .Mehl.
• Unknown intermediary(ies).
• King E'arouk Collection. 'Phis coin was part of the Palace Collection sale
sold in Cairo, Eigypt in 1954. Lot 1676.
• 1960 ANA Convention sale held by Arthur Conn and Harold Whiteneck,
Lot 1168.
• Kreisberg-Schulman sale, April 1967, Lot 125.3.
• Private collector. Sold as the property of an additional consignor in .Stack’s
sale of March 1987, Lot 120.3.
• Private collection (member of the Liberty Seated Collectors Club).

9. Boyd Specimen. VF (retooled)
• William Hesslein sale, December 2, 1926, Lot 900. Described as: “Obv.
Eine, initials EH.I. engraved before Liberty, back of Liberty |sic| an attempt
was made to take the initials off leaving a gouged appearance. Rev. E ine to \.
E'ine. Letter ,S very clear.”
• Erederick C.C. Boyd. (Now without initials in field.)
• " I he World’s Greatest Collection” (Bovd Collection), Numismatic Gallcrv,
194.5, Lot 271.
• Hollinbcck Coin Company’s .Southern .Sale, Eebruary 28. 1951. Lot 1248.
• Eiarl M. -Skinner. New Netherlands Coin Co.’s .39th .Sale, November 1952,
Lot 162.
• Charles A. Cass Collection, offered as the Eimpire Sale, Stack’s, 1957, Lot
17-59.
• .Announced to appear in Hollinbeck Coin Company’s 2.5()th -Sale, (Ju.irtcr
Millennium .Sale, Part 1, June 29, 1%3; then rc-announced for Part 2; then fi¬
nally offered in Part .3 of the sale. Lot 519.
• Hollinbcck Coin Company’s 274th Sale, November 27, l'>67. Lot 11()2,
• Stack’s June 1‘8>6 sale. Lot 1940.

10. San Erancisco Specimen. Mint -State (nut xerified)
• San Erancisco Mint cmplovcc, 1870.
• Eamily of the preceding. Now owned bv a San Eraiuisco area mihiarx of
ticcr. Said to Ire Mint State. I he com was seen in I’!**! In San E rancisso dealet

'■/wn m northern (California, who kept it until the I970s, | his tom has niimcr-

.Sam E. Eriidakis, who was not able to retain the com lor serifKalion and an

oin .' 'iti hes marks. cf<

thentication, and who reporied ihe com to the laialogiiei

• I )>r< -TS in Silr I’irt II. • onrliittcd bv Steve Ivv, )uE 1978, Lot I 128.
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ihe Louis E. Eliasf/eq', Sr., Collection

Splendid Proof 1871 Dollar
2244

1871 Pro()f-64. A splendid specimen with light golden toning
changing to blue at the rims, with the blue being particularly rich
around the reverse border. Certainly this is one of the very finest
Proofs to exist in any collection today.
Pedigree: CT. Whitman Collection, August 10-11, 1893, Chapman broth¬
ers; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg,
Sr.
Die notes: Obverse with date slightly below center. Shallow numerals in the
date logotype, particularly plane on their upper surfaces. Reverse die as on the
preceding 1870 Proof, now with some rust marks on the olive branch.

Famous 1871-GG Rarity

indeed one of the very finest known from a visual viewpoint. .Some
contact marks suggest the All-58 grade to us, but we would not be

Mintage Only 1,376

surprised if others evaluated it as Mint State. The coin speaks for it¬

Among Finest Known

self, and even a superficial examination will reveal its beauty.
Of the varieties of Carson City dollars struck in the Liberty Seated

I

series, the 1871-CC, with a mintage of just 1,376, registers the lowest
number produced. However, the 1873-CC (mintage: 2,300) is a bit
rarer today. Next in line comes the 1872-CC, followed with the most
often seen date, the 1870-CC, which is encountered more often than
all other CC Liberty Seated dollars combined. All are in a very special
class by themselves, due to the popularity of the Carson City mintmark—so well known in the later Morgan series 1878-1885 and again
1889-1893.
At the time they were minted, there was very little interest in Carson City dollars, and pieces were simply used in channels of com¬
merce, probably including export to China. An 1871-CC dollar in any
grade is a highlight. The Eliasberg Collection piece, one of the top 10
finest known, is of special importance.
Pedigree; Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, .May 811, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
This replaced a specimen purchased from W.E Greany, January 1896.
Die notes: Obverse with date slightly above center, fhe reverse is desig¬
nated as Reverse B and was also used to coin 1870-CC dollars (but not the one
in the present sale).

Attractive Proof 1872 Dollar

2246

1872 Proof-63/64. Another exceptional Proof dollar of a tjualitv
characteristic of the remarkable Proofs in the Eliasberg cabinet.
Champagne toning on the obverse, lilac toning on the reverse, quite
delicate in both instances. A superb piece from a visual viewpoint.
Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers. .Manh 67, 1894; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louts L.
Eliasberg, Sr
Die notes: Obverse with date above center. I nder magnification a tinv
lintmark can be .seen on the obverse shield. Reverse from a new I’riMif die, let¬
ter C triple punched, but in a slightly different orientation. .Some raised,
curved die lines are seen tn the left and right of the I). In the wim. S
the first .S has a raised line in the diagonal portion.

/photo enlarged to twice actual size)
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187I-(XJ At 1-58, prooflike, with some claims to an even higher
grade. Light golden toning. A superb example of this classic issue.

BOWFK.S AND

I he louts A. h.ltast>enf, Sr., Cullectwn

Kemarkable Mint State 1872-CC Dollar

Choice Mint State 1872-S Dollar

Hi^h (Condition (Census

Among the Finest known
Ineredible Quality

!photo enlarged to ttstice actual size)
2247

lS72-(](] MS-61/62, prooflike. Brilliant with a hint of champagne

f photo enlarged to tn'ice actual size)

toning. A splendid piece, sharply struck, of remarkable cjuality over¬
all—one of the hnest one could ever hope to see. An absolutely gor¬
geous, breathtaking, memorable specimen of this highly-prized is¬
sue. One of the finest known.
Although in terms of absolute rarity among (iarson fiity issues the
1872-00 IS outranked by the 1871-00 and 187.000, it is still an im¬
portant issue at any grade level. In Mint .State it is a formidable rarity
with few cf|uivalcnts, even in the finest specialized collections.
f'rdwrr: hmthly from thr h.dxtrttrd (ioldschmidt Collection sale, Xerc'
York Com if Stamp Co., April 27. IH9?>;J.M. Clapp-John //. Clapp.
( lapp eitate, 1942, to l.ouis h. h.hasher^, ,Sr.
f )ic norcs ()bvcrsc with dare high on the ir>m and i lose to the base of Miss
l.it>erfs Midden in the folds of Miss Liberty's gown, high at«ive the Z in the
!i.-.

ind fo rhe right, is a sinuous raised line, an interesting die marker. I he

{, .rf -

for

knos»n i'= Meverse (. of IH70 and was used to strike dollars of the

r dire 'but nor the piere in the Lliaslierg ( ollcs non)
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1S72-S MS-63/64. A marvelous coin that has it all, a delightful piece
that will dazzle the specialist and amaze the connoisseur. 'I'he fields
are lustrous and frosty w ith some prooflike character w hen held at an
angle to the light. Toning is delicate gold. The strike is sharp, ami the
overall appearance is very beautiful indeed.
I he 1872-.S is important on several accounts. In any and all grades
it is viewed as a scarcity, but in Mint .State it is excecilingly rare. This
piece, ranking in the (Condition Census and considered to be the \er\'
finest known by one obserser, will be a source of pride to its next
ow ner.
Pedigree: John C. .Mills Collection, S.ll. and II. Chapman.
1904; ./.I/. Clapp; John //

.\pnl 27 .’9,

Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942. to toms h

h.liasl>erg, ,Sr. I'his trplaced one acqunrd m h nnsanf s sale of Match IS9A
Die nutes: I ).uc slightly low uii the die, (list below ecnicr I ast digit re
piiiu hed

.It

b.isc I ndcr m.ignirKation some raised ilie lines van lie seen, m-

(hiding an mteresimglv eiirsed one near the lop of the lourih right "white
stripe

Keverse with small (hut not "ims" or "misro") nuninuik high almsc

MOW I'K.S AM) \I1-:UI'\AJ
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the K in ONK, w ith the upper right serif of the mintmark just about opposite
the G of (JOD, and are unlike any described thus far in the catalogue. A raised

1872-.S, relevant to the coin now offered; “Not until 1872 was the next coinage
of dollars [at the San Francisco Mint], and it was so small as to make them very
rare. I'he mintmark on our piece is a very small S that touches the stem directly
over the K of ONFF” Inasmuch as the S mintmark on the presently offered
Kliasberg Collection coin does not touch the stem (it is notably separated from
the surrounding elements), this indicates that there must have been two re¬
verse dies. 'Fhe presently offered coin is from the standard die known to us and
matches the plate coin in the Bowers Encyclopedia. Nor is this the 1870-S re¬
verse, as on that particular coin the mintmark is differently shaped and in a still
different position, again not close to any of the nearby elements. As is true of so
many topics brought to the fore with the offering of the long-held Fdiasberg
Collection coins, the 1872-S dollar reverse dies form a subject for discussion in
The Gobrecht Journal.

1873 Proof-62/65. Champagne and light gold toning on the ob¬
verse. Medium gold, magenta, and iridescent toning on the reverse.
Partial wire rim. A splendid specimen of the last year of the Liberty
Seated dollar. From a low mintage of only 600 Proofs. Only a few ex¬
isting today can match the aesthetic quality of the piece offered here.
Pedigree: Possibly from the William M. Friesner Collection, Edouard
Frossard.June 7-8, 1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942,
to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes; Obverse with some raised areas on the lower chin and chest of
Miss Liberty, some similar marks on areas of the date, particularly in the lower
part of the 3. I'his would indicate that the die was kept under damp circum¬
stances. Fhe reverse is from the same die used to coin 1872 Proof dollars.

World's Records

I

each and every coin in the present catalogue.

I

Among the Finest Known

in his 1893 study, .\fint Marks. Augustus G. Heaton, who did not know of the
existence of the 187()-S dollar, told of the 1859-S, then continued with the

I

)

Memorable Rarity

Whereas Proofs were specifically bought at a premium and saved by numis¬
matists, mintmarks were generally ignored. Writing about San Francisco issues

Bowers and Merena has more world record prices than
all other auction firms combined. Of the top 10 world’s
auction prices we hold seven! While you may not be a
candidate for a $1,48,5,000 1913 Liberty Head nickel, it is
comforting to know the same Bowers and Merena experrise that extends to world’s-record rarities also extends to

1

Rarest “CCr* Dollar of the Series

die lump is at the center back of the G in the field.
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1

Prooflike 1873-GG Dollar

the point on the arrow feather. Some horizontal die finish lines appear within

{photo enlarged to tsrice actual sizr)
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1873-GC AU-58, prooflike. Light golden and lilac toning. An ab¬
solutely spectacular and superb example of this notable issue, a piece
that is Condition Census from a numerical viewpoint and which is
high Condition (Census when the high aesthetic appeal is factored in.
'Fhe 187,3-CC is a major rarity in all grades, but was not generally
recognized as such until long alter its mintage. I hus, pieces saved
w'ere apt to be (piite worn, typically \ f or an occasional KF. In 189.3
Augustus C. Heaton considered the 1871-CC to be the rarest of the
(Parson City dollars, probably relying upon mintage figures as there
was not much information in print to suggest otherwise

I

interest in

mintmarks having been rather minimal. However, today we know
that the 1873-CC takes the lead.
In 1873 the ('arson City Mint produced only 2,.3()0 standard silver
dollars. Kmphasis later in the year was on a new silver denomination,
the trade dollar, examples of w hich were minted continuouslv from
1873 through 1878, Mintage was 1,000 in Januars and l,.^(M)m March.
R.W. lulian suggests the following: “If the l.MH) were not called lot

■>

BOWLKS

AND

MKKKNA

/

iht l.‘>uis h.. h./ius^f}i,

Cullection

bs the silver depositor, it is likely that they would have been melted,

government to purchase silver bullion and coin it into dollars. .At

and his bullion returned to him. It is my opinion, however, that all the

the time, silver dollars were used in everyday commerce only in

coins were paid out and then perhaps redeposited for trade dollar
coinage a few weeks later."

a tew areas ot the I nited States, particularly in mountain states in

In view ot the rarity of the 1873-(J(^ today, it seems reasonable to

the West. Klsewhcre they were hardly seen. 'The new legislation

sufy'est a net distribution of only 1,000 for these coins.
.\s is the case w ith 1871-(X.;, the desirability of the 1873-(X^ was

provided that Uncle Sam buy millions of ounces of silver each

month, a move that was expected to strengthen the market for the

recognized at an early date, and quite a few were taken from circula¬
tion. Otherw ise, the coin would be on the “rarest of the rare” list to¬

metal and to uplift the economy in silver-producing areas. Silver

day. .-\s it is, there are very few 1873-CX] dollars to be had in any

had been falling in price since the early 187()s.

Srade, and a j^reat deal of patience is often required to locate one.
Various contributors to The Gobrecht Journal have voiced their opin¬
ions concerninK the rarity of this issue. In .March 1977, Ron Severa

(ieorge '1'. Morgan, who had come to the United States in 1876

from Kngland, was the designer of the new silver dollar issue

called this the rarest Liberty Seated dollar in Kxtremely Fine grade,

w hich made its appearance in .March 1878. 'The obverse of the

e.xcept for the 1870-S. In July 1982, Donald Vettel noted that the

“Morgan dollar,” as it came to be know n, was modeled by Anna

1873-C](; is extremely rare, and that fewer than 50 are known. In

Willess Williams, a Philadelphia kindergarten teacher, who posed

March 1983, Weimar W. White wrote that no coins were known in
.MS-f)5 grade, fewer than five existed in the MS-60 range, and that

for Morgan in 1876. Her portrait first appeared on several varieties

totally fewer than 40 pieces were known. In July 1984, John Kroon

of 1877 pattern half dollars, one of which had a spread eagle

suggested that 40 to 60 coins survive in various grades.

reverse. These obverse and reverse designs were considered to

It is clear from the above estimates that some authorities believe
that the 1873-CX] outranks in rarity all coins except the 1870-S and is
rarer than the 1851 or 1852. Considering the justified popularity of
the Liberty Seated dollar series and the attractive aspects and rarity
of the present coin, we expect very enthusiastic bidding.

be the best on hand, and were quickly adopted in early 1878 for
the new' dollar.

.Millions of silver dollars were soon minted, followed by tens of
millions more. Not needed in commerce, most coins were put up

Pedigree: Edward Goldschmidt Collection sale, Elew York Coin & Stamp

in cloth bags of 1,()()() coins each, tagged, and tossed into vaults.

Co., April 27, 1895; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.

Paper notes called Silver Certificates were issued for everyday

Die notes: Obverse with date above center. Reverse is the reverse D also

circulation, redeemable in silver dollars (in case anyone wanted to

used to strike I870-CO dollars (but not the one in the present sale).

turn them in), and backed by an ever-increasing quantitv of
.Morgan dollars.

1878-1921 Morgan
Silver Dollar.s

Hundreds of millions of Morgan dollars were spewed out by the
Philadelphia, (Parson City, New Orleans, and San Francisco
mints. In Philadelphia the storage problem became so acute that
Post Office facilities were pressed into service to take .some of the

The Eliasberg Collection

overflow'. Later a supplementary iron vault, in the style of a CJreek

I he Hliasberg (Collection of Morgan silver dollars 1878-1921

temple, was constructed in the courtyard of the Mint. Meanwhile,

contains one of each and every' date and mintmark issue plus

the San Francisco, Carson City, and New' Orleans mints had their

some otherinteresting varieties as well. Completed prior to 1950,
the cabinet represents issues gathered at a time in which many
pieces were exceedingly rare, only to become plentiful with the

vaults crammed with dollars as well. 'The 'Freasurv' Building in
Washington, DC, next door to the White I louse, had millions of
coins as w'ell.

1962-1964 treasury release. Numerous other varieties, not ex¬

Eventually the silver purchase authori'/.ation under the 1878

tensively represented in gem quality in the Treasury' release, but

Bland-Allison Act ran out and was supplemented in 1890 by the

present in the Kliasberg cabinet in such quality, are all the more

Sherman Silver Purchase Act and soon thereafter by the Trade

important today, especially in view' of the widespread collecting

Dollar Recoinage Act. In 1904 the last Morgan dollars were

interest in the series.

minted when the authorization expired, and no new legislation

Many Morgan dollars described in the pages to follow' are,

was passed. A few' years later in 1910 the Mint considered that no

indeed, extraordinary. (Combining rarity, high numerical grade,

more dollars of the Morgan design would ever be made, and the

and superb aesthetic appeal, these specimens will be forever

hubs and master dies were destroyed.

remembered as being among the best of their kind. Notable in

In 1918 the Pittman Act provided for the melting of earlier-

this context are such pieces as the famous 1893-S (one of the verv

dated silver dollars for bullion to be shipped to India, and for

finest know n to exist) and an absolutely incredible 1895-0. 'I'he

certain of these coins to be replaced later on by a new production

famous 1889-( X: is exceptional, the rarities of 1896-S, 19()3-S, and

of dollars in order to maintain a supply to back the Silver (lertifl-

I ‘>04-.S, and many more, are superb gems. Throughout the series

cate paper notes. In 1921 millions of new silver dollars were

from beginning to end w ill be found Proof coins of outstanding

struck. I rouble was that the original dies and masters for the

(juality. 'I he opportunity to actpiire Proof and gem Mint State

Morgan dollar were no longer on hand, and new ones had to be

Morgan dollars specifically documented to the month and year

made up, apparently in part by direct transfercopying from actual

thev were received from the various mints is indeed an unusual,

Morgan dollars (rather than models or plasters). ’The result was

if not unujue, o[)portunity.

that the 1921-dated dollars from the Philadelphia, Deiner, and
San T'rancisco mints each hail shallow-relief and a generallN

I listorical Notes
I h<* Blarid-Allison Acr rif Tebriiary 28, 1878, [uovided for the

unsatisfactory interpretation of the earlier design. No matter.
()nce again, the millions of new coins w ere prim.irilv destined to
go into storage where no one would see them .in\wa\.

B( )\\ i-:rs and mi:rt:n \
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Numismatic Notes
From the time that Morgan silver dollars were first minted in
1878, and continuing through 1904, there would be occasional
calls for silver dollars for commerce. At such times one storage
vault or another would be tapped, and some bags would be paid
out. 'The dates and mintmarks distributed were the luck of the
draw. Some varieties were dispersed by the millions, others not at
all or to the extent of only very few.
By the year 1904, any numismatist investigating the Morgan
I dollar series would have found that there were many great rarities
which were seldom seen in Uncirculated grade, whereas other
varieties were plentiful. Back then, such dates as 1882-CC, 1883CC, and 1884-CC were prime rarities. Interestingly, the greatest
'Morgan dollar rarity of all in Mint State was the 1889-S.
I
Over the years the government continued to release bags of
silver dollars here and there. The previously rare 1889-S was
issued in quantity, and by the 1930s was no longer recognized as
:scarce. In the late 1930s, Carson City dollars that had been stored
at the Treasury Building in Washington, were made available at
;face value. More years passed, and additional releases were made
now and then. Still, some varieties remained very rare and others
:were scarce.
[ By summer 1962, anyone perusing a listing of silver dollars,
)such as in the Guide Book or in various market commentaries in
fCoin World and Numismatic News, would have learned that the
iprime rarity was 1903-0, followed by the 1898-0 and 1904-0.
"The 1903-0, which at $1,500 in Uncirculated grade was the most
[expensive variety in the Guide Book, was virtually unknown in
[even the largest collections. Even experienced dealers were apt
^never to have had a chance to buy one or to have seen one in
iperson!
I In autumn 1962, a vault at the Philadelphia Mint that had been
sealed since 1929 was opened in order to provide silver dollars for
the holiday demand as gifts. The exceedingly rare 1903-0 apipeared. Now, all of a sudden, these $1,500 rarities could be
lobtained at face value! The great Silver Rush was on, and the
•isame vaults yielded a treasure trove of additional New Orleans
|coins, including rare 1898-0 and 1904-0 dollars. Word spread,
^ipublicity engendered more publicity, and soon other vaults
laround the country were being emptied. By March 1964, hunidreds of millions of older Morgan dollars (1878-1921) and Peace
I'dollars (1921-1935) had been paid out. The Treasury took stock
lof its holdings, and found that only about three million coins were
deft, primarily Carson City issues stored in the Treasury Building
dn Washington, d'hese were held back, and later in a series of
[sales, the General Services Administration sold them at a preimium.
' While an outside observer might have predicted that the
[sudden release of hundreds of millions of silver dollars would
have depressed the numismatic market for xhem, just the opposite
happened. While a handful of varieties that were once rare became
[common—most notably the 1903-0 followed by the 1898-0 and
I ] 904-0—demand for Morgan dollars multiplied several hundred
'fold, sufficiently that the values of all of the other varieties
increased. Now that they were available, just about everybody
(desired to collect Morgan dollars by date and mint. Previously,

Meanwhile, a tremendous interest arose in Morgan siber
dollars as an investment. Phese pieces had it all, they were old
(not necessarily a determinant of value, but it certainly helps,
especially to a beginning collector), they were large in size (verv
impressive to view), and they were generally available in Uncir¬
culated grade. Moreover, the price of common issues was ver\
low. 'Phis made it possible for a beginning collector or investor to
acquire several dozen different dates and mintmark inexpen¬
sively, and build a display that challenged the owner to acejuire
the scarcer pieces to achieve completion. When finished, a
display set of Morgan dollars contained nearly 100 different date
and mint issues.
Adding to the charm and desirability of the entire situation was
the availability of Carson City dollars minted from 1878 through
1893. While the 1889-CC remained rare, such previously hard to
find varieties as 1882-CC, 1883-CC, and 1884-CC were now
available at prices to suit just about any budget. Even today in
1997, one can buy a choice Mint State example of any one of these
three issues for less than $100, thereby obtaining an incredible
piece of numismatic Americana.
To’day the Morgan dollar series is the single most popular early
collecting specialty. The demand is greater than ever for choice
and rare issues. Numismatists everywhere will consider the
Eliasberg Collection delicacies and compete for pieces which in
some instances are the very finest of their kind, with many being
truly notable.
For further study and reference the following books may be of interest and
were consulted in the preparation of the Eliasberg Collection offering; Wayne
Miller, The Morgan and Peace Dollar Textbook; Leroy C. Van Allen and A. (Jeorge
Mallis, Complete Comprehensive Catalog and Encyclopedia of .Morgan and Peace Dol¬
lars; John

Highfill,

Comprehensive

U.S.

Silver Dollar Encyclopedia; and

cataloguer’s two-volume book set. Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars of the I'nited
States; A Complete E.ncyclopedia.

Gem Proof 1878 Morgan Dollar
Eight Tailfeathers

2251

1878 8 Tailfeathers. Pro()f-67. A magnificent gem with golden mning at the center changing to magenta and electric blue. \ nicer I roof
Morgan dollar of <7«r date cannot be imagined. Especially important
as the first major variety of the series.
'fhe mintage of Proofs of the 8 Tail feathers style has not been re¬
corded, and estimates have ranged from .100 to .SOO, with the cata¬
loguer believing the lower figure to be more accurate. I hese are from
the deliveries of 100 coins each on March 12. \ S, and 18, 1878, m the
early rush to production of the nesv dollar. Mint records did not
specify the tail feather count, nor were numismatists gcncralK aware
of them at the time of the coin's issue, so an element of conjecture
has crept in.
Pedigree: C. T Whitman Collection, .\ugnst 10-11. hW. Chapman brnhers;
i 1/

ini,„ n

I'l/iori eaate. 1040. to !.miis /•. h.liasberx.

(the s[)ecialty was very limited in its scope.
!

_

[bowers AND mi:rena
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iht 1.out.\ h.. h. I lusher)', Sr., C.o I lection

V niiccd, in earl\ 1S7S the \lorKan deM^n was rushed into production using

The pedigrees in the above list are abbreviated but can Ire easily cross-refer¬

(leorge I Morgan’s mrrtds earlier employed on 1S77 pattern half dollars. With

enced to expanded descriptions in the catalogue (or will be provided to the

a matter ot dass, stock vsas taken of the situation, and design refinements were

buyer upon retpiest to our otrices). 'I'he opportunity to actpiire such a nice run

called tor, the most famous of which from a numismatic viewpoint is that in¬

ot Morgan dollars may well provide the nucleus for a vers memorable set, (icdi-

volving tail feathers. The original March 1!S7S dollars had eight feathers in the

gree-w ise and history-w ise. .A number of the varieties are not listed in the \an

eagle s tail, but tradition holds that complaints were received at the Mint that

.\llen-Mallis book, retlective of their having been obtained from sources other

no real eagle had an even number of feathers, and that the number should be

than the well-known 'I’rcasury releases, I’hus, a group such as this could liter¬

odd. Accordingly, new hubs were made up with seven tail feathers, and later

ally provide a field day for the dedicated specialist.

dollars were of this style. Refinements were made also in the shape of the top
feather in the arrow held by eagle’s right claw. On all 1878 coins and some
scarce varieties of 187^ and 1880 the top feather is parallel (the so-called Re¬
verse of 1878). On others (Reverse of 1870) it is slanted. It is interesting to note

Engraved Presentation 1878-S Dollar

that w hen Morgan dollars were again struck for circulation in 1921, after a gap

Branch Mint Proof

of 17 years since 1904, they copied the Reverse of 1878 and once again had par¬
allel top arrow feathers.

One of First 10 Struck

Gem Proof 1878 Morgan Dollar
Seven Taifeathers

2252

1878 7 Tailfeathers. Pr<)<)f-66. Second major style of the year w ith
a revised and reduced feather count. Parallel top arrow feather on re¬
verse. .A splendid Proof of exquisite beauty. Mottled light golden ton¬
ing with blue at the rims. A tiny area of planchet roughness near third
star is scarcely noticeable.
The Proof mintage of this issue is not known. Walter Breen has es¬
timated 200 pieces, a figure seconded by Leroy C. Van Allen. Pete
Bishal, a specialist who has studied the series in detail, suggests no
more than 100 Proofs left the dies. 'I'he cataloguer’s estimate is
around 250 to 300. In any event, the mintage is very small. I'he vari¬
ety is important as the first of the style with the 7 'fail Feathers motif
and thus can be collected as a type.

2254 1878-S Proof-63. Presentation piece. Fhc following is engraved

Pedigree: William .1/. b'riesner Collection, F.douard Frossard, June 7-8,

in the obverse field: ONP) OF 'Flip; P'lR.S'F I'P^N OOINPH) .APRIL

1894: J..M. Clapp: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
F.lia<:berg, Sr.

cataloguer as a branch mint Proof (zWhough no data survive on branch

(jroup of Morgan dollars. Mostly brilliant, some with light toning.

matter of opinion). A highly important coin from a historical view¬

17'I'H P ROM J. OU.S, BUR r. P ull Proof surfaces, attributed by the
mint Proofs, and attribution of this or any other branch mint Proof is a

2253

All are attractive. A nice group of issues from the early range in the

point, a museum piece that will be a great attraction in any public or

Morgan series, 1878 through 1904. Pedigrees of certain coins are in pa¬

private collection.

rentheses: ☆ 1878-(;(: M,S-63 (.Mills Collection, 19f)4) ☆ 1878-S MS-64

Dies and collars for Morgan dollars arrived at the San Francisco

(Cfoldschmidt Collection, 1895) ☆ 1879-0 AU-58 ☆ 1879-S Parallel top

Mint on the evening of April 16, 1878. I'he initial striking of Morgan

arrow feathers. MS-65 PL (DFhroxr Collection, 1896) ☆ 1880-CC With

dollars took place at 3:30 in the afternoon of .April 17. In attendance

8/7. A1 -s(i (Goldschmidt Collection, 1895) ☆ 1881-0 M,S-62. (Goldschmidt

were representatives of the press, former governor F.F Low, mint of¬

Collection, 1895) ^r 1881-,S M.S-65, priMiflike obverse. .S mintmark very

ficers, and others. Fhc first specimen was presented to coiner Uicott,

curious under high-powered magnification, possibly large .S’ over a tiny

who acted as master of ceremonies for the event. .After nearly 1,(KK)

earlier S. (Soms Collection, 18‘)4) ☆ 1882-00 MS-62 i3 1882-0 .M.S-64

coins were struck, one of the dies broke, the press was stopped, and

☆ 1882-S M.S-65 ( Mills Collection, l'>04) ☆ 1883-00 M,S-6()/63, proof-

further coinage was suspended until the following day.

\\V.c(FnesnerCollection, 1894) ☆ 1884-0 WS-fAIhLX'iWVXAGold.ichmidt

It’s not often in the course of numismatic events that one can hav e

Collection, 1895) ☆ 1885-S MS-6() (J. Cokin Randall, 1894) ☆ 1886-.S

a coin pedigreed not only to the year of issue but to the day of issue,

MS-f»0. Large mintmark over very small mintmark, a verv spectacular

and, in the present instance, virtually to the minute of i.isue—probablv

die punched correction. (Goldschmidt Collection, 1895) ☆ 1887-0 M,S-62

just a few minutes after 3:30 in the afternoon.

t< 1889-,S \\b,-ht)(FnesnerCollection, 1894) ☆ 18<>0-O M.S-63 ☆ 1891-0
MS-61/6S ☆ I89I-.S AI

.A little known fact is that in early 1878, when Morgan dollars were first pri>-

(FnesnerCollection, 1894) ☆ 189<)-0 M.S-6()

diieed. they could not be bought for a paper dollar, (or at the time silver coins of

iPiirihascd by J \I Olapp directly from the New Orleans Mint. .\o-

all denominations were worth more than face v alue in terms of paper It w as not

vember I8‘8r) xx l‘XK)-0 MS-W) (Purchased by J.M. Olapp directly
Irom the New f)rlcans Mint, PXK)) •> l*X)2-0 MS-6.5 (Purchased by

j

M ( l.ipp directly from the New Orleans Mmt m October l*X)2) <r

until December of the same year that goUl coins, silver coins, ami pa(Kr cur¬
rency bearing the imprint of the I nited States government all tradeil at the
same value, a situation whiih was m.ule oiricial bv law elTeciive on Januars I.
1879.

I'XM () MS-M Second digit in date notably doubled at the bottom.
■Piir< h ivrd bv ) M (Japp directly from the New ()rle.ins Mint in No-z-Ah-i I'XM) Most of these have t>cen off the market for nearly a cen- ifv of

3 ¥)

n longer ■ lor.il 23 pieces)

iu)\vi<:ks \\i)mi*kI‘\a

I'he Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr., (Collection

Gem Proof 1879 Dollar

2255 1879 Proof-65. A splendid piece with light gray and gold toning on

Gem Proof 1880 Dollar

2257

1880 Proof-65, l iny brush mark below M in LNLM, otherwise we

the obverse, gorgeous delicate blue and magenta patination on the

would call it Proof-66 or finer. Delicate champagne toning on the ob¬

reverse. Certainly one of the finest in existence from both a technical

verse. Light lilac, gold and electric blue on the reverse. .A splendid
specimen.

and an aesthetic viewpoint.
Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, March 6-

Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 8-

7, 1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

11, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediasberg, Sr.

E. lias berg, Sr.

Phis identical reverse die was used to coin Lot 2255 in the present sale, the
1879 Proof. One of 1,555 Proofs coined this year.

Die notes: 'I'he 1,100 pieces minted this year are believed to be struck from a
single pair of dies. The present piece shows very light repunching at the right
side of the third date digit. On the reverse, slight double Proof punching is

2258

seen, on certain peripheral letters, most boldly visible on AMERICA, espe¬

.

cially the base of the E and, even more especially, below the left upright of the
R, the latter seemingly patched from a broken punch—and quite interesting
under high magnification. This identical reverse die was used to coin Lot 2257

1880-0 MS-63/64. Light golden toning.
Pedigree: John G. Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 27-29,
1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Elias berg, Sr.

in the present sale, the 1880 Proof.

Splendid 1879-CC Dollar

2259 1880-S MS-66/67. Not a rare date and mint, but in this preservation
it is eertainly attractive. A nice “type” coin. Delicate golden toning
over satiny and partially prooflike surfaces.
Pedigree: E.douard Erossard, 1894; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp
2256 1879-CC Perfect CC. MS-63. Light golden and brown toning over
highly lustrous, sharply struck fields, as typically seen for the 1879-

estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediasberg, Sr.
I'he December 1894 issue of The Numismatist contained a comment by
Augustus G. Heaton about silver dollars of this issue, some of which had been

CC. Some splashes of blue around the borders. Marks on the cheek

released recently: “Regarding 1880-S silver dollars, these show the opportuni¬

of Miss Liberty are consistent with the grade.

ties bankers sometimes have for gaining desirable coins, especially in the dollar

'I'he 1879-CC is widely regarded as being the rarest Carson City

series, as such pieces are apt to remain for years in bank or mint vaults until a

dollar of the early (1878-1885) coinage range. Examples in all grade

chance demand brings them into circulation. But pieces often undergo several

levels are highly prized.

transfers without the bags being opened, while collectors are hunting in vain
for desirable specimens. Could numismatists delve into Ireasury and bank re¬

Die variety not described by Van Allen and Mallis, which is true of numerous

serves there would at times be great discoveries, not only in mintmarks but in

.Morgan dollars in the present collection.
Apparently. 1879-CC Morgan dollars were rare in their own time. When

Philadelphia coinage, and the prices of some dates would have the bottom
knocked out. Phis has occurred and will again, by the grace of our banker col¬

Ceorge W. Rice wrote an article in The Numismatist\n 1898, he had never seen

lectors, but the under-bags earliest put in the vault arc seldom reached, and

an example, although he specialized in early Morgan dollar varieties. On the

export and recoinage add to the doubt that gives coin hunting a fascinating un¬

other hand, Augustus C. Heaton, writing in his 189.5 treatise Mint Marts, indi¬

certainty.”

cated that he had seen or knew of at least several specimens. However, the is¬
sue remained elusive for many years. Some were paid out in the Preasury re¬
lease in 1962-1964 and through the C.S.A. sales, but today the issue remains
one of the more elusive in the series.
The Carson City Mint struck Morgan dollars continuously from 1878 to 1885
and again from 1889 to 189.5.
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Splendid (iem l^roof 1881 Dollar

surfaces. .Another stunning, superb specimen of a Proof issue which
is vers elusive with this combination of high tpiality and outstanding
aesthetic appeal.
Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .Manh 67, 1894; J..M. Clapp; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louts E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
One ol 1,100 Proof .Morgan silver dollars struck this year.

Gem Proof 1883 Dollar

2260

1881

rrtM)f-66.

(>hampaKne toning over mirror surfaces. A splendid

specimen, indeed one of the very finest in existence.
Pedigree: Chapman brothers, January 1900; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp.
Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis E. F.liasberg, Sr
One of 9M Proof Morgan silver dollars struck this year.

2263

1883 Proof-65. .A gem specimen. Obverse w ith bright silver centers,
changing to gold at the borders. Reverse with predominantly delicate
gold with areas of gray at the upper left. To further analyze the value
of this piece, we suggest that it is equivalent to Proof-66 overall, but
with the gray area on the reverse, the value nets to Proof-65.
Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .March 67, 1894; J..M. Clapp; John IL Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A.
Eliasberg, Sr.

2261

1881-CC MS-66. A superb specimen that ranks as one of the very

One of 1,039 Proof Morgan silver dollars struck this year.

finest we have ever seen from a quality viewpoint. (Considering that
this piece was put away generations ago and is not from the IVeasury

Superb 1883-0 Dollar

release, it is a “special” example of this date. Delicate golden toning
over lustrous, satiny surfaces.

Branch Mint Proof

Pedigree: William M. Eriesner Collection, Edouard Erossard, June 7-S,
1894; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
E.liasberg, Sr.
■At the time of mintage, probably fewer than .S(),()()() Ih81-(](C dollars were re¬
leased. .At the time this coin was purchased in 1894, over a century ago. it was
considered to be a very elusive variety. .As the years went on, the issue contin¬
ued to be recognized as scarce, although occasionally a few Uncirculated coins
had come to light in IVeasury vaults. In 19.^8-1939, the (Cash Room at the Trea¬
sury building in Washington, D.(C. parceled out a few coins for face value, but
not enough to seriously affect the market. .As time went on and demand in¬
creased, 1881-CU began to be recognized as a prime scarcity. By 19.S4 a single
coin sold for about $50. In that year several bags or more were released from
Washington and the price dropped to about $15. Additional quantities came
out and the value slid further. By and large, the quantities were soon dis¬
persed—a bag here, a few rolls there, and a few coins somewhere else. By the
early I9b0s the 1881-C(; was relatively scarce once again. However, when stock
was taken of the Treasury Building holdings in March 1964, an additional

2264

1883-0 Proof-66. A branch mint Proof, per our opinion, and virtu¬

147,485 were found. These were subsequently sold during the (f.S.A. distribu¬

ally flawless as such. A stunning coin which will at once amaze and

tion. I hanks to the Treasury hoard, the 1881-(X] is relatively available today in

delight the viewer and prospective bidder. Delicate champagne sur¬

grades through M.S-65, but it is rare better than that, (k)ins equivalent to the

faces over highly polished mirror fields.

Kliasberg specimen, while not absolute rarities, are somewhat hard to find in
view of the great demand for them.

Walter Breen in his Encyclopedia of United States and Colonial Proof
Coins 1722-1989, page 235, noted:
(12 PrtKifs werel made for presentation to oITicials of some local cel¬

Proof 1882 Dollar

ebration, possibly having to do with the cotton industry, though ci|uallv
likely having to do with the establishment of liilane University as the
state university of Uouisiana. The superintendent of the New Orleans
Mint called them PriKifs in .\meruan Journal of .Xumi.fmattcs, 1884, page
46. I he only one I have seen “carries its own credentials"

Apparently, Walter Bfeen recalled the Rliasberg (aillection com.
which he is believed to have examined circa 1952, for a notation in
the Kliasberg records suggests that he attribiitcil it as a Proof I hiis.
this may be Breen’s creilential-carrying example. Phis com has Ikcii
consiilercd a PriMiI from early times onward .itul was soUl as such In
Kdoiiard I rossard in November 1894.
.Specific iliK'iimcnt.ition of br.iiu h mint PriKifs is s irtiialK non-exis¬
tent, as noted e.irlier iimler our presentation specimen of the 187.8 S
tiollar I low ev er, the present com re.ilK neeils no thn iimentation as it

2262

3V

1882 l’rfK>f-6.S, DcIk .ifc i h.trnp.ignc toning over gorgeous mirror

MOW KK.S \\I) MI'UKW

The I MU is E. E.liasherg, Sr., Collect ton

speaks for itself. A truly remarkable opportunity to aetjuire a truly re¬
markable coin.

boot in 1682, Wayne Miller commented that despite releases from

Pedigree: .\rquired as a Proof from h'.douard Frossard, November 1894;

the 'I'reasury Department and some from the La\’ere Redfield estate,

with many contact marks. Writing in The .Morgan and Peace Dollar Text-

Cdapp;John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K. F.liasberg, Sr.

most had surface abrasions. Further: “'I'he 1883-S is still a difficult
date to obtain in strictly brilliant Lncirculated condition. It is readily
available in AU condition; several bags of lightly circulated pieces

Amazing Gem 1883-S Dollar

have surfaced in the past 10 years, brilliant Lncirculated specimens
are usually well struck with good lustre and are readily discernible

Deep Mirrorlike Fields

from sliders. Bagmarks tend to be plentiful.”

Possibly the Finest Known

Now in 1997, the 1883-S is considered to be scarce and among the
more elusive San Francisco issues. Even MS-6() through M.S-63 ex¬
amples are not easy to find. Without doubt, and having no close chal¬
lengers, the 1883-S is far rarer in Mint State than any other S-Mint
Morgan dollar from 1878 to 1883. In higher gem grades the 1883-S is
a major rarity. I'he cataloguer believes that no more than 100 to 200
MS-65 coins exist in all of numismatics, and only a tiny handful of
MS-66 specimens.
Among 1883-S dollars, coins with proofltie fields, such as the
Eliasberg specimen, are rarer yet! Probably only a few prooflike
(“PL” in popular notation) coins survive, and even fewer arc known
that are deep mirror prooflike (DMPL), most of these being in lower
Mint State levels.
'I'he preceding commentary demonstrates that the 1883-.S M,S-66
DMPL Eliasberg Collection specimen is one of the most important
Morgan dollars of this date to come on the market in our generation.
Pedigree: Either from the Mills Collection sale, April 1904; or the Harlan
P. Smith Collection sale. May 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.

Superb Proof 1884 Dollar

2266

1884 Proof-66. Champagne toning on both sides. Gold at the borders,
blue and iridescent at the rims. A breathtakingly beautiful example.
One of the finest remaining from a Proof mintage of 875 coins.
Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, March 67, 1894; J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
In his F.ncydopedia, on the subject of Proof coins, Walter Breen comments
concerning Morgan silver dollars of this era: “Many now around have been ptMtrh
cleaned.”
In the 18H()s those desiring Proof silver coins of lower denominations had to
buv silver Proof sets (although trade dollars could be ordered separatcK).
When such sets arrived, there was a great temptation to spend the silver dollar,
as it represented more than a day’s pay for many people. Walter Breen com¬
mented that the Panic of 1893 may have brought certain Proof Morgan dollars

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

2265

1883-S MS-66, DMPL. An amazing specimen with virtual F’roof

out of cabinets and into the channels of circulation, as there was widespread
hardship during that era. As a result, relatively few true gem Proof specimens
exist from the Morgan dollar mintages of this era.

surfaces on obverse and reverse. Light golden toning. A cameo piece
which is almost, but not quite, as “Proof’ as the 1883-0, but which

1884-C(: MS-65, prooflike. A sharp strike. Delicate golden toning.

some may elect to call a branch mint [’roof No doubt it was a special

A pleasing example of this low-mintage date, but one which was

presentation piece of some kind and has been carefully preserved

found in large numbers in the 1962-1964 'Freasury release. Other¬

since the time of issue. Mottled light brown toning over bright silver

wise, in the “what might have been” category, the present piece

surfaces. A splendid specimen, possibly the finest known.

would be a featured attraction. .Still, the coin itself is vers pleasing,

to discuss the background of the 1883-S dollar in Mint State, as it is

and the buver will eertainly enjoy owning it.
Pedigree: /Vw/M’ from the Edward Goldschmidt Collection sale, Sew'

somewhat curious. In lower ranges of Mint State the issue is fairly

York Coin & Stamp Co., Apnl 27. 189.^; J.M. Clapp; John IL Clapp.

available. In higher ranges it is a rarity of incredible importance.

Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.lia.d>erg. Sr.

Relevant to the offering of the present piece, it may be worthwhile

Nearly all of the 1883-S dollars that came out of various storage vaults
arc grades such as M.S-6(), 61, or an occasional MS-62 or 63, typically
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Kare Mint State 1884-S Dollar

2272 1886 Proof-65/60. Obverse with indescribably beautiful lilac and
violet toning. Reverse the same, but with some mottled cloudy deep

2268 1884-S MS-62. Frooflike obverse, partially prooflike reverse.

gray areas of oxidation, causing us to assign a split grade. In-person

Mottled gray and brown toning over silver surfaces. Some scattered

examination is recommended.

marks account for the grade.

Pedigree: Edouard Erossard's March 1894 sale as "tarnished Proof':

In Mint State the 1884-S is one of the great objects of desire in the

J..M. Clapp: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A. E.ltasherg, Sr.

Morgan dollar series. .Although .3,200,000 were minted, it is apparent

One of 886 Proof Morgan silver dollars struck this year.

that the vast majority went into circulation at or around the time they
were struck. .Although a few .Mint .State pieces trickled out of govern¬
ment holdings in the 1930s and later, this issue was largely if not com¬

Superb Lustrous 1886-0 Dollar

pletely absent from the 1962-1964 Ireasury- release.
I his prooflike Mint .State 1884-.S Kliasberg Collection specimen

Exceptional Quality'

will certainly be a prime attraction in a fine cabinet.
Pedigree: John G. .Mills Collection, S.ll. andH. Chapman, April27-29,
1904; J..M. Clapp: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Kliasberg, Sr.

Gem Proof 1885 Dollar

2273 1886-0 MS-64. Lustrous and frosty with brilliant, satiny surfaces
enhanced by splashes of gold. (Jertainly, this is one of the most attrac¬
tive examples to come on the market in recent times.
The 1886-0 dollar is a very curious issue, inasmuch as the mintage
is especially generous, worn coins are plentiful, but high-grade .Mint
.State coins are rarities. When seen in Mint State, the 1886-0 is apt to
be in lower ranges such as M.S-6() to M.S-62. (loins at the MS-M level
2269

1885

Pr(K)f-66.

A splendid gem specimen w ith champagne toning at

are indeed rare. Apart from the elusive nature of the 1886-0 in higher

the center changing to gold at the borders and blue at the rims. One

numerical Mint .State levels, the aspect of quality rears its head.

of the very finest remaining from a Proof mintage of only 930 coins.

Among Mint .State coins of this issue, very few have much if any aes¬

Pedigree: William Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, .March 6-

thetic appeal. I he present coin is an exception to this general rule

7, 1894: J..M. Clapp: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Kliasberg, Sr.

and will undoubtedly attract a wide circle of bidders. It is, indeed, a
remarkable coin.
Pedigree: E.S. Noms Collection, S.ll. and 11. Chapman, May 17, 1894,

Die notes: Bases of 8.S double punched, the last digit particularly so.

J..M. Clapp: John IL Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Kliasberg, Sr.
2270

1885-(..(., .MS-64 , deep prooflike. .Medium golden surfaces change
to deeper gold and magenta at the rims, then to blue. .Some .scattered
marks are seen, as typical for the grade. .Struck from lightly polished

Memorable Gem Proof 1887 Dollar

mirrorlike dies. I his coin was considered to be a branch mint Proof h\
stime observers of the Kliasberg Collection.
Pedigree: John G.

Mills Collection (as Cncirculated), S./L and 11.

Chapman, .\pnl 27-29, 1904, J .M. Clapp, John //. Clapp. Clapp estate,
1942. to Louts h. Kliasberg, .Sr
Although 2ZM,(KM) IK>tS-(.(.s were minted in the year indicated, it is apparent
that very few were actually placed intocirculation at the time. In mZ.S. numismatist
K .S 1 hresher reported that despite searching since
he had not been able
to find .in example in circulation, and that it was one of only eight coins absent
from his Morgan dollar collection (the others were IKH4-()(:, IMHO-.S, 1«‘J2.
IH^rl-S. IH^i4. IM*i7. and IM*r*i) l.ater, cpiantities were released by the Treasury
I )eparrmenr
2271

188.5-0 MS-64, deep prooflike. Ch.impagnc toning. liny pl.mchct
rifr on the eagle’s breast.
Prdie'ee I'tom the ( hapman brother\. January 1000. J M Clapp. John
// ' ^ tpp ■' lapp e.ratr. 104to / oui\ h. h.ha^brrg. St

2274

1887 Prt>ol-6/. (Ih.unp.ignc toning .it the venters ih.ingcs to light
golden .iiul iridesvent .it the rims. \ Mriii.ilK dehnitne
(|u.ilitv IS loruernerl We h.ive neser seen

.1

so l.ir as

imer one ol this date

iu)\\ i-:k.s \\i) \ii:ki'\ \

The Louis E. EJiasher^, Sr., (iollectton
Only 710 Proofs were struck, of which this is one of the finest known.
Pedigree: W illiam Dickinson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, March 67, 1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
E.liasherg, Sr.
Die notes; .Slight repunching at top of 7 of date digit, as on all Proofs seen;
apparently only one die was employed.

Memorable Quality 1887-S Dollar

2277

1888-0 MS-66, prooflike. Delicate golden toning at the center
changes to deeper gold and blue at the borders. A truly superb coin.
Pedigree: John (i. .Mills Collection, S.IL and H. Chapman, .\pril 27-29,
1904; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A.
EJiasberg, Sr.

2278

1888-S MS-64/66. 1 .Listrous, satiny surfaces. Some marks on Miss
Liberty’s cheek suggest the split grade, but overall this is one of the
most handsome pieces we have ever seen. Quite well struck and very

2275

1887-S MS-67. Large S over Small S. Light gold toning over sat¬
iny and somewhat prooflike surfaces. A memorable quality example
of an issue which is very elusive at this level, particularly when one
considers the tremendous demand for quality Morgan silver dollars.
Pedigree: William .M. Friesner Collection, Edouard Frossard, June 7-8,
1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.

attractive, with delicately mottled gold toning. An aesthetic treat, as
are so many of the Eliasberg Collection coins.
Pedigree: Edward Goldschmidt Collection sale. New York Coin & Stamp
Co., April 27, 1895; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to
Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.
Die notes: .Somewhat curiously struck, with interesting raised ridges, as
made, on certain outlines of the date numerals, stars, etc. on the obverse.

Elias berg, Sr.
Die notes: “Mintmark repunched” notes the Van Allen-Mallis reference, but
upon high-powered magnification it seems that a large S mintmark has been
punched over a small, narrow 8 mintmark. The undertype figure is slightly differently

Gem Proof 1889 Dollar

formed and more delicate (classified as VAM-2).

Superb Gem Proof 1888 Dollar

2279 1889 Proof-66. A splendid gem specimen, certainly one of the fin¬
est remaining from a low Proof mintage of just 811 coins. Light gold
toning is almost indescribable in its beauty.
Pedigree: E.S. Norris Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, .May 17, 1894;
I 2276

1888 Proof-66. Champagne toning gives way to gold and irides-

,

cence at the border. An absolutely gorgeous gem, superb in every re¬

'

J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr

spect, and certainly one of the finest remaining from just 832 Proofs
minted.
Pedigree: William Dicktnson Collection sale. Chapman brothers, March 67, 1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Date noticeably double punched. One of two identified Proof ob¬
verse dies this year.

\
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Landmark Gem 1889-CG Dollar
MS-66, Prooflike
Possibly the Finest Known
Rarest Carson Git> Morgan Dollar

2280

MS-66, pnM)nike. Delicately mottled golden toning over
silver, prooflike surfaces. Kxtremely well struck. A gorgeous, splen¬
did coin m all respects. I'his is certainly one of the very finest in ex¬

1904; J.M. Clapp; John It. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to l.ouis h..

sibly thr finest. .\n exciting coin for the connoisseur and specialist.

h.Hasherg, Sr. This replaced a circulated piece bought from /. Excell tn May
1902.

is far and away the rarest Oarson (;ity

Morgan silver dollar. I he closest challenger is the lS76-(;(;, which
isn't all that close, and the 1H6.V(;(;. Kspecially at the gem level, this
p.irticiilarly com has been an obstacle to countless collectors. When
the Kliasbcrg sale is finished, one more connoisseur will have been

Sf,

Pedigree: John G. Mills CoUertion, .S’.//, and //. Chapman, April 27-

istence of this exceedingly important date and mintmark, quite pos¬
In Mint .State the

V

satisfied, secure in the knowledge that a long time may pass before
an etjual piece crosses the block.

Die notes: \.\\l-4. In the (XI mintmark the letter on the right leans shghtb
to the left.
Numismatic notes: I he ('.arson Oity Mint, which had produced its last gold
and silver coins in IKH.S, reopened on July I. I WO, (lomagc resunred m (Vto
her.

iu)\\i<:k,s AM)

a

I'he Louis L. h.liasherg, Sr., (lollertion
2281 1889-0 MS-63/65. Mostly brilliant surfaces with some splashes of
gold at the rim.

Golden Proof 1891 Dollar

Beautiful Gem Proof 1890 Dollar
Among Finest of Only 590 Struck

2285 1891 Proof-65. A splendid piece with delicate golden toning. One
of the very finest in existence of its issue. Just 650 Proofs were struck.
Pedigree: E.S. Norris Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, May 17, 1894;
J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

2282

1890 Proof-66. A splendid gem specimen of exquisite quality. Light
gray and champagne toning over mirror surfaces. One of the finest
remaining from an original Proof mintage of just 590, a very’ low pro¬

Marvelous Gem 1891-GG Dollar
MS-66 DMPL
Finest Known to Us

duction figure.
Pedigree: E.S. Norris Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, May 17, 1894;
J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
*,

2283

1890-CC MS-64/66. Intense light golden and iridescent toning
over lustrous and somewhat prooflike surfaces. Very pleasing to the
eye. While the 1890-CC is not rare in an absolute sense, pieces of this
visual quality can be termed elusive.
Pedigree: J. Colvin Randall, March 1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp.
Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

Remarkable Gem 1890-S Dollar

2284 1890-S MS-67. A remarkable gem specimen of this issue. Although

'

'

many 1890-.S dollars exist in Mint State, this piece, with delicate sat¬
iny surfaces overlaid with splashes of champagne and gold, must cer¬
tainly rank as one of the very finest. In fact, we do not recall ever hav¬
ing seen its equal, fhe connoisseur will wish to throw caution and
price guides to the winds when competing for this one!
Pedigree: J. Colvin Randall, March 1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp.
Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
By 1890 the supply of silver authorized by the 1878 Bland-Allison Act had
run out. Once again the voices of silver mining interests in the West were
heard, and Congress obliged by passing the .Sherman Silver Purchase Act. 'Phis
new legislation brought still more bullion into government coffers, as did
melted-down trade dollars which under another law were converted into silver
dollars as well. 'I'he government continued to be the prime buyer for the output of Western silver mines, a political quid pro quo situation.
As might be expected, not everyone liked the idea of this largesse, and by the
1890s America was firmly split into pro-silver and anti-silver factions. Indeed,
the “silver rjuestion” formed a primary focus of the 1896 presidential campaign
which pitted Democrat William Jennings Bryan against Republican William
McKinley, the latter winning. .Silver was again in the news in the 1900 presidential election, with the same two adversaries and with the same results.
(photo rnlarped to tv ice actual size)
I

2286 1891-CC MS-66 DMl’L. (Juiic possiblv a presentation piece, but
in any event a coin of stunning minorlikr tpialitv, one ot the \cr\ fm-
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CM m existence anvwhcre. 1 he finest known to us. The data show

Proollike (lem 1892-(:(: Dollar

that DMPL coins, when they are found, nearly always are signifi¬
cantly less than .\lS-h5, never mind .\lS-66! Indeed, the present
piece might be a branch mint Proof, possibly in accordance w ith this
Item trom Mendel Iv. Peterson, curator of the Department of History,
the .Smithsonian Institution, as published in the July 1954 issue of
The Sumismatist, although the coins he mentioned were not up to the
quality of the Kliasberg coin:
(.’harlcs Kohen, .A.NW No.

a Washington coin dealer for the last

.fs years, came to the Department of History of the National Museum
the other day with four silver dollars for examination. They proved to
be, in my opinion at least, Proof dollars of the Carson (aty Mint. They
are dated 1H91. The planchets of these dollars were undoubtedly spe¬
cially polished before the coins were struck. There is the possibility
that the dies were also polished. The Proofs were probably struck on a
knuckle joint press rather than a hydraulic press as in the case of the
Philadelphia Proofs. Because of this, and the fact that they were not
carefully handled, their quality is not that of Proofs from the Philadel¬
phia .Mint.
1 am convinced that these coins are not a case of an exceptionally
fine early striking on regular blanks, a thing which occasionally occurs
on -Morgan dollars. A close examination of the coins under a glass of 20-

2288 1892-CC MS-65, prooflike. Bright silver surfaces with splashes of
gold around the rims. Quite well struck, as are most Larson Lity dol¬
lars. A very pleasing example of one of the more highly prized issues
from this romantic western mint.
Pedigree: J. Colvin Randall, .March l894;toJ..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp.
Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K. Eliasberg, Sr.

power revealed that all the field of the coin, including those areas in¬
side the letters, shows a mirrorlike surface....

In view of the preceding, the Eliasberg coin, which, unlike the

Superb Gem 1892-0 Dollar

coins described, has indeed been carefully handled, may be in a class
by itself. Of course, the present piece antedates the Kohen group, as

A Rarity at this Grade Level

it has been in the same collection for a long time. This delightful coin
will cause a great deal of competition, comment, and admiration.

Memorable Proof 1892 Dollar

2289 1892-0 MS-66 or finer. A superb gem, satiny and lustrous, quite
possibly a presentation coin. Brilliant surfaces with delicate golden
and iridescent toning around the rims. An absolutely stunning coin
from a quality viewpoint, and at this combination of high numerical
and aesthetic appeal, a rarity. This 1892-0 furnishes another reason
2287 1892 Proof-67. A memorable specimen—again quality is the key¬
word. Ohampagne toning over silver surfaces. One of the very finest
in existence from a Proof mintage of 1,245 (see note), but a distribu¬
tion (|uantity estimated to be hundreds of pieces less than that. A tiny

why the Eliasberg Collection Morgan silver dollars will be long re¬
membered in the annals of American numismatic history.
Pedigree: J. Colvin Randall, .March 1894; to J.M. Clapp; John //. Clapp.
Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A. Elia.sberg, Sr.

toning fleck is seen on the chin of Miss Liberty. We have never
viewed a finer example of this date and mintmark, and doubt if a
nicer one exists. Another rare opportunity for the connoisseur.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the Philadelphia Mint by J.M. Clapp;
John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EAiasberg, Sr.
I he larger mintage for the IK92 Proof dollar is probably accounted for by ex¬
tra silver PriKif sets being made for sale at the IVeasury Department exhibition
at the World's Lolumbian Exposition, scheduled for 1S92 but not opened until
1M9V Most probably, the several hundred extra PriKif dollars—above the norm
for the era—were either unsold or were spent. Ibday, the issue is (piite elusive.

-
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The Louis E. EJiasherg, Sr., (iollertion

Incredible Gem 1892-S Dollar
MS-67 or Finer
Among Finest Known
A Key Rarity in the Series

2290

1892-S MS-67 or finer. An incredible specimen, breathtaking in its

especially probable in view of today’s much stricter grading stan¬

beauty and unsurpassed in its appeal. Delicate champagne toning

dards. Mere, indeed, is a superb gem that will be forever remem¬

over satiny, lustrous surfaces change to splashes of gold and blue at

bered.
When the auction dust settles, the new owner will possess an in¬

the rims. One of the keys to the Morgan dollar series in Mint State,
and one of very rarest at this “impossible” level. An American numis¬
matic landmark.
Years ago in 1982, Wayne Miller in his Morgan and Peace Dollar Text-

credible coin which will be treasured forever.
Pedigree: J. Colvin Randall, March 1894: to J.M. (dapp.John H. Clapp.
Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.

hook expressed the opinion that no more than 200 MS-63 or finer

The 1892-S Morgan dollar is one of those I'nited States coins that is vers

specimens existed of the 1892-S. While he did not break down still

common in worn grades but which is an extreme rarity at the MS-h.S level. I he

higher grades, certainly this piece when combined with even serious
challengers could be enumerated on the fingers of one hand! 'This is

iOWKKS AND MKKKNA

explanation is that many, if not most, 1892-S dollars were placed into circula¬
tion at or near the time of issue, and few were saved in Mint State.

Ihe l.ouis h. h.liusdenf, Sr., Collection

(jor^ei)us (jem Proof 1893 Dollar
22^1

18^3 rnH)i-66. (^hampaxne toning changes to gold on the obverse,
while the rev erse is a mixture of light v iolet and magenta. .A stunning
coin that ranks as one of the very finest remaining from 792 minted.
Pedifiree: Purchaaed directly from the I '.S. Mint in Philadelphia, 1893, hy
J.M. Clapp; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K. t.liasber^, Sr.

Dazzling 1893-GG Dollar

existence, if numerical grade is combined with eye appeal. Again,
aesthetic quality comes to the fore. Only a few pieces in all the nu¬

Deep Mirror Prooflike Gem

mismatic world can match this beauty. Apparently, at one time, prob¬

Possible Branch Mint Proof

ably circa 1952, Walter Breen viewed this coin and considered it to be
a branch mint Proof Coins with similar surfaces have been called
such in recent times by certification services.
'fhe 1893-CC dollar has always been a collectors’ favorite due to its
scarcity and position as the last (Parson (aty Mint coin of the denomi¬
nation. In terms of availability in Mint State, it is the third rarest after
1889-CC (rarest) and 1879-CC. Only one solitary coin turned up in
the 'freasury holdings when inventory was taken in March 1964.
High-grade coins are very rare. Kven MS-6() to MS-62 coins,
heavily bagmarked, are apt to show up just one or two at a time. MS63 and MS-64 coins are rare, and in MS-65 or better, the issue is very
highly prized. Fhe Kliasberg (collection coin w ith its deeply mirrored
surface in combination with a high numerical grade is very special.
Pedigree: J. Colvin Randall, March 1894; to J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp.
Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K. b.liasberg, Sr.

Final Carson City Coinage
I'he .\nnual Report of the Director of the Mint, lH9.y, told of the end of coinage at
the (!!arson (.ity Mint:
“By direction of the secretary of the 'I’reasury coinage operations at
the mint at (Parson CJity were suspended on June 1, I89.y, and the force
employed in the coiner’s department dispensed w ith. A corresponding
reduction was also made in other departments of the mint.
“'I'he business of the (Jarson .Mint is now conducted on the samebasis as that of the Assay Office at New York; depositors of gold receiv¬
ing payment either in coin or fine bars, as preferred, and of silver, in
unparted or fine bars....
“'fhe .Mint at (Jarson (Jity being of limited capacity, and the amount
of gold deposited and silver purchased there being small as compared
with the amount of gold deposited and silver purchased at the ,San
Francisco Mint, which possesses a large coinage capacity, the expenses
for coinage were much greater at Carson than at .San Francisco....
“I’pon the suspension of coinage operations at the Carson (Jity Mint
the presses and other machinery used in the coinage department were
painted and leaded under the supervision of Mr. Charles II. Colburn,
the retiring coiner, to prevent corrosion [reflective of humid conditions
within the .Mint building). .At the close of the fiscal year 1893 the bul¬
lion, coin and other moneys with which the superintendent was
charged was weighed and counted by Messrs. W.K. Morgan and .\..\.
Ilassan, of the Bureau of the Mint, and the amount found to be cor¬
rect.”
Left unsaid in the preceding official commentary was one of the main prob¬
lems for reduced use of the (Jarson (Jity Mint: politics. In the era of railroad
barons who controlled freight rates to their own purposes and advantage, it was
cheaper to transport silver to .San Francisco than it was to (Jarson (Jity! I'he fact
was that certain powerful business interests in Virginia City, site of the
(Jomstock Lode and the mines exploiting it, did not like the (Jarson (Jitv Mint,
beginning with their animosity toward .Abe (Jurrv (his name is rememlx-red on
the famous (ioiild & (Jurry Mine), first superintendent of the (Jarson (Jiiv
Mint. I here was a close alliance on several levels between the silver mining in¬
terests in \ irgmia (Jity and the banking and siKial salons of San !• rancisco. aiul
the (Jarson (Jity Mint was simply a nuisance. Of course, toilav numismatists re
alize that this inured to their benefit, for in general (Jarson (Jitv issues of all sil¬
ver and gold denominations have lower mintages than those struik at I’hiladrlphia. New Orleans, anil .San !■ rancisco. have a speiial romantii .i|<peal, and arc
verv interesting to collect.

iphiilii rntnrgefi to tvue inlualstiel

222)2

1893-00 M.S-64/6b DMI'I., \ few marks on the check of Miss
l,ibcrfv keep this from an overall \IS-r)r> grade

This lovely piece,

with light golden toning, must siirelv r.ink as one of the very finest in

I-roll) the st.indpomt of lare and minting, a speci.il nod must Ik- given to the
comers at ( .arson (Jitv, tor their silver dollars m partu iilar. but ccriam other is
sues as well, are iisiiallv better struik. with finer detail, than are those Itoin
other minting mstiiulions
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The Louis L. h.liasheqi,, Sr., ('.ollection

Monumental 1893-0 Dollar
A Dazzling Prooflike Gem
Incredibly Important
Possibly the Finest Known

2293

1893-0 MS-66, deeply prooflike. Light golden toning over mir¬

riety can be called a rarity in the context of the demand for it, as MS-

rored surfaces. Splashes of blue are seen at the rims. An incredible

64 it is even more so, and at M,S-6.S or finer probably only 10 to 20

specimen of a coin, monumental in its importance with this combina¬

pieces exist! What can be said about the present M.S-66 deeply proof¬

tion of high aesthetic appeal and high numerical grade. Indeed, this

like coin.^ Only that this is certainly one of the very finest m exist¬

is one of the all-time great issues in the annals of Morgan dollar auc¬

ence, possibly the finest. Once sold, its equal may not appear for sale

tions.
The 1893-0 dollar is scarce at all Mint State levels, and even a M.S-

in the lifetime of anvonc reading the present catalogue.
Pedigree: J. Colvin Randall, March IS04: to J.M. Clapp: John II. Clapp.

60 coin would be worthy of special notice. At the MS-63 level the va¬

Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.Hashetg, Sr
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Ike l.uuis t.. Klias/ftf)', Sr., Collection

Landmark Gem 1893-S Morgan Dollar

Ofrcerse of Lot 2294
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The I-outs E. E.ltasherg, Sr, (-ollertion

Landmark Gem 1893-S Morgan Dollar
Most Famous Rarity of the Series
Incredible Quality
Possible Assay Commission Specimen
2294

1893-S MS-65/67. Sharply struck. Lustrous,

dollar is rarer, as only 880 Proofs were struck. I lowevcr, in

frosty, and somewhat satiny surfaces. Very deli¬

higher grade levels there are more 189.S dollars in exist¬

cate splashes of golden toning on obverse and re¬

ence in Proof-60 or better grade than there are 1893-8 dol¬
lars in M8-60 or better preservation. 'That the 1893-S is

verse. Obverse with a few matks on the portrait;
reverse virtually perfect. One of the very finest
known specimens of the rarity in the Morgan dol¬
lar series.

not an “impossible” rarity is because many worn speci¬
mens survive.
Mint State coins, however, are another situation en¬
tirely.

In Mint State the 1893-S dollar is the most de¬
sirable coin in the Morgan series. Over the years
it has acquired a special aura, a fame all its own.
The offering of even a MS-60 coin at auction will

No registry of Mint State 1893-S dollars has ever been

inevitably cause a flurry of excitement. When a

published. To create such a list would be very difficult to¬
day, due to the resubmission of coins to certification ser¬

MS-63 or finer coin comes up for bidding, all bets
are off-—and anything can happen.
Most Mint State 1893-S dollars are well struck,

vices, the dropping of pedigrees when coins change
hands, etc. Notwithstanding this, the following is a discus¬

have a pleasing lustre that is a cross between frost

sion of several different Mint State 1893-S dollars that
have appeared on the market in the past quarter century.

and satin, have few bagmarks, and are quite at¬

This setting permits a better appreciation of the quality

tractive. Probably about 100 to 200 Mint State

and desirability of the Fliasberg Collection coin.

coins exist, although there are differences of
opinion in this regard. Weimar W. White sug¬

'The list begins with market and appearance citations
from the decade of the 1970s; four exceptional 1893-S dol¬

gested that the total population is no more than

lars were examined by Wayne Miller:
(1) Wayne Miller citation: The Paramount International

30 coins, and that grading service populations

Coin Corporation coin purchased by the firm in Novem¬

have been inflated by resubmissions. Wayne

ber 1973. The coin was described as gorgeously toned,

Miller estimated that no more than a dozen or so

with minimum bagmarks, but it “was marred by a series of

Uncirculated coins came on the market in the

hairline striations across the face.”

eight-year period from 1972 to 1980. By any

(2) Wayne Miller citation: A specimen sold by Colonial
Coins to a New York collector for $28,.S00. This coin is

evaluation, the count is very small in view of the

said to be “very boldly struck with frosty, coruscating lustre, and minimal

Morgan dollar being America’s most popular early coin series, with

bagmarks.”
(3) Wayne Miller citation: A specimen purchased by John Love and Joel
Rettew in 1974, as part of a silver dollar collection formed in the 19.S()s. Wayne

hundreds of thousands of aficionados desiting to assemble groups
and sets.
Among Mint State 1893-S dollars, most are in lower levels of MS-60

surfaces were semi-prooflike and very lustrous.” The coin later went to a Wash¬

to 62, in which category we estimate that 30 to 100 are known. At the

ington collector, then appeared in 1978 in a Kagin auction, and in l-ebruarv'

Miller noted that the coin was “fully struck and almost free of abrasions; the

.MS-63 stage, the population may be about 23 to 30, followed by only

1980 was purchased by Fred Sweeney through Bruce Amspacher, and resold to

10 to 13 MS-64s, and 12 to 23 that grade MS-63 or better, and even

a Rhode Island collector for a price over $100,000. Wayne Miller considered

this estimate may be on the high side. Thus, the Eliasberg Collection

this specimen to be the finest known to him as of his 1982 writing.
(4) Wayne Miller citation: The Amon C'arter Collection coin, auctioned by

coin is one of the very' finest.

■Stack’s, was described as being similar in quality to No. 3 above, but “it may

It might well be the case that this is an Assay Commission coin sent
from San Francisco to Philadelphia in 1893 to be viewed by the Assay
.

A Discussion of Several
Mint Specimens

have a few more minor abrasions, but is nevertheless a fully gem piece.
(.S) A-Mark specimen: In the 1970s A-Mark, the Los Angeles rare coin firm,

Commission when it met early in 1894; this would tie in nicely with

had a magnificent Mint State 1893-S dollar, which was examined by the Irca-

its putchase from the holdings of dealer]. Colvin Randall, of Phila¬

sury Department for authenticity (there being no question of authenticity on

delphia, in March 1894.
Pedigree: J. Colvin Randall, March 1894; to J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp.
Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.liasherg, Sr.

the part of knowledgeable numismatists who had seen the piece, including the
present cataloguer). The Treasury Department dipped the coin in acid to sec if
the mintmark would fall off, and thereby ruined it. Kxit one numismatic land¬

Die notes: Obverse with tiny raised die lump on digit 3 just above its center.

mark.
(6) The Norueb Collection coin: This piece, kept tor decades in a bank vault

Reverse with delicate and irregular crack through .MKRIOA., becoming invis¬

and not seen by Wayne Miller when he wrote his book, was sold by Bowers and

ible, then picking up again at the star, continuing somewhat intermittently

Merena in November 1988 for $3.S7,.S()(), a record for any Morgan silver dollar.

through LEAR. Another tiny crack is from rim to and in the eagle’s wing tip on

1 he writer described the coin as M.S-6.S, but PC(iS subsequently certilicd it as

the right side of the coin. Break irregular though S OF. Irregular light cracks

M.S-67. The purchasers were David Carter and Dr. (>eorgc Bodway. In 1990

from I! in UNFI KD across star to O in ONK. These breaks, in the nature of

and 1991 this coin went on tour as the highlight of the P{-(>.S .Silver Dollar Kx-

die stress cracks, are very lightly defined, and would not be noticed except on

hibit.
(7) The Antelope \allev .Silver Dollar Collection coin: .Sold in Januarv 1093,

coins in exceptionally high grades.

Lot 128, by Bowers and Merena. Certified as M.S-6.S by l’(,(iS. Prior pedigree

Notes on the Rarity of the 1893-S

unknown; it could have been one of the coins cited by Wayne Miller and de¬

Among Morgan dollars the 189.3-,S, with a mintage of 1()(),()0() coins, has the

scribed earlier.
(8) The Antelope \allcy Silver Dollar Collection coin, a duplicate: bold m

lowest business strike production figure, except for the 189.S Philadelphia Mint

January 1993, Lot 129, by Bowers and Merena. Certified as MS-63 In I’Cf.S.

dollar (of which 12,000 were struck, but of which no examples are known to¬

Prior histors’ unknown; same comment as preceding.
(9) 'l'he Fliasberg Collection specimen, MS-6.S/67, pedigreed bask to 1894,

day). It may have been that tens of thousands of 189.3-8 dollars were melted
under the terms of the 1918 Pittman Act. Still, many thousands were released
into circulation in or near the year of issue.
The 1893-8 is the rarest of all Morgan dollars in higher grades. In terms of all
grades combined, from well-worn to pristine, the Proof-only I89.S Philadelphia

iioWLRSANDMKRKNA

the coin now offered tor sale.
(1(1+) Additional coins reported in the PCCS and N(i(
some overlapping nith the preceding.

population sursess,

ihe l.ouis

A.

h.liusber'^, Sr., Collection

Landmark Gem 1893-S Morgan Dollar

Reverse of Lot 2294
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ihe Louis K. Lliasherg, Sr., (iollection

Lovely Gem Proof 1894 Dollar
Highly Prized Rare Date

waiting vrarx for an example of this quality to come on the market will
do well to bid liberally now, realizing that the combination of high
numerical grade and outstanding aesthetic appeal may not recur for a
long time, if ever.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May <V//, 1906: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.liasberg, Sr.

Splendid 1894-S Dollar
Incredible Gem Mint State
Directly from the Mint
2295

1894 Proof-67.

Light bluish gray surfaces over matte devices and

deep mirror fields. A splendid piece which is one of the finest in ex¬
istence from an original Proof production of 972 coins. In addition,
the related low mintage of business strikes has put great pressure
upon the few remaining Proofs. Still further, it is relevant to note that
of the Proofs that exist, “many have been cleaned to death”—quot¬
ing Walter Breen on the subject. Thus, a gem of this caliber repre¬
sents a truly rare opportunity for the eonnoisseur.
Pedigree: Purchased from the Philadelphia Mint by J.M. Cdapp; John H.
Cdapp, Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr
Die variety with*date well to the left, date figures heavy, some raised die
marks on digits 9 and 4. On the reverse there are raised die marks in profusion
between the eagle’s neck and the wing on the right side of the coin. This variety
has been described in the literature.

2297 1894-S MS-66/67.

A splendid specimen, one of the very finest in

existence, of this popular date. Medium gold toning is on the obverse
and reverse with the latter displaying some lighter areas of silver.
The rims on both sides are electric blue, fhe Eliasberg Collection

Landmark Gem 1894-0 Dollar
Among the Finest Known

specimen of the 1894-S dollar is a gorgeous piece from an artistic
viewpoint, and, of course, a piece which is lofty in a numerical aspect
as well. The direct-from-the-mint pedigree of this and other Morgan
dollars, extending to the end of the series in 1904, is incomparable.
High numerical grade, superb aesthetic appeal, rarity, and a marvel¬
ous pedigree: this coin has it all.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the San Erancisco Mint by J.M. Clapp:
John H. Clapp, Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

Bowers and Merena Expertise!
12296 1894-0 MS-65/66.

I

fhe connoisseur will find that the Eliasberg specimen is one of the
very finest 1894-0 dollars in existence, fhe bidder who has been

Lustrous, satiny surfaces, silver at the center

changing to light golden toning at the rims. Slightly lightly struck at
the centers, as is typical for this issue—indeed, the present example
'

is above average in quality in this regard. The Eliasberg Collection
specimen is one of the very finest 1894-0 Morgan dollars in exist¬
ence.
In Mint State, the 1894-0 is rare at all levels and becomes acute at
the MS-65 grade category, at which point only a few exist, and the is¬
sue is one of the prime landmarks in the Morgan series. In 1982,
Wayne Miller wrote that he had never seen a fully struck gem speci¬
men. The PCCS tour of silver dollars, which took place in 1990 and
1991 and which featured some of the finest certified coins, from vari¬
ous sources, assembled to make up an exhibit collection, had an

When you consign your coins and paper money to
Bowers and Merena, it will be catalogued by such wellknown numismatic experts as Q. David Bowers, Mark
Borckardt, Raymond N. Merena, and Andrew \\. Pollock
III, backed up by full in-house facilities, including our
Graphics and Photography Departments, and others. I he
result is a beautiful and authoritative catalogue which will
highlight your numismatic material to its best advantage.
Did you know that our catalogues have won more (^atalogue of the Year Award” honors (given by the Numis¬
matic Literary Guild) than have ALL of our competitors
combined.^ There must be a reason!

1X94-0 in just MS-64 grade. This was the only date and mintmark in
the exhibit to be in less than MS-65 condition.
The majority of Mint State 1894-0 dollars are in MS-6() to 62
grades, estimated to be about 2,000 to 4,000 coins in all. At the MS-6.5
level there are 1,999 to 2,990 estimated to exist. MS-64 pieces are
very rare, with a population of only about 250 to 500. MS-65 coins arc
exceedingly rare; only about 10 to 20 arc known, and with the PCGS
tour in mind, perhaps even these numbers arc a bit generous. Prom
any aspect the Eliasberg (Collection 1894-0 dollar is, indeed, a landmark rarity.
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A.

h.luishen', Sr., Collection

Superb Gem Proof 1895 Dollar
Classic Rarity
Only 880 Struck
“King of Morgan Dollars’’

(photo enlarged to tatire actual size)

2298

1895 Pr()of-67. Delicate champagne toning over mirror surfaces.
Light gold at the rims changing to splashes of blue. One of the very
finest examples in existence of this classic rarity.

Pedigree: Purchased directly from the Philadelphia Mint, 1895, hy J.M.
Cdapp;John H. Cdapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Ediasherg, Sr.

So far as is known, no business strikes exist of the Philadelphia

Die notes: 'Phis piece is struck from 189,S Proof obverse die number 2 (of four

Mint .Morgan dollar. Only 880 Proofs were struck, thus constituting

dies) as described by J.P. .Martin of the American Numismatic Association Au¬

the source for the remaining supply.

thentication Bureau, and as quoted in the Bowers Encyclopedia: “Numeral 1 in

Over the years the 189.S dollar has been the key to the Morgan dol¬
lar set. While several other issues arc rarer in higher grades (high
M int State grades for business strikes as compared to high Proof

date to the left of center over dentil. Left base of 1 over right half of dentil.
Right base of 1 over left edge of dentil. Lower part of serif of 1 shows slight
repunching. Ball of .S over right half of dentil. Date seems to slant up very
slightly to the right.”

grades for the 189.S), these other issues are also available in lower

Mintage mystery: .Mintage figures for the year I89.S indicate that 880 i’roofs

grades. Taking all grades as a whole, the 189.S has by far the lowest

were minted plus 12,000 business strikes. However, not a single Lncirculated

total population in the Morgan dollar series. Probably, a few more
than .SOO are known today from the original Proof mintage of 880
coins.
.\lthough 12,(K)() business strikes are listed in the Annual Report of
the Director of the Mint, no example with mint frost has ever been seen
by the cataloguer, and such may not exist (sec notes).
Kor the connoisseur, the Kliasberg Collection 189.S is an excep¬
tional specimen of the issue that has been deemed “The King of

vv,

Morgan Dollars.”

or worn business strike has ever been authenticated, and it is believed that not
a single business strike exists today. Thus, any numismatist desiring an I89.S
Morgan dollar must by necessity accjuire one of the remaining Proof speci¬
mens. Year in and year out, decade after decade, the 189.S Proof dollar has been
a key coin, and worthy of the title “King of Morgan Dollars.”
A probable scenario for the disappearance of 12,000 business strikes is that
these coins may represent an accounting error and were actually dated 1894.
Alternatively, the entire business strike mintage of 189.S-dated dollars, repre¬
senting 12 bags of 1,000 coins each, was melted under the Pittman .Act of I9|8,
which saw the destruction of over 270 million silver dollars of earlier dates.

howiAks AM)
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The Louis E. E.liasherg, Sr., C.ollection

Unbelievable 1895-0 Dollar
Superb Gem Mint State
Key to the Series
A Highlight of the Eliasberg Collection

2299

1895-0 MS-66/67. Silvery, lustrous surfaces with splashes of gold at

The present piece is of formidable rarity and importance and may

the rims. Above average in strike. An absolutely incredible example

well be the centerpiece of the cabinet of its next owner, no matter

of one of the great rarities in the .Morgan Dollar series, far and away
the most elusive issue of the New Orleans Mint in any Mint State

what other gems may be on display with it.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the Setr Orleans Mint by J.M. Clapp,

grade, and at this level, a serious challenger to any coin you can name.

John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Elia.^berg, Sr.

While the annals of silver dollar collecting—explored in great detail

Of all Morgan dollars, the lH9,S-0 may be the biggest steeper. 'The issue is

in Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars of the United States: A Complete Ency-

scaree today, and always has been, and yet very little has ever appeated in print

(lopedia—reveal 'Treasury releases of this Morgan dollar variety or

concerning it. It is apparent that the listings of “I ncirciilated
ago were apt to be what we would designate as “sliders

coins of sears

or .MI specimens to¬

that, no evidence has been seen with regard to quantities of 189.S-0.

day. I larrs J. Torman, who has handled as many New Orleans dollars as ansone.

Not even during the great 'Treasury release of 1962-1964 was even a

has never heard of a (juantity of true Mint State 189.S-0 coins. .Xpparentls. no
examples of this date were represented in the Treasurs release of 19(i2-19h4.

handful of pieces brought to light, so far as the cataloguer knows.
'I'hus, the 1K9.S-0 in Mint State survives only as a matter of rare
chance, as happenstance. In the present instance, the coin was or¬

The rarity and importance of the 189,S-0 in Mint State cannot be overemphasi/ed. As a dealer we know well that only rarely does a specialu'ed collec¬
tion of Morgan dollars contain a specimen in any 1 ncirciilated grade.

dered dircctiv from the .Mint at the time of issue, and the circum¬
stances surrounding its survival are known and documented.

^
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I he I lULs h.. h/Msht'f}', -Sr., Cullertion

Splendid IS^S-S Morgan Dollar

Marvelous 1896-0 Dollar

Well known Rarity

Famous Rarity in Mint State
Miller: “Rarest Cem Morgan Dollar”

2300

189S-S \IS-64, prooflike. Silver surfaces, somew hat prooflike, with
many die striae from the die preparation process, .\pparently a ver\

2302

early striking from this particular die pair. Such finish lines were apt

1896-0 MS-64. A marvelous gem specimen, kept carefully since
the time of issue. .Mottled light brown and golden toning with

to wear away quickly once a die was in use.

splashes of blue, over lustrous, silvery surfaces. Hand-picked quality.

Over the years the 1895-S has been recognized as one of the key

The 1896-0 dollar, common in heavily circulated grades, stands tall

issues in the Morgan series. While I ncirculated pieces have come on

as a great rarity at the .MS-64 level. Oertainly the Kliasberg Oollection

the market from time to time, including in groups as in the Redfield

specimen ranks in the top couple dozen pieces in existence in terms

Oollection, truly nice pieces are few and far between. Wayne Miller,

of a combination of high numerical grade and aesthetic quality. .Add

in his .Morfian and Peace Dollar Textbook, commented that he examined

the direct-from-the-mint pedigree and the result is a world-class nu¬

a group of 140 Mint State coins and was able to find just eight coins that

mismatic specimen.

he liked. The Kliasberg Oollection specimen is an especially impor¬

Pedigree: Obtained directly from the Sew Orleans .Mint in August 1896 by

tant opportunity.

J..M. Clapp: John 11. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F. F.liasberg, Sr.

Pedigree: Purchased directly from the San Francisco .Mint by J..M. Clapp:

1 he 1896-0 is one of those coins that makes numismatics so interesting and,

John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F. Fliasberg, Sr.

at the .same time, puzzling to the uninitiated observer. On one hand, well-worn

The present piece has relatively few bagmarks, although it does have enough

specimens can be bought with a $10 bill. However, many if not most were

to prompt us to call it M.S-64. lypically, the 189.S-.S is very heavily bagmarked,

placed into circulation at or near the time of striking, with the result that rela¬

contesting the 189.^-(;(; for notoriety in this regard. Apparently, both the 1893-

tively few Mint .State coins survive, but low grades are plentiful.

(X; and I89.S-.S Treasury reserves were jostled in bags for a long time before
being distributed.

able around M.S-6(). The 1896-0 was minted in large tjuantities. 'I'hose that exist

It is relevant to note that the present piece was purchased directly from the

today are primarily concentrated in lower levels. Kven .M.S-63 coins are rare. \o

.Although the 18%-0 is exceedingly rare in high .Mint State, it is relatively avail¬

Mint and thus, apparently, must have been among the finer pieces on hand.

less an authority than Wayne Miller (whose 1982 book, the .Morgan and Peace Dol¬
lar Textbook is at once a artistic and numismatic masterpiece) wrote that “the
1896-0 is the rarest of all Morgan dollars in truly gem condition.”

Superb Gem Proof 1896 Dollar
Satin Gem 1896-S Dollar

Challenge to Perfection!

Famous Rarity
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1H96 Proof-6H. A superb specimen which approaches perfection.
Delicate champagne toning over mirror surface. We have never seen
a nicer one.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the Philadelphia Mint by J..M. Clapp in
June IS96:John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.. F.liasberg, Sr.
()nc of 7b2 I’riKif Morgan silver dollars struck this year.

2.30.^

1896-S MS-67/66. .A beautiful gem with a satiny surface overlaid
w ith delicate splashes of champagne and gold toning. The res ersc is
somewhat prooflike when held at an angle to the light and viewed in
the reflection. A special coin, obviously hand-selected at the .San
I' rancisco Mint in the year of issue. Incredible
I he 1896-.S is an issue which is relatively available in worn grades,
but which at the Mint .State level is a recognized raritv, ami which in
the superb gem (piality offered here is a key to the scries.
Pedigree: Obtained dimtly fn>m the San Franci.u o Mint in Augu.a /.V^rt h
J .M. (.lapp.John //. (,lapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis /•

I

Lliaibrig. .V/

he I8*>6-S is another of the Morgan silver dollar issues of whu h «om s|K'si*

mens are sers common, but Mint .State coins arc rare U ithm the contcM of San

I'rancisco

Mint issues, the 18'Hi-S is a prime kes, although hardls a mats h for

such formidable rarities (in Mint State) as I8')2-S aiul, in pattuiilai. |8*it S.
Most

I

niiriiilated

I8')t,.s

dollars iKiiir in the midillc ranges, somewhat I'ab

atued m asailabilits between MS tiUtotH

\t ihe MS M level, the IM'**' S t><-

tomes trills rare, anti at MS tiS or higher the oflenng of a s|ietimen is a ma|oi
event

UK

\s noietl. tlie f li.islH'tg (lollet lion tom is im rnlibl*

IU)\\I*:KS,\M) MI'UF.NAi

The Louis K. hJiasherg, Sr., (Collection

Spectacular Gem Proof 1897 Dollar

toning. A tiny toning mark is tin the cheek of Miss Liberty.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the San Erancisco .Mint in November

Virtual Perfection

1897 try J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eliasberg, Sr.

Gem Proof 1898 Dollar
Among the Very' F'inest Known

2304

1897 Proof-68 Champagne toning over mirror surfaces. A simply
spectacular specimen, one of the very finest in existence of any Mor¬
gan silver dollar date. Only 731 were minted.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the Philadelphia Mint in November
1897 by J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Eli as berg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse from perfect die (without repunching). At least two ob¬
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verse Proof dies were used this year.

1898 Proof-67. A splendid gem of virtually unsurpassable quality.
Silver obverse virtually as struck. Delicate golden toning on the bor¬
ders. The reverse is champagne toning changing to delicate magenta.
A visual treat. Certainly, this is one of the very finest surviving from

Splepdid 1897-0 Dollar

an original Proof mintage of only 735 pieces.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the Philadelphia Mint by J.M. Clapp in No¬
vember 1898; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. EJiasberg, Sr.
One of 735 Proof Morgan silver dollars struck this year.

Superb Gem 1898-0 Dollar

[2305

1897-0 MS-66/64.

*

of debris adhering to the die near the upper right cluster of leaves

small indentation probably caused by a piece

suggests the split grade; otherwise this would be an unquestioned
MS-66 overall. Splashes of mottled light brown and gold toning are
!

seen against silvery surfaces. Sea green and gunmetal blue rims add
extra eye appeal.
When 1897-0 Morgan dollars are seen in Mint State, they are apt to
be in lower categories such as M.S-6() through MS-62. At the MS-63
level the 1897 is rare, at MS-64 it is more so, and at MS-65 it emerges as

2308

1898-0 MS-67. Satiny surfaces with splashes of gold and gray.
Sharply struck and very beautitul. An outstanding e,xample of a for¬

a significant rarity. In the present grade—call it what you will, but it is

merly rare issue which became fairly plentiful alter a large quantity

certainly a gem—the Eliasberg Collection specimen is one of the fm-

was released into banking and numismatic channels in the autumn of

est to cross the auction block. Add not only the numerical grade but the

1962. Otherwise, the present piece would be one ot the great high¬

;

excellent striking as well, plus the pedigree directly from the New Or-

lights of this catalogue! Still, at the MS-67 level it is cpiitc ehisi\c as

i

leans Mint, and here, indeed, is another extremely desirable dollar.

the vast majority of Mint State coins are far below this one.

i‘

'

Pedigree: Obtained directly from New Orleans Mint, November 1897 by

Pedigree: Purchased directly from the New Orleans Mint in Sovember

J M Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

1898 Iry J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
liasberg, Sr.

\

I

Prooflike Gem 1897-S Dollar

If you had been a collector of rncirculatcd Morgan dollars in .September
)b2. high on your want list would have been the ISW-O along with the l‘k)3i and D()4-(). These three were the most formidable rarities among New Orleans

i

illars, and even the most in-depth dealer's stock was not likely to have an example
Feven one Mint State coin among the three issues. If indeed you could have
icated an Uncirculated 1S9S-0 it would have set you back $.300 to $400 or
lore. I'he then current Guide Hook listed the lS08-() at $300. or double the
rice of the 18H9-(X:. I lowever, none were to be had. although some ipiantities
ad dribbled out of the I'reasury Building in Washington. D.C 7. m the 1040s
id early 1950s. Except for a few hundred pieces that went into dealers sun ks
id were soon dispersed, the coins slipped into circulation.
In October 1962. the raritv status of the 1898-0 and certain other kes issues
langed, and with it changed the face of.American numismaticsM rom deep
ithin the vaults of the Philadelphia Mint came millions of bright sparkling
«98-0 dollars, which had been stored there since thc\ were moved
iew Orleans Mint in 1929. Accompanving these were huge .piantities ol 190. I, 1904-0, and a few other dates Distributed through the 1 e.leral Keserve
1 WOU i
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1897-S MS-6,5/66 I)I*L, Silvery surfaces with delicate champagne

OWKKS AND MI^PKNA

34‘

Iht l outs

A. h/uts/te/x, Sr., Collectton

tifM lines sserc. Beture Ioiik, thev were cominKout in many places. The “Kreat

Notable 1899-S Dollar

Ireasurs release,” as it came to be known, was the catalyst that propelled MorHan dollars into the toret'ront ot' .American numismatic popularity and increased

Possibly the b'inest known

the demand lor them beyond what anyone ever expected. Kvents would prove
that with the exception of the ISW-O, |yoT(),and 1404-0 Mornan dollar varieties,
all other dates and mmtmarks would be incredible bargains at 1462 price levels
hetort the releases occurred! Morgan silver dollars are in great demand today in
1447 and base been in the sptitlight in the 35 years since the rreasury dispers¬
als (Kcurred.
I'oday, specimens of the 1S4S-0 silver dollar can be found in all Mint .State
grades, although the vast majority arc concentrated at lower levels from M.S-6()
through 64. The Kliasberg Oollection gem, obtained directly from the New
Orleans Mint, is one of only a handful know n at the M.S-67 level.

Satiny Gem 1898-S Dollar
2311

1899-S MS-67. A notable specimen considering the high technical
grade, marvelous pedigree, and beautiful aesthetic appeal. Light
gold and magenta toning over satiny, lustrous surfaces, with a hint of
prooflike character. The Kliasberg (Collection specimen is tjuite pos¬
sibly the finest known of all 1899-S .Morgan dollars when all of these
factors are considered.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the San Francisco .Mint in November
1899 by J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A.
Fliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: Obverse from boldly repunched date logotype, progressing in its
off-register characteristic from the first digit to the last, with the final 4 being
especially double punched (\'.\M-7).
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1898-S MS-66. A satiny gem with light golden and gray toning over
splendid surfaces, well struck and excellently defined. One of the

Gem Proof 1900 Silver Dollar

finest we have ever seen of this popular issue. Although 1898-S dol¬
lars are relatively available in lower grades, the present combination
of high numerical classification, outstanding appearance, and pedi¬
gree make the Kliasberg Oollection specimen a great attraction.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the San Francisco Mint in November
1898 by J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A.
F.liasberg, Sr.

Gem Proof 1899 Dollar

2312

1900 Proof-67. Light lilac, champagne, and gray toning over mirror
surfaces. A splendid piece w hich, again, must rank as one of the very
finest in existence of its kind—a notable characteristic of many of the
Kliasberg Collection pieces. Only 912 Proofs were struck, many of
which became damaged or were spent. Another important opportu¬
nity for the Morgan dollar specialist.
Pedigree: Proof, obtained directly from the Philadelphia .Mint in December
1900 by J.M. Clapp; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A.
F.liasberg, Sr.

2.^10

One of 412 Proof .Morgan silver dollars struck this year.

1899 I*nM)f-6.S. Ohampagne toning over mirror surfaces, fhe re¬
verse is an especially early striking and shows many tiny

striae,

(|uite unusual, and a characteristic the specialist may wish to note.

Exceptional Gem 1900-8 Dollar

I hese are not hairlines, as hairlines from cleaning are recessed in the
surface of the coin. Certainly, this is one of the finest remaining from
an original I’riKif mintage of 800 coins, and one of the first from the
press. PrtKifs of this date are doubly desirable as business strikes in
high levels of Mint State are somewhat elusive.
Pedigree Proof, obtained directly from the Philadelphia .Mint in December
1899 by .1 M Clapp, John // Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis A.
b.liaiberg, .Sr
One of H4r> I’riKif Morgan silver dollars struck this year.

2.11.1

|9(H).S MS-6.S/00. Molded ch.imp.igne toning oxer luMrous, \aiinx
surt.ues. .\n exception.il spei imen wlm h m the combiiuiion ol gem

m()\vi:k,s wi)\ii:kk\\

The Louis E. E.liasher^, Sr., ('.oUertion
grade, aesthetic appeal, and pedigree must rank as one of the most
desirable specimens of this date and mintmark.

2315 1901-0

MS-b.S. .Mf)ttled light golden toning over lustrous silver sur¬

faces. Once scarce, since autumn 1962 the 1901-0 has entered the

Pedigree: Purchased directly from the San Francisco Mint in 1900 fry J..M.

“tpiite available” category.

Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate,!942, to Louis F.. FJiasherg, Sr

Pedigree: Purchased directly from the Sew Orleans .Mint in September
1901 fry J..M. Clapp: John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.
FJiasherg, Sr.

Incredible Proof-68 1901 Morgan Dollar
Famous Key Date

Superb Gem 1901-S Dollar

Possibly the Finest Known

2316 1901-S MS-66.

A superb gem specimen of one of the scarcer San

Francisco Mint issues. Satiny and lustrous with splashes of gold and
gray toning. An exceptional piece that has everything—excellent
■ strike, high numerical grade, and marvelous aesthetic appeal.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the San Francisco .Mint in March 1901 fry
J.M. Clapp: John FI. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F. FJiasherg, Sr.

Gem Proof 1902 Dollar

2317 1902 Proof-65.

Light champagne toning on the obverse gives way

to gold at the rims. On the reverse the toning is medium gold chang¬
ing to magenta with splashes of blue. Incredibly beautiful and,
complemented by the fabulous Eliasberg Collection pedigree.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the Philadelphia Mint in May 1902 by
J.M. Clapp: John E. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis h. Fliasberg, Sr.
One of 777 Proof Morgan silver dollars struck this year.

Glorious Gem 1902-S Morgan Dollar

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

2314 1901 Pr<)of-6H.

An incredible gem specimen that has it all—rarity as

a date, gorgeous appearance (delicate champagne toning on the ob¬
verse, champagne and violet on the reverse), pedigree, and more.
Another numismatic treasure. Possibly the finest known.
While the Kliasberg (k)llection 1901 Proof dollar will stand on its
own by virtue of its appearance, the desirability of this date is vastly
enhanced by the fact that .Mint State pieces of comparable numerical
(juality arc virtually unobtainable, d hus, the connoisseur desiring a
high level piece, and who could normally opt for a Mint State coin,
must by necessity obtain a Proof—increasing the demand.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the Philadelphia .Mint in September
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19()2-S MS-66. Still another notable gem specimen, a fitting com¬
panion for the San Francisco Morgan dollars oftered earlier, and tpiite

190! fry L M. Clapp: John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.

similar in toning to the alorcmentioncd 1‘^01-S.
Pedigree: Purchased directh from the San Frannsco Mint in (htober 1902

Fltasberg, Sr:

fry J.M. Clapp: John E. (Japp. Clapp estate. 1942, to Louis L Fhasberg, Sr

One of Kl.f Proof Morgan silver dollars struck this year.

[kiwi:R.S AND MKUIvNA

Die notes: Two close olives are on the hianch held In the eagle.

.VSI

Ihe l.ouis h. h.li(4sbfr)f, Sr., Collection

(jeni l^roof 1903 Dollar

shipped to the Philadelphia Mint in 1929, and had remained in a joint-scaled
vault since that time. .A generation of distinguished Philadelphia numismatists
came and went, without knowledge of the existence of these famous coins in
their vers backyard! .Additional PHl.LO coins came out from hiding in the Ircasury Building in Washington, IX!, where, for some unexplained reason, they
had not been noticed by coin-w ise employees earlier.
Dozens of bags of 19(),^-0 dollars were released in 1962-1964. Kxactly how
many coins were involved is not know n, and guesses have ranged from 60,(XK)
or so to over 1 ,()(M),0(M). Wayne .Miller’s estimate is 6(),(KK) to 1(K),(HM). Probahly,
the truth lies somewhere between 6(),(MK) and several hundred thousand. The
present cataloguer suggests 200,000 to 3.S0,0(K). As the 190.C() is rare in worn
grades, probably most of the 4.4.S million coins originally minted were melted
under the 1918 Pittman .Act.
■Absent the Treasurv’ release, the Pdiasberg Collection 1903-0 dollar, when
sold, would have made front-page news all over the countrv ! .As it is, it is a nice
coin with a nice story, no doubt affordable to just about any Morgan dollar spe¬
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cialist. Probably a book, or at least a lengthy essay, could be w ritten about the
1903-0 dollar alone.

1903 1 *nM)f-66. A splendid gem specimen with light gray and cham¬
pagne toning over mirror surfaces. One of the finest Proofs still ex¬
tant, and another important find for the connoisseur.

Gorgeous 1903-S Dollar Rarity

Pedigree: Purchased directly from the Philadelphia .Mint in Sovemher
1903 try J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
EJiasherg, Sr.

Superb Gem Mint State
Among the Finest Known

The obverse portrait of the 190.^ is lightly polished in rhedie—x\\\s is true of
authentic specimens of all PrtKif denominations, but is not widely known. One
of 7.S,S Pr(H)f Morgan silver dollars struck this year.

2.320

1903-0 .\lS-6.S/66.

Somewhat prootlike. Satiny and

lustrous.

Splashes of delicate gold toning over silver surfaces. Beautifully
struck. In the “what might have been” category, this 1903-0 dollar,
obtained directly from the New Orleans Mint at the time it was
struck, was considered in later years to be the very rarest issue in the
series in Mint State, far rarer than the 1889-(]C or 1893-S, until quan¬
tities were released in autumn 1962. Thus, while the piece is inter¬
esting today, it no longer has an extraordinary status.
Pedigree: Purcha.^ed directly from the Sesr Orleans .Mint in October 1903 by
J..M. (Japp; John //. (Japp. Clapp estate. 1942, to Louis F.. F.liasberg, Sr.

The Story of the 1903-0 Dollar
In

at the .New Orleans .Mint. 4.4.S million business strike silver dollars

were minted. Not needed in circulation at the time, most of the coins were
stored in vaults. .Apparently, only a few were released, the Kliasberg Collection
coin bcingone of these. Later, probably during the implementation of the 1918
I’ittman .Act. millions were melted. In 1929, those remaining at the New Or¬
leans Mint were shipped to storage in a sealed vault in the Philadelphia Mint,
where they remained until October 1962.
I ntil October P<62 the PKl.VO was the most important, most acclaimed and
rarest issue in Mint .State in the entire Morgan dollar series. Outranking the
IH91-.S. |8‘>S. and other contenders, the Mint .State 19().CO was so rare that it
was estimated that fewer than 10 specimens were known to exist in numis¬
matic circles Inileed, the rarity of the I90.LO in this grade was legendary. Pew
< olicctors or dealers hail ever seen one, let alone had the opportunity to ow n an
example' A few scattered advertisers claimed to have Mint State 19().VO dol¬
lars. but these listings were probably winilow dressing, representing what they
Wi;/4/charge z/thev had coins available, or the coins may have been AL “slid¬
ers • In the (.mdrlOmknfC S Cows in l'H,2 an I ncirculated I'kl.VO catalogued
at tl.slHMKr

the highest price for any Morgan dollar. Kditor Richard S.

liriiman • theorv. and everyone else s view, was that most had been melted und< r rhe Piftman Ac r
I !.c .i cnario • h.inged tn (k rober Pw>2. w hen to the great amazement of the
- orr.: .m i'-. . ommiinirv. a niimlrer of bags of Mint State I'HIVf) dollars came to
got
.
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The Louis E. E/ius/ferff, Sr., C.oHection
ccntcd with splashes of blue at the rims. Judging by its remarkable

Memorable 1904-S $1 Rarity

eye appeal, this 1903-8 appears to be a piece hand picked for its (|iiality at the time of issue. Of course, it has been carefully preserved
since that time.
1 he 1903-8 is one of the better known 8an Francisco rarities in the
Morgan dollar scries. W hile a number of visually attractive pieces ex¬
ist in high numerical grades, the supply is far short of the intense de¬
mand for them. When a nice M8-64 or M8-65 piece crosses the auc¬
tion block it garners a lot of attention. Fhe present M8-66 coin, com¬
bining superb gem quality, sheer beauty, and illustrious pedigree, is
bound to be a great highlight to anyone who has been waiting for the
right time and the right coin.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the San Francisco Mint in October 1903
by J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasherg,
Sr

Superb Gem Proof 1904 Dollar
Possibly the Finest Known

[2322

1904 Proof-67. A superb gem Proof of stunning beauty. One of just
650 Proofs made of the last issue of the early (1878-1904) series. The
obverse is delicate champagne over deep mirror surfaces, while the
reverse is silver with splashes of gold and a few hints of magenta.

‘

Certainly, few pieces could approach the magnificent quality of this
specimen. Possibly the finest known.
Pedigree: Purchased directly from the Philadelphia Mint in December 1904
by J..M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis £. Eliasberg,

;

Business strike 1904 dollars were last coined at Philadelphia in June 1904, by
which time 340 Proofs had been made and sold. However, an additional 310
Proofs were struck later in the year, probably including the present Eliasberg
Collection coin. A letter from John H. Landis, superintendent of the Philadelphia
Mint, explained: “By authority of the Director of the Mint, those who have
purchased Proof sets of silver and minor coins since June 1, 1904, in which the
silver dollar was not included, will be supplied with that coin to make their sets
complete for the price of $1 for each silver dollar and eight cents additional for

(photo enlarged to tveice actual size)

registry' fee, if to be sent by mail.”
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1904-S MS-66. A memorable coin, a fitting companion to the 19038 earlier offered and to the other illustrious pieces which make the
Eliasberg C'.olleetion so imposing. Fhe obverse and reverse are a deli¬
cate blend of lilac and gold against satiny, lustrous surfaces. .Again,

I
!

I

this piece appears to have been hand selected for its remarkable
quality at the time of issue and has been preserved very carefully
ever since.
W hile the 19()4-,8 is an object ot desire at any Mint .8tate level, and
even a M8-62 or M8-63 would be an impressive actpiisition tor the
owner of a fine collection, the present M.8-66 is stunning. Here, in¬
deed, is a landmark tlollar, a fitting way to end the early part of the
Morgan series.
Pedigree: Purchased from the San h rancisco Mint in Soi'crnbet 1904 by
J.M. Clapp; John IL Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942. to Louis E Eliasberg. Sr
By 1904, the silver purchase authori/.arion under the

1«9()

Sherman

\et had

run its course, and no more metal was on hand to produce Morgan dollars

I he

power of the Western mining interests had diminished, and in ans esent the
American public had turned awav from the “silver qiicsrion
cventiiallv including President

to other lonserns.

Roosevelt's trust busting .uoons. the Pure

Food and Drug .Act (1900), the child labor problem, and other s.h lal and wellarc
concerns. Siher was poliricallv ilead.
so it seemed to officials ,it the

owKus AND mi:kkna

I

1 hus, this sear lermmatid the series, or

Ireasiirs Department

I he 1.outs b.. h.luisbt'f)', Sr., Cotlectwn

(Jem “Zerbe” Proof 1921 Dollar
MorjJan Design
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1921 Morgan. Pr(M>f-66. The so-called “Zerbe Proof sty le and
format, and an especially nice one at that. The 1921 Morgan dollar is
typically found with an unsatisfactory surface and appearance in
Mint .State. However, the “Zerbe Proof finish, discussed in the
notes below, is one of the finest representations one can obtain—and
is far above the feeble quality that is normally seen.
Proofs of the 1921 Morgan style fall into two major categories, per the opinion
of the present cataloguer (Walter Breen’s opinions differ somewhat and can be
checked in his Encyclopedia of I'nited States and Colonial Eroof Coins 1122-1989).
.■\ few Proofs with deep mirror surfaces were issued and today are known as
“(ihapman Proofs.” A larger number of coins were issued with a hybrid surface,
with some Proof characteristics and some prooflike—these being called the

1921-1935 PEACH SiLVKK DOLLARS

I'he i(Jea of a coin commemorating the peace after the W orld
W ar (later called W orld War / when a second war was added to
history ) was proposed as early as November 1918, the month of
the Armistice, by Frank Duffield. Editor of The Sumismatist,,
Duffield set the ball rolling which eventually saw other sugges¬
tions, including one given by Farran Zerbe on August 25, 1920 to
those attending the ANA Convention in Chicago.
In time, motifs were considered, and Anthony de Francisci, a
minor American sculptor, was selected to create the design. ('The
same artist is numismatically remembered for creating the mod¬
els, but not the design, for the 1920 Maine Centennial commemo¬
rative half dollar.) 'Fhe figure of Miss Liberty was said by the artist
to have been inspired, at least in part, by Teresa Cafarelli, who
became the wife of de Francisci. However, an examination of
Miss Liberty on the Peace dollar design and a comparison with
certain other coins issues such as Saint-Gaudens’ 1907 $10, will
reveal that the 1921 Peace dollar visage is somewhat generic.
Peace silver dollars were minted for circulation from 1921
through 1935. The Eliasberg Oillection coins are offered as a
single lot.

“Z-erbe Prwifs,” a particulatly gem-quality example of which is offered here.
Their exact method of distribution is not known, but conventional wisdom has
it that Karran Zerbe had these struck to his order by (leorge T. Morgan at the
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Complete set of 1921-1935 Peace dollars, one of each date and

Philadelphia Mint (Morgan was chief engraver at the time). Zerbe then sold

mintmark. Oradcs as described, with Mint State pieces typically be¬

them to favorite clients and otherwise channeled them into the numismatic
market.

ing lustrous with delicate toning. The collection contains: ☆ 1921
.MS-62/63. High Relief format, as are all this year. ☆ 1922 MS-63 ☆

.Among “Zerbe Proofs" there are different degrees of quality. The present

1922- 1) .MS-64 ☆ 1922-S MS-62 ☆ 1923 MS-63 ☆ 1923-1) MS-61 ☆

Kliasberg Collection coin is one of the nicest we have handled, is more mirror¬

1923- S M.S-60 ☆ 1924 M.S-62 ☆ 1924-S M.S-63 ☆ 1925 .MS-63 ☆

like than most, and stands at the top of its class. The potential buyer will find
that the present piece is the virtual definition of a “Zerbe Proof.”

1925-S MS-62 ☆ 1926 M.S-62 ☆ 1926-1) MS-6() ☆ 1926-S .MS-65 ☆
1927 .MS-62 ☆ 1927-1) MS-6() ☆ 1927-S M.S-60 ☆ 1928 MS-63. Low¬
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1921-1) -Morgan. MS-64, prooflike. Struck from polished dies in

est mintage of the scries. ☆ 1928-S MS-6() ☆ 19.54 M.S-62 ☆ 19.54-1)

the manner of the preceding “Zerbe Proof,” but the reverse not quite

M.S-60 ☆ 19.54-.S KF-45. Key issue. ☆ 1935 M.S-63 ☆ 1935-S M.S-62.

as mirrorlike. Not dtKumented in the literature, a piece such as this

(Total: 24 pieces)

may have been a presentation coin of some type, perhaps as part of a
suite of three pieces ordered by Zerbe to illustrate one of each mint
(this is purely conjecture). In any event, the piece is brilliant, mirror¬
like, and quite attractive.
Zerbe is known to have had special prooflike-fmish pieces struck at the San
Erannsco .Mint, is reputed to have had some made at the Philadelphia Mint (as
per Lot 2J124 above) and, who knows, may have had some made at Denver.

1971-1976 Eisenhower Dollar.s
Following the last coinage of Peace dollars in 1935, no further
coins of the dollar denomination were minted and released into
circulation until relatively modern times. In 1971 a new motif
appeared, featuring on the obverse President Dwight David
Eisenhower, and on the reverse the eagle-landing-on-the-moon

motif used on the Apollo XI mission insignia, d'he models were
created by the talented hands of Erank Gasparro, chief engraver
of the H.S. Mint. Production of Eisenhower dollars was accom-i
plished from 1971 through 1978. 'The Eliasberg set contains a|
selection of pieces dated 1971 through 1976, added by the]
Baltimore collector years after his main collection had beeni
completed.
2326 1921-S Morgan. MS-64/6S. Brilliant surfaces with somewhat sub¬
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(Collection of Kisenhower dollars, 1971-1976: The examples arc

dued lilac toning. Some mottled sea-green areas. .Some marks on the

brilliant or with light toning, and in all instances arc visuallv appeal¬

obverse account for the split grade. .An above average strike, a piece

IM72-.S

that while hardly a match for the Morgan dollars of the earlier years of

ing. The set contains the following: ☆ 1971-S Proof-66

Proof-66 ☆ 197.5 M.S-6,5 ☆ 197.5-1) M.S-63 ☆ 1973-S Silver content.

the century (which were made from different masters and hubs), cer-

Proof-66 ☆ 1974 MS-62

tainlv was hantl selected for its (juality among 1921-,S issues.

I974-.S Silver content. Proof-M) <r 1776-1670 M.S-61

1974-1) M.S-63 ☆ I974-.S Proof-M> ^

M.S-6.5 ☆ I776-I676-.S (lopper clad. Proof-(>t>

1776-1676-1)

177(>-167(>-S .Siber

content. Proof-66. ( Total: 13 pieces)
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The Louis L. Lliasherjf, Sr., ('.ollection

1873-1885 Trade Dollars
The Eliasberg Collection
I he Eliasberg Collection of trade dollars is at once a great focal
point within the finest collection of United States coins ever
formed, and at the same time offers the opportunity to showcase
certain pieces that are incredible for their combination of rarity
and quality. In particular, the 1885 trade dollar, of which only five
are believed to have been struck, is far and away the finest known
to exist. While this famous rarity will be discussed under Lot
3354, suffice it to say that while such rarities as the 1913 Liberty
Head nickel and 1804 silver dollar are represented in the leading
numismatic museums—the Smithsonian Institution, the American Numismatic Society, and the American Numismatic Association—none have an 1885 trade dollar.

In addition to containing the finest known 1885 trade dollar and
' a superb 1884, the astounding Eliasberg Collection is complete as
to mintmarked issues-the varieties made at Carson City and San
1 Francisco from 1873 through 1878-S.
With a nod to the memory of the late Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr., for
I whom the trade dollar was an especially favored series, relevant
; historical notes are given below. The Baltimore numismatist
' could discuss the financial and monetary aspects of the trade
1 dollar better than most professional numismatists could. To him, it
: was an ideal illustration of Uncle Sam tampering with the integ¬
rity of American money, what with the seemingly absurd situa[ tion in 1878 when a silver trade dollar of 420 grains had no
) monetary' status and traded for less than face value, or for about
' 750 to 800, when a newly-minted Morgan dollar, weighing only
412 grains and of the same silver alloy, was mandated to be worth
a dollar!

Historical Notes
The trade dollar had its beginnings in 1870 when discussions
Lwere held with bankers and merchants concerning silver coins
i that might be useful in commerce. For many years there had been
an extensive trade between America and China, particularly out
I of the port of San F rancisco. Chinese merchants, banks, and other
entities wanted payment in silver coins of known weight and
/fineness. Paper money was not wanted at all, and gold was not in
Tigh favor. The coin of the realm for trade purposes was the
(Mexican “dollar.” In the 1850s and 1860s, a San Francisco
^merchant wishing to purchase tea, silk, porcelain, or some other
rcommodity from Shanghai, Canton, or another (Chinese port, had
to go to a bullion dealer or exchange office in San h'rancisco and
put down United States gold or silver coins to buy Mexican
I dollars at a premium. Seeking to remedy the situation, in 1859 the
merchants of San Francisco petitioned the government to strike
silver dollars, and in due course 20,000 Liberty Seated issues were
made—most of which went to (diina (thus accounting in part for
kheir rarity today). Phis situation is discussed in the present text
junder Lot 2229. At the time, the solons in Washington were
Inearly completely unresponsive to the monetary needs of Calijfornia. 'l ime and again, requests for coinage were denied, this
dyeing best documented for the years prior to 1854 (when the San
ll'rancisco Mint ofiened), when there was much commercial
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activity and very little in the way of circulating coins, particularly
of small denominations.
In 1872 and 1873, patterns were made for a
dollar, as
it was called. Unlike the current Liberty Seated silver dollar, the
commercial dollar bore inscriptions stating the weight and fine¬
ness, in this instance 420 grains and .900 fine. At the time, the
Liberty Seated dollar weighed 412 grains, and the Mexican dollar
weighed slightly more, but less than 420 grains. Thus, the new,
heavy commercial dollar was intended to be king of the monetary
market in China and to be the coin of preference, 'fhe fineness
indicated that it was 90% pure silver.
In the latter year, 1873, the name was changed to trade dollar,
the designation that eventually appeared on the circulatingcoins.
'fhe Coinage Act of February 12,1873, brought sweepingchanges
to the American coinage system. In brief, the two-cent piece,
silver three-cent piece, half dime, and silver dollar were elimi¬
nated, the authorized weights of the dime, quarter, and half dollar
were increased slightly (the resultant coins being so designated
by having arrowheads placed at the date), and the trade dollar was
created. Still another provision mandated that the office of the
director of the Mint be moved from Philadelphia to the 'I'reasury
Department in Washington, DC, and that henceforth the person
in charge of the Philadelphia Mint would be known as the
superintendent (essentially the same system is in place today,
with superintendents for each of the branch mints).
Dies for the trade dollar were prepared by Chief Engraver
William Barber. The obverse depicts Miss Liberty seated on a
bale of cotton, with a sheaf of wheat behind, indicative of trade
and commerce. She is at the seashore, facing the open ocean to
the left (in the direction of China). In her right arm is an olive
branch symbolizing peace and friendship. 'I’he reverse is a varia¬
tion of the American eagle, in this instance perched and holding
in one talon a group of three arrows and in the other an olive
branch.
Coinage commenced soon thereafter. Business strikes were
produced at the Philadelphia, Carson City, and San Francisco
mints continuously from 1873 through 1877, and then at only the
Carson City and San Francisco mints in 1878. While no business
strikes are extreme rarities today in worn grades, a number of
issues are very difficult to obtain in choice Mint State, and the
1878-CC is considered elusive in any preservation. Meanwhile, at
the Philadelphia Mint, Proofs were struck for collectors.
Trade with the Orient was, of course, the emphasis ot the trade
dollar series, and for this reason more circulation strikes were
coined at the San Francisco Mint on the West ('oast than at the
Philadelphia Mint on the Fast Coast. Substantial numbers were
also made in the West at Carson City, although not as many as at
San Francisco.
From 1873 onward, trade dollars were commonly seen in
circulation in the American West, where they did duty as a dollar.
As trade dollars were slightly heavier than silver dollars, some
preferred them, and some banks accepted drafts specifically
payable in such coins (in preference to sih er dollars). .\t the time,
1873, the price of silver was strong, and the axerage meltdow n
value of a freshly-minted trade dollar w as $1.02.
I'o understand the progrf‘ssi\e history of the trade dollar it is
important to note that trade dollars w ere not struck on speculation
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b\ I nclc Sam, but, instead, were minted only on specific retpiest
tor depositors of silv er bullion who asked for them. Indeed, the
same philosophy had been used for many years for the Liberty
Seated silver dollar (thus accounting for erratic mintage figures).
Thus, a bank, individual, or commercial entity depositing old
coins, ingots, or other silver metal at one of the mints in 1873 could
request payment in trade dollars. 'This was done as a matter of
course by people engaged in the export trade and also by some
others.
On the international and domestic markets the price of silver
w as declining, as it had been for several years. The factors for this
were several, including a glut of the metal on European markets
due to changing coinage standards there, reduced demand in the
I'nited States, and overproduction. By 1874 the average value of
silver in a trade dollar had declined to $1,005, or just slightly over
face value. 'There still was no problem, trade dollars continued to
be made on request, and they were still seen in circulation.
In 1875 problems developed. The price of silver continued to
drop, and the average value of a trade dollar during that year w as
$0,981. 'This meant that someone could take $981.40 worth of
silver bullion to one of the mints, and obtain 1,000 trade dollars for
this amount. In addition, there was a small coinage and exchange
fee, so at this level the endeavor would not have been profitable.
However, the trend was just beginning.
In 1876, the value of silver dropped further, to the point at
which a trade dollar contained just $0.91 worth of metal. Now,
$910 worth of metal could be taken to the mint and 1,000 trade
dollars could be obtained. 'This was almost like having a license
tocoin money, especially considering that trade dollars were legal
tender and could be used for various services and commodities in
the Lnited States. Not wanting any advantage of this type to take
place, and aware that the value of silver might continue to drop,
Ck)ngress passed legislation which on July 22, 1876, ended the
legal tender status of the trade dollar. No longer could these be
spent at face value.
Business strike trade dollars continued to be struck through
early 1878, but only for export. On February 28, 1878, the BlandAllison Act mandated the coinage of millions of S\\vcx dollars, the
Western mining interests thus found an unprecedented market
for their metal, and the trade dollar was discontinued. In later
years, specimens were struck only for collectors.

cncc and finest seen, of this rare early date. Delicate linht golden ton¬
ing on the obverse and reverse changes to blue on the rims. In sum¬
mary, the coin is absolutely magnificent. Combine the high technical
grade, and the incredible aesthetic appeal, the first year of issue sta¬
tus, and the general rarity of the coin, and here is a truly imredihU
trade dollar.
The number of Proof trade dollars minted in 1S7.^ is not know n and
has

been

variously suggested

as

being from

about 600 (the

cataloguer’s opinion) to as many as H6.S. However, though many were
made, relatively few have survived, and today the 1873 is recognized
as the most elusive date in the 1873-1883 range. Cndoubtedly, many
1873 Proof sets were distributed early in that year, before the trade
dollar denomination became a reality. .Apparently, the first Proof
trade dollars were not struck until July.
Pedigree: William M. Friesner Collection, F.douard Frossard, June 7-8,
1894; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.
FJiasberg, Sr This replaced an earlier Proof in the cabinet.
Die notes: I’he obverse die is from the only known die identified w ith Prcxif
trade dollars of this date, and has a very prominent ridge, resulting from a die
scratch, extending straight from the bottom left segment of the bale at an angle
slightly upward through the folds of Miss Liberty’s gown, terminating in the
waves of the sea. Although this feature has been ignored for many years in lit¬
erature, it was mentioned by Lyman H. Low.
'I’he reverse is from the “patched letters” die, early state, w ith a small raised
fragment inside the D of liNfl’KD, and lacking the engraving tool lines seen
on later states (for details, see page 948 of Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars of the
I 'nited States: .1 Complete Encyclopedia').

Proof Trade Dollars
From 1873 through 1883, Proof trade dollars were minted for collectors, and
w ere typically included in silver Proof sets, although additional pieces could be
ordered separately, as was done in a large way in 1879-1880, when there was a
speculative flurry in the market for them. In the last two years of the series,
1884 and I88.S, examples were struck for numismatic purposes, with 10 being
made of the 1884 trade dollar and only five of the 188.S.
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1S7.3-(X> AlJ-5(). Light golden toning with splashes of blue, over
lustrous surfaces. 'I'hc first of a continuous production of Carson City
trade dollars that would continue through early 1878.
Pedigree: William M. Friesner Collection, F.douard Frossard, June 7-8,
1894; J..\i. Clapp; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis F.
F. lias berg, Sr.
'I’he following account appeared in the Carson Daily Appeal, Carson City, July
ZZ, 1873, and is relevant to the 1873-CC issue:
fhe new dies for the coinage of the silver trade dollars were received
yesterday by the .Superintendent of the Carson City Mint and w ill be
put on the press today for the trial. 'They differ somew hat from the old
dollar stamp.... 8,()()() will be coined with the new dies today.
'Phis was followed by another report the next day:
rilE FIRS'f 'I'RADK DOLLAR ever coined west of Philadelphia
was shown to us yesterday. .Superintendent lletrich had it all nicely
swathed and cuddled in a bit of tissue paper. It is by far the most beau¬
tiful silver coin we have ever seen issued from an .American mint—
handsomest we ever saw of any make, we think. It looks like a beauti¬
ful medal—the Mademoiselle Liberty side docs. .She is just near
enough to the scrawny to be classical-like—pre-Raphaelite, is the

Superb Ciem Proof 1873 Trade Dollar

word, to be technical. She seems to have rather got tired of that osten¬

Karest Proof of the 1873-1883 A ears

We 'frust’ on the base of her pedestal of emblematical express pack¬

tatious bit of business-like piety of our coinage, and scratched ‘In (>od
ages and let it make a very modest and different showing there. C<Hid

Among the Mnest known

taste would cause its entire obliteration, we think. Consider the base¬
ness to which a coin may be put at the hands of godless people (a refer¬
ence to the Chinese), and then the somewhat intrusive incongruity of
this pious label becomes apparent.
Fhe eagle, on the side which we should say was ‘tail’ were wc tossing
trade dollars for keeps, is by all odds the l>cst eagle wc have ever seen
stamped tipon any of our coins. More than any piece of monev of I nclc
.Sam’s mintage this Itxiks free from an appearance of licing crowdcil In
most of the others the eagle is tixi big, tixi coarse, too ev iiicnt .intI hick ■
mg in artistic proportions. 'I'hc man who dcsigncil the dies for this
trailc dollar is an artist. Wc have alwavs felt an indescribable sense of
backwardness in taking anv of the more clumsilv consiriuicil coins We
woiiUI take a million of these and never cspcriciuc anv but the most
pleasurable emotions!. .
I'hc comer ran through the press 4.S(H) trade ilollars, $J.S8(I ol whu h
were paid out to parties who had dc|Hisiied with the Mint silver bullion

2.V"<
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L'l rn s[)c< itncn, onr nt the finest in cxist-

to l>c m.idc into the new dollar lom

I he ( arson ( itv Mint is the first

on the I'.K itii ( aiast to lom and pul into i irv illation the iiade viollai
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I'he Louis L. L/ius/fer^, Sr., (iolhrtiou

Especially Choice 1873-S Trade Dollar

Beautiful Prooflike 1874-S Trade Dollar

Among the Finest Seen

2334 1874-S MS-64, prooflike. A splendid coin which at the M,S-64 level
2331 1873-S MS-64. An especially choice example of the first San Fran¬
cisco issue of the denomination. Lustrous and somewhat prooflike.
I'he coin exhibits an above average strike, but with some slight
weakness on the eagle’s left leg. On the reverse above the eagle there
are some diagonal planchet lines from the draw ing bench during the
planchet strip preparation process.
In all Mint State grades combined, the 1873-S trade dollar is con¬
sidered to be the rarest of all the regular San Francisco business
strike issues 1873-1878. At the MS-64 level it is especially elusive.

ranks as a significant rarity, with probably no more than about 20 to 40
in numismatic hands. The present piece is nearly fully brilliant with
delicate gold toning. Near star 10 is a planchet Hake in the field.
Some scattered marks on both sides account for the grade designa¬
tion.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, .\la\ S11, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
'Phis replaced a specimen purchased in the October 1896 sale of the Belcher
Collection.

Pedigree: John G. Mills Collection, S.H. and H. Chapman, April 27-29,
1904; J..M. C^app; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E.
Elias berg, Sr.

Splendid Proof 1875 Trade Dollar

In the sale catalogue for the John M. Willem Collection, sold on September

Rare in Gem Preserv ation

5, 1980, Henry Christensen described what w'as undoubtedly the finest 1873-.S

Type I/II

trade dollar historian John Willem, author of the pivotal text. The United States
Trade Dollar, had been able to locate: “Unc.-60, with a few light bagmarks. Very
scarce without chopmarks.” The rarity of the 1873-S in Mint State will be
borne out by even a cursory examination of the catalogues of notable trade dol¬
lar collections that have been auctioned in recent decades.

Splendid Gem Proof 1874 Trade Dollar
Second Rarest Proof of Its Era

2335 1875 Type l/II. Proof-65. A splendid gem specimen. Fhe olwerse
displays silver fields just beginning to tone gold. Fhe reverse exhib¬
its mottled light gold, magenta, and blue. From an artistic \ icwpoint
this is one of the finest we have ever laid eyes upon.
Pedigree: Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and Henry Chapman, May 811, 1906; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
Die notes: All Proofs of the year 187.S have the lype I obverse. Both reverse
types were used. The Type I is believed to be the most plentiful, possibly ac¬
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1874 Proof-66. A splendid specimen with toning virtually identical
to Lot 2329. One of the very finest in existence of the second rarest

counting for about 62% of the population, although certain earlier opinions dif¬
fer. The presently-offered I’vpe 11 reverse constitutes about 38% of the know n
Proofs.

Proof date in the 1873-1883 series.
'I'he standard mintage figure accepted in numismatic circles is 700

Key to Obverse and Re\ erse “ I > pes”

Proofs. However, although 700 may have been distributed, the rate of

1875-1876

retention was not high, and most were lost. Bruce Amspacher, in his
contribution to John Highfill’s Encyclopedia, p. 635, gave his opinion

Lhief Kngraver William Barber redesigned the reverse master hub, following

that the 1874 was the rarest of all early date trade dollar F^roofs and,

complaints by Lhief Loiner .\rchibald Loudon .Snowden to .Superintendent

moreover, “most known specimens are heavily impaired.”

James PolliKk, about imperfect striking (juality of sev eral high points of the de¬
sign (especially the reverse). The most noticeable differences were at the claws
and berries, but the topologv' of the reverse lettering in relation to the eagle was
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1874-CC Net VF-30. Actually All-50, but with several deep
scratches at the left side of the reverse. Lilac-gray toning over sur¬

also altered. In due course the Kngraving Department at the Philadelphia Mint
sent working dies from the new hub to the coiners at all three mints. Although

faces that retain much original mint lustre. Kxceptionally well struck.

few cataloguers today make note of this distinction (but the mimlx.T is increas¬

Pedigree: E.li. Crane Collection, Edouard Erossard, May 29, 1896;J..\1.

ing), the old and new reverses ( lypes I and II) are casiK identifiable.
1. The first, or Pvpe I reverse, used from 1873 through 1876, has a berrs un¬

Clapp; John //. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. E.Hasberg, Sr.

der the eagle's claw, narrow berries, and broad leaves.
2, The second, or IVpe II reverse, used from I87.S through IkMA has no berrv
uniier the claw, has larger round berries clscvv here, and narrow leaves.
Both reverses occur on t87.‘v-l87(i coins from all three mints
lohn W.

McCloskcv. Ph.l) , in an article, 'Obverse Varieties of the

I

S

iradc Dollar," m //»r(,»/v,.3/,/r.7/rW, Jiilv 1')78. first described m print the two
obv erse types:

lUJWEkS AND MERENA
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1 he K^>c 1 obverse has both ribbon tails (the ribbon on which I.IBKR I ^

Superb Cjem 187S-S Trade Dollar

IS imprinteil) pointing' sharpiv to the left. Three fingers on Miss Liberty’s right
hand are below the olive branch (her index finger is missing). Both R 1 of [,IBK R I ^ and SI of I Rl ST touch.

Type I/I

2. 1 he I'vpe II obverse displays open ribbon ends, the right tail pointing
down between the words \VK and 'TRL.S'T. Tour fingers on .Miss Liberty’s
right hand are below the olive branch. Both R'T and -S'T are apart.
Roman numerals 1/1 signify a com with the Type I obverse and Type I re¬
verse. A coin described as I/I I has the old obverse w ith the new reverse. One
described as ll/ll has the new obverse and the new reverse.
Ml 1K7.^ and 1K74 trade dollars are of the I/l combination, the 1875 and 1876
trade dollars occur in various combinations, and all 1877 and later are of the 11/
II combination.

Attractive 187S-GG Trade Dollar
I'ype I/I
2338

1875-S Type I/I. MS-66. .A breathtakingly beautiful, superb busi¬
ness strike example—one of the finest in existence anywhere of
date or variety! It would be interesting to know how and why this
piece was so carefully preserved, especially as there was no numis¬
matic interest in branch mint trade dollars at the time.
'Lhe obverse and reverse are toned a delicate lilac hue. 'The piece is
well struck and very attractive. Although the 187.5-S is not a rare date,
at this level it is certainly an unforgettable showpiece.

Gem Proof 1876 Trade Dollar
Type I I/I I
2336

1875-(J(] Type I/I. .VIS-63. A very attractive example of this issue.
Light golden and gray toning over somewhat satiny surfaces.
Pedigree: Purchased fry John H. Cdapp from Elmer S. Sears, November
1907. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Edtasherp., Sr.
Die notes: On the obverse the date is high (considerably more than on the
1875-(X^ to follow). 'The reverse shows a number of interesting die characteris¬
tics. .Some curious rai.sed die lines are seen at N.S in OR.AIN'.S and above the
(X-' mintmark. the latter being punched in with two separate letters (as typical
for the year), the left being slightly doubled and al.so slightly higher. \ promi¬
nent raised die line extends from the right upper part of N through K in FINK
to close to the dentils far to the right. Numerous letters show doubling, particu¬
larly in TR.ADK and UNI'TKI) .S'T.A'TF^S and 420. .Some cracks are seen in¬
cluding through the tops of MFIRIC.A and the base of LL.AR.
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1876 Type II/II. Proof-6.S/66. A splendid gem specimen with deli¬
cate champagne toning on the obverse, lovely heather and blue on
the reverse—simply gorgeous. (Certainly, this is one of the very finest
surviving. In addition, specialists will appreciate that the Lype 11/11
combination is exceedingly elusive, possibly five or more times rarer
the normally seen Proofs of die pairing I/ll. (Proofs of the Pype I/I arc
also very rare.)
Die notes: Proofs were minted to the extent of 1,150 pieces, delivered as fol¬
lows by month: January: 200; February: 50; March: 200; .April: 100; May: 100;
June: 200; July: none; .August: 200; .September: none; October: none; Novem¬
ber: 100; December: none.
While no one has any way of know ing exactly what happened, it is a conve¬
nient theory to suggest that the rare 'Type l/I Proofs constitute the January

2.337

187.S-C(: Type I/I. Al -.SO, chopmarked. Medium gray and lilac

mintage, the presently-offered and (piite rare 'Type II/II was from November,

toning. Heavily and attractively chopmarked on obverse and reverse

and the intermediate pieces, being more numerous, were of the Type I/I I for¬

as illustrated. .Actiuired for the Kliasberg Collection because of the
story

involved and the connection with (]hina, and for many years

exhibitet) as such. .Although this is hardly one of the more valuable

mat. The answers w ill never be known, and without a doubt the Mint kept no
particular track as to w hich dies were used if more than one variety was on hand
at a given time.
'I he connoisseur w ith an eye to building a truly special set of trade dollars

trade dollars m this section ot the catalogue, it is worthy of special

may wish to get one of each major PrtKif variety. In the 187.VI88.^ range, this

mention because of the fascination it had to its former ow ner.

would include one each of the following: 187.5, 1874, 1875 Tvpc I/I. 1875 T\c>c

Beginning in I87.f large (|uantities of trade dollars were shipped to China for

I/II, 1876 Type I/l, 1876 Type l/II, 1876 Type ll/ll. 1877, 1878. 1876. 1«8().

use in Mimmerie It seems evident that most pieces sent to China that year,

1881, 1882, and 188,5. While a variety such as the presently otTcred 187h T\(>c

and in 1874, were melted in China or were sent to the Calcutta (India) Mint,
and melted there

ll/ll is rare in a technical sense, the market has not rccogni/cd this, ami the

Beginning in a big w,iv around 1875, and continuing through 1878. many if

opportunity exists to ac<|uire such issues for little more than the regular Primf
price.

r.of most rrade ilollars remained in China Once received m China, the typical
rrule drill.tr was tounterstamped on the obverse and reverse by one or more
C. in
poif..
o

.

.r

ham ters signifying that it had lieen attepted as giMid silver, of the

weight and finene-.-., by a particul.ir hank, men ham, or other entity As
p; ■ es [ni'.cil from hand to hand, they a((|uircd addition.il ihopmarks.

I'" ' in-ff---r were lufhcnru ation marks i arried right along with the tom.
.ir ,- - I,,, g Its own (redenoals
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The Louis K. Lliasherg, Sr., (Collection

Connoisseur’s 1876-GG Trade Dollar

Superb Gem Proof 1877 Trade Dollar

Type I/I I
Superb Gem Mint State
Finest Known
Landmark Rarity' in this Preservation

2342 1877 Proof-66. Light gray, champagne, and golden toning over mir¬
ror surfaces. A splendid specimen of this exceedingly popular date.
One of just 710 Proofs struck. Alternatively, .SIO Proofs mav have
been struck—opinions differ. From this point on, all trade dollars are
of the Type II/II eonfiguration.
2340

1876-CC MS-66. A splendid specimen, indeed memorable and
world class, of a date and mintmark that is a great rarity at even the
MS-64 level, never mind MS-65, and without precedent at the MS66 grade here offered.
Until this piece in the Eliasberg Collection was catalogued, no one
even suspected that an 1876-CC existed in such lofty preservation.
Indeed, the 1993 work by the writer. Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars:
A Complete Encyclopedia, specifically notes this:
At the MS-65 level the 1876-CC may be unknown. In any Mint State
grade it is a rarity. 1 estimate that just two to four MS-64 coins, only five
to eight MS-63 pieces, and only 20 to 40 MS-60 to 62 specimens sur¬
vive. These estimates are based upon conversations with specialists,
printed population reports of certification services, and my own obser¬
vations. As the rarity of the 1876-CC in Mint State is not widely

2343 1877-CC MS-61. Mottled light gray, golden, and magenta toning.

known, certain professional numismatists and others have felt that it is

Splashes of blue around the rims. Some surface marks are typical for

not hard to find. For this reason, the population estimates I give in this

the grade. The coin is quite well struck. The 1877-CU is fairly scarce

book may err in being too liberal. Mint State coins may be even rarer

in Mint State.

than 1 say!
Considering all Mint State grades combined, the 1876-CC is the rar¬
est of all business strike trade dollars, and even outranks the famous
1878-CC. Any Mint State example of the 1876-CC is a rare prize. It is

Die notes: Date very high on the coin, slightly closer to the base than on the
preceding 1877 Proof, and significantly closer to the base than on the following
1877-S.

worth noting that the three coins in John M. Willem’s personal refer¬
ence collection were EF, EF, and All

4'he purchaser of this coin will acquire a true numismatic rarity
which, in time, may well be recognized for its significance. Mean¬

Lustrous Gem 1877-S Trade Dollar
Among the Finest Known

while, the opportunity may be unique.
Pedigree: Purchased by John H. Clapp from Thomas L. FJder, June 1906.
Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr

Gem 1876-S Trade Dollar
Type I/I
Rare at this Grade Level
Possibly the Finest Known

2344 1877-S MS-66. I .ight lilac and gold toning over satiny, lustrous sur¬
faces. A gem specimen of a remarkable (juality rarely encountered in
today’s market. While the 1877-S is one of the more plentiful dates in
lower grades, with the present combination of technical and aesthetic
cpiality the Eliasberg Uollection piece is certainly memorable.
Die notes: Under high magnification the top part of the ,S mintmark has some
interesting diagonal lines within it.

2341

1876-S Type I/L MS-66. A splendid gem specimen with delicate
lilac toning over lustrous surfaces. A few planchet striations can be
seen upon close examination. A truly special example of a date which
in ordinary preservation is easy enough to find, but which at the M.S(,(> level IS a great classic, indeed a major rarity.

lUnVLlLS AND MLKLNA

ike l.uuti h.. h.itushery,, Sr., Collection

(jcni l^root 1878 Trade Dollar

Notable (jeni 1878-S Irade Dollar
Rare in (iem FreserN ation

2345 1878 Pr<)<)f-65. A splendid specimen with light heather toning with
splashes ot gold and magenta, changing to blue at the borders. 'The
first ot the Pr<x)f-only series, the 1878 trade dollar has been the apple
ot many a collector’s and dealer’s eye, what with a mintage of only
ytK) pieces, of w hich just 683 were distributed. Mere, indeed, is a rar¬
ity by any standard.

2347 1878-S MS-65 to 66. Delicate golden toning, lightly mottled in ar¬
eas, over satiny surfaces. A glorious gem example of an issue w hich is
readily available in lower grades but which at this level is tpiite elu¬
sive, indeed scarce.

•At least two dealers of years past took a fancy to hoarding Proofs: .Max Mizel,
who was active in the New York City area in the 19.S0s and l%0s, and Don
Corrado Romano, w ho for many years held forth at his stand in Boston, w here
he traded as the Worthy Coin Company.

Splendid Proof 1879 Trade Dollar

Scarce 1878-GG Trade Dollar
Final Business Strike Issue

2348 1879 Proof-65. A splendid specimen with heather and champagne
toning over deep mirror surfaces. One of the nicest we have seen at
this popular date. I’roof Mintage: 1,541 (for reasons explained in the
footnote).
Die notes: I his I’roof 1879 shows under magnification a prominent and very

2346 1878-CC

rF-40.

Medi um gray and lilac toning. .Somewhat proof¬

curious area of die lathe arcs, particularly visible to the left of Miss Liberty’s
midriff and under her left shoulder. These are artifacts from the model to hub

like surfaces. A very attractive example of the key business strike is¬

to master process and have been identified in only a few areas in American

sue in the series.

coinage. While this feature does not add financial value to the present piece,

Pedigree: t.dm. R. Wolcott Collection, Edouard Frossard, May 17, 1901;
J M. Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis K. FJiasberg, Sr.
Mint records show that 97,000 1878-CC trade dollars were minted, but
44,148 were melted, giving a net mintage for distribution of just ,SZ,8,S2 coins—
creating the rarity that we know today.

except for the very sophisticated buyer, it certainly does enhance the interest.
Also compare descriptions among Lots 2011, 2014, 20.Y4, 2037, 2039, and the
present lot 2.348 in this catalogue.
There arose in autumn 1879, and continued into 1880, a popular numismatic
speculation (later extended to the general public). Word spread that certain
coins were of low mintage and would become rare. The “best” condition was
considered to be Proofs (business strikes were generally ignored and, in any

The Trade Dollar in Later \ ears
.Alter the trade dollar was demonetized (on July 22, 1876), pieces continued
to change hands in the I ’nited .States, but at a deep discount, often in the range
of 7.S or 80 cents. Bullion dealers and exchanges had a field day buying at one
price and selling at a higher figure. Members of the public holding such pieces
could not exchange them at par at banks as the coins were no longer legal ten¬
der, and thus they had no choice but to sell them to bullion exchanges, who
t(M)k a profit tor themselves, tendering back less than metal value to those own¬
ing such coins. In 1887 the government decided to call in trade dollars, and for
a time redeemed them at par. However, for redemption the pieces had to be
unimpaired—without damage or without rhopmarks. Thus, no damaged pieces
-virculating in (.hina were wanted back in the I nited States. The trade dollar
remained without legal tender status, until—believe it or not—the Coinage
\ct fif July 2 V I

event, were not available at this point in the trade dollar series). Kmphasis was
on nickel three-cent pieces and trade dollars, both denominations of which
were minted in record I’roof numbers. A heightened interest developed in
other Mint products as well, especially patterns. .Several years later this specu¬
lation would extend to regular issue I’rtxif and business strike gold dollars.
I he fever to s(|uirrel away I’roof trade dollars did not develop until late in
1879, as the monthly I’roof production figures reveal: January: 122; l•'cbruarv;
96; March: 7.S; .April: 119; .May: W; June: 140; July: 40; .August: 4.S; .September
89; October: 64; November: 80; and, finally, December with a whopping .381.
,An examination ot the monthly figures for the follow ing year, 1880 (see next
listing), reveals that production of 1880 Proofs was strongest carlv in that sear,
but soon faded. .Apparently, the Proof trade dollar boom was vers short-lived
(reminiscent of some booms today!) and extended only from Deccmlier 1879
through the early part of 1880.

which was primarily concerned with the production of clad

loins I lowever, a sentence specifically provided this: ".All coins and currencies
of the I niied States, regardless of when coined or issued, shall be legal tender
for all debts, public and private, public charges, taxes, duties and dues." I'hiis,
the rrailc dollar was restored to our monetary system. Of course, by that time,
such ;oin-. had a sufficient collectible premium that no one would dream of
t I thing them in at fa« c v aliie
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The Louis L. Lliasherg, Sr., C.oUectton

Gorgeous Proof 1880 Trade Dollar

2349

1880 Proof-66.

Light gold and heather toning over deep mirror sur¬

Low-Mintage 1882 Trade Dollar

2351

1882 Proof-64.

Champagne toning over silver surfaces. Some stray

faces. A gorgeous example of this popular date, a piece which regis¬

lines in the field take this piece out of the pristine class that has char¬

tered a Proof production of 1,987 due to the public interest men¬

acterized the earlier Proofs, but on an absolute basis that is very at¬

tioned in the footnote of the preceding lot (and continued in the

tractive and certainly will hold its own among pieces at the Proof-64

notes of the present lot). However, many if not most of these coins

classification. The low Proof-only mintage of 1,097 speaks for itself

went outside of numismatic channels and were not carefully pre¬

Additionally, as is the case with the 1881 before it and the 1883 after

served. Gems are rare today.

it, the issue is a bit rarer than the production figures suggest.

Pedigree: Granert Collection, Edouard Frossard, May 7-8, 1896; J.M.
Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.

Elusive 1883 Trade Dollar

Die notes: 'I'he popular speculation in Proof-only trade dollars continued and
peaked in March 1880, as the following delivery figures indicate: January:
none; February: 488; March: 777; April: 201; May: 58; June: 50; July: 20; August:
25; September: 5f); October: 27; November: 40; and December: 271. By year’s
end some 1,987 Proofs had left the coining press, a record for the denomina¬
tion.

Desirable Proof 1881 Trade Dollar

2352 1883 Proof-64 to 65.

Obverse with silver gray surfaces with mottled

blue and magenta toning. Reverse with absolutely gorgeous lilac and
blue patina. A splendid specimen of one of the most desired Proofs in
the collectible 1873-1883 range. 'I'he low mintage of 979 adds to its
aura. Beyond that, even fewer exist today than this figure might indi¬
cate.

, 2350 1881 Proof-65.

Light golden toning on obverse and reverse with

some mottled magenta and light brown. Splashes of blue are seen at
the rims. Another popular Proof-only date, this made after the afore¬
mentioned speculation passed, thus being of a rarer nature, just 960
Proofs were minted. Quite possibly many of these were melted or
met other fates, for today the issue seems to be a bit scarcer than even
this low figure would suggest.
Pedigree: Granert Collection, Edouard Frossard, May 7-8, 1896; J.M.
Clapp; John H. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E,. Eliasberg, Sr.
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Famous 1884 Trade Dollar Rarity

Lot 2353
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The Louis L. L.ltasher^, Sr., Lollectioti

Famous 1884 Trade Dollar Rarity
Spectacular Gem Proof
Only 10 Minted
None Finer Known
2353

1884 Proof-66 or finer. A superb gem!

Brilliant, virtually as struck,

with just a whisper of golden toning. Most probably the very finest
known specimen of this famous rarity. Exquisitely and sharply struck
in all details. A numismatic masterpiece. Quite possibly the finest
known, or tied with it (thus, none finer known), the only serious rival
being the Floyd T. Starr coin.
Only 10 1884 trade dollars are believed to have been minted. Thus,
it stands as one of the very rarest of all American coins. In terms of
specimens known to exist today, the 1884 trade dollar is a landmark
issue in a league with certain other famous American rarities, includ¬
ing the 1894-S dime, 1827 original quarter dollar, and 1804 silver dol¬
lar, all of which, by the way, exist in slightly greater numbers than
does the 1884 trade dollar.

History of the 1884 Trade Dollar
I’he trade dollars of 1884 and 1885 exist as a separate situation,
apart from the standard Mint-authorized trade dollar issues.
For many years reference books, catalogues, and articles have

Mr. Idler was a jeweler by trade but his modest little shop on [1(W
•South) llth Street, near Clhestnut, always had in its show window a
sprinkling of coins, old currency and curios, amid the regular stock, and
the counter and wall cases inside were about equally divided in con¬
tent between Mr. Idler’s two interests in life, lie, however, held to
business before pleasure, and often occupied himself long with some
woman or others, wanting a trinket repaired, while an impatient collec¬
tor was waiting eagerly to spend 10 or 20 times the amount for coins.
Mr. Idler was a portly, deliberate man, always amiable, but generally
giving the impression that he had little or nothing of a special interest,
with a plaintive remark or two about the difficulty of coming across
anything good nowadays. Then, if no general customer was present,
and you could induce him to open his safe and lay out two or three
trays in a melancholy way, you would often find choice pickings and
get some good bargains.
. All the leading Philadelphia collectors visited him at frequent inter¬
vals as well as many from other cities, and his many years of acrpiaintance with the numismatic world, and the regard in which he was held,
caused him to be a medium of transfer of rich resources. His great age
at length began to tell, members of his family became more active in
the store, and he rarely came out of a little rear room. His numismatic
scholars will miss him greatly.

claimed that just 10 specimens were struck dated 1884 and just five
dated 1885 (see next lot). Today, these figures are widely accepted.
Based upon auction and market appearances, they seem to be correct.
Inspection by numismatic researcher Carl W.A. Carlson of a die
book kept at the Mint in the 1880s by A.W. Downing (with a few no¬
tations by .A.W. Straub) reveals that in January 1884 a pair of dies was
created for the Proof trade dollar, in anticipation of making quantities
of these for numismatists. From 1878 onward, the Philadelphia Mint
had been producing Proof trade dollars for collectors, although the
production of business strikes had ceased at Philadelphia in 1877
(and at the San Francisco and Carson City mints in early 1878). Thus
the Mint was all set to coin, perhaps, about 900 to 1,000 Proof 1884
trade dollars during the year, probably in batches, in response to or¬
ders as they came in.
Apparently, in early January a run of Proofs was struck as part of an
early batch, along with Proofs of other denominations including $3
gold coins. Phe directive was then received that no trade dollars were
to be included in general sales to collectors that year, and either no
more were struck or just 10 were kept from a larger group. In any
event, under this scenario the net production amounted to just 10
-

pieces. These were kept as part of 10 silver Proof sets. Eventually,
875 silver Proof sets were struck in 1884, with 865 of them lacking
the trade dollar.
Apparently, this group of 10 trade dollars was sold or traded to Will¬
iam K. Idler, dean of the Philadelphia coin dealers, who had been a
professional numismatist since the late 1850s. These were added by
Idler to silver Proof sets of the year. Idler had special connections to
the Mint, as did the dealer who married his daughter, John W.
Ilaseltine, who was a prominent numismatist in his own right. The
Idler-I laseltine duo served as the conduit to the coin market for the
1801-1802-1803 Proof novodel silver dollars and numerous other
delicacies.
Idler kept many secrets to himself, although he had numerous
transactions with son-in-law Ilaseltine. Doubtless, if Idler had re¬
vealed in print the details of his experiences with Mint officials, the
numismatic history of the 1860s to the 1880s, as we now know it,
would have numerous revisions.
A vignette of Idler appeared in connection with his obituary notice
in Ihe Sumuonatnt, August 1901, by which time he had been in busi¬

Much more could be written about Idler and the others associated
with the 1884 trade dollar (and, if requested, the cataloguer will fur¬
nish details to the successful bidder for the presently offered
Eliasberg Collection coin). Each was very important in American nu¬
mismatic history.
After Idler’s passing in 1901, John W. Haseltine fell heir to his nu¬
mismatic estate. Haseltine himself was a man who said little, but had
much. During that era his colleagues referred to him as “I'he Numis¬
matic Refrigerator,” because he had so many rarities “on ice," just
waiting to be brought out to be served at an appropriate moment.
Presumably, in 1901 Haseltine was confronted with 10 glittering
Proof 1884 trade dollars, each a part of a complete 1884 silver Proof
set including the Liberty .Seated dime, cjuarter dollar, and half dollar
and the Morgan silver dollar. Documentation was either not with the
sets or was not revealed hy Haseltine. Perhaps these 10 sets had been
acquired by Idler in early January 1884 before the notice that 1884
trade dollars woidd not be distributed to collectors.
In 1907 Haseltine, now in partnership with fellow Philadelphian
Stephen K. Nagy, sold many rarities to numismatists. William 11.
W'oodin was a prime client and Virgil M. Brand was another. In that
year Nagy made what is the first known sale of an 1884 trade dollar,
to the most active buyer in the rare coin market at the time: (Chicago
millionaire Brand, who figuratively ate, breathed, and slept coins,
and who lived in an apartment suite on the second floor of his Brand
Brewing Co. brewery. As it developed. Brand, a highly knowledge¬
able numismatist who enjoyed owning multiples of rarities and who
had the financial wherewithal to back up his desires, took a fancy to
the Proof 1884 trade dollar and eventually accpiircd five of them.
Upon his death in 1926, Brand had about 350,()()() coins in his collec¬
tion, a holding remarkable not only tor its size and worldwide scope,
but for its (]uality. As recently as the early 1990s, I nited .States coins
from his estate were still being dispersed by his heirs!
The first auction appearance ot an 1884 trade tlollar came not long
thereafter. One can spccidate that out of idle curiosity \ irgil

Brand

C. Creen’s 44th .Sale, which took place in Chicago on November J1.
1908. Creen’s description follows:
TRADK

1)01.FAR IKH4 Hrilliatii Proof. Ofcsicssivc rants, and its

existence appears to have heeti entirelv

ness 41 years in a jewelry and coin shop adjoining his home;

M

might have consigned this coin, w ith no intention ot selling it, to Ben

unknown to collectors until

cpiitc reeentiv. I roni the best olitainahle information there were not

^ t
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I'ht l.vuts h.. F./ijs/ft'f}', Sr., Colleition

Rej^istrA of the 1884 4Vadc Dollars

oscr 10 'ipci.imcns struck, and five of these are said to have been destroved. It this IS correct, there are only five left and hence of greater

(10 Known)

rarity than the IH04 dollar. I he Mint Oabinet does not contain one of
these pieces, and it has never been offered before at auction.

Meanw hile, until 19()8 the numismatic community at larj'e had not

'The following roster of know n specimens of the 1884 trade dollar is
corrected and updated from the cataloguer’s Siker Dollars and Trade

been aware that 18M4-dated silver trade dollars existed, although

Dollars of the I 'nited States:

there had been several rumors in the mid-1880s and it was know n

ers (see .Acknowledgments and (Credits in the front of the catalogue).

Complete Encyclopedia w ith help from oth¬

that copper trial strikings had been made (today in 1997 three or four

The grades are those estimated by the writer from the catalogue de¬
scriptions and in some instances represent coins not actually exam¬

ot these trial strikings are known).
Dealer and auctioneer \\. Fdliot Woodward, a Roxbury, Massachu¬

ined. In instances in which coins are known to have been certified,

setts, pharmacist w ho was respected since the early 1860s as one of the

those grades are given. Not included are specific attributions of the

most know Icdgeable dealers in the numismatic trade, had little respect

five coins once owned by \ irgil M. Brand or certain pieces auctioned

for the Philadelphia Mint’s w ell-know n practice of distributing rarities

in the early part of the present century (in the (Jranberg sales, for ex¬

to favored dealers in that city. In distant Roxbury, Woodward received

ample); these went into the collections that are listed, but specific

no such offers, although at an earlier time a relative of a Mint employee

details are not known to the cataloguer. .Also not specifically attrib¬

made the trip to .Massachusetts to offer him quantities of 1861-1863

uted in the list are two specimens reported by Dr. Oeorge J. Fuld

(»()1) Ol'R I'Rr.S r pattern half dollars, this being particularly annoy¬

(letter, January 16, 1997' as having been in the possession of .Abe

ing to \V(X)dward as he had a few from another source (or sources) and

Kosoff, circa late 1950s, and sold by him to Sidney Olson (of .Akron,

had been billing them as rare in his catalogues.

OH), who kept them for a few years and then sold them.

Concerning the 1884 trade dollar, in his catalogue of the Twining
Collection, .April 27, 1886, Lot 1053, Woodward noted this:
1884 Brilliant Proof .Set. Trade dollar, neglected. None yet issued to
favorite collectors, and none yet offered by the regular Mint peddlers.

More on the subject appeared in Woodward’s catalogue for his 94th

The specimens listed below are all in silver:

1.

(2Hnt Hester

(“Menjou”) Specimen. Proof-64.

• Mint official, possibly Lol. A. Loudon .Snowden (or, definitely Snowden,
per description in the Quality sale, November 1976, below). .Snowden, superin¬
tendent of the Philadelphia Mint until June 1885, had a numismatic interest
and was a nephew of James Ross Snowden (Uncle J.R..S., in his tenure as Mint

.Sale, .August 16-19, 1887, Lot 1123:

Director, 1853-1861, was the most numismatically knowledgeable person ever

1884 .Splendid Proof .Set. .Standard Dollar. No trade yet issued, or at

to hold that office; the elder Snowden gladly furnished Proofs, restrikes, etc., to

present known. Will probably come out at the convenience of the Mint

interested collectors; only in later years did distribution from the .Mint to the

authorities.

private sector taken on aspects of privacy).

fears later in 1906, by which time Woodward was no longer on the

• William K. Idler.
• Uapt. John W. Haseltine and .Stephen K. Nagy.

scene (having passed away in 1892), Kdgar 11. Adams was as close to

• Unknown intermediaries. It is to be recalled from the introductory com¬

the field of rarities as anyone in numismatics. A writer for the Sm' York

ments that five 1884 trade dollars were owned by Virgil M. Brand, and that

Sun. .Adams spent much of his spare time researching rare coins includ¬

many specimens fit among the 10 coins in the present registry.

ing federal and private gold issues and patterns. In The Numismatist,
December 1906, an unsigned three-page article, probably by .Adams (it
reflects his style), was titled “ Trade Dollars at a Premium.” This com¬

• Ulint Hester. Sold in the following auction.
• Numismatic (Jallery’s sale of the “Adolphe Menjou Uollection,” June
1950, Lot 2040. (Loin owned by Ulint I lester, although most other coins in the
“Menjou sale” were from the Uharles M. Williams Uollection).

ment was included “It is said that trade dollars were coined in the year

• Benjamin .Stack, Imperial Uoin Uompany (48 West 48th .Street, New York

1884, but this is disputed by expert coin collectors, although they ad¬

Uity; later moved to Las Vegas). Advertised an 1884 trade dollar in The Numis¬

mit the existence of specimens in copper bearing the date 1884.”

matic Scrapbook Mag/izine, March 1955, p. 384, along with an 1885.

In view of scattered earlier comments, old-time numismatists were
probably not surprised when in an address to .AN.A members gath¬
ered in convention in Philadelphia in autumn

1908, John W.

flaseltine mentioned that silver 1884 trade dollars and some unique
gold coins (presumably, two varieties of the 1877 gold $50 pattern)
had been found in Idler’s estate collection (but he did reveal that at
least one of these 1877 patterns had been obtained via trade from the
Mint (Collection in the 1890s). By this time, Virgil Brand had owned
an 1884 trade dollar for nearly a year (but had kept mum about it) and
another had been consigned by someone to Ben Cireen’s auction.
In The Numismatist, November 1909, Farran Zerbe seemed to be
aware that there was a record of 10 examples of the 1884 silver trade
dollar having been minted:

• W.U. Baldenhofcr, Farish-Baldenhofer sale (.Stack’s, November 1955), Lot
1039. “ This coin is a beautiful Proof with fine iridescent tone.”
• Stack’s Fairbanks (Ben Koenig) sale, December 1960, Lot 698. “,A gem
brilliant and iridescent Proof. .Sharply struck and superb.”
• Stack’s Samuel Wolfson sale. May 1963, Lot 1.541. “,A gem brilliant and iri¬
descent Proof.”
• Dan Messer (New York Uity dealer, earlier a partner with Robert Jenove in
the Franklin Square (ioin Uo.; later a partner with Joel Uoen in the UoenMesser Uo.).
• Jack Klausen (Indio, UA, investor and dealer) and Joel Rettew (Downey,
UA, dealer). Uoin advertised in Coin World. March 10, 1976.
• Quality .Sales Uorporation (Abner Kreisberg and Jerry Uohen; Beverly
Hills, UA), Uarlson-.Shipkey sale, November 1976, Lot 426. Lot description by
Jack Uollins, a student of the 1884 and 1885 trade dollars who published re¬
search concerning them. 'The 1976 description: “.A beautiful BRILLI.AN'F
PROOF, with fields displaying full mirrorlike depth, splendidly contrasted by

Ot the 10 specimens recorded as struck, two of them have not been

the frosted devices. Identifiable by a tiny inverted ‘question mark’ isans pe¬

located; ot the other eight specimens, Mr. .A.M. .Smith has selfishly

riod) adjoining left side of third star, which resulted from a piece of lint adher¬

guarded one for many years; another collector, unnamed, did likew ise,
and SIX were the property of one man [presumably, William K. Idler was
intended; however, it is thought that Idler had all 10 coins). Not many
months ago these six came into possession of (Captain John W. I lascitinc,
and then, for the first time, it was a published fact, with the coin in evi¬
dence. that 1884 trade dollars existed ... The seven specimens sold by
(.aptam 1 lascitinc were distributed among three collectors.

ing to the die during minting.... This is one of the finest of exactly six authen¬
ticated examples known.... The pedigree of this specimen: Kx-Mmt .Superin¬
tendent Uolonel .Archibald Loudon .Snowden....”
• Danny .Arnold Uollection. Danny .Arnold was a major figure in the enter¬
tainment industry in Los .Angeles.
• Bowers and Merena (Jalleries’ .September 1984 sale of the Arnold-Romiva
Uollections, Lot 2.542. “(iolden choice Pr(H)f-65. 42(1.4 grains. An outstanding
coin delicately toned in iridescent shades of light gold. With mirror Proof fields

\s time went on, adilitional 1884 trade dollars appeared in cata¬
logues. Lvcntiially, the piece took its place among the greatest of
American rarities.
loti.IV the .ippearance of a single specimen on the market is a cause

deep enough to get lost in! .A stunning specimen of this legenilarv rants

• John N. Rowe, III Well-known Dallas. i'X, professional numismatist (who
later supervised the sale of the numismatic properties in the Amon ( fitter, Jr,
estate). Solil to the following.

for ext irement ,ind publicity. I he Ivli.isberg (Collection coin, ranking

• L.R. I rench.Jr

I i cither the fmeit knuh.'-n of the 10 specimens of the 1884 trade dollar,

• Stack's Janiiarv 19M9 s,ilc of the L. R T reni h. Jr , (iollei tion. Lot 201

or rietl with the finest known, is an exiecdingly important ofTering.

This

example is without a iloiibt one of the finest.” .Solil to the following

Texas numismatist who built a fine lollection
"htil

li.int PriHil. 1 he obverse is i lose to choice, the reverse has hairlines at the right
side

Russet gold obverse, the reverse similar bin lighter

The devnes are
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frosty, and the fields are deeply reflective.” Bought at the sale by the following.
• .Xnthony I'erranova, New York (>ity, well-known dealer specialist in highquality early United States coins.
• Uarry Whitlow. Larry Whitlow started in the rare coin business in Harvey,
IL, in 1959 and joined the I’rofessional Numismatists Guild in 1969. He has
made a specialty of rarities and high-grade coins. Sold to the following.
• Denver Coin Company.
• Jay Parrino trading as “The Mint.” Sold into a private collection.

• Amon Carter, Jr.
• Carter (Collection, Stack’s, January 1984, Lot 440. “Choice brilliant PrcKif,
iridescent toning about its periphery.”
Proof-64.

5. Farouk Specimen. Pr()of-62.
• Mint official, possibly Col. A. Loudon .Snowden.

Proof 64 (NCjC).

• William K. Idler.
• Capt. John W. Haseltine and .Stephen K. Nagy.

2. Dunham Specimen. Proof-66.

• Unknown intermediaries, Virgil M. Brand being a possibility.
• King Farouk of Kgypt.

• Mint official, possibly Col. A. Loudon Snowden.
• William K. Idler.
• Capt. John W. Haseltine and Stephen K. Nagy.
• Unknown intermediaries, Virgil M. Brand being a possibility.
• William Forrester Dunham, Chicago. Sold with collection to the following
in 1939.
• B. .Max Mehl (into his inventory, although few people knew this).
• B. .Max Mehl's 1941 mail bid sale of the W'illiam Forrester Dunham Collec¬
tion, Lot 1150. “Beautiful perfect brilliant Proof”

• Palace Collections of Kgypt sale, 1954, Lot 1679. Catalogued as follows by
A.H. Baldwin & Sons, Ltd.: “Proof Extremely fine, extremely rare.”
• Ambassador and Mrs. R. Henry Norweb, (Cleveland, Ohio. Follow ing in the
footsteps of her father, Albert Fairchild Holden, Emery May Holden (later
Norweb) began collecting coins as a teenager. When her father passed away in
1913, she became heir to his vast holdings, which served as the starting point fw
what became one of the most incredible cabinets of United States, (Canadian,
and British coins ever assembled.
• Bowers and Merena (iaileries’ sale of the Norweb (Collection. March 1988,
Lot 1847. “Proof 60 to 63. 420.8 grains. A lovely specimen! Sharply struck and

• Floyd T. Starr, Philadelphia numismatist.
• Starr estate.

brilliant with very faint traces of golden toning. The fields are mirrorlike and

• Stack’s sale of the Starr Collection, October 20-22, 1992, Lot 844. “Gem

the cameo devices are satiny. This example would be worth a much higher

brilliant Proof Finest of 10 known. Incredible iridescent blue, purple, rose, and

grade if not for the presence of some light hairlines on both surfaces.”

pale golden brown on obverse; pale rose, golden brown, and gray toning on the

• American Coin Portfolios (Dan Drykerman, California professional numis¬

reverse. Both surfaces fully brilliant everywhere. One or two minor darker ton¬

matist, who also bought the Norweb 1885 trade dollar). Sold into the following.
• Private New York collection.

ing spots on both sides. Linear planchet flaw in right obverse field beside 11th
star.”

• Bowers and Merena Galleries, Inc. by private treaty, March 20, 1992.

• Jay Parrino trading as “I’he Mint.”

• Private New' England Collection, private treaty, March 23, 1992.

Proof-66 (NGC). ♦.

Proof-62.

3. Atwater Specimen. Proof-66.

6. Neil Specimen. Proof-63.

(The FCliasberg specimen now offered)

• Mint official, possibly Col. A. Loudon Snowden.

• M int official, possibly Col. A. Loudon Snowden.

• William K. Idler.

• William K. Idler.

• Capt. John W. Haseltine and Stephen K. Nagy.

• Capt. John W. Haseltine and Stephen K. Nagy.

• \ irgil M. Brand.

• Unknown intermediaries, Virgil M. Brand being a possibility.
• William Cutler Atwater, probably circa 1929-19.34, and probably from the

• Col. Edward H.R. Green.
• Will W. Neil, Baldwin, KS, druggist. Neil was one of the most enthusiastic

Brand estate.
• B. Max Mehl’s 1946 mail bid sale of the William Cutler Atwater Collection,

and observer of the coins he owned, and is believed to have been the first to

Lot 377. “A perfect brilliant Proof, just as perfect as the day it was minted.”

find an “overmintmark” of any kind, the 1900-O/CC Morgan dollar (published

• Louis FL Eliasberg.
• Fdiasberg estate.

• The coin here offered.
Currently graded Proof-66 by the cataloguer (in view of it being competitive
with the Dunham coin graded Proof-66 by NGC in recent times).

4. Newcomer Specimen. Proof-64.

numismatists of the first half of the present century. He was a careful student

in The Numismatist, November 1928).
• B. Max Mehl’s mail bid sale of the Will W. Neil Collection, June 17, 1947.
Lot 296.
• Stack’s sale of the Robert C. Pelletreau Collection, March 6, 1959, Lot
1054. “A beautiful BRILLI.XN F PROOE with raised borders, sharp stars, and
sharply defined eagle.”
• Jerry Cohen (Tucson, .AZ, dealer trading as the Old Pueblo Coin Shop; later
moved to Beverly Hills, CA, to join Abner Kreisberg), who added it to his in¬

• Mint official, possibly Col. A. Loudon Snowden.

ventory.

• William K. Idler.
• Capt. John W. Haseltine and Stephen K. Nagy.
• 1 nknown intermediaries, but not Virgil Brand, as the following owner was

Hugh Sconyers (California dealer, later moved to 'Fexas) in partnership. .Sold

a contemporary of Brand, and no Brand 1884 trade dollars were sold until after

almost immediately afterward at the 1974 AN.A Convention, together with an

Newcomer stopped collecting.
• Waldo C. Newcomer (whose biography is treated under Lot 1955 in the

1885 trade dollar, to the following.
• James Halperin (Massachusetts dealer). Offered in fixed price lists of New

present Hiliasberg Collection sale). Consigned at fixed price to the following.
• B. Max .Mehl (1931). Probably not sold.

England Rare Coin (Jalleries, December 1974 and February 1975.
• New Flngland Rare Coin Auctions sale of November 9, 1975, Lot 630. Sale

• Consigned from the Newcomer Collection to J.d Morgenthau & Co. (the

held with the New England Numismatic Association Convention. “.A choice,

auction affiliate of Scott Stamp & Coin Co., Inc., New York City; Wayte

beautifully toned specimen.... (Jlittering Choice Proof”
• Mulford B. .Simons, Jr. (Pennsylvania dealer). Well-liked, Simons died in

Raymond, numismatic manager). Catalogued by W'ayte Raymond, possibly
with the assistance of James G. Macallister (Philadelphia dealer who prepared
catalogues with Raymond for sale through Morgenthau). Sold in Morgenthau’s

• Exhibited at Stack’s bourse table, 1974 .AN,A Convention.
• Julian Leidman (Maryland dealer), Mike Brownlee ('Fexas dealer), and

1981 and was mourned by all who knew him.
• Larrv Hanks (Hanks and Associates) sale of .April 20, 1985, Lot 351.

384th Sale, May 9, 1935, Lot 431, described as follows: “1884 trade dollar. Bril¬

“Choice original Proof-63+... Phis specimen is acknowledged by most numis¬

liant Proof Of the very greatest rarity. Not over 10 specimens are known and

matic experts to be among the three finest know n of the 10 (or less) specimens

we believe it was never before offered at auction. An opportunity to secure this

minted. What is so nice about this coin is its total originality. It has never been

coin may not occur again for many years.” The cataloguers must have been in a

dipped, cleaned, or plated w hich has been the fate of most sur\ iving 1884 trade

hurry, for they overlooked earlier auction offerings of 1884 trade dollars by Ben

dollars. It is also virtually hairline-free! Both the obverse and reverse are spec¬

G. Green and B. Max Mehl. Possibly sold to the following.

tacularly toned in shades of gold, green, and olive iridescence. It has a full

• Col. E.H.R. (jreen (whose biography is treated under Lot 1955 in the
present Hiliasberg Collection sale).
• Burdette G. Johnson (St. Louis dealer) circa 1943. Johnson, after an entree
via Firic P. Newman, had access to the (Jreen estate and handled the majority of
its rarities.
• B. Max Mehl’s mail bid sale of the Jack V. Roe Collection, June 12, 1945,
I -ot 627. Roe had one of the finest collections of silver dollars and trade dollars
ever to be formed.
• Jerome David Kern (whose biography is treated under Lot 1428 in the

strike and blazing mirror surfaces. The reverse is (lem Proof 65+. I he obverse
would also rate this classification, save for two (the only two) hairlines in the
right obverse field and an odd toning streak in the left obverse field.
• Auction '89, Rarcoa (Ed Milas, owner), Lot 327. “CHOK E BRILl.lAN I
PROOF, whose full brilliance is draped with lovelv light toning. It has been
examined by NGC and graded Proof-63.’’
• Jay Parrino, who consigned it to the following.
• .Auction '90, .Superior, Lot 1163, not sold. “NfJC graded Prool-fi3 l.oscK
cameo contrast between highly frosted devices—Liberty, the eagle, the stars

present Eliasberg Collection sale).
• Jerome Kern Collection, B. Max Mehl sale. May 1950, Lot 896. “A perfect

and lettering—and a miles ilccp mirror field. .Adding to this marvelous eftevt is

brilliant Proof gem.”
• Amon (JamalicI Carter, Fort Worth, I'X. Descended to the following.

with golden highlights (cspceialK notieeahlc on the reverse) \nd hevaiise t is
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the appearance of those fields, as thcv’vc acquired pleasing 'old silver toning
is a Proof-63 it has few hairlines. I hose present arc so light and widclv scat
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tcrcJ
si){not.

Id be tor all intents and purposes, invisible.” Reacquired by the con-

•Joel D. Rettew, Downey, C.A, who earlier in the year had another specimen
(see No. 1).

• I’rivate collection
I’root-M (\(i(!).

• Midwestern medical doctor.

7. Sprinkle Specimen. Proof-61.
• Mint unicial, possibly Ool.
• William K. Idler.

delicate sea green and blue iridescent toning.”

Loudon .Snowden.

• Heritage FCarly Spring % .AN.A Sale, March 14-16, 199f), |,ot 6513. Quoted
Stack’s 1976 description and added (cataloguer: Mark Van Winkle): “PriM)f-63
(NCC). The fields are deeply refiective, and both sides arc covered with the
above-mentioned toning. Obviously hairlined, the toning greatly subdues the

• Lapt. John W. Haseltinc and Stephen K. NaRV.

effect of the long-ago cleaning. Fhere arc several identifying blemishes, all lt>-

• I nknown intermediaries, Virgil .\l. Brand being a possibility.
• Lol. K.H.R. (ireen.

cated on the obverse. The most obvious are a pair of vertical scratches, one

• Burdette (j. Johnson.

arm of Liberty. .Also, a tiny backward L-shaped lint mark is seen in the field

• James Kelly (Dayton, Ohio jeweler and professional numismatist) circa
l‘M3-4. .Sold coin to the following on Julv 3, 1944.
• Frank F. .Sprinkle.
• Stack’s June 1988 sale ot the .Sprinkle Oolicction, I^ot 106. “Brilliant Proof.
Light hairlines and a granular stripe on the reverse from CA to the rim right of
D()[,1..AR where heavy patination was chemically removed in the past. Rich
light gold and russet toning, and the devices quite frosty and the fields still well
mirrored.” C'atalogued by (Jarl \V..A. Oarlson, who included information con¬

short and one long, extending dow nward from the elbow of the outstretched
just in front of the nose of Liberty. This is an exceptional opportunity for the
collector of this short, yet fascinating series and a classic rarity in .American nu¬
mismatics.”
• JefT(Jarrett. .Mid-American Rare Coins.
Proof-63 (NCC).

10. Rarcoa Specimen. Pro()f-63.

cerning the original die book kept at the Mint in 1884 which suggested the sta¬

• Mint official, possibly Col. .A. Loudon Snowden.
• William K. Idler.

tus ol the 1884 trade dollar as a regular Proof striking made in January 1884.
• I -arry Whitlow.

• Capt. John W. Haseltine and Stephen K. Nagy.

• Dana Linett, F-arly .American Numismatics sale, October 1988, Lot 461.

• I’nknown intermediaries, Virgil M. Brand being a possibility.
• Chicago estate (Brand.^).

“POOS graded Proof-61. .Attractive light gold and russet toning enhances this

• Rarcoa (F^d Milas).

important .American rarity. The fields display reflective sparkle which comple¬

• World-Wide.

ments the frosty devices. I’he piece is lightly hairlined with a granular stripe on

• Steve Ivy.

the reverse.... Also noted is a glue-like substance (it may be removable) on the
rim edge above the word OF.”

• Robert .Marks Collection.

• .Auction ’90, Rarcoa, l-ot 84.S. Description from .Sprinkle catalogue quoted.
• .Mark (Trans.
Proof-61 (P(;(J.S).

8. Olsen Specimen. Pr()of-60.

• Bowers and Ruddy Calleries Rare Com Rn’im’ No. 15, 1972.
• Bowers and Ruddy Galleries’ Herstal Sale, February 7-9, 1974, l.,ot 734.
“.Attractively toned Proof.” Sold to the following.
• Donald ,Apte and Multord B. .Simons. During the same weekend of the
sale, Donald Apte sold his interest to Simons.

• Mint official, possibly Ool. A. Loudon Snowden.

• .Mulford B. Si mons. .Sold to the following about two or three months later.
• Private .Southern collection.

• William K. Idler.

Proof-63. I.ight gray mark from knee to 4th star.

• Oapt. John W. Haseltinc and .Stephen K. Nagy.
• I nknown intermediaries, Virgil M. Brand being a possibility.
• F red Olsen.
• B. Max Mehl’s mail bid sale of the Fred Olsen (;ollection, November 1944,
l.ot 997, “.A beautiful even light iridescent Proof”
• Ocorge .Scaly Fwalt.
• Stack’s Kwalt Collection sale, November 1965, Lot 42. “This coin was
struck as a brilliant Proof however, due to either mishandling or improper
cleaning at some point, by Mr. F;walt or his secretary, the field shows rubbing
on both the obverse and reverse. Fhere are no signs of wear on the coin.”
• Calvert L. F^mmons, M l),

Additional Commentary
As has been seen, the Kliasberg Collection specimen of the 1884
trade dollar ranks as the finest or tied for the finest of only 10 speci¬
mens known to exist of this famous American rarity. As such, it is one
of the prime attractions in the present sale. Its next owner will have a
magnificent numismatic treasure.
Pedigree: Mint Superintendent A. Loudon Snowden (tentative)-, William
A. Idler (IS84); descended to John H’ Haseltine 11901); Haseltine and

• Stack’s F^mmons .Sale, .September 1969, Lot 814. “Proof as arc all known

Stephen K. Nag^ private sale to Virgil M. Brand, circa 1907-1908 (tenta¬

specimens. This coin is impaired due to improper cleaning. It shows rubbing
and hairlines on both the obverse and reverse.”.

tive); Brand estate (tentative; after 1926, probably circa 1929-19.14); Will¬

• Private collection; sold in 1972.
• Western Numismatics (Jan Bronson).
• 1980 .A.N.A sale by Steve Ivy, Lot 2643. “Proof (60) (Cleaned.”
• .Auction 84, Rarcoa, Lot 1809. “BRILLl.AN I PROOF, cleaned long ago
and now retoned to an attractive even gray with hints of gold around stars, let¬
ters. and devices.”
• Fred L. Fredericks, (ainsigned to the following.
• Superior’s Hoffecker Sale, February 1987, Lot 1446,A. “Brilliant Proof 60”
plus description quoted from .Auction ’84.

iam Cutler Atwater Collection, Lot 337, B. .Max .Mehl, June 11,1946; Louis
E. F.liasberg, Sr.
Die notes: I he extraordinary preservation of the Fdiasberg Collection specimen
permits some detailed observations (under high magnification) of the reverse
die characteristics that at some later date might establish a use of this die w ith
another Proof trade dollar date. .Similar observations arc made with the 1885
trade dollar to follow:
Within the interior of O in OF there are two small projections from each side
wall, near the center. Interior of top of first .A in .AMFIRICA is slightly filled and

• Fugene Worrell (Collection.

docs not have Proof field; the interior of the .A in S'lVVI'lCS is deep PriKif and

• Worrell Collection sold by Superior (;allerie.s, September 1993, Lot 1324.

the final A in A.MFiRICA is PriKif, but not as large an area as that in .ST.Al lv.S.

(traded as

Brilliant PrcHif-bO, cleaned and hairlined.” Quoted description from

Fop part of left bottom serif in first A in .A.MF^RIC.A is slightly tripled. In M the

the 1 lolTcckcr catalogue, and noted that “since the 1 loffccker sale the coin was
dipped and now appears without toning.”
Proof-60.

right crevice is not with Proof field, but the smaller left crevice is. Open bottom
part ot R is mostly filled except for a small Proof patch near the top; top l<Mip of
same letter is Proof except for, perhaps, 20% of the field tow ard the bottom R
in DOLL.AR is connected to the period to its right by a tiny raised thorn.

Slack’s-F<ettev\ Specimen. Proof-6.3.
• Mint tifficial. possibly Col. A. Loudon Snowden.
• William K Idler.
• (.apt John W I lascitme and Stephen K. Nagy.
• I nknown intermediaries. Virgil M. Brand being a possibility.
• Private collection (late I94()s).
• AN A Sale. Stack s. August 1976, Lot 723, an assembled Proof set of the
1884 year

’ I he com (the 1884 trade dollar m the set) is a lovely PriKif with

On the digit 4 of 420 the right side of the crossbar is mostly missing at the
bottom; apparently, this is in the master die, for it also occurs on the dilTcrcnt
reverse die used to strike the 1885 (see following lot).
.Additional notes: .Several strikings of the 1884 trade dollar m copper are
known (Pollock-1943. Judd-1732) FOur pieces, possibly diiplicatevl. arc given
in Silver Dollars and Lrade Dollars of the I nUed States: .1 C.omplete h mulopedui
I wo ot these, silver-plated copper, hail been otTcred earlier as regular I 8,84n nn
silver).
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Incredible Gem 1885 Trade Dollar
Finest by Far of Just Five Known

Olwerse of Lot 2354
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Incredible Gem 1885 Trade Dollar
Finest by F ar of Just Five Known
Landmark American Rarity
A Highlight of the Eiiasberg Collection

2354

1885 l*r(M)f-65. Brilliant and beautiful. A few trivial lines away from

'I'hese interesting trade dollars were minted from 187,5 to 1878 inclu¬

abst)lutc perfection, lar and away the finest known of just five extant

sive for general circulation in the Far Fast to complete with the Mexi¬

pieces. ,A glittering gem example of one of America’s greatest numis¬
matic rarities.

can and .Spanish dollars then circulating there. From 187^ to 1885 in¬

On this and the other four known pieces, stars 3 through 9 on the
obverse arc somewhat lightly struck. 'I'he rare 1884 and 1885 trade
dollars were each struck from different reverse dies.
1 he 1885 is one of the greatest of all .American numismatic classics.

clusive these trade dollars were minted in Proof only for numismatists.
Naturally, the coinage of these later dates was very limited, especially
those of 1884 and 1885, of which only 10 and five specimens respec¬
tively were struck.

Fhe

cataloguer

recalls several

conversations

with

Louis

L.

F.liasberg, .Sr., in the 196()s and 107()s concerning his collection. Al¬

Indeed, the 1885 trade dollar is rarer than the 1787 Brasher doubloon

most always, the 1885 trade dollar would be mentioned as a pride and

(seven known), about three times rarer than the 1804 dollar (15

joy, one of the Baltimore numismatist’s all time favorite issues. .Simi¬

known), is tied with the 101.5 Liberty Head nickel (five made, four

larly, the w riter considers it to be such, and has for a long time.

traced), anti is nearly on a par with the 1822 half eagle (three known).

The present coin, a highlight of the Louis E. EJiasher^, Sr.. Collection, is

It IS significant to note that neither the .Smithsonian Institution nor

one of the most important offerings of our generation. Its next otrner xttll
hat e a fantastic treasure.

the American Numismatic Society, possessors of two of the finest
cabinets of American coins ever assembled, have either an 1884 or an
1885 trade dollar. Ntir does the .American Numismatic Association
have one

I he same can be said ftir virtually every other collection in

existence, public or private, for apart from the piece offered here, just
four ■ oins arc believed to exist.
In the
Sr
fhr.

\9^f,

bo<iklct describing his collection, Louis K. Lliasberg,

illusfnrcd the 1885 trade dollar as one of the highlights, noting

Story of the 18S5 Trade Dollar
In certain ways the story of the 1885 trade dollar parallels that of the
1884 just given. However, the 1885 is twice as rare, and considering
that aspect, has appeared on the market less often th.m the mmt.igc
ot five coins would suggest. Most of Amcrii.i’s trills grc.it collections
l.ickcd an cx.impic, and toil.iv, .is noted, the great museums have no
1885 trade doll.irs either.

h()\vi-:Ks
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It is generally believed that the 1885 trade dollars, along with those
dated 1884, were found by John W. Ilaseltine in 1901 when going
through the numismatic estate of his father-in-law, William K. Idler.
A group of 10 1884 silver Proof sets is said to have included a Proof

Haseltine. It is not necessarily unusual for such mintages to have
been omitted from records, and other instances occur throughout nu¬
mismatics, the Proof strikings of the MCMVII (1907) Ultra High Re¬
lief $20 being a famil iar example.

trade dollar in each, and a group of five 1885 silver Proof sets in¬

4. That the 1885 trade dollars were not generally known to numis¬

cluded likewise the 1885 date. Most probably, these trade dollars

matists until 1907-1908 means very little, as numerous other 19th-

were acquired by Idler separately and added to the sets.

century rarities, including many varieties of patterns, were not

However, while a notebook kept in the Die Department of the

known until after the turn of the century either, nor were the 1873-

Philadelphia Mint from 1880 to 1886 by A.W. Downing (with a few

CC Without-Arrows dime, 1845-0 and 1854-.S quarter eagles, and

notations by A.W. Straub; both men had the same first two initials),

certain other coins known until then. Augustus G. Heaton, who was

mentions an obverse and reverse die made for the Proof 1884 trade

one of the most careful students of American coins, was not aware of

dollar in January of that year, no related notation is given for the 1885

the existence of the 1870-S Liberty Seated dollar when he wrote his

trade dollar. However, this omission is not necessarily conclusive of

Mint Marks book in 1893, and the Mint records are silent on that

anything, for Downing and Straub omitted mention of many other

coin’s production. New discoveries are always being made and will

Proof dies as well (including, for example. Proof dies for Indian cents

continue to be made. We note as examples the 1978 discovery of the

in the early 1880s; a discussion of the Downing die records is given in

1870-S half dime and the 1996 discovery of the 1914/3 overdate, the

Appendix I of the cataloguer’s book, A Buyers and Enthusiast's Guide

latter despite thousands of collectors owning and studying Buffalo

to Flying Eagle and Indian Cents, 1996). However, as the trade dollar

nickels for decades! Doubtless, a century from now a future genera¬

had been discontinued in 1884, and as the 1885 issues were not made

tion of numismatists will know of varieties of 19th- and 20th-century
coins not known to collectors in 1997.

openly, they may have been deliberately omitted from the records. It
is difficult to imagine that beautifully finished Proof dies for the 1885

5. That the Mint neither publicized these trade dollars in 1884 and

trade dollar could have been made without assistance of the Die De¬
partment.

1885, nor made them available on open sale to all comers is not nec¬
essarily unusual either. Many highly acclaimed rarities of the era in¬

Most likely 1885 Proof trade dollars were struck early in the year

cluding the 1877 pattern half dollars, the 1872 Amazonian silver

1885, after the January 2, 1885 destruction of the 1884 obverse and

coins, the 1879 Schoolgirl dollar, the 1882 Shield Earring pattern dol¬

reverse die (for the 1885 is from a different reverse die than used in

lar, and the Coiled Hair $4 gold Stellas of 1879 and 1880—to give just

1884), but before Col. A. Loudon Snowden, superintendent of the

a very short list—were obtained only through dealers such as Idler

Philadelphia Mint since 1879, turned in his resignation in June 1885.

and Haseltine who had special connections at the Mint. The present

The 1885 trade dollars were struck from Proof obverse and reverse

cataloguer is not stating that this was an excellent practice, for it was

dies made from regular Mint master dies and prepared in the normal

not. However, the 1884 and 1885 trade dollar distribution does not

Proof manner. Apart from the date, a Proof trade dollar is identical in

seem to be markedly different from the circumstances surrounding a

all aspects to one dated 1884, 1883, or any other earlier date of the

number of other issues of the same general era. Doubtless, Idler and

Type II style, although trade dollars had been discontinued in Janu¬

Haseltine can be credited with preserving for posterity coins that

ary 1884. It is possible that the study of die markers will reveal that

might not have survived otherwise. Thanks to them, William H.

the reverse die was used to strike earlier-dated Proofs, but thus far

Woodin obtained thousands of pattern coins from .Mint storage circa

such as not been verified. The present description includes notes for

1909, thus making available most of the pattern coins we all enjoy in

further investigation in this regard.

collections today. And, it was John W. Haseltine who in 1909 sold to

Although John W. Haseltine certainly knew of the existence of the
1885 trade dollars by 1901 (the date of Idler’s death), he chose not to
reveal his information until circa 1907, possibly not until 1908. Appar¬

William H. Woodin the two 1877 gold $50 pieces that came from
Idler as well.
6. It is highly unlikely that anyone within the Philadelphia Mint in

ently, Virgil M. Brand, who had been the main client of Haseltine and

1884 or 1885 considered these trade dollars to be a significant source

his partner Stephen K. Nagy for the 1884 trade dollars, was not of¬

of secret profit. First, trade dollars were not popular with numisma¬

fered the 1885s. Instead, they seem to have gone to one or both of

tists at the time. Second, if they had been made for a profit—as were,

two other prime customers, William H. Woodin and Henry O.

for example, restrikes of the 1856 Flying Eagle cent and the 1804

Gran berg.

Class III silver dollar—they would have been marketed long before

In due course the 1885 trade dollars became known to an ever-wid¬

1907-1908. It is the cataloguer’s opinion that the 1884 and 1885 trade

ening circle of dealers and collectors and became incorporated into

dollars were made as souvenirs for William K. Idler, who either prom¬

the spectrum of American numismatics, and in time became show¬

ised to keep mum about them (for criticism of the Mint was rife in

pieces in several notable collections.

the 1880s with S.K. Harzfeld, Edouard Frossard, and others writing
barbed commentaries) or simply forgot about them as they were kept

The 1885 Trade Dollar (Summary)
The facts concerning the 1885 trade dollar seem to be these, with
some of the cataloguer’s (QDB’s) opinions added:
1. The 1885 trade dollars were struck at the Philadelphia Mint from
Proof dies and were made in the year indicated. So far as is known, all
1885 Proofs were struck upon a single occasion. The reverse die used
on the 1885 trade dollar has not been date linked with another trade
dollar year (nor has the reverse die for the 1884 been date linked).
Apparently, the Proof reverse die used to coin 1884 trade dollars was
only used for coins of that year, and the reverse die used to coin those
dated 1885 was likewise used only in one year.

as additions to regular silver Proof sets of those years. Alternatively,
they could have been in the reserve stock of the Mint, along with $50
gold patterns, and traded or sold in the 1890s (in the 1890s the curator
of the Mint Collection traded away at least one gold 1877 $50, replac¬
ing it with a copper impression). I can find no historical basis for any
cloak-and-dagger situation, official cover-up, or other “exciting

dis¬

closures (not that it makes any difference concerning the value of the
1885 trade dollar).

Re^istr\' <>f the 1885 Trade Dollars
(Five Known)

2. The 1885 trade dollars were properly struck precisely in the style

The first 1885 trade dollar to appear at public auction sale was a

of earlier Proofs, apparently on the same Mint ctjuipment and on cor¬

irt of B. Max Mehl’s sale of the 11.O. Granberg (.ollection, JuK 14,

rect planchets. 'Thus, they arc not in the category of Class III 1804

>13, and was described thus: “1885 Magnificent Br. Proof ()nl\ fi\c

dollars, 1827 restrike (juarters, and other issues made under contrived

lecimens reported to have been coined.

1 he piece realized

circumstances without the assistance of expert coiners and/or regular

,140.00. Ever since that time the offering of an 1885 trade dollar at

Mint planchets and etjuipment.

iction has furnished the occasion tor much numismatic interest and

3. The number struck was not recorded and is believed to have

;citcmcnt. While most transactions of recent decades arc lairK well

been only five, this being the number acknowledged by J.W.

-OWKU.S AND Ml-RKNA
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\
documented and are given below, the ow nership of v arious examples
before 1^0 is less certain.
\ irgil .\l. Brand: The famous Chicago collector who owned five
specimens ot the rare 1884 trade dollar, is believed to have owned
one or more 1885 trade dollars. Record of just one transaction is now
at hand: the coin purchased by Brand on .April 26, 1911 from Edgar
H. .Adams for $750. Probably, Adams was selling it on behalf of his
triend, client, and co-author, William H. Woodin. How the Brand
specimen of the 1885 trade dollar fits into the register of coins given

cately frosted devices, giving an excellent ‘cameo’ effect. .All is further en¬
hanced by attractive pale golden and violet iridescent toning surrounding the
borders on both sides.”
• Eugene Worrell Collection.
• Worrell Collection sold by Superior Galleries, September 1993, Lot 1325:
“1885 NGC graded Proof-61. (Catalogue description repeated from the
Hoffecker Collection sale, 1987, except for grade.). Perhaps this specimen,
more than any other 1885, illustrates the subjective nature of grading, as the
same firm has offered it over the years as Proof-61 (current), Proof-63, and
Proof-65.
Proof-61 (NGC).

below is not known at the present time. An 1885 trade dollar. Brand
inventor^' No. 57897, was given to Virgil’s brother Armin in the split
of Virgil’s estate. By September 6, 1938 the coin had been sold
through Burdette G. Johnson as agent. (Information concerning the
specitic date of sale and the buyer may be in the Brand papers in the
.American Numismatic Society; this information courtesy of David
Enders Iripp) Henry D. Granberg, of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, is known
to have had at least one 1885 trade dollar and possibly two. The dif¬
ferentiation in ownership between certain Woodin and Granberg
properties is not clear, as Woodin eschewed publicity and Granberg
loved it, and certain Woodin coins were sold via catalogues with
Granberg’s name on the cover, these being mixed with Granberg’s
consignments.
The follow ing registry is updated from the cataloguer’s Silver Dol¬
lars and Trade Dollars of the United States: A Complete Encyclopedia with
help from others listed in the Acknowledgments and Credits in the
fore part of this catalogue. Opinions of the grades are estimates of the
cataloguer (except for one piece certified by NGC); the opinions of
others may differ (as the catalogue descriptions quoted indicate).

1. The Granberg Specimen. Proof-61.
• .Mint official, possibly Col. A. Loudon Snowden, who was in office until
June 1885, then succeeded by Daniel M. Fox. Lnder his watch (in office 1881
onward) the 1884 and 1885 trade dollars were struck.
• William K. Idler.
• Capt. John W. Haseltine.
• William 11. Woodin or Henry O. Granberg. An industrialist par excellence,
W illiam Hartman Woodin was a collector of gold coins and patterns, among
other interests. In 1933 served for a brief time as Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s
first secretary of the 'Freasury, until illness forced him to retire.
• B. Max Mehl’s sale of the H.O. Granberg Collection, July 1913, Lot 392.
Granberg, one-time president of the American Numismatic .Association, was a
businessman who traveled widely and bought coins aggressively. He was
known as one of the biggest buyers during the early 20th century and formed
and sold several specialized collections. Granberg exhibited an 1885 trade dol¬
lar (and also an 1884) at the 1916 A.N..A. Convention, three years after the 1913
auction mentioned here. Whether the 1913 coin was unsold and was still
owned by Granberg in 1916, or whether Granberg owned a second coin, or
whether it was consigned to the 1913 Mehl sale by Woodin, is not known. In
the July 16, 1919 sale of the Henry O. Granberg Collection, by Mehl, there was
an 1884 trade dollar but no 1885.
• I’nknown intermediaries.
• Col. K.H.R. Green. Kdward Howland Robinson Green acquired many rari¬
ties (as noted in the preceding registries of 1876-CC 20-cent pieces, 1838-0
half dollars, and 1884 trade dollars).
• Burdette G. Johnson. Proprietor of the .St. l.ouis Stamp & Coin Co.,
Johnson was an active figure on the numismatic scene for many years. Among
his accomplishments were the handling of the Brand and Col. Green estates,
the latter through an entree provided by Kric P. Newman.
• Jack V Roc, B. Max Mchl’s sale of June 1945, Lot 628.
• Jerome Kern, B. Max Mchl’s sale of .May 1950, Lot 897. “Perfect brilliant
PrcHtf gem."
• Amon G. Carter, fort Worth, I'X. Descended to the following.
• Amon {latter, Jr.
• Stack's sale of the Carter Collection, January 1984, Lot 441. “Choice Bril¬
liant PriKif, light hairlines."
• Kevin Lipton. f rom his office in Fort Lee, .New Jersey, Kevin Lipton trav¬
eled widely, especially on the com convention and auction circuit, and handled
manv important toms. In the 198()s he relocated to Beverly Hills, CA.
• \uttion '84, Lot 192. "Brilliant Prinif 63. A Choice Brilliant Proof specimen
with full glittering mirror surfaces, light hairlines encircled by natural russet
md steel-blue iridescent toning about the borders." Remarkably, this was one
of rwf) |HH5 trade dollars m \iK tion '84 (the other was the Olsen specimen dcA fibed below i
• 1 red 1. f redericks (Consigned to the following.
• siiperifir's I.W Hoffci ker (iollcction sale, fcbriiarv 1987, Lot I446B
H i tnr Proof ^i5 Well struck and pristine with full mirror surfaces and deli¬

2. The Farouk Specimen. Proof-62.
• Mint official, possibly Col. A. Loudon Snowden.
• William K. Idler.
• Capt. John W. Haseltine and Stephen K. Nagy.
• Private collection(s).
• King F'arouk of Egypt.
• Palace Collections of F!gypt (name on sale catalogue), Sotheby’s, Cairo,
Egypt, February 1954, Lot 1680. Catalogued by A.H. Baldwin & .Sons, Ltd.,
London: “Proof. Extremely Fine, extremely rare.”
• Ambassador and Mrs. R. Henry Norweb.
• Norweb Collection, Bowers and Merena, March 1988, Lot 1848. ’’Proof-60
to 63. An attractive, sharply struck example with nearly all details sharply de¬
fined. The fully lustrous devices complement the reflective fields. The ob¬
verse is brilliant with splashes of amber and gray toning. The reverse has a sug¬
gestion of golden brown around the letters and the central device. This ex¬
ample would deserve the Proof-65 classification if it were not for the presence
of light hairlines.” Above average strike, but with some lightness of striking on
stars 5 and 6 (as on all examples).
• .American Coin Portfolios (Dan Drykerman, California professional numis¬
matist, who also bought the Norweb 1884 trade dollar). .Sold into the following.
• Private New York collection.
• Bowers and .Merena Galleries, Inc. by private treaty, March 20, 1992.
• Private New England Collection, private treaty, March 2.3, 1992. Weight:
418.8 grains.
Proof-62.

3. Adams Specimen. Froof-63.
• Mint official, possibly Col. A. Loudon .Snowden.
• William K. Idler.
• Capt. John W'. Haseltine and .Stephen K. Nagy.
• William H. Woodin.
• Edgar H. Adams. Fidgar 11. Adams, a writer for the Nete' York Sun and, at one
time, editor of The Numismatist, was America’s most prolific numismatic scholar
during the first 15 years of the 20th century. For the American Numismatic .So¬
ciety, New York, he produced what would become the standard reference
works on territorial and private gold coins and, with Woodin, on pattern coins
(Woodin wrote the book; Adams was photographer). Adams, who lived in
Brooklyn, was also a coin dealer and handled many items, especially on behalf
of Woodin.
• Virgil M. Brand. Acquired for $750 from Adams on April 26, 1911. Brand
was a wealthy Chicago collector who began his interest in numismatics in 1879,
started keeping ledgers in 1889; and by whose death in 1926 had acquired over
350,000 numismatic specimens. His estate was divided between his brothers,
Horace and Armin, and was numismatically administered by Burdette G.
Johnson and Henry Chapman.
• Armin Brand (brother of Virgil).
• Burdette G. Johnson, .St. Louis .Stamp & Coin Co.; as agent; sold by .Sep¬
tember 6, 1938. (Johnson also sold Col. Green estate coins, but at a later date.)
• Ruth Green. Advertised in The Numismatist, December 1941, p. 976. “Bril¬
liant Proof Offered only ONE TIMF! at auction, Mehl’s sale of Granberg Col¬
lection, 1913, and sold for $1,140. ONIA FI\ E COINED. A great raritv. Price
$8.50.00.” Charles E. G reen (no kin to Col. E.H.R. Green), a Chicago rare coin
dealer for many years, conducted business under his wife Ruth’s name, as R.
Green. (F.ither Charles Ff Green confused this specimen with No. I, described
above, or he was referring to 1885 trade dollars in general.).
• Clint Hester (most probably) or Charles M. Williams.
• Offered as part of the ’’.Adolphe Menjou Collection,” Numismatic (Jallcry,
June 19.50, Lot 2041.
• Benjamin .Stack, Imperial Coin Company. .Advertised m The Numismatii
Scrapbook Magftzine, March 1955, p. 384, with an 1884 (sec 1884 listing in the
preceding lot in the present Eliasberg Collection catalogue).
• \V.(j. Baldcnhoter, Farish-Baldcnhofer Collection (.St.ick's. November
1955), Lot 1040. “This coin is a splendid brilliant Proof. slightK toned.”
• Private collection.
• Julian Leidman. Mike Brownlee, anil Hugh .Sconvers in [urtnership SoUl
almost immediately afterward at the 1974 AN A ( ainvention w ith an 1884 to the
following.
• James llalpenn of New England Rare (aim (ialleries, liu , Boston I ea
tiired in The \umi%mati\t. l ebriiars l‘*75, p 177 Sold to the following
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•

newsletter (John Kamin, owner and publisher). John Kamin, a

consulting economist, publishes The Forecasternc'f/^X^n^x with financial advice
and from time to time has recommended various areas of the rare coin market.
Sold to the following.

• L.R. French, Jr. Family Collection, Stack’s, Januars 1989, Lot 202. “Bril¬
liant Proof with light hairlines in the fields. Light toning on the devices. I'he
fields are still well mirrored. There are some light freckles on Liberty's arm
The reverse die has a faint raised guide line in the field just in front of the 12

• F’rivate collection.
Proof-63.

dentils to the left of UNITED, showing conclusively that it is not the reverse
die used on the 1884 issue.” Sold to the following.

4. The Atwater Specimen. Proof-65.

• Charles Barasch, of International Coins & Currency, Inc., .Montpelier, Ver¬
mont, Purchased for the following.

(I'he Eliasberg Collection specimen)
• Mint official, possibly Col. A. Loudon Snowden.
• William K. Idler.
• Capt. John W. Haseltine and Stephen K. Nagy.
• William H. Woodin orO.H. Granberg (tentative).
• Unknown intermediaries. Sold to the following circa 1929-1934.
• William Cutler Atwater.

• Private Northeast collection.
Notes concerning 1885 trade dollars which cannot be specifically attributed
today to one of the five coins in the above list, but which, undoubtedly, arc part
of it:
1. In The Numismatist, March 1914, Edgar II. Adams offered at fixed prices
Proof 1884 and 1885 trade dollars. Quite possibly these were owned by William
H. Woodin, who employed Adams to sell many of his coins.

• Atwater Collection, B. Max Mehl sale, June 1946, Lot 378. “Perfect bril¬

2. In The Numismatist, June 1944, p. 546, the Celina Coin Company adver¬

liant gem Proof.” Mehl noted that in the recent three years (actually 19

tised a complete set of Proof trade dollars, including these listings: “1884 Very

months) he had sold three 1885 trade dollars (Olsen’s, 1944; Granberg’s, in his

Rare” and “1885 Excessively Rare.” These were sold by Burdette G. Johnson

Roe sale, 1945; and this one). This represented all he had handled in the pre¬
ceding quarter century.

from the Col. FLH.R. Green estate to the Brandts brothers (Carl and Ted). In a

• Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
• Eliasberg estate.

subsequent issue of The Numismatist, only the 1884 was listed, indicating that
the 1885 had been sold separately. 'This 1885 may be No. 2 or No. 3 in the
above registry.

• The coin here offered.
Currently graded Proof-65 by the cataloguer. Believed to be the finest
known.

5. The Olsen Specimen. Proof-60.
• Mint official, possibly Col. A. I^oudon Snowden.
• William K. Idler.
• Capt. John W.' Haseltine and Stephen K. Nagy.
• William H. Woodin or H.O. Granberg.

Summary: The Eliasberg Specimen
In summary, the Eliasberg Collection 188.5 trade dollar stands as
the finest known example of only five in existence. Further, the 1885
is -conspicuous by its absence from the National Coin Collection
(Smithsonian Institution; this cabinet having three specimens of the
1804 silver dollar and one 1913 Liberty Head nickel), the American

• Private collection (s).

Numismatic Society (which has an 1804 dollar), and the .American

• Fred Olsen Collection, B. Max Mehl sale, November 1944, Lot 1767. “Bril¬

Numismatic Association (which has two 1804 dollars and one 1913
Liberty Head nickel).

liant Proof Of excessive rarity. Probably not more than four specimens known.
Listed in the Standard Catalogue at $1,000.00 and certainly worth it. In point of
actual rarity it is worth at least double that of the 1804 dollar.”
• George Sealy Ewalt Collection, Stack’s, November 1965, Lot 43. “This
coin is a brilliant Proof with faint hairlines in the field which do not impair the
value of this outstanding rarity.”

In the cataloguer’s opinion, the Eliasberg Collection 1885 trade
dollar is simply sensational, breathtaking, and not only is a highlight
of the Eliasberg Collection, but of the entire LInited States numis¬
matic series. It will be a memorable occasion when it crosses the auc¬

• Leo A. Young Collection, Rarcoa’s section of Auction ’80, Lot 1626. “The

tion block, and the ow ner will rest comfortably knowing that he or

1885 trade dollar...is a simulated series coin for which no listing can be found

she has a piece of combined rarity and quality that no amount of

in the Annual Reports of the Director of the Mint. Nonetheless, with ONLY'

money can duplicate.

FIV E PIECES KNOWN LO EXIST, it is a RARE and desirable piece of U..S.
numismatics.... The piece offered here, the Leo A. Young specimen, is a

Pedigree: Col. A. Loudon Snowden {tentative), superintendent of the Phila¬

BRILLIAN'L PROOF with obverse hairlines.” For many years Leo A. Young

delphia Mint; William K. Idler; John IL Haseltine; William H. Woodin or

was a dealer in Oakland, California (and other locations). Among his many cata¬

O.H. Granberg (tentative); William Cutler Atwater; Atwater Collection sale,

logues, perhaps the best known is that for the 1959 ANA Sale.

B. Max Mehl, 1946; Louis E. Eliasberg, St:

• Julian Leidman. Sold to the following.
• Michael Follett. Texas rare coin dealer; long-time advertiser in The Numis¬
matist.
• Private collection.
• Rarcoa’s session of Auction ’84, Lot 1810. 'I'he catalogue description re¬
peated that used in Auction ’80. Y’his was one of two 1885 trade dollars in Auc¬
tion ’84; the other was the Granberg coin. ,Sold to the following.
• John N. Rowe, III. Well-known Dallas, Texas, professional numismatist.
■Sold to the following.
• L.R. French, Jr.

I

i
I

I
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Die notes: 'The exceptional preservation of this coin permits us to give a detailed
de.scription of the reverse die, that may serve for future research. It is notable
that this is not the same die used for 1884:
In AMERICA, top apertures of both A’s are fully Proof; in M the right-side
crevice is Proof at the bottom. Tiny patch of raised irregularity in field below
the dentils between S and O and below the dentil immediately to the right of
the F in OF. 'Tiny depression to left of center of E in AMERICA (reminiscent
of that on the reverse of certain 1858 Proof dollars to the left of the eagle’s
head).
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Incredible Gem 1885 Trade Dollar

Reverse of Lot 2354
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Commemorative coins

thus the half dollar was two years late—beginning an odd procession of inci¬

i

1

dents that would soon grow to include many misplaced, extended, anticipated,
and otherwise illogical commemorative observances. The obverse of this piece
depicts two governors of Alabama. W.W. Bibb, the first, and I.K. Kilby, the cur¬
rent, the latter being the first time that the portrait of a specifically identified
living person appeared on a L.S. coin.

The Eliasberg Collection
I he following offering of commemorative coins comprises
silver commemorative coins of the 1892-1954 years plus a com¬
plete listing of the impressive issues, silver and gold, from the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition. The Eliasberg Collec¬
tion was, of course, complete in 1950 as to its content in this
specialty. The 1900 Lafayette commemorative dollar appeared
in our offering of the Eliasberg Collection last May. The various
gold dollars and quarter eagles (apart from the Panama-Pacific
issues) have been retained by Louis E. Eliasberg, Jr., as memen¬
tos of the collection.

2357

1921 Alabama. Plain. MS-64. (Tampagne toning over lustrous
surfaces. A splendid specimen, highly lustrous. .Some marks at the
enters suggest the M.S-64 grade, but visually it is tjuite appealing wit
in that category.
It is not well known that during the classic series of commemoratives lh921954 the various mints producing them paid no attention w hatsoever to careful
handling. Pieces were struck on regular high-speed presses, mechanicallyejected from the dies, dropped into a chute, and accumulated in a bin or drawer
as other pieces piled on top. .After that, the pieces were run through a counting
machine and dropped into cloth sacks, then shipped to the issuing commission
or distributor. In many instances—the Alabama coins being an ideal illustra¬
tion—when they were received for sale to the public, the typical coins were apt
to be in what we would call M.S-63 or M,S-64 grade today.

Historical Notes
The first United States commemorative coins to be widely
advertised and sold at a premium were the World’s Columbian
■ Exposition half dollars of 1892. From that point onward some 142
I different commemorative half dollar die varieties were made,
comprising 48 distipct types plus additional dates, mintmarks,
and other variations. In addition, two other silver denominations
;were minted, the 1893 Isabella quarter and 1900 Lafayette dollar.
Coinage of the “classic era” commemoratives continued through
1954, after which no additional commemoratives were made for
many years. Then, in 1982, the modern series had its inception
I (but is not relevant to the present catalogue).
The fund of information in print on commemoratives is imjmense, and includes works by the present writer, as well as Walter
I Breen, Anthony Swiatek, David M. Bullowa, and others, dating
i back to the 1930s. The enthusiast will want to learn more about
I an organization specifically devoted to this series, the Society for
iU.S. Commemorative Coins.
! Appropriate to the rationale for collecting commemoratives are
Jthese paragraphs, extracted from the Guide Book of United States
^Coins:
'

This is one of the more difficult commemorative half dollars to obtain m
higher grades. I'he Alabama State Centennial actually was observed in 1919.

2358

1936 Albany Charter. MS-64. Brilliant.

2359

1937 Antietam. MS-65. Brilliant and lustrous.
One of several commemoratives associated with the Civil War.

2360

1935 Arkansas set: ☆ 1935 MS-63 ☆ 1935-D .MS-60 ☆ 1935-S .M.S64. Lustrous with light golden toning. (Total: 3 pieces)
The Denver and San Francisco issues were distributed only to the extent of
5,500 coins each, a sharp contrast to the 13,000 from Philadelphia.

2361

1936 Arkansas set: ☆ 1936 MS-63 ☆ 1936-D MS-62 ☆ 1936-S .MS60. Surfaces about as foregoing. (Total: 3 pieces)
Somewhat over 9,600 sets were distributed, the highest mintage for an .Ar¬
kansas trio.

2362

1937 Arkansas set: ☆ 1937 MS-63 ☆ 1937-D MS-64 ☆ 1937-S MS63. Brilliant and lustrous. (Total: 3 pieces)

Commemorative coins have been popular since the days of the
Greeks and Romans. In the beginning they served to record and

Total distribution: 5,500 sets.

honor important events, and in the absence of newspapers they
proved highly useful in passing along news of the day. Many modern

2363

1938 Arkansas set: ☆ 1938 MS-62 ☆ 1938-D .Arkansas. MS-60 ☆
1938-S Arkansas. M,S-63. .Scarce and very desirable. ('Ibtal: 3 pieces)

nations have issued commemorative coins, and such pieces are
highly esteemed by collectors. Yet no nation has surpassed our own

Total distribution: just 3,150 sets.

country when it comes to commemorative coins, and in this we have
reason to be proud.

2364

1939 Arkansas set: ☆ 1939 MS-63 ☆ 1939-D MS-65 ☆ 1939-S

d’he unique position occupied by commemoratives in the ITited

MS-63. Each with lilac toning splashed with delicate gold. Desirable

States coinage is largely due to the fact that with few exceptions all

as the last and rarest of the .Arkansas sets, and, indeed, one of the low ¬

commemorative coins have a real historical significance. I'he

est mintage issues of the 2()th-century. (Total: 3 pieces)

progress and advance of people in the New World are presented in an

Just 2,100 sets were distributed.

interesting and instructive manner on the commemorative issues.
Such a record of facts artistically presented on our gold and silver

2365

1936-,S Bay Bridge. MS-65. Brilliant and lustrous. Delicate golden
toning.

memorial issues appeals strongly to the collector who favors the his¬
torical side of numismatics. It is the historical features of the com¬
memoratives, in fact, which create interest among many people who

2366

1934 Boone Bicentennial. M,S-65. Light golden toning.
The first issue in a series of Boone sets which evcntuallv extended to the

would otherwise have little interest in coins.

year 1938.

235.S

1893 Isabella quarter dollar. Net MS-60. Somewhat prooflike,
(deaned long ago, and with some hairlines in the field.
'I'he first United .States commemorative (piarter dollar. Sold at the World’s

2367

1935 Boone set, one from each of the three mints, each coin being
M,S-64. Brilliant and lustrous with light golden toning. ( Total: 3

(ajiumbian Kxposition in 1S9.^ by the Board of Lady Managers.

pieces)

1921 Alabama Ontennial half dollar. 2X2 in field. MS-64. Bril¬

set. 10,000 of the Philadelphia \ ersion

5.000 each were distributed of the Denver and San l-raneiseo issues in the

23.56

liant, frosty and lustrous. A splendid example of this scarce issue.

:BOWERS AND MKKKNA
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l^ anioLis 1935 lk)()ne Set

2376

Small “1934” on Reverse
236X

which over a dozen new designs appeared. Only 5,(KM) sets were dis¬
tributed. Thus, each coin in the set is cjiiite scarce. ( Total; 3 pieces)

from the three mints. Inght golden toning over silver, lustrous sur¬
faces. .-K highly prized set, an .American numismatic classic, and one

19.36-1) MS-t>5

One of the popular trio sets of this “w ild” commemorative year, in

1935 B(M)ne set. Small “1934” on Reverse. MS-65. One each

of the most curious in the .American series. Although 10,000 were dis¬

1936 (Columbia .Sesquicentennial set: ☆ 19.36 .MS-M

☆ 1936-.S .M.S-65. Lustrous pieces with light golden and gray toning.

2377

1892 World’s (Columbian Exposition. .MS-65. Ounmctal-bluc and
iridescent toning on the obverse. Lilac and magenta toning on the

tributed of the Philadelphia issue, just 2,000 examples each were re¬

reverse w ith splashes of blue at the rims. 'The first .American com¬

leased of the 1935-1) and 1935-S versions, the lowest mintage of any

memorative half dollar, and a very nice example thereof.

American silver commemorative coin. ('I'otal: 3 pieces)

By official government decree this particular coin was designated as the
I he distribution of the 193,5-1) and .S pair of rarities ignited the spark that

“Columbian half dollar,” a fairly unusual instance of giving a coin a name in

caused the commemorative boom of the era. .Should any purchaser of this or

addition to a denomination (a scenario which was repeated in 1900 with the

any other commemorative lot in the present sale desire detailed historical infor¬

Lafayette dollar).

mation, a request for same will be honored promptly, gratis.

2369

1936 Boone set: ☆ 1936 .\lS-64 ☆ 1936-D .\IS-63 ☆ 1936-S MS-63.

2378

☆ 1893 Columbian. MS-64, highly prooflike. Light golden toning.

Light golden toning over lustrous surfaces. Another attractive set.

(Total: 2 pieces)

( Ibtal: 3 pieces)
Distribution; 12,(K)0 Philadelphia Mint issues, 5,000 each of the Denver and
.San Francisco versions.

Commemorative pair: ☆ 1892 Columbian. AU-50. Dark gray toning

2379

1935 Connecticut Tercentenary. MS-63. Lustrous and frosty with
light golden toning, a nice match with most of the other Kliasberg

2370

Collection commemoratives dating from the 193()s.

1937 Boone set: ☆ 1937 .\lS-65 ☆ 1937-D .MS-64 ☆ 1937-S .MS-64.
Light golden and gray toning over lustrous surfaces. Another attrac¬
2380

tive set. (Total; 3 pieces)

1936 Delaware Tercentenary. MS-65. Light golden and gray toning
over silvery, lustrous surfaces.

Total distribution amounted to 9,800 of the Philadelphia Mint coins, and
'This interesting coin, bearing the dates 1936 and 1938, was actually coined in
1937.

2,500 each of the Denver and .San Francisco mint issues.

2371

1938 Boone set: ☆ 1938 .MS-65 ☆ 1938-D MS-64 ☆ 1938-S MS-64.
■Mostly brilliant with just a whisper of toning. Lustrous, frosty sur¬

2381

1936 Elgin (Centennial. M.S-64. Brilliant and frosty with delicate
golden toning. Splendid.

faces. One of the nicest “original” sets we have seen in a long time.

The Pioneer Memorial depicted on the reverse of this was intended to be

Carefully preserved since the time of issue. (Total: 3 pieces)

erected in Elgin, Illinois, partly from funds received from the sale of the half

The 1938 Boone set, famous in its own right, marked the end of the series.

dollars. However, receipts did not match expectations, and outside donations

Just 2,1(K) sets were issued. Today, the 1938 Boone set is highly prized for its

did not come in to the extent hoped for. 'Thus, today in 1997 hope springs eter¬

enticingly low mintage and, as might be expected, is fairly hard to find—the

nal, and (jloria Rovelstad (widow of sculptor 'Trygve Rovelstad who designed

supply having been widely scattered.

the coin) is still (|uite interested in having the Pioneer Memorial built. 'This

Croup of commemoratives: ☆ 1936 Bridgeport. M.S-64 ☆ 1936

of many civic exhibits, including a float in last year’s Fourth of July parade.

half dollar and .Memorial are not at all forgotten in FCIgin, have been the subject

2372

(devcland. .M.S-64 ☆ 1924 Huguenot. MS-64 ☆ 1946 Iowa. M.S-65 ☆

Mrs. Rovelstad has acquired an interest in numismatics, and we recall having a

1918 Lincoln-Illinois. M.S-62 ☆ 1936 Long Island. MS-6() ☆ 1923-S

nice conversation with her in 1991, after having corresponded on research matters.

Monroe DcKtrine. .M.S-63 ☆ 1926 .Sesquicentennial of American In¬
dependence. .M.S-6() ☆ 1925 .Stone Mountain. .MS-63 ☆ 1934 Texas.
M.S-6(). Most have light golden toning. .An attractive selection, each
piece with an interesting story. (Total; 10 pieces)

2382

1936 (Jettysburg. MS-65. Medium golden toning over lustrous sur¬
faces.
Authorized in 1936 for the 75th anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg,
1863-1938, except that the promoters couldn’t wait until 1938! Popular today,
depicting as it does the soldiers of the Blue and the Gray on the obverse and
the (inion and Confederate shields on the reverse.

Gem 1922 Grant Half Dollar
Rare With Star Variety
Key to the Series

2373 1925-,S (Jalifornia Diamond Jubilee. MS-65. Mottled medium
gold and gray toning over very lustrous surfaces.
This design, by sculptor Jo Mora, was widely considered to be among the
nicer motifs of the era, w ith B. Max Mehl (who w rote a brniklet on commemoratives in 1937) paying it particular respect.

2.374

f Collection of (Car\er-Washington commemorative half dollars:
1951 MS-62 ☆ 1951-1) M.S-62 ☆ 1951-.S M.S-64 ☆ 1952 M.S-65 ☆
1952- I) MS-63 ☆ 1952-.S MS-63 ☆ 19.53 M.S-63 ☆ 195.3-1) M.S-64 ☆
1953- S MS-62 ☆ 1954 MS-64 ☆ 1954-1) M.S-62 ☆ 19.54-.S M.S-63.
Brilliant and lustrous with light golden toning in most instances. ,A
■ .omplcte date and mintmark set of this somewhat scarce (in com¬
plete set form) commemorative series. ( Total: 12 pieces)

2.375

19.36 (Cincinnati set: -- 1936 MS-62

I936-I) MS-t>4 ☆ I936-,S

2383 1922 (Jrant (Centennial. MS-65. A gorgeous gem, lustrous with
delicate lilae toning. Indeed, this is one of the very finest we h.nc
seen of this highly desired key issue, tpiite possiblv the centerpiece
to the entire series in terms of scarcity at the gem lev el toil.iv A nt.qot
opportunity for the connoisseur and specialist.
I he 1922 fir.int Memorial half dollar was priHliiceil to the extent o( h7,4t)S
pieces withoiit star and only 4,25fi w ith star U hen these pieses were sold in the

MS /»4 I.iisrroiis with delitatc golden toning. A very nice suite of

earlv I92()s, ipiite .i tew went to mcmliers of the pnbln who ilcsireil them

;l.rce ; oin . i onsririif mg one of the st .ircer issues of the seties; just

souvenirs, and a lesser number to numismatists

.M) • n h w»-re minted : loral: 3 pieces)

as

Thus, bs as simn as I'tJS |02^

the w Ith-star \ ar lets was rei ogni/ed as lie mg si an e

\t the tune tliere « as icrx

little attention paid to lommemoralise ipialits, loins were apt to lie laielessls

\1\
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The Louis A. EHasherj, Sr., Collertioti
handled, no albums were available in which to store and display them, and
many pieces became damaged.

2388

Interest in commemoratives began in a big way in 1935, when several short-

1936 Lynchburg. MS-63. Brilliant with some hints of golden ton¬
ing.

minted issues appeared and were quickly .sold out (or seemed to be). Notable
among these were the 1935 Hudson, 1935 Old .Spanish Trail, and the 1935

2389

1920 Maine. M,S-64. Lilac toning over lustrous surfaces. A particu¬

Denver and .San Francisco Boone coins w ith .Small “1934” on the reverse. Be¬

larly nice example of an issue which is quite difficult to locate with a

fore long, thousands of collectors were desiring to put together runs of com¬

combination of high technical grade and attractive aesthetic appeal.

memorative silver coins beginning with the 1892 Columbian half dollar and

Fhe models were prepared by Anthony de Francisci, best known for the
1921 Peace silver dollar. 'Fhe designs were apparently prepared by an artist in
Maine whose identity is not known to this very day. Perhaps Michael S. I'urrini,
who has so intensely researched the 1946 Iowa half dollar, should spend some
time in Maine to solve this little mystery!

ending with the current issues of 1935 and 1936, likely as not storing them in
one of Wayte Raymond’s “National” albums. It was found that, current issues
notwithstanding, there were two really difficult pieces to acquire: the 1928 Ha¬
waiian .Sesquicentennial and, even more so, the 1922 Grant With Star. A survey
of retail advertisements from the 1930s points this out dramatically.
As the years and decades passed on, other issues were produced, various pro¬
motions came and went, and tradition was forgotten. In the process, the 1922

2390

19.34 Maryland Tercentenary. MS-64. Toning as preceding.

Grant With Star half dollar slipped through the proverbial crack. Ibday, pieces
with numerical grades of MS-64, and MS-65 are very elusive, and teMy attractive

2391

pieces at those grades are several times more elusive yet.

2384

1921 Missouri Centennial. 2H4. MS-63. Brilliant and lustrous
with light lilac and golden toning. A very appealing piece as will be
seen immediately upon visual inspection.

1922 Grant. No Star. MS-65. Medium gray and gunmetal-blue
toning over very lustrous surfaces. A nice example of the more

2392

readily seen issue of the design.

1921 Missouri Centennial. Plain. MS-63. Another splendid
specimen of exceptional aesthetic appeal. Worthy of a strong bid by
the connoisseur.

2393

1938 New Rochelle. MS-64. Light golden toning over lustrous, frosty
surfaces.
A popular issue originated by the Westchester Gounty (New York) Coin
Club, but distributed through a local bank so as to make it less numismatic in
its aspect. Local numismatists worked with great relish to create, promote, and
distribute the issue, which was done with fairness to all concerned, and earned
the club a resounding “Well done!” from the collecting community.

2394
I 2385

1928 Hawaiian Sesquicentennial. MS-64. Lightly mottled gold
toning over brilliant, lustrous surfaces. Traditionally a key to the com¬

2395

1936 Norfolk Bicentennial. MS-64. With delicate golden toning.
1926 Oregon Trail. MS-65. Light golden toning over brilliant sur¬
faces. An attractive example of the first issue of this beautiful series.

memorative series, a variety that has always been highly admired for

This design was voted as the favorite by members of the Society for T.S.

its necessity in a set of design types.

Commemorative Coins. The motifs were done by sculptor James FJarle Fraser

There are three commemorative issues that stand alone as the only ones of

(remembered for the 1913 Buffalo nickel) and his wife and former student,

their types (without additional features such as mintmarks, stars, and so on),

Laura Gardin Fraser.

and with a distribution of just 10,000 coins. Fhese are: 1928 Hawaiian Sesqui¬
centennial, 1935 Hudson Sesquicentennial, and 1935 Old Spanish Trail. Of
these three, the latter two went almost exclusively into numismatic channels,

2396

1926-S Oregon Trail. M,S-65. Attractive light golden toning.

2397

1928 Oregon Trail. MS-65. Appearance as preceding.

2398

1933-D Oregon Trail. MS-64. Appearance as preceding.

2399

1934-D Oregon Trail. MS-65. Appearance as preceding.

with very few advertised to or reaching the general public. I'hus, most were
saved, although with varying degrees of care. In contrast, the 1928 Hawaiian
half dollars were largely distributed to citizens of the Hawaiian Islands, and
many coins became polished, cleaned, or mishandled. 'I'he minority went to
numismatists. 'Fhus, today in high Mint State levels such as the Eliasberg Collection
coin, the 1928 Hawaiian Sesquicentennial half dollar is particularly important.

2400

1936 Oregon Trail. M,S-65. Another specimen of the same appear¬
ance. This set has been kept together for many years, and the coins
are quite similar as a result.

2401

1936-S Oregon Trail. MS-65. A match to the preceding.

2402

1937-D Oregon Frail. MS-65. Another delightful coin.

2403

1938 Oregon Trail. MS-65. A scarce and desirable low-mintage is¬
sue.

2386

1935 Hudson. MS-64. Light golden toning over brilliant, lustrous
surfaces. Ever popular due to its low mintage of 10,000 coins. One of
the most elusive issues for acquisition as part of a set of design types.

2404 1938-1) Oregon Trail. MS-66. Light golden toning. An exception¬
ally nice specimen.
2387

1925 Lexington-CJoncord Sesquicentennial. MS-65 or better.
Light golden toning over lustrous surfaces. Popular issue with the
.\hnufe Man statue on the obverse.

iOWKK.S AND MKKKNA

2405

1938-S Oregon Trail. MS-65. Light golden toning.

Ihtl MU IS t.

2406

Sr., Collection

1039 Oregon Frail. MS-66. Lij'htly mottled gold and magenta ton¬

2415 1935 Old Spanish Trail. MS-65. Light gold toning over lustrous

ing over silvery surfaces (characteristic of all three coins this year).

silver surfaces. .A very pleasing specimen of this popular low mintage

Low distribution of just 3,000 pieces.

(distribution: 10,000 issues) a key to the series.

1930-1) Oregon Trail. .MS-65. .A match for the preceding.

dent of the American .Numismatic Association.

Distributed by L.W. floffecker of El Paso, Texas, who later served as presi¬

2407

2416

1935 Te.vas set: ☆ 1935 .\lS-65 ☆ 1935-D .MS-66 ☆ 1935-S MS-65.
.A lovely set, brilliant with delicate golden and lilac toning—just
about as nice as one could hope to find. (Total: 3 pieces)

2417

1936 Texas set: ☆ 1936 MS-66 ☆ 1936-1) MS-66 ☆ 1936-S 'Fexas.
.MS-65. Light golden toning over lustrous surfaces—very attractive,
but toned slightly differently than the preceding. Again, the quality
is outstanding. (Total: 3 pieces)

2418
2408 1939-S Oregon Trail. MS-66. The final coin in the series.

1937 Texas set: ☆ 1937 MS-64 ☆ 1937-1) MS-65 ☆ 1937-S M.S-66.
Light gold and gray toning over lustrous surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

2419 1938 Texas set: ☆ 1938 MS-64 ☆ 1938-D MS-64 ☆ 1938-S MS-63.

1915-S Panama-Pacific Half Dollar

'Fhe first two are bright and silvery, the last has light golden and gray
toning. Latest-dated and .scarcest of the 'Fexas sets. Distribution of

Superb Gem Mint State

2409

1915-S Panama-I *acific Exposition International Exposition.

just over 3,775 .sets totally. ('Ibtal: 3 pieces)

2420

.MS-66. Mottled golden toning over silvery surfaces. A superb speci¬

1925 Fort Vancouver. MS-66. Splashes of delicate gold and gray
toning over highly lustrous, simply gorgeous surfaces. One of the

men, one of the very finest we have ever seen. Kept with great care

very finest we have seen of this issue, a very difficult variety to ac¬

over a long period of years. Very difficult to find in this combination

quire with excellent aesthetic appeal. Accordingly, the E^liasbcrg Col¬

ot high grade and exquisite appearance.

lection coin should attract a wide circle of bidders.

.Also see Lot 2425, another half dollar of this issue.

2410

Pair of Pilgrim half dollars: ☆ 1920 .M.S-64/65 ☆ 1921 .M.S-(>4. Lus-

2421

trtius with light toning, the latter somewhat rare. Ever popular duo.

A popular issue, with dies in higher relief than on any other commemorative

( Ibtal: 2 pieces)
2411

1927 Vermont MS-65. Light yellow and gray toning over lustrous
surfaces.
(it is a wonder that the pieces struck up properly, but nearly all did).

19.56 Rhode Island set: ☆ 1936 M.S-6() ☆ 19,56-1) M,S-63 ☆ 1936-.S

2422

Collection of Booker T. Washington half dollars: ☆ 1946 MS-65

M.S-6.5. Fhe first piece is mostly brilliant with slight golden toning,

☆ 1946-1) MS-65 ☆ 1946-S M.S-64 ☆ 1947 MS-64 ☆ 1947-1) M.S-63

the second two arc toned light gold over gray and silver surfaces. (To¬
tal: 3 pieces)

☆ 1947-S MS-65 ☆ 1948 .M.S-63 ☆ 1948-1) MS-65 ☆ 1948-S MS-64
☆ 1949 M,S-64 ☆ 1949-1) .MS-64 ☆ 1949-S M,S-65 ☆ 19.50 M.S-65 ☆
1950- 1) MS-62 ☆ 19.50-S M.S-64 ☆1951 M.S-63 ☆1951-1) M.S-63 ☆

2412

1957 Roanoke. M.S-6.5, nearly completely prooflike. Lightly cleaned

1951- .S M.S-64. Brilliant with varying degrees of light golden toning.

long ago and with some hairlines. .A popular issue, the obverse of

.An attractive run, a complete set of this scries, w hich contains mans

which IS said to have been modeled by movie actor Krrol Flynn.
2413

pieces of surprisingly low (and usually ovcrliMikcd) mintage. ( Fotal:
18 pieces)

19 56 Rf)binson-,Arkansas. M.S-65. Delicate toning over very attractive
surfaces. A far above average example of this piece, somewhat scarce

2423

19.56 Wisconsin Fcrritorial Centennial. M.S-(i(). Light golden toning.

v> fine, although plentiful enough at lower Mint .State levels.
2424
2414

San IJiego pair:

1955-.S MS-60 6 19.56-1) M.S-6.5. Ilrilliant, the

19.56 York (Maine) Fcrccntcnary. MS-M. Brilliant with whispers of
toning.

former with light gray and gold toning. ( liotal: 2 fiicces)

V
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Panama-Pacific exposition
COMMEMORA'riVR COINS
History of the Exposition Coins
In 1915 visitors from all over the world converged on a veritable
new city that had been built of lath and plaster on the San
Francisco shorefront. Building upon the tradition established by
i the 1876Centennial Exhibition (Philadelphia), 1892-1893 World’s
Columbian Exposition (Chicago), the 1900 Paris Exposition, the
1904 St. Louis World’s Fair, and other such events, the PanPacific showcased marvels of technology, art, history, and sci¬
ence. The official reason for the Exposition was to celebrate San
) Francisco’s rebirth from the 1906 earthquake and fire and to
observe the opening (in August 1914) of the Panama Canal.
After the event ended, nearly everything was torn down. An
: exception was the Palace of Fine Arts, which, while never intended
to be a permanent structure, survived to be used to store fire
-engines and other municipal equipment. In recent times it has
Teen restored. This building in 1915 was the numismatic focal
t point of the Exposition. Under its huge dome was Farran Zerbe’s
: Money of the World exhibit and, after the fair’s closing, his
concession to sell the remaining Pan-Pacific coins by mail order.
Today the five different coins issued in connection with the
; Panama-Pacific International Exposition stand as the high water
;mark among American commemoratives. In connection with the
j present offering, it is appropriate to give a sketch of the event which
? caused their production. The following is excerpted from Frank
! Morton Todd’s book. The Story of the Exposition, published in 1921:

ment was continued on a mail order basis, down to November 1, 1916.
when, at the request of the Exposition and by authority of the .Secre¬
tary of the lreasur>', most of the coins remaining unsold were returned
to the Mint and melted.

In the years since 1916, the Panama-Pacific coins have been
highly prized by numismatists. Today, the large and impressive
$50 coins are especially admired, and it is always an occasion
when examples cross the auction block. 'Fhe EliasbcrgCollection
offers one of each, as given below. For many years these w ere on
display as a set.

2425 1915-S Panama-Pacific Exposition half dollar. MS-64. A lovely
specimen from the Eliasberg Collection display set. Lilac and gray
toning with hints of iridescence. Some minor marks. A visuallv ap¬
pealing specimen of this popular issue.
Also see Lot 2406, an MS-66 half dollar of this issue.
Obverse design by Chief Engraver Charles E. Barber. Reverse by his assis¬
tant, George T. Morgan.

The Exposition instituted an official Coin and Medal Department,
and put it under the direction of Farran Zerbe, past president of the
American Numismatic Association.
Although the coins were not ready until well after the fair opened,
the Coinage Department took in $179,506 in the Exposition period,
and $51,966 in the post-Exposition time. The whole net return of the
Exposition’s coin and medal business after deducting the cost of mate¬
rials and all administration came to $65,555.09.
60,000 commemorative half dollars were coined, of which 34 were

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

2426 1915-S Panama-Pacific Exposition gold dollar. MS-65. A spar¬
kling, lustrous gem of excellent technical quality and eye appeal.
Designs by Charles Keck, an artist in the private sector. The Mint did not
have the time to prepare the models for the dies, thus the Medallic Art Com¬
pany, New York City, was tapped to do the work.

reserved for assay. Of the 59,966 pieces available, 27,100 were sold and
32,866 were destroyed later at the Mint. 25,034 gold dollars were
coined, of which 34 were used for assay and the balance all sold. 10,017

Gem Panama-Pacific $2.50

$2.50 gold pieces were struck, of which 17 were used for assay, leaving
10,000 available. Of these 10,000 there were 6,750 sold and the rest,
3,250 pieces, were melted.
There were 1,509 of the octagonal $50 pieces made, of which nine
were used for assay, 645 were actually sold and 854 went to the melting
pot. There were 1,510 round $50 pieces including 10 for assay. Just 483
were sold. 1,017 were melted.
The striking of the first octagonal $50 gold piece, the largest coin
ever authorized by the government, and the first minted since 1852 of
any other shape than circular, was made a notable occasion at the Mint.
The superintendent of the San Francisco Mint, Mr. I'.W.H. Shanahan,
extended invitations to various dignitaries, to be present at 11:00 on
the morning of June 21, 1915, when the first of these coins was struck.
The various commemorative coins were in good demand. Prices
were: half dollars, $1 each or six for $5. Gold dollar, $2 each, or six for

(photo enlarged to ta tce actual size)

$10. $2.50 gold pieces, $4 each, or six for $20. $50 gold pieces, either

2427 1915-S I’anama-Pacific Exposition qiiarler eagle MS-65. Lus¬

shape, $100 each, (yimplete sets mounted in metal frames or leather

trous and attractive. A truly splendid specimen.

cases sold for $200.
Many sales were made to banks throughout the country. With the

preparation lines in the fields. I'hcsc lines wore oft alter the dies had been

close of the Exposition, this exhibit was moved to the Palace of Fine

A ver\’ early striking from the dies, with interesting curlicuc-hkc raised tS\c
used for a period of time.
I he quarter eagle was designed by Mint engravers Barber and Morgan

I he

Arts, where it looked very much at home and continued as a sales

reverse combines certain ■ Icments adapted from a Morgan pattern halt dollar

agency over the post-Exposition period to May 1, 1916. Ehc Depart¬

reverse of 1877 and his “Schoolgirl

BOWERS AND MKKKNA

pattern siKei dollar ot 188,..
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Famous l^anama-Pacific Gold $50

Famous Panama-Pacific Cjold $50

Kound Format

Octagonal Format

Only 483 Distributed

Only 645 Were Distributed

Rarest Commemorative

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

(photo enlaryted to twice actual size)

242H

2429

1915-S Fanama-l’acific Exposition $50 gold. Octagonal. .MS-

191.S-S F*anama-l*acific Kxposition gold $50. Kound. MS-63.

64. Brilliant, lustrous, and beautiful. A splendid example of this clas¬

Brilliant and lustrous. A vcr\- pleasing example from a visual view¬

sic commemorative rarity, a coin that will be a showpiece in the col¬

point. one that is bound to be a source of pleasure and pride for its
next owner.
With j tlistnbiirKin of just 4KV the 191 ,S-.S round $.S<) is the rarest of all c-ommcmtirative
loins. Add the unusual denomination, the impressive design and appearance,
and the result is a winning combination.
• tbversc and reverse designs of this and the following coin were by sculptor
Robert Aitkcn Shtuild the successful bidder desire biographical information

lection of its next owner.
Although 1,.S09 were minted, many were melted, and the net distribution
amounted to just 64,S pieces. The sales of the (Ktagonal format exceeded those
of the round format as this eight-sided coin was a more distinctive shape. The
design is by Robert Aitken, as is the foregoing. However, the (Ktagonal version
is slightly different, apart from its shape, in that it has eight dolphins m the
angles on the obverse and the same number on the reverse.

omerning Aitken or additional material relating to the F’anama-Pacific Intcrn itKinal Kxposition we would be pleased to supply same.
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SESSION TWO
Monday Morning, April 7, 10:00 AM Sharp
United States Colonial and Federal Coins: Lots 3001-3008
Confederate States of America Coins: Lots 3009-3013
Assayer’s Bar, Tokens, and Medals: Lots 3014-3114; United States Currency: Lots 31 15-3308

iVARious American coins
The following section comprises many scarce, interesting, and
idesirable early American and LInited States pieces. These items,
mot part of his complete set of federal coins from the half cent to
!the double eagle, were additional pieces gathered by Louis E.
iEliasberg, Sr. Some,’such as the Confederate States of America
coins and the early American issues, were gathered for their
;historical interest and value. Others such as the 1865 and 1890
coins formed separate displays.
I Many superb coins are included within different specialties.

[ 3001
!

;

3002

1781 North American token. Breen-1144. VF-20. Copper. 118.2
grains. Light brown surfaces. A nice example of an issue which is
rarely seen in higher grades. Although dated 1781, it is believed that
striking occurred early in the 19th century.
Interestingly, W. Elliot Woodward in his sale of the Francis .S. Hoffman Col-

.

lection, April 1866, Lot 1444, included this: “North American Token, 1781,
dies by Perkins; two pieces; different varieties.” Today (1997) the identity of
the die sinker is not known, but Jacob Perkins, of Newburyport, M.'X, is not a
contender (although he did cut other dies, namely for certain Massachusetts
copper coins of the 1780s and several varieties of undated, circa 18()(), Washing¬
ton funeral medals).

Marvelous Gem Bar Cent
Issued Circa 1785

1776 Continental “Dollar”
Mint State N-IC

1776 Continental Currency “dollar” in pewter. Newman 1-C,
Breen-1089. MS-60. 256.4 grains. General type with correct spelling of CURRENCY and without designer’s initials.
Attractive light silver gray surfaces, toned on the letters and de¬
vices, brilliant in the fields. A few scattered marks are not unusual,
and we note on the reverse a scratch in the “Pennsylvania" loop at
the lower right, and a few other contact marks. All in all, the coin has
a very pleasing aspect and will readily satisfy the requirements of the

(photo enlarged to hitice actual size!

3003

Undated (circa 1785) Bar cent or copper. B-1145. MS-65,
brown. 82.1 grains. Lustrous brown surfaces with tinges of irides¬
cence. A handsome specimen, ranking as one of the very finest we

early American coin specialist as a truly handsome example of this

have ever seen of this issue. A fez:' traces of original mint red are seen.

popular issue.

Sharply struck and well defined in all areas. A major opportunitv for

Obverse with sun, sundial, and inscriptions, the latter including MINI)
YOUR HUSINKSS (which is self-explanatory) and FUfilO (= “I fly,” a refer¬
ence to time passing quickly, OON'I'INKN'I'AU OURRHNOY 177b inscrip¬
tions surround. Reverse with names of states (often curiously abbreviated or
spelled) inscribed on links, AMERICAN CONCRKS.S and WK ARK ONK at
the center. It is believed that such pieces were issued as a coinage substitute
fot a paper dollar, by the Continental Congress. The dies have been attributed
tt) Kric R Newman by Klisha (iailaudet of Freehold, NJ.
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the connoisseur and specialist.
Flic obverse bears the monogram l '.S.\ in interlocked letters, said to ha\e
been copied from an old (lontinental .\rmy uniform button. The resersc has a

series of parallel bars, giving rise to the name “Bar copper or

Bar cent

we

use today. Fhese undated coins are believed to ha\e made their first appear¬
ance in 178.S in New Virk Uity.
The reverse exhibits the well-known spine ot spot from the upper left of the
second bar from the bottom. Near the center of the com arc some raised die
lines, and at the upper left arc evidences of a beginning die break I he c.mdi
tion of the coin is such that detailed examination of the die siitfa. es are pos
sible.

I'he Louis t.. b.liasberg, Sr., Collection

30(M

17H7 \uctori I’lcbi-* copper. B-1147. \ K-3U. 117.4 f^rains.

pleasing

1974-.S Fhsenhower silver dollar. (Duplicate) tlr 1971-8 Eisenhower

example of this issue.

silver dollar. (5) ix 1972-S Fhsenhower silver dollar. (2)

1 he token bears on the obverse the draped bust left portrait of King George

1973-S

Fhsenhower silver dollar. (2). ( Fotal: 75 Mint sets; 62 Proof sets; 16

11, virtually identical in concept to that found on Connecticut copper coins of

Eisenhower dollars; 3 extra cents |as listed above])

the same type and year. Obverse inscription .-M CTORl: PLKBIS: (“By the

Note: This group of coins will be retained at the offices of Bowers and

authoritv of the people"). Reverse with goddess seated, lion and globe to her

Merena in New Hampshire, and will not be brought to the sale site. .Arrange¬

right (on the left side of the coin), inscription INDEF: E l’ ElB (“indepen¬

ments for e.xamination can be made at our otfices by appointment.

dence and liberty”) above and to the left and right, later state of the die. This
copper IS part of the Conder token series made in England and is collected in
America primarily because of its resemblance to the Connecticut style.

3005

1794 I'albot, .Allum &: IvCe cent. Variety with NKW YORK. B-1029.
F-15. 150.2 grains. Light brown toning.
.A specimen that saw a fair amount of circulation, certainly well into the first
decade or two of the 19th century. Struck in Hingland for the account of the
New Vork City partnership indicated. Many undistributed pieces were later
sold to the Philadelphia .Mint, where planchets were punched from them and
used to coin federal half cents.

Collection of 1865-Dated Goins
3006

Collection of coins bearing the date 1865, one each of the various
denominations made that year, cent to $20 gold. This collection was
made up years ago by l^ouis E. Eliasberg, Sr., for a separate loan dis¬
play to the State Planters Bank. Virginia, the 1865 date being signifi¬

Confederate States of
American Coins
The following offering comprises one each of the three variet¬
ies of 1861 Confederate States of America cent restrikes (copper,
silver, and gold), the 1861 half dollar restrike by J.W. Scott, and
Scott’s C.S.A. token. Each coin is offered individually.
The restrike cents, made in 1874, are of special interest and are
highlighted by the exceedingly rare 1861 Confederate States of
America cent in gold, the finest auctioned in our generation, and
one of only seven said to have been struck (of which we are able
to trace only four today).

cant in the bank’s history. Offered are the various denominations and
grades as listed. Certainly, this glimpse at Civil War era coinage
would have been quite interesting to those who viewed the pieces.

1861 Confederate Gent

Later, the exhibit was returned to the Baltimore numismatist, placed
into storage, and now is offered for sale as a lot: ☆ 1865 Indian cent.

Copper Restrike

MS-60 ☆ 1865 two-cent piece. EF-45, cleaned ☆ 1865 nickel three-

One of 55 Believed Struck

cent piece. VK-35 ☆ 1865 silver three-cent piece. Proof-64. A keydate in the series. With an interesting tiny die break ☆ 1865 half
dime. .MS-66. A rarity as a date and also in this grade; a numismatic
highlight ☆ 1865 dime. .Scarce issue. Proof-61

1865 quarter dollar.

EF-4() ☆ 1865 half dollar. EF-40, brushed ☆ 1865 dollar. Proof-60 ☆
1865 gold dollar. Net \’G-8. Jewelry; polished and plugged ☆ 1865-S
quarter eagle. F-12 ☆ 1865 three-dollar gold. AlI-58, prooflike
1865-S half eagle. EF-4() ☆ 1865 eagle. EF-45 -sY 1865-S double
eagle. EF-4(). (Total: 15 pieces)

3009

1861 Confederate States of America cent. Restrike in copper.
Breen-8008. Proof-60. 58.6 grains. Rich chocolate brown surfaces
with hints of iridescent blue. .Scratch on cheek. A scratch on the neck

1890 Coin Set
3007

and jaw of Miss Liberty is prominent, but has toned over the years to

Set of 1890-dated coins made up decades ago for a separate display.
Consists of the following: -iY 1890 Indian cent. Proof-60 ☆ 1890 Lib¬
erty Head five cents. Proof-62 'ii 1890 Liberty Seated dime. Proof-60
tx 1890 Liberty Seated quarter. AT-50, prooflike ☆ 1890 Liberty

there around the surface. 4'he striking is exquisite with all design de¬
tails sharply defined. .Struck on a thick planchet, accounting for the
weight (which is heavier than the silver striking, on a thin planchet).

.Seated half dollar. M.S-60, prooflike ☆ 1890 Morgan silver dollar. .AU-

7’his Confederate States of America restrike in copper will be a high¬

50, brushed •tr 1890 quarter eagle. ,AL'-55 ☆ 1890-CC half eagle. .MS-

light in any fine collection. The specialist in Civil War tokens or Indian

62 ☆ 1890 eagle. EF-45 ☆ 1890-CC double eagle. EF-45. (Total: 10
pieces)
3(K)8

match the rest of the coin. A few scattered marks are seen here and

Large group of modem Mint sets and Proof sets. Grades as re¬

Head cents may wish to consider its possibilities as an addition to a
cabinet of either. Actually, this is the ultimate “Civil War cent"!

History^ of the C.S.A. Cent

ceived from the Bureau of the Mint, with some pieces having ac-

I he (Confederate States of America cent is one of the most interesting issues

(piired light toning in the meantime. Fhe set contains the following:

associated with the Lost Cause. Much of what we know today comes to us

☆ 1%() Lncirculated set (3) ☆ 196()-D Tncirculated set (2) ☆ 1963

through the 19th-century catalogues of John W. Haseltinc, the 1874 notice is¬

Lncirculated sct(2)<r 1964 Lncirculated set (4) ☆ 1964-D Uncircu¬

sued by the restrikers of the cent, and from a talk given by Maseltine to the

lated sct(2)<i' 1968 Lncirculated setlLSliY 1968-D Lncirculated set
(16) ☆ L>69 Lncirculated set (9) ☆ 1969-D L ncirculated set (9) ☆

members of the ANA assembled in convention in Philadelphia in 1908. .Some
of this information is contradictory. What is given below is the most w idely be¬
lieved scenario.

1970 I ncirculated set lir 197()-D Lncirculated set ☆ 1971-1) Uncir¬

In 1861, Robert Lovett, Jr., a die sinker and medalist at 2(K) .South .5th .Street,

1971 Uncirculated set ( + 1 extra cent) ☆ 1972-1) Lncir-

Philadelphia, was well known for the many tokens and medals he produced.

< ulated set ☆ 1972 Lncirculated set (+ 1 cent) ☆ 1973 Uncirculated

One of these, a cent-si/.ed token dated 1860, bore on the obverse the jvirtrait of

set * 1973-1) Lncirculated set ☆ 1974 Uncirculated set ☆ 1974-1)

a lady’s head, called “Minerva" by at least one observer (W. Elliot Woodward,

culated set

Lncirculated set ( + 1 extra cent) ☆ 1975 Uncirculated set ☆ 1975-1)
I ncirculated set ☆ 1976 Lncirculated set P/I) ☆ 1960 Proof set ☆

Holland Collection sale, 1878, Lot 1529). In the same year, 1861, the leading
Philadelphia jewelry firm was Bailey & Co., which later became known as
Bailey, Banks & Biddle.

1964 PrcMif set (2) ☆ 1968-

In the first year of the Civil War, an official of the Confederate States ol

S Proof set (10) ir 1969-.S PrfKif set (17) ☆ 1970-,S Proof set (5) ☆

.America contacted Bailey & Co. to seek a die cutter who could make a C S \

Prorjf set! 15) vt l‘)63 Proof set (3)
1971 -S Proof set (7)

I972-.S PrrKif set (9)

1974 S Pr(K(f set (2)

1975-.S PrrKif set ☆ 1965 .Special Mint set (22)

:V 1'#^/. Spc( lal Mint set M3)

1973-.S PrcKif set (2)

l'w»7 Special Mint set (8) ☆ 1971-.S

Khi'nhowcr silver doll.ir (I )uplitatc) (4) ■'< 1972-S Eisenhower silver
d'-.ar M)upli(a(c>

197US Eisenhower vilvcr dollar. (I liiplicatc) ☆

cent. Lovett was Bailey's logical choice. In tliie course, Losett adopiesl hi'
Minerva head for the obverse of a cent, with CONf I-1 )f R \ 11- SI \ 1 1- S Of
AMERK ..A surrounding and the date I8fil below The resetse was of a ilistinc
tive design illustrating agricultural products of the South, with a bale of lotton
below, on which was the initial of the engraser, I
CINI

Within the wieath was I

IU)\\ i:U.S AM) \11-:UE\A

'

I he Louis L. Lliasher^, Sr., C.ollection
Lovett struck 12 pattern pieces in copper-nickel, the alloy being used at the

ANA convention, Haseltine stated that just three gold and onl\ five silver re¬
strikes had been made, plus 55 in copper. Haseltine was not a paragon of s erasity, and the truth may never be know n. However, the number of pieces struck

time to make federal Indian Head cents. He soon had second thoughts about
the project, and fearing reprisal from I'nion authorities if he aided the Confed¬
eracy, he canceled the project and hid the 12 coins. There the matter rested for

must have been very small, for today they are exceedingly rare, and even the
copper restrikes are lacking in most major collections.

a long time. After the war ended he took one of the coins and used it as a
pocket piece. Although he was well known to numismatists of his city, he told

In 1961, Robert Bashlow, New York City entrepreneur (his companies in¬
cluded the QWER fYLIOPress, the Williams Trading Company, and the

no one about the little Confederate cents, and no one suspected that they ex¬
isted.

Trans-Africa Development Company), took the rusted, unserviceable original
dies and had August Frank, a Philadelphia firm, make new copy dies by trans¬
fer, from which he issued “restrikes.” However, these copies, with irregular
surfaces, are quite unlike the 1874 restrikes from the original die pair.

One day in 1873, Lovett spent his pocket piece by mistake in a West Phila¬
delphia bar. By chance, the barkeep recognized the piece as being unusual, and
showed it to a numismatist. Or so the story goes. In any event, around this time
Edward .Maris, M.D., prominent Philadelphia collector, learned of the coin or

For further reading: Mark R. Borckardt, “A Closer Look at the Confederate

coins, and succeeded in buying Lovett’s remaining coins, some 10 or 12 in

Cent,” Rare Coin Rez’ien:' No. 106. 1996, modified by commentary by P. .Scott

number, and, possibly, the dies. The discovery coin, with evidence of wear, was

Rubin, “An Even Closer Look at the Confederate Cent,” Rare Coin Reiiev No
112, 1996.

consigned or sold to Capt. John W. Haseltine, Philadelphia dealer, who in¬
cluded it as Lot 66.S in his January 13-15, 1874 sale. I’he description, given be¬
low (thanks to P. Scott Rubin for the citation), represents the first time collec¬
tors learned of the issue;

1861 Confederate Gent

CONFEDERA'PE CHiNT, 1861, head of Liberty; inscription, 'Con¬
federate States of America’; rev., ‘1 Cent’ in two lines, surrounded by a

Restrike in Silver

wreath of ears of corn and wheat, with a cotton bale at the bottom;
nickel; Very Fine; excessively rare.

One of Just 12 Struck

The dies for the above piece were made by Mr. Lovett, of Philadel¬
phia, in 1861. Mr. Lovett says that they were ordered in 1861, for the
South, and that the dies were delivered. Previous to delivering the
dies, he struck 12 pieces, but showed them to no one and kept the mat¬
ter quiet, fearing that he might be arrested if it were known. It was not
until about six months since Mr. Lovett parted with all he had (either
10 or 12) to Dr. E. Maris, of Philadelphia, from whom this one was ob¬
tained. Although it is evident that the Southern Confederacy did not
adopt this piece, still it will always be considered interesting and valu¬
able as the only coinage designed for the Southern Confederacy, and
will no doubt bring a high price, I have been somewhat particular in
giving the facts about this piece, as there are persons who always sneer
at and doubt anything new and interesting that is discovered by other
than themselves. J.W.H.
The preceding was not completely accurate, in that Lovett had not delivered
(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

the dies to the Confederacy. Nor was it “the only coinage designed for the
Southern Confederacy,” but Haseltine would not have known otherwise, for
the existence of a Confederate half dollar v/diS not known until later in the de¬
cade, in 1879.

3010

1861 Confederate States of America cent. Restrike in silv er.
Breen-8007. Proof-62. 73.3 grains. Mostly brilliant surfaces with

Within a short time Haseltine and his associate, J. Colvin Randall, made a

light toning. Splashes of blue and gray are seen here and there and

deal to buy the coins from Maris. The dies were acquired as well, either from

accent the appearance in a favorable way. Thick planchet, but not as

.Maris (if .Maris had them) or from Lovett. A plan was made to create restrikes.
Peter L. Krider, another Philadelphia die sinker and medalist, was hired to
make the restrikes. A “Circular to Collectors” dated April 2, 1874, published by
Haseltine and Randall, told of the discovery of the coins and dies, and noted
that restrikes had been made to the extent of seven gold, 12 silver, and 55 cop¬

thick as the preceding. A pleasing specimen that will be an ornament
and highlight in any connoisseur’s collection. Only a few silver re¬
strikes can now be traced—probably fewer than 10—of which this
certainly is one of the most attractive.

per impressions, the die breaking on the 55th copper strike. No restrikes were

Although Captain J.W. Haseltine in 1908 recalled that just five specimens

made in copper-nickel, thus preserving the numismatic integrity of the origi¬

had been struck in silver, we are inclined to accept the figure of 12 pieces pub¬

nals.
Whether these were accurate figures is not known. Years later at the 1908

often a span of years w ill elapse between auction offerings. Over the years w e

lished in 1874, as silver restrikes, while rare, do not seem to be that rare. 1 lowever,
have had just two or three others.

BOWKKS AND MKKKNA
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I'htl uuis A. h.liasder^, Sr., Collection

1861 C.S.A. Cent Restrike in Gold
Incredible Rarity
Finest of Only Four Traced
A Highlight of the Eliasber^ Collection

3011

1861 Confederate States of America cent. Restrike in gold.
Breen-8006. Proof-64. 99.5 grains. A few milling marks are seen
on the obverse in front of the face, otherwise we would call this
Proof-6.S. Frosted designs and lettering are accented by deep mirror
Proof surfaces. Gold issues were first struck from the dies, and thus
the present coin is a very early impression. Finest of just four speci¬
mens traced.

Dent at the last A in A.MFIRK.A, edge repair. 99.7 grains.

3. Stack’s 400 Sale Specimen. Proof.
• Stack’s 400 Sale, January 1988, Lot 5,38. Described as brilliant Proof, “a
small dig on the neck and some hairline obverse scratches; minor edge nicks."

4. Farouk Specimen. Proof.

In 1874 it was stated that seven impressions had been struck in gold,
a figure revised to just three h'j

• Auction ’89, Lot 188.

. Haseltine in his 1908 recollections.

The 1874 figure seems to be closer to the truth, in view that four speci¬
mens are known to exist today. Indeed, in The Xumismatist, March
1911, F.dgar 11. Adams reiterated the mintage figure of seven. Regard¬
less, this issue is so rare that few advanced collectors or dealers have
ever seen a gold example, let alone have had the chance to buy one.
.‘\lthough copper restrikes come on the market now and then, and
silver rcstrikes at very infretpient intervals, gold pieces arc legendary
rarities. Only four have been traced, of which the Fliasberg Collec¬
tion specimen seems to be far and away the finest.

• King Farouk Collection.
• Palace Collection sale (.Sotheby’s), Cairo, 19.54, Lot .3.35.
• C. Ramsey Bartlett sale (Stack’s), February 1966, Lot 992. “Brilliant PriKif ”
• Stack’s sale of September 1994, Lot 316.

The Eliasberg Specimen
I he story of the acquisition of the Filiasberg Collection specimen was related
by Dr. George J. F'uld (letter, April 19, 1996), who spent much of his life in Bal¬
timore, and is given below:
From about 194.3 to 1947 there was a dealer in Baltimore named
.Albert Steinberg. He had a store on Howard .Street, now known as
“Antique Row,” just above the Howard I'heatre, I bought my early
coins there, and in 1945, with a bit of help from Bar Mitzvah money,

Registry of 1861

Cjold Cent Restrikes

laid out $9.75 for a gem I'ncirculated 19()9-S V.D.B. Lincoln cent. .At
the time .Steinberg had a large Wayte Raymond cardboard album page
with about 12 1856 Flying Fiagle cents in openings near the top and

1. Filiasberg Specimen. I*roof-64.

about 25 I9()9-,S V.D.B. cents in lower holes.

• VVilli.im Steinberg, Baltimore, \I1), dealer, circa 1946-1947.
• l.oms K Kliasberg, .Sr.

offer to Louis Fi. Filiasberg. One was a Proof gold Confederate cent,

The com now offered.

About 1946 or 1947 he showed me two gold coins that he planned to
and the other was an I ’ncirculated Indian cent struck in gold, I think of
the date 1902 or 1905 (at the time I did not realize that the Indian cent

2. Kreisberg-.Schiilman .Specimen. F-VF'.
• Major Mac kev, Jacksonville, Florida, circa PnOs.
• l.oi)is Moskovits. New Smyrna Beach, Florida. circa t9,M.
• I.Khtcnfels Collection sale < Krcisberg Schiilman), March OM, Lot 1107.
• I Ulster VIerkin sale of f )cto|jcr |97 V Lot 4S7.
• (»roves (.ollci tion sale (Stac k's) Ntivcmlrcr 1974, Lot 467.
• Fibs H Kobivm sale (Stack's). February 1979, Lot 2.1S.
• Mk harl SreiKCollec tKin sale ( Bowers anil kiiddv). Septcmlicr l')S2. I ait 201 V
• Sf »i k I iilr of January l'/H9 Lot hHlI

was struck on a quarter eagle planchct). 1 le said he was asking $I0,(K)0
apiece for them, w hich put their asking prices in the league of major
rarities. Ultimately, he sold the gold Confederate cent to Louis
F.liasberg, and that is the coin that you arc cataloguing for sale now
V\hat happened to the gold Indian cent, I tio not know
I also rememtrer that ,Stcinl>crg hail rolls of 1937 Antictam commemo
rativc halt dollars tor w hich he w as asking $2.50 or $.3 jKt loin I lis pri/e
promotion was a punch Ixiwl filled with used IH')2 and 18<»3 Columbian
half dollars displavcd in his trout w indow w hii h he otTcred tot at 3S icnts
eai h as a trade (tromotion' It tiHik him oscr a scat to sell out'

m()\vi:r,s AM) \ii:ri:n a

I

'I'he Louis L. bJtasherg, Sr., ('.ollection

Finest Seen 1861 G.S.A. Restrike 500

next lot for one of these). .After this was done, he t<«)k 5(K) specimens of 18r,l -()

Gem Mint State

(he stated they were New Orleans Mint coins, but it is not known if all actually
were) half dollars found in contemporary circulation, “drilled" off the reverse
design, put each coin face-down on a pad, affixed it in a smooth-edge collar,

500 Struck in 1879

and stamped the now-plain reverse with the original Confederate die. The re¬
sultant coins show a flattened obverse and flattened edges (the reeding was
flattened, but is still visible). As the host coins were worn to begin with, having
been extracted from circulation, grading of the 1861 Confederate rcstrike is by
the reverse only.
Although .Scott .soon advertised that he was oversubscribed, sold out. etc., in
fact he had sold only a portion of the .500 restrikes made. David 1. I’roskev,
who worked with .Scott, stated decades later that Scott had unsold pieces ori
hand for many years after 1879. 1 lowever, by the early 20th century, most found
buyers, and from that point onward the demand for them and their price in¬
creased.

If

W 'MWifi*

'^

Concerning original 1861 Confederate States of .America half dollars, only
four were struck. These employed a federal die with the 1861 date and Liberty

Im

.Seated figure in combination with a new Confederate .States of America re¬
verse. "These were struck with reeded edges and were of full 192-grain weight

V

(whereas the restrikes, whose reverses were drilled off, are lighter). One of the
original coins and the reverse die became the property of j. .Sanford Saltus and

.\a\

today are owned by the American Numismatic Society, New York. Another
original is owned by Eric P. Newman, another by John J. Ford, Jr., and the
fourth is in an eastern cabinet (having been purchased from Lester Merkin).

3013

1861 Confederate States of America half dollar die impression
on Scott store card. Breen-8003. Proof-64. White metal. 106.6
grains. Brilliant and highly attractive.
.Struck prior to the half dollars, such pieces display, under magnification, a
wealth of minute die detail of the Confederate half dollar. Indeed, one could
linger for many minutes examining the rust spots, die lines, and other idiosyn¬
crasies. 'The reverse side, as illustrated, is the .Scott store card and was simply
made up by punching letters in a blank die. Curiously, this die is shattered.
Hairline breaks are seen through virtually the entire periphery, through the
tops of the letters, becoming particularly noticeable from NAL DIE .SCO El
and continuing through the parenthesis mark and DER. Interestingly, the leg¬
end of this piece, stating that four originals had been made, comments that the

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

reverse of the originals was the same as the United .States design—in other

3012

1861 Confederate States of America half dollar. 1879 Restrike

words, attributing the Liberty Seated U.S. obverse as the Confederate States of

by J.W. Scott. Breen-8002. MS-65. 184.8 grains. Fhe reverse

America reverse.

(grading of this issue is always by the reverse only, as the obverse in
all instances is circulated and flattened) is absolutely stunning. Not
only is it a beautiful strike, but it possesses magnificent brilliant sil¬

San FRANCISCO assayer’s Bar

ver lustre. Over the years we have bought and sold perhaps 50 to 100
examples of this restrike, seeking them out wherever they can be
found, as we have always considered these to be a numismatic favor'

ite. Never'have we seen a coin finer than this, and, in fact, we don't
recall seeing one as nice.
Of the 500 pieces restruck, probably the majority exist today. .Some
are sloppily struck with areas of the reverse not well defined, others
have been mishandled. Probably not more than 5% can have any
claim to what today would be called M.S-64 or finer, of which this is
one. fruly, this coin is exceptional.

History of the G.S.A. Restrike Half Dollar

3014

Rectangular mixed-metal bar issued in
San Francisco, bearing on the edge the
partial imprint from an oval die stamp,

reading at the top the end of the name, —
—IIARITF, at the center in full NMW, and
at bottom .SAN E'-. On the face of the
bar appears this inscription: No. 512.5 / 07..
A.ll / G 0.50 F / S 665 F / (;$2.64 / .S$5.77 / $
6.41. One corner of the bar has been
trimmed

for

testing,

and

bears

the

scratched initial of the tester, 0\/=. A nice

J.W. Scott, New York City coin dealer, obtained the original (Confederate

example of an imparted electriim (gold and

States of America reverse half dollar die in the 187()s, and decided to make .SOO

silver combination) bar, clearly stated as to

restrikes, fhe inspiration came, no doubt, from the earlier-cited operation
done by Haseltine, Randall, and Krider for the Confederate cent restrikes in
1874, when the original dies (both dies in this instance) ftir the 1861 Confeder¬

its content, value of the gold portion, value
of the silver portion, and the total $6.41

ate cent were used. It will be recalled that on the S.Sth copper restrike, the dies

value.

for the cent broke, thus making further impressions impossible.

John Jay Ford, Jr., attributed this bar to I luhn &
Luckhardt of 19 Stevenson .Street, San Trancisco,
circa 1877-1878, cf Langlex's San hrannsco Husmess Dim ton

.Scott in 1879 desired to make restrikes of the half dollar, but to be sure that
he had at least .500 of something to give subscribers to the rcstrikes, he had 500
tokens made in soft white metal, with an advertising inscription for ,Scott on
the obverse and the impression of the Confederate die on the reverse (see the

^ l> A
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Iht Louis L. L/iiis/k'f}', Sr., Collection

'rOKFAS AM) MKDALS_
I he tollow in^ ottering of tokens, medals, and related items is
(.|uite diverse. Over a long period of years L^ouis K. Eliasberg
aetjuired such pieces in connection with other properties, or for
addition to his collection if a motif or subject happened to be
interesting, or for other purposes not recorded. 'I'he result is a
very delightful and varied mixture of pieces, comprising the
common and rare. Off the market for decades, these pieces are
completely new to the present generation of aficionados.
It is fitting that enthusiasts in the token and medal field will be
able to add the illustrious Eliasberg pedigree to certain of their
holdings and capture the excitement of this event so familiar to
specialists and enthusiasts in the regular Enited States coinage
series.

iNi^iAN Peace Medals_
References are made to Erancis Paul Prucha, Indian Peace
.Medals in American History, 1971 and R.W. Julian, Medals of the
United States .Mint, 1977. These and the subsequent medals were
catalogued by Cieorge J. Euld for the present Pdiasberg Collection
sale.

3019

James Monroe Indian Peace medal. 1817. Copper. Julian-IPlO.
Proof-64. Not bronzed. 995.9 grains. Diameter: 51mm. I’he obverse
is mostly brilliant with blushes of blue. The reverse exhibits vivid
blue and violet iridescence. Some fine pin scratches can be seen be¬
hind .Monroe’s portrait.

3020

John Quincy Adams Indian Peace medal. 1825. Copper. JulianIP12. Proof-65. Red-brown bronzing.

1,895.2 grains. Diameter:

62mm. A few superficial contact marks can be seen.
R.W. Julian note.s that this variety was first offered to the public in 1861.

3()1.S

.John Adams Indian Peace medal. 1797. (Copper. Julian-IFM.
Proof-63. Red-brown bronzed surfaces. 1,087.0 grains. Diameter:
51mm.

3021

Andrew Jackson Indian Peace medal. 1829. Copper. Julian-lP15.
Proof-65. Distinctive brick-red bronzing. 2052.8 grains. Diameter:
62mm.

'The obverse is thought by Julian to have been engraved by Moritz Furst after
1«25.

Copper impressions, intended for collectors, were first offered to the public-

The copper Indian peace medals, sometimes called “restrikes,” were made

in 1861. During the Nth century the Philadelphia Mint often published lists of

for collectors in the first place; no originals were struck in copper.

medals for sale; sometimes these were included along with information for or¬
dering Proof sets and coins.

3016

Thomas Jefferson Indian Peace medal. 1801. Copper. Jiilian-IP3.
Proof-65. Red-brown bronzed surfaces. 3,538.4 grains. Diameter:
76mm.

3022

Martin Van Buren Indian Peace medal. 1837. Copper. JulianIP17. Proof-65, (jolden brown bronzing. 3,625.7 grains. Diameter:
76mm.

On the obverse the stop is midway between .A and I). On the reverse a heavy
die crack extends from the Indian’s hand to the rim at 2:00. Copper specimens
were struck after 1850.

The obverse was designed by Moritz Furst. 'I'he die is said to have been
completed by late in the summer of 18.57.

3023

Martin Van Buren Indian Peace medal. 1837 copper restrike.
Julian-IP17. Proof-64. Golden brown bronzing. 3,613.5 grains. Diam¬
eter: 76mm. A duplicate to the preceding lot. The color is a bit more
even.

3017

James Vladistm Indian Peace medal. 1809. Copper. Julian-IP7.
Proof-M Nfit bronzed. 986.0 grains. Diameter: 51mm. The obverse
I-.

mostly mint red.

w

ith hints of blue. I he reverse is toned in attrac¬

tive sh.ides of tan and blue.

(phntn rrdm fti)

.3024

.lohn Tyler Indian Peace medal. 1841. Copper juli.in-IP2l Proot1)4. (ioklen brown bronzing. 3,74*1.7 grams. Diameter: 7<)mm,

30IH

James Monroe Indian Peace medal. 1817. Coppet Julian-IP8.
Poxif
\ 6 w

lA

Coldcn btown bronzing. V,82I 7 grains Di.imetcr: 76mm.
•

,\lthough this issue IS dated 1841, it is believed that there ssere no John Is ler
Indian Peace medals struck until 1845, a situation tesiilting from delased fund¬
ing bv (iongress

il tontat t m irks itc noted Very pk ising from .m acsthctit

iu)\\i:k,s \m) \ii:kI‘\\

I he Louis L. L Hasher^, Sr., (lollection
3025 James Polk Indian Peace medal. 1845. Copper. Julian-lP24.
l’roof-65. (jolden brown bronzing. 3,770.2 grains. Diameter: 76mm.

Mint Mf.dai,.s

A few trivial spots can be seen on the obverse.

3037
3026

Zachary Tay lor Indian Peace medal. 1849. Copper. Julian-lP27.
Proof-65. Golden brown bronzing, with delicate blue and violet iri¬

3027

Mint medal trio: ☆ Presidential medal. 1889 Benjamin Harrison.
Julian-PR24. Yellow bronze. Proof-65, matte finish. Modern rcstrike.
Diameter: 76mm ☆ Presidential medal. 1905 Theodore Roosevelt

descent highlights. 3,558.1 grains. Diameter: 76mm. A pair of faint

Inaugural. Yellow bronze. Proof-65, satin finish. 3,657.8 grains. Diam¬

scuff marks can be seen in the field in front of President Taylor’s
face.

eter: 76mm ☆ Personal Medal. Dr. Frederick Rose. Julian-PK29.
Bronze. Proof-63. Red-brown bronzing. 3,719.8 grains. 76mm. ( Total:
3 pieces)

Zachary Taylor Indian Peace medal. 1849. Copper. Julian-IP29.
Proof-65. Not bronzed. 1,002.9 grains. Diameter: 51mm. The ob¬

3038

Mint medal assortment: ☆ First .Steam Coinage. February 22,

verse is partially brilliant with blushes of pleasing blue and violet.

1836. Julian-MT20. Copper. VF-25. 27mm. Dies by Christian

1 he reverse is tan with vivid blue and violet iridescent highlights.

Gobrecht; original impression with first intended date (the ceremonv

Both surfaces have prominent wire rims, which are somewhat

was delayed until March 23, and the date was later changed on the

crimped in some areas.

die) ☆ Personal medal. Dr. Frederick Rose. Julian-PK29. Bronze.

Millard Fillmore Indian Peace medal. 1850. Copper. Julian-lP30.

Japanese Embassy. Julian-CM22. Bronze. Proof-62. Red-brown

Proof-63/65. Golden brown bronzing, with some hints of lilac. 3,657.1

bronzing. 3,873.2 grains. 76mm. One of Anthony Paquet’s best

grains.

of President

known medals ☆ 1869 Pacific Railroad. julian-CM39. Bronze. Proof-

Fillmore’s cheek is all that keeps this example out of the “gem” cat¬
egory.

65. Golden brown bronzing. 853.3 grains ☆ Abraham Lincoln Birth

The reverse design features a farmer and an Indian chief facing one another,

ABRAHAM LINCOLN / 1809/1865. Reverse with wreath enclosing

Proof-65. Golden-brown bronzing. 4,178.3 grains. 76mm ☆ 1860

3028

3029

Diameter:

76mm.

Some

minor

bruising

Centennial.

Obverse

with

portrait

of

Lincoln,

inscription

with a li.S. flag in the immediate background. The motif constitutes a dramatic

life dates and quotation beginning WI TH MALICE TOWARD

departure from the clasped hands device used on previous Indian Peace med¬
als.

NONE— Bronze. Proof-62/64. Golden brown bronzing, with a ton¬
ing spot at the top of the obverse. 830.0 grains. 51mm. (Total: 5
pieces)

Franklin Pierc'e Indian Peace medal. 1853. Copper. Julian-lP32.
Proof-65. Golden brown bronzing, with some toning spots. 3,669.8
grains. Diameter: 76mm. The bronzing is incomplete, with some
hints of mint brilliance around the design elements.

VARIOUS MEDALS

3030 James Buchanan Indian Peace medal. 1857. Copper. Julian-lP36.

3039 Washington medal. Baker-75. White metal. EF-45, with a few

Proof-63. Golden brown bronzing, with some toning spots. 3,455.8

light contact marks. Dies by Charles Cushing Wright. Struck circa

grains. Diameter: 76mm. Minor rubbing is noted at President

1834-1835, possibly by Wright himself Rare.

Buchanan’s temple.

Obverse with portrait of Washington left, inscription to left and right,
GEORGEA3’ASHlNGTON. .Signature W. Ft. (for Wright Fecit, or Wright

3031

Andrew Johnson Indian Peace medal. 1865. Copper. Julian-IP40.

made it) below bust not fully impressed on the present medal. Die originally

Proof-65/64. Golden brown bronzing with pink and blue iridescent

signed along the bottom edge in tiny letters, WRIGITT & BALE, the impres¬
sion being mostly effaced (in the die) on the present example. Reverse with

highlights. 3,892.4 grains. Diameter: 76mm. A few minor toning spots

open wreath enclosing inscription beginning “BORN FEB 22D 1732. . .”

can be seen on the obverse, and some handling marks are present on

The partnership of Wright & Bale extended from May 1829 until late 1833.

the reverse.

Wright on his own account may have produced the present piece, and, if so,
this would account for the weakness of WRIGIFT & B.ALE in the die; it has
been nearly completely erased as the partnership was not in effect.

3032 Andrew Johnson Indian Peace medal. 1865. Copper. Julian-1P4L
Proof-64. Red-brown bronzing, with some areas of milky toning.
1,756.0 grains. Diameter: 62mm. A scattering of handling marks can

3040 Washington pieces: ☆ Baker-277A. Cincinnatus of America. Thick
copper planchet with reeded edge. Uncirculated. 40% red. ☆ B-

be seen on both surfaces.

424A. Eairmount Park. 52mm. White metal, l/ncirculated, prooflike,
some surface marks ☆ Cogan. 1859. Pa. 89. Copper. AU. Obverse

^RESIDENTIAL MINT MEDALS

with portrait of Washington facing right, inscription GF.ORGFV
WA.SHINGTON to left and right. Signature LOVFyTT on neck
truncation. Reverse with inscription: FIDW.ARD COGAN/DE.ALF.R

3033 William Henry Harrison presidential medal. 1841. Copper.

IN BOOKS / COINS, MEDALS / AND / ENfiR.WlNG.S. / 1859 /

julian-PR7. Proof-64. Golden brown bronzing. 3,748.8 grains. Diam¬

PHILADFiLPHIA. Cogan was called the “father of the coin trade in

eter: 76mm. Unusual 3/4 facing bust, a most attractive design.

America” and entered business circa 1858 ☆ B-571(L White metal.

Despite the 1841 date on this medal, R.W. Julian notes that the first mention

ATI, slight edge dent. Has Civil War token obverse 113. Issued by the

of the obverse design in Mint records was in 1886. By inference, no examples

man in whose home the American Numismatic .Society was founded

were produced until that time.

3034

in 1858 and who was also in the coin trade. I he inscription reads:
A. B. SAGE & CO’S / CIRCUL.ATIN(; / LIB RAR3 / 24 / DI\ ISI()N

Abraham Lincoln presidential medal. 1865. Copper. Julian-PR12.

S'T. N.Y./'TERMS/1 YEAR $2.00/6 MON THS 1.00/3 MON THS

Proof-65. Golden brown bronzing. 3,851.3 grains. Diameter: 76mm.

.50/ 1860. .Sage, prominent in his era, entered the military during the

First issued in 1886, presumably at about the same time as the William

(]ivil War and never reappeared on the coin scene

Henry Harrison medal j-PR7 offered above

$10 counter.

Washington / City Hall. B-628. Brilliant gilt I ncirculated

3035

.Small

Pair of presidential medals: ☆ Ulysses S. CJrant. Julian-PR15.

brass counter, Washington obverse, eagle res erse, spiel munze (play

Proof-65. Golden brown bronzing. 4,556.6 grains. Diameter: 76mm ☆

money). .Such pieces were made in Germany by Lauer and others. (2
pieces) .Ml-5(); \ F-20 ☆ Strassburger & Nuhn, New 'lork. I ndated

James A. Garfield. Julian-PR2(). Proof-65, (iolden-brown bronzing.

brass store card, B-576, said to be struck in the 185()s. Reverse depicts

3,517.7 grains. Diameter: 76mm. ('Total: 2 pieces)

(^.apitol in Washington. ( Total: 8 pieces)

3036

Presidential medal pair: ☆ Chester A. Arthur. Julian-PR22. Proof65. f/olden brown bronzing. 3701.2 grains. Diameter: 76mm ☆
firover Cleveland. Julian-PR23. Proof-62. Golden brown bronzing.
3,867.9 grains. Diameter: 76mm. ('Total: 2 pieces)

UnVKkS AND MKKKNA

3041

Political medals and related items:
forward. 23mm. Uncirc ulated
13mm.

Uncirculated

Harrison N Rcid

V-

189.3

ft Henrs ( las. 1848 3/4 bust

I . S. Grant. 1864. Brass, with hxtp

U S. Grant,

Mint modal.

t onioind busts

1879

\U

^

31mm (2): white metal.

,vS,S

The Louts L. b.ltusder'g, Sr., Collectwn

I ntirculatcd, with a tew lij^ht contact marks, and aluminum, Uncir¬

3047

Group of Hard Times tokens: ☆ 18.14 Running Boar. L-8, R-H'T9,

culated ☆ (jrover Cleveland. 28mm. White metal. .-M’, w ith a few

FF-4() ☆ 18.34 The Constitution. L-12, R-H'T25. VG-8 ix 1837 Illus¬

li^ht contact marks. .Suspended on an eagle hanger. ('Fotal: 6 pieces)

trious Predecessor. L-18, R-ITT32. F-12

1837 Illustrious Predeces¬

sor. L-19, ITT 33. VG-8 ☆ 1837 Not One Cent. L-.33. R-ITT48. 1-12
3042 (jeorge B. .McCiilellan medal by Robert Lovett. 1861-2. Battles

☆

listed on reverse. Large (48mm) in high relief. White metal. EF-45,

1837 Not One Cent. L-35, R-H'T5U. VF-20 ☆

1841

Daniel

Webster. L-60, R-H'T18. FF-4() ☆ 1841 Daniel Webster. L-62, R-

with edge cut. .Some obverse toning is noted. A ver\’ scarce medal.

H'T20. FF-4() ☆ 1841 Daniel Webster. L-64, R-H'T22. F-12 ☆ 1841

I'hc reverse of this large format medal is virtually completely covered with
lettering.

.Mint Drop. L-68, R-ITT64. VG-8 ☆ (1837) Merchants FNchange. L97, R-H'T293. VF-30 ☆ (1837) Merchants FNchange. L-98, R1TT294. \’G-8. (Ibtal: 13 pieces).
3048

Another group of Hard Times tokens: ☆ 1834 The Constitution. L12, R-HT25. VF-20 ☆ 1837 Not One Cent. L-22, R-H'T36. F-12,
with NOT crudely removed ☆ 1837 May 10th. L-48, R-H'T67. F-12
☆ (1833) I Take the Responsibility. L-51, R-H'T70. VF-20 ☆ 1838
Am I Not a W'oman; anti-slavery token L-.54, R-H'T81. F-12 ☆ 1841
Daniel Webster. L-60, R-HT18. VF-20 ☆ (1837) Merchants Ex¬
change. L-95, R-HT291. EF'-40 ☆ (1837) Merchants Exchange. L97, R-HT293. VG-8 ☆ (1837) Merchants Exchange. L-98, R-H'T294.
F-12 ☆ 1837 Henry Anderson. L-107, R-H'T219. VF-20 ☆ 1837 H.
Crossman. L-112, R-HT243. F-12 ☆ 1837 E.F. Sise. L-132, RHT195. VF-20 ☆ 1835 Bucklin’s Interest Tables. L-92, R-H'T353.
V’G-8. (Total: 13 pieces)

3043

Award medal. Planters, Manufacturers and Mechanics Asso¬

3049

ciation. Silver, probably low fineness. ALI-55. 43mm. Not awarded.
I'he obverse features a perched eagle with emblems of agriculture
and industry. The reverse depicts an oak wreath surrounded by the

3050

H'T68. FT'-45. ( Total: 3 pieces)

.SON. Very scarce .Southern issue.

3044

Hard-Times trio: ☆ 1837 Not One Cent. L-36, R-HT51. FT'-45 ☆
1838 Mint Drop. L-55, R-HT63. EF-40 ☆ 1841 May 10th. L-67, R-

inscription AWARDED AT .MISSI.SSIPPI STATE FAIR / JACKThe dies are in high relief and show a wealth of detail.

1837 Illustrious Predecessor. L-20, R-HT.34. MS-63 RB. About 25%
faded mint red changing to pleasing tan. Running jackass motif

3051

1837 half cent token. L-49. R-H'T73. EF-40. Glossy golden brown
surfaces.

So-called dollars and related items: ☆ Nassau Water Works.

This is the only half-cent denominated piece in the Hard Times token series.

White metal. AL ☆ Crystal Palace, New York. 43mm. White metal.

Listed in the Guide Hook of Untied States Coins under federal half cents, this by

AC. Quite scarce ☆ Crystal Palace. Sage #1 in the “Odds & Ends”

tradition, as it is not a government issue. In the 19,Ws when Wayte Raymond

medal series. Reverse inscription ALL / IS / VANITY, possibly a

was designing his “National” cardboard coin albums for half cents, he added

philosophical comment on the destruction of the elegant glass and

this piece as there was no corresponding II..S. Mint coin of this date.

iron building: however, in truth it had become a white elephant by
the time it was burned in 1858. Dies by Lovett. Copper. Plain edge.
I ncirculated, 40% red ☆ Prize fight between Heenan & Sayers,
.April 1860, for the world championship, showing bust of victor Say¬
ers. By Smith «Sc Hartmann. White metal. AU. Quite rare today, al¬
though in the 19th century W.E. Woodward larded his catalogue list¬
ings with many offerings of them ☆ 1876 Key medals in white metal,
37mm (2): one is [liberty seated (in casual imitation Longacre and
Barber patterns of the era); the other is the Liberty Bell. Both Uncir¬
culated. First has slight contact marks, other mostly brilliant ☆ Two
Columbus medals both unlisted in Rulau. One facing 3/4 bust, simi¬

3052 1838 Am 1 Not a Woman. L-54, K-HT8L AlJ-55. 28mm. Desir¬
able abolitionist related variety. Pleasing glossy brown with faded red

lar to Rulau-B14, by G. H. L(ovett) with reverse “From Deepest

around some of the letters. Quite scarce this nice.

Barbarism to Highest Civilization.” Uncirculated. Full red copper.
Thick planchet. 31mm. 'The other has bust left, 1492-1892. Reverse:
Chicago 1892 4(X)th anniversary. White metal. 31mm. Uncirculated,
prrxjflike ☆ Jamestown 1907, gilt AU ☆ Taft «Sc Diaz. Oct. 16, 1909.
English inscriptions. Copper. Mottled Uncirculated. .Scarce. (Total:
10 pieces)
.304.S

Varied medal trio: ☆ GAR. 1894 Department of Pennsylvania del¬
egate medal with ribbon. AU ☆ 5-point star. Army of the Potomac
membership medal. Copper. VF ☆ Masonic Conclave. Denver 1902.
Aluminum. 37mm. Uncirculated. (Lot of 3 pieces)
3053

1837

Feuchtwanger

three-cent

piece.

Heraldic

arms.

Feuchtwanger Composition. L-117, R-fTT-262. FT'-40. Pleasing pew¬

I lARI) TlMK.S TOKEN.S_
f lard 'l imes arc cataloged using both the traditional Lyman 11.
Lrrw numbers and the newer numbering system by Russell
Rulau, prefixed by “111.”

ter gray iridescence, with hints of charcoal gray on the reverse. One ot
the most popular and distinctive varieties in the Hard limes series.
Dr. I -ewis Feuchtwanger was certainly one of the most talented men of hi'
era. Mis primary emphasis seems to have been pnrmoting his so-called
Feuchtwanger's Composition, an alloy which was made of nickel. copjKf. tin.
and other metals, sometimes with a trace of silver, and was suggested as l>cing
ideal as a substitute for silver. Me petitioned Congress, iinsiiccessfiills. to use

.3(446

1814 Running Boar lyOW-8, Riilaii-H TO. Al -58. Mostly chocolate
brown, with frates »)f re<l around stime of the lettering.
8:fn brrak rtrending alK»ve KISH (.()VIVIh

3H/,

his metal in this regard From 18.17 onward, his allov was used in a wulc 'aticts
of priKliicts including tableware. Ireer spigots, am) mechanical conin' anecs I If
was res|Minsible for issuing many thousands of tokens, most of which were ot
the one-cent denomination and arc dcst rilreil l>elow as Low IJll. luii also in

lu )\vi:r,s ,\M) mkrkn \

ihe Louis L. L.liasherg, Sr., (iollection
eluding the rarer three-cent value as offered here. Feuchtwanger is also re¬
membered as a pioneer in the study of rare gems and minerals, and a mono¬
graph he wrote on the subject in 1838 is highly readable today.

3054 Quartette of Feiiehtwanger cents. L-12(), R-H'FZbH. Different die
varieties: ☆ Dies-3B. \’F-30. Rarity-3 ☆ Dics-5H. VF-35 ☆ Dies-6(F
MS-6(). Fully lustrous and attractively toned ☆ Dies-bl. V’F-30. (To¬
tal: 4 pieces)
3058

1863 Patriotic Civil War token. F-85/431. Copper. AF-5(). Rarity8. Golden brown toning, with pale violet highlights. Seldom-offered
Indiana primitive issue, having a distinctive Indian head obverse

Gem 1864 Feuchtwanger 30

mated with a VALUE ME AS YOU PLEAS (last letter missing from
last word of inscription) reverse.

Among the Finest Known

I'he reverse was apparently devised by someone with a sense of numismatictradition, as VALUE ME AS YOU PI.EASE appeared on Higlev copper
threepence tokens of the late 1730s.

3059

1863 Patriotic Civil War token. E-L55/43L Copper. EF-4(). Rarity-4
Another Indiana primitive from the same reverse die as the preced¬
ing.
The diecutting on this and the preceding coin is in both instances wonderfully
naive—with irregular arrangement and spacing of letters.

3060

Patriotic Civil War tokens. Offering of Lincoln and Washington por¬
trait pieces. EF to Llncirculated. (Total: 10 pieces)

3061_ Nice assortment of Uncirculated patriotic Civil War tokens, circa
1863, exhibiting between 10% and 80% mint red. (Total: 11 pieces)
3062

Another Uncirculated patriotic Civil War token group. 'Fhe pieces
exhibit between 10% and 70% mint red. (Total: 11 pieces)

3063

Uncirculated patriotic Civil War token selection, average 10% to 70%
mint red. (Total: 11 pieces)

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

3064
3055

1864 Feuchtwanger three-cent piece. L-179a, R-FI4'267. MS-65.

Group of patriotic Civil War tokens ranging in grade from YF to Un¬
circulated. Average EF. All different. A great starter collection. (Total:
49 pieces)

Rarity-6. Eagle perched on serpent. Sharply struck and mostly bril¬
liant, with hints of pale gold. I'he design elements are frosty and the
fields exhibit considerable prooflike character. A lint mark, probably
caused from a thread in the die, can be seen in the lower part of the
obverse.

3065

Balance of Civil War patriotic tokens. Some duplicates, but no culls.
Grades range from Fine (only a few) to EF, average is V’F. (Total: .33
pieces)

Although this token is dated 1864, the reverse is that of 1837-dated L-119.
Linked to both the Hard l imes series and Civil War store cards, in reality, it
should probably be regarded as a Civil War token. Rare and desirable.

3056

(1832-1844) Beck’s Public Baths. L-275, R-frF441. F-12. Golden
brown toning. Softly struck at the center of the reverse, with RICH¬
MOND being visible, but not clear. "Fhe design features a seated
nude female figure on the obverse.
3066 Illinois. Chicago. Wm. Ostendorf. PTild-LSOR-lb. Brass. EF-4().
Rarity-8, (iood for one glass of beer.

HiviL War Tokens_

Ostendorf s establishment was located at 210 Randolph ,St.

[Patriotic Civil War tokens are attributed using George and
vielvin Fuld’s Patriotic Civil War Tokens, 1982. Store card tokens
re listed per the Fuld reference, U. S. Civil War Store Cards,
econd edition, 1975.

(3057

Patriotic (2ivil War token. Fuld-84/444. (Copper. AlI-58. Rar¬
ity-8. Indian head obverse with stars completely encircling border;

i

basket of fruit on the reverse, again with a border of stars. Mostly

i

golden brown, with traces of faded red on the obverse. Only five to 10
examples arc thought to exist.

I
I-

^OWIvkS AND MIvKKNA

(photo enlarged to twice actual size)

3067 Illinois. Chicago. T. F. Sichler. I -LSOBB-Ta. Copper. F.F-40. Rar¬
ity-8. T he rare variety with BlH-iR rather than Blh.R i>n the reverse.
This varietv was not generally known until about 2S vears ago, although the
present specimen has rested in the I- hasberg (.ollection for a long time, but
was not seen bv specialists. The obverse pu tores (lambrimis. the so-«.ailed
■'Beer King." sitting astride a barrel inscribed I A*
R ■ Bf f R I ((the icnter “()" possiblv being the bung holi rather than a letter) In hts right hand.

I/it Louis L. h.liusbfr'^, Sr., Collection

‘)scr 4 troNNcd bundle of hops, is a foaming

oI beer. The reverse bears the

inscription l)hl 1 SC.Hh.S (j.\.S I & BO.ARDlNCi HOI SK [a curious mixture
of Knulish and (lerman), I'.F. / SIKHI.KK, / L.-\R.\BKK / S'l'. / NF.AR
OF^BOl R\F \VK/c;nic.\(:().

3076

New York. .New York City. Geo. I). .Schmidt. F'-63()BN-lc. White
metal. Al'-50. Rarity-9. Mostly brilliant surfaces, with considerable
prooflike character in the fields.

3U6H

Indiana. (Columbia (]ity. S. S. Lavey. F-175K-laF Copper.
Reeded edge. VF-3(). Rarity-9. Imperfectly centered and unevenly

3077

struck. Fewer than five examples are believed to exist,
l.avey was a watch-maker and jeweler.

3069

.New York store card selection: Virtually all are different. Average
AT'. ('Total: 30 pieces)

3078

Another New York store card group. Virtually all arc different.
Average VF'. ('Total: 30 pieces)

Indiana. Quality trio: ☆ Fremont. G.W. Follett. F-305A-la. Rarity-5.
.M' ☆ Kendallville. .Steer & Bowen. F-500R-la. Rarity-6. VF ☆
Peirceton. Reed & Sprayde. F-760B-la. Rarity-5, EF. Wonderfully
crude dies on this piece. (Total: 3 pieces)
In the Follett piece the “.A” letters in HARDW.ARE are represented by in¬
verted Vs.

3070

.Michigan. Scarce Quartette: ☆ Detroit. Messmore & Lucking. F225AY-2a. Brow n L’ncirculated. Rarity-6 ☆ Hudson. Baker 6c Brown.

3079 Ohio. Edgarton. D. Farnham & (2o. 1864. F-270A-la. Copper.

F-48()A-2a. EF. Rarity-6 ☆ Hudson. Palmer 6c Goodsall. F-480F-la.

EF-40 or finer, lightly struck at the center of the reverse (due to

PT'. Rarity-7 ☆ Owasso. .M.L. Stewart. F-735B-2a. AU. Rarity-5 (To¬

metal flow' requirements on the obverse portrait opposite on the

tal: 4 pieces)

dies). Rarity-9. Capped Liberty Head motif Golden brown sur¬
faces, with spots, handling marks, and a scratch. .Somewhat softly
struck at the center of the reverse. Only two to four examples are
thought to exist.

3071

Michigan. Jackson. Wm. Jackson. F-525(>3a. Copper. Al'-5(). Rar¬
ity-9. Golden brown surfaces.
I'he lover of “Jack.son” items will really enjoy this piece, as William Jackson
was located in jack.son I lall, in Jack.son, .Michigan. The inscription revealed his

3080

trade: X / CLl SIVE / I'RADE / IN / GROCERIE.S.

3072

Ohio. .Maumee. Maumee & Perrysburg 'Toll Bridge (]!o. F54()B-la. Copper. MS-60. Karity-6. Golden brown surfaces, with
some wisps of fiery red at the rims. In demand as an early transporta¬

New York City. Nice group of .Mint State store cards: ☆ F-105D-

tion token.

2a. 10% red ☆ F-l()5Fl-3a. Mostly mint red ☆ F-105F'-la. 15% red ☆

Obverse with winged head, representing Mercury (artistic license; Mercury

F-H)5j-la. 25% red ☆ F-14()A-le. Mostly deep red ☆ F-630B-la.

had wings on his feet).. Bisecting die crack extends from lower left to upper

15% mint red ☆ F-630C-6a. 50% mint red ☆ F-630D-la. Glossy.

right. .Signed LII'TZ below portrait.

35% red ☆ F-6,30H-la. 25% red ☆ F-630M-13a. Glossy. 75% mint
3081

red. ( Ibtal: 10 pieces)

Ohio. Four scarce varieties: ☆ Perrysburg. (j. Beach. F-72.5,\-2a.
Possibly brass (cf George Fuld). VF'. Rarity-6 ☆ .Shelby. Cummins 6c

3073

New York City.

Anderson. F'-8()5A-3a. VF'. Rarity-7 ☆ .Stryker. (i.W. Hamblin. F'-84()-

F. Brimelow. F-f,30K-5e. White metal. All-58.

23mm. Rarity-8. Fully lustrous and partially brilliant with blushes of

2a. AU. Rarity-6 ☆ West Unity. .S.F'. Snow, dentist. F'-93()l)-2a. Uncir¬

gold and gray. Portraits of Washington and F ranklin are the central

culated, brown. Rarity-7. (I'otal: 4 pieces)

motifs.
Brimelow was a druggist located at 4,^2 Third .Avenue.

3082

Wisconsin. Columbus. William Bro’s. F'-12()D-4a. Copper. IH'-4()
Rarity-8. 'Tiny planchet clip. Lovely warm tan toning.

3074

New York City. Mint-State store card group: ☆ F-63()L—4a. 25%

Williams Bro’s (curious punctuation) was a firm of druggists and chemists. A

red ☆ F-630P-la. 20% red ☆ F-630Q-la. 50% red ☆ F-630T-la.
25% red ☆ F-6.50Y-la. Virtually full red ☆ F-63()AA-la. 50% red ☆

sively rusted die, depicts a perched eagle motif borrowed from contemporarv

F-630AC-la. 25% red ☆ F-6,l0.\f;-la. 20% red ☆ F- 6.50Aj-la. 20%

gold coins (and originally conceived by John Reich, 1X07).

red ☆ F-6,R)AK-la. 40% red ☆ F-6.m\M-la. 20% red. ('Fotal: 10
pieces)

.307.S

mortar and pestle motif is featured on the obverse. The reverse, from an exten

3083

erage \ F'. ( Total: 27 pieces)

New YVrrk (Jity. fJroup of 1 ncirculatcd store cards: ☆ F-630P-la.
Mostly mint red ☆ F-6.^0.\\-la. 25% red ☆ F-630AQ-la. 70% red
V F-6R)W-la. 30% red ☆ F-6.R)AY-la. 75% red ☆ F-630BA-la.
W)% red

3084

■2,. M)% rrd and 25% red -

.Mixed States store card group. ☆ Illinois. F'-15()BC-5.i. 3(1% red
Illinois. F-7.55A-la. 10% red ☆ Imliana. F'-155.\-I.i. P.irti.ilK reil

F-6^0BI)-la. 80% red ☆ F-6,M)BK-la. 20% red ☆ F-

Michigan. F-4(),\-la. Ftill rctl

6U)Bt>-|j 80% brilliant red ☆ F-630BR-la. 'Toned ☆ F-630B.S-2a
40% rerl

Mixed states store card assortment: ☆ Connecticut (2) ☆ Illinois
(4) ☆ Michigan (15) ☆ New jersey (6). N'irtually all arc difl'erent. Av¬

Michigan. F-4()D-la. 20% reil

Michigan. F-320H-3a. 20% red ☆ New jersev. F-555B Ibl 50% bril¬

F-bAOBV-la. 30% red <r F-6.^0CH-la.

liant 'iY New York. F - lOF - I a. About 10% reil

F -'>05B 2a. 20% red. flotal: 15 pieces)

New York F -1051' - la

About 50% red ☆ New York. F -OS A -2a. 50% rcti. ( Total: 10 picicsi
308.S

Mixed New York and Ohio group: •' New York Cun Luhr's I
630AR-lb Br.iss. Uiu in iil.iietl, with some spots R.iritx t<
York (!itv. Storx 6>; SoiitlivNorth

F (itOB\-7a

FI

Rants t>

' New
()hio

IU)\\ I'U.S \\I) Ml'KI'W

The Louis L. Lliasber^, Sr., Collection

3086

(^adiz. J.M. Robinson. K-110B-2a. \ CJ. Karity-6 ☆ Ohio. Fremont. M,

•Mehl lucky coin, copper, 31mm. Obverse with standing bull personi¬

Drytoos. h-3.M)(Ma. Al'. Rarity-6. (Total: 4 pieces)

fied as a cowboy, tossing lariat; reverse with horseshoe, good luck in¬

Mixed Ohio and Pennsylvania selection. LIncirculated pieces: ☆

W(3R'FH, 'FEXAS around the border. Uncirculated. 75% red ☆ 1887

Ohio. F-165CN-la. 10% red ☆ Ohio. F-165DJ-2al. 30% red ☆
Ohio. F-16SEZ-14a. 15% red ☆ Ohio. F-165GR-la. 40% red ☆
Ohio. F-165CjT-3a. 15% red ☆ Ohio, F-220A-7a. R-6. Glossy brown
☆ Ohio. F-930.A-la. 25% red ☆ Pennsylvania. F-525A-lb. Brass.
'Foned ☆ Pennsylvania. F-750E-la. 10% red. (Total: 10 pieces)

3087

Store cards, various states: ☆ Ohio (21) ☆ Pennsylvania (7) ☆
Rhode Island (4) ☆ Wisconsin (5). Virtually all are different. Average
XT'. ('Ibtal: 37 tokens)

3088

Pennsylvania and Wisconsin trio: ☆ Pennsylvania. E.P. Rogers. E750-3c. Nickel. EE Rarity-5 ☆ Wisconsin. Racine. John Elkins. F700C-4a. EE Rarity-6 ☆ Whitewater. Gallt & Cole. E-%0A-la. All.
Rarity-5. (Total: 3 pieces)

Merchant Store Cards
AND RELATED ITEMS
3089

scription,

with

B.

MAX

MEHL

/

NUMI.SMA'FIS'I.

FOR'F

Snowden Mint medal. Uncirculated. Inscription reads in part:
“S'FRUCK / & DFS'ERlBirPED / IN THE / CIVIC AND INDUSI'RIAL / PROCESSION / SEP'F. 15. ☆ George H. Lovett brass
medal, 27mm. Witch on broomstick, inscription above, WE ALL
HAVE OUR HOBBIES. Reverse with DEDICA'FED/ FO/COIN /
AND / MEDAL COLLECTORS within open wreath, date 1860 be¬
low. All ☆ 1908 George Heath, memorial medal with life dates, re¬
verse with American Numismatic Association emblem and inscrip¬
tion. Brass with spots. Net EF ☆ Boston Whist Match. Brass. AU.
Inscriptions and competition results on both sides ☆ Reward of
Merit, 'Friumph of Industry, and beehive. 31mm. White metal. Uncir¬
culated ☆ 1887 Grand National Drill. White metal. AU ☆ Adoption
of Federal Constitution. Brass. Uncirculated. (Total: 12 pieces)
George C. Arnold, of the Arnold Numismatic Company, was one of the most
active dealers in America at the turn of the century, was outspoken on such subjects
as the promotions of Farran Zerbe, worked with coin clubs, and did many other
good things. Concerning the 1887 Snowden medal, one wonders whether a
press was actually aboard a float, and medals were tossed to the public—as is
said to have been done by Joseph Conradt in the February 22, 1832, two-hour
parade (past a given point) in Philadelphia honoring the 20()th anniversary of
George Washington.

Philadelphia store card group. All Uncirculated: ☆ W. Idler
dealer in coins. PA-217. Copy of Maryland denarium in copper, with
the addition oPa tiny inscription encircling the portrait and reading:

World Medals

W. IDLER, DEALER IN COINS, MINERALS &c PHILa. The
following are all by Lovett: ☆ PA-354. Confederate cent-type bust
(“Minerva”) in brass. This is the design used on the famous Confed¬

am

erate States of America cent of 1861. The reverse bears Lovett’s ad¬
&1BOIU1S 3C79
i^B piviifint

vertisement and address at 200 South Fifth Street ☆ PA-334. Statue
of Stephen Girard. Plain edge. 20% mint red ☆ PA-351A. Miniature
_

store card. Partially red. Obverse with St. George slaying the dragon.

I 'y-^ctaiBiaKKXf^

Reverse with Lovett’s advertisement. (Total: 4 pieces)

^lanoiKir.
3090

Store cards from various states: ☆ Elgin Watch. IL-EL- 5. W'hite
metal. VF ☆ Lady Elgin. IL-EL-6G. Uncirculated ☆ Wheeler. ILEL-6L. Toned All ☆ Concordia. MD-BA-14. Nickel. EF, Scarce ☆
E. Hill. NY-316. AU. White metal; Ezra Hill was a numismatist and a
founder of the A.N.S. ☆ Prof. Johnson. NY-401. VF ☆ 1865 Metro¬
politan Ins. NY-208 Brass. EF ☆ Malcolm & Gaul. NY-515. Copper.
Uncirculated. 50% red ☆ OH-Ci- 56. White metal. EF ☆ OH-Ci57. White metal. AU ☆ 1871 Davidson’s Fountain (restored and an
attraction in Cincinnati today). White metal. VF ☆ 1860 Edw. Cogan.
PA-90. Copper, llncirculated. 50% red ☆ PA-197A Sam’l Hart. Cop¬
per. AU. Traces of red. (Total: 13 pieces)
Store cards in this and the following lots are attributed to the Standard Cata¬
logue of U nited States Tokens (\99A), by Russell Rulau.

3091 Shell card, New-York Circus. 14th Street, opposite the Academy of
Music, L.B. Lent, director. “The Largest in America.” A young lady
with crinoline skirt, large scarf in hand, stands on one foot on horse¬
back. MS-63. Pristine with about 50% silvering on obverse and 80%
reverse. Always a popular variety.

3094 Circa 1830s silver medal set, “Gallery of the Kings of France,”
commemorating the kings and emperors of France from the reign of
Pharamond in AD 417 to the beginning of the reign of Louis
Philippe. The average grade is All, prooflike, with nicely matched
iridescent toning. The medals are 32.5mm, or approximately U.S.
half dollar size. The obverse designs feature portraits of the various
monarchs in the sequence of their reigns; it is likely that many of the
early portraits are fanciful creations rather than true likenesses. The
reverse inscription lists the dates of birth (when know n), succession,
major event of reign (on some medals), and death. Depicted are 72
monarchs.
A 73rd medal is composed of lettering and is a key to the inscrip¬
tions on the reverse of the preceding 72 medals. It is noted that the
letter P. indicates pere (father), F.
nrceu (nephew), and C. is

indicates frere (brother), S. is for

cousin-, these letters identify the relation¬

ship of the new king with the monarch he had succeeded. It is further
noted that if the letter ,1/ in Mort (death) is in block letters it signifies

3092

Game counter group. All are brass unless noted: ☆ $2.50

the monarch died naturally; the letter in script signifies a violent

Spielmarke. Fine ☆ $20 Comp. S. Marke (play money). Fine ☆ 1847

death. An asterisk (*) on the reverse of a medal indicates that the in¬

California., EF with reverse scratches ☆ 1849 California. Miner pan¬

formation is uncertain. Fhe set is housed in a Wayte Raymond Na¬

ning for gold. EF ☆ $2_ Washington almost worn evenly smooth (a

tional coin album. ('Ibtal: 73 pieces)

pocket piece) ☆ Hart. Philadelphia playing card manufacturer, cop¬

Medals 1 through 65 are not signed and are customarily attributed to .\rmand

per, EF ☆ Victoria obverse. JE'FON reverse. AU and scarce ☆ 1876

Auguste Ca<|u6 (1793-1881), who in the 182()s was medallist to Madame La

Liberty Bell. 19mm. White metal token (not counter). Uncirculated.

3093

Dauphine and is said to have cut the dies for a series ot kings from Pharamond
to, perhaps, Louis Xllll (as it appeared on the medal). Gertain later dies were

('Ibtal: 8 pieces)

cut andprominenth signedh-^ certain others: No. W>, (latteaux: No. 67.1 )u\ i\ ler.
No. 68, Puymaurin and Gayrard; No. 69, .Andrieu, No. 70. Depauhs tinder the

.Miscellaneous token and medals: ☆ 1833 American Colonization;

direction of Puymaurin: No. 71, Harre; No. 72. (.aqii^ (the last portrait medal in

large cent size. VI-'/EF ☆ 1807 British. Anti-slavery. VF ☆ American
Museum Atomic Fmcrgy irradiated 1945 dime. Fhe coin grades VF

the series). I’he last and 73rd “Mort” explanation medal is not numlKTcd. 1 he
series seems to have been completed circa 1830 during the reign ot Louis
Philippe I, whose beginning regnal date. 1830, is noted on the final portrait

or better. Mounted in a plastic-fronted aluminum case and sold as a

medal (the king ruled until 1848, when he abdicated). Although the last portrait

souvenir at Oak Ridge, 'Fennessce ☆ Arnold Numismatic Company,

medal was by Gatpid, the cataloguer ((JDB) lannot help but wonder it past nu¬
mismatists have viewed his dgnature (|uickl\. anvl mcorrecth attributevl the

Providence, R.I. Aluminum medal. Offered catalogue for 15c. Crest
surmounting inscription including “Established 1879.” AU ☆ B. Max

i^OWI’RS AND MI’:KKNA

entire series to him. although v .uiii^ is said to have completeil an exhibit ot

I'ke l.ou IS h. h.ltaslfer^, Sr., Col lection

•*omc ot lhc^c medals as earls as 1(S23 (ef. Korrer). To our obsers ation the early
medals, all unsigned, seem to be by a less practiced hand. One can env ision a

3100

M-3()8. 20% red I ncirculated

scenario m vshich a lesser knovsn die cutter was employed to do the early scries

.M-346. I ncirculatcd, with some

mint red ☆ M-324. \ F, with small counterstamp ☆ .M-3.S4. I ncircu¬

alter which well-known names were showcased (for advertising and publicity

lated, with some red ☆ M-3.S8. FT' ☆ .M-.362a, 20% red I ncirculatcd

purposes! to make the dies for the more recent (and better known) rulers. .Al¬

☆ .M-363. FT' ☆ M-370. Fine ☆ .M-389. AU ☆ .M-.394. Brown Uncir¬

ternatively, if Caque did the early medals, he did not lav ish on them the care
used on his later, signed medal.

culated ☆ M-394. Al' ☆ .M-48(). 20% red Uncirculated. ('Fotal: 14

I'hc preceding information differs somewhat from that found in Leonard

pieces)

Korrer, Hwgraphical Dictionary of Medallists. Vol. 1, p. 342. w hich states that
C.aquc cut the dies lor 74 medals through Charles .\. Korrer noted that this se¬
nes, know n as the Galerie numismatique des rois de KVanf? (numismatic gallery of

.Middlesex tokens: lir .M-29.S. FiF ☆ M-297. Glossy Uncirculated

3101

Middlesex token group: ☆ M-726. ,S0% red Uncirculated. Spence is¬

the kings ol h ranee) was exhibited at the .Salon from 1836 to 1839. 'I'he .Salon

sue ☆ .M-735. 25% red Uncirculated. Spence issue ☆ .M-9()3. Fine ☆

was an exhibition in Paris set up to showcase the works of invited artists and
continued as a tradition for many decades.

M-915. F!F ☆ M-924. VF', with edge ding. Called “R” in Dalton and
Hamer ☆ M-928d. Fine. Called “R” in Dalton and Hamer ☆ M-966.

A similar set, but incomplete (missing three medals and starting w ith No. 2 in

EF ☆ .M-1017a. Fine ☆ M-1025. EF ☆ M-l()27. (dossy 20% red Un¬

the series), struck in bronze, was offered by VV. Elliot W’rxidward in his sale of

circulated ☆ M-l()33. \ F'. Newton issue ☆ M-1038a. \ F'. .Antislavery

(ktober 23-24, 1860, Lot 1121, the description of w hich is quoted here for in¬

☆ M- 1041. F ine. ( Fotal: 13 pieces)

terest: “'I'he kings of France, complete, from ('lodion, A.D. 428, to Louis
Philippe, w ith but three exceptions; obv. of each medal, the name and bust of
the monarch; rev., the prominent events of the reigns. 'Phis series of medals by

3102

the eminent (>aque, cannot fail to commend itself to all admirers of the beauti¬

Norfolk through Somersetshire: ☆ Norfolk-20. FT' ☆ Norfolk-2L FT'
☆ Norfolk-46a. \ F' ☆ North Wales-ld, Brown Uncirculated ☆ North

ful in art. being in itself a perfect portrait gallery of the sovereigns, and a com¬

VVales-4a. Brown Uncirculated ☆ North Wales-ll. Brown Uncircu¬

plete history of France. .Size 36.” The “Size 36” refers to .Moinnet’s scale (not
widely used in the United States).

lated ☆ Somersetshire-27. VF ☆ Somersetshire-37. Uncirculated,
with some red ☆ Somersetshire-5(). Brown Uncirculated. (Total: 9
pieces)

3095

(jerman medal. Theodore Roosevelt. 1902. Fuld-RO.M.1902.1.
.\I.S-60. .Silver. 32mm. German inscriptions. Gonjoined busts of
Prince Henry of Prussia and I'heodore Roosevelt. Sufficiently elu¬

3103

SomersetsFiire-7. Mroyvn Uncirculated. Called “RRR” by Dalton
&: I lamer their highest rarity rating.

sive that when the Fuld reference was published in 1958, no speci¬
men could be found for photography.
3104

Staffordshire through Warwickshire: ☆ Staffordshire-3. F'ine. .Scarce
fx .Suffolk-16. VF ☆ .Suffolk-34. Glossy brown Uncirculated ☆ .Suf¬
folk-35. 20% red Uncirculated ☆ .Suffolk-38. Fd-' ☆ .Sussex-15. Glossy-

World tokens

brown Uncirculated -tfr .Sussex-2L AU is VVarwickshirc-71a. F.F ☆
\Varwickshire-8L Fd-' iS V\'arwickshirc-84. AU. ('Fotal: 10 pieces)

Canada

3105

Warwickshire through Yorkshire:
Warwickshire-100.

AU

or

better

iS Warwickshire-97. F'A’F ii
☆

Warwickshire-231.

VF'

☆

Warwickshire. Five unattributed Wilkinson pieces Types of .340
3096

( Jrouping of Canadian tokens, with some duplication. Mostly dated

through 450. Fine to FT' ☆ Wiltshirc-2b. AU ☆ Vorkshire-19. F ine ☆

circa 1810-18LS. Average FineA F. Includes choice Rutherford Bros,

Yorkshire. Unattributed. 'I'ype of 30 through 45. .AU ☆ Y’orkshirc-.56.

and .Ship Colonies & Commerce pieces. ( Fotal: 24 pieces)

F ine. (Total: 12 pieces)

GREAF BRI FAIN—18l'H CENTURY

3106

iS

Lothian-lO. VF' iS Eothian-24. F ine ☆ Lothian-46. 10% red Uncircu¬

Anglesey through Cornwall: ☆ Anglesey-39(). Brown Uncirculated ☆

Irish tokens: ☆ Dublin. Types of 23 through 194 (3). .Average \ F' ☆
Dublin-252. \ F'/F'F' is Dublin-369. VG ☆ Wicklow.

Anglcsey-427. F.F ☆ Bedfordshirc-3c. Uncirculated. Fraces of red ☆

Types of 8

through 151 (2), one is brown Uncirculated it VVicklow-6L VT ☆

Biickinghamshirc-20. 10% red Uncirculated ☆ Chcshirc-.Sa. FT', mi¬

Muling. Obverse of Dublin-319. Reverse of Wicklow-6L Fine. ( To¬

nor rim ding ☆ Cornwall-2. KF ☆ l)urham-4, VF. ('lotal: 7 pieces)
F.ssex through Hampshire; ☆ Essex 4. KF ☆ Kssex-.S. Brown Uncir-

is Angusshire-13. Uncirculated. 25% red

lated. ('Total: 7 pieces)
3107

3WS

tokens:

Lanarkshire-2. VF ☆ Lanark.shire-3. AU is Eanarkshire-3L Fine ☆

I he following lots are attributed to the standard work, Dalton
& f lamer’s. Provincial Token Coinage of the 18th Century.
.3097

.Scottish

tal: 9 pieces)
3108

Group of unattributed Conder tokens. .Average \ F. ( Total: 7 pieces)

3109

.Selection of unattributed Conder issues grading average FIF. One i'

c iilatctl ☆ Ksscx-33. LS% red Uncirculated ☆ (damorganshire-4.
Fine

Hampshirc-20, 20% red Uncirculated ☆ Hampshire-20c. AU

Hampshirc-2L flood ☆ Hampshirc-.3()a. ,\U ☆ Hampshire-30b.
VF

Uncirculated. ( Total: 11 pieces)

Hampshirc-4L IT- ☆ Hampshire-89. FIF ☆ Hampshire-102

V F ''lot.il: 12 pieces)
Herefordshire through l.antaster: ☆ Hercfordshire-.S. VF ☆ Kcnt-8.
VF

Kent-IS M

' Krnr-31
a ’I

Fine

F.f

☆ Kcnt-2Hb tailed rare in I )alton and Hamer. VF

tt Kcnt-)9

Brown I niiriiilatcd ☆ Lancastcr-'Fypc

lyantasfcr 129 V F u Lantaster-HSc. AU with some

r< I ' I'.lal 0 pict cs)

VH)

Mowi'K.s \\i)\ih:ui:\A

The Louis A. LJiasherjr, Sr., (Collection

Great Erfiain—19th century

F-239. Silver Clertificate. Scries of 1923. Woods-'Fatc. Blue seal. Se¬
rial no. B46750857E. Choice New. Rarity-2- ☆ $2 F-251. Silver Cer¬

1 he following lots are attributed toW.J. Davis, British Tokens of
the 19th Century.

tificate.

.Scries

of

1899.

Vernon-'Freat.

Blue

seal.

.Serial

no.

D4()711708. Good ☆ $5 E'-871. Federal Reserve Note. .Series of 1914.
Chicago. White-Mellon. Blue seal. G5902.5423B. New or better ☆ $5
F-879. Federal Reserve Note. .Series of 1914. Minneapolis. WhiteMellon. Blue seal. .Serial no. I23944514A. ('Fotal: 7 pieces)
3118

$1 F-28. Legal 'Fender note. .Series of 1880. .Scofield-Gilfillan. Large
brown seal. Serial no. Z4908264. Choice New. Rarity-2. Bright and
attractive.

3119

$1 F-29. Legal Tender note. .Series of 1880. Bruce-Gilfillan. Large
brown seal. Serial no. Z29533112. Choice New. A few subliminal
wrinkles are all that keep this lovely piece out of the “gem” categorv.

3120
3110

3111
3112

3113

$1 F-30. Cut sheet of four notes. Legal Tender. .Series of 1880.

Surrey-5. Weybridge Mills. MS-60, with about 10% red. Quite a rare

Bruce-Wyman. Large brown seals. Cut sheet with consecutive serial

issue.

numbers from Z42103533 through Z42103536. Plate positions A

Cornwall-17. Cornish Mount. VF-20. Quite a rare issue.

through D. Average New. Each note has a pinhole at Washington’s
jacket. (Total: 4 pieces)

19th-century penny token group: ☆ Devonshire-24. EF ☆ Norfolk-

3121

$1 F-34. Cut sheet of four notes. Legal Tender notes. .Series of

26. Fine ☆ Somerset. Type of 73 and 74. All ☆ Somerset-121. Fine

1880. Rosecrans-Nebeker. Small scalloped red seals. Cut sheet with

☆ Y'orkshire-90. 10% red Uncirculated. Lovely ☆ Yorkshire-137. VF.

consecutive serial numbers from A3556741 through A3556744. Plate

(Total: 6 pieces)

positions A through D. Average New. (Total: 4 pieces)

English and Irish penny token assortment: ☆ Warwickshire-50-3.

3122

Group of large-size $1 Legal Tender notes. All have small scalloped
red seals: ☆ F-34. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-Nebeker. .Serial no.

Fine. Counterstamped “D x L” in large open letters ☆ Warwickshire.
Type of 65 and 66, EF ☆ Warwickshire. Type of 67 to 73. VF ☆

A3556940. New ☆ F-35. Series of 1880. Tillman-Morgan. Serial no.

Warwickshire. Type of 92 and 93. Afl ☆ Dublin. Type of 11 and 12.

A5758977. New ☆ F-36. Series of 1917. Feehee-Burke. Serial no.
A4680673A. New ☆ F-37. Series of 1917. Elliott-Burke. .Serial no.

VF ☆ Dublin. Type of 13 and 14. VF ☆ Londonderry-1. Fine. Scarce.

H97138963A. New ☆ F-37a. Series of 1917. Burke-Elliott. .Serial no.

(Total: 7 pieces)

H13595338A. AU ☆ ^"-38. Series of 1917. Elliott-White. Serial no.
M9405501A. New. (Total: 6 pieces)

British Empire
3123

$1 F-35. Autographed by D.N. Morgan. Legal Tender note. .Sc¬
ries of 1880. Tillman-Morgan. Small scalloped red seal. Serial no.

3114 British Empire tokens featuring issues of Australia, Gibraltar, Ja¬

A5628324. Choice New. The courtesy autograph of Morgan is

maica, and few late English pieces. Included is an 1778 D. Garrick (of

present above his engraved signature on this example.

theatre fame) medalette. Average VF. (Total 11 pieces).

It had been a popular practice for many years for 'Freasury Department offi¬
cials to hand-sign notes as souvenirs, the additional signature typically being
placed near the printed signature. Daniel N. Morgan was treasurer of the IF.S.

Currency
The notes offered in the following lots were gathered by Louis
A. Eliasberg, Sr., over a long period of years as part of several
iisplays he mounted. While there are some scarce and even rare
terns, most of the pieces are popular “types.” All of the notes
lave been off the market for decades, many for a half century or
origer. 'Ehus, they are all new to the present generation of
mthusiasts. To preserve the Eliasberg pedigree, the serial numlers are given in each instance.

from June 1, 1893, until June 30, 1897, and is remembered for signing notes as
souvenirs. One of Morgan’s personal hobbies was autograph collecting, and
important visitors to his office were asked to inscribe an album he kept on hand
for that purpose. Interestingly, Morgan’s name appears in various 'Freasury
records accounts of the storage of “Morgan” silver dollars (designed by fJeorge
'F. Morgan), causing a confusion to the lay reader, as 'Treasurer Morgan's first
name is often omitted.

3124

Pair of $1 Legal Tender notes with low serial numbers: ☆ I--36.
.Series of 1917. 'Feehee-Burke. Small scalloped red seal. .Serial no.
B16A. New ☆ E'-dS. .Series of 1917. .Spcelman-\\ hire. .Small scal¬
loped red seal. .Serial no. R40A. New. ('Fotal: 2 pieces)

3125

$1 F-36. Reconstructed sheet. Legal Fender notes. Scries of 1917.
Feehee-Burke. .Small scalloped red seals. Reconstructed sheet hav¬

Legal Tender note.s

ing

consecutive

serial

numbers

from

,A5095617,A

through

A5()9562()A. Paper tape can be seen joining the seams of the contigu¬
3115

ous notes on the reverse. Average net E.F. ( lotal: 1 reconstructed

$1 Friedberg-19. Legal Fender note. Series of 1874. Allison-Spinner.

sheet; 4 subjects)

Red seal with rays. Serial no. Fi 1725594. Choice New. Rarity-3. No¬
table as the first signature combination of the design type.
3116

3126

$1 F-37. Reconstructed sheet. Legal lender notes. .Scries of 1917.
Elliott-Burke. .Small scalloped red seals. Reconstructed sheet ha\ ing

$1 F-26. Legal 'Fender note. Series of 1875. Alli.son-Wyman. Red seal

consecutive serial numbers from K27031741.'\ through K27()31744A.

with rays. .Serial no. K821()172. Choice New. Rarity-2. I'he latter of

Paper tape can be seen joining the scams of the contiguous notes on

just two signature combinations of the 1875 scries year.

the reverse. Average net EE ( Fotal: 1 reconstructed sheet; 4 subjects)
3117

Assortment of large-size currency issues: ☆ $1 F-27. Legal 'Fender
note. .Scries of 1878. Allison-Gilfillan. Small red seal with rays. .Serial

3127

$1 F'-4(). Cut sheet with low serial numbers. Legal Fender notes.

no. A38666(). New, with a pinhole. Rarity-2 ☆ $1 F-.5(). Legal Fender

.Scries of 1923. .Spcelman-\\ hite. Small red scalloircd seals. (.ut sheet

note. .Scries of 1880. Brucc-Wyman. Large brown seal. Serial no.

with low conseciitis'c serial numbers from A465B through \4r>8B

Z54547657. New ☆ $1 F-226. Silver Certificate. .Scries of 1899.

Plate positions A through D. Average \l

Lyons-Roberts. Blue seal. .Serial no. 75307773. Good. Rarity-2 ☆ $1

the right edge. ( Fotal: 4 pieces:

IU)WEKS AND MKKKNA

F.ach has a pinch lold near

I he I .outs h. b.ltusl>erg, Sr., Collection

Rare C^ut Sheet of F-40 Star Notes

3133

$2 F-60. (2ut sheet. Legal Pender notes. .Series of 1917. SpeelmanWhite. Small scalloped red seals. Cut sheet with consecutive serial
numbers from D8804.S101A through I)88045104.A. Plate positions \
through I). Two notes grade average New; the other two are
Net All. (Total: 4 pieces)

3134

$5 F-63a. Legal

Pender note. .Act of 1863. .Second Obligation.

Chittenden-Spinner. Small red seal. One serial number. Variety with
".American Bank Note Co.” twice on the lower border. New .Series.
Serial no. 37340. New. Bright, fresh, and crisp, with some minor fox¬
ing noted along the top margin.
.A nice example of an early “greenback” note, so called from the color of the
reverse. Such notes circulated in the Fast and .Midwest, but were not used on
the West Coast. .At bullion and currency exchanges in major cities, greenbacks

3128 $1 ^'-40*. Cut sheet of star notes. Legal Tender. Series of 1923.

traded at a sharp discount in terms of silver and gold coins.

Speelman-White. Red seals. Cut sheet with consecutive serial num¬
bers from *42011) through *42041). Plate positions E through H.

3135

$5 F-65. Legal Pender note. Series of 1875. Allison-New. Small red

N evv. Only 107 Star notes of the F-40 variety are enumerated by

seal with rays. Serial no. B2461477. Choice New. Rarity-3+. Bright,

Douglas 1). Murray in his Handbook of Large Size Star Notes. A signifi¬

fresh, and attractive.

cant opportunity for the specialist. (Total: 4 pieces, one of which is il¬

.A popular and distinctive design type, featuring a pioneer family, a motif

lustrated above)

which continued in use well into the 20th century.

3136

$5 F-67. Legal Tender note. Series of 1875-B. Allison-New. Small
red seal with rays. Serial no. B337451. New, w ith a pinch fold. Rarity3-. Bright, crisp, and attractive. Infrequently seen and desirable. Pio¬
neer motif as preceding.

3137

$5 F-68. Reconstructed sheet. Legal Pender notes. Series of 1875.
Allison-Wyman. Small red seals with rays. Reconstructed sheet hav¬
ing consecutive serial numbers from B6853465 through B6853468.
'Phe individual notes have been taped together in semblance of an
uncut sheet. Average net Fine, with adhesive staining between the
contiguous notes. Rarity-3- as single notes; far more elusive as a re¬
constructed sheet. Pioneer motif as preceding. (Total: 1 recon¬

3129

$2 F-4S. Legal Tender note. Series of 1878. Allison-Gilfillan. Small

structed sheet; 4 subjects)

red seal with rays. Serial no. A1965814. (Choice New. Rarity-3.
.Although more than 4,.S()(),()()() notes were originally issued, no more than 500

3138

are thought to have survived to the present time.

3130

brown seal. Serial no. Z8177367. Choice New. Rarity-3. Crisp and
attractive. Pioneer motif as preceding.

$2 F-5(). Legal lender note. Series of 1880. vScofield-Cilfillan. Large
brown seal. Serial no. Z3226365. Choice New. Rarity-2+. Bright and
attractive, with bold surcharges.

3131

3139

bers from Z8177313 through Z8177316. Plate positions A through I).

$2 F-5L Cut sheet. Legal Tender notes. Series of 1880. Bruce-

Average New; one has a corner fold. Rarity-3 as single notes; rarer
in cut sheet form. Continuing the popular pioneer family motif (To¬

bers from Z1110646.S through Z11106468. Plate positions A through

tal: 4 pieces)

I). .New; two examples have corner folds and another has a pinch
fold. Rarity-3 as single notes; much more elusive as a cut sheet. (To¬

3140

tal: 4 pieces)

bers from Z12373377 through Z12373380. Plate positions A through
D. Phe grades are somewhat varied: New, Net AIJ, Net AH, and

f-51. .Series of 1880. Bruce-Gilfillan. Large brown seal. .Serial no.

Net EF. Rarity-2 as single notes; rarer as offered here. Pioneer fam¬

Z12047932. New ☆ P'-52. .Series of 1880. Bruce-Wyman. Large

ily scene. (Total: 4 pieces)

brown seal. .Serial no. Z22803809. New or better ☆ P'-56. .Series of
1880. Tillman-Morgan. Small scalloped red seal. Serial no. A3610639.
New or liner. ☆ F-.S7. .Series of 1917. Peehee-Burke. .Small scalloped
red seal. .Serial no. ,A-14717A. New, with a pinch fold ☆ F-60. .Series of
Speelman-White.

$5 F-72. Cut sheet. Legal I ender notes. Series of 1880. BruceWyman. Large brown seals. Cut sheet with consecutive serial num¬

.Selection of large-size $2 Legal "Pender notes, different varieties: ☆

1917.

$5 F-7L Cut sheet. Legal 1 ender notes. Series of 1880. BruceGilfillan. Large brown seals. Cut sheet with consecutive serial num¬

Cilfillan. Large brown seals. Cut sheet with consecutive serial num¬

3132

$5 F'-?!. Legal 'Pender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Gilfillan. Large

.Small

scalloped

I )8804.S 129,A. Choice New. ('Potal: 5 pieces)

red

seal.

Serial

no.

3141

Croup of $5 Legal Tender notes of the pioneer family design: ☆
P-72. Series of 1880. Bruce-Wyman. Large brown seal. .Serial no.
Z16675256, Net AL. Rarity-2 ☆ P'-79. .Series of 1880. RosecransNebeker. .Small scalloped red seal. .Serial no. A21241951. New. Rar¬
ity-2 ☆ P'-81. .Series of 1880. Bruce-Roberts. Small scalloped red seal.
.Serial no. A44931641. New or better. Rarity-2 ☆ F-83. Series of 1907.
Vernon-'Preat. .Small scalloped red seal. .Serial no. .A17141664. New.
w ith a pinch fold. Rarity-2 ☆ P -85. .Series of 1907. Napier-McClung,
.Small scalloped red seal. .Serial no. B50526175. New or better ☆ P 87. .Series of 1907. Parker-Burke. .Small scalU)ped red seal. .Serial no.
Pi20l71706. Choice New ☆ P'-88. .Scries of 1907.

Pcchec-Burkc.

.Small scalloped red seal. .Serial no. Pi71752503. Choice New ☆ p-‘>l.
.Scries of 1907. Speelman-W hite. .Small scalloped red seal. Serial no.
M10757350. New, with a pinch foUl ■O' P'-‘>2. Scries of l‘>()7. WimhIsWhite. .Small scallopeil red seal. .Serial no. M.PM044I4 New. with a
pinch fokl. Raritv-2. ( Potal: 9 pieces)

MOWKKS AM) Ml-KKW

The Louis L. h.liasherg, Sr., (Collection

3146

$5 F-77. Legal Fender note. .Scries of 1880. Rosecrans-Huston. Large
brown seal. .Serial no. A17845336. EF to AL. Rarity-5-. Pioneer fam¬
ily motif
One of the scarcer $5 Legal Tender issues. No more than 7.5 examples of the
variety are believed to survive in all grades.

3147

$5 F-79. Cut sheet. Legal Fender notes. .Scries of 1880. RosccransNebeker. Small scalloped red seals. Cut sheet with consecutive serial
numbers from A21241977 through A21241980. Plate positions A
through D. New. Rarity-2 as a single note. (Total: 4 pieces)

3148

$5 F-79. Reconstructed sheet. Legal Tender notes. .Series of 1880.
Rosecrans-Nebeker. Small scalloped red seals. Reconstructed sheet
having

consecutive

serial

numbers

from

A25300413

through

A25300416. Paper tape can be seen joining the seams of the contigu¬
ous notes on the reverse. Average net EF. Rarity-2 as a single note.
Pioneer family motif (Total: 1 reconstructed sheet; 4 subjects)
3149

$5 F-80. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Tillman-Morgan. Small
red scalloped seal. Serial no. A33152323. Choice New. Rarity-2.
Bright, crisp, and attractive. The borders are broad and the sur¬
charges are bold. Pioneer family motif

3150
3142 $5 F-72. Reconstructed sheet. Legal Tender notes. Series of 1880.

$5 F-87. Cut sheet. Legal Tender notes. Series of 1907. ParkerBurke. Small scalloped red seals. Cut sheet with consecutive serial

Bruce-Wyman. Large brown seals. Reconstructed sheet having con¬

numbers from E2933721 through E2933724. Plate positions A

secutive serial numbers from Z14276865 through Z14276868. Paper

through D. New to Choice New. Pioneer family motif (Total: 4
pieces)

tape can be se6n joining the seams of the contiguous notes on the re¬
verse. Average net EF. Rarity-2 as a single note. Pioneer family
motif. (Total: 1 reconstructed sheet; 4 subjects)

3151

$10 F-99. Legal Tender note. Series of 1878. Allison-Gilfillan. Small
red seal with rays. Serial no. A630627. Net AU, with the tips of two

3143 $5 F-73. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Wyman. Large

corners being somewhat rounded. In all other respects very attrac¬

plain red seal. Serial no. A1365547. Choice New. Rarity-2. Bright

tive. Rarity-3-i-.

and crisp, with broad, even margins on all sides. Pioneer family motif

Obverse with portrait of Daniel Webster, of New 1 lampshire. Webster is re¬
membered as one of the more famous early 19th-century political figures who
did not become president; Henry Clay is another.

3152

$10 F-100. Legal lender note. Series of 1880. Scofield-Gilfillan.
Large brown seal. Serial no. Z104746. Net EF, but actually AL, with
a small “liquid paper” repair at the bottom border of the reverse. Rar¬
ity-5.
Although 1,760,000 examples of the variety were originally issued, no more
than 75 are believed to exist at the pre.sent time.

3153

$10 F-lOl. Legal lender note. .Series of 1880. Bruce-Gilfillan.
Large brown seal. Serial no. Z3229706. New. Rarity-4. Bright and
fresh. A handsome example that will be prized by its next owner.

3144

$5 F-74. Cut sheet. Legal Tender notes. Series of 1880. RosecransJordan. Large red seals. Cut sheet with consecutive serial numbers
from A7034269 through A7034272. Plate positions A through D.
New to Choice New; one has pinholes. Rarity-2 as a single note.
Pioneer family motif (Total: 4 pieces)

3145

$5 F-74. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-Jordan.
I>arge plain red seal. Serial no. A7034238. New, with a pinch fold.
Rarity-2. .Somewhat rounded at the lower-right corner tip. Pioneer
family motif

BOWKkS AND MKKKNA

I'he estimated surviving population does not exceed 200 pieces in all grades.

t he I .outs k. h liaslk’fy^, Sr., Collection

3154 $10 F-102. Legal lender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-W’yman. Large
brown seal. Serial no. Z6029,S41. Choice New. Rarity-4-. Bright,
crisp, and attractive. A wrinkle at the bottom margin is all that pre¬
vents us from assigning the (Jem New classification.

3157 $10 F-105. Legal lender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-l lyatt.
I.arge plain red seal. Serial no. .^3480923. (Choice New. Rarity-3+.
Bright, crisp, and attractive. Nice in every way.

Rare F-102 $10 Gut Sheet

3158 $10 F-106. Legal Fender note. .Scries of 1880. Rosecrans-Hyatt.
Large red seal with spikes. .Serial no. A4.S24674. (Choice New ob¬
verse. New reverse. Rarity-2+. A small stain near the top margin of
the reverse (from a rusty paper clip.^) accounts for the split grade.

3155 $10 F-102. (.ut sheet with consecutive serial numbers from
Z6029533 through Z6029,S,36. Plate positions A through I). New to
(..hoice New. One note has a corner fold. .Scarce in all grades. In cut
sheet form F-102 is very rare. ('I'otal: 4 pieces)

3159 $10 F-107. Legal Fender note. .Series of 1880. Rosccrans-lluston.
Large brown seal. Serial no. A100.S7044. New to (Jhoiee New. Rar¬
ity-2-1-. Bright and fresh overall, with a scarcely ntiticeable pinch fold
near the right edge.
3160 $10 F-113. Legal Fender note. Scries of 1880. Lyons-Roberts. .Small
scalloped red seal. .Serial no. A,3.S40938.S. Al' or better. Bright and
fresh. Possibly laundered long ago.

Choice New F-119 Bison Note

3L56 $10 F-104. Legal 'Fender note. Scries of 1880. Rosccrans-Jordan.
Large plain red seal. Serial no. AI611123. New, with somewhat
founded corners and a scarcely noticeable tear at the top margin. RarlfV-.l + .

.3161

$ 10 I”-1 19. Legal Fender note. .Senes of I'XIl

P.irker-Biirkc Small

walloped red se.il. Seri.il tio. I^I‘M7702. (Jhoiee New. Rarits -J*

\

h.mdsotne ex.itnple ol one of the most popular ilcsign tspes in the
I S p.ifier monev senes

iu)\\i-:us.\M) \ii*:uK\\

The Louis h. hJiasherg, Sr., (ioUerhon
I he obverse features the vignette of a standing “buffalo” (zoologieally, a bi¬
son) flanked by portraits of the famous explorers Meriwether l>cwis and Will¬
iam (dark. I he reverse depicts a standing female figure surrounded by foliage,
flanked by Clorinthian columns.

Rare F-123 $10 Cut Sheet
Important Offering

Desirable F-119 $10 Gut Sheet
TTTTT

UNrm«Tiirt«ttDT(

3165

$10 F-123. Cut sheet.

Legal Tender notes. .Scries of 1923.

Speelman-White. Small scalloped red seals. Cut sheet with consecu¬
tive serial numbers from A359689B through A359692B. Plate posi¬
tions A through D. New to Choice New. Rarity-2. Notable as the

3162 $10 F-119. Cut sheet with consecutive serial numbers from
E9896593 through E9896596. Plate positions A through D. Average

last large-size $10 Legal Tender issue, llncirculated F-123 notes are

AU to New; one has rounded corners. Rarity-2-i-. Popular Bison is¬

scarce and rut sheets are very rare. (Total: 4 pieces)

sue. Very rare as a cut-sheet group. (Total: 4 pieces)

F-123 is the only variety of the design type, a circumstance that has resulted
in especially heavy demand.

Scarce $20 F-137 Legal Tender Note

3163

$10 F-120. Legal Pender note. .Series of 1901. Teehee-Burke. Small
scalloped red seal. Serial no. P)1490279.S. New, with a pinch fold.
Rarity-2. Another variety of the popular bison design type.
3166

3164

$20 F-137. Legal Pender note. Series of 1880. Rosccrans-Huston.

$10 F-122. Legal 'Pender note. Series of 1901. Speelman-White.

Large red seal with spikes. .Serial no. A.S196628. Net All, but actu¬

.Small scalloped red seal. .Serial no. Fi37.S3846.S. Net EP', but actually

ally New, with somewhat rounded corners. Rarity-4+.

new, with a scuff at the top of Meriwether Lewis’ portrait. 'Phis is the

Phis note is probably from a small hoard of examples, inasmuch as ,\.S1%620.
A.S 196621, A.S 196623, A.S19662.S, A.S 196626, and A.S 196627 have also been re¬
ported (by Martin (Jengerke in his United States Paper .Money Record). Only Isetween 7.S and 200 examples are thought to exist in all grades.

last signature combination of the “Bison note” scries.

3167

$20 F-138. Legal Pender note. .Scries of 1880. Rosccrans-Huston.
Large brown seal. Serial no. A,S769228. Net Al', but actually New.
with a pinch fold and minor smudging at the right margin. Rarity-4+.
.\nother note that seems to be from a tiny hoard of examples dispersed long
ago; these having serial numbers ranging trom A.S769224 through .\.S769,.36.
several of which have been reported bv Martin (lengerkc.

iOWKK.S AND MKUKNA

I he Louis L. t.Iiasber^, Sr., Collectton

red seal. .Serial no. B34576002. New, with some faint reverse stain¬
ing. Rarity-2.
This is the famous "Martha Washington note" made over the span of a de¬
cade from 1886 to 18%. Such notes and related Silver Certificate issues were
specifically payable in silver dollars and were backed by millions of Morgan
dollars stored in government vaults. Later, the I'reasurv repudiated this obliga¬
tion, and today such notes cannot be redeemed in this way (not that anyone
would want to).

3174

$1 F-223. Silver Certificate. Series of 1891. Fillman-.Morgan. Small
scalloped red seal. Serial no. E52689368. (Choice New. .A handsome
example. F-223 is the final signature combination of the 1891 series.

3168 $20 F-140. l^egal Fender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-Nebeker.
Small scalloped red seal. Serial no. A7680007. Choice New. Rarity3. Bright, crisp, and attractive.

3175

splendid candidate for inclusion in a

$1

F-223.

Cut

sheet with

consecutive

serial

numbers

from

F47652569 through E47652572. Plate positions A through D. Aver¬

high-quality type set.

age New to Choice New; one has a pinch fold. Popular Martha
Washington portrait issue. (Ibtal: 4 pieces)
3176

$1 F-224. With courtesy autograph of D.N. Morgan. Silver Cer¬
tificate. Educational note. Series of 1896. Fillman-.Morgan. Red seal.
Serial no.

1710549. New. Somewhat rounded at the corners.

Morgan’s autograph is above his engraved signature.

The obverse vignette titled “History Instructing Youth” depicts a reclining
female figure History next to a standing male child Youth. History is pointing to
the Washington D.C. skyline from a vantage point on the Virginia side of the
Potomac Rivet, seemingly on the grounds of the Lee mansion. The reverse
features portraits of George and Martha Washington.

A9652880>
3169 $20 F-141. Legal 'Fender note. Series of 1880. Tillman-Morgan. Small

3177

$1 F-225. Silver Certificate. Educational note. Series of 1896. BruceRoberts. Red seal. Serial no. 51688402. AU with corner folds and a

scalloped red seal. Serial no. A9652880. (Choice New. Rarity-3. Nicely

smudge at the right margin. Rarity-2-.

centered with bold surcharges. Another truly beautiful note.
3178

$1 F-225. Reconstructed “Educational note” sheet. With con¬
secutive serial numbers from 51688477 through 51688480; the indi¬
vidual notes have been taped together in semblance of an uncut
sheet. Average net Fine, with adhesive staining between the con¬
tiguous notes. Rarity-2- in single note form, much rarer as a recon¬
structed sheet, and, of course, immensely popular as a design. ('Fotal:
1 reconstructed sheet; 4 subjects)

3170

$20 F-142. Legal Fender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Roberts. Small
scalloped red seal. Serial no. A11904173. Choice New. Rarity-3. An¬
other lovely example for the connoisseur.

'Fhc serial number is one of the highest reported for the variety.
3171

$20 F-147. Legal 'Fender note. Series of 1880. Elliott-White. Small
scalloped red seal. Serial no. A4979864A. New, with a pinch fold near
the right edge. F-147 is the final large-size $20 Legal Tender issue.

SILVER CERT1FICATF..S
.3172

$1 F-2LS. .Silver Certificate. .Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Jordan. .Small
plain red seal. .Serial no. B6463942. New. Fhe seal is somewhat faded,
leading us to suspect that this note may have been laundered long ago.
I'hc obverse design features a portrait of Martha Washington.

3179 $1 I''-226. Uncut sheet. Silver Certificates. .Series of 189*/. LvonsRoberts. Blue seals. I'ncut sheet having consecutive serial numbers
from ‘/4052897 through *M052900. Average net .M I or better, with
folds between the notes. Rarity-2 in single note form; \crv r.irc as an
uncut sheet. ( Fotal: 1 uncut sheet; 4 subjects)

.3173

$1 l‘-2l 7. Silver f .crrifu ate Senes of 188/) Rr)set rans I lyatt L.irgc
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3180

Selection of $1 Silver (Certificates. .411 are of the 1899 series with blue

Reconstructed $2 F-242 Sheet

seals: ☆ F-226a. Lyons-Roberts. Serial no. B88620923. (Choice New
☆

F-228. \'ernon-'Freat. Serial no. R69853456. New ☆ F-228.

Vernon-Treat. Serial no. R31241150. EF ☆ F-229. V’ernon-McClung;.
Serial no. X20775859. New ☆ F-23(). Napier-McClung. Serial no.
Z,33758569. New or better ☆

F-232. Parker-Burke. Serial no.

R4315431.5R. New ☆ F-233. 'Feehee-Burke. Serial no. B89979451A.
New, with a reverse smudge ☆ $1 F-236. Speelman-White. Serial no.
X27859926A. New, with a pinch fold. (Total: 8 pieces)
3181

$1 F-233. Reconstructed sheet. Silver Certificates. Series of 1899.
Feehee-Burke. Blue seals. Reconstructed sheet having low con¬
secutive serial numbers from B93A through B96A. Paper tape
can be seen joining the seams of the contiguous notes on the reverse.
Average net EF. (Total: 1 reconstructed sheet; 4 subjects)

3182

$1 F-236. Cut sheet. Silver Certificates. Series of 1899. SpeelmanWhite. Blue seals. Cut sheet with consecutive serial numbers from
R88424657A through R88424660A. Plate positions A through D. Av¬
erage New; one has a pinch fold. (Total: 4 pieces)

3185

$2 F-242. Reconstructed sheet. Consecutive serial numbers from
B13055193 through B13055196. Paper tape can be seen joining the
seams of the contiguous notes on the reverse. Average net EF. A
desirable design type and a handsome display. (Total: 1 reconstructed
sheet; 4 subjects)

3186

$2 F-243. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Huston.
Large red seal. Serial no. B17649368. EF. Rarity-3. Outstanding
quality for the grade. 'Fhe note appears to be New at first glance.

3187

$2 F-244. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Huston.
Large brown seal. Serial no. B18250837. Net AU. Rarity-3.
Although more than 3,000,000 examples of F-244 were originally issued, no
more than 500 pieces are believed to have survived in all grades.

3188

Assortment of Series 1899, blue-seal $2 Silver (Certificates. A
nice start on a signature set: ☆ F-25L \'ernon-Treat. Serial no.
D60564904. New, with a pinch fold ☆ F-252. Vernon-McClung. .Se¬
rial no. E22019786. New, with a pinch fold ☆ F-253. Napier-

[ 3183

$1 F-237. Reconstructed sheet. Silver Certificates. Series of 1923.

McClung. .Serial no. K18052996. New ☆ F-255. Parker-Burke. .Se¬

Speelman-White. Blue seals. Reconstructed sheet having low con¬

rial no. M49548585. New to Choice New ☆ F-256. 'Feehee-Burke.

secutive serial numbers from K13B through K16B. Paper tape

Serial no. N27311619. New, with a smudge ☆ F-258. Speelman-

can be seen joining the seams of the contiguous notes on the reverse.

White. Serial no. N9()010111. New, with a pinch fold. (Total: 6

Average net EF. (Total: 1 reconstructed sheet; 4 subjects)

pieces)

New motif with Washington’s portrait as done by Gilbert C. .Stuart.

Important $2 F-254 Note
Autographed by Thompson

3184

$2 F-242. Silver Certificate. .Series of 1886. Rosecrans-1 lyatt. Large
red seal. .Serial no. B 130.54711. (Choice New. Bright, crisp, and fresh.
Fairly scarce in this high grade.
The obverse features a portrait of General Winfield .Scott I lanccK'k. I he reverse
consists of inscriptions and engine-turned ornamentation.

iiiOWKKS AND MKKIcNA

3189 $2 E'-254. With courtesy autograph of (Carmi .4. I hompson. Sil¬
ver Certificate. .Scries of 1899. Napier-1 hompson. Blue seal. Low
serial: 1154. New. Raritv-3. .Autograph signature of 1 hompson is
above his engraved signature on this note.

^^7

I'he 1.outs h.

Sr., Collection

A Ncarce note in any preservation, F-254 is the most elusive signa¬
ture combination ot its design type. The low serial number, courtesy
autograph, and high grade combine to make this a very important
note.

31^0

$2 F-258 Cut sheet. Silver Certificates. Scries of 1899. SpeelmanWhitc. Blue seals. (>ut sheet with consecutive serial numbers from
R18()4057 through R18()4060. Plate positions K through H. Average
.New; three notes have pinch folds. ('Ibtal: 4 pieces)

3193

$5 F-268. Silver Certificate. Educational Note. Series of 1896.
I'illman-.Morgan. Red seal. Serial no. 1146.3410. ALL ,A handsome
example.
The obverse vignette commemorates advances made in electrical technol¬
ogy, culminating with the invention of the light bulb lKdi.son, October 21,
1879|. 'fhe reverse depicts two famous C'ivil War generals of the I'nion .Army,
Grant and Sheridan.

3191

$5 F-268 Educational Note

$5 F-262. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Huston.

Courtesy Autograph of Morgan

Large red seal. Serial no. B22831840. EF to AU. Rarity-2+. The
popular design type having a portrait of L'.S. Grant on the obverse
and five Morgan silver dollars on the reverse.
In the March 1896 issue of theSumismatist, Joseph Hooper informed readers
that one ot the reverse plates for the $.S silver certificates (.Series of 1886) contained
an error among the printed facsimiles of five silver dollars. “The third one of
these from the left end of the certificate has the word I'Rl’.ST spelled fRA-S'I'.
On all the others the word is properly spelled."

Important F-263 $5 Reconstructed Sheet

3194
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$5 F-268. With courtesy autograph of 1).N. Morgan. .Serial no.
836946. EF, with the autograph of Morgan above his engraved signa¬
ture. A perennially popular design type.

Rare Reconstructed F-269 Sheet
“Educational” Series

W-

3192

$,S F-263. Keconstructed sheet. .Silver Certificates. .Series of 1886.
Popular Morgan dollar motif on reverse. Rosecrans-Huston. Large
brown seals. Reconstructed sheet having consecutive serial numbers
from B2.S.S7.S.VS7 through B2.S.S7.S.^6(). Paper tape can be seen joining
the scams of the contiguous notes on the reverse. Averiige net EF.
Rarity-2 as single notes; much rarer in the form of an unreconstructed
sheet as most “runs" of serial numbers have been broken up in view
of the value of the individual notes. (Total: 1 reconstructed sheet; 4
subjr- ts)

sheet h.iving consei iitive seri.il numbers from 214248SI through
2l4248S(i P.iper t.ipe i .m be seen joining the se.iins ol the vontigii-
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ous notes on the reverse. Average net EF. Although single notes are
seen with some treciuency, a reconstructed sheet is rare. ('Ibtal: 1 re¬
constructed sheet; 4 subjects)

Impressive $5 F-272 Gut Sheet

3199 $5 F-275. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Napier-McClung. Blueseal. Serial no. K48159459. New to Choice New. The paper is
bright and the surcharges are bold. An especially attractive example
of this popular design.

3196 $5 F-272. Silver Certificates. Series of 1899. Lyons-Treat. Blue
seals. Cut sheet with consecutive serial numbers from B3749621
through B3749624. Plate positions A through D. One note grades
AU; the others are New to Choice New. Rarity-2. (Total; 4
pieces)
'fhe popular design type portraying Sioux Chief Running Antelope on the
obverse. This is the only U.S. note on which a Native American appears as the
central motif.

3200

$5 F-277. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Parker-Burke. Blue seal.
Serial no. M45486783. New. Rarity-2. Crisp and bright. A minor
wrinkle near the top of Chief Running Antelope’s portrait is all that
keeps this lovely note out of the Choice New category.

3201

$5 F-278. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Teehee-Burkc. Blue
seal. .Serial no. M72124516. New. Rarity-2. Possibly laundered long
ago.

3197 $5 F-273. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Vernon-Treat. Blue seal.
Serial no. D4.5613319. New, with a pinch fold. Rarity-2.

3202 $5 F-279. Silver Certificate. .Series of 1899. Elliott-Burke. Blue seal.
.Serial no. N2116343. (Choice New. Rarity-3. A delightful example of
one of the scarcer varieties of the design type.
Although more than 14,()()0,()()() F-279 notes were originally issued, it is esti¬
mated that no more than .500 still survive today in all grades.

3198 $5 F'-274. Silver Certificate. Scries of 1899. Vernon-McClung. Blue
seal. Serial no. hi41462163. Choice New. Rarity-3. Bright, fresh, and
crisp. One of the scarcer signature combinations of the popular “In¬
dian chief design type.

3203

$S F-280. Silver Certificate. .Scries of 1899. Klliott-Whitc. Blue seal.
.Serial no. N21559899. New, with a scarcciv noticeable pinch fold.
Crisp and attractive.
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Desirable F-288 $10

tiny handful of different examples have been reported. This is a vcr\
attractive example.
The obverse portrays Thomas .A Hendricks w ho died in olfict while serving
as vice president of the I'nited .States. I'hese pieces arc popularly referred to as
“Tombstone .Notes,” so-called because of the shape of the frame around
Hendricks’ portrait.

Exceptional F-292 $10 Note

3207 $10 F-292. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Hyatt.
Small red seal. Serial no. B68,S333. New. Rarity-S. Bright and fresh
overall. A tiny scuff at the lower-right corner is all that prevents us
from assigning the Choice New classification.
3204

$10 F-288. Silver Certificate. Series of 1880. Bruce-Gilfillan. Large

No more than 75 examples of F-292 are thought to exist.

brown seal. Serial no. B4099969. KF. Rarity-3. Somewhat tightly
trimmed at the top margin and lightly stained at the left border. A
small area of foxing can be seen at the bottom margin.
Only a few hundred of the F-288 variety are believed to exist. The 18th-cen¬
tury financier Robert .Morris is portrayed on the obverse. It was Morris who en¬
deavored in 1783 to establish the National Mint (a.k.a. American Mint); how¬
ever. despite the production of silver patterns in that year, the mint did not be¬
come a reality until 1792. The reverse of this note includes the inscription .SII.VKR in especially large letters.

3208 $10 F-295. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Huston.
Large brown seal. -Serial no. B11647829. Net EF, but actually AU,
with a faint greenish stain on Hendricks’ cheek. Rarity-4. Not easy to
find in EF and higher grades.

Choice New F-296 $10
3205

$10 F-290. Silver Certificate. Series of 1880. Bruce-Wyman. Large
red seal. .Serial no. .\.S267. Fine to VF', with a pinhole noted. Rarity5+. One of the scarcest -Silver Certificates in the present offering.
.Although 3()4,(K)0 of these notes were originally issued, it is likely that no
more than 7.S could be accounted for today.

Rare F-291 $10 “Tombstone Note”

3209 $5 F-296. .Silver Certificate. -Scries of 1886. Rosecrans-Ncbekcr.
Large brown seal. Serial no. B12694134. (Choice New. Raritv-4.
Bright, crisp, and fresh, with broad even margins on all sides. \crv
rare in this high grade.
Only 75 to 2(M) examples are estimated to exist, and most of these arc in the
\'f> to Al

32fK»

f'-29L

$10
•

Silver Ccrtifitatc. Series of 1886

grade range.

Roset r.ins-Jortlan,

11

red sell Scri.il no 0225446 .Net F'.E, but .ii rii.illv Al , with a

•

rri.oo'- d rop margin and a small st un at the upper left corner.

R .irif- 6*. An imp«<rranf rant- in the silver < ertific.itc .erics. ()nlv ,i
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Choice New F-301 $10

B77936.S9. AC ☆ h-3.Sl. 'fillman-Morgan. .Serial no. B413273b7.
New, with a pinch fold. ('Ibtal: 2 pieces)
3214

$2 F-356. 'IVeasury or Coin note. Series of 1891. RosccransNebeker. Small red seal. .Serial no. B4()3.S984. .New or better. Rantv2+. A lovely example having bright, crisp paper and bold surcharges.
I he so-called “Coin notes” were payable in unspecified coin, unlike the .Sil¬
ver Certificates which were obligated in silver dollars. I'he Department of the
treasury could pay either gold or silver coins at its discretion. .'\t this time the
future supply of silver dollars was somewhat uncertain, although the Sherman
Silver Purchase Act (1890) and other legislation (such as the melting of trade
dollars for their bullion) eventually produced enough of the metal to coin silver
dollars through 1904.
'I'he portrait on the obverse is that of James McPherson, who was famous for

3210

$10 F-301. Silver Certificate. Series of 1891. Lyons-Roberts. Small

his leadership at the Battle of Vicksburg. As a result of the federal victory at

red seal. Serial no. E30384779. Choice New. Rarity-2. Bright, crisp,

Vicksburg on July 4, 186.V following a prolonged siege, the entire length of the
Mississippi was opened to both military and commercial traffic. The siege of

and attractive. Outstanding in every' way, and virtually as nice as the

Vicksburg has several interesting numismatic connections including the al¬
leged counterstamping of Indian cents to have them serve as dimes, and the
issuance of emergency money.

day of issue. One of the finest in existence anywhere.

Rare F-309 $20

3215

$2 F-357. With courtesy autograph of D.N. Morgan. Treasury or
Coin note. Series of 1891. Tillman-Morgan. .Small red seal. .Serial no.
B11354858. New'. The autograph of Morgan is above his engraved
signature.
'fhe practice of Treasury officials affixing courtesy signatures to notes contin¬
ues to the present day. One of former.)//«/director Donna Pope’s favorite rec¬
ollections is that, although she had nothing to do with printing currency, she
was often asked to sign notes.

3216

$2 F-358. Treasury or Coin note. Series of 1891. Bruce-Roberts.
Small red seal. .Serial no. B18741814. New'. Rarity-3. .Somewhat
rounded at the tips of the corners. E-358 ranks as the scarcest signa¬
ture combination of the design type.

! 3211

$20 F-309. .Silver Certificate. Series of 1880. Scofield-Gilfillan.
Large Brown seal. Serial no. B480419. VF to EF, with a pinhole

Desirable $5 F-362 Gut Sheet

noted. Rarity-5-i-. Nicely centered with broad even margins on all
sides. .Seldom offered in any grade.
The obverse features a portrait of Stephen Decatur, a naval officer who
gained prominence during the War of 1812, but was killed in a duel in 1820.

I 3212

$20 F-321. Silver Certificate. Series of 1891. Parker-Biirke. Serial
no. HI08199. New', with a corner fold. Rarity-3-. Bright, crisp, and
fresh. A delightful note certain to highlight the cabinet of its next
owner. Worth a generous bid.
Obverse with portrait of Daniel Manning, secretaiy of the Treasury 188.S-1887.

irRKASURY OR COIN NOTES
( 3213

Pair of $1 'frcasiiry tir Coin notes. Each is of the 1891 .Series and has a
small scallo[icd red seal: ix 1-3.30. Rosccrans-Ncbekcr. .Serial no.

«OWKkS AND MKRKNA

3217

$5 F-362. (Jut slieet. 'freasurv or (Join notes. .Series of 1891.
Rosecrans-Ncbeker. R- d si .ils Cut sheet with eonsecutiv e serial

4(n
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numbers frum B12U5««5 through B1205S«8. Plate positions A
through 1). Average New, with pinholes and minor stains. Rarity-2
in single note torm; very elusive as a tour-note run from an original
sheet. ( Total: 4 pieces)
321H

$5 h-363. Ireasury or Coin note. Scries of 1891. I'iUman-Morgan.
Small red seal. Serial no. B11340270. .AL'. Bright, crisp, and attractive.
.Another example of this popular and eagerly sought design type.

3219

$5 F-363. Reconstructed sheet. Treasury or Coin notes. Consecu¬
tive serial numbers from B11340281 through Bl 1340284. Paper tape
can be seen joining the seams of the contiguous notes on the reverse.
.Average net EF. (Total: 1 reconstructed sheet; 4 subjects)

3222

$10 F-369.

Treasury or Coin note. Series of 1891. Rosecrans-

Nebeker. Small red seal. Serial no. B543658. New. Rarity-2. Bright,
3220

$5 F-364, Treasury or Coin note. Series of 1891. Bruce-Roberts.

crisp, and fresh, w'ith some trivial rounding at the two bottom corners.

Small red seal. Serial no. B16018577. New. Bright, fresh, and crisp. A

Scarce in this high grade.

prize for the connoisseur.

Rare F-369 $10 Gut Sheet
Choice New F-367 $10
Series of 1890 Coin Note

3223

$10 F-369. Cut sheet. Series of 1891 Treasury or Coin notes. Con¬
secutive serial numbers which we list individually as follows: ☆
B543609. Net AH, with a pinch fold and faded treasury seal ☆
B543610. New ☆ B543611. C>hoice New' ☆ B.S43612. Net AH, with
an oil(.^) stain at the bottom margin. Rarity-2 as a single note, much
rarer as a four-note run. Most groups have been dispersed. ('Total: 4
pieces)

3224

$10 F-371. Treasury note. Series of 1891. Bruce-Roberts. Small red
seal. Serial no. B5622198. Net HiF', but actually .AH, with a smudge at
the right end of the obverse. Rarity-4+. F-371 is the scarcest signa¬
ture combination of the design type.
.Although 9()(),()0() examples were originally issued, its doubtful that more
than ItK) or so survivors could be accounted for today.

3221

$10 F-367.

Ireasury or Coin note. .Series of 1890. Rosecrans-

Ncbckcr. Large brown seal. Serial no. A3()74()12. New. Rarity-2.
Bright and crisp, with broad even margins on all sides. A minor im¬
perfection at the lower left corner is all that keeps this lovely note out
of the ffem New category. A prize item, an issue which is not often
seen in any grade, and when encountered is apt to be in lower conditirin.
from the srandp<iint of ornate engraving on the reverse, the Senn of IH90
f>)in notes have no peer in this era
petiallv lavish manner

I he denominations are expressed in an es-

I he successor series, that of IMOl, was much simpler.

I he obverse portrays the famous (iivil War general and cavalryman I’hilip M.
Sheridan
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Federai. rkserve no tes_

3232

Pair of large-size Federal Reserve Bank notes, Cleveland issues: ☆
$1 F-719. Feehee-Burke. Davis-Fancher. .Serial no. D17.S84276A. EF

3225

itt $1 F-720. F.lliott-Burke. Davis-Fancher. .Serial no. D2529()1()3A
New. ('Ibtal: 2 pieces)

Assortment of Farge-size Federal Reserve Bank notes includ¬
ing scarce issues: ☆ $1 F-710. Boston. E>lliott-Burke. Willett-Morss.
Serial no. A30yB9450A. Net Al', with adhesive remnants on the re¬
verse ☆ $1 F-721. Richmond. 'Feehee-Burke. Keesee-Seay. Serial no.

3233

Quartette of large-size Federal Reserve Bank notes, Chicago issues:
☆

F790y58A. Choice New. Rarity-2 ☆ $1 F-722. Richmond. Elliott-

$1

F-727.

Feehee-Burke.

MeCloud-.McDougal.

.Serial

no.

G197354A. New, with a pinch fold ☆ $1 F-728. 'Feehee-Burke.

Burke. Keesee-Seay. Serial no. E2775095.SA. AU ☆ $1 F-726. At¬

Cramer-McDougal. Serial no. G31495757A. New ☆ $1

lanta. filliott-Burke. Bell-Wellborn. Serial no. E25176375A. Net ALI

V-im.

Elliott-Burke. Cramer-McDougal. Serial no. G38130242A. New, with

☆ $1 F-74(). Dallas. Teehee-Burke. Talley-Van Zandt. Serial no.

a pinch fold ☆ $2 F-767. Elliott-Burke. Cramer-McDougal. .Serial no.
G8372217A, EFA'F. Rarity-2. ( Fotal: 4 pieces)

K532233A. New. Rarity-2 if $2 F-761. Richmond. Elliott-Burke.
Keesee-Seay. Serial no. E3354465A. EF. Rarity-2 ☆ $5 F-789. At¬
lanta. Feehee-Burke. Pike-McCord. Serial no. F840722A. New. Rarity-4 ☆ $5 F-806.

Feehee-Burke, Talley-Van Zandt. Serial no.

K214890. Net Fine. Rarity-5. (Total: 8 pieces)
3226

G6069i:r

Trio of $1 Federal Reserve Bank notes having low or unusual
serial numbers: ☆ F-711. New York. Feehee-Burke. Sailer-Strong.
Serial no. B60A. New ☆ F-714. Philadelphia. I’eehee-Burke.
Fiardt-Passmore. Serial no. C600002A. Net AU. Rarity-2- ☆ F-723.

W

Atlanta. Teehee-Burke. Pike-McCord. Serial no. F55A. Choice
New. (Total: 3 pieces)
3227

5-7

G6069'^r

yieivw. ^..

q

1 rio of large-size Federal Reserve Bank notes, all New York issues: ☆
$1 F-711. 'Feehee-Burke. Sailer-Strong. Serial no. B552299A (un¬
usual number). New ☆ $1 F-712. 'I'eehee-Burke. Fiendricks-Strong.

3234

$1 F-727* *. Federal Reserve Bank note. Star note. .Series of
1918. Teehee-Burke. McCloud-McDougal. Blue seal. Serial no.

Serial no. B10587015A. New ☆ $2 F-750. Teehee-Burke. Sailer-

*G6069. New. Rare in all grades. Douglas D. Murray was only able

Strong. Serial no. B646111 A. EF. ('Fotal: 3 pieces)
3228

WTKittl IMMlliAsIt'

to account for 11 examples in his United States Large Size Star Notes.
This note would be a 12th. A showpiece for the currency specialist.

$1 F-712. Cut sheet. Federal Reserve Bank notes. New York.
Series of 1918. Feehee-Burke. Hendricks-Strong. Blue seals. Cut
sheet with consecutive serial numbers from B50798605A through

3235

sues:

B50798608A. Plate positions A through D. Average New to Choice

3230

☆

$1

F-730. Teehee-Burke. Attebery-Wells. Serial no.

H3948981A. ALI. Rarity-2- ☆ $1 F-732. Elliott-Burke. Attebery-

New; one has foxing. (Total: 4 pieces)
3229

Group of large-size Federal Reserve Bank notes, St. Louis is¬

Biggs. Serial no. H16668481 A. EF. Rarity-2- ☆ $1 F-733. Elliott-

'Frio of large-size Federal Reserve Bank notes, Philadelphia issues: ☆

Burke. White-Biggs. Serial no. H26097409A. New, with a pinch fold

$1 F-715. Teehee-Burke. Dyer-Passmore. Serial no. C25598094A.

☆ $2 F-768. Teehee-Burke. Attebery-Wells. Serial no. H1073587A.

Choice New ☆ $1 F-717. Elliott-Burke. Dyer-Norris. Serial no.

EF. Rarity-2-(- ☆ $2 F-771. Elliott-Burke. White-Biggs. Serial no.

C50556554A. New' ☆ $2 F-754. Teehee-Burke. Dyer-Passmore. Se¬

H3138840A. EF. Rarity-2 ☆ $5 F-796. Teehee-Burke. Attebery-

rial no. C2515050A. EF. Rarity-3. (Ibtal: 3 pieces)

Wells. Serial no. H320726A. EF. Rarity-4. ( Fotal: 6 pieces)

Offering of large-size Federal Reseiwe Bank notes with low se¬

3236

Selection of large-size Federal Reserve Bank notes, Kansas

Feehee-Burke.

City issues: ☆'$! F-737. Feehee-Burke. Anderson-Miller. Serial no.

Baxter-Fancher. Serial no. D536A. Choice New ☆ $1 F-718. Serial

J4941592A. ALI ☆ $1 F-738. Elliott-Burke. Anderson-Miller. Serial

rial numbers, Cleveland issues: ☆ $1 F-718.

no. D87A. Net EF ☆ $2 F-757. I'eehee-Burke. Baxter-Fancher.

no. J13321253A. New or better ☆ $1 F'-739. FIlliott-Burke. Helm-

Serial no. D87A. Net Alb Rarity-2 ☆ $2 F-757. Serial no. D79A.

Miller. Serial no. J19276363A. Choice New ☆ $2 F'-774. Feehee-

Net EF. Rarity-2 ☆ $5 F-785. Teehee-Burke. Baxter-Fancher. Serial

Burke. Anderson-Miller. Serial no. J32241A. EF. Rarity-2+ ☆ $2 F-

no. D87A. Net AU. Rarity-3- ☆ $5 F-785. Serial no. D51A. EF.

775. Elliott-Burke. Helm-Miller. Serial no. J2510965A. Net \'F. Rar-

Rarity-3-. Low serial numbers are always conversation pieces when¬

ity-2. (Total: 5 pieces)

ever collectors gather. ('Ibtal: 6 pieces)
3237

Quartette of large-size Federal Reserve Bank notes, San Fran¬
cisco issues: ☆ $1 F-743. Feehee-Burke. Clerk-Lynch. Serial no.

Ranty-7 Cleveland $1 Star Note

L13()85535A. EF' ☆ $1 F-744. Teehee-Burke. Clerk-Calkins. .Serial
no. L12721228A. Choice New ☆ $1 F-746. Elliott-Burke. Ambrose-

Cleveland, F-718

Calkins. Serial no. L2367()657A. Net FT'. Rarity-2 ☆ $2 F-780.
Elliott-Burke. Ambrose-Calkins. .Serial no. L3131592.\. AU. Rarity-

Just Seven Notes Previously Recorded

2. ('Fotal: 4 pieces)
3238
D-4

$2 F'-749. Federal Reserve Bank note. Boston. .Series of 1918. FJliottBtirke. W'illett-Morss. Blue seal. .Serial no. A8383()57.‘\, New. Rarity-

1

DllOlit

2+.
3239

$2 F'-751. Federal Reserve Bank note. New 3ork. Scries of 1918.
Feehee-Burke. Hendricks-.Strong. Blue seal. .Serial no. B8678183.\.
New or better.

DllOiY
3240

$2 F-752. Federal Reserve Bank note. New York. Senes of 1918.
FIlliott-Burke. Hendricks-.Strong. Blue seal. Serial no. B8e78183.\.
New or better.

.3231

$1 F-718*. I^'ederal Reserve Bank note. Star note. (Cleveland.
Series of 1918. 'Feehee-Burke. Baxter-Fancher. Blue seal. Serial no.
*1)110. New. Rarity-7-. Douglas D, Murray was only able to account
for seven different examples in his United States I .arge Size Star Notes.

liOWKK.S AND MKRKNA

.3241

$2 F-7.53. Federal Reserve Bank note. Philadelphia. Senes of IMls
Feehee-Burke. I lardt-Passmorc. Blue seal. Serial no. C29S120A.
New, with a pim h fold Rantv 2.

40,>
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3242

$2 F-757. Federal Reserve Bank note. Cleveland. .Series of 1918.

3252 $10 F'-SIO. Federal Reserve Bank note. .New ^6rk. .Senes of 1918.

leehee-Burke. Baxter-Fancher. Blue seal. I.ovv serial: 1)536.4.
.New, with a pinch fold. Rarity-2.

Feehee-Burke. Hendricks-Strong. Blue seal. Serial no. B167797,A.
Net FIF' or better, w ith a pinhole. Rarity-5. .Scarce in all grades.

$2 F-7.S9. Federal Reserve Bank note. Cleveland. Series of 1918.

though we expect that there are a few more than that.

Only .^0 to 7.S examples are thought to exist, per conventional wisdom, al¬

3243

Klliott-Burke. Davis-Fancher. Blue seal. Serial no. D27{)()965.\.
Choice New. Rarity-2.
I* >«t VTI •• <>(

3244

l«M

$2 F-760. Federal Reserve Bank note. Richmond. .Series of 1918.
Feehee-Burke. Keesee-.Seay. Blue seal. Low serial: FlhOA. Choice
New. Rarity-3 in all grades.
VV hilc what is a “low serial number” has never been defined, certainly a note

HI

“ "'ll'ic X ■'i'ii'i i'l VI. \i'i m"

with a number such as this is in the distinct minority. It has been our experi¬

j;.5878A

ence (indeed, reinforced by the present offering) that while Cleveland and cer¬
tain other Federal Reserve Bank notes are occasionally seen with low numbers,
Richmond notes with low numbers are quite elusive.

3245

$2 F'-765. Federal Reserve Bank note. Chicago. Series of 1918.
Feehee-Burke.

\lcCloud-.\lcDougal.

Blue

seal.

Serial

3253 $10 F-817a. Federal Reserve Bank note. Kansas City. Teehee-

no.

Burke. Cross-Miller (hand-signed rather than engraved). Blue

(j118%96A. Choice New. Bright and fresh, with broad even mar¬

seal. Serial no. J15878A. New, with a pinch fold. Quite scarce, par¬

gins on all sides.

ticularly in this high state of preservation.

$2 F-776. Federal Reserve Bank note. Dallas. -Series of 1918.

Robert Friedberg in the early years, and was later assigned an “a” number.

Cross was ar/z/tg secretary at the time. This unusual variety was not known to

3246

Feehee-Burke.

Falley-Van Zandt. Blue seal. Serial no. K61259A.

-New, with a pinch fold. Rarity-2-i-.

Small-Size Notes
3254 $1 Small-size notes. F'-15()(). Legal Tender notes. Series of 1928.

Possibly Unique F-782 Star Note

Woods-Wbodin. Red seals. Croup of notes with consecutive serial

New \ ork, Federal Reserve $5

numbers from A()()()()4879A through A00()()4884A. Plate positions .A
through F. Average Choice to Gem New. ('Fotal: 6 pieces)
32.55

Croup of desirable small-size notes, some with low' or unusual

82 ^

serial numbers: ☆ $1 F-l.SOO. Serial no. A()()()()48.S7A. (Ihoice New

B4092«

☆ $2 F-1.S()1. -Serial no. A1()-3435()()A. New ☆ $2 F-1.S02. -Serial no.
B()831923()A.

New,

with

a smudge

☆

$2

F-1.S()4.

-Serial

no.

B66664876A. New ☆ $.5 F'-1.S2.S. Serial no. B1 ()()()()lOOA. Choice

<4sisxiniim>

.New' ☆ $.S F-1.S26. -Serial no. C8,S.S-S.S,S.S.SA. Choice New ☆ $1 F'-16()0.
-Serial no. B()()0()()068A. (Choice New

$1

F'-16()l. -Serial no-

-S()()()()()137A. Gem New ☆ $1 F-I6()2. -Serial no. G()()()()()()79B. New,
with a pinch fold ☆ $1 F'-16()2. -Serial no. V.S1()()()266A. New, with a
wrinkle ☆ $1 F-16()3. -Serial no. B294494()9B. New ☆ $1 F-16()4. .Se¬
rial no. 1)825984011). New, with a smudge ☆ $1 F-16()6. .Serial no.
3247 $5 F-782*. Federal Reserve Bank note. Star note. New York.

B11111113A. Choice New ☆ $1 F-16()7. Serial no. B()()()36()()()A.

Series of 1918. Feehee-Burke. Hendricks-Strong. Blue seal. Serial

Gem New ☆ $1 F-1607. -Serial no. B2()()()()()()l A. Gem New ☆ $1 F-

no. *B4()92. FIF', but with the appearance of a New note at first

1607. -Serial no. B63333333A. Gem New ☆ $1 F-1608. .Serial no.

glance. Possibly unique!

V0()000700B. Gem New ☆ $5 F-1651. Serial no. 199999991A. Choice

Researcher Douglas 1). Murray was not able to account for even a

New. An interesting group! ('Fotal: 18 pieces)

single survivor of the variety in his United States l.arge Size Star Sotes.
\ prize for the numismatist who desires the “rarest of the rare.” The

3256

$5 F'-1528. Legal 'Fender note. Series of 1928C. Julian-.Morgenthau.

Fdiasberg Collection notes, long off the market, are new to the

Red seal. -Serial no. F'78103457A, with incompletely printed serial

present generation of currency specialists and historians.

number on the right side; the embossing at the 45 can be seen, but no

$.S F-78.S. Federal Reserve Bank note. Cleveland. -Series of 1918.

An unusual and desirable printing error.

ink, with the result that the serial number reads: F7810,3—7,A. New.
.3248

Feehee-Burke. Baxter-Fancher. Blue seal. -Serial no. D.S97293A.
Choice New. Rarity-3. Bright and fresh.
3249

$.5 F-78.S. Federal Reserve Bank note. (Cleveland. -Series of 1918.
Frio of notes with low consecutive serial numbers from D34A
through D36A. Plate positions B through 1). Average net AH.
Rarity-3-. Almost, but not cjiiite, a cut sheet! ('Fotal: 3 pieces)

.3250

$S l'-794. Federal Reserve Bank note. Chicago. Scries of 1918.
Fcchcc-Burkc.

McCImid-McDougal.

Blue

seal.

-Serial

no.

C6I8I88A (Choice New. Rarity-3. Crisp and fresh, with broad even
margins
3257
.32.51

$1

F-160.5.

Silver

(Y‘rtificate.

Scries

of

1928lv

Juli.in-

$.5 f'-80()a. f ederal Reserve Bank note. Kansas (aty. -Scries of

Morgenthau. Blue seal. Serial no. I•'7200039.1B ('hoice New. Bv far

|9|H

the scarcest small-si/c $1 Silver Certificate issue (exclusive of certain

Icchcc Burke Anderson-Miller (ink-stamped rather than

Star notes), and eagerly sought this niielv preserveif

engraved). Blue seal Serial no. J4I8984A New. Raritv-4. \ scarce
...d <)isfin( five variety, although hardly expensive.
I !• (il M-;crve Rjnk nores of denominations ol
upward arc. in some in;'i.
- lo
However, as rhev ire nor wiilcly ; ollci red bv v.iricrics, elusive
jr »ri r
bit: irionf I in lie a< qiiircd for very rrasonalile prii cs

.32.58

Group ot notes, $1 l■-l(>07. Silver CeriifK.iies. Senes of l‘H5. JulianMorgenthau. Blue seals. Selection of notes with low consemtivc 'C
rial numbers from I l()()()))()))<)7.A through 1 l(KKK)(Ml72.A Plate posi
tions .A thoiigli I'

\ver.ige {Ihoice to Gem New ( lot.il fipieves)

lu )\vi:K,s \M) \ii-ui:\ \

1 he Louis L. Eliasher}', Sr., (Collection
v^259

(Jroup of notes, $1 K-16iy. Silver (]ertitleates. Star notes. Series of
19.S7. I’riest-Anderson. Blue seals. .Seleetion of notes with eonsecutive serial numbers from *()875()()4()A through *08750().S()A. Each is
from plate position E and grades Average (iem New. ('Eotal: 11
pieces)

v^260

l>arge group of notes, $1 E-1621. Silver (Certificates. Series of 1957B.
(iranahan-Dillon. Blue seals. (Offering of notes with consecutive se¬
rial numbers from Q99977()1A through Q99997800A. Each is from
plate position Ff and grades Average Choice to Gem New. (Total: 100
pieces)

3263

California. San Francisco National Bank. $5 F-475. .Second
Charter Period. Brown back. I'illman-Roberts. Charter no. 5096. .Se¬
rial no. 9865. Choice New. Scarce.

Rare Gem New F-1700 $10

This bank was chartered on November 23, 1886, with a capitalization of
$200,000. The assets were dissipated quickly, and on January 14, 1889, it went
into receivership, due, it was said, to incompetent management.

A00000077A
077 a'"

Desirable Milford, DE, $10

Min

:,\i

A0000CO77A
-*6

1st Charter, Series 1875

W<utnr%(.Ttw il I

(I RBEHa Y.
•IliLYktulM

3261

rw

.n

imNMhrOl

$10 F-1700. Silver Certificate. Series of 1933. Julian-Woodin. Blue
seal. Serial no. A00000077A. Gem New. A simply spectacular ex¬
ample of this important rarity; only 216,000 were issued, and survi¬

n n n I Lt < 11

llkttihtmtUit«

nuiTiy

vors are scarce in all grades. Gem quality examples rank among the
most desirable items in the U.S. paper money series. A prize for the

iHt iVrminl'

advanced specialist.
William H, Woodin, secretary of the 'Ireasury in 1933, was ill and in the twi¬
light of his life. During his tenure, which began shortly after Roosevelt’s inau¬
guration, most of his duties were handled on a pro tempore basis by Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., who later became secretary. Earlier, Woodin had been one of

3264

Delaware, Milford. First National Bank of Milford. $10 F-417.
First Charter Period. Series of 1875. Allison-Wyman. Charter no.

America’s most prominent numismatists.

2340. Serial no. 3346. New. Bright and attractive, overall, w ith some
minor foxing noted at the top border.

National Bank notes

3265

Delaware, Milford. First National Bank of Milford. $10 F-487.
Second Charter Period. Brown back. 'Eillman-Morgan. Charter no.
2340. Serial no. 5599. Choice New. Ehe top margin is somewhat

3262

Alabama, Evergreen. First National Bank of Evergreen. $10.
F-613. Ehird Charter Period. Red seal. Lyons-Roberts. Charter no.
7687. .Serial no. 161. Nearly New to New. Bright and crisp, with

A scarce, high-quality note.

bold bank signatures. Only $6,730 in large-size notes of this bank

$60,800, and continued in business under this name until December 31, 1928,

were still outstanding in 1930.

when it became known as the First National Bank & I rust (.o. of Milford, un¬

narrow, thus preventing us from assigning the Gem New designation.
Phis hnancial institution was chartered on July 27. 1876. with a capital of

der which title it issued additional notes.

The First National Bank of Evergreen was chartered in April 1905 with a
modest capital of $25,000. It continued in business through June 10, 1930, at
which time it was absorbed by the Peoples National Bank of Evergreen (which
never issued notes).

3266

District of Columbia. Federal National Bank ot Washington. $10 f629. Third Charter Period. Blue seal. Plain back. Napier-Thompson.
Charter no. 10316. Serial no. 2()(>49. New, with pinch fold.
Organized on January 15, 191,3, with a capitalization of $.500,000. On (Xtober
31, 1922, it assumed the .\merican National Bank of Washington ((.barter 6716)
after which time it became known as the l ederal-.Xmcrican National Bank ot
Washington. Neither bank was “federal" in the sense that thes had ansthing to
do with the government. The f ederal National Bank title must have Iveen mis¬
leading it its time.

MOWHK.S AND MICKKNA

40.S

ih^l .outs h.. h.ltusder^, Sr., Collection

i2t>7

Illinois Carrollton. Creenc County National Bank of Carrollton. $.S
K-4()4. First C:hartcr Period. Series of 1875. .Scofield-Colfillan. Char¬

Reconstructed Kansas, Illinois Sheet
I^'irst (Charter Period

ter no. 23^0. Serial no. 67h8. F.F. Some minor foxing is present, and
light scutTing can be seen at the folds.
I his bank was chartered on July 1, 1878, as the successor to the banking firm
ol David Pierson &i -Sons, hirst ('barter notes were issued of the $.S denomina¬
tion only, in the usual four-subject sheets. It went into liquidation on June 6,
1*^18, after w hich time its interests were succeeded by the Cireen (bounty State
Bank of Carrollton.

3268

Illinois, Kansas (town oO. First National Bank of Kansas. $1
F-382. First Charter Period. Original Series. Allison-Spinner.
Charter no. 2011. Serial no. 2858. New' to Choice New-. Bright,
fresh, and attractive, with bold bank signatures. A prize note.
The First National Bank of Kansas, IL, was chartered on July 12,1872, and
existed through July 1, 1926, when it was absorbed by the Farmers National
Bank of Kansas. 'I’he original issuance of four-subject First Charter sheets
amounted to 2,900 consisting of three $1 notes and one $2 note on each.

3270 Illinois, Kansas (town oO. First National Bank of Kansas. Re¬
constructed sheet. First Charter Period notes: $l-$l-$l-$2. F382-382-382-389. Original -Series. Allison--Spinner. (Charter no. 2011.
All have the serial number: 2855. Net EF. Paper tape can be seen
joining the seams of the contiguous notes on the reverse. Average net
F'F'. ('Fotal: 1 reconstructed sheet; 4 subjects)

Popular “Lazy 2” Note
Kansas (town oO, Illinois

3269 Illinois, Kansas (town oO. First National Bank of Kansas. $1
F-382. -Same type as the preceding, but with the serial number:
2849. New, with some minor foxing noted.

3271

Illinois, Kansas (town oO. First National Bank of Kansas. $2
F-389. First (Charter Period. Original Series. Allison-Spinner.
('.barter no. 2011. -Serial no. 2849. New'. Popular “Lazy Deuce” type.
From the same sheet as a $1 note offered above (Lot 3269).

3272 Offering of National Bank Notes, all First (Charter Period is¬
sues: ☆ Illinois, Lincoln. First National Bank of Lincoln. $1 1-382.
Original -Series. Allison-.Spinncr. Charter 2126. .Serial no. 1001. Net
Fine, but actually FiF or better, with tape repairs ☆ Kentucky, Lou¬
isville. 1 bird National Bank of Louisville. $5 F -3W. Original .Scries.
,'\llison-.Spinner. Charter no. 2171. -Serial no. 8804. \'(; ☆ Massachu¬
setts, Boston. Columbian National Bank of Boston. $5 F -404. -Scries
of 1875. -Scoficld-fiilfillan. Charter no. 1029. .Serial no. 65384. Fine or
better ☆ Massachusetts, I lolyoke. (lity National Bank of I lolvokc
$5 F-404. .Scries of 1875. -Seofield-fiilfillan. Charter no. 2430. .Serial
no. 61285. \ F ☆ Massachusetts, Loyscll. Prescott National B.inkol
Lowell. $1 F-383. .Senes of 1875. Allison-New Charter no. 'X4) Serial
no. 2't02. \(i ☆ Pennsylvania, -Saltsburg. First National Bank of
Saltsbiirg. $5 F-405. (^h-irtcr no. 2f>09 Seri.il no. 5251

Net \ (I. but

aetii.illv F.F, with some tinv pieces missing at the margins

\ tew

years ago S.iltsbiirg had .i c iirioiis episode m its fm.iiu lal history.

PK'i

iu)\vi<:k.s AM) \ii:ui:n \

Thel.oim E. hJiasherg, Sr., Collection
widely reported in the press at the time; a modern Pied Piper came
into town. (Total: 6 pieces)
3273

sheet; 4 subjects)
I his bank was chartered in August 1908 with the modest capital of $2.5,(KKI,
which was deemed sufficient for this small town. However, it lasted only until
August 1, 1914, when it was liquidated, to be absorbed by the Farmers & Mer¬
chants .State Bank. Only 4,34 sheets of Third Charter notes w ere issued, repre¬

Illinois, Quincy. Ricker National Bank of Quincy. $10 F-577. Second
Charter Period. Value back. Lyons-Roberts. Charter no. 2519. Serial

senting the only National Bank currency of the institution. By the time of liqui¬
dation, only $5,600 face value in notes existed, and today the amount mav well
be less than $1,000.

no. 22241. EF. A lovely, bright note that appears to be new at first
glance.
This bank, chartered in 1881, was the successor to the firm of H.F.J. Ricker.
It conducted business until June 12, 1923, when it was placed into voluntary

3277

liquidation and ab.sorbed by a newly-titled bank known as the Quincy-Ricker

Assortment of First Charter Period National Bank notes from
various states: ☆ Kansas, Emporia. Emporia National Bank. $1 F-

National Bank & Trust Co., formerly known as the Quincy National Bank.

382. Original Series. Allison-Spinner. Charter no. 1983. Serial no.
2052. VG ☆ Massachusetts, Boston. Continental National Bank of
Boston. $1 F-384. Series of 1875. Allison-Wyman. Charter no. 524.
Serial no. 22343. V'G ☆ Massachusetts, Boston. New England Na¬
tional Bank of Boston. $1 F-603. Series of 1875. Allison-W'yman.
Charter no. 602. Serial no. 13820. VG ☆ New York City. Lincoln
National Bank of the City of New York. $5 F-405. .Series of 1875.
Bruce-Gilfdlan. Charter no. 2608. .Serial no. 9383. Fine ☆ New York
City. Seventh Ward National Bank of New York. $1 F-380. Original
Series. Colby-Spinner. Charter no. 998. Serial no. 17724. \'G ☆ New
York City. Tradesmens National Bank of the City of New York. $1
F-384. Series of 1875. Allison-Wyman. Charter 905. Serial no. 29462.
Net VG, but actually EF, with a tear and tape repair on the reverse ☆
3274

Indiana, Vincennes. First National Bank of Vincennes. $5 F-

New York, Rome. Farmers National Bank of Rome. $5 F-404. Se¬

401. First Charter Period. Series of 1875. Allison-New. Charter

ries of 1875. Scofield-Gilfdlan. Charter no. 2410. Serial no. 24822.

no. 1873. Serial no. 4633. New, with a tiny tear at the top margin near

Net VG, but actually VF or better, with stains ☆ Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia. Merchants National Bank of Philadelphia. $5 F-404.

the left edge.

Series of 1875. Scofield-Gilfillan. Charter no. 2462. Serial no. 12703.

Organized on July 15,1871, with $100,000 in capital, this bank became a prolific

VG. (Total: 8 pieces)

issuer of National Bank notes, especially of the Second and Third Charter periods,
and stayed in business until the Depression of the 1930s.

3278
3275

Quartette of Third Charter Period National Bank notes, all
with blue seals: ☆ Louisiana, Shreveport. Commercial National

Iowa. Cedar Rapids National Bank. $5 F-469. Second Charter
Period. Brown back. Rosecrans-Jordan. Charter no. 3643. Serial no.

Bank of Shreveport. $5 F-600. Plain back. Vernon-Treat. Charter no.

6428. New, with faint yellowing along the left side of the top margin.

3600. Serial no. 178354. New', with a pinch fold ☆ New York, Buf¬

On February 28, 1887, this bank was organized with a capital of $100,000, as

falo. Columbia National Bank of Buffalo. $10 F-620. Dated back.

the successor to G.F V^an Vechten. It had a somewhat checkered financial ca¬

Napier-McClung. Charter no. 4741. Serial no. 1874. New, with a

reer, but survived the Bank Holiday of 1933, only to be placed in receivership

pinch fold ☆ New York City. National Bank of Commerce in New

on January 23, 1934.

York. $5 F-590. Dated back. Lyons-Roberts. Charter no. 733. .Serial
no. 370462. New, with a pinch fold ☆ Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh.
First National Bank at Pittsburgh. $5 F-606. Plain back. Teehee-

Uncut Sheet of Third Charter Notes

Burke. Charter no. 252. Serial no. 821726. New', with a reverse
smudge. (Total: 4 pieces)

Dexter, KS, $10-$10-$10-$20
JL

3279

Massachusetts, Boston. Columbian National Bank of Boston. $1 F383. First Charter Period. .Series of 1875. Allison-New'. Charter no.
1029. Serial no. 26810. Net VT or better, but actually New, with a
hinge mount remnant on the reverse.
Chartered on April 17, 1865, w'ith a capital of $1 million, this institution was
prominent on the Boston financial scene for many years and issued notes
through several series, including 102,000 examples of the $1 note type offered
here.

3280 Massachusetts, Boston. Merchandise National Bank of Bos¬
ton. $2 F'-390. First Charter Period. .Scries of 1875. .-Vllison-Ncw.
Charter no. 2304. Serial no. 6409. Nearly New to New. Fightlv
trimmed along the bottom margin as illustrated. Popular “I .azv Fwo
3276 Kansas, Dexter. First National Bank of Dexter. I Incut sheet of
I'hird flharter Period notes; $10 ☆ $10 ☆ $10 ☆ $20. K-618-618-

design type.
Chartered on October 13. 1875, with a capital of $.S(K1.000. the bank was rc-

Blue seals and dated backs. Vernon-Treat. Charter no. 9225.

tirled m Februars' 1890 as the Winthrop National Bank of Boston. Onlv 11.000

All have the serial number: 431. Net AH to New, with folds be¬

cxam|ilcs of the “I .azv I wo” notes were issued, and it can l>c presumevl that

tween the second and third notes and at the selvage. (Total: 1 uncut

most have long since disappeared.

MOVVI'KS AND MKRKNA
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32sl

\!a■.^a^.hu^ctts, l.snn. h irst National Bank of Lynn. $1 h-3K4. First

3285

C.hartcr Fcriod. .Senes of 1H75. .Allison-V\ yman. C^harter no. 63S. .Se¬
rial no. 14W. \ K. Attractive for the f'rade.

.Michigan, Crand Rapids. (»rand Rapids .National Bank. $10 1-545.
Second Charter Period. Dated back. Lyons-Roberts. Charter no.
2460. .Serial no. 1547. New, with a pinch fold.

l bartered on December 20, IHM. with $500,000 In capital, the bank served

(Chartered on March 1, 1880, with a capital of $2(K),(M)0, this bank was a pro¬

this shi<-manufacturinj{city for many years, until its liquidation on August .?0,

lific i.ssuer of notes. Issuance of the presently offered note type amounted to

1404. Some 21,000 e.samples were issued of the $1 note offered here.

7,795 pieces. The bank was liquidated on October 1, 1910, and its accounts
were taken over by the .National City Bank of Crand Rapids which underwent
a transverse name change (see next lot).

3286

.Michigan, Crand Rapids. Crand Rapids National City Bank. $10 F627. Fhird Charter Period. Blue seal. Plain back. Vernon-.McClung.
Charter no. 3293. .Serial no. 32822. New, with a pinch fold.

orimDcimjD'

32H2

.Massachusetts, Milford. Home National Bank of Milford. $2 F-

4^73

HI

f. ...
if ftj31^•-H.it*— --

390. First (Charter Period. .Series of 1875. .Allison-New. Charter no.

-

irj'/aiasttiLAsia

2275. .Serial no. 5157. New. Bright, fresh, and attractive. 'Fhe tips of

Zv//

V/vsMf/lt,

the corners are somewhat rounded on this example. Another “Lazy
Two” note.
I'his bank was chartered on June 12, 1875, with $200,000 capitalization. It
was placed in conservatorship on .March 20, 1933, at the time of the Bank Holi¬

3287 .Missouri, St. Louis. National Bank of Commerce in Saint

day. 'I'his action did not necessarily mean that it was illiquid, just that it did not

Louis. $5 F-474. Second Charter Period. Brown back. 'Fillman-.Mor-

satisfy the new reserve requirements. The institution was relicensed on August
21, 1933.

gan. Charter no. 4178. .Serial no. 417802. Choice New. Bright, crisp,
and attractive.
Chartered on December 16, 1889, the succe.ssor to the Bank of Commerce,
and absorbed several other banks in ensuing decades. Name changed to .Mer¬
cantile Commerce National Bank in .St. Louis, July 15, 19.30.

32S3

Michigan Detroit. Commercial National Bank of Detroit. $5 F477. .Second Charter Period. Brown back. Lyons-Roberts. (Iharter no.
2591. .Serial no. 7560. (Choice New. An impressive example having
crisp vignettes and bold bank signatures.

3288 Missouri, St. Louis. State National Bank of St. Louis. $5 F-477.

1 his institution was chartered on November 21, 1881, with $250,000 in capi¬

Second Charter Period. Brown back. Lyons-Roberts. (Iharter no.

tal, absorbed w hat was left of the Preston National Bank (which went into liq¬

5172. .Serial no. .30233. (Choice New. A handsome note having broad
even margins.

uidation on June 17, 1902), but failed itself on June 1, 1908, this right after the
very difficult financial year of 1907.

(Chartered on January 21, 1899, as successor to the State Bank & 'I'he Com¬
mercial Bank. Remained in business until 1929. Capitalized at $2 million, this
bank issued many notes.

3284 Offering of Third Charter Period National Bank notes: ☆
.Michigan, Detroit. First National Bank in Detroit. $5 F-605. Blue
seal. Plain back. Parker-Burke. Charter no. 10527. .Serial no. 111114.
f<cm New

☆

3289 Missouri, Missouri. State National Bank of St. Louis. $10 F-

.Michigan, Saginaw. .Second National Bank of

545. .Second Charter Period. Dated back. Lyons-Roberts. Charter no.

•Saginaw. $5 I‘-6()2. Blue seal. Plain back. Napier-McClung. Charter

5172. .Serial no. 77707. New, with a few pinholes noted.

no. 1918. .Serial no. 65555. New, with a pinch fold ☆ Minnesota,
Willmar. First National Bank of Willmar. $10 F-616. Blue seal.
Dated back. Lyons-Roberts. Charter no. 6151. .Serial no. 218. New,
pinhole. <r .Missouri, St. Louis. State National Bank of St. Louis. $5

i3iiHit.rtnaS‘ 3129

F-606. Blue seal. Plain back. 'Feehee-Burke. Charter no. 5172. .Serial
no. 22975. New to Choice New ☆ Ohio, Cleveland. Brotherhood of
Locrimotivc Kngineers Co-operative National Bank of Cleveland; al¬
ways a popular note because of the bank name. $5 F-607. Blue seal.
Plain back. Klliott-Biirke. Charter no. 11862. .Serial no. 235184. KF ☆

irior tHUliiipjr,

t)hio. f Cleveland, (.cntral National Bank .Savings and Irust Companv of (dcvcland. $5

f-bOI.

Blue seal.

Plain back.

Vernon-

06

'

M( tilling, (.barter no. 4318. .Serial no. 125658. F, F ^ I’ennsylvania.
I'hiliidelphia. fourth Street National Bank of Philailelphia. $5 f-tH't

ro \I

Rt-d veal Vcrnon- lre.it. Charter no. 3557. Serial no. 3339r). Kf
: loral 7 pieces)

.3290

Nebraska, Saint l*aul. Saint l‘aul Natitmal Bank. $.5 f 4r»7
Secontl (.h.irtcr Pcrioil. Brown b.nk, Brucc-Wvm.in

(di.irtcr no

3129, Scri.il no, 2605 .Net AI I, with .i t.ittcr nc.ir the top of tlte left
m.irgin
\

little b.ink

with a slmri hislnrs, this insiiiiioiui was»harieird on I cbiiiais

M( )\VI-:k,S AM) \li:UK\ \

The Louis h. L.ltasherg, Sr., (Collection
27, 1884, with a capital of $,S0,()()0, and remained in business until it was liqui¬
dated on March
1897. Meanwhile, it issued 1(),,S12 $5 notes of the type of¬
fered here. By 1910, just 168 of these notes were still outstanding.

3294

New \'ork City. Continental National Bank in New York. $1 1-384.
First Charter Period. .Series of 1875. Allison-Wyman. Charter me
1389. .Serial no. 1.3321. Net EF, but actually All, with a tiny indenta¬
tion at the top margin.

Desirable St. Paul, Nebraska Sheet

Chartered on July .S. 186.S, with a capital of $1 million, the bank went into liq¬
uidation on May 2.S, 1901, and became part of the Hanover National Bank of
the same city. Although 84,000 $1 First Charter, .Series of 187.S. notes were is¬
sued, they are necessarily scarce today, as are all from this era.

3295

New York City. The National Bank of Commerce in .New York. $10 F480. Second Charter Period. Brown back. Bruce-Wyman. Charter no.
733. Serial no. 72779. New, with a pinch fold. Bright and attractive.
Worth a generous bid.
Chartered on January 19, 186.S, the bank existed under this name until 190.S.
when it became known as National Bank of (.ommerce. dropping the article
“I’he.”

I
I

8111

3291

Nebraska. St. Paul National Bank (as preceding). Uncut sheet
of Second Charter Period notes: $5 ☆ $5 ☆ $5 ☆ $5, all F-467.

3296 New York, Rochester. National Bank of Commerce of Roch¬
ester. $20 F'-640. 4'hird Charter F’eriod. Red seal. Lyons-Treat. Char¬
ter no. 8111. .Serial no. 6986. New, with a pinch fold.
Organized on February 1. 1906, this institution was a relative latecomer to
the banking scene of this upstate New York community. Established with a

Brown backs. Bruce-Wyman. Charter no. 3129. All have the serial

capitalization of $.300,000, incompetent management took its toll, and despite

number: 2604. Net AU to New, with folds between the second and

an increase of capital to $1,.S0(),()()(), it foundered on June 21. 1924, Just 9,200 of

third notes and at the selvage. Not often does one find an enuxe sheet

the $20 notes of the F-64() tvpe were issued, and nearly all were retired bv the
1930s.

of rarities! (Total: 1 uncut sheet; 4 subjects)
■See Lot 3290 for bank history. As noted, by 1910 it was reported that just 168
of these $5 notes survived. At the time there was no numismatic interest in col¬
lecting National Bank notes. Presumably, most of these 168 bills circulated far
and wide, and in the 1930s were finally redeemed by the IVeasury Department,
by which time the new (beginning with the .Series of 1928-1929) small-si/.e
notes were the standard.

N'ATIOiVAI.
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3297

New York, Whitehall. Merchants National Bank of Whitehall.
$5 F-404. First Charter Period. .Series of 1875. .Scofield-Cilfillan.

U»1 l\ iMllH?

Charter no. 2233. .Serial no. 1691. AU.
Although one does not normally associate Whitehall as being a large tow n, it
did accommodate four banks that issued federal notes over a period of years.

3292 New York, Brockport. First National Bank of Brockport. $10
F-479. .Second Charter Period. Brown back. Bruce-Gilfillan. Charter

The Merchants National Bank of Whitehall produced a long string of National
Bank notes including 8,()()() of the type offered here. Of all large-size notes w ith
the bank imprint, only $2,78.3 in face value remained outstanding by 193.3.

no. 382. .Serial no. 1574. New, with pinch fold.
Although this bank was capitalized at just $.S0,000, it remained in business

3298 Ohio, Cincinnati. First National Bank of Cincinnati. $10 F-

for a long time. Founded on April 4, 1864, the institution was a mainstay of the

613. I'hird Charter Period. Red seal. Lyons-Roberts. Charter no. 24.

town until it went into receivership on February 2, 1934. Second Charter notes

.Serial no. 37369. Choice New. A bcautilul note made even more

were issued in sheets of $10-$10-$10-$20, from which the Eliasberg Collection
example was cut. Just 2,009 sheets were printed (equating to 6,027 $10 notes).
Only a few can possibly survive today.

desirable by the low charter number of the issuing bank.
This large bank in an active banking city was chartered in July 1863 and re¬
ceived the low charter number 24. Over the years it ac(|uired several other in¬

3293 New York City. American Exchange National Bank of New York
City. $5 F-588. 'Fhird Charter Period. Red seal. Lyons-Treat. Charter

stitutions, and along the way produced over four million largc-si/c notes, in¬
cluding 222,()(K) of the type offered here.

no. 1394. .Serial no. 53410. New. Bright, crisp, and attractive. 'The
bank signatures are bold.
Chartered on July 6, I86.S, this bank existed under the foregoing name until
August 1,192.S, when, followinga merger with the Pacific National Bank it became
known as the American Pixchange Pacific National Bank of New York, cer¬
tainly not a name that could be easily remembered. I'oday, it is some small frac¬
tion of the Irving I'riist Company.
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3303

Pennsylvania,

Brookvillc.

Jefferson

County

National

Bank

of

Brookville. $5 F-4()4. h irst Charter Period. .Series of 1875. .ScoficldCilfillan. C'harter no. 2392. Serial no. 2864. KT.

Tightly trimmed

along the bottom margin.
Chartered on .August 15, 1878, w ith capital of $,50,(M)0, this small bank re¬
mained active until at least 195.5, during w hich span it issued notes m various
series. Most popular by far was the $5 type as offered here, of which 57,128
were issued.

3304

Pennsylvania. Pair of desirable National Bank Notes: ☆ Bank of
Pittsburgh National Association. $5 F-537. Second Charter Pe¬
riod. Dated back. Lyons-Roberts. ('barter no. 5225. .Serial no. 197989.

3299

Net h'F, but actually AU or better, with wrinkles ☆ I’niontovsn

Ohio, ('incinnati. Metropolitan National Bank of Cincinnati.

National Bank and Trust (Company. $5 F-609.1'hird (Charter Pe¬

$5 l--4()5. hirst C'harter Period. Series of 1875. Bruce-Gilfillan. Char¬

riod. Blue seal. Plain back. Speelman-White. ('barter no. 12500. .Se¬

ter no. 2542. Serial no. 2141. fChoice New.

rial no. 48322. New, with a pinch fold and a small reverse stain. ('To¬

hounded on July IS. 1881, with a capitalization of $50(),0(X), this bank existed

tal: 2 pieces)

for only a short time, and failed on February 10, 1888. Some 17,200 $5 notes of
the presently offered variety were issued, but soon di,sappeared from circulation.
By lOlbonly about $2,500 face value in all notes of this bank remained outstanding,

3305

and it can be estimated that today the amount is probably below $500.

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh. Mellon National Bank of Pitts¬
burgh. $5 F-587. Third Charter Period. Lyons-Roberts. Red seal.
Charter no. 6301. .Serial no. A94470. Choice New. Bright and fresh,
with bold surcharges. Somewhat tightly trimmed along the bottom
margin of the obverse. This note has the ink-stamped bank signature

!8HiMMfP7^an4:-

of A.\V. Mellon as president.

UNllEDSTATESOriMERlCA ‘ \
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Chartered on June 15, 1902, this bank was capitalized at $2 million. Many
notes were issued through the 192()s, among w hich were 464,800 of the type

7437

offered here. The National Callery', Washington, DC, was the gift of Andrew
W. Mellon.

3306

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh. Mellon National Bank of Pittsburgh.
$5 F-587. .Same variety as the note in the preceding lot. Low serial:

16. New, with a pinch fold. This note has the ink-stamped bank sig¬
nature of A.W. Mellon as president.
3300

Ohio, Cleveland. National Commercial Bank of (Cleveland.
$10 h'-61.5. Third Charter Period. Red seal. Lyons-Roberts. Charter

Texas, Bartlett. First National Bank of Bartlett. $10 F-633. Third

no. 7487. .Serial no. 1981. New. Not easy to find this nicely pre¬

Charter Period. Blue seal. Plain back. Klliott-Burkc. Charter no.

served.

5422. .Serial no. 203. New, with a faint smudge near the right edge of

Chartered in November 1904 with $1.5 million capitalization, this bank

the obverse.

lasted until it went into li(|uidation on February 28, 1921, after which certain

Chartered on June 15, 1900, with the small capitalization of $25,000, this

assets were absorbed by the Cuardian .Savings & ’Trust Company of the same

bank would seem to offer a setting for great currency rarities. However, some

city. In the meantime the bank issued many notes, including 87,000 of the type
offered here.

25,077 examples were issued of the presently offered note, enough to make
them scarce, but hardly rare, today.

I'm
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M

Ohio, (Jolumbus. Ohio National Bank of(]olumhus. $10 F-487.

3308 Wisconsin. La Oosse National Bank. $1 F-384. First Charter

Second (lhartcr Period. Brown back. Tillman-Morgan. Charter no.

Period. .Series of 1875. Allison-Wvman. Charter no. 2344. Serial no.

5065. .Serial no. 16477. Choice New. Bright, crisp, and attractive.

282. Al I.

Strmew hat tightly trimmed along the bottom margin of the reverse.

Chartered on December 1, 1876, this bank was in business for nearlv 20

Chartered in 1897, this bank issued over a million large-size notes in several
senes and obligations, including 55,260 of the type offered here.

years, and failed on July 1, 1896, despite capital of $2(M),(KM). just 1,5(M) l irst-

Ohio, Springfield. Citizens National Bank of Springfield. $5 F-574.

standing in 1910, most of w hich were probably of the $10 denominat.on (of

Charter$l notes were issued, serially numbered 1 through 500, with plate let¬
ters .A, B, and C. ,A scant $2.112 face value in notes of this bank were still out¬

.3.302

Second Charter Period. Value back. Lyons-Roberts. Charter no. 5160.

which 10,575 notes were issued). 'Ibday, the $1 is a major rants.

Serial no. 1144 5 Fif.
' Chartered in 1898 as the successor to the Second National Bank of Springfield,
the f iiri/cns Narional remained in business until 1927.
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1950: A Numismatic Year for the Ages
/^y Joel Grosz, N.L.G.
rhere are dates that are imprinted upon our memories,

ment.” It was a whopping lie—but only a few months

I etched there indelibly, whetherfor ill orforgood. November

previously, China had gone Communist and the Soviet

22, 1963 is one. July 20, 1969 is another. For American

Llnion had developed the bomb—so Americans needed

numismatists, one such date is November 7, 1950, the day

someone to blame. McCarthy unleashed a three-year smear

that a Baltimore banker did what no one had done before,

campaign that historian William Manchester has dubbed

what no one has done since, and what no one may ever do

“The Age of Suspicion.” Thousands of innocent people—in

again: he assembled a collection of United States coinage

industries as diverse as film and long-distance trucking—

complete by date and mintmark. 'Fhe last “hole in the

were blacklisted on the basis of unsubstantiated rumors of

album” was filled when Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. laid out

“disloyalty.”

$4,000 to dealer Jim Jyelly to capture the unique 1873-CC

Hollywood’s record in this regard was particularly shame¬

Without Arrows dime. Fhis accomplishment, which forever

ful. Though movie moguls had a banner year artistically,

immortalized Eliasberg as “The King of Coins” was one of

producing such classics as Bom Yesterday. The Asphalt Jungle.

the many events—numismatic and otherwise—that com¬

and Sunset Boulevard, they turned craven when confronted

bined to make 1950 one of the most memorable 12 months

by McCarthy. Their infamous blacklist ruined the careers of

of the modern era. Before living memories of this remark-

hundreds of artists who were no more Communist than the

I able year fade away, let us revisit the mid-point of the

members of the House Un-American Activities Committee.

, “American Century.”
1

For those interested in keeping score, McCarthy’s sup¬

It is safe to say that much was going on. On the frozen hills

posed list (he never actually revealed the name of even a

[ of North Korea, United Nations’ troops anchored by Ameri¬

single Communist in the employ of Uncle Sam) yo-yoed

can GIs were mopping up the last straggling North Korean

from 205 to 57 to 108 to40 to 66 to 25, at which point (in 1954)

effectives. The Communist North had invaded the South in

“Tailgunner Joe” was finally shot dow n—censured—by a

; the final week of June, 1950.1'he invaders nearly pushed the

disgusted Senate. Meanwhile, interest in McCarthy’s hear¬

Southern army (supported by a skeleton American force) into

ings w'as so intense that big-city department stores installed

: the Korea Strait. On September 15, truly at the last moment,

television sets so that shoppers would not miss a single

: America’s brilliant old war horse. General Douglas MacArthur,

accusation.

I

(executed an audacious amphibious landing at Inchon and

The Age of Suspicion may have been mostly smoke, but

routed the aggressors. MacArthur was now poised to capture

there was some fire underneath the haze. Julius and Ethel

: the entire Korean peninsula, but the newly triumphant Com-

Rosenberg had been shipping America’s most sensitive

I

munist overlord of China, Mao Zedong, took a dim view of the

nuclear secrets to Joseph Stalin, and an obscure (California

I Stars and Stripes fluttering just south of the \’alu River. Before

congressman had tenaciously brought to ground another

Lthe close of November, Mao hurled a million “volunteers”

spy, the dapper old New Dealer, Alger Hiss. I'his bizarre

(over the Yalu, and drove the United Nations’ forces back to a

case featured some elements that appeared to come straight

I bloody stalemate at the 38th parallel.

out of pulp potboilers (like microfilm stashed in a pumpkin),

!

MacArthur blustered, recommending that the president

and others that bespoke considerable ornithological erudi¬

(authorize “dropping 30 to 50 atomic bombs upon targets in

tion (such as Hiss’s intimate knowledge of the rare protho-

1

iCTina.” President Harry S Truman, however, wisely de¬
cided against letting the nuclear genie out of the bottle.
Back in the States, unfortunately, a malevolent genie had
escaped, and no one dared try to force him back into the

notary warbler). While few' Americans would remember
Alger Hiss for long, most would become well-actiuainted
with his nemesis: Congressman Richard M. Nixon.
Still, America in 1950 was not only suspicious, it was

bottle. Indeed, it was Joseph McCarthy’s problems with the

prosperous. In all of the industrialized world, only Canada

bottle that fed some of his worst excesses. On Lincoln’s

and the United States had come through the Second World

birthday in 1950, Mc( Earthy, the junior senator from Wiscon¬

War with their economies intact. American industry domi¬

sin, speaking to a Republican women’s group in Wheeling,

nated international trade, and Uncle Sam’s armed forces

West Virginia, announced: “I have here in my hand a list of

bestrode the globe. At home, millions of demobilized sailors,

205 (government employees) that were known to the secre¬

soldiers, and airman had created a housing crisis that, bv

tary of state as being members of the (kimmiinist party, and

1950. was beginning to ease—thanks to the construction of

are still working and shaping the ptilicy of the State Depart¬

slapped-together neighborhoods. Fhc cpitomi- i>f this sub
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urban sprawl was Levittown, a tract on Long Island consist¬

United States, “but if I do you w ill need a new nose and a

ing of 6,000 exactly identical houses, which prompted folk

supporter below.” In 1948, 'Pruman had waged his cel¬

singer Peter Seeger to comprise a satirical ballad about

ebrated “Give 'em Hell” campaign to beat the Republican

“Little boxes on the hillside, little boxes made of ticky-

nominee. Governor Phomas Dew ey of New York. Now , the

tacky, and they all look just the same.” Ticky-tacky or not,

North Korean invasion and the military reverses that fol¬

they looked pretty good to men who had wallowed in

lowed sent his popularity plummeting. Republicans gleely

Europe’s mud or baked on Pacific atolls for four years. One

began chuckling “To err is Pruman.” Perhaps the unkindest

such man was a young numismatist named John J. Ford, Jr.,

cut of all came when many of his fellow democrats started to

who will later figure largely in this narrative.

mutter “Pm just mild about Harry.”

Ford and other Americans of 1950 had it better than ever

No one was mild, however, about the “whiz kids” from

before. Nearly all new homes, even those in Levittown,

the Quaker (hty. A cadre of brilliant young players led by

boasted indoor plumbing. 'I'he backyard privy equipped

shortstop Richie Ashburn had lifted the perennial doormat

with an old Sears catalogue rapidly disappeared from the

of the National League, the Philadelphia Phillies, into the

nation’s landscape. New living rooms bristled with gee-whiz

1950 World Series. Phere, the nation’s sentimental favorites

gadgets, including the dial telephone (with a private line, no

encountered the New York Yankees, still led by the legend¬

less!), and increasingly, the big boxy television. Radios were

ary Joe DiMaggio. Phe Bronx bombers simply knocked the

smaller than pre-w ar models, and like as not w ere playing the

scrapple out of the Phillies, plunging the City of Brotherly

chart-topping Tennessee Waltz. In the kitchen, the electric-

Love, and underdog fanciers everywhere, into mourning.

refrigerator was rapidly supplanting the old ice box. 'Phis, in

In the midst of this bustling and booming year, the

turn, needed to be filled, and the newfangled supermarkets

American numismatic scene turned in mixed reviews. After

were happy to oblige, driving the downtown mom and pop

a post-commemorative market slump from 1936 to 1943, the

grocery out of business in the process. In most core cities, the

coin market revived in a big way in 1943. At the time, cash

Bijou was not in trouble yet, but it would be soon, as

was common and consumer goods were scarce. Many put

television began to offer stiff competition to the theatres.

their money into coins, and the market jumped. By 1949 it

Similarly, most .Americans still traveled long distances by

paused to catch its breath, and in 1950, it was still at rest. In

train, but Detroit’s chrome-plated behemoths would soon

this listless environment, the successful dealer was one w ho

be cruising on interstate highways. Before the decade was

was able to sell coins to established numismatists and reach

out, the heyday of the railroads was history.

out to make a few' converts among the general public. Phe

Not all L.S. citizens, however, were prosperous or con¬

exemplar of this style was the dean of American coin dealers,

tent. They lived in a segregated nation, with Americans of

B. Max Mehl. Phis diminutive Pexan, by 1950, had logged

African ancestry forced to use separate accommodations,

nearly a half century as a coin dealer. From his base at the

and fre(|uently denied basic human rights. Migrant workers

Mehl Building in Fort Worth, B. Max used advertising as

toiled under appalling conditions. Women, w ho had moved

aggressively as 1950s’ heavyweight champion, Joe Louis,

into new jobs to meet wartime labor shortages, were being

used boxing gloves. Full-page ads in national magazines

forced out of the labor market by returning veterans. Heavy

offered the eye-opening sum of $500 for a nickel: a 1913

industries spew ed forth tons of pollutants, and always, there

Liberty Head nickel. Mehl knew full well that there were

was the threat of (Communism, with Americans especially

only five such coins extant, and all were in the hands of

jittery now that they were in idefacto war w ith half a billion

know ledgeable numismatists. But his “offer” got thousands

(Chinese, not to mention the fact that Joe Stalin had just

of people looking through their spare change, and in the

wrapped his beefy finger around a nuclear trigger.

process created hundreds of new collectors.

As it all of this were not enough, for many Americans,

41 !

B. Max did not enjoy a stellar reputation among serious

there was also the threat of “'frumanism.” The President

numismatists. (ieorgeGlapp of Pittsburgh was driven nearlv

had been generally popular w hile serving the balance of the

to distraction by the Pexan’s glib and factually challenged

late President franklin Delano Roosevelt’s fourth term.

cataloguing. Legend has it that Glapp once calle«.l Mehl

Arneric.ins admired 'I ruman’s blunt candor, w hich was best

“mendacious” and Max, assuming it was a compliment,

illustrated w hen he w rote a letter to a Washiny,ton /’at/music

thanked him kiiully. Despite ad\ancing vears and lav grad¬

(ritit who had panned a singing recital by the first ilaiighter,

ing staiulanls, B. Max Mehl prescnterl his last great auction

Margaret

sale (ami 113th m his career) m l‘)5(). Demonstrating that

“I never met you,” wrote the president of the

iiowi: K,s AM) \ii: ki:n\

j
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Clapp was not entirely wrong, Mehl dubbed thishis “Golden

operated from quarters on 46th Street in Manhattan. Both of

! Jubilee” sale, w hich did not quite add up, since he started his

these firms were founded in the mid 30s, and now had hit

j

business in December of 1903. Be that as it may, the May 28

their stride. Both were also working hard in 1950; each firm

j auction sale featured the collection of composer Jerome

conducted seven auctions in that year. "Phe highlight of the

Kern, and it contained a number of memorable delicacies.

Numismatic Gallery’s auction schedule was the June 15-17

Another key dealer on the scene was also well up in years.

sale of the collection formed by the actor Adolphe Menjou.

Wayte Raymond of New York City and Montauk Point,

Lot 399 of this sale was the 1873-CC W'ithout Arrows dime

Long Island, had been a coin merchant about as long as B.

that Louis Eliasberg, Sr. competed—unsuccessfully—with

Max (indeed back in 1912, they had briefly considered

Jim Kelly to purchase. Of course, as earlier mentioned, Kelly

forming a partnership). Raymond was as imposing as Mehl

sold the coin to F^liasberg less than five months later.

was small, and possessed a scholarly turn of mind, while

It was another New York dealership, however, that made

Mehl was a born salesman. Wits referred to Raymond as

1950 a year of great historical significance for American

“The Great Wayte,” punning on both his deep fund of

numismatics. The New' Netherlands Coin Company did not

numismatic knowledge and his generous girth. In 1950,

secure their place in the pantheon on the strength of their

Raymond was the publisher of the foremost guide book to

1950 auction calendar, for they held only two, both of

rare coin values: The Standard Catalogue of United States Coins.

middling quality. It was rather by enlisting as an associate

R.S. Yeoman’s Guide Rook (the Red Book) was in its fourth

John J. Ford, Jr., almost on the ver\' day that Eliasberg

edition by 1950, but it was still overshadowed by its older

completed his collection, that New' Netherlands launched a

cousin. 'Phe Great Wayte published a first-rate periodical.

numismatic renaissance. The cataloguing of coins for auc¬

The Coin Collector s Journal, and also marketed the “Na¬

tion had become an art form by the end of the 19th century,

tional” albums, which consisted of cardboard pages perfo¬

with able practitioners such as W. Eliot Woodward, William

rated by holes punched to fit the coin, and acetate slides to

Harvey Strobridge, and the brothers Chapman dispensing

cover both sides of the coins stored within. Since the card¬

elegant and informative commentary. "Phe art deteriorated

board was impregnated with sulfur (no one in 1950 under¬

in the 20th century, as Mehl’s mendacity and "Pom Pdder’s

stood its many numismatically destructive properties), these

staccato style led to bare-bones descriptions. Provenance

albums created much of the colorful and highly desired

w'as ignored, old saws w'ere uncritically repeated, and puff¬

“original” toning seen on silver coins today. 'The acetate

ing was all too common. By 1950, the “Joe Friday” method

slides tended to abrade the high points of the coins within as

of cataloguing—just the facts, ma’am—was the best one

they slid back and forth over them. "Phis led to a new

could hope for in the numismatic marketplace.

pejorative term: “sliders,” which came to refer to any coin

Enter John J. Ford, Jr. While still a teen, he began his

with slide or friction marks, regardless of how they were

career as a dealer in the employ of the brothers Stack. His

obtained. The grading term “Almost Uncirculated” had not

command of numismatic history and technical details of the

been invented in 1950, and “slider” filled the need to

coining process served him well, but his talents were soon

describe a coin that was almost, but not quite Uncirculated.

required by the United States Army during World War 11.

Raymond published the final auction catalogue of his illus¬

After V-J Day, Ford devoted time to higher education and a

trious career (his 69th solo effort) in 1950 on June 15. He

brief business career, but found his true calling at New

would grace the numismatic scene for less than six years

Netherlands in company with (Tarles Wormser, w ho tended

after 1950, but his legacy will be with coin collectors forever.

to the business end. Ford’s cataloguing, which started in

Lest the foregoing give the impression that the coin

1951, (juickly etjualled, and soon surpassed the level of the

dealer fraternity had become exclusively geriatric by 1950, it

19th century. Ford reconstructed provenances, and expli¬

might be well to discuss some of the more outstanding of the

cated arcane varieties. Fantasy pieces and fabrications w ere

vigorous younger members. For example, there was the

rooted out. Phe heritage of past dealers and collectors was

Numismatic Gallery with its two “AKs”: Abe Kosoff and

connected to the by-ways of American culture to highlight

Abner Kreisberg. 'Phey had moved their headtjuarters a

previously ignored peripheral items, w hich Ford called “Nu¬

couple of years before from New York Gity to Beverly Hills,

mismatic Americana.” And most of all, John J. loved and

thus joining the nation’s westward march after World War 11.

promoted the literature of numismatics, including the rare

■Stubbornly staying behind in the Big Apple was the Stack

auction catalogues authored by the 19th-centurv masters.

family, brothers Morton and Joseph, and their sons, who

Rarely humble and sometimes caustic. Font made more
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than one enemy along the way. Butin the process, he created

ANA elections (an accusation that has since been substanti¬

a standard of scholarship that would soon be emulated by

ated: see Q. David Bowers, The American Numismatic Associa¬

others: Norman Stack, a pre-teen resident of Forty Fort,

tion Centennial History, volume one, page 761). At the 1950

Pennsylvania named Q. David Bowers, and the polymath

ANA convention, Frank J. ignored his expulsion and at¬

who would later become Ford’s New' Netherlands col¬

tempted to gain admittance to a business meeting of the

league, Walter Breen. Ford quite simply raised the numis¬

organization’s executive board, which was literally taking

matic bar forever.

place behind closed doors. There ensued a door-banging,

John Ford and his compatriots were kept plenty busy in

pushing and shoving match between Katen and Louis .S.

1950 by the Denver Mint, which produced a paltry 2,630,030

Werner, the ANA’s sergeant-at-arms, which donnybrook

nickels, the lowest production for that denomination since

was witnessed by three other ANA members. The furious

the 1931 -S. By the end of the year, observant collectors were

Frank J. promptly swore out a warrant for the arrest of

beginning to hoard this “rare” coin. I'wo midwestern specu¬

Werner on the charges of assault and battery. For the first

lators literally filled the trunk of their car with Denver

and only time in its history, an elected officer of the ANA was

Jettersons, and motored cross-country, hawking them at

escorted to the hoosegow. Werner made bail, and at the court

towns along the route. 'The price of a $2 roll of Uncirculated

hearing which followed Katen was prevailed upon by other

1950-D nickels jumped from face value in early 1950, to $6

ANA members to end his crusade before it destroyed the

by the beginning of 1951, to $20 by mid-1951, and then by

organization. I'he leader of the (Committee of 80 accordingly

leaps and bounds as new collectors expanded the coin

withdrew the charges and apologized to Werner.

market. By 1964, a mere 14 years later, a single Uncirculated

Actually it was Frank Katen who was owed an apology.

roll cost a breathtaking $1,200! 'Then the roll market col¬

Although his tone was undoubtedly intemperate—calling

lapsed in 1965, and the 1950-D nickel fell from the strato¬

the executive board, as he did in the March, 1951 issue of

sphere back to earth. The speculators of 1950 had literally

Katen's Koin Kapers, “plain unvarnished common thieves”

sopped up every available 1950-D Jefferson. As a result worn

and accusing them of “commie-like tactics” was overly

1950-D nickels are much rarer than Uncirculated ones to¬

harsh—but most of his charges were in fact true. Reagan was

day! And in this frenzy of hoarding, the collectors of 1950

high-handed in expelling Katen, and administered this pun¬

launched the big bull market in coins that snorted and

ishment without providing Katen access to due process. In

charged, with only occasional pauses for breath, for the next

1971, the ANA admitted its error, restoring Frank J.’s mem¬

three decades.

bership and issuing a formal apology for the actions of the

Speaking of snorting and charging, no account of numis¬

Reagan administration 21 years before.

matic doings in 1950 would be complete without a blow-by-

As 1950 came to a close, it had clearly been a year of

blow retellingofan epic conflict: the Committee of 80 versus

splendid achievement on the one hand, and conflict and

the American Numismatic Association (ANA), d'he Com¬

suspicion on the other. It featured .MacArthurand McCarthy,

:

mittee of 80 was a group of dealers and collectors who

Katen and Korea, Menjou and Mao, Raymond, and Reagan,

supported coin merchant Frank J. Katen in his crusade to

But it was also during that 12 months that American coin

j
j

reform the ANA. At that time, the ANA was an organization

collectors discovered that there was a Ford in their future. It

!

of no fixed address, governed by elected officers and admin¬

was the annum during which the 1950-1) nickel rocketed the

istered by an executive .secretary named Lewis M. Reagan.

coin market into orbit. Most significantly, it was the year

Fo all intents and purposes, Reagan was the ANA; he

destined to stand alone in numismatic historv. No one

virtually carried the Association in his briefcase. Katen fired

before Louis F. Fliasberg, .Sr. had ever achieved complete¬

the first salvo in 1949, accusing the ANA of paying too much

ness in the American series, (liven the much larger collector

to print The Sumismatist, spending too much for officers’

base and exponentially higher cost basis of coins todas, the

travel, and not having balanced books. Reagan refused to

sheer weight of competition and expense suggests that

publish the charges as a paid advertisement in TheSnrnisrna-

completeness w ill neverocciiragain. Louis IL hdiasberg. Sr.,

n^t. and matters quickly escalated.

stands alone, and his remarkable achie\ cment o\ crsh.ido'\s

()n April 8, 1956, the ANA executive board voted to expel

(at least in the world of coins) all else. Thanks to Fliasberg.

Katen from membershi(i in the Association. The leader of

1950 is truly a year that mimism.itic.illv bcliuigs to the agi's.

the Committee of 80 persisted, charging fraud in the 1950
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The I .outs E. t.liasder^, Sr., Collection

4H»

Twenty-Cent Pieces.

. 1349-1355

Quarter Dollars.

. 1356-1659

Half Dollars.

1660-2062; 2063-2166

Silver Dollars.

. 2167-2328

Trade Dollars.

. 2329-2354

Commemorative Coins.

. 2355-2429

Miscellaneous Coins.

.3001-3008

(Confederate States of America Coins.

.3009-3013

San Francisco Assayer’s Bar.

.3014

'Tokens and Medals.

. 3015-3045

Hard Times 'Tokens.

.3046-3056

Civil War Tokens.

.3057-3088

Merchant Store Cards and Related Items

. 3089-3093

World Medals.

. 3094, 3095

World Tokens.

.3096-3114

T.S. Currency.

.3115-3308
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